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A photograph of Khwaja Ghulam Farid 



Khwaja Ghulam Farid [1845-1901] is the most celebrated 19th century Chishti–Nizami Sufi 
poet of the Saraiki language -spoken in the Indus valley in the border region of Punjab
and Sindh in Pakistan. Born and died in Mithankot (also known as, Kot Mithan), coming
from a noble Arab descent, tracing their ancestry back to Omar b. al-Khattab, the Second 
Caliph of Islam.  

Khawaja wrote poems in Saraiki, Persian, Urdu, Punjabi, Sindhi and Braj Bhasha. He is
best known for his Magnum Opus Divan-i-Farid, a wonderful collection of 272 Kafis
celebrating the mystical experience of Oneness which are the fountain-head of his whole
metaphysical thought and its realization. It speaks of the religion of the Heart that
essentially takes one to the Heart of the religion. Divan-i-Farid is essentially symbolic. It 
gives us symbolic understanding of the ultimate nature of things, Expressed in a beautiful
poetic imagery. 
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Dedicated to 
My Revered Sprituial Master Hz.Baba Sufi Muhammad Tufayl

The embodiement of Primordial Wisdom



Appearance and Reality 

اب  ۭ  انَِّهٗٓٗ اوََّ ناَ لِداَوٗدَ سُليَْمٰنَ ۭ نعِْمَ الْعبَْدُ فِنٰتُ الْجِياَدُ 30    وَوَهَبْ فۙقَاَلَ انِِِّىْٓٗ احَْببَْتُ حُبَّ الْخَيْرِ عَنْ 31    اۭذِْ عُرِضَ عَليَْهِ باِلْعشَِيِِّ الصّٰ

ۚ  حَتّٰى توََارَتْ باِلْحِجَابِ  ناَقِ  رُ۪دُّوْهَا32    ذِكْرِ رَبِِّيْ ا باِلسُّوْقِ وَالْْعَْ ناَ عَلٰي   33       عَليََّ ۭ فطََفِقَ مَسْح ًۢ وَلقَدَْ فتَنََّا سُليَْمٰنَ وَالَْقيَْ

ناَبَ  ۚ  انَِّكَ انَْ 34   كُرْسِيِِّهٖ جَسَدا ثمَُّ اَ نًْۢ بعَْدِيْ بغَِيْ لِْحََدٍ مِِّ 35   تَ الْوَهَّابُ قاَلَ رَبِِّ اغْفِرْ لِيْ وَهَبْ لِيْ مُلْكا لَّْ ينًَْۢ

“And We gave unto David Solomon; how excellent a servant he was! He was a penitent. When in the 

evening were presented to him the standing steeds, he said, ‘Lo, I have loved the love of good things 

better than the remembrance of my Lord, until the sun was hidden behind the veil. Return them to 

me!’ And he began to stroke their shanks and necks. Certainly We tried Solomon, and We cast upon 

his throne a mere body; then he repented. He said, ‘My Lord, forgive me, and give me a kingdom 

such as may not befall any-one after me; surely Thou art the All-giver.’” (Surah Saad: 30-35) 

ننَْظُرْ اتَهَْتدَِيْٓٗ امَْ تكَُوْنُ مِنَ الَّذِيْنَ لَْ يهَْتدَوُْنَ  نكَِِّرُوْا لهََا عَرْشَهَا  اجَاۗءَتْ قيِْلَ اهَٰكَذاَ عَرْشُكِ 41قاَلَ  ناَ الْعِلْمَ  ۚ انََّهٗ هُوَ  قاَلَتْ كَ  ۭ فلَمََّ  وَاوُْتيِْ

ِ 42مِنْ قبَْلِهَا وَكُنَّا مُسْلِمِيْنَ  انَتْ تَّعْبدُُ مِنْ دوُْنِ اللّّٰ انَتْ مِنْ قوَْمٍ كٰفِرِيْنَ  ۭ وَصَدَّهَا مَا كَ رْحَ 43 انَِّهَا كَ ا  ۚ قيِْلَ لهََا ادْخُلِي الصَّ  فلَمََّ

كَ  ة وَّ نْ قوََارِيْرَ  ۭ شَفَتْ عَنْ سَاقيَْهَارَاتَهُْ حَسِبتَهُْ لجَُّ د مِِّ مَرَّ ِ رَبِِّ    قاَلَ انَِّهٗ صَرْح مُّ نفَْسِيْ وَاسَْلمَْتُ مَعَ سُليَْمٰنَ لِِلّّٰ ڛ قاَلتَْ رَبِِّ انِِِّىْ ظَلمَْتُ 

  44  الْعٰلمَِيْنَ   

“He said, ‘Disguise her throne for her, and we shall behold whether she is guided or if she is of those 

that are not guided.’ So, when she came, it was said, ‘Is thy throne like this?’ She said, ‘It seems the 

same.’ ‘And we were given the knowledge before her, and we were in surrender, but that she served, 

apart from God, barred her, for she was of a people of unbelievers.’ It was said to her, ‘Enter the 

pavilion.’ But when she saw it, she supposed it was a spreading water, and she bared her legs. He 

said, ‘It is a pavilion smoothed of crystal. She said, ‘My Lord, indeed I have wronged myself, and I 

surrender with Solomon to God, the Lord of all Being.’ (Surah An-Namal: the Ants: 41-44) 

(The Koran Interpreted: translation by A. J. Arberry) 
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Preface 

 

Most part of the Indo-Pakistan-Bangladeshi Subcontinent, which became Islamic did so through the 

influence of Sufism, and during the past millennium this area has produced some of the most 

outstanding Sufi saints, metaphysicians, gnostics and poets. Unfortunately, many of these figures 

are not well known outside of the Subcontinent, especially those belonging to more recent times. Dr. 

Shahzad Qaiser has performed a great service in making available the work of one such figure, the 

Punjabi Sufi poet, gnostic and metaphysician Khawaja Ghulam Farid, who was almost our 

contemporary, having lived into the 20th century. In this volume, which complements his earlier 

volumes on the metaphysics of Khawaja Farid and his Diwan, Dr. Qaiser provides a complete and 

masterly commentary in English upon the gnostic and Sufi poems of this recent sage. The 

commentary uses the vocabulary of the traditionalist school and is thereby able to bring out 

succinctly in English the remarkable metaphysical depth of these precious poems. 

In reading this work one not only encounters beautiful expressions of a wisdom that is perennial and 

becomes enriched by the depth of expression of so many aspects of the truth, but one also becomes 

startled to discover that such a figure as Khawaja Farid lived so recently during a period so often 

associated by the educated Muslim mind with so-called reformers who have often dealt with only 

the surface of things. We must all be grateful to Dr. Qaiser for making such a precious treasure 

available to the public at large and also for helping present day Muslims to remember the very rich 

intellectual and spiritual tradition that has survived in the Islamic world until now and that is of vital 

significance for Muslims today and in the future if they are to confront successfully the numerous 

intellectual, religious and spiritual challenges that they face now and will face in the years to come. 

 

6th May 2011  

Seyyed Hossein Nasr 

                                                                                                University Professor of Islamic Studies the George Washington 

University 

Washington DC 

 

 



 

 

 

 

Foreword 

  

Dr. Shahzad Qaiser, the author of this book, is one of the greatest authorities on the study of Khawaja 

Ghulam Farid, who is the most renowned poet of Saraiki language. Dr. Shahzad Qaiser has desired 

that I should write a Foreword of his new work which he has produced with the title: Understanding 

Diwan-i-Farid. I was really surprised at his desire because I know very little about the poetry of this 

great Sufi and the most popular poet of Saraiki language. In fact I had expressed my little knowledge 

about this great Sufi poet and his message in a couple of meetings in Multan and Bahawalpur, which 

seem to have prompted Dr. Shahzad Qaiser to have done so. 

Iconfess that I am not a scholar at all, who could write a Foreword of such a scholarly research work 

contributed by Dr. Shahzad Qaiser, the most outstanding scholar of Farid Studies. I have, in front of 

me, the thought provoking masterpieces contributed by Dr. Shahzad Qaiser in the field of ‘Khawaja 

Farid Studies’. 

Dr. Qaiser has said: “Khawaja Ghulam Farid (1845-1901) is a Saraiki poet metaphysician par 

excellence. He has revived the traditional metaphysics in the modern world by embracing the 

universal elements of pure metaphysics. His learning and scholarship coupled with his spiritual 

experiences had added a glorious chapter on world spirituality. He is multilingual and has left a rich 

repository of prose and poetry.” 

Dr. Shahzad Qaiser further says: 

“Diwan-i-Farid is the fountain- head of his whole metaphysical thought and its realization. It speaks 

of the religion of the heart that essentially takes one to the heart of the religion. Diwan-i-Farid is 

essentially symbolic. It gives us symbolic understanding of the ultimate nature of things, expressed 

in a beautiful poetic imagery.” 

 

 

 



 

 

 

In my opinion in Pakistan, after Shah Abdul Latif Bhittai, Sachal Sarmast and Allama Iqbal, Khawaja 

Farid is the only Sufi poet who has been thoroughly and critically studied by our scholars. 

Dr. Shahzad Qaiser has already contributed his three masterpiece works on the life and work of this 

great poet: 

1.  The Metaphysics of Khawaja Farid 

2.  Beyond the Manifest – Metaphysics, Tradition and Culture 

3.  The Message of Diwan-i-Farid 

 

It is really Nature’s gift which is bestowed upon philosophers, thinkers, scientists, poets, writers and 

scholars as they are claimed to have been the only persons for such a gift. Dr. Shahzad Qaiser is one 

of those God-gifted scholars. This is evident from the masterpiece work contributed by him in the 

field of Farid Studies. I would say without any hesitation that he is a scholar in his own right along 

with being the son of Dr. Nazir Qaiser, a God-gifted and most renowned international scholar on 

Iqbaliyat. The learned author of the present scholarly work has thoroughly explained the 

metaphysical insights of Khawaja Farid. He has rightly said that this Sufi poet has uncovered the 

tracks of metaphysics, cosmology, tradition and symbolism in his poetry. He has demonstrated the 

possibility of looking beyond physics, has experienced the universe in cosmological terms, rooted his 

intellectual doctrine in the Islamic tradition and taught the language of symbolism. The author is 

hopeful that there is still time for the modern man to forsake the wrong tracks and move on to the 

primordial road that leads to destination. The learned author further opines that if this road is not 

taken then Man would certainly be lost in wilderness and would absolutely cease to be human. What 

a heavy price man has to pay for turning away from his own “Ideal Human Nature”. 

The author has explained all these points with the help of quotations from the verses of Khawaja 

Farid. 

Primordial Beauty is present everywhere. Sufis understand it by witnessing it. Every Sufi believes 

that there is nothing resembling Him. Like other Sufis, Khawaja Farid also knows Him as All Reality. 

There is no dependence on anything except Allah. Nothing exists except Him. It is the way of our 

tradition. Farid advises the seeker to keep constant watchfulness.  

 

 



 

 

 

He says: 

 

 ہکِ دی دم دم سِک ہے ہکِ ہے ہکِ ہے ہکِ ہے

 کیا اوُچ ہے کیا جھِک ہے ہکِ دے ہر ہر جا وچ دیرے

 بِیا سَب کجھ ہالِک ہے ہکِ ہے ظاہر ہکِ ہے باطن

 ہوں ڈو دل دی چھِک ہے مقناطیس تے لوہے وانگن

 او کافر مشرِک ہے جیڑھا ہکِ کوں ڈوں کر جانے

  

Dr. Shahzad Qaiser has introduced the Kafis of Khawaja Farid to the people all over the globe, 

particularly to those who are interested in his message of mysticism. 

Writing about the teaching of Sufism in our part of the world, Dr. Shahzad Qaiser, states: 

“One of the primary manifestations of Islamic tradition has been in Sufi doctrines, methods and 

practices. It is reflected in Sufi adages, maxims and proverbs. The Sufis of Punjab, Sindh, 

Pakhtunkhwa, Balochistan, Azad Kashmir and Northern Areas are the most creative expression of 

this tradition. They have essentially communicated their doctrine to the common folk which, among 

other things, have been instrumental in preserving the traditional truths from corruption. They have 

happily embraced the votaries of different religions of the world and have included every one in the 

all encompassing reality of universal great love of humanity. The Sufis, in consonance with the Divine 

Message and the conduct of the Prophet of Islam, love humanity from the core of their heart. They are 

not interested in proving other people wrong just for the sake of it but use indirect methods to inspire 

rightness of ideas, sentiments and conduct. Their essential purpose is to save humanity from 

sufferings and help it to achieve happiness in different abodes. The Sufis, in all humility, without any  

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

hidden pride, act as real benefactors of the down trodden mankind. They help every one and harm no 

one. This is the reason that all votaries of different religions and traditions come to the Sufis without 

any reservations. The Sufis have also creatively contributed in the flowering of the sacred art, which 

occupies a central place in traditional Islam”. 

The learned author of this book has further explained the metaphysical thoughts of the great Sufi 

poet, Khawaja Farid. In his view: 

“The Metaphysics of Khawaja Farid is essentially committed to that Reality which lies beyond all 

cosmic manifestation but in total perspective it conveys the message that the journey to the Absolute 

starts from the study of the cosmic book. His poetry is replete with study of cosmos both in its 

principial abstractions and concrete realities.” 

He has qouted Dr. Mehr Abdul Haq, a renowned Saraiki scholar, to bring out Khawaja Farid’s love 

of Nature:  

“Khawaja Farid loved the open vast sand-dunes of the Rohi desert, and spent many weeks there every 

year during summer and springs, winters and autumns and specially the rainy season in which 

nature is at its best, in picturesque panoramic scenes. His heart leaped up when he beheld a rainbow 

in the sky but, unlike Wordsworth, this rainbow transported his mind from the concrete to the 

abstract, from the contingent to the real, from the known to the unknown and from the physical to 

the metaphysical truths. He was delighted to see the after-rain clear blue skies, the vast silvery 

horizons, and around the muddy hatched huts, young girls drenched cap-a-pie the welcome showers. 

The sweet calls of the lonely bird perched on the leafless desert trees, the rhythmic tinkling of the bells 

of the home coming cattle, the echoing love song of the solitary camel driver, the sobs and sighs of the 

newly wed young girl whose paramour has been compelled to leave her in search of wages to far off 

cities, the churning sounds coupled with jingles of the glass-bangles worn up to elbows, the 

mysterious hissing sounds of the winds passing through the narrow phantom-line sandy mounts. All 

this bewitched Khawaja Farid with their every-fresh living message of the unity of creation, its inter-

relationship and powerful ties of love, peace and tranquillity.” 

 

 

 



 

 

Khawaja Farid depicts the said scenario in one of his Kafis. He says: 

 

 وہ سانون دے من بھانون دے آئے مَست ڈہاڑے ساون دے

 بدلے پورب ماڑ ڈکھن دے

 چارے طرفوں زور پون دے

 کجلے بھورے سو سو وَن دے

 سارے جوڑ وساون دے

 چکویاں چکوے اغن پَپّیہے

 سہنس چکور چنڈور پپیہے

 کوئل مور چچونے چیہے،

 شاغل گیت سناون دے

 ڈینہاں پِینگھاں سَاویاں پیِلیاں

 گج گج گاجاں گجن رسیلیاں

 راتیں کِھمنیں کِھمن رنگیلیاں

 وقت سنگار سہاون دے

 روہی راوے تھِیاں گلزاراں

 گھنڈ تنواراں بارش باراں

ںاتھل چِترانگ وی باغ بہار  

 چرچے دہانون گانون دے

 چاندنی رات ملہاری ڈینہہ ہے

 سوہنی موسم لگڑا نینہہ ہے

 ٹھڈڑیاں ہیِلاں رِمجِھم مینہہ ہے

 گئے ویہلے غم کھانون وے

د مستانی تے خوش دِنڑےمُ   

 سہجوں مینہہ برساتوں سِنڑے

 سالہوں سوہے کیسر بھِنڑے

 جھڑ گے لانگھے لانون دے

 دیہہ فرید آباد تھیوسے

 دل دردوں آزاد تھیوسے

 مال مویشی شاد تھیوسے

 چولے انگ نہ مانون وے

  

The title of the book under reference is “Understanding Diwan-i-Farid”. As already stated, Khawaja 

Farid is one of the greatest Sufi poets, who is exponent of the social and cultural life of the people of 

‘Rohi’. He is no, doubt, the poet of common people. He has described herdsmen, peasants and all 

other common inhabitants of ‘Rohi’ – the region which, is geographically known as ‘Cholistan’. He 

witnessed the sorrows and grief, pains and sufferings, and also joys and happiness of the people of 

Cholistan. He is an outstanding Sufi poet of Seraiki. He has conveyed the message of Sufism through 

his ‘Kafis’ and ‘Baits’ in Saraiki language.  

 



 

 

 

In his present work, Dr. Shahzad Qaiser has, not only, translated two hundred and seventy two Kafis 

of the renowned poet, but he has also explained the metaphysical terms used by the poet. The author 

has also introduced and explained the theme by the poet which is in fact the original and scholarly 

contribution of the author. 

I quite agree with the learned scholar who is of the opinion that: 

“Diwan-i-Farid is the masterpiece of traditional literature. It reaches the heights of poetic excellence. 

It claims all the essential elements of traditional poetry. It thrives on vision, imagination and 

inwardness. It is replete with intellectuality and existentiality. His Kafis abound with symbols, 

allegories, similes, metaphors, analogies and images in its poetic diction. The Kafis of Khawaja Farid 

deal with a whole Saraiki world including the flora and fauna, ornaments and adornments, folk lore 

and folk takes, tradition and culture, customs and conventions and so on. His poetry reveals the whole 

world of symbolism. His Kafis manifest the infinite depths of love with the Almighty”. 

Kafi is a classical form of Sufi poetry. It is composed by the Sufis of Sindh, Punjab including Saraiki 

belt and Kutch (a region of Indian Gujrat). Kafi is in fact very popular among the people, both literate 

and illiterate. The singing of a Kafi enthralls the audience. It is intelligible to all. The Kafi from of 

poetry is lyrical in essence. Its theme is eternal love. Love songs have always had a wider field in 

appeal. Every nation possesses its own love songs, and Sindh, Punjab and Saraiki belt in Pakistan are 

not bit far behind them. The old sing them as acts of devotion, the young derive pleasure out of their 

contents, the pious consider them as sacred, while the profane will find in them many things from 

glory to power of achievements. These songs are the sacred hymns and are the lays of the Lord. 

(Wadhwani Tirathdas 1984:89) 

To the form of Kafi, Khawaja Farid has also contributed considerably. The most important thing, for 

which Khawaja Farid, Shah Latif and Sachal Sarmast cannot be forgotten, is the fact that they gave 

music to their people as a path leading them to mysticism. The prosodic from of Kafi is generally 

based on musical notes and modes, composed according to the set rules of Ragas and Ragnis. It is 

sung in accompaniment of Harmonium, Yaktaro, Khartal, Pakhwaza, Surundo and Sarangi. 

 

 

 



 

 

 

The earliest poets of Kafi form of poetry were Madhulal Shah Hussaini, Baba Bulhe Shah, Shah Abdul 

Latif Bhittai and Sachal Sarmast. It is worth to be mentioned here that the earliest form of Kafi form, 

is “Ginan” which was first composed in eleventh century A.D. by Pir Satgur Nur (d.1079) and after 

him by Pir Shams Sabzwari Multani, then his grand-son Pir Shahbuddin, followed by his great grand-

son Pir Sadruddin, and his son Pir Hassan Kabiruddin of Uch Sharif from 12th to 15th century A.D. 

in Punjabi, Sindhi, Saraiki, Kutchi, Hindvi and Purbi languages. The Ginans of all these Sufi poets 

are available with the Ismaili community all over the globe, wherever they are settled. They recite 

them in congregation of the Jamat in their Jamat Khanas. Ginans are really very interesting form of 

literature in the local languages of the people, who accepted the Ismaili Tariqa under the hands of 

these Pirs. 

It is a well-known fact that Khawaja Farid was very much influenced by the poetry of Sachal Sarmast, 

who composed his poetry in Sindhi, Punjabi, Saraiki, Urdu and Persian. Therefore, Sachal Sarmast 

is liked and loved in Punjab and in the Saraiki belt. Similarly, Khawaja Farid is also sung in Sindh 

along with Shah Latif and Sachal Sarmast. From the comparative study of the poetry of Sachal 

Sarmast and Khawaja Farid it is evident that Khawaja Farid has described almost the same themes 

which were commonly composed by Sachal Sarmast. For instance Sachal says in one of his Kafis:- 

ںکنہیں منزل مون پہچائیں تو           جی آئیں تون بھلی آئیں توں،  

 تھو موٹی سر وڈھائیں توں،

سوریئَ تے منصور چڑہایئی            لت کہایئی،سرمد کھے ڈیئی   

یوسف کھے منجہہ کھوہ وجھایئی               شیخ عطار جو سر وڈہایئی،  

بلہے شاھہ کھے ذبح کرایئی             شمس ملن ہتھؤں مارایئی،  

تن کھے پار لنگھائیں توں           جعفر کھے وریا ہوڑایئی،  

عنایت کھے میدان مارایئی          گھاٹٹنے میں بلاول پیرایئی،   

موسیٰ کھے بے سہاگ وٹھایئی           کرمل کھے ہن حکم ہیلایئی،  

سو اج ساگیو آہیں توں           اکیداس تعزیر ڈوایئی،  

 سچو سندئِ پندھ پچھائے گھوریو پنہنجو سر گہمائے

 نینہس واری گالھہ گالہائے، عاشق کھے فرمائیں توں

 



 

 

 

Khawaja Farid has described the same theme in one of his Kafis. For instance:- 

 تیڈی رمزاں شور مچایا تیڈے نیناں تیر چلایا

 لکھ عاشق مار گنوایا المست ہزار مرایا

 بار برہوں سر چایا، ابراھیمؑ اڑاہ اڑایو

 موسٰیؑ طور جلایا صابر دے تن کیڑے بچھے

 یحییٰؑ گھوٹ کوھایا ذکریاؑ کلوتر چرایو

 نوحؑ طوفان لڑُہایا یونسؑ پیٹ مچھی دے پایو

 زھر دا جام پلایا شاہ حسنؓ کوں شہر مدینے

 ایڑہا کیس کرایا کربلا وچ تیغ چلا کر

 سرمد سر کپوایا شمس الحق دی کھل لہوایو

 مستی سانگ رسایا شاہ منصور چڑھایو سولی

 سو سو ناز ڈکھایا مجنوں کارن لیلیٰ ہو کر

 شیریں نام دھرایا خسرو تے فرہاد دے خاطر

 اپنا وقت نبھایا درد دا بار اٹھایا ہر ہک

 تیڈڑا وارا آیا کر قربان فرید سر اپنا

  

After the through study of the renderings of Farid’s Kafi in simple English prose, and the explanatory 

notes on the metaphysical thoughts and terms used by Khawaja Farid in his poetry, the learned 

author has successful proved with his explanation that Khawaja Farid was the most renowned mystic 

poet of Saraiki language, who has dealt with the entire human society of the world. The poet has, 

not only taught the lessons of the greatness of human beings but also of brotherhood and equality 

among the masses. The rendering of every couplet of every Kafi, and the terms used by the poet, will 

help the readers to understand the infinite depth of the poetry of the renowned poet.  

 

 



 

 

For instance:- 

 اے قبلہ اقدس عالی

 اتھ عبد عبید سوالی

 ہر عیب کنوں ہے خالی

 جیں جو منگیا سو پایا

 

“The sacred and supreme House of God is free from all imperfections.  

Here, God’s bondsmen of higher and lower ranks,  

become recipients in consonance with their asking.” 

 

Then the learned author has explained the terms and metaphysical thoughts of the poet as under:- 

“The House of God, symbolizing the spiritual is perfect. It is universal and thereby free from all social 

and cultural delimitations. The discriminations of sex, colour, class or caste are not there. It does not 

recognize even an iota of material differentiations, since it primarily addresses to the spiritual nature 

of humanity. It has a spiritual programme for the entire mankind to be realized by any one who 

chooses to become its votary in consonance with the ultimate nature of things. It admits both the 

virtuous and the sinners in its small and big gatherings....The ‘servant-Lord axis’ is the starting point 

of spiritual life. The postures of servanthood, nonbeing or nothingness imply the Lord, Being or the 

Essence itself respectively. The Divine blessings are infinite and no finite receptacle can exhaust them. 

Intention is the key to the Divine Treasure. Here, all the receptacles in consonance with their inner 

reach are blessed accordingly. A person who is merely outward remains at the periphery as compared 

to the one who absorbs the sea in the drop of his inwardness.” 

Similarly the rendering of one line of the couplet of Kafi-13, along with its explanation is reproduced 

below: 

 زر وسری تے ور وِسریا عشق لگا گھر وِسریا

  

“My falling in love has made me oblivious of my abode. 

My spouse and wealth have fallen in oblivion.” 

 

 

 



 

 

 

After the translation of the above quoted line of the couplet, the learned scholar has explained the 

theme along with the metaphysical terms used in this line: 

“It was not a conscious effort on my part to leave my abode, spouse and wealth but my falling in love 

made me oblivious of all these things. Religiosity purports the way of preaching, sermonizing and 

moralizing with a limited positive result. Spirituality, on the other hand, provides the possibility of a 

direct contact with God with immeasurable merits. Once the love of God takes roots in a person, it 

becomes his guide. His worldly love is burnt to ashes in the fire of Divine love. He goes beyond the 

need of anyone to tell him what to do. His love keeps freeing him from all worldly propensities of the 

lower self since his love of God makes them peter out accordingly. Religiosity uses the fear of God to 

smite the sinners. It ends up in instilling a psychological fear, which becomes highly 

counterproductive. But spirituality takes God as love. It does not talk of fearing God but enlightens 

man to be fearful of the drastic consequences of his evil actions. An element of genuine fear does 

remain during the course of spiritual journey but it is transposed in the fear of doing something, 

which makes one lose grace in the eye of one’s beloved. It is lovers’ hell.” 

Another example of the translation of the couplet of Kafi-62 along with its explanation may be 

studied:- 

 عشق اساہنجی جا آہے انصاف

 ظلم نبھائیندس، تاں بھی تہنجا تھورا گائیندس

This Kafi is composed in Sindhi language. It is translated as: 

“Do justice to my heightened love.  

I harp on the tune of your name in spite of bearing your unjust behaviour.” 

 

Dr. Shahzad Qaiser explains the metaphysical thought expressed by the Sufi poet in these couplets 

as reproduced below: 

“The lover’s consciousness is absorbed in pure objectivity but as against the objective it gives 

existential meaning to things. It is not possible to understand these meanings from the outside.  

 

 

 



 

 

 

They have to be understood inwardly in their total context. The cardinal error of religiosity is to 

interpret the utterances of the lovers at their face value without bothering to decipher their real 

meanings. The contradictions between the clerics and the Sufis continue because they speak from 

different perspectives in different languages. The Sufis understand the clerics but the clerics do not 

understand the Sufis. How could a person stationed at lower echelon understand the higher one? 

Many Sufis including Mansur Hallaj, Baba Bulleh Shah and the martyr Sarmad had to suffer at the 

hands of the clerics. The accusations of the lover against the beloved cannot be interpreted on ordinary 

plane since she communicates at a higher level. Her words and their purport are only meant for her 

beloved who understands them fully. They are not meant for the ordinary folk to interpret them at 

their respective level. It is only the beloved, which has a right to check the lover and no one else. The 

self-styled custodians of religious, social and cultural values have played havoc with the lovers, 

symbolised in the tragic romantic tales of different parts of the world. They have not allowed love to 

prosper. The spiritual essence of love cannot be understood at the psychic plane. The contradiction 

between the psychic and the spiritual has destroyed so many great men and women. The lover and 

the beloved express two shades of rightness. It is not a conflict between right and wrong but a conflict 

between two shades of rightness. The lover is placed at a situation where she exercises rightness 

otherwise how could she be worthy of her beloved’s love. Her ideas, feelings, words and actions are 

the expressions of righteousness. The beloved, on the other hand, rightfully places his lover in the 

heightened states of suffering because it makes the realisation of union possible, though his shade of 

rightness is differently perceived by the lover. Thus, the two shades of rightness come in open conflict 

with each other. This is the ‘dialectics’ of love, which ultimately leads to union of the lover and the 

beloved. The lover’s seeking justice against the unjust behaviour of his beloved has to be understood 

in the total context.” 

I honestly believe that this kind of research work has been undertaken for the first time in the field 

of ‘Farid Studies’ by Dr. Shahzad Qaiser, whom I have credited as the best scholar of Saraiki language, 

which is spoken by a great number of people in Pakistan and outside world. 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

I, from the core of my heart, express my congratulations to Dr. Shahzad Qaiser, the author of this 

masterpiece work of metaphysical poetry of Khawaja Farid, and pray that Allah, the Almighty, may 

bestow his mercy upon him who has provided such an indispensable key for those who would like 

to open up their heart to the vast panorama of spiritual teachings and the spiritual core of Islamic 

tradition. Like the other works of the author, this is also his masterpiece work which is the result of 

his remarkable scholarly critical study of the poetry of the most renowned poet of Saraiki language, 

which will help the people at home and abroad to understand the infinite depths of his metaphysical 

poetry. The author deserves heartiest congratulations of all the readers. 

   27.8.2009 

Prof. Dr. G. A. Allana 

S.I 

Emeritus Professor University of Sindh Hyderabad/Jamshoro 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Prologue 

It is a distinctive achievement on the part of Dr. Shahzad Qaiser to have produced an English 

translation of the text, with explanation, of the ‘Kafi compositions’ of Khwaja Ghulam Farid. The 

venerable poet scholar belonged to Chachran, District Rahimyar Khan, Pakistan, and flourished 

during the 2nd half of the 19th century. Dr. Qaiser’s work is a standard one on all the essential counts: 

the translation is based on an authentic text, the meanings recorded convey the correct sense, and 

the expositions that follow lend insight into the feeling perceptions, philosophic connotations and 

Sufistic contemplations. The author’s language power lends lustre to all. In his previous work 

entitled The Message of Diwan-i-Farid (covering the magnum corpus of the poet’s two hundred and 

seventy two Kafis), Dr. Qaiser has clarified that his translation is based on an authentic text of the 

Kafis originally compiled by Maulavi Aziz-ur-Rehman and reedited recently by two scholars (The 

Message, pxxli).* Thus, the publication of The Message of Diwan-i-Farid has for the first time placed 

on record the English translation of the complete text of the compositions of Khwaja Ghulam Farid 

Before this, except for Allama Iqbal’s works, a complete text of no other poet from Pakistan has been 

translated into English. Dr. Shahzad Qaiser has set an example by presenting to the reader the entire 

original contribution of Khwaja Ghulam Farid in English.* This movement is likely to gain 

momentum hereafter. 

Dr. Qaiser deserves credit that even though he himself was born and reared in Lahore, the cradle of 

the Punjabi language, he has been able to achieve a sound understanding of the Seraiki idiom of 

Khwaja Ghulam Farid. His grasp of the fine nuances of the poet’s Seraiki expression has enabled him 

to produce a reliable translation. No doubt, Dr. Qaiser’s contribution is an admirable attempt to 

mediate knowledge. His English rendering transcends the stage of ‘literal meaning’ and dips deep 

into the underlying thought process. Often he has presented us with an English ‘version’ instead of  



 

 

an English ‘translation’, of the original. In the volume of Understanding Diwan-i-Farid wherein Kafis 

are translated and explained, the expositions which following the textual meanings, do not dilate 

upon any doctrines of the great poet. However, in his earlier work, Beyond the Manifest (2008), Dr. 

Qaiser has acknowledged that he was essentially inspired by the metaphysical thought of Khwaja 

Ghulam Farid. Therefore, he has discussed this doctrine in the first chapter and also devoted two 

chapters to the ‘Doctrine of Oneness of Being (Wahdat al-Wujud) of Khwaja Ghulam Farid’ in which 

he has explained the relevance of this doctrine in contemporary times as well as in its universal 

realization. According to the learned author, Khwaja Ghulam Farid is “the precursor of metaphysical 

thought of the contemporary times” (p.87), and that “his Doctrine of Oneness of Being (Wahdat al-

Wujud) is the metaphysical ground of understanding the principle of unity in diversity” (p.99). These 

are important observations and will need further elaboration from him to highlight the contribution 

of Khwaja Ghulam Farid. 

15.8.2009 

N. A. Baloch 

Allama I. I. Kazi Chair, 

University of Sindh, 

Hyderabad Sindh 

 

 

 

 

* The present writer was in contact with the late Maulavi Aziz-ur-Rehman of Bahawalpur in 1943 

and he wrote back to inform that he had taken a good care to record the correct text of the Kafis; 

further that he had captioned the collection as ‘Diwan’ keeping close to the Persian terminology 

though Khwaja Farid had composed his Kafis mainly in the Seraiki language. As his family originally 

belonged to Sindh he had also composed some Kafis in Sindhi which were also included in the Diwan. 

(More recently a worthy scion of the family, Tahir Mahmud Koreja has reedited the Diwan with 

further clarifications). 

* Diwan-i-Farid translated in Enlish prose. 

 

 



Reflections 

Understanding Diwan-i-Farid is a notable addition to the growing body of textual and exegetical 

studies of Sufism or Islamic Spirituality as it unfolded in the Indian environment. A sequel to Dr. 

Shahzad Qaiser’s earlier work of translating and studying Khawaja Ghulam Farid, an outstanding 

spiritual master of the school of Ibn ‘Arabi in South East Asia in the late nineteenth century, it not 

only provides useful materials for an in-depth study of Sufism in general but also helps to dispel 

many ongoing misunderstandings about the history of Sufi thought and praxis. Western scholarship 

on Islam has often entertained the idea that, not unlike the case of Islamic philosophy, Islamic 

Spirituality also withered away after the great masters of classical Islam. In doing this it ignores the 

irrefutable historical record that testifies to the fact that Islamic philosophy is a living tradition in 

the Islamic lands and did not come to an end in the seventh/thirteenth century after Ibn Rushd. 

Neither did Islamic Spirituality cease to produce dazzling examples of spiritual excellence who 

personified the doctrinal and practical aspects of Sufism. Khawaja Ghulam Farid is one of these 

numerous figures whose spiritual radiation brought about a re-flowering of Sufism in South Punjab 

and beyond it. 

Khawaja Ghulam Farid, whose mystical magnum opus has been translated and explained in 

Understanding Diwan-i-Farid, belongs to the long illustrious tradition of wisdom poetry or poetically 

mediated thought which has been a hallmark of the Sufi masters throughout the ages. Poetry, of 

course, holds the key, for it speaks a universal language. But, as in the case of Rumi, mysticism is 

added to poetry. This is a winning combination, for poetry and mysticism are both universal 

languages of the human soul and nowhere do they reinforce each other more than in the life and 

legacy of the Sufi masters. 

Dr. Shahzad Qaiser has not simply given us a translation. He has endeavored to step backward from 

the text and delve into the point of view that informs it. It is a work which tries to pry open for its 

readers the door to the universe of discourse of Islamic Spirituality and the metaphysical perspective  



 

 

 

in which it is squarely rooted and from which it draws its sap and life blood. He is not interested in 

evaluating Sufism and Islam from within those dominant perspectives of modern scholarship that 

make various contemporary modes of self-understanding the basis for judging the subject. Instead, 

he wants to portray Islamic Spirituality from the perspective of those great Muslims of the past who 

established the major modes of interpretation of the Sufi doctrine and Islamic understanding. 

We are thankful to Dr. Shahzad Qaiser for making available to the English reading public the work 

of an important figure of the Sufi tradition of South East Asia who represents the incredibly rich 

intellectual and spiritual tradition that is still live and vibrant in the Islamic world. 

20.6.2011  

William C. Chittick 

Professor 

    Department of Asian & Asian-American Studies, 

                                                                                                  Stony Brook University, New York, USA 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

Introduction 

 

The reality of Knowledge in metaphysics becomes a problem of knowledge in philosophy. The 

problem of the modern West is that it has restricted and constricted the universal dimension of 

knowledge and thereby the universal realm of being. Philosophy by becoming ‘the handmaid of 

science’ has done violence both to the spirit of philosophy and the spirit of science. Epistemology is 

considered as the ‘science of knowledge’. The very word science reduces knowledge to a particular 

dimension of knowledge. The scientific method by mere use of reason cohere the data received from 

sense-experience. The scientific view of things, enjoys a certain form of legitimacy within certain 

parameters but when science transgresses its bounds in considering sense-experience as the only 

source of knowledge and thereby the scientific world as the only world, that it metamorphoses itself 

into scientism. Modern epistemology and modern ontology are oblivious of different degrees of 

knowledge and different levels of being, respectively. They have no inkling of the higher dimensions 

of knowledge and the supra-ontological levels of Reality. They are forgetful of the metaphysical truth 

that all the regions of consciousness or experience cannot be reduced merely to sense-experience or 

sense-perception and the whole cosmos cannot be reduced solely to the empirical world. The 

inspiring literature of the metaphysical and religious traditions of the world rightly belies the false 

claims of modernism, which has to realise that the traditional world with all its variations is 

essentially based on universal experience as against the modern world, which is based on a segment 

of experience, which frequently assumes a lower form of reasoning and at times fallacious one. The 

modern attempt to universalise its presuppositions of sense-experience is not only against the law 

of things but has led to the crises in the fields of sciences, arts and humanities. Philosophy of Science, 

which is itself a product of modernism, is lost in the morass of contradictions created by modern 

science in its interpretation of the scientific data. It has deepened the yawning chasm between 

knowledge and being. The Western critique of modern science by different schools of thought 

including postmodernism is merely a family affair and does not touch the core of the issue. 

 

 



 

 

The crucial dividing line between the traditional and the modern world is in reference to knowledge 

and being. It boils down to the division between the Infinite and the finite or between intellectual 

intuition and sensory intuition. The problem with the modern West since its inception is that the 

dazzling success of sense-experience in the corresponding empirical world has deluded it into 

thinking that the method of science can be applied to arts and humanities as well. It has further erred 

in assuming that other levels of experience are neither possible nor desirable. It has not only 

misinterpreted the data received from higher levels of experience but has erroneously attempted to 

reduce it to a lower level of experience. It has to remember the traditional lesson that different levels 

of being are amenable to different levels of knowledge. Even in the case of physical sciences, the 

scientific method lacks the inner reach to get in touch with ‘the permanent essences of things.’ It has 

no method to reach ‘the transparency of the phenomena’.  This virtually creates a problem when the 

scientists attempt to interpret the data received from sense-perception. The difference amongst the 

scientists in interpreting the data is essentially due to its methodology, which is insulated from the 

metaphysical principles. The modern physicists understanding of light, for instance, bereft of the 

metaphysical principles of Light merely remains peripheral. One who has no idea of Light itself 

cannot fully understand its manifestation at the empirical level. Likewise, modern biology remains 

obliviousness of Life itself therefore it does not succeed in encompassing the phenomena of life.  Facts 

and their interpretations divorced from metaphysical truths end up in erroneous views and 

distortions, which fail even to give a partial view of Reality. How is it possible to really understand 

the horizontal dimensions in obliviousness of the vertical ones? The crises of modern science cannot 

be resolved within the orbit of science itself. Science has to move outside its orbit in order to 

overcome these crises that, in a certain sense, are its own creation. The problem becomes 

compounded when the scientific method is applied to social sciences. It fails to give true 

understanding of human reality expressed in different aspects including religious, moral, economic, 

psychological, social, aesthetic, political and cultural. A plethora of pseudo-theories of knowledge in 

different realms has invaded the modern mentality, which glorifies Ignorance at the expense of 

Knowledge itself. 

One of the dominant trends of the modern world is to consider opinion or personal view at par with 

knowledge. The relevance of personal opinion in everydayness of existence notwithstanding, the 

modern times have blown it out of proportion. The ghost of the Sophists still haunts humanity. An 

opinion bereft of real knowledge ultimately misleads human understanding. Man becomes habitual 

in remaining on the periphery without searching for the ultimate nature of things. The modern man 

 

 



 

 

 requires revisiting Plato’s essential distinction between opinion and knowledge. A deeper study of 

the traditional world will further help him in becoming inconsequential in reference to truth.  How 

could personal opinion or personal view substitute knowledge unless it is a perspective of 

knowledge?  

The drama of the modern West is the drama of finitude. The modern world is orchestrated in such 

a way that it continuously harps the tune of finitude. The modern attempts to extent the boundaries 

of finitude end up in merely extending the frontiers of finitude but they remain enmeshed in 

finiteness.  They have no knowledge of the Infinite and thereby have no access to it. Kant, the German 

philosopher, denied knowledge of the noumena, and it is this denial taking numerous forms of 

modernism and post modernism, which continues till today. He found metaphysics impossible on 

the basis of his ignorance of the higher realms of knowledge and being.  He took his method as 

absolute and considered himself authorised to pass judgements on the realms, which could not fit in 

the strait jacket of his methodology. The problem of Method has haunted the philosophers since 

times immemorial and in our times we see Jean Paul Sartre struggling with the same. The methods 

of philosophy, with all their variations, are akin to the methods of science, which deal with certain 

segments of the Reality and that too in their respective imperfections. Philosophy and science have 

become so judgemental. 

The basic trend of the modern man is to start from multiplicity and end up by denying unity. It tends 

to forge unity within multiplicity, which is nothing else than a philosophical forgery. The popular 

slogan of the modern world regarding the unity of sciences has proved to be counterproductive. It 

has brought forth the multiplicity of sciences as widower of unity.  The same trend is visible in 

humanities and arts. The talk of unity of mankind, by de-linking it from the metaphysical principle 

of unity, has not only failed to realise unity but has brought forth further diversity impregnated with 

antagonistic contradictions. The modern man has to realise that the future of mankind is linked with 

the future of the metaphysical tradition. Freedom of thought does not mean freedom from thought. 

The conflict between thoughtfulness and thoughtlessness can be traced back to the times when the 

modern West destroyed its own tradition by rebelling against it in the forms of Renaissance, 

Reformation and Enlightenment. It became oblivious of its Greek tradition, the Latin roots of 

European languages, the Christian tradition and the metaphysical and religious traditions of the 

world. It ignorantly metamorphosed metaphysical truths into philosophical categories. Many 

pseudo-problems of philosophy arose due to the ignorance of the intellectual heritage of mankind.  

 

 



 

 

The game of language and thought was narrowed down to the finite at the expense of the 

Infinite.  The European languages became impoverished by remaining attuned to the poverty of 

thought. Language and thought intensified the paucity of each other. 

The modern concept of Man, among other concepts, exhibits the weaklings of language and thought. 

Man is being studied by sciences, arts and humanities. Modern psychology, either in segregation or 

in conjunction with related and unrelated disciplines, has come to assume a special status in its study 

of Man. A plethora of schools of thought have sprung thoughtless of the essential reality of man. 

There are hundreds and hundreds of individual, existential, social and cultural theories of personality 

weaving fabrics of being in obliviousness of the metaphysical status of man.  They have no method 

to reach the unmanifest dimensions of man. The discovery of the unconscious is again principally in 

the realm of the manifest and it has nothing to do with the metaphysical unmanifest. Even the study 

of the manifest remains superficial in being insulated from the unmanifest and in being subject to 

faltering methodologies. The psychologist remains enmeshed in the entrails of the human psyche. 

He may displace the concept of the psyche with the concept of the self or with the concept of 

behaviour, but his fundamental approach remains tied to the world of psyche.  He has no method to 

differentiate the spiritual from the psychical. He debases the spiritual level to the level of human 

psyche. He has a delimited concept of normalcy and thereby a faltering concept of abnormality. 

Psychology does give a shade of instrumental knowledge of man but does not understand the 

essential dynamics of the individual and society. It is precluded in principle in revealing the essential 

understanding of Man. It errs in being oblivious, by dint of its methodology, of the wholeness of man. 

It does talk of wholeness, at times, but it is a wholeness that is within the bounds of finiteness bereft 

of the Infinite. Metaphysics teaches us that even the widest spread of the finite cannot reach the 

Infinite. The finite is the manifestation of the Infinite. One cannot fully understand the finite at the 

exclusion of the Infinite. Even the frontiers of parapsychology fall within the bounds of the finite and 

they have nothing to do with the realm of metaphysics. The philosophies, psychologies, 

anthropologies and sociologies of religion, for example, face the same delimitations in their study of 

man and his religion. Their persistence in following their respective methodologies removes them 

further from the metaphysical reality of man. They raise ‘the dust of multiplicity’ and fail to see the 

evident reality. How could veiled knowledge unveil the infinite depths of man’s being or 

consciousness? 

The Psychology of Religion can never come to terms with the real foundations of metaphysics and  

 

 



 

 

religion unless it evolves a method to reach spirituality, which lies beyond the psychical realm. 

Religious experience has its source in the spiritual and not in the psychical. It is the obliviousness of 

this subtle distinction, which made Sigmund Freud propound pseudo-theories of the origin of 

religion, which have been carried through with certain variations in their subsequent development. 

His works including Totem and Taboo, Moses and Monotheism and The Future of an Illusion 

betrayed his understanding of the roots and fruits of religion.  He initiated a major psychological 

trend in psychology against religion in the modern West, which taking different forms continues in 

the present times. 

Modern psychology not only errs in knowing the origin of religion but it also errs in understanding 

religious behaviour, nay the whole behaviour of man. The concepts of psychology being 

fundamentally psychical are inherently incapable of portraying metaphysical and religious truths. 

The metaphysics of love, for example, is beyond the ken of psychology.  It has no means to 

understand the lover’s fear, anxiety, despair, pain, sorrow, distress, affliction, misery, torment, 

anguish, guilt and suffering etc, which he experiences in separation and disunion from his divine 

beloved.  It cannot comprehend the state of peace, calmness and happiness of the lover while 

experiencing visions and unions of his friend and the ultimate state of ‘deliverance and union.’ Its 

failure mainly consists in attempting to interpret the spiritual as psychical. How the lover’s attaining 

consciousness of his ontological nothingness could be understood by modern psychology? Won’t 

modern psychology cease to exist as a specialised disciple in recognising pure objectivity of things 

and events outside the human psyche? 

Traditional psychology has truly assigned the role of the psychical and the spiritual in its study of 

man and his behaviour. It has not confused the psychical with the spiritual. How could one even fully 

understand the psychical unless he understands the spiritual? The Sufi psychologists, for example, 

have always excelled in studying man in his wholeness. They have been conscious of separating the 

illusory from the genuine in the fold of religious experience. They have devised different 

methodologies to differentiate the divine from the satanic in order to bring to naught the showings 

and whisperings of the Satan.  The modern psychologist needs to acquaint himself with the 

masterpieces of Sufi psychology in order to correct his errors and gain a deeper understanding of 

the realities of man. 

The modern thinker frequently commits, which we have called elsewhere, the Delimitation Fallacy 

that mainly consists in delimiting the realms of knowledge and being by denying the Nondelimited 

 

 



 

 

 Knowledge and the Nondelimited Being. Science takes sense-experience as its source of knowledge 

and reason to cohere the data received by sense-perception and delimits the realm of knowledge and 

being, which does enjoy a certain form of legitimacy. But science commits the Delimitation Fallacy 

when it is metamorphosed into scientism by denying any other source of knowledge and any other 

level of being beyond the scientific one.  Philosophy ultimately commits the same fallacy in 

considering Reason and sensory-intuition as final and all-pervasive and in denying the universality 

of Intellect and intellectual intuition. The lower fallaciously tends to usurp the place of the higher. 

Man is called upon to study the symbols of God (Ayāt) in the universe, his own self and in the 

heavens. The Qur’an says: There are symbols on the earth for those with certainty, as also in your 

own selves: will you not then see? And your Sustenance is in the heavens, which is promised to you. 

(51: 20-22). The symbols of God (Ayāt) in the Qur’an, cosmos (afaq) and selves (anfus) are essentially 

identical. The Qur’an establishes an intimate bond between knowledge and the symbols of God 

(Ayāt). It is knowledge, which leads to deciphering the meanings enshrined in these symbols. Islamic 

tradition assigns primacy to knowledge itself.  Adam’s superiority to the angels is by virtue of 

knowledge grounded in freedom. Knowledge is the foundation of Man’s cosmic vocation. It is not 

merely conceptual knowledge but doctrinal knowledge with corresponding means of realisation as 

well. The Qur’an says: He it is Who created your ears and eyes and hearts. You are so barely grateful. 

(23: 78).  The Arabic word ‘shukr’ has a higher meaning than what is commonly understood in the 

sense of being grateful or thankful. It means, in the present context, the realisation of the possibilities 

of knowledge by virtue of sense-experience and heart-perception gifted to man by God. The failure 

to realise any of these possibilities is equated with the Arabic word ‘kufr’, which has a higher meaning 

than infidelity. It means either denying any one of the possibilities or failing to develop them. The 

Qur’an says:  And the Day when We shall assemble from within every community (ummat), a host 

of those who gave lie to our Symbols (Ayat) and they will be lined up (according to the gravity of 

their wrong conceptions). When they are all assembled, He will say: You belied My Symbols (Ayāt) 

without encompassing them with knowledge, otherwise what else you were doing. And the Truth 

about their wrongness will be manifest concerning them and they will not be able to speak (justify 

themselves) (27: 83-85). Tradition further teaches us that those who belie the Symbols of God (Ayat) 

essentially belie themselves. The Qur’an says: It is an abhorrent example of those who belie Our 

Symbols and wrong their own selves (7: 177).  

The traditional world, under the sway of modernism, is falling prey to the Delimitation Fallacy by 

 

 



 

 

 delimiting the categories of traditional thought and becoming oblivious of traditional symbolism. It 

is displacing the respective traditional languages and their categories with modern ones. Islamic 

tradition, for instance, is replete with metaphysical and religious categories enshrined in the 

traditional Arabic language of the Qur’an. But these have been divested from their symbolical, 

universal, and contextual meanings and displaced with literal, constrictive and out of context 

meanings. The fallacy consists in assigning finality to the latter in denial of the former.  The Qur’anic 

text cannot be changed but its root meaning is being interpolated by subjective interpretations of the 

clerics, in flagrant violation of pure objectivity, who fail to realise the ever recurring possibility of 

experiencing God in the infinite depths of one’s being as maintained by the mystics and the Sufis. 

They do not apprehend that mystic experience, as a source of knowledge, grows out of the infinite 

depths of one’s heart. They are oblivious of the fact that it is the integration of sense-perception and 

heart-perception which makes man realise his true vocation of life. 

Happily, the metaphysical and the religious traditions of the world have not become fully deadened 

by the onslaughts of modernism, thanks primarily to the intellectuals including metaphysicians, 

theosophists (hukma), mystics and Sufis, who have kept the vertical and horizontal dimensions of 

Knowledge alive, active and vibrant.  One of the most enlightened figures among them, in the world 

of Islam,  is Khawaja Ghulam Farid (1845-1901) belonging to the Saraiki tradition, who hails from 

South Punjab, Pakistan. He belongs to the intellectual tradition of Ibn Arabi, Mansur Hallaj and 

Bayazid Bistami. He is in the spiritual lineage of Baba Farid Masud Ganj Shakar. His prose and poetry 

reflect his profound knowledge of the intellectual heritage of mankind. His understanding of 

traditional symbolism hardly finds a parallel in our times.  His being multi-lingual gives him direct 

access to the repositories of knowledge. His understanding of world spirituality deepens his own 

spiritual experience.   He realises the levels of ‘Shariah’, ‘Tariqah’, ‘Haqiqah’ and ‘Marifah’ within the 

Islamic tradition at the hands of his elder brother Fakhruddin, his spiritual master and bequeaths 

wisdom of love and gnosis to humanity. It is by virtue of Providence that he anticipates the 

metaphysical and traditional thought of a galaxy of thinkers including Rene Guenon (‘Abdul Wahid 

Yahya–1886-1951), Frithjof Schuon (‘Isa Nur al-Din– 1907-1998), Titus Burckhardt (Ibrahim ‘Izz ud 

Din– 1908-1984), Martin Lings (Abu Bakr Siraj ad Din–1909-2005) Seyyed Hossein Nasr and William 

C. Chittick, who have left a great impact in the revival of the Islamic metaphysical tradition in 

contemporary times. He, in a spiritual sense, has initiated the resurgence of Islamic Intellectuality 

both in the East and the West. It has led to the revivification the doctrine of Oneness of Being (wahdat 

al-wujud), which is so close to the heart of our Sufi- poet, who has not only added certain creative 

 

 



 

 

 dimensions to the aforesaid doctrine and its realisation but has demonstrated the efficacy of 

traditional Saraiki language and culture in the understanding of metaphysics and tradition.  

Khawaja Ghulam Farid structures his metaphysics and its realisation on the foundations of the 

Reality (Haq) understood as  the Absolute, the Essence, the Infinite, ‘the Metaphysical Whole’ and 

‘the Universal Possibility’, manifesting metaphysical, traditional, religious, philosophical, 

cosmological, cultural, political, socio-economical, psychosocial and symbolical levels of 

understanding things in his unique literary style. He mirrors a higher understanding of the Reality 

(God), Man and the Cosmos by virtue of his traditional and metaphysical perspectives. He goes 

beyond modern epistemology and ontology and demonstrates supra-forms of knowledge and being 

with their ensuing metaphysical identity. His intellectual intuition unfolds deeper layers of truth, 

which are beyond the ken of religiosity. Religiosity, bereft of love and gnosis, finds many things as 

stumbling blocks in his Diwan, which can only be removed at the plane of Intellectuality/ 

Spirituality.  His ecstatic utterances, for example, in his gnostic mode of poetry (kafis) seem 

outrageous to the religious psyche for it has never tasted the fruits of spirituality. It also has no ways 

to appreciate his direct contact with God, experience of the Prophetic Presence (haduri), and his 

unconditional commitment with his Spiritual Master (murshid), which are the fruits of deepest love 

and reverence. Likewise, at times, his going beyond the rituals is a dilemma for the religionists, who 

are condemned to measure spirituality on the level of mere religiosity. They also fail to recognize his 

Universal vision of finding the metaphysical and religious traditions of the world as manifestations 

of the identical Light, and thereby transcending the exclusivity of every religion in essentially 

conceiving their transcendent unity. Religiosity also does not understand his seeing the ontological 

unreality of everything except the Reality (God), which he attains by different spiritual methods 

including witnessing (mushahida) and unveiling (kashf). It finds it so difficult to agree with him 

when he apprehends the Reality (God), in the Attribute of Sovereign (Sultan) of the world, and in 

the form of labourer (mazdur) in simultaneity or when he witnesses the Reality (God), in the 

Attribute of Royal (Hakim), the issuer of royal decrees, simultaneously in the form of lowly (miskeen). 

It is completely at a loss to share his vision when, at times, he transcends the polarisations between 

Islam and infidelity (kufr); Truth (Haq) and falsehood (batil) ; Beautiful (Sohna) and ugly (kojha); 

Good ( Khayr) and evil (shar) , Virtuous (Nek) and vicious (bad’); Faithful (Momin) and heathen 

(kafir); Mindful of God (Zakir) and heedless (nasi) etc, and embraces them all by going to the root 

beyond these polarisations, which only arise out of the necessity of manifestation; thus, religious 

consciousness remaining opaque to his metaphysics of Light which teaches that Light essentially 

 

 



 

 

 remains Light in the state of reflection or deflection, unaffected by any of these states. Religiosity 

does not comprehend his transcending the individual mode of knowledge and action to the universal 

mode of Knowledge itself and nonaction respectively. It also has no inkling of his use of traditional 

symbolism and is condemned to remain stranded on the mere literal meanings of words. Religiosity 

utterly fails to understand his doctrine of Oneness of Being (wahdat al-wujud), wherein the Reality 

(God) manifests in all forms in the simultaneity of its transcendence and immanence -- without the 

Reality being affected by any of these forms-- and his experiencing all these forms as essentially 

inviolable since there is no otherness and, thus his solely finding ‘the Indivisible One-And-Only’ as 

‘the One-And-All’. It is ‘Seeing God Everywhere’ and thereby loving God everywhere. It is going 

beyond the ‘ontological unreality’ of the mediums to the One who is ‘the Most Real’. It is exceedingly 

imperative to realize Khawaja Ghulam Farid’s higher levels of understanding, otherwise one is likely 

to miss his ultimate metaphysical vision and thereby falter in considering the most subtle portions 

of his poetry as blasphemous. 

The Holy Tradition of ‘Hidden Treasure’ frequently quoted by different Sufis of the Path of Love and 

the Path of Knowledge is the starting point of reaching the heart of the Sufi tradition. ‘I was a hidden 

treasure and I desired (ahabatu, loved’) to be known Accordingly, I created the creatures and thereby 

made Myself known to them. And they did come to know Me’. This tradition is fundamental in 

accounting for the original emergence of the principle of differentiation within the Reality. Self-

Consciousness is the primordial and fundamental polarization within the Absolute. The otherness is 

not absolute for in case of divine Self-Consciousness the principle of otherness is essentially for Self-

realization. ‘The Reality wanted to see the essences of His Most Beautiful Names or, to put it another 

way, to see His own Essence, in an all-inclusive object encompassing the whole (divine) Command, 

which, qualified by existence, would reveal to Him His own mystery. For the seeing of a thing, itself 

by itself, is not the same as its seeing itself in another, as it were in a mirror; for it appears to itself 

in a form that is invested by the location of the vision by that which would only appear to it given 

the existence of the location and its (the location’s) self disclosure to it. The Reality gave existence to 

the whole Cosmos (at first) as an undifferentiated thing without anything of the spirit in it, so that 

it was like an unpolished mirror…the (divine) Command required (by its very nature) the reflective 

characteristic of the mirror of the Cosmos, and Adam was the very principle of reflection for that 

mirror and the spirit of that form.’ It is the birth of polarity leading to relationship, affinity, tension 

and conflict. This primordial and fundamental polarization within the Reality or the Self-polarization 

of the Reality leads to the distinction between the subject and object, knower and known. From the  

 

 



 

 

standpoint of Self-polarization, the other is not absolute but is an occasion for Self-realization. 

‘Furthermore, because each of the poles is nothing other than the Reality, each must imply, 

potentially and latently, the other within itself. The process of Self-polarization is then one by which 

each projects onto the other what is latent of the other within itself. There is of course, at this stage, 

no real otherness, since it is a case of divine Self-consciousness for which the principle of otherness 

is simply for Self-realization, as is the case with human self-awareness.’ 

What is the place of love and knowledge in the attainment of gnosis? Love and knowledge are 

dialectically related to each other. Love deepens knowledge and knowledge enhances love.  One does 

achieve mystical or individual realisation in the state of love. It is when the lover ceases to be that he 

finds no difference between him and his beloved. He becomes identical with the object of his love. 

But the experience of oneness realised by the lover remains temporary and incomplete and the lover 

does come to retain a certain sense of identity after his experience has passed away as stated by 

Iqbal, a religious metaphysician, in his Lecture: Knowledge and Religious Experience. It is very 

decisive to understand in this context that Khawaja Ghulam Farid’s Diwan-i- Farid is saturated with 

love but it does not consider love as an end in itself. It is a means to realise Knowledge itself. It brings 

out the traditional truth that love paves the ground for gnosis. In other words, love ultimately leads 

to gnosis. The alchemy of suffering makes the lover deepen the sense of his own ontological 

nothingness in the Face of the Beloved. This mystic or individual realization makes him reach the 

threshold of the highest stage of metaphysical realization. It is by the Grace of the Lord that the 

possibility of transcending the lover-beloved axis opens up and becomes realised. Both the lover and 

the beloved cease to be in simultaneity since both are in reference to each other. ‘I am the Truth,’ ‘All 

is Me’ and ‘All is My Splendid Face’ washes away all dualities and polarizations. It is named as ‘the 

Supreme Identity.’ 

Khawaja Ghulam Farid’s metaphysics embraces aspects of both traditional metaphysics (mystic or 

individual) and pure metaphysics (metaphysical or universal) both in their aspects of doctrine and 

corresponding realisation. His traditional metaphysics of love essentially demonstrates the same 

metaphysical truths envisaged by pure metaphysics of contemplation but by a different route. The 

Path of Love ultimately plunges in the Path of Knowledge. Thus, it is at the higher stage of 

metaphysical or universal realisation that his experience attained, by virtue of intellectual intuition, 

becomes akin to the pure metaphysics of the Hindus and the transcendent metaphysics of the 

 

 

 



 

 

 Buddhists, nay with all the great metaphysical traditions of the world with all that it implies.  It is 

very decisive to understand the subtle difference between the mystic and the metaphysical levels of 

his thought with their corresponding realisations in order to get to the heart of the matter. 

Khawaja Ghulam Farid’s doctrine of Oneness of Being (wahdat al-wujud), unveils the deeper layers 

of the principle of unity. It mirrors the principle of unity in diversity.  His metaphysical 

understanding of the unity of God (tawhid), both in its reflective and contemplative aspects, takes 

its essential inspiration from the Qur’an. In order to achieve a doctrinal understanding of the unity 

of God (tawhid), one has to understand that the Reality (God) is manifests in all things. Everything 

is ontologically nothing.  God manifests Himself in all forms, in the simultaneity of His transcendence 

and immanence, without any form whatsoever affecting Him.  The essence of the idea is that the 

Divine takes all forms but none of these– ordinary or extraordinary– takes the Divine form. No 

human, for example, could ever take any form of the Divine. No one is with God but God is with 

everyone. ‘God is. There is no thing with Him’, says the tradition. Metaphysically speaking, all 

presence is the form of His Omnipresence. The Qur’an is replete with the essential message that no 

created being could ever be divinized. God says: ‘They are unbelievers who say, ‘God is the Messiah, 

Mary’s son.’ Say: ‘Who then shall overrule God in any way if He desires to destroy the Messiah, 

Mary’s son, and his mother, and all those who are on earth?’ For to God belongs the kingdom of the 

heavens and of the earth, and all that is between them, creating what He will. God is powerful over 

everything (Qur’an:  translated by A. J. Arberry, 5:17).    God, for example, in His Attribute of Power 

(Omnipotence), manifests Himself in all forms of power including the ordinary, the charismatic and 

the miraculous. All receptacles are essentially characterized by their powerlessness including the 

angels, prophets and saints. They have no inherent powers and they only act by the powers vested 

in them by God and that too by His leave and accord. No one has ever ascribed power to himself for 

it tantamount to ascribing divinity (ilah) to his own created (manifested) self.  

The Qur’an dispels ignorance of people about the true nature of their embodied selves (being) and 

possessions (having), which is one of the fundamentals in doctrinal understanding of the unity of 

God (tawhid): ‘O men, you are the ones that have need of God; He is the All-sufficient, the All-

laudable’.  (Qur’an:  translated by A. J. Arberry, 35: 15). Man’s ontological and ontical needs have no 

self-subsistence, independence or autonomy since they wholly arise in reference to God, who is the 

Self-Sufficient (Al-Ghani).  Man cannot consider himself ontologically in the state of nothingness on 

his own (faqir) since his nothingness is derived from Being itself (God).  He is thus, essentially devoid  

 

 



 

 

of his ontological nothingness. In other words, his ‘ontological unreality’ solely derives its credentials 

from the Real (God).  Man is not even nothing. Otherwise, it tantamount to ‘ascribing aught beside 

God’ (shirk). The arrogance of the ones, who consider themselves as self- sufficient, on the other 

hand, is recorded by the Qur’an thus: ‘God has heard the saying of those who said, ‘Surely God is 

poor, and we are rich.’ We shall write down what they have said, and their slaying the Prophets 

without right, and We shall say, ‘Taste the chastisement of the burning– that, for what your hands 

have forwarded, and for that God is never unjust unto His servants.’  (Qur’an:  translated by A. J. 

Arberry, 3:181-182). The same inimical attitude amongst the Jews is referred to by the Qur’an. ‘The 

Jews have said, ‘God’s hand is fettered.’ Fettered are their hands, and they are cursed for what they 

have said. Nay, but His hands are outspread; He expends how He will...’ (Qur’an:  translated by A. J. 

Arberry, 5: 64).  ‘....And when it is said to them, ‘Expend of that God has provided you,’ the 

unbelievers say to the believers, ‘What, shall we feed such a one whom, if God willed, He would feed? 

You are only in manifest error!’(Qur’an:  translated by A. J. Arberry, 36:47). The earlier followers of 

the prophet were reminded of not ascribing purity to themselves on their own. ‘....But for God’s 

bounty to you and His mercy not one of you would have been pure ever; but God purifies whom He 

will; and God is All-hearing, All-knowing’.  (Qur’an:  translated by A. J. Arberry, 24:21).  Rather, the 

Qur’an cautions against the cardinal errors of ascribing being and having to oneself--- ordinarily or 

extraordinarily– ‘And strike for them a similitude:  two men. To one of them We assigned two 

gardens of vines, and surrounded them with palm-trees, and between them We set a sown field; 

each of the two gardens yielded its produce and failed naught in any wise; and We caused to gush 

amidst them a river. So he had fruit; and he said to his fellow, as he was conversing with him, ‘I have 

more abundance of wealth than thou and am mightier in respect of men. And he entered his garden, 

wronging himself; he said, ‘I do not think that this will ever perish; I do not think that the Hour is 

coming; and if I am indeed returned to my Lord, I shall surely find a better resort than this.’ 18:35 

Said his fellow, as he was conversing with him, ‘What, disbelievest thou in Him who created thee of 

dust, then of a sperm-drop, then shaped thee as a man? But lo, He is God, my Lord, and I will not 

associate with my Lord any one. Why, when thou wentest into thy garden, didst thou not say, "As 

God will; there is no power except in God"? If thou seest me, that I am less than thou in wealth and 

children, yet it may be that my Lord will give me better than thy garden, and loose on it a thunderbolt 

out of heaven, so that in the morning it will be a slope of dust, or in the morning the water of it will 

be sunk into the earth, so that thou wilt not be able to seek it out.’ 18:40 And his fruit was all 

encompassed, and in the morning he was wringing his hands for that he had expended upon it, and 

it was fallen down upon its trellises, and he was saying, ‘Would I had not associated with my Lord 

any one!’ But there was no host to help him, apart from God, and he was helpless. Thereover 



protection belongs only to God the True; He is best rewarding, best in the issue. (Qur’an:   translated 

by A. J. Arberry, 18:32-44).  

The denial of one’s ontological nothingness could lead to ascribing divinity to one’s own self, which 

is a Pharaonic sin. It is the sin of being. ‘And Pharaoh said, ‘Council, I know not that you have any 

god but me...’ (Qur’an 28:38).  Korah (Qar’un), on the other hand, committed the sin of having. ‘Now 

Korah was of the people of Moses; he became insolent to them, for We had given him treasures such 

that the very keys of them were too heavy a burden for a company of men endowed with strength. 

When his people said to him, ‘Do not exult; God loves not those that exult; but seek, amidst that 

which God has given thee, the Last Abode, and forget not thy portion of the present world; and do 

good, as God has been good to thee.’ And seek not to work corruption in the earth; surely God loves 

not the workers of corruption.’ He said, ‘What I have been given is only because of a knowledge that 

is in me.’ What, did he not know that God had destroyed before him generations of men stronger 

than he ill might, and more numerous in multitude? And yet the sinners shall not be questioned 

concerning their sins. So he went forth unto his people in his adornment. Those who desired the 

present life said, ‘Would that we possessed the like of that Korah has been given! Surely he is a man 

of mighty fortune.  But those to whom knowledge had been given said, ‘Woe upon you! The reward 

of God is better for him who believes, and works righteousness; and none shall receive it except the 

steadfast.’  

So We made the earth to swallow him and his dwelling and there was no host to help him, apart 

from God, and he was helpless; and in the morning those who had longed to be in his place the day 

before were saying, ‘Ah, God outspreads and straitens His provision to whomsoever He will of His 

servants. Had God not been gracious to us, He would have made us to be swallowed too Ah, the 

unbelievers do not prosper, That is the Last Abode; We appoint it for those who desire not 

exorbitance in the earth, nor corruption. The issue ultimate is to the godfearing.’ (Qur’an:  translated 

by A. J. Arberry, 28:76: 83). Thus, by dint of ascribing the amassed wealth to his knowledge, he 

wrought destruction at his own hands. He forgot that he essentially had no knowledge and it was 

God’s Attribute of Knowledge (ilm), which was manifest in him. He falsely attributed God’s Attribute 

of Knowledge to himself. He erred in failing to recognise the inhering of God and His Attributes 

within his own medium. The mode of prayers mentioned in the Qur’an, on the other hand, speaks 

volumes of man’s consciousness of his ontological and ontical nothingness. The prayer of Moses is 

very significant in this context. ‘....and he said, ‘O my Lord, surely I have need of whatever good Thou 

shalt have sent down upon me’.  (Qur’an:  translated by A. J. Arberry, 28:24).  It is precisely the 

reason that in consonance with the unity of God (tawhid), we say Masha’Allah (Allah has willed it), 

Insha’Allah (Allah willing), Alhamdulilah (All Praise is due to Allah), Subhan ‘Allah (Glorious is Allah 

for being transcendent and immanent in simultaneity), wa maa tawfiqi ‘ilaa bilaah (and my success  

 

 



 

 

can come only from Allah) etc, which points towards the Omnipresent, Omniscient and Omnipotent 

Reality (God) working in our mediums. Everything is in the hands of God. All success (nusrat) and 

help (madad) comes from Him directly (outside the mediums) and indirectly (through the mediums). 

It takes place according to the Divine measures. Nothing happens without His leave either in the 

cosmos or in our selves.  The attempt to hold even an atom, more or less, of one’s being or having in 

one’s own hands is spiritually self-defeating, which is tantamount to ‘ascribing divinity to aught 

beside God.’ Doesn’t obedience (bandagi) essentially consist in divesting oneself– ontologically and 

ontically– of being (self) and having (possessions) that belong to Him? Realising the consciousness 

of one’s ontological nothingness or ontological nonbeing (faqr) is as difficult as to fly without wings, 

says a Sufi. The reflective and contemplative aspects of the unity of God (tawhid) make one 

understand that God is Law itself, which is manifest in the Law of things. It assumes all forms of 

law. All things are subservient to His Law and thereby are reflections of His implicit Will. However, 

things in disobedience are deflections of His Will. But these deflections are ultimately in consonance 

with His implicit Will since He has willed freedom for Man. Man was granted freedom for without 

freedom goodness could not be created, which necessitated the possibility of evil. A man who starts 

actualizing the possibility of evil (committing wrongs), makes himself as a receptacle for God to start 

simultaneously manifesting Himself in His Attributes of Al-Khafid(The Abaser), Al-Mudhill (the 

Giver of Dishonour), Al-Mumit (The Destroyer), Al-Muntaqim (The Avenger), Ad-Darr (The 

Afflictor) and so forth since everything is ‘locus of divine self-disclosure.’ God is manifest in the 

simultaneity of His transcendence and immanence in man’s whole activity including his ideas, 

feelings, words and acts. 

The Qur’anic concept of the unity of God (tawhid) is realised in Man’s submission to God (bandagi), 

which is constitutive of both worship and service. It is worshipping God in His transcendence and 

serving Him in His immanence. ’I have not created jinn and mankind except to serve Me. I desire of 

them no provision, neither do I desire that they should feed Me. Surely God is the All-provider, the 

Possessor of Strength, the Ever-Sure’ (Qur’an 51:56-58).  The ritualistic psyche of the religionists is 

more attuned to worship, and here even, without any inkling of a direct contact with God and, at 

times, even becoming oblivious of His service in the real sense. It considers relationships with the 

cosmos including man as merely ethical or moral. It is unmindful of the fact that there are no ethical 

or moral concerns as such. They are theomorphic since God is manifest in all mediums. Our essential 

commitment is not with these mediums but with the transcendent God who, in His immanence, is 

manifest in each one of them. They are real concerns of the Reality (God) since God contemplates  

 

 



 

 

Himself in all forms. He desires no provision or feeding at our hands because of His transcendence, 

but He desires that we should serve Him in His immanence in forms of the requirements of the 

mediums in which He manifests Himself.  A holy tradition (hadith qudsi), whose spiritual import 

essentially is realized by the friends of God, beautifully expresses the aforesaid point: “Allah will say 

on the Day of Resurrection: O son of Adam, I fell ill and you visited Me not. He will say: O Lord, and 

how should I visit You when You are the Lord of the worlds? He will say: Did you not know that My 

servant So-and-so had fallen ill and you visited him not? Did you not know that had you visited him 

you would have found Me with him? O son of Adam, I asked you for food and you fed Me not. He 

will say: O Lord, and how should I feed You when You are the Lord of the worlds? He will say: Did 

you not know that My servant So-and-so asked you for food and you fed him not? Did you not know 

that had you fed him you would surely have found that with Me? O son of Adam, I asked you to give 

Me to drink and you gave Me not to drink. He will say: O Lord, how should I give You to drink when 

You are the Lord of the worlds? He will say: My servant So-and-so asked you to give him to drink 

and you gave him not to drink. Had you given him to drink you would have surely found that with 

Me.” Thus, there are no human rights. All rights are Divine, whether within the mediums or beyond 

the mediums. Giving charity to a poor person, for example, is not an ethical or moral act but 

essentially is a loving gift to God, who is cloaked in the form of need and poverty.  It is an act of love. 

But how could one gift God when one is himself in the state of ontological nothingness or in the state 

of ontological nonbeing since Being wholly belongs to God? It is the Spirit gifting the Spirit.  A person, 

who only sees the poor man, without recognising God in him, and simultaneously failing to recognise 

God in his own self, has no real and experiential understanding of the unity of God (tawhid). One 

has to constantly remember that it is the transcendent God who assumes all immanent forms and 

essentially acts within them. A man who dies does not act. It is because the Spirit (Ruh) of the Lord 

(Rabb) breathed in his medium is withdrawn. ‘They will question thee concerning the Spirit. Say: 

‘The Spirit is of the bidding of my Lord (qul al-ruh min amri Rabbi). You have been given of 

knowledge nothing except a little.’  (Qur’an 17:85). The Spirit inheres in every man. ‘It is in him but 

is not his.’  It is the Divine Essence, says the tradition. Essentially, the Spirit (Ruh) worships and 

serves in itself and for itself. 

The one, who apprehends the subtle aspects of ‘contemplative tawhid’ in consonance with the 

teachings of the Qur’an, plainly exposes the error of ascribing divinity (ilah) to anything beside God 

(‘shirk).  ‘God forgives not that aught should be with Him associated; less than that He forgives to  

 

 



 

 

whomsoever He will. Whoso associates with God anything has indeed forged a mighty sin’.  (Qur’an: 

translated by A. J. Arberry, 4:48). ‘And when Lokman said to his son, admonishing him, ‘O my son, 

do not associate others with God; to associate others with God is a mighty wrong’.  (Qur’an: 

translated by A. J. Arberry, 31:13). It is called heinous transgression (zulmun azeem) because it tends 

to displace divinity with otherness. To ascribe divinity (ilah) to a thing: material, human, celestial, 

etc is placing divinity beside the Divine (shirk). Reality belongs to the Divine. It is a wrong idea to 

juxtapose the human and the Divine. ‘And the most part of them believe not in God, but they associate 

other gods with Him’ (Qur’an: translated by A. J. Arberry, 12:106). The attempt to ‘ascribe divinity 

to aught beside God’ consists in subtracting from the Reality (God) and correspondingly adding it to 

nothingness, which is not possible. It has to be recognized that One (Ahad) is not a quantitative 

number but is essentially qualitative. It is the symbol of Wholeness. It symbolises Unity, which 

manifests in multiplicity.  It has been aptly said that the act of ascribing ‘divinity to aught beside God’ 

or otherness (shirk) is not denotative for there is nothing beside God, which could be pointed out, as 

such. One could only talk of pseudo-relations with ‘divinity to aught beside God’, which are merely 

connotative. The metaphysics of the unity of God (tawhid) essentially teaches us that God, ‘the 

Indivisible One- and-Only is the One-And-All’.  The clerics, however, under the spell of modernism, 

constrict the metaphysical concept of the unity of God (tawhid) and thereby falter in flattening the 

concept of ‘ascribing divinity to aught beside God’ (shirk), and irresponsibly apply it ignorantly or 

arrogantly to even those who do not associate or ascribe any parallel power to God in faltering forms 

of self-subsistence, independence and autonomy, and who, in fact, wholeheartedly ascribe the source 

of all power in wholesomeness to God. It is equally true of all the Divine Attributes, whose source 

they acknowledge as the Reality (God). God manifests in all the mediums and in all the worlds. Those 

who die in the Way of God, for example, are not dead but alive beyond the comprehension of 

(ordinary) consciousness (but within the ambit of knowledge) and they get their sustenance from 

their Lord. (Qur’an:2:154; 3: 169). God endows them with spiritual powers (components of 

sustenance) to establish linkages with the terrestrial world and act in consonance with His Will. The 

relevance of their life to the terrestrial beings is understood by the ones committed to the spiritual 

plane. Ordinary eye has no access to the spiritual realities. It is essentially ‘eye of the heart’, which 

witnesses the working of the Divine in the realms beyond the manifest.  Thus, Spirituality manifests 

a higher and deeper understanding of the subtleties, perplexities, and antinomies of ‘contemplative 

tawhid’ than religiosity, which merely remains peripheral. 

Khawaja Ghulam Farid’s Diwan-i-Farid, a masterpiece of literature, is essentially gnostic in essence. 

 

 



 

 

 It principally mirrors the doctrine of Oneness of Being (wahdat al-wujud) in poetic form.  It fosters 

the principle of ‘unity in diversity’ by ‘reflecting the Face of the Beloved’ in all forms. Love and gnosis 

are its ever recurring themes. Search of transcendence, in order to realise vision and union, remains 

its foremost concern. It enlightens us on the cultural expressions of the metaphysical values of truth, 

knowledge, freedom, goodness, beauty and love. He considers knowledge as veiled unless 

transformed into gnosis by virtue of love. Love is suffering but the alchemy of suffering transmutes 

the base metal into gold. It leads to the realisation of ‘the Supreme Identity’. Khawaja Ghulam Farid, 

poet-metaphysician, essentially chooses the gnostic mode of poetry (kafi) based on ‘raags’ and 

‘raginis’ mainly, ‘raag bahervi,’ and many others including ‘raag talang,’ ‘raag malkons,’ ‘raag jog’, 

‘raag malhar’, ‘raag pahari’ and ‘raag jonepuri,’ to express terrestrial and celestial truths. His 

understanding of musicology adds creative dimensions to traditional music. He unveils the multi-

dimensional beauty and richness of the traditional Saraiki language. His subtle use of words, idioms 

and proverbs also manifests deeper understanding of his oral tradition, which he deepens to its 

infinite depths. His commitment with the oral tradition remains primordial in spite of its being 

reduced to writing. He also beautifies Saraiki culture, which is a fertile ground for nurturing different 

facets of traditional art. He understands his times and envisions a creative change in the lot of people. 

He points to the integration of the individual with the society.  His poetry gives light of hope against 

the darkness of despair.  He is deeply rooted in his own soil but the purport of his message is 

universal.  He remains down to earth but simultaneously soars higher in the heavens. His linguistic 

and cultural contributions, among other things, are a great asset of the world culture. He is the world 

poet. 

My trilogy on Diwan-i-Farid starts with The Metaphysics of Khawaja Ghulam Farid (Suhail Academy 

Lahore, 2009).  The present work is a sequel to my earlier work of translating Khawaja Ghulam 

Farid’s Diwan-i-Farid into English prose, titled: The Message of Diwan-i-Farid (Suhail Academy 

Lahore, 2009) whose original text and translation have been kept intact except for a few changes 

here and there. The expression lover has been understood at times in the feminine sense and at times 

in the masculine one. The verses of the Diwan, in my current work, have been explained for fostering 

a plain understanding of the doctrines without going deep into the technicalities of metaphysics and 

its realisation as done elsewhere in my works. It has essentially been one of my inmost concerns to 

facilitate an understanding of Khawaja Ghulam Farid’s experience of ‘love and gnosis’ and thereby 

his attainment of ‘deliverance and union’ within the traditional matrix. It has been primarily written  

 

 



for the searching souls who may feel inspired to walk in the tracks of the Sufi tradition, and contribute 

further in heightening and deepening the Gnostic consciousness through their intellectual and spiritual 

endeavours. It was by the Grace of God that after almost completing my work at hand, I experienced 

the holy presence of Khawaja Ghulam Farid in my dream/vision in continuation of my earlier dream/

vision of him a few years back. He was amidst a few blessed souls. It was so enlightening to hear 

reference to one of his ‘kafis’ in the celestial spheres in an atmosphere saturated with Gnostic love. 

It has heightened my reverence for the great Sufi and deepened my commitment with his Diwan-i-

Farid. 

February 2011 

Shahzad Qaiser 

                                                                             Lahore 
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Kafi-1 

لا ُک
م
 یادا چاں ڈکھا سر بار یااج سانولڑے 

―My charming beloved is bidding me farewell today. I 
have taken the burden of sufferings on my head.‖ 

Ka‗bah symbolises God‘s Presence. The House is lively 
due to its inmate who is Life itself.  The pilgrim develops a 
relationship of intimacy with the dweller otherwise without a 
dweller, a mere dwelling is desolation. The charming dwelling, 
personifying God, is bidding farewell to the pilgrim. A 
farewell at the hands of one‘s beloved creates immense 
suffering. It is a unique form of farewell with all its pathos, 
which is so burdensome. It is not mental pain of losing an 
object but suffering of parting from one‘s beloved. All 
suffering is essentially spiritual. The road to love is 
characterised by temporary separations and unions, which 
deepen love and prepares one to have an ultimate union with 
the beloved. A ritual is a bridge between the lover and the 
beloved. Rituals devoid of love are mechanical, perfunctory 
and lifeless leading to ritualism. A ritualistic behaviour is lost 
to outwardness at the expense of inwardness. Rituals are not 
ends in themselves but are means for the realisation of the 
beloved dwelling in the human heart. Heart essentially 
symbolises the House of God. The spiritual climax of every 
ritual is to initiate and foster a direct contact with the 
beloved, who resides in the inmost chambers of one‘s heart. 

 اے قبلہ اقدس عالی

 سوالی عبد عبید اتھ

 کنوں ہے خالی ہر عیب

 یاسو پا جو منگیا جیں
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―The sacred and supreme House of God is free from 
all imperfections.  Here, God‘s bondsmen of higher 
and lower ranks, become recipients in consonance 
with their asking.‖ 

The House of God, symbolising the spiritual, is perfect. It 
is universal and thereby free from all social and cultural 
delimitations. The discriminations of sex, colour, class or 
castes are not there. It does not recognize even an iota of 
material differentiations since it primarily addresses to the 
spiritual nature of humanity. It has a spiritual programme for 
the entire mankind to be realised by any one who chooses to 
become its votary in consonance with ‗the ultimate nature of 
things‘. It admits both the virtuous and the sinners in its small 
and big gatherings. The ‗servant-Lord axis‘ is the starting 
point of spiritual life. The postures of servanthood, nonbeing 
or nothingness imply the Lord, Being or the Essence itself 
respectively. The Divine blessings are infinite and no finite 
receptacle can exhaust them. Intention is the key to the 
Divine Treasure. Here, all the receptacles in consonance with 
their inner reach are blessed accordingly. A person who is 
merely outward remains at the periphery as compared to the 
one who absorbs the sea in the drop of his inwardness.  

ہ امن ا
َ
 معظم اللهو

ہ
َ
 مکرؾ هللا بیت و

ہ حرؾ ا
َ
 محرؾ اللهو

 یہرحمت دا سرما ہے

―I laud the peace of Divine Majesty. I laud the sacred 
sanctuary of Allah. I laud the venerable House of 
Allah. It is the treasury of blessings.‖ 

The majesty, sacredness and veneration of the House of 
God, both inward and outward, symbolises the absolute and 
the Infinite, which is a great blessing. There cannot be real 
universal peace unless the human accepts the Divine. The 
negation of the sacred tends to profane everything. Going 
beyond oneself creates the spirit of veneration hardly 
experienced by the modern man lost in the world of human 
finitude. There is no blessing greater than the one, which 
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shows the strife ridden humanity the way to principled, real 
and lasting peace on ‗the human planet‘. 

 مجسم ہاے نور سیا

 بے شک آمن بے غم تھیا

 سوادالاعظم ہے عین

 یاحرؾ احاطے آ جو

―The light embodied in the black covering (of the 
House of God) demonstrates the unity of the entire 
Ummah (it symbolizes the principle of unity in 
diversity). Undoubtedly, the seeker of peace, who 
enters the compound of the sanctuary, becomes free 
from sorrow.‖ 

The blackly embodied light symbolises the ‗abysmal 
darkness of the Essence itself‘. It points to the Principle and 
its Manifestation. The principle of unity in diversity unifies 
the entire creation. It is the metaphysical principle of uniting 
mankind. The seeker of universal peace finds contentment in 
embracing the principle within, which guarantees world 
peace.  

 حرؾ کوں  یمحر دیاکر 

 آکھے کھانواں سم کوں دؽ

 پُرانے غم کوں رکھ پیش

 یاجاکوڑ ا ؿجیو ہے

―My sense of primordial sorrow has heightened by 
remembering the compound of the House of God. 
My heart prompts me to take bane for (mere) life is 
false and meaningless.‖ 

The dawning realisation of the pilgrim‘s separation 
increases the sense of his primordial loss, which keeps him so 
sorrowful. The transcendent and immanent reality of the 
beloved is his existential truth grounded in pure objectivity. 
The beloved is his ‗ultimate concern‘, which permeates his 
relative concerns. He considers his life false and meaningless 
unless it is spent in union with his beloved. 

 وا

ن
ُ

 

 ںیاآ مونجھاریاں مُونجھلکھ  ںیاوطن ولا گاںہ
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  دؽ

 

ڑ
چ 
س

ؽ ںیالا ںپیتا ںیا
َ
 یابار خدا میلیں و

―Now, I am turning the reins toward my native town 
(returning back). I am in grip of countless states of 
anguishes.  My heart has cultivated true ties of love. 
My God! Make me revisit the place.‖ 

He is returning to his ordinary self filled with great 
anguish, after his spiritual sojourn. His heart has contracted 
true love. He prays to God to grant him recurring spiritual 
openings. 

 
ک
 دؽ دلبر 
ی
ے

 

ت
 سِِ  

 دِھکےکھوسوں طوػ دے  ونج

 ِ

 

 گھر شہر بازار نہ ٹ

ؽ جیکر
َ
 یابخت بھڑا و

―My heart is desirous of my beloved. It does not find 
breathing space in the house, city or lane. I will again 
realise the strokes of circumambulation in case 
fortune smiles on me.‖ 

His heart is so desirous of his beloved that it has ceased to 
have worldly ties. It will be very lucky if it gets an occasion to 
make spiritual effort in finding his beloved, who resides in the 
depths of his heart. His life is in inwardness.  

 نجرساں “فرید” ریابِن 

 مرساں کھا کھا اوُڑک غم

ت رو رو آہیں
َ
 کرساں ر

  یںڈکھڑ ڈکھ

 

  
 یاتا اج

―Farid! I will enervate without my beloved. I will 
heave sighs of distress, while crying bitterly. I will 
ultimately die by constantly bearing sorrowfulness. 
The sufferings have made my self fiery.‖ 

He suffers tremendously and has overbearing sorrows 
without his friend because his whole life is attached to him. 
His beloved is not one of his many concerns but is his only 
concern. All attachments are shades of his real attachment. 
All his commitments have a meaning in reference to his 
inward commitment.  
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Kafi-2 

 یاشور مچا انہد مرلی

―The divine flute has created percussion.‖ 

Human person is a flute in the hands of the Divine. Self-
realisation points towards the infinite wealth buried beneath 
the ordinary human self. It is musical both in form and 
content. The modern man has lost the wherewithal of this 
‗hidden treasure.‘ One who knows how to play this flute is 
bewildered by the creativity and fineness of its musical its 
tunes. 

 بتائے گُر نے پورے بید

 وچ ہوش سکھائے مدہوشی

 عقل فکر سب فہم گمائے

 ھاا سفر  سارا 
ج ُ
س

 یاعروج 

―My spiritual master communicated to me esoterism 
in fullness. He made my reason, reflection and entire 
understanding dwindle into insignificance.  He taught 
me sobriety in drunkenness. He enlightened me on 
the ascending stages of spiritual journey.‖ 

His murshid communicated to him the whole of esoterism 
both in its doctrinal aspects and the ways of realisation. He 
made him understand the entire way, so that he could be 
mentally prepared about encountering different stages during 
his spiritual voyage. He was taught the subtleties of 
intellectual intuition and the ultimate identity of knowledge 
and being. He was educated on the limitations of reason, 
reflection and ordinary understanding during the course of 
his spiritual journey. He learnt the lessons of sobriety in 
drunkenness from him. The light and love of God during the 
spiritual experience is so overwhelming that he made him 
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conscious of sifting the real from the illusory. He was 
cautioned regarding the need of making spiritual efforts in 
returning back to the domain of everyday experience in order 
to resume his normal activity. He had to rediscover his new 
being with a sublime sense of personal identity. 

 ٹھوسےڈ ؿعیا وحدت عین

 سےکل اظہار تھیو مخفی

س حقیقی

م
ط

 سےسمجھ لیو 

 یانوں پا دے گیت ؿگن گیا ہر

―I have witnessed Oneness as openly manifest.  I 
have understood the reality of annihilation.  All 
hidden has become seeable. I have realised, each and 
every tune (degree) of virtuousness and gnosis.‖ 

The doctrine of Oneness is not merely a theoretical truth 
but is undergone by virtue of spiritual experience. It is a 
genuine experience, which lends certainty, factualness and 
verifiableness to the metaphysical truth. Metaphysical truth is 
followed by a corresponding metaphysical realisation. He 
entirely realises the truth of Oneness in his inwardness. The 
hidden realities become manifest. The reality of annihilation 
lays bare before him. It is a process of re-creation wherein 
everything is annihilated and re-created in simultaneity. The 
movement is so swift that it gives the illusion of stability to 
things. Things are devoid of being and at every moment they 
plunge into nothingness. Everything perishes at each moment 
except the Face of God. 

 تھئے واضح مشہود دقائق

 ھ ظاہر
چ
گ

 دے لائق 
 
 سب کج

 تھئے لائح انوار حقائق

 یاقُرب تے بُعد دا فرؼ اٹُھا

―The subtleties of existence have opened up. The 
lights of realities have become perceptible.  The 
visible and the Invisible are capable of being 
understood. The difference between proximity and 
remoteness has withered away.‖ 

The mystery of existence is revealed to him. Ordinary 
existence is a veil to the metaphysics of existence. Spatio-
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temporal order curtains real existence. The curtain has been 
lifted and the ordinary dimensions of space and time have 
vanished. The perception of near and far is not absolute. It is 
relative to a specific spatio-temporal order. His experience of 
Oneness has been from the absolute dimension, which has 
obliterated all the relative differentiations, which are 
essentially provisional in nature. 

 باتاں ںیاخوب بتا بنسی

 ذات صفاتاں ںیاکوڑ ںتھیا گم

 

 

ڑ
 ھ
ج
گ

 گھاتاں ںے راز انوکھیا

 یادا دورہ آ “الملک لمن”

―The flute has successfully unravelled the reality of 
deeper secrets and novel stations. The dawning 
realisation of His Omnipotence has led to the 
privation of false existents and their properties.‖ 

It is by virtue of turning his being into a flute that the 
Reality unveils before him. The unveiling of the Omnipotent 
Reality leads him to directly experience the ephemeral nature 
of the world. Everything is powerless in Face of the Power 
itself. How could a powerless thing claim existence? There is 
no self-subsistent reality except the Absolute. 

 نےپیما خمر طہوروں پی

 دوگانے ۃصوؾ صلو گئے بھل

 نےیگاعاشق مست  سےتھیو

 یامشرب سانگ رسا یرند

―We have become matchless enraptured lovers after 
drinking from the cups of pure wine. We have 
transcended fasting and ritualistic prayer and adopted 
an inebriate mode of expression.‖ 

Pure wine enraptures their love of the Divine to the extent 
that they transcend ritual modes of existence. They see the 
Real with the eye of the Real. They reach their destination. 
Farewell to the milestones.  Farewell to the rituals. Their 
inebriate mode of existence is a scandal for the illusory eye. It 
is an ordinary eye, which cannot perceive the extra-ordinary. 
It lacks the perception of their spiritual state. Their inward 
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determines their outward. Only a spiritual eye perceives them 
in their own right. 

 کوؿ گنوار مقلد جانے

 موحد مطلق بے قید تھی

ہ ر
َ
ہ و
َ
 مقدس جیّد یتو

 یاصورت وچ آپ سما سبھ

―How can an unenlightened person bereft of gnosis 
know the laudable, holy and powerful tradition (of 
Oneness of Being)? The One is identified with 
Freedom Itself without delimitation. He has 
descended in all forms.‖ 

A person bereft of gnosis cannot understand the tradition 
of Oneness of Being. His perception, conception and 
imagination are delimited. He is constrained to perceive, 
conceive and imagine the Reality in reference to his own 
spatio-temporal apparatus ingrained in his mind. He is 
condemned to consider all provisional polarisations as final. 
He lacks the metaphysical perspective to perceive the One as 
identified with Freedom itself. He is a loss to understand that 
if the Reality were not delimited by descending in each form 
then it would have suffered delimitation by virtue of its being 
Pure Freedom. It is to exercise Pure and absolute freedom 
that the Reality has to delimit itself. 

 وںتوحید جب ہک رمز ملی

 وںید! فریدکر فرد، فر تھی

مدؽ آزاد 

ھ

 

ٹ

 وںتقلید ڈ

 یاوعظ سنا روحی یسِر

―My heart was freed from merely following the letter 
of law after getting a clue of Oneness.  Farid! The 
individual by ceasing to be– narrated the sermon:  My 
essentiality is Spirit.‖ 

He has been following the letter of law. His sense-
perception and reason had delimited him. He was constrained 
to remain tied with the outward. His ideas, feelings, 
discourses and actions were all tied to the crust. He had no 
access to the inward. It was a spiritually decisive moment of 
his life that his heart was blessed with a clue of Oneness. It 
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was a spiritual blessing, which made him realise his own 
nothingness in the Face of God. The Spirit (Reality or God) 
within him had taken over his medium and declared that the 
Reality within his human overlay was essentially the Spirit. It 
was an experience, which not only led him to experience his 
own nonbeing but it also made him experience the Spirit, 
which is essentially in ‗him‘ but is not his.  
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Kafi-3 

 یاآ ؿعیا ہر صورت عین یادلبر شکل جہاؿ آ بن

―My beloved has manifested in the form of the 
outward.  He has become openly manifest in each 
form.‖ 

The doctrine of Oneness of Being (wahdat al-wujud) with 
its corresponding realisation sees the universe including Man 
as the manifestation of the Absolute and the Infinite. It 
considers all polarisations as provisional and essentially 
devoid of being. The metaphysical reality of nothingness 
constitutes those Possibilities, which have not taken the form 
of Names or Attributes. To consider the world as absolutely 
cut off from the Absolute or God is erroneous and is the 
product of ordinary thinking, which creates an unbridgeable 
gulf between subject and object. It is metaphysical thought, 
which posits the possibility of identity between knowledge 
and being. The beloved has taken the shape of the world and 
openly manifests in every form. 

 کتھاں طوفاؿ آ نبی کتھے آدؾؑ تے کتھے شیثؑ
ؑ
 یاکتھے نوح

―He has manifested in Adam at times and at times in 
the Prophet Sheesh.  His manifestation has been at 
times in Nuh and at times in the Flood.‖ 

He manifests in the form of the Prophets as well in the 
appearance of cosmic events like ‗the Great Flood.‘ There are 
degrees of His manifestations. He manifests to a greater 
degree in Man and to much a higher in Perfect Man. His 
manifestation in any cosmic event is a truth dealt with 
traditional cosmologies. The universe does not stand in 
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opposition to Him as ‗other‘ but reflects Him as if in a 
mirror. 

 یاوچ کنعاؿ آ سفؑیوکتھے  نبی خلیل کتھے ابراہیمؑ

―He has manifested at times in the Prophet Ibrahim, 
the friend of God, and at times in Yousaf of Canaan.‖ 

He manifests Himself in forms of prophecy and 
friendship.  He figures in knowledge, sentiment and human 
interactions. 

 یاکتھے لچھمن راؾ تے کاؿ آ نبی ستے الیا کتھے عیسیؑ

―He has manifested at times in Isa and the Prophet 
Ilyas and at times in Lachman Ram and Kaan.‖ 

His manifestation is not restricted to any one tradition. He 
has manifested Himself in all traditions of the world including 
the Hindu tradition. 

 یابن عمراؿ آ کتھے موسیؑ ہے یحییؑکتھے  یاؑکتھے ذکر

―He has manifested at times in Zachariah and at 
times in Younis.  His manifestation has been at times 
in Musa bin Imran.‖ 

His manifestation has been in the Prophets, their 
ancestors and their progeny in varying degrees. 

 یاآ ؿیشاذ اللهکتھے اسدؓ ا بوبکرؓ عمرؓ عثماؿؓ کتھاں

―He has manifested at times in Abu Bakr, Umar and 
Uthman.  His manifestation has been at times in the 
glorious lion of God.‖ 

He has manifested in the form of the four friends of the 
Prophet. How one can detest any one of these forms where 
He has manifested Himself in such a high degree? The 
truthfulness of these friends has been verified by virtue of 
spiritual experience. The historical accounts regarding the 
conflict between the Household of the Prophet and his 
foremost Companions after the death of the Prophet lack 
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wider perspectives. It was not a conflict between good and 
evil but it was a divergence between different shades of 
rightness. They all deserve reverence. It is spiritually fatal to 
show disrespect to any one of them. 

 یاکتھے مرشد فخر جہاؿ آ بنے شہید کتھے حسنؓ حسینؓ

―He has manifested at times in the martyrs, Hasan 
and Husayn, and at times in Fakhr-e-Jehan, my 
spiritual master.‖ 

It was for the time that a conflict between good and evil 
took place between Husayn and Yezid respectively. He 
‗embraced martyrdom‘ in the form of Hasan and Husayn. He 
is eternal but manifest in the temporal. He experiences 
transcendence and immanence in simultaneity. He cloaks in 
the form of his murshid Fakhr Jehan.  

 کتھے احمد شاہ رسولاں دا

 استاد نفوس عقولاں دا

ے مقبولاں دا
ھ
 

سب

 محبوب 

 یاسلطاناں سر سلطاؿ آ

―He has manifested at times in Ahmad: the vanguard 
of the Messengers, the beloved of all the illustrious, 
the preceptor of selves and intellects and the 
sovereign of the sovereigns.‖ 

His manifestation in the form of Ahmad has been of the 
highest degree. He has manifested Himself perfectly in the 
perfect form of Ahmad. He has contemplated Himself fully 
in Ahmad‘s mirror of the heart. It is He who came in the 
form of Ahmad and did all wonders. 

 کتھاں یلکتھاں، جبر یلتنز

 کتھاں کتھاں ترتیل تیاآ

 کتھاں زبور انجیل یتتور

 یاباطل دا فرقاؿ آ حق

―He has manifested at times in Revelation and at 
times in Gabriel.  His manifestation has been at times 
in Torah, David Psalms and New Testament.  He has 
manifested at times in verses and at times in their 
recital. His manifestation has been at times in the 
discernment between truth and falsehood.‖ 
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It is His manifestation in the whole process of religious 
revelation including the Archangel Gabriel. It is His Divine 
Speech, which takes the form of Scriptures. It is His 
manifestation at a certain level, which discerns the true from 
the false. 

 ظاہر ہے وچ کل شے کل شئے

 دا ماہر ہے زناز نیا کتھے

 مظاہر ہے ظاہر عین ہناسو

 یادرد کتھاں درماؿ آ کتھے

―The Whole illuminates the individual aspects. The 
Beautiful has manifested itself and has assumed an 
open form of manifestation. He masterly manifests at 
times in priding and humility. His manifestation at 
times is in pain and at times in alleviation.‖ 

The Whole lights up everything. It embraces totality. 
There is nothing outside it otherwise it cannot be 
metaphysically termed as ‗the Whole‘. Beauty itself in its 
outward form is so openly manifest. He manifests in pride 
and humility and in pain and its alleviation. He manifests in 
all things and events---positive and negative--- and nothing 
can be excluded from it. If His manifestation is a mystery, 
then His supposed ‗non manifestation‘ is a greater mystery 
because He is ‗the metaphysical Whole‘ and nothing can be 
excluded from it. 

 کرے یسدا و یتپر یتکتھے ر

 دھرے وچ مارو کیس گل کتھے

 پھرے یسپرد کتھے عاشق تھی

 یامستاؿ آ تھی یدھار لٹ

―He manifests at times in the tradition of love and at 
times as lover wandering in alien lands.  His 
manifestation at times is in bewitching dishevelled 
locks around the neck and in the enraptured one with 
flowing hair.‖ 

He is not partially inward or partially outward but He is 
absolutely the Inward and totally the Outward. Reason finds 
it so scandalous.  It is the doctrine of Oneness and it is its 
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realisation, by virtue of Intellectual intuition, that makes the 
metaphysical truth dawn on the percipient. 

 ہے جوگی کتھے پنڈت جوسی

 ہے براگی روگیمصر  کتھے

 ہے بھوگیتے کتھے  کتھے سامی

 یاآ ؿگیا سبیا بید کتھے

―He manifests at times as Hindu metaphysician, 
astrologer and ascetic and at times as religious and at 
times as worldly.  His manifestation is at times as 
doctor, ascetic and sick and at times as Vedic, 
Brahman and Knowledge.‖ 

He manifests in all forms including positive and negative.  
The religious consciousness may give a concession in 
accepting His manifestation in positive forms but finds it 
highly appalling in attributing His manifestation in negative 
forms. It fails to understand, for instance, that how could the 
One, who Himself bestows health manifest in the negative 
form of a sick person.  

 اسرار کنوں “فرید”خاموش 

 کنوں ریا غافل نہ تھی پر

 گفتار کنوں دہچپ بیہو

 یافرماؿ آ یبیلار یہوا

―Farid! Remain silent and do not disclose these 
mysteries.  You should desist from such outrageous 
discourse. But, never be oblivious of your friend. 
Such a (Divine) decree has been made beyond a 
shadow of a doubt.‖ 

He stops short of disclosing these mysteries, which seem 
so outrageous to ordinary understanding. He reminds the 
votaries of their foremost duty of never being oblivious of 
their friend, which is a doubtless decree of the Qur‘an. The 
possibility of friendship with God is readily realised by 
spiritual consciousness but seems abhorrent to the religious 
one. The religious psyche remains tied to the relative master-
slave polarity and considers it as absolute. The question of a 
slave loving his master does not arise. The vocation of a slave 
is just to follow the commandments of his master out of fear 
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for the punishment inflicted upon him if he does otherwise. 
Friendship with God takes one to a realm where one stands 
before Him not ‗in fear and trembling‘ but in love and poise. 
He only fears the disruption of his friendly relationship with 
God, which is qualitatively different from ordinary fear and 
the religious one. Good is, in the spiritual sense, what fosters 
friendship and evil is what severs it. Doctrines, rituals and 
morals essentially become lively in the situation of love and 
friendship.  
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Kafi-4 

 پیا تھی کیا یتاں و تابع خلقت سب تھئی

مطلب ؿگم تھیو ہئی  

―If the entire creation is subjected to you, then even 
what? The meaning lies in thy ceasing to be (the state 
of supreme identity or the realized consciousness of 
your ontological nothingness in the Face of the 
Absolute).‖ 

What is the ultimate significance of even subjecting the 
entire creation to oneself? What is the meaning of life? It is 
not reflected in the power one has over things and events. It 
does not lie in outward achievements. The attainment of the 
cosmic purpose of existence lies in realising one‘s ontological 
nothingness in the ‗Face of the Absolute‘ or God. It is the 
whole meaningful endeavour of life. Things could be 
meaningful on other criteria but anything short of it becomes 
meaningless on this absolute, supreme and ultimate criterion. 
It is the litmus test of the entire human activity. 

 پہنتا عجم عرب ونج تونیں ارشاد رشد ا%

پیا تھی کیا یتاں و  

 ―If you‘re intellectual discourse has made an impact 
on Arabia and Persia, then even what.‖ 

If the impact of one‘s intellectual widespread discourse has 
no eternal bearing then what is its value? The earthly fame 
will fade away in contrast to one‘s ceaseless subsistence in the 
Divine Consciousness. 
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  پیا پراؿ صحائف پڑھ پڑھ بید
ھ
سِک

  
ت

 علم ادب ووں

پیا تھی کیا یتاں و  

―If you have been seeking knowledge and reverential 
conduct by the study of Vedas, Puranas (sacred 
writings of Hindus) and Scriptures, then even what?‖ 

Gaining of Scriptural knowledge, learning and reverential 
conduct are a nullity as compared to one‘s original vocation 
of union with the beloved.  

 دا منصب پا شاہی یںتے حکم چلانو جگسارے 

پیا تھی کیا یتاں و  

 ―If you exercise sovereign authority, by virtue of 
you‘re royal status, then even what.‖ 

A person gets possessed by the very thing he possess. 
There is no end to one‘s yearning for subjugation. One‘s 
achievements on the spectrum of time have no value unless 
they are transformed into eternity. How one‘s masterly gains 
could measure up to being a realised possibility of the Divine 
Essence?  

 ناؽ طرب عقبیٰ گیوں تودے وچ عزت پا دنیا

پیا تھی کیا یتاں و  

 ―If you command respect in the temporal world and 
go happily to the eternal one, then even what.‖ 

The religious consciousness is content with being happy in 
both the worlds. What is the significance of one‘s being 
happy in this world and the life hereafter without achieving 
the spiritual station of servanthood?  

 دا مشرب صوفی رکھیو مذہب پاک تے حنفی سنی

 پیا تھی کیا یتاں و
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 ―If you are pure Sunni, belonging to the Hanifi 
tradition and committed to the Sufi Path, then even 
what.‖ 

One‘s being pure Sunni and a Sufi only attains mystic 
realisation. The ultimate goal is to achieve metaphysical 
realisation. 

ھد  ریاجے  وچ آثار، افعاؽ، صفاتیں

گ

 لبھ ؤئی

 پیا تھی کیا یتاں و

 ―If your search of finding your friend manifest in 
forms of signs, activity and attributes has become 
fructuous, then even what.‖ 

If one has discovered his friend in the outward, then even 
it has no significance as compared to uniting with the Being 
itself in the state of nonduality. 

 لقب خشیو شیخ ںتھیو یورتبہ پا ،قطة غوثی

 پیا تھی کیا یتاں و

 ―If you have achieved the level of ‗Ghaus‘ and Pole, 
entitled as Master of the Masters, then even what.‖ 

The attainment of higher spiritual stations is nothing in 
front of gaining the paradise of the Essence.   

  %ا ونج “فرید”شعر 
ُ
 ہ 
ل
 پورب ڈکھنہند ماڑ  اای  

 پیا تھی کیا یتاں و

―Farid! If your poetry has become renowned in Hind, 
Marwar, South and East (all regions), then even 
what.‖ 

He questions the value of the recognition of his poetry far 
and wide, when weighed against his realising the possibility of 
namelessness. 
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Kafi-5 

  

 یارمزاں شور مچا تیری یاچلا تیر ںنینا ےتیر

―Your eyes shot arrows (prompted moves). Your 
expressions impregnated with mysteries made 
percussions.‖ 

The Essence manifests itself in the form of the beloved to 
make love possible. His eyes have captured many a souls. His 
mysterious expressions have left a deep impact on the lovers. 

 یالکھ عاشق مار گنوا یاالمست ہزار مرا

―You made numerous enraptured ones eliminated 
and got countless lovers wiped out.‖ 

He has got countless enraptured lovers lose their lives for 
his sake. His love is so mesmerising that the lovers submit to 
him in fullness. They do not listen to the voice of reason. The 
ordinary considerations of the world have no meaning in 
their eyes. They are in such a state of intoxication that laying 
down their lives for their beloved does not matter.  

 یاسر چابار برہوں  یواڑاہ اڑا ہیمؑابرا

―You flung Ibrahim -- whose being had been 
permeated by love -- in the blazing fire and made him 
bear the burden of love.‖ 

He made the Prophet Ibrahim saturated with love. He 
made him carry the onerous burden of love and finally flung 
him in the blazing fire. He saved him from being torched by 
the physical fire by turning it into a garden but consumed him 
completely in the fire of love. 
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 یاطور جلا موسٰؑ  بچھے ےصابر دے تن کیڑ

―You made worms germinate in the body of Ayub 
and in front of Musa burnt the mount Tur (by the 
reflection of your Light).‖ 

He tested the patience of the Prophet Ayub in different 
ways till his body was germinated with worms. He was not 
unmindful of him for a single moment when he was 
undergoing these ordeals for the sake of his beloved. He 
bestowed upon him countless blessings including reunion 
with his family but after he had undergone such spiritual 
tests. The Prophet Musa in a state of deep love wanted to see 
him. He made him fall down in a swoon after seeing the 
mount Tur burn with a reflection of his Light. The insatiable 
quest of seeing him with naked eye kept burning Musa till the 
end of his life. He kept quiet because of His Majesty, but his 
burning love kept on questioning the impossibility of his 
seeing the Reality with his physical eye. 

 یاہاگھوٹ کو یحییؑ یوکلوتر چرا یاؑکرز

―You sawed Zechariah in the saw and slaughtered 
Yahya in the prime of his youth.‖ 

He raised the status of the House of Imran by virtue of its 
purity and love. He sawed the Prophet Zechariah, who loved 
him from the core of his heart and had taken so much care of 
Maryam. He responded to his prayer and granted him a son. 
He named him as Yahya and also made him a Prophet. He 
slaughtered him when he was so young. 

  یودے پا مچھی پیٹ نسؑیو

 

ُ
 طوفاؿ ل

ؑ
 یاھانوح

―You caused Younis‘ entry in the body of ‗the great 
fish‘ and made Nuh face the torments of the Flood.‖ 

He made the Prophet Younis enter body of ‗the great fish‘ 
after he had left his community because it was not paying 
heed to his beloved. He saved him and sent him back and he 
won them on his side. Such are the ordeals of love. He made 
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the Prophet Nuh face constant hardships and sarcasm from 
his near and dear ones for such a long time and finally made 
him face the torments of flood. He did not accede to his 
request for pardoning his dead son for he was not from his 
spiritual progeny (Aal) since his actions were not virtuous 
(Ghair salih). The Prophet Nuh loved his son much and had 
deepest fatherly attachment with him but the Divine 
reprimand filled his heart with the overpowering love of the 
Divine to the extent that the love of his son faded away 
completely and he reiterated his resolve to act according to 
the Divine Will. 

 یاؾ پلاجازھر دا  ینےشاہ حسنؓ کوں شہر مد

―You made the regal Hasan drink the cup of poison 
in the city of Medina.‖ 

The story of love does not end with the Prophets but 
embraces lovers from all eons and countries. He made Hasan, 
the grandson of the Prophet of Islam, die by administering 
him the cup of poison. Earlier, his love had made him 
abdicate the alienable Caliphate. If the oath of allegiance 
(bay‘ah) had been imposed on him by Muawiyah, then, 
‗Karbala‘ would have occurred there and then. 

 یاکرا کیس ھایزا چلا کر کربلا وچ تیغ

―You caused a colossal tragedy by demonstrating 
swordsmanship at Karbala.‖ 

Yezid departed from the tradition of the earlier Caliphs of 
Islam and decided to impose the oath of allegiance (bay‘ah) 
on Husayn in order to make the Imamate subaltern to the 
Caliphate. Husayn‘s love for his beloved made him stand in 
‗Karbala‘ against it. The Divine caused a colossal tragedy in 
which, Husayn and those along with him underwent great 
sufferings and ultimately sacrificed their lives for him.  

 یاسرمد سر کپوا کھلایوکھل  ی احق  دشمس
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―You made Shams, the truthful one, skinned alive and 
Sarmad‘s head chopped off.‖ 

He made his intoxicated lovers Shams and Sarmad face 
such brutalities. When Shams addressed a dead boy and said 
‗kumbe-iznil-lah‘ (come to life by the order of Allah), the 
dead boy did not rise but when he said ‗kumbe-izni‘ (come to 
life by my order)  the dead boy came to life but Shams was 
skinned alive because of being blasphemous. It was the 
Divine who, to a higher degree in the medium of Shams, 
granted life to the dead boy. When Sarmad, the naked martyr, 
denied the physical ascension of the Prophet to the heavens 
on the ground that the heavens resided in him; remained 
nude for inviting people to search the naked truth within him; 
supported Dara Shikoh‘s spirituality against Aurangzeb‘s 
religiosity bereft of inwardness and frequently recited a 
portion of the first Shahadah, there is no ilah (self-subsistent 
reality) meaning thereby that one could not go to the stage of 
affirmation before realising negation; the Divine made the 
head of Sarmad chopped off by those who did not 
understand the reality of his God-intoxicated love and the 
deeper meanings of his acts.  

 یاسانگ رسا مستی سولی یوشاہ منصور چڑھا

―You caused the enraptured state and crucified 
Mansur, the Master.‖ 

He enraptured Mansur, who had attained the 
consciousness of his ontological nothingness, and crucified 
him. He had taken over his medium. It was the Divine who 
said ‗I am the Truth‘ (Ana‘l Haqq) from his tongue.  

 ڈکھایاسو سو ناز  ہو کر لیلیٰ کارؿمجنوں 

―You became Layla and exhibited countless prides for 
the sake of Majnun.‖ 

He is Love itself, which is polarised in the forms of the 
lover and the beloved. It was His manifestation as lover in 
Majnun and as beloved in Layla. It was His prideful 
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expression in the form of Layla that bewitched Him in the 
form of Majnun.  

 یاناؾ دھرا یںشیر ؿکارخسرو تے فرہاد دے 

―You named yourself Shireen for the sake of Khusru 
and Farhad.‖ 

He took the beloved form of Shireen, which attracted 
Farhad to love. It was His presence in his form, which 
performed extraordinary feats beyond the human. 

 یاوقت نبھا اپنا ہر ہک یادرد دا بار اٹھا

―The burden of pain was shared by every one during 
the course of his time (by remaining faithful to his 
vocation).‖ 

He gave leave (izn) in His Almighty Wisdom to all those 
calamities that befell on each one of them. All His lovers 
underwent pains, anguishes and sufferings, in varying degrees, 
but remained steadfast and faithful to Him. They did not 
betray His love. The infinite capacity and immense strength 
of His love made it possible for them to face the vicissitudes 
of life.  

 یاآ ہوار ڑا% اپناسر  “فرید”کر قرباؿ 

―Farid!  Sacrifice your head for it is now your turn.‖ 

It is now his turn to sacrifice his life for the sake of his 
beloved. He has to bear pains and sufferings in the path of 
love. He is happy in being chosen by the beloved to realise 
union. One gain is worth many losses. What more does he 
need than realisation of the real purpose of his existence? 
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Kafi-6 

  

 دا سوہا رنگاڈے خاص اجمیر دا چوڑا انا ڈے جیسلمیر 

―Do get me set of bangles from Jaisalmer and dyed 
colourful dopatta especially from Ajmer.‖ 

Beauty and love are intertwined.  Love has stirred her 
from within. She wants to bring out the finest sentiments, 
which inhere in her self. She wants to beautify herself with 
the best that exists in her culture.  

 دا وؽ پھیر نہ نقلی یچہمڑ خاص ہووے اصلی

―It should be truly and specially from Marwar and not 
a counterfeit to the original.‖ 

Love elicits genuineness. Love and truth are intertwined. 
Her colourful dopatta from Marwar ought to be real and not 
a counterfeit to the real. Appearance and Reality should be 
identical. 

 دا یراتھ د کم نہیں آوے ناں چر لاوے یجلد

―These may be brought forth quickly without any 
hold up for over here there is no margin of delay.‖ 

Her heart longs for these belongings right away without 
any hold-up. It is such a longing that cannot be measured on 
the spectrum of serial time. It can only be fulfilled in pure 
duration, which transcends the ordinary distinction of time in 
series of past, present and future. It is time turning into 
eternity.  

ا سوہا یتا پربرہوں دا چُوڑ
َ
 دا دے گھیر یکاک ند د
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―These bangles of affection and dyed colourful 
dopatta of love symbolise my stepping in the stream 
of love.‖ 

Her bangles and dopatta symbolise her initiation in the 
fold of love. Love has transformed both her inward and the 
outward. 

ووا بیکا
 ھ
ِج
ٹ 

سااں ینیر

ن

ھِی

گ

 ے 

 

 ے ک 

 

ڑ
چ 
س

 دا پیر 

―I would procure the Bikaner toe – rings for my right 
and left foot.‖ 

Her desire to secure Bikaner toes for her feet symbolise 
the start of her journey from the earthly to the heavenly 
within her cultural matrix.  

ووں پیسا
چ 
 
سہ

  ں
مک
ھ

 

ٹ

  پا 
ی

ا سااں  
 
 دا یرڈ ںتھورا چ

―I shall fondly wear and display myself even if I have 
to take the obligations of my brother-in-law (who will 
fetch these things for me).‖ 

She shall happily adorn herself and be presentable even if 
she has to take some obligation (outward help). Her love no 
bounds. It is a stream, which determines its own course. 
There is no family consideration refraining her from 
expressing her love in fullness. 

  “فرید” ریا

ن

ی
م
  
ی

د ؾ

ن

 دا یردے و بئےغم  کیا آکھیے ی

―Farid! My friend is responsive to me. Why I should 
be sorrowful about the detestation of others?‖ 

Love is an individual sentiment but with social and cultural 
upheavals. He loves his friend that makes others detest him. 
There is no point in his being sorrowful since his friend 
responds to him in love. Otherwise, love would have been so 
overbearing for him. 
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Kafi-7 

 راپیا رنگبے  ہر رنگ میں حسن قبح سب مظہر ذاتی

―Beauty and ugliness are the manifestations of the 
Essence.  The lovely colourless is in each colour.‖ 

All the possibilities inhere in the Divine Essence. It is the 
Universal Possibility. There cannot be any possibility outside 
it. The Essence in order to realise the possibilities, which 
inhere in him has to take the form of Names or Attributes. It 
manifests itself in one of its forms, Beauty. It is then Beauty 
itself, which manifests in all forms of beauty. It is in the 
process of this manifestation that the Beauty appears in the 
form of a given beauty, which implies the possibility of a 
given ugliness. There cannot be such manifestation unless it is 
in a ‗world of contrasts.‘ But there is no ugliness in the 
Essence since it is free from all imperfections. The 
phenomenon of ugliness arises in the process of 
manifestation and passing through different cycles ultimately 
returns to its source as transformed beauty. Pure water, 
analogically speaking, is free from all impurity but impurity 
arises in the process and is recycled into purity. It is not a 
perfect analogy since it deals with another level of reality but 
it does give some inkling of the point in issue. However, both 
beauty and ugliness are manifestations of the Essence with 
the difference that beauty is directly manifested from the 
Essence whereas ugliness as a privation only arises in the 
course. Likewise, the lovely One is colourless but assumes 
different colours in the process of manifestation. 

ْاَقحْْنْ نَحْ”  راز انوکھا “رَبح

 عالم لوکا ،سنجانوسمجھ 

”
حْ وَْمَعَک   ہوکا ملیا “وَھ 

 نظارہ عین ہر روپ میں ہے
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―His being nearer to man than his neck vein is a 
novel secret.  His ever presence with you has been 
proclaimed. O people! Do grasp and identify that it is 
His open manifestation in each form.‖ 

The material percept and the rational concept of nearness 
break down in this case. He is more nearer to man than man 
is to himself. It is the nearness of the Spirit or Divine Essence 
(that is in man but is not his) with a person. The Spirit takes 
the form of a human body in order to express itself in relative 
fullness. It can roughly be likened to the nearness of His 
Essence with His own Names or Attributes. The 
metaphysical meaning of nearness is supreme identity or 
nonduality. His ever presence with human has been openly 
proclaimed. Metaphysical realisation finds Him openly 
manifest in each form. 

”ْ ح حاَْْوَفِی حْفْ ن ک   سر الِٰہی “سی

 ماہی رانجھنصورت وچ  ہر

لیّتم”  اہیگوفاش  “لود 

ا

 

 
 راناز دا ڈھنگ نیا ک

―It is a divine secret that He dwells in the self. It is a 
divulged testimony to His Omnipresence.  Ranjhan 
friend is in each form.  His mode of pride is unique.‖ 

His dwelling in the human self is a secret of God. He 
dwells as the Self in the human. It is the housing of the Spirit 
in each pore of a human being. Man in his wholeness and 
totality is an outward form the Inward takes to manifest itself. 
It is an irrefutable testimony to His Omnipresence. A thing 
can only exist at any level by virtue of His presence. He is 
Omnipresent. The beloved is immanent in every form with 
uniqueness of transcendence.  

 چاؽ  یحسن ازؽ د
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 ہے عاشق آپ ر آپ
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ی
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 ی   طرز غر طرح لطیفے

 مو جگدلبر  تھی
ہ 

 

ی 

 سارا س

―The move of the Primordial Beauty is a mystery with 
subtle style and manner only one of its kind. He is 
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himself the lover and is himself the rival.  He is the 
beloved, who has captivated the whole world.‖ 

The manifestation of the Primordial Beauty is a mystery. It 
has polarised itself as the lover and the rival. It has no parallel 
in human relationship of love, where the lover and the rival 
are understood to have two distinct realities. He is the One, 
who is manifest in multiple forms. Since there is no one 
beside Him, therefore He has to assume the form of the 
‗other‘ (rival) in order to fan the contradictions of love that 
take love to incredible heights. His form as the beloved has 
capitulated His other form as the world.   

 تاؿ ترانہ

 

 مطرب کت

 

 کت

 صوفی

 

 نہیگاسرمست  کت

 نفل دوگانہ

 

 عابد کت

 

 کت

 رنداں میں

 

 کرے اوتارا کت

―He is at times singer and at times musical songs. He 
is at times devout and at times prayer with two 
genuflexions.  He is at times matchless highly 
enraptured Sufi and at times descends in the form of 
the inebriates.‖ 

His Omnipresence is all-pervasive. It is not possible to 
understand His manifestations from ordinary religious 
perspectives, which thrive in the world of duality bereft of the 
metaphysical sense of oneness. The religious consciousness is 
a split consciousness and it finds it appalling to accept His 
presence in all modes including the contradictory worlds of 
musicians, devout and rituals, enraptured Sufis and inebriates. 
It attempts to save His transcendence at the cost of His 
immanence thus resulting in the idea of a limited God firmly 
enthroned in Heavens. It fails to understand that the 
transcendence of God is saved in spite of His immanence. He 
is immanent but simultaneously transcendent in any form He 
assumes. His immanence in the form of an inebriate, for 
example,  also carries in simultaneity an equal dimension of 
transcendence, by virtue of which, He simply cannot be 
reduced to being an inebriate.  
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 عناصر ، عقوؽ، افلاک  کیا

ور حقیقی ، جا سب
ُ

ن

 ظاہر ن

 حاضر ، غائب ، متکلم کیا

 وچارا یبغر “فرید” کوؿ

―What to talk of heavens, intellects and elements?  
What to talk of the creation with faculty of speech, 
visible and invisible beings? The essential Light is 
manifest everywhere. Who is Farid, the poor and the 
pathetic (to hold any place in the Face of the 
Absolute)?‖   

The Essence or ‗the supra-formal Divinity‘ is in ‗abysmal 
darkness‘. It is, in a certain sense, even beyond light. It is 
when it assumes the form of personal Divinity (Allah) that 
He becomes the light of the Heavens and the earth. Light has 
both the individual and the universal elements. Light is both 
absolute and infinite. Light as the Absolute is identified with 
His Individuality and Light as the universal is identified with 
His aspect of the Infinite.  There is no contradiction between 
these ‗two fundamental aspects of the Real‘. His 
Omnipresence arises by virtue of His being the Infinite. Light 
itself is manifest in all forms. It is the inherent nature of light 
to manifest itself. Human medium has no self-subsistent 
reality and thereby is a mere shadow of light. 
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Kafi-8 

  پیڑ یدرد اندر د

 فراؼ دے تیر ہجر

 یاسخت ستا ڈاڈھا

 یامونجھامار ، نوں  دؽ

―The inward excruciating pain has highly vexed me. 
The arrows of disunion and separation have ravished 
my heart with anguish.‖ 

Religiosity has no means to transcend ‗servant-Lord axis‘. 
It considers it as final. It does not explore the possibility of 
experiencing God. The mystics and Sufis have stepped 
forward and have shown the way to ‗deliverance and union‘. 
A person who embarks on the road to experiencing God 
ultimately finds Him ‗within the infinite depths of his being‘. 
Love opens the door to reach the inmost chambers of one‘s 
consciousness. But love and suffering are inseparable.  The 
lover is shot by the arrows of disunion and separation, which 
give him severe inward pains and anguishes.  

  یشاد ید دؽ ڈکھڑےعشق ہے 

 پیر ساڈاہے  عشق

 یعشق ہے رہبر مرشد ہاد

 یاسجھا  رازُ  کل   جیں

―Love is the delight of the suffering heart. Love is the 
mentor, spiritual master and guide.  Love is our 
spiritual teacher, who has made us realise the whole 
secret.‖ 

His suffering heart finds delight in love. The elixir of 
suffering removes the dross from his heart and makes it shine 
like ‗a polished mirror‘ in which the beloved contemplates 
himself.  He realises the dictum: I love, therefore I am. Love 
guides him in unravelling the entire secret of the way. Love 
itself has polarised in the forms of the lover and the beloved. 
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It is by virtue of loving that he realises the possibility of 
uniting with his beloved.  

 

 

ڑ
ھ

 

مب

 یمندڑ یگندڑ،  یاے دؽ 

 تانگھ دا تیر ازلوں

 یبندڑ یبرہوں د،  یلاد جانوؿ

 یانبھا جوڑ چو،  نیجا

―My heart is miserable, loathsome and vile.  It is 
bondwoman of love ever since birth. The primordial 
arrow of longing has been perfectly pierced by my 
beloved.‖ 

Her miserable heart turns unworthy of her beloved though 
it has been subjected to love since the primordial day when it 
was pierced by the arrow of longing. She cannot bear the 
primordial separation from her beloved. Her longing 
intensifies. Her heart becomes incapacitated to absorb the 
intense passion of love.  

 ےناز تبسم 

 

ڑ
 ھ
ج
گ

 ہاسے 

 حسن دے چار امیر

 دلاسے یبفر،  پیچ، چالے 

ہ ااں

ن

 یانوا گوٹھچو  ج ب

―The prideful smiles, deeper laughter, styles of 
pretension and deceitful consolations are the four 
scions of beauty that have subjugated the four 
corners of the world.‖ 

The beloved armed with the scions of beauty completely 
subjugates the world. There is no way out for him except to 
bear all this in the hands of the beloved. It keeps him in a 
state of uncertainty about his self-image and the response of 
his beloved. It is a necessary stage in the ripening of love. 
Ordinary lover gets disheartened and is dismissed 
accordingly. Patience and steadfastness in adverse situations 
of love help in the game of the Divine hunt. 

 
ُ
 سدا متوالی پالی یٹھڑو

  روہی
ہ 
مل

  رشک 
ی
 ر 

ہ  ی  م 

ن

ب
 آلی وسراند تے والی ہ

 ْ

ن

 
اہ
َ
 یابخت ولا او
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―It has been continuous raining on the ground. The 
sand has moistened, by virtue of rain, to an extent 
that even Malheer is being envious of the desert. The 
once receding fortune has now started to smile.‖ 

The desert is enlivened by rain to such an extent that even 
certain green areas have become envious of the desert. It is 
likened to his state of barrenness turning lively at the 
response of his beloved. His liveliness was so unique that 
other people became envious of him. His receding fortune of 
love did embrace him. There are certain stages in love where 
activity on the part of the lover is ‗neither possible nor 
desirable‘. The desert of his self has to act as a conscious 
receptacle. He does not remain passive but in a state of 
receptivity awaiting heavenly response of his beloved.  

 جھوکاں ںیاد “فرید”سر سبز  ںتھیا

 مانوؿ کھیرنہ  نند

ووں خنکی
چ 
 
سہ

 سوکاں چائی 

 یاماڑ وسا مولیٰ

―The dwellings of Farid have become all green.  The 
dried ones have fondly become lively (due to an inner 
urge). The udders of cows and buffaloes are oozing 
out milk. God has brought the desert to life again.‖ 

His inner and outer deadness has quickened to life. Love 
bestows thousands a deaths and thousands a rebirths. His 
being in a state of receptivity, has elicited the Divine 
response. His static feelings have turned dynamic. God has 
turned his inner desolation into a feeling of well-being and 
fulfilment.  
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Kafi-9 

 ا دوست د ساڈا

ن

   ریاڈھولا  نور محمد خواجہ ل 
ہ
چ 

  
ی
د ا

ن

 نور محمد خواجہ ی

―Nur Muhammad Khawaja is our bosom friend. Nur 
Muhammad Khawaja is our intimate and favourite 
beloved.‖ 

Nur Muhammad Khawaja is steeped in spirituality. He is 
the forbearer of Khawaja Ghulam Farid who considers him 
as his friend and beloved close to his heart. He has reverential 
love for him. The friends of God are the embodiments of 
beauty, truth and love. God dwells in their inner and outer 
forms. Revering them is revering God Himself.  

 جاوچ لا گل ے% شرؾ بھرؾ دا یساڈ یسار

―You are the custodian of our whole honour and 
prestige.‖ 

God has granted him immense spiritual powers. His 
contributions in strengthening his family and spiritual ties 
with him are manifold. He symbolises his entire honour and 
prestige. 

 ب دا راجہپنجا ملک ی% یعجم و ی% یعرب و

―You are owned in Arab and Persia and you enjoy a 
royal status in the dominion of Punjab.‖ 

The Arabs, Persians and people living in the area of 
Punjab hold him in high esteem. His spirituality and noble 
conduct has attracted them to him. 

ج د ا وجدازمن وچ  زمین
گ

 جادا وا ے% فیض 
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―The tune of your blessings is being drummed in all 
parts of the world.‖ 

His spiritual blessings know no bounds. He has blessed all 
parts of the world by his spirituality and graceful demeanour. 

 جاپوں پا ےمیر انگن من بھاگےوچ نوں  ے% یمقد

―Do step in my courtyard with your full boon steps.‖ 

He beseeches him to grace his courtyard with boon. His 
stepping in the courtyard of his inner being shall elevate his 
spiritual status. It will add freshness to his life.   

ھ  ثانی سفیو نیجادلبر 
ک
ُ
م
 جا ڈکھلاموہن 

―O‘ Yousaf like sweetheart! Do show me your 
beautiful countenance.‖ 

He is his Yousaf like beloved friend. He is desirous of his 
inward and outward beauty.  

کد  انوشہ شہر مہار دا بنر
س

 جالا  گلکوں  ی

―O‘ bridegroom of the nuptial city of Mahar! Do 
come and embrace the one desirous of you.‖ 

He is eagerly desirous of him. He beseeches him to come 
and fold him in his arms. His owning him will turn him into 
gold. It will satiate his quest for him. 

 جاناں ترسا  جا آ سےدے درس پیا “فرید” نین

―The eyes of Farid are thirsty of your vision. Do 
come and do not tantalise me.‖ 

He is keen to meet him. He entreats him not to tantalise 
him by remaining away from him. His heart cherishes for him 
and shall be filled with joy in meeting him. 
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Kafi-10 

 دؽ کھس پیا ،رس ،ہس ،وس ناؽ سدا توں وس پیا ساڈے

―Do dwell with us everlastingly.  Live in merriment 
and grab my heart.‖ 

Communication with one‘s beloved heightens love. It at 
times assumes the form of soliloquy. These soliloquies are 
great treasures of love. These are not mere talks, which one 
undergoes with oneself but they reflect the imaginative 
presence of one‘s beloved. He invites his beloved to dwell 
with him for all times. He wants him to be merry and 
captivate his heart. He presents himself with his whole being. 
He desires his happiness from the core of his heart.  

 یسر وچ درد، دماغ خمار

 

 

  
 یجھورا دؽ آزار ےج

ے رتڑے
ل

ن

یُ

 

ت

 وں  ،

 

ڑ
چ 

ن

ہ ب

  یرجا

 دے وس پیاں سولا تن

―I have headache and my mind is in a state of 
drunkenness. The tears are flowing from my 
reddened eyelids. My self is worrisome and my heart 
is distressed.  My body has been infested with 
afflictions.‖ 

Love and suffering are intimately linked with each to the 
extent that both weave the fabric of his being. The journey of 
love is replete with separations and disunions, visions and 
unions. The stage of love determines the nature and intensity 
of these experiences of love. He misses his beloved and as a 
consequence his body, self and heart are in a state of great 
distress. 

  یبے پت د

 
 

 
ِ وار یظلم اندھار  یریا یبے پ

ن

 یبے ن
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 نس پیا یچور پچھے یلٹ لٹوا دؽ سار پہلوں

―The dubious friendship of the untrustworthy is 
cruel, oppressive and unjust. He looted (ransacked) 
my heart in the first case and then stealthily fled 
away.‖ 

He usually holds his beloved responsible for his plight. He 
is at a loss to understand the queer moves of his beloved. The 
deepening of his love unties many knots but also creates 
others. He does not understand the oppressive behaviour of 
his beloved. He contracted love with him and then stealthily 
assumed transcendence by leaving him forlorn. 

 یمپانہ سود  ہجر سوا کوئی

  منتاں

ک

 

ی 

م

 

ب

 یمنوا سیس 

م حاؽ  ںچوٹیا

 

ھب
ک

 یمونجا

ْ ڑ گھر نک

ن

 
 گھس پیا یںی

―I have earned nothing except disunion.  I have 
plucked my hair and worsened my condition.  I have 
implored and bowed my head.  I have rubbed my 
nose till it has reddened.‖ 

The dividend of his love has been disunion. He inflicts 
pains on himself in order to bear the terrible state of 
separation from his beloved. He adopts extreme postures of 
humility in order to attract him but all in vain.  

ا پیش

 

 
 فہم فکر کوں جیں ک

 سرکوں ڈتڑسکر شکر نہ  کر

 ارِکھر کوں یلعل د لیت

 رہ وچ بھس پیا ید عشق

―The one who resorts to understanding, reflection, 
and the seductiveness of prevarication, instead of 
sacrificing his head with countless thanksgivings, shall 
be a failure in the path of love.‖ 

The whole problem lies in trying to know the dynamics of 
love by dint of ordinary understanding. The tools of thinking, 
which otherwise are so effectual in different situations of life, 
become completely ineffectual. Any one who resorts to these 
supports, instead of offering his head with immense gratitude, 
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shall miserably fail in the path of love. He needs to be 
thankful to the beloved for agreeing to accept his head in 
return of love. 

 ںسو ہسیا “فرید”پھوگ  لانے

 ںجھوکاں لیسا ونجتے  یکرڑ

   بارتے  بار سٹ گھر
س
  و
ی

 سااں

  اج
کل
 وس پیا ٹوبھا ھ

―Farid! I will rejoice in the company of desert plants 
and bushes. I will leave my household and dwell in 
the forest. I will have my habitation amongst the 
thorny shrubs. These days the pond is full of water.‖ 

He resolves to leave the comfort of his abode and rejoice 
in wilderness in spite of its being so uncomfortable. The 
easiness of life tends to distract him from his original 
vocation. He wills to dwell in proximity to the pond, which 
symbolises the ‗spring of life.‘  
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Kafi-11 

 وؽ گھر 

ن

 

 یاسرسوؽ تا یامار مونجھتن  یاڈوسدھاسانوؽ پ

―The charming Punnal has returned to his abode. My 
body is ravished by anguish and my head is fiery with 
afflictions.‖ 

The romantic tales are cultural, which mirror the intensity 
of love and suffering. Punnal, the Baloch son of the ruler of 
Kech fell in love with Sassi and started living with her in 
Bhambore. His kinsmen took him away forcibly while Sassi 
remained sleeping. When she awoke, she underwent the 
greatest ordeals of her life. The psyche of the lover is very 
complex. It contains a sense of guilt, which is often projected 
to the beloved. The drama of love contains psychic meanings 
with a lot of ‗mysterious sensitivity‘ in the folklore literature. 
An eye of the mystic transposes these psychic realities into 
spiritual forms. Love relationships are placed within the 
spiritual ambience. The earthly facts start mirroring celestial 
realities. The temporal is transformed into eternal. Time 
plunges into eternity. The game of love is transformed into a 
game of symbolism. The beloved becomes transcendent after 
contracting love with her. She experiences acute forms of 
sufferings, as a consequence. 

 ستاوؿ ڈونگر ڈراوؿ ڈکھڑے

 بن ڈھوؽ سکڑے سوڑے نہ بھاوؿ

 ٹوؽ آوؿِ کر بلائیں ،ینیںڈ

 یاسارا پرا بار ڈسدا گھر

―The mountains instil fear in me and the sufferings 
are so vexing. The witches and demons flock around 
me.  The presence of my close relatives in the absence 
of my beloved is not appealing to me.  My entire 
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household seems estranged to me (I have a feeling of 
homelessness).‖ 

The outward is so dreadful. The mountains instead of 
giving her a sense of protection instil fear in her. Her psychic 
realities appear to her as flocks of witches and demons. They 
want to scare her away from the path of love. The absence of 
her beloved has wrought such changes in her that her close 
relatives who once were her psychological and social support 
seem distant to her. She becomes stranger to the social world, 
which once was so familiar to her.  

 
ُ
م

 

 

ڑ
ھ

 

ب

  ںنوں خوشیا ئیمو ی

 

ڑ
 ھل
ٹ

 ںیانہ 

  ںپیتا، ایزاو نیجا

 

ڑ
کلل
 ںیا

 ںیاڈوڑے ڈوڑاپے تانگھاں اولڑ

 یاجاا ںاکھیا یاہے اڑا ہے

―Happiness has not been a boon for the spiritless and 
the miserable. There are instead multiple difficulties 
and intricate longings. My beloved is peculiar and ties 
of love are unintelligible.  Oh! Oh! My eyes have been 
entangled meaninglessly.‖ 

The dynamics of love are beyond her understanding. She 
becomes spiritless and miserable instead of being happy. She 
has yet to decipher the code of love. She does not understand 
the strange behaviour of her beloved. Her ties of love with 
him are equally unintelligible. Her eyes have entangled her in 
a meaningless relationship. She finds no meaning in her love. 

 سوغاتاں ںیاغم د ڈکھاندےتحفے 

 گھاتاں ںیابشطاں اوکھڑ بِرہوں

 براتاں ںیاآ ڈو سسی ںکیچو

 

 

 ِ
 
  اج

 

 
 

ن

  ےن

 

 
ِ

ن

ا اپ  
ِ

ن

 یان

―The presents of sufferings and the rare gifts of 
sorrows are the fortunes of Sassi that have come 
from Kech.  It is so difficult to be receptive to these 
fortunes of love, which have shaken me so rudely but 
still I have remained committed to my love.‖ 

She receives the rare gifts of sorrows and sufferings at the 
hands of her beloved. It becomes so testing to accept these 
fortunes. She accepts them as blessings in disguise. She 
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reiterates her commitment to love. It strengthens her from 
within. 

 رے 

ن

ُ
  مانےجوبن دے  وہِانےگ

  د
ُ  

 ٹےجانہ  لنھوڈجُھو رانے  یج

انےسہرے 
ُ
  ٹکانےاجُڑے  ،کُ

لا،  یامُُا یدِلڑ
ُ
 یابے وس ر

―The vanity of youth has whisked away.  My chaplets 
have lost their freshness and the dwellings have 
become deserted. My beloved does not care that 
worries have plunged me in an acute state of 
worrisomeness. My heart has beguiled me and made 
me wretchedly helpless.‖ 

He has been so engrossed in love that his youth has faded 
away with all its vanity. His ordinary sense of serial time does 
not hold true for him. The past he lived just seems to him like 
a dream. It cannot be measured by clocks. Could one 
measure the sufferings of a lover whose moments of union 
with his beloved are lost? He experiences himself as a dried 
leaf. His beloved is least bothered about the state of his 
wretched existence. His heart has enticed him on the path of 
love. His sense of being perpetually dwindles into non-being. 

الیاں ںیاساڑ،  اںآساں امُید  ُ
 
 پ

  د،  مارو
 
ِ
 ںنہ بھالیا اںیدد ںیام

 ںنہ پالیا ںپیتا بروچلاصلوں 

 آ
ُ 
 یادا سا سختی ایدفر ی

―My hopes and expectations have been burnt to 
ashes.  My beloved has not truly nurtured love with 
me. He has not cast glances of affection and care on 
me.  Farid! I am condemned to live in the shadow of 
hard times.‖ 

He has no expectation and hope of a loving response from 
his beloved. His beloved has not returned his love. It is so 
difficult for him to live in a state of despair. 
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Kafi-12 

 ے سوؽ ستا یاسدھا سجنسٹ سانوؽ 

 

 

ن

 یاسر س

―My charming beloved has left me forlorn.  I am the 
damned one, who has been vexed by afflictions.‖ 

A general feeling of being left out by an individual or 
group is not as agonising as being uncared for by one‘s 
beloved. It shatters one‘s ordinary self. She feels forlorn, 
damned and vexed by afflictions. 

 یملٹر یتپڑ یکلہڑ یتپڑ

  یجندڑ

 

ڑ
ج ل

  یدلڑ ی

 

ڑ
گل

 ی

  پیڑ
ّ
  یلڑاَو

 

 
ِ

ن

  ےپ

 

ڑ
ھل

گ

 ی

 یرلڑ یسانگ ہجر د

  یلگڑ

 

ڑ
کلل
 یاگ 

 یاپور پرا پل پل

―I am burning in loneliness, while sitting on the worn 
out mat. The spear of disunion has pierced me. My 
life has burnt and my heart has rotten due to 
unintelligible fire. Love has made me undergo 
intricate pain. I am bothered about others at each and 
every moment.‖ 

She burns in the fire of love without any internal or 
external support. It is an unintelligible fire beyond the ken of 
human reason. It eludes her rational grasp. The outer crust of 
her personality or her every day self starts petering. The 
transcendence of her beloved haunts her at every moment. 

  جھولے

 

ڑ
ھ
ج ک

 پربت رولے 

 نہ کولے ریاسوز سمولے 

م نہ اولے گولے سختی

 ھ
ج
س

 

 لےگوغم دے سانگ سن

 

 

  
 بل کولے جل اج

 یاسوا روگدؾ  دؾ
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―I am wretchedly wandering in the mountains amidst 
strong winds. I am facing the arrows and hatchets of 
sorrows. My passion is getting hold of me in the 
absence of my friend. My self has been burnt to 
ashes.  The hardships are on hunt for me and I 
cannot find a way out. My malaise is increasing every 
moment.‖ 

The burning of the self to ashes fosters a sense of 
nonbeing in her. A feeling of helplessness envelops her, 
which increases the consciousness of her ontological 
nothingness. 

 یہار یمنتار یبار نیں

 یکرؾ نہ کار یمار درداں

 یرجا ںاکھیا یازار انگ

 مونجھ مونجھاری یمار

 یریاتروڑِؾ  الٹا

 یاسو پا لکھیا جو

―I know not how to swim across the deep and 
splashing waters. There is no remedy of my 
anguishes. I am abject but my friend does not shower 
his blessings on me. He is severing his friendly ties 
with me, instead. I am bodily distressed and tears are 
flowing from my eyes.  I have got what was destined 
for me.‖ 

There are different levels of knowledge and 
understanding. Knowledge of one level may not be of any 
avail at a different level. The ordinary degree of knowledge 
does not vouchsafe for the entire human understanding. 
Understanding a state of love requires a corresponding state 
of knowledge. She feels at times that her plight is destined 
from eternity. Isn‘t it the primordial separation of the lover 
and the beloved, which passing through the path of suffering 
ultimately leads to union? 

 چھالے یںکالے پیر ڈونگر

 پجالےنالے سوز  اکھاں

 نہ پالے کر دا چالے پیت

 

 
 
 

 واقع گھالے یپ

 جگر دے آلے زخم

 یامونجھااؼ فر فکر
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―I am the inept one bearing hardships, while 
wandering in the black mountains with boils on feet. 
The eye streams have burnt my passions. My heart 
sores are all green.  My beloved does not love me but 
plays tricks with me. The very idea of separation 
creates anguish in me.‖ 

The anguish of separation from her beloved leaves deep 
imprints on her embodied self. The unrelenting ways of the 
beloved elude her grasp and she frequently experiences crises 
of understanding. 

سد ا بھیت ںخوشیا
ھ
ک

  ڈسدانہ  

سد ا وسدا سب کوئی ےنیڑ
ہ 

 

 دا وسبے  جی ڈکھڑا ڈوڑا

ؽ 
َ
 نسدا ڈھولنوؽ و

 
 ھ
چ

  
ی
 ا

 

سد ا ر
س
 جھگڑا 

 یامفت اڑا یدلڑ

―He grabs my happiness without disclosing the secret. 
My beloved slips every now and then.  He makes all 
nearby people laugh. There are brawls and wrangling 
with my mother-in-law. I am helplessly bearing 
multiple sufferings. My heart has got me entangled 
just for nothing.‖ 

The beloved does not disclose the secret of treating her so 
brashly, thus making her a laughing stock for the passers by. 
She desperately wants to see the cards of the game of love 
but these can only be shown at their appointed time. Love 
cannot be taken at its face value since it has its hidden cost. 

 

ن

ی
ھ
گ

  روہ 
ی

 ے

 

 ےیزراہ او ر

  یاَمڑ
 ھ
چ

  
ی

 ے

 

  یرو ر

 

 
 

ن

 ےن

ڑ
َ
 ےچھوڑ بکھیڑ ھےیزو آو

سدا 
َ
 ےیزپر ریاو

  ؿننا سس
ہ 
ک

  
ی

 ے

 

 ر

 

 

 شور ا سَ

 

ھت
گ

 یاجا

―There are spread out mountain ranges and peculiar 
passages. My friend dwells at a far distance. The brawl 
of my mother, the rudely shakes of my brother, the 
provocations of my mother-in-law and my sister-in-
law can end if you enter my courtyard leaving aside all 
incongruities. Discard the meaningless noisiness.‖ 
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She considers the transcendence of her beloved as the 
root cause of all her internal and external contradictions 
impregnated with sufferings. 

 آہیں

ن

ن

کل

ن

ن

 ھ صباحیں 
چ

ن

سب

 

 نہ واہیں چاہیں ںیالگڑ

ن

ن

 ھ
ج ُ
س

  

 

 

 

ن

 ہیںجا ںیااجڑجھوکاں  ںیاس

 
ھ

ک

و
ُ
  برہوں د

ی
د ا

ن

 بھائیں ی

 کاہیں بیلے یرولد

 یانہ آ یدفر ریا

―I heave sighs in the mornings and in the evenings. 
The flame of love intensifies. I cannot find a way out 
of this impasse of love. I am wandering wretchedly in 
the riparian shrubbery and reeds. The dwellings are 
empty and the places are deserted. Farid! My friend 
has not come.‖ 

He feels that awaiting his beloved may require a whole 
life-time. It is one of the greatest mysteries of love. There is 
no cause-effect relationship in love. It is not a mechanical 
relation. It is beyond control and prediction. One‘s love does 
not elicit an automatic response. There is no logical nexus 
between human emptiness and fulfilment. The relevance of 
the his striving and suffering in the way of love 
notwithstanding, the response of his beloved, is only by 
virtue of grace.  
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Kafi-13 

 یاتے ور وسِر یزر وسر یاگھر وسِر لگاعشق 

―My falling in love has made me oblivious of my 
abode.  My spouse and wealth have fallen in 
oblivion.‖ 

It was not a conscious effort on her part to leave her 
abode, spouse and wealth but her falling in love made her 
oblivious of all these things. Religiosity purports the way of 
preaching, sermonizing and moralizing with a limited positive 
result. Spirituality, on the other hand, posits the possibility of 
a direct contact with God with immeasurable merits. Once 
the love of God takes roots in a person, it becomes his guide. 
His worldly love is burnt to ashes in the fire of Divine love. 
He goes beyond the need of anyone to tell him what to do. 
His love keeps freeing him from all worldly attachments. He 
puts no fight against the propensities of the lower self since 
his love of God makes them peter out accordingly.  
Religiosity uses the fear of God to smite the sinners. It ends 
up in instilling a psychological fear, which becomes highly 
counterproductive. But spirituality takes God as love. It does 
not talk of fearing God but enlightens man to be fearful of 
the drastic consequences of his evil actions. An element of 
genuine fear does remain during the course of spiritual 
journey but it is transposed in the fear of doing something, 
which may not lead one to lose grace in the eye of one‘s 
beloved. It is lovers‘ hell.  

 یاوسِر ریوتر ریوز مانےگسرے ناز حسن دے 

―My pride and vanity of beauty has passed away.  My 
jewellery and apparel have fallen in oblivion.‖ 
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She did understand that pride, vanity of beauty, jewellery 
and apparel were transient. Her formal knowledge of these 
phenomena merely remained static at the rational level, and 
did not become existential or dynamic. It is by virtue of love 
that she realises the ephemeral and outward nature of these 
things and acts accordingly.  

  ںیامیند وسِرے کجلے سرخی
 
ت

 بولا 
ی 

 
ْ

ن

ی

ر 
س
 یاوسِر 

―I have become oblivious of collyrium, rouge, and 
henna. My nose ornaments have fallen in oblivion.‖ 

Her state of love has made her forgetful of her 
adornments and ornamentations since these have not 
succeeded in attracting her beloved.  

ِ ا یموڑ ید دؽ یشےدرد اند
 
 یاوسِر ،جوہر ،کل ،ب

―Pain and anxiety are the fortunes of my heart. All 
other resources have fallen in oblivion.‖ 

Love works wonders in detaching him from all internal 
resources except pain and anxiety, which purifies his self and 
make him worthy of his beloved.  

 یامسجد منبر وسِر کنشت دوارہ مندر یرد

―Idol temple, Church, Sikh place of worship, Temple, 
Mosque and Pulpit have fallen in oblivion.‖ 

His love makes him transcend all formal places of religious 
worship. God is not housed there. He resides in the inmost 
chambers of his heart. He has an insatiable informal 
relationship with him. 

 یاشر وسِر  بھلی  خیر سوں ہے ید دے سانگے ہک ہک

―I swear by the One that for the sake of the One, I 
have become oblivious of both good and evil.‖ 

The force of his love for the One makes him transcend 
the polarisation of good and evil.  He lives beyond it. He 
identifies his self with Good itself. 
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 یاہور اماں  ہر وسِر اسانوں دیاہر  یلےہر و

―We constantly remember God.  All other things, my 
mother, have fallen in oblivion.‖ 

Love has soaked him in the constant remembrance of 
God. There ‗is no thing with Him‘. 

 یاوسِر ڈربر دا  سنج نہ مڑساں یدفر کیچ ںیساو

―Farid! I am determined to go to Kech. The fright of 
wilderness has fallen in oblivion.‖ 

He is blessed with resoluteness to meet his transcendent 
beloved. The courage of love overcomes his fear of 
wilderness. How could it be overcome otherwise? 
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Kafi-14 

  ساتھی دا ریا ماہنوں آئمیں کوئی
ہ 

ن

سب
  کھڑا 

ی
 ا

 

 ایندڈ ر

―Perhaps, an envoy has come to deliver message of 
my beloved.‖ 

The process of communication between the lover and the 
beloved is the soul of love. The communication between the 
Divine and the human takes numerous direct and indirect 
forms. The finality of prophethood in Islam has set a seal to 
the prophetic mode of communication but has kept its mystic 
channels open. The door of love remains open both for the 
lover and the beloved.  

  بلا دا ہے تیر عشق نہیں

م
ل

 

ظ

 
 
ی

  ن
ج ل
  چوٹ 
ی
د ا

ن

 ی

―It is not love but a sharpened spear that cruelly 
causes hurt.‖ 

It is the efficacy of love that appears as a sharpened spear 
causing hurt so cruelly.  

 کرے نہ ٹالا
 
  ناز ادا کج

م
جک

 
 
ی

  ن
 ھ
ج
ٹ 

  برہوں 
ی
د ا

ن

 ی

―There is no escape from the pride and style of my 
beloved, which coerces love to keep track of me.‖ 

The antics of his beloved coerce him in the tracks of love. 
It is a form of communication, which is so necessary for 
fructifying love. 

 ےرمز رموز تے 

 

ڑ
 ھ
ج
گ

  ہاسے 
 ھ
ج
س

 درد 
 
  سب کج

ی
د ا

ن

 ی

―Pain makes me understand all intricate clues and 
deeper laughter.‖ 
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Love is essentially existential with perceptual, conceptual 
and imaginative off shoots. His pain plays a crucial role in 
making him understand the intricacies of love. No pain, no 
understanding. It is pain, which takes him to a higher 
dimension, where he understands the valid cause of his 
beloved befooling him. He joins in this laughter. 

  یشےسوز فراؼ تے درد اند
ج ل
  تن من پھوک 
ی
د ا

ن

 ی

―Passion and separation along with pain and anxieties 
are blowing (intensifying) fire of my embodied self.‖ 

The passionate pains and anxieties caused by separation 
burn his embodied self. The purification process has to 
continue till all traces of his being are reduced to nothingness. 

 

ن

 
   ریا یدلڑ یہرگس سوؽ نہ س

ہ
س

  اے بار 
ی
د ا

ن

 ی

―My heart would not have borne these afflictions but 
for my friend, who makes me bear this burden.‖ 

The process of his reduction to nothingness was so heavy 
that he would not have bore it but his friend helps him in 
bearing such heaviness. His load becomes light when he 
realises that the burden of love that he carries is solely for the 
sake of his friend. It is, again the gracefulness of his friend, 
which lightens his burden. 

  دؽ زخمی کیتی یدہجر فر

ن

 ادوست نہ مرہم ل 

―Farid! Disunion has hurt my heart but my friend 
does not apply balm on it (does no medication).‖ 

His heart is hurt by disunion but his friend does not 
medicate it. The withholding of medication at the hands of 
one‘s beloved apparently seems an act of cruelty but it reflects 
deepest love since it leads to the ripening of the state of love. 
Any intervention by the beloved at this stage is more of a 
cruelty than love. Analogically speaking, if the inmates of hell 
are given a temporary respite from the blazing fire then the 
process of purification of their souls reverses back and they 
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ultimately cease to be purified, thus it is love and not cruelty 
that the intensity of fire is not reduced.  
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Kafi-15 

ِلد ا کوئی واں دؽ داسناحاؽ  کیا  محرؾ راز نہ م

―How could I narrate the state of my heart for there 
is no one to share my secrets?‖ 

Love is a strange sentiment. It prompts him to 
communicate with someone who could share his plight but 
he finds no one. It is uniqueness of individuality that the 
pains and happiness of an individual are so personal. One 
cannot experience even the pain of a toothache of the other. 
Love is a higher experience, which condemns him to remain 
in a state of solitude.   

 یمسر پا منہ دھوڑ مٹی

 نہ و کوئی

ن

ن

 ھ
ج
ٹ 

 یمآ ھےیز

 یمنجاسارا ننگ نموز و

ووں
ھ

 

ب
َ
ہ 

ھلِد ا 

ک

 الُٹا عالم 

―There is dust covering on my face and ashes on my 
head.  I have lost all my honour and prestige.  No one 
has come to share the state of my being. Rather, the 
world is laughing at me.‖ 

He comes in contradiction with society by virtue of his 
higher consciousness. A society governed by the law of 
averages promotes the average and the mediocre. It feels 
threatened by an individual who tends to challenge its norms. 
It takes different measures against him. He suffers for the 
sake of his beloved. He already loses his honour and prestige 
at the hands of people who instead of sharing his misery 
make fun of him. However, the non-responsiveness of his 
beloved and the hostile behaviour of people strengthen him 
from within.  
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 یبار برہوں سر بار گیا

 یسار یمعمر گسار یںروند

 یہو ہو شہر خوار لگی

 ڈس منزؽ دا یمپا نہ

―The burden of love has fallen on my head.  I have 
earned infamy and notoriety. My whole life has been 
spent in crying. I have found no sign of my 
destination. 

The society smites a lover with infamy and notoriety, 
which ultimately prove to be blessings. He is burdened with 
love. He finds no clue to reach his goal of uniting with his 
beloved. His destination of love ‗is not a line already drawn 
but it is a line in drawing‘.  

  ریادؽ 
ک
 
ی
ے

 

ت
 کُرلاوے 

 پاوے سوؽ نبھاوے کھڈ

 تڑپھاوے تے غم کھاوے

  یہوا

 

 

 

 دا ؽبید ےطور ی

―My heart groans for my friend.  It makes me restless 
and sorrowing.  It is suffering and bearing afflictions.  
It is the condition of the one, who is deprived of your 
love.‖ 

These groans, sorrowing, sufferings and afflictions do 
make him restless and ravish his heart but they eventually 
prove a boon for him. 

س طبیب کئی

ن

ی ہ 
س

 کماوؿ 

 نہ پاوؿ دؽ دا بھید میڈے

 جھوؽ پلاوؿ ںیاسے پڑ

 دا فرؼ نہیں پووے
ِ

 

 ہک ت

―There are countless therapists, who are diagnosing 
and administering medicines as remedial measures. 
They are far from understanding the mystery of my 
heart‘s malady. There has not even been an iota of 
improvement in my state.‖ 

The society is inimical to the lover but even that segment 
of society, which is friendly and wants to help him, is at a loss 
to understand the malady of his heart. Their diagnosis and 
medication are wide off the mark and thus, fail to restore his 
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wellbeing. They falter, in the very first instance, in 
considering his love as a disease. They consider it as ‗sickness-
unto-death‘ without realising that the sickness of love is many 
times better than so-called healthiness. 

 یاپنوں ہوت نہ کھڑ مکلا

 یارولا ؿپچھا ؿجا ہنےسو

 یاسدھا کیچ یکلہڑ '

ل یمعذر نبھا کوڑا
ھِ

گ

 دا 

―My beloved Punnal went away without bidding me 
farewell.  He left me alone and headed towards Kech.  
My sweet heart consciously made me wretched. I 
concocted the story that sleep had befallen me.‖ 

Her beloved became transcendent without adieu with a 
conscious design to leave her wretchedly alone. It all 
happened in a dream-like state. She pretended to be fast 
asleep. Later, for the sake of his honour, she circulated the 
idea that sleep had befallen her and he had been forcibly 
taken away by his kinsmen. 

ھانہہ پکارے لیلیٰ سن
َ
 د

 ہکوَارے نےتو ریا ہناسو

 

 

 

 

 مجنوں زار نزارے ای

 چا پردہ محمل دا یںکڈ

―O Layla! Listen to the imploring call of your 
Majnun, who is in a distressful state. My lovely friend! 
Do reveal thy self, at least once, by unveiling from the 
palanquin.‖ 

The beloved is understood both in the masculine and 
feminine senses in different cultures and even within a 
culture. The beloved in the forms of Ranjha, Mahinwal, 
Punnal, Mahinder and Omar, for example, are taken in the 
masculine sense whereas the beloved Layla is considered in 
the feminine sense. It points to the masculine-feminine 
aspects of the Reality. It also refers to the reciprocity of love 
between the Divine and the human.  The lover, in the form 
of Majnun, imploringly calls Layla (his lovely beloved) to at 
least lift for once the curtain of transcendence and become 
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immanent. His request is orchestrated with such a distress. It 
is so difficult to see the beloved hidden in one‘s own eye.  

 وں تانگھےڈنگر  یمدؽ پر

 نہ لانگھے یدراہ فر نا

 سخت اڑانگے ےجتھاں پینڈ

 پندھ بہوں مشکل دا ہے

―My heart longs for the City of Love. The pathways 
leading to it are very hazardous. Farid! There are no 
passages or openings. It is an extremely difficult way.‖ 

His heart longs for the city of love. There is no road map. 
There are no sign-posts. It is a hazardous journey within his 
self.  It is so difficult. 
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Kafi-16 

ؽ مکھڑا چھپا
َ
ل و
ھ

 

مب

  یاڈکھا یںڈکھڑ یامارو 
ُ
 یامنجھا یںدرد

―My overpowering sweet heart has again hidden his 
face.  The sufferings have made me suffer and the 
pains have caused me anguishes.‖ 

The suffering of separation stands in corresponding 
inversion to the joy of union. It is this inversion, which makes 
her fall in anguish and despair. One who tastes the best 
flavour of love cannot withstand his being divested of this 
savour. The attainment of union after severest suffering leads 
to the most intense joy. How could such intensity be 
experienced otherwise? After the end of this phase, she has to 
undergo the period of immense distress. The cycle of love, 
comprising continual unions and separations, moves on till 
the final union. The intermittent periods intensify both her 
joys and sufferings. 

 یاہرا ےنیڑ یاستا سُولیں یامُُا مونجھیں یاتپا تانگھیں

―My longings have burned me and the anguishes have 
beguiled me.  My afflictions have vexed me and made 
me lose the game of love.‖ 

The feeling of losing the game of love arises in her many a 
times but still the game continues. She is a key player but the 
master card is in the hands of her beloved. What she considers 
her loss is in reality her win. All losses in love are victories. 

و آتن
ْ

ن

  اں ینگیںنہ بھان
ُ
 یاپرا ڈھولن ھایزدا و دھوتیں یاوار

―I have become alienated from the place of spinning 
my wheel, in the company of my friends, who make 
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me cry.  The place has become a courtyard of the 
slanderers and my beloved has become a stranger 
too.‖ 

She experiences solitariness of love. Her friends cease to 
understand her, which is so terrible for her. The animosity of 
the world intensifies. The most awful thing is when her own 
beloved seems a stranger to her. 

 

 

 

ن

  سسی یس

ی ل  
ج

 نوں 
 
ی

لا ن
ُ
  یار

ن

ُ
 

 یانہ پا ا وؽ پھیرہے ہے پ

―Oh! Oh! Punnal! You left the damned Sassi 
wretched in the mountains and did not turn up.‖ 

Her expectations keep growing in testing situations. The 
circumstances in which her Punnal (beloved) became 
transcendent made Sassi (lover) roam in wilderness. Her 
expectation to see her beloved in immanent form did not 
fructify. Such are the ways of love. 

 ا  پرانیں یںپیڑ یانوں تا یدلڑ پرائیں یںپور

 

 یاونجاسک

―My worrying about others has made my heart fiery. 
It is the primordial pain that has made me lose 
peace.‖ 

The primordial game of love, on both sides, is to realise 
unity. The transcendence of the beloved makes her heart 
fiery.  The primordial pain of love has made her lose peace. 

 یاجاجوبن ا ایدفرگل گیا  یاسانوؽ سدھا ںوہانیا ںخوشیا

―My beloved has parted and my happiness has 
whisked away too.  Farid! My youth has rotten just 
for nothing.‖ 

His entire happiness is linked to union with his beloved. 
The parting of his beloved (transcendence) is identical to the 
parting of his youth. 
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Kafi-17 

   ماؿ
ہ
م

  
ی
د ا

ن

 من   بھانوندا  ساڈے چاک ی

―The adorable shepherd of the herd (Ranjha) appeals 
to my inner self.‖ 

She loves the shepherd of the herd (fine sentiments). He is 
the shepherd of her being.  

 کر رکھاں دؽ پاک میڈےکولے  یںہر دؾ ہو

 وتاں 

 

ڑ
گلک

 پانوندا ی
 ―I wish you were with me all the times. I have kept 
my heart pure to be worthy of your embrace.‖ 

The desire to have the ever presence of her beloved 
haunts her throughout her journey on the path of love.  She 
keeps her heart pure of otherness. She does not defile herself 
with the thought of the other. She loves her beloved with 
sincerity, which consists in loving him whole-heartedly and in 
wholesomeness. It is this purity that makes her worthy of her 
beloved‘s embrace. 

ی د  یںتپد یںروند راتیں
ھ
ک

 ہم باکھگئی  پھٹ یں

 لانودا نہیں گل ںکیو
 ―I have been crying, mourning and raising hue and 
cry during the whole night and now the white streak 
of dawn has emerged.  Why don‘t you embrace me?‖ 

She is in an acute state of suffering during ‗the dark night 
of the soul‘ desiring to see its dawn, which consists in union 
with her beloved. She is dying for this union. 

  سانوؿ

م

ووں 
چ 
 
سہ

 
 
ی

ھ
گ

ن

ی
 مد ساکھ ید ملن آئی ملہاراں 

  انیڑ

 

  
 تانواد اج
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 ―The sky has readily become overcast with thick 
clouds in the rainy season. The moment of union has 
dawned. Love is blazing my self.‖ 

One of the most crucial moments in her love is when the 
inner and outer portents of union become visible. She 
experiences an isthmus between union and disunion. 

 باک اںیوڈرو رو  یھدکڈ ساہیں ںیاٹھڈڑ دردوں

 انگ نہ مانودا ڈکھڑا
 ―Pain makes me heave cold sighs. I groan while 
crying. My body cannot bear suffering any longer.‖ 

She experiences sadness, groans and sufferings, which are 
so overbearing for her embodied self. Heaving cold sighs (‗icy 
cold darkness‘) and groaning while crying in the state of pain 
(hell-fire) are the signs of the inmates of hell. They make 
suffering unbearable. But, it is within these that ultimately 
door to ‗deliverance and union‘ is found. All fire is the fire of 
love.  

   ید آنوؿ دے سچ نہ کیتو یدناؽ فر
گی
  
ت

 آکھ ووں

 آوندا وؽ نہیں سوہنا
 ―You did not remain true to Farid.  My beloved! You 
undertook to come but did not turn up.‖ 

He accuses his beloved of not remaining true to his words. 
He promised to assume immanence but chose to remain in 
transcendence. The game of love is, in a certain sense, a 
blame game. The blame essentially is made from the lover‘s 
side. The charges he levies as a lover, in a charged way, 
against his beloved arise from his human situation, which 
cannot comprehend the ways of the Divine. He has relative 
knowledge of love, which he considers as absolute. Though 
his understanding keeps on developing as he moves ahead yet 
love always remains a mystery for him. It is only at the 
highest stage of realisation or union that he understands the 
ways of the Almighty Wise. 
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Kafi-18 

 
مل
  مساگ 
ی
د 

ن

ہ ہت  ڈگیا  گذر ایدی

ن

ب
ہ ہت  ڈگیا  گذر ایدیندسنگار کر سارا 

ن

ب
 سارا 

―I have been using twig (of the walnut tree) as tooth 
powder and lipstick (for its darkening effects) but the 
whole day has passed.  I kept doing makeup but the 
whole day has passed.‖ 

Beautifying herself for the sake of her beloved is her great 
passion. This gradual awakening of love deepens the 
sentiments. But when the beloved does not appear, her green 
sentiments turn into dried leaves. The unfulfilled desires 
constitute hell for her. 

ج لہ پا
ک

  یملا سرخی یم

ک

 

ی 

م

 

ب

 وسارا ریا 

―I applied collyrium and rouge but my friend forsook 
me.‖ 

The very act of being forsaken at the hands of her friend 
for whom she has beautified herself adds insult to injury.  

 راپیا ریانہ  یاآ عمر وہانی یںیندکانگ اوڈ

―My life has been spent in shooing ravens but my 
lovely friend has not returned.‖ 

The attempts to secure the return of her beloved to her 
abode at times become so desperate. The crowing of the 
raven on the wall of a house, considered as an omen for the 
visit of one‘s friend, is just a cultural consolation without 
being grounded in truth. But still she shoos ravens to make 
them fly far and wide with the expectation that they bring 
news of her friend‘s return. She has spent years of her life in 
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resorting to this practice but without any success, which is so 
disheartening.   

 شوؼ آوارا رولیم روہ ڈونگر تے جنگل بیلا

―My wayward keenness has made me wander 
wretchedly in mountainous terrains, forests and 
riparian shrubbery.‖ 

Her keenness to unite with her beloved makes her 
wretchedly wander in wilderness. Is it really wretchedness to 
suffer for the sake of one‘s beloved?  

 کد ؾ عیش
ہ

  ید 

س

 

 
ب

 ھ
چ
 بخت نہ ڈتڑؾ وارہ، یمنہ مانٹر 

―My fortune did not let me have a single turn on the 
nuptial bed of enjoyment even for a moment.‖ 

It was her misfortune to be deprived of even a moment of 
nuptial enjoyment. Doesn‘t dawn emerge from the bosom of 
night? 

 راجاچاتم عشق ا سرکوں پڑھ بسم اللہ گھولیم

―I sacrificed my head starting with recital of God‘s 
Name. I assumed the entire responsibility of love.‖ 

She made the absolute choice of love with her whole 
being. It made her assume absolute responsibility of her 
choice. There can be no love without freedom. Love and 
freedom are identical. Her first step as lover is to barter her 
head for the sake of the Divine. Pure love is essentially divine. 

 روز ازؽ دا کارا، ید رانجھن میں میڈا رانجھن

―Ranjhan is mine and I belong to Ranjhan.  It is a 
pre-eternal covenant.‖ 

The mutual belongingness of the lover and the beloved is 
by virtue of the pre-eternal covenant, which took place when 
the undifferentiated Reality (Love itself) assumed a 
differentiated form (lover and the beloved).  
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 مفت وچارا ؾجل گیو لائی لنبی ایدہجر فر

―Farid! Disunion has enkindled the flame of love. 
The pathetic one has been consumed in this fire for 
nothing.‖ 

Disunion is instrumental in enkindling the flame of love. 
Disunion intensifies love. The intensity of love has to reach 
the highest degree in him in order to qualify him for attaining 
union with his beloved. 
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Kafi-19 

 ا  میڈا اناؾ اللہ دے پاندھیڑ

 

 ر
ہ

ن

سب
 جالے 

 ―O‘ envoy! Deliver my message for the sake of 
Allah‘s name.‖ 

It is the utmost state of desperation almost at the end of 
her tether that she beseeches the envoy in the name of God 
to deliver message to her beloved. It is an unusual message in 
which she accuses her beloved of transcendence and 
communicates to him the sufferings she is undergoing for his 
sake. However, it has not to be taken formally but 
understood in an informal context. It is an attempt to 
understand certain aspects of the Divine in the human 
context. The form and contents of this message symbolise 
further closeness of the Divine and the human.  

 دروہ، پر آکھیں

 

ھت
گ

ھ 

 

ت ب
 ا لا ریا کوں یت

 
 

 نہ ون

―Do ask my friend to cast aside deceitfulness and not 
to stigmatize love.‖ 

The act of deceitfulness and stigmatising love cannot be 
levied to the perfect beloved but the levying of these charges, 
in the human context, simply show the delimitedness of the 
human. It implies the intricacies of judging the Divine by 
human standards. How could an aspect be studied in isolation 
from the whole?  

 ڈے آ، یںاُونو ہیںگیا  کنڈھ ڈے یںجیو یںجیو

ن

 مُُ

―The way you have gone by turning your back, 
likewise come back by turning your face (towards 
me).‖ 
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She desires the return of her beloved (immanence) exactly 
from the point he became transcendent.  

 تھولے کھوٹ کما، مرادئی  یتہے ہے ظالم

―Oh! Oh! Cruel one! One gets in consonance with 
one‘s intention. Do not be a counterfeiter.‖ 

Intention gets primacy over all conduct. The cruel and 
counterfeit behaviour has been the product of the intention 
of the beloved who never wanted to respond to her.  

 وٹا، یتڈھولن ر والی یبیںفر پیچ چالیں

―My beloved!  Change your styles of pretence and 
deceit.‖ 

The style of pretension and deceit has ensnared her in the 
path of love. She wants her beloved to be sincere in love. 

 من پرچا ںبیٹھو نے، سانگ یگاکرکے سنگت

―You have become rest contended by taking strangers 
as friends.‖ 

She counsels her beloved against taking strangers as 
friends. She advises him in his own ultimate interest. But, 
actually she projects her own insecurity to him.  

   ہیبیا
ہ
ک

  کوؿ 
ی
د ا

ن

 ساڈے بار اٹھا تو ہیں ی

―Do carry the burden of owning me since no one is 
mine without you.‖ 

She openly declares that she has no one except him to 
carry the onerous burden of owning her. She has banked her 
whole being and having in the game of love. She does not 
want any misunderstanding with her beloved.  She does not 
want to lose the game of love by any intervention. 

  مارؾ طعنے ناںسس نینا

ن

 ی
مہ

 
 
ی

 ما، ؾیوڈ ن
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―My mother taunts me and my mother-in-law and 
sister-in-law rebuke me.‖ 

The taunts of her mother-in–law and the rebukes of her 
sister-in–law add fuel to the fire of separation, which engulfs her. 

 دؽ وچ جھوکاں لا، ےیرد یںیدد آکر ماہی

―My beloved!  Do become the vision of my eyes and 
dwell in my heart.‖ 

She is dying to have vision and union with her beloved.  

 کڈناں 
ہ 
ل

 ھ گا
 
ی

 واتوں سمجھ الَا، ناں ڈے مندڑے ن

―Don‘t hurl abuses at me and do not say anything vile 
to me. Do hold your tongue.‖ 

The intermediate imaginal phases in the world of love, 
located between the self and the Spirit, give rise to her 
audition of being abused and degraded by her beloved. It 
demolishes a sense of hidden pride that she carries with her. 
It helps her in getting emancipated from the shackles of her self. 

 ڈا، یومحض نہ آ توجالا نہ  ،یولا یریا

―You contracted friendship but you did not know the 
art of friendship. You failed to remain steadfast.‖ 

The art of friendship and steadfastness are the virtues of 
love. She essentially educates herself by critically examining 
the behaviour of her beloved.  

 ڈتڑس ماس سوکا ںجھور جھرانے جند دا جوکھو

―It is very exacting to be worrisome in love. It has led 
to the contractions of my skin.‖ 

The effects of suffering are visible on her embodied self. 

  تا جتراں یںڈٹھڑے باجھوں کیو

 

 برہوں لگا ھد

―How can I live without witnessing you?  Love has 
consumed me from within.‖ 
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Her love bereft of witnessing her beloved is self-defeating. 
Religiosity remains content with following the dictates of 
Divine law. Spirituality rises higher in demonstrating direct 
contact with the Law-giver in the form of the beloved. The 
fruit of love is witnessing the beloved in one‘s mirror of 
heart. 

 

 

ر

ن

ھی

سک

 کاؿ حیا الانبھے ریانہ ڈے  یں
 
 ،کر کج

―Do not accuse me, my friend. Do have some sense 
of shame.‖ 

Her Imaginal world again exhibits the forms of 
accusations made by her beloved. It reflects the reality of 
communication between the lover and the beloved. 

 ناؽ نبھا، کوجھی ناؽ نبھاوے ہر کوئی سوہنی

―Every one honours his commitment with the one 
who is beautiful. Do honour your commitment with 
the ugly one.‖ 

She realises that she has to perfect herself in order to 
attract her beloved. She does not deny the reality that love 
and beauty are inseparable but she beseeches her beloved to 
act beyond it and embrace her in her ugliness. She invokes 
the Divine principle that consists in the Mercy of Allah 
preceding His wrath.    

 ساہ تے نہم وسا یںنہ چر لاو یںآنو یجلد

―Do return quickly without any delay. There is no 
certainty attached to the breath of life.‖ 

Life is threatened by the uncertainty of its end at any time. 
The moment of uniting with her beloved cannot be delayed.  

  سوہی یبانھ سراند یڈے کر ساڈ

س

 

 
ب

 ھ
چ
ا   سُ 

―Do adorn the nuptial bed by folding my arms under 
your head.‖ 

The posture of meeting with her beloved symbolises unity. 
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 سر چا یچمآ و آپے یکن سانوؽ دلڑ تیں

―My charming beloved! I have chosen to pledge my 
heart to you on my own account.‖ 

Love bereft of freedom, choice and responsibility is no 
love. She accepts this triplicity for the sake of love. 

ھ پیا ،گذراؿ نہ بھلی ئیبیٹھا

 

ت ب
 کوڑ نبھا 

―Life of deviance is not noble. False commitment is 
utterly useless.‖ 

Love strives for singleness of purpose and true 
commitment. 

 وفا دیارکھناں  توڑ نہ رہ وچ رولیں چاڑہیں

―Do take me along with you to the end and do not 
desert me in the way (don‘t make me wretched). 
Remember faithfulness (sincerity) of love.‖ 

It is sincerity of love, which makes love prosper. She 
appeals to her beloved (Self) not to desert her in the way but 
to take her to the end. The primordial tradition of love can 
only fructify in union.   

ووں آپوں پا نیجادے بھورؽ  یدؔانگن فر
چ 
 
سہ

 

―O‘ my charming beloved! Do fondly step in the 
courtyard of Farid.‖ 

He remains at the receiving end, in spite of levelling wild 
accusations against his beloved. His accusations do not arise 
by dint of his pride but due to his humility. He remains in 
such a precarious situation of love. He does not want his 
beloved to react to these accusations. He wants his 
spontaneous response of love in order to realise union.   
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Kafi-20 

 
َ
 او
َ
  ہدا ورتار سوہنےہ اہ و

 راجاچاوے عشق ا جاہک 

  ہہر صورت وچ کرے اوتار

  ادہاراحُسن ےیوڈ جا بئی

―It is laudation to the conduct of the Beautiful. He 
descends in each form.  He is love itself at times and 
at times He is Manifest Beauty.‖ 

The Beautiful is manifest in each form. Love itself is 
polarised in the forms of the lover and the beloved making 
beauty and love inseparable.   

 سگ دا  ادنیٰ او مالک میں

ا میں  
َ
  ک

 

ی
ل

 موہ 

ی 

 دا جگمن  س

 ا لگدا 

 

ڑ
ھ

 

مب

 ہر صورت وچ 

 ناز نقارا جاہر  یسمار

―I am canine and He is my Master.  He looks sweet in 
each form.  What to say of me, he has captivated the 
heart of the world. He has beaten the drum of his 
pride everywhere.‖ 

He is completely at the command of his Master is sweet in 
every form. It is not he alone but the whole world, which is 
attracted to Him both in transcendence and immanence. He 
is the Individual and the Universal in simultaneity making it 
possible for every one to love him. His responsiveness to an 
individual‘s love does not deprive other individuals of his 
love. He is fully responsive to each individual in his or her 
own right. 

  مانادا  بے آس امید میں

 نایاا ریا ایزاو دوست

  بھاناہر کس ناکس دے من 

 راپیا لگےہر ہک دؽ کوں 
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―I am bereft of any hope but He is the ground of my 
expectations.  He is heartily appealing to the apt and 
the inept. My friend is peculiar and amateur in love 
but still every heart rules him lovable.‖ 

 He is the fundament of his expectations in spite of his 
falling in despair. He appeals to everyone. He is peculiar and 
amateurish in love (likened to the colour of water, which is 
due to the colour of the vassal). He is universally enchanting.  

ھد ا بجھارتوانگ  جو میں
 
ج
ٹ 

  

  کہیں دخل نہیں ہرگس
 
 دا کج

 ھ یواقف سار سوتھیا
چ
گ

 دا  

 دا سارا ریانظارا  جاؿ

―The one, who like me unravels the mystery, becomes 
acquainted with whole esoterism.  There is absolutely 
no possibility of any thing. Do witness the total 
manifestation of the friend.‖ 

Anyone who unravels the mystery understands esoterism 
in fullness. He sees the entire manifestation of his friend 
without otherness at any level. Being is there in all its 
plenitude without any trace of otherness. The unrealised 
possibilities of the Essence (nothingness) and its realised 
possibilities (Being) are identical. There is no duality, for 
example, between the colourless light and its manifestation in 
the form of colourful lights. The transcendence of light and 
its immanence enjoy a supreme identity. The Unmanifest, 
simultaneously keeps its transcendence intact, while 
manifesting in all forms of being and nothingness. There is 
no thing, which is not a manifestation and there is no 
manifestation that is not of the Unmanifest. It is love, which 
makes this manifestation possible and at the same time 
sustains it.  

  نوائیں چرؿ گرو دے سیس

 جہاد دا بار اٹھائیں جہد

  چائیں ںجو آکھے چم اکھیا

 مطلب بارا کماؽ ہئی قرب

―Bow your head at the feet of your Master. Carry out 
his commands wholeheartedly. Bear the onerous 
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obligation of spiritual struggle. The meaning of this 
quest lies in achieving perfect proximity.‖ 

The total receptivity to the instructions of spiritual master 
(guru or murshid) in struggling against one‘s baser self makes 
one realise the goal of union with the beloved. 

 سچا  دا چیلا گر پیر تھی

ا  کڑاہ چڑھیا برہوں  مچ م  

 نہ ہو قدؾ ہٹا کر کچا

 جل بل مار انا دا نعرہ

―Be a true disciple of your spiritual Master. Do not 
become frail by faltering your steps.  The cauldron of 
love is ablaze.  Get burned in it completely by raising 
the cry: I am Truth.‖ 

The sincerity with the spiritual master requires firmness of 
steps and getting oneself completely burned in the blazing 
cauldron of love. The resultant disappearance of being 
occasions the Self or the Reality to appear in one‘s human 
medium and proclaim: I am Truth. 

 چارے  گناے  رکھسی جو کوئی

 شاؾ دوارے خوش وسسی ونج

  جگارے جوگ جگ جو راتی

 

ہ س

 راجنم جگت سوں نیا یر

―The one who cultivates the four virtues of self-
restraint, generosity, meditation and night 
watchfulness, shall enter and remain happy in the 
temple of the beloved detached from the cycles of 
decadence.‖ 

The realisation of the possibility to happily enter and 
reside in the temple of the beloved by being detached from 
the cycle of decadence is by virtue of spiritual effort. The 
nature and degree of the effort varies from individual to 
individual. It is the beloved beneath his apparent effort, 
which does all the work. 

 یاسکوپت ٹر جگرت سپن

 
ج 
  
ی
د ا

ن

  سنجانوں پیر ی

 
ُ

 

 یات

 

 

 

 

 یادے سانگے جڑ سیر یی

 ہآوار گوٹھچو  تھی سی پھر
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―The one, who traverses the terrestrial world along 
with the world of imagination and the world of 
spirits, shall know that all this has been created for 
Self-realisation. But the one, whose steps falter in 
realising this truth, shall remain itinerant in the four 
corners of the world.‖ 

It is by virtue of spiritual experience that the recipient 
realises that the terrestrial and the celestial worlds are 
instrumental in the achievement of Self-realisation. It is such 
realisation that ultimately leads to ‗deliverance and union‘. 

 یںنہ چھوڑ سنجاؿسمجھ،  ہیںتوں 

 یںآپ توں مونہہ نہ موڑ اپنے

 یںجوڑ جانرگن سرگن وچ 

 ہے روپ سروپ تہارا سب

―Do not discard this Gnostic learning and 
understanding. Be in harmony with your Self.  Never 
be oblivious of your essentiality.  All is your splendid 
Face.‖ 

One has not to discard the gnostic truth of attaining 
permanent harmony with one‘s Self, which is ones 
essentiality. The mystery of Self-realisation dawns when one 
comes into contact with the roots of one‘s being. He attains 
gnostic knowledge that everything is the expression of his 
Self within him. It is his essentiality as against his individual 
being, which is an illusion. Gnosis is ‗an inward journey from 
self to the Self.‘ 

 بدانت پکارؿ چاروں بید

 رؿھااوتم روپ سد آتم

 رؿھااوؾ برؾ نارائن د

 راہے جوٹھا لا یدفر یتدو

―The four Vedas and Hindu sacred tenets openly 
proclaim that the Nameless has been named as Om, 
Brahma and Vishnu. He has assumed the form of the 
Supreme Soul.  Farid! Multiplicity is merely 
ephemeral.‖ 

Hindu metaphysics or pure metaphysics intellectually 
demonstrates that the Nameless has assumed different 
Names in the process of manifestation. The transcendence of 
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the Nameless and the immanence of the Named are identical. 
The Supreme Soul or the universe has no duality. There is no 
otherness because there is no self-subsistent reality except the 
Reality. A thing that lacks self-subsistent reality has no being. 
Thus, multiplicity at any level is ephemeral. The metaphysical 
principle of unity in multiplicity explains this metaphysical 
truth. 
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Kafi-21 

ا  بروچل ریاہے!  ہے! 

 

 
 ہک تل ترس نہ ک

―Oh! Oh! My Balochi friend! You did not have a 
speck of pity on me.‖ 

She entreats her beloved to have pity on her. She is so 
fond of having a union with him. Her being pitiable in love is 
something qualitatively different from being so in all other 
situations. Love is a free choice in which she chooses to 
remain in the situation otherwise she could freely walk away. 
But still she remains there and faces the testing times. One is 
essentially free in all human situations but in the situation of 
love one relatively manifests more freedom. 

 ناؽ نہ نیتا اپنے نمانیکر کے سخت 

―You did not take me along with you in spite of 
making me bereft of all vanity.‖ 

She attempts to become a judge in her own case. Being 
bereft of all vanity does not logically imply a loving response 
from the beloved. She learns it in course of time and then she 
ceases to present her case to her beloved on merits. The grace 
of the beloved is beyond merits since it is essentially the 
grace, which confers merit on her. 

  میں ازلوں، لہہجر پیا

 

ڑ
ھ

 

مب

 لو پیتا ی

―I am the miserable one, who has drunk the cup of 
disunion ever since the Primordial Day.‖ 

The manifestation of the Reality led to polarisation of the 
lover and the beloved so that the unrealised possibilities in 
the Divine Essence could become realised. It had necessarily 
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to create primordial disunion in order to achieve final union. 
The process of realisation makes her so miserable. 

 ڈ جیں
ت 
ھ

ن

ب
 سکھ بیتا یاآ ڈکھ سدہائے سجن 

―The day my beloved departed me, I am in sufferings 
and peace has passed away.‖ 

The possibilities were in a state of peace in the Divine 
Essence but their forming in Attributes and thereby in 
polarisations set off birth pangs of suffering. 

 ا کوجھا

 

ڑ
کلل
 سیتا رگ رگلوں لوں  سوؽ 

―The unintelligible hideous affliction has weaved the 
fabric of my being.‖ 

The characteristic affliction of love is not partial but it 
totally affects her being.  

 لا کر پرؾ پلیتا یساصلوں محض وسار

―My beloved has absolutely become oblivious of me 
after igniting the wick of love.‖ 

Her beloved ignites the wick of love and then hides in 
order to let love ripen in her heart.  Isn‘t it so? 

 شالا کھاوؾِ چیتا لتاڑاں یدروہ فر

―Farid! I am tired of wilderness. I pray that the tiger 
devours me.‖ 

He faces such ordeals that he prays for the end of his life. 
The greatest merit of piecemeal knowledge is that it provides 
joy of gradual ‗inner growth and expansion‘ but at times it 
becomes so overbearing that he prefer death to life. 
However, he has to carry out the decree of love even in the 
utmost trying circumstances.  
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Kafi-22 

   اتھاں میں

 

ڑ
ھ

 

مب

 اوتاں خوش وسدا وچ ملک عرب لبؿ بہ جانت  ی

―I am the miserable one, stranded here with last 
breaths of my life. And he is happily dwelling there in 
the ground of Arabia.‖ 

He is miserably stranded here dying in love and his 
beloved Prophet is happily dwelling there in Arabia. 

ےہر و
ھ
ل

 

ی

 تانگھ لگی ید ریا 

 لگیدے ہتھ ٹانگھ  یدلڑ ڈکھی

 
ُ
س

 ے سینے
ج

ن

ب

  لگیسانگ  ی دسِ  

 مل مل سوؽ سمولے سب تھئے

―I am longing for my friend at every moment.  The 
spear of desire has pierced my desolate heart. All 
afflictions have rallied to lay the edifice of my 
suffering heart.‖ 

The beloved Prophet is his friend and he perpetually longs 
for him. His desire for meeting him is so intense that it seems 
like a spear, which pierces his barren heart. His suffering 
heart has become the abode of all afflictions. 

 چودہار پھراں  جوگن تھی تتی

 

 

ن

ُ
 تے شہر بزار پھراں بار س

 ب تے ماڑ پھراں جاہند، سندھ، پن

م کہیں ریامتاں 

مل

 سانگ سبب 

―I am the inept roaming four corners of the world by 
becoming a yogi. I am wandering in Hind, Sindh, 
Punjab and Marwar. I am rambling in wilderness, 
cities and markets.  I am making all out efforts, 
hoping that perchance I may meet my friend.‖ 

He wanders with the mystical quest of possibly meeting 
his friend. His inward quest implies his presence both 
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inwardly and outwardly. He travels with a serious purpose of 
having contact with the Prophetic substance He is the living 
Prophet whom God has empowered to unveil himself at his 
will. The possibility of contacting him makes him seek for 
him. 

 ت  ڈ جیں

ن

ب
  ہ ہ

ن

ی
 دا 
ی 
ھ

ن

ب
ہ ہدے  

ن

ی ب

 

  س
َ
ٹ 

 
ھ
  
ی
اا 

 

  ی

 جوبن جوش خروش ہٹیا سر

  گھٹیا عیش ں دیڈکھا نیش لگی

 طرح طرب گئی، مرگئےسڑ  سُکھ

―The day the lion of love wounded me, I have been 
bitten by sufferings and delights have become 
marginal. All my animation and liveliness has 
languished. Peace has been burnt to ashes and the 
modes of happiness have faded out.‖ 

His seeking the Prophet is not a conceptual affair. It is an 
existential affair commencing from the day when the Prophet 
blessed him with a stroke of love. He is acutely suffering 
since then in order to be with him. 

 ںیاھکڑے دھوڑے کھانڈرتوڑے دِ 

 ںیابانڈر میں ید ںیاباند ی%

 ںندڑیاناؾ تے مفت دکا ے%

ا ںیادر د ہے  

 

ُ
 ناؽ ادب ںک

―Although I face violent strokes, yet I have been sold 
cost free in your name. I am handmaid of your slave 
girls.  I hold reverence of the dogs at your gate.‖ 

His intense attachment with the prophet makes him 
oblivious of any violence he undergoes for the sake of him.  
He reveres him so much that he considers himself a bond 
slave of his slave girls and holds in reverence even the dogs at 
his gate. He considers them all worthy since they enjoy 
nearness to him. Anyone who has the proximity of his 
physical or spiritual presence becomes worthy of being 
revered. 

  سجن ریا لنھوڈ سوہناواہ 

 حزؿ دا بیت یدفر یکھڈ آ

 ز وطن جاواہ سانوؽ ہوت ح

 تانگھ طلب یہم روز ازؽ د
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―It is laudation to the lovely bosom friend. It is 
laudation to the charming beloved belonging to the 
city of Hejaz.  Do come and witness Farid‘s house of 
angst. He is longing for you ever since the primordial 
day.‖ 

He lauds his lovely bosom friend, the charming beloved of 
Medina. He begs him to visit his house of angst. His suffering 
heart longs for him ever since he, in the form of Ahmad, 
became the mode by which the undifferentiated Reality 
became differentiated and took the form of Muhammad. He 
seeks him from the core of his heart for the Reality manifests 
in fullness in his perfect medium. He is his beloved incarnate.                                                                                      
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Kafi-23 

    ہد توں    جاسمجھ ڑے زاہد  سن

ن
ِ
 

  عشق دے اے لماتت جبہ

―The devout and the combative! Listen and 
understand that these spiritual statuses of love are 
mysteries.‖ 

The devout striving in the way of God must listen and 
understand that the spiritual statuses of love are mysteries, 
which cannot be unravelled by dint of religiosity. The 
expressions of love cannot be comprehended at the rational 
level. The waves of the infinite ocean of love cannot be 
separated from the ocean itself. The Reality cannot be 
dissected in parts since all these are the aspects of ‗the single 
unanalysable Reality‘. It is the ultimate stage of metaphysical 
realisation that opens the door to these mysteries. It is 
striving in one‘s inwardness that one can realise the possibility 
of uniting with the beloved. It is when the human self withers 
away that he attains Self-realisation. 

 ہے 
ل
 ہے چاؽ جب ہے گھات جب جب ہے حاؽ جب ھگا

―The doctrine is a mystery.  The state is a mystery. 
The transformation is a mystery.  The station is a 
mystery.‖ 

The metaphysical doctrine of the Essence and the Divinity 
is beyond the ken of human reason. It is apprehended by 
virtue of intellectual intuition. The states of metaphysical 
realisation, not being psychological, cannot be studied by 
psychology. The process of transformation of one state to the 
other and being stationed at a state for a period of time is also 
beyond the purview of scientific psychology. It is spiritual 
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psychology or the ‗Sufi science of the soul‘, which deals with 
these metaphysical realities.  

 جب جب ہے بین ہے عین ہے ذوؼ جب ہے شوؼ جب

―The tasting is a mystery. The keenness is a mystery. 
Union is a mystery.  Disunion is a mystery.‖ 

Sense-experience and reason cannot undergo the 
experience of tasting, which makes him experience the 
beloved in a state of frenzy intensifying his keenness for 
uniting with the beloved. It is a mystery to be united with the 
beloved in a state of nothingness and also to attain a fresh 
sense of his individuality in the state of nonduality. 

 جب اثبات جب ہے نفی ہے ذکر جب ہے فکر جب

―The contemplation is a mystery. The reflection is a 
mystery.  The negation is a mystery.  The affirmation 
is a mystery.‖ 

Reason fails to understand the mystery of contemplation, 
which identifies the subject and the object. It leads to the 
identity of the Name and the Named. The mysterious power 
of reflection comes in play when the mystic after undergoing 
spiritual experience returns to his normal self and tries to 
conceptualise his experience. The demonstration of the first 
part of Shahadah in negating everything (la ilaha) by solely 
affirming Allah (illa‘Llah) is beyond ordinary understanding. 
The first part of the Shahadah starts with the negation of 
‗ilah‘ or self-subsistent reality but there is no self-subsistent 
reality therefore this negation does not denote anything. It 
does not point to any reality since no such reality exists. It has 
only a connotative meaning.  The purpose behind this 
negation is to affirm the reality of the Absolute or Allah. It 
expresses the transcendence of God. But a transcendent God 
is limited. The second part of the Shahadah (Muhammadur 
Rasulu‘Llah) Muhammad is the manifestation of Allah affirms 
God as the Infinite. It demonstrates His immanence. He is 
the Absolute and the Infinite.  However, the greater mystery 
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lies in the Reality being beyond the human perspectives of 
transcendence and immanence.  

 سبھ صورت حق مسجود کرؿ کل تانگھ طلب مفقود کرؿ

―They do away with all longing and wants. They 
become witness to the Reality in all forms.‖ 

They become detached from their having. They witness 
the Reality in all forms. 

 جب ۃزکوٰ ۃسک صوؾ صلوٰ باذؽ ترک وجود کرؿ تھی

―Their generosity makes them shed their own being.  
Their desire for fasting, prayers and religious tax is a 
mystery.‖ 

They generously discard their being in completely reducing 
themselves to nonbeing. They attain the ontological 
consciousness of their own nothingness. Religiosity fails to 
understand that their desire of rituals from the state of 
nonbeing and nothingness is qualitatively different from their 
earlier state and it is spiritually undertaken to affirm their 
individuality in nonduality.  

 ت جب درکات جب  جادر حکمات جب شبہات جب     

―The certainties are a mystery.  The uncertainties are a 
mystery.  The up gradations are a mystery.  The down 
gradations are a mystery.‖ 

The certainties and uncertainties in the spiritual way find 
no parallel in the realms of sense-perception and reason. The 
certainties of intellectual intuition are absolute but in the 
process of interpreting these with the aid of reason 
uncertainties arise, which are eliminated by standards of pure 
objectivity. The spiritual upgradations and downgradations as 
high tides and low tides in the ocean of love follow 
mysterious outlines. The states and the stations of the soul 
have both recurring and non-recurring patterns. The 
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relationship of the human effort and Divine Grace is a 
deepening mystery. 

 طاغوت تے لات منات جب جب طاعات جب تیاآ

―The symbols are a mystery. The realisation is a 
mystery. The phenomena of the relative as absolute 
are a mystery.‖ 

Symbols, unlike signs, partakes the reality they tend to 
symbolise. It is so mysterious that the reality is not hidden 
behind the symbols but is contained within them. The whole 
creation including the heavens and the earth and what is in 
between them, and what lies buried beneath the earth are 
subject to His law. All actions of obedience or disobedience 
are only possible by the necessity of this law. A disobedient 
act is an act of obedience to the Divine law of freedom 
though it is not in consonance with His Will. It is a mystery 
that even the disobedient one, in the very act of disobedience, 
obeys Him since he subjects himself to the law that makes 
disobedience possible. Thus, no disobedience to God, in 
principle, is possible. The entire creation obeys Him. The 
relative has no reality except the reality of the Absolute.  The 
Absolute as the Power itself manifests in all forms of power. 
It is in the process of manifestation that the Power appears in 
the form of a given power (taghut), which implies the 
possibility of a given exploitation (corruption of power). God 
is worshipped in Himself. It is through the act of 
manifestation that God appears in the form of a given god, 
which implies the possibility of idolatry. God is worshipped 
in all forms.   

س ذوات جب

ن

ی ہ 
س

 اسما افعاؽ صفات جب ہک ذاتوں 

―The rising forth of countless beings from the One 
Being is a mystery.  The names, acts and attributes are 
a mystery.‖ 

It is beyond ordinary understanding to understand the 
manifestation of countless beings along with their names, acts 
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and attributes from the Absolute Being. The Essence desired 
its possibilities to be realised in the forms of Names and 
Attributes. The Reality, by inner compulsion of love, wanted 
to see the essence of His own names. It wanted to see itself in 
the ‗other‘ as if in a mirror. The plenitude of the Reality had 
no ‗other‘. It manifested Ahmad, the principle of creation, by 
virtue of which, the undifferentiated Reality assumed a 
differentiated form and the process or stages of manifestation 
continues. It leads to the manifestation of beings with their 
inward and outward characteristics. It gives individuality to 
every existent. The inherent nature of light, for instance, is to 
manifest itself and the One Being identical with the sheer 
light manifested itself. The colourless light in the process of 
reflection becomes colourful without compromising the unity 
of light. The principle of unity underlies all multiplicity.  The 
transcendence of Reality remains intact in immanence. 
Reason cannot understand these mysteries. 

 جب تظلمات تے آب حیا جب تخوش خضر دے فلسفیا

―The gnosis of the enlightened ‗Khidr‘ is a mystery.  
The water of life from the ocean of nothingness is a 
mystery.‖ 

Khidr, one of the servants of God enlightened with 
knowledge of events directly from God, made a hole in the 
boat after getting out of it, slew a young man, and rebuilt the 
crumbling wall of the two orphan boys without any 
imbursement.  The prophet Moses who had accompanied 
him with the idea of attaining this knowledge could not keep 
patience regarding these unusual acts, the rationale of which 
was later explained to him. Rational knowledge being 
piecemeal leads to impatience as against ‗esoteric knowledge 
of spiritual truth‘ (gnosis), which is complete and thereby 
fosters patience.  The parting words of Khidr that he had not 
done all this on his own accord deepens the mystery. Khidr 
symbolises a servant of God whom God grants direct 
knowledge of events to carry out His instructions. Khidr is a 
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contemporaneous medium, in the hands of Divinity, to 
concretise His will into action both in the inner and the outer 
world. The ocean of nothingness symbolises the state of 
nonbeing or primordial darkness of humanity existing in the 
Essence as a possibility before entering the water of life of 
existence. The Spirit, inhering in every human individual, will 
never die. It is identical with the Divine Essence. 

 ید رکھ ملت ابن العربی ٹھپ فقہ اصوؽ عقائد نوں

―Discard jurisprudence, principles and belief.  
Cultivate the tradition of Ibn Arabi.‖ 

The exoteric knowledge has to be left behind in one‘s 
desire for the esoteric one. One should adopt the tradition of 
Ibn Arabi, master of gnosis, which teaches the doctrine of 
Oneness of Being and its metaphysical realisation.  

 جب ۃمصباح جب مشکوٰ یپاک تر وںغیر یہے دلڑ

―Your heart is pure of otherness.  The lamp is a 
mystery.  The niche is a mystery.‖ 

One‘s heart as niche, housing the lamp symbolising the 
abode of the enlightened beloved, is free from darkness. The 
universal light individualised in the form of the beloved 
makes darkness or otherness vanish away.   

 اشغاؽ جب اوقات جب حرکات جب سکنات جب

―The activity is a mystery.  The receptivity is a 
mystery.  The achievement is a mystery.  The eternity 
is a mystery.‖ 

The spiritual way is dynamic characterised by different 
points, which can be spiritually understood individually and in 
their creative totality. The activity at times comes to an 
apparent halt. It is not a passive state but a state of 
receptivity, which in a certain sense, is higher than activity. 
The receptacle of the lover absorbs the blessings of the 
beloved in the state of receptivity. These spiritual 
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engrossments unlike the worldly ones are achievements 
lending eternity to the moments of realisation. Reason is at a 
loss to witness the eternal in the temporal.   

ہ ہت  ڈساعات جب  عوات جبداوراد جب 

ن

ب
 رات جب 

―The recitals are a mystery.  The supplications are a 
mystery. The pure duration is a mystery. The serial 
time is a mystery.‖ 

The recitals with their characteristics including regularity 
and appointed timings play a vital role in the spiritual way. 
They create a recurring impact on the self, leading to 
harmony and cosmic equilibrium. The words become 
identified with the reality they express. The servant‘s 
supplications to advance in the spiritual way confirm his 
servanthood or nothingness. The servant in the course of 
recitals and supplications lives in the moment of pure 
duration without undermining the reality of serial time. 

 جب “لاْیحجبہْالاصکال” جب “لاْیدرکْالابصار”

―The fact that eyes cannot comprehend Him is a 
mystery. That the forms cannot hide Him is a 
mystery.‖ 

The Omnipresent cannot be seen by eye is so mysterious. 
His being openly manifest and yet hidden from the physical 
eye is a mystery. Isn‘t He hidden in the eye?  The greater 
mystery is that the forms cannot hide Him.  He is not hidden 
behind the veil but is the veil Himself. He is witnessed in all 
forms by the eye of the heart.  

 ہے نہر جب قطرات جب ہے بحر جب ہے لہر جب

―The ocean is a mystery.  The wave is a mystery.  The 
stream is a mystery.  The drops are a mystery.‖ 

The ocean of love has infinite depths. There are no scales 
to measure it. The more one dives deep, the deeper it 
becomes. The wave arising out of this ocean is neither the 
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ocean nor something outside it. The moment it raises its head 
it falls down in the ocean.  

The stream of love is running its course to be united with 
the infinite ocean of love. The inherent nature of love is to 
expand and attain totality. The drops shed their separateness 
to be united with the stream. But there is a unique wave, 
which absorbs the ocean and a unique drop that absorbs the 
stream. It is so mysterious to understand this metaphysical 
truth of uniqueness. 

 ہے نہر جب قطرات جب ہے بحر جب ہے لہر جب

―The calamities are a mystery.  The apprehensions are 
a mystery.  The blows are a mystery.  The frustrations 
are a mystery.‖ 

The calamities, apprehensions, blows and frustrations are 
the necessary milestones on the journey from the self to the 
Self. They are opaque to the consciousness of the ordinary 
man and at times even to the lover who undergoes them. All 
these are placed negatively in reference to the responsiveness 
of the beloved. The sense of calamities and blows arise at the 
stage when the lover perceives that the beloved has either 
forsaken him completely or has downgraded him to the 
lowest levels. The apprehensions arise when he apprehends a 
negative response from the beloved. The inability to win him 
on his side creates many a frustrations. All these things shake 
the fabric of his being. He does not understand that all these 
stages are necessary for the ripening of love and the love 
bereft of them is just reduced to an ordinary relationship. 

 راحات جب لذات جب واہ جذبتہ من جذبات جب

―The laudation of the passion of love amongst all 
passions is a mystery.  The delights are a mystery.  
The tastes are a mystery.‖ 

The passion of love stands out among other passions by 
virtue of its power of absorption. The lover gets delighted by 
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seeing the colours and hearing the sounds in his journey of 
love. He experiences and tastes different openings unto his 
beloved. These positive responses of the beloved, act as a 
rainfall in the barren desert. It reiterates his commitment to 
love and animates his desire for union. 

 ت جبجبروت جب لاہَو ناسوت جب ملکوت جب

―The terrestrial (physical) world is a mystery.  The 
angelic (subtle) world is a mystery.  The world of 
omnipotence (causal) is a mystery.  The celestial 
world (the manifest Absolute) is a mystery.‖ 

The terrestrial world, the angelic world, the world of 
omnipotence and the celestial world are the cosmological 
realities. Sufi cosmology understands them as the realm of the 
humans, the angelic realms, the realm of power and the realm 
of Divinity. Sufi psychology understands the realms as the 
body, soul, heart and spirit in the human self. It considers 
them as ‗the planes of consciousnesses.‘ It requires a deeper 
knowledge to understand and traverse these realms of 
cosmology and psychology.  

 جب سطوٰات جب یستقد جب جب تانیس تلبیس

―The manifestation is a mystery.  The birth of love is 
a mystery.  The sacredness is a mystery.  The majesty 
is a mystery.‖ 

The manifestation of the unmanifest in different forms is a 
mystery opaque to the ordinary consciousness. The inner 
compulsion of love leading to the creation of the whole 
universe is so mysterious. One does not ordinarily understand 
the purity of the Essence, which simultaneously remains apart 
in manifesting itself. It is a mystery to understand His 
transcendent Majesty in immanence.  

 اعلاؾ جب الہاؾ جب اوہاؾ جب ابہاؾ جب
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―The illusions are a mystery.  The satanic whisperings 
are a mystery.  The awakenings are a mystery.  The 
inspirations are a mystery.‖ 

The spiritual way is qualified by pure objectivity but there 
arise optical illusions, which are removed by separating the 
alloy of illusion from genuine perception by Divine blessings. 
The auditory whisperings also take place, which are reduced 
to naught by the Grace of God. These illusions and satanic 
whisperings train the lover not to take his experience on its 
face value but to be watchful in differentiating the spurious 
from the genuine one. It is a clearing of the ground to 
genuinely experience the spiritual awakenings within the 
depths of one‘s soul or consciousness. They lead to Divine 
inspirations fraught with higher spiritual meanings. 

جاات جب ہمزات جب خطرات جب
ع

 

س

 لمحات جب 

―The suggestions are a mystery.  The dangers are a 
mystery.  The instants are a mystery.  The ecstatic 
utterances are a mystery.‖ 

The evil suggestions and the insinuations of the soul take 
place during one‘s journey to the Self. They provide an 
occasion to the lover to remain constantly watchful of his 
enemies and not to become oblivious of them even for a 
moment. The hazards of the way are also laid before him so 
that he is constantly aware of the negative and positive 
dangers while traversing the spiritual path. This spiritual 
preparedness helps him in capturing the instants of spiritual 
openings. The height of spiritual experience takes place when 
the lover under the heightened spell of love becomes 
completely incapacitated as a straw and his receptacle attains 
absolute receptivity. The ecstatic and antinomian utterances 
e.g. I am the Truth, are uttered by his tongue in this state. 
Religiosity does not understand that the Divine takes charge 
of the human medium and makes these utterances through 
the human tongue.  

 ہے وصل جب ہے فصل جب ہے قرب جب ہے بعد جب
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―The nearness is a mystery.  The remoteness is a 
mystery.  The identity is a mystery.  The difference is 
a mystery.‖ 

The proximity and remoteness from the beloved is not 
spatial or measurable by serial time. It is the inward realisation 
of possibilities. The proximity is not static but goes on 
increasing with occasional phases of remoteness. The sense 
of remoteness heightens the consciousness of the lover and 
ripens him to attain union with the beloved. The identity of 
Being and nothingness is beyond the understanding of 
religious consciousness. It can only be witnessed by the 
spiritual consciousness, which transcends the subject and 
object structure of reality. The consciousness of identity in 
difference occurs when the lover retains his individuality in 
spite of his identity. It is qualitatively different from the sense 
of his individuality that he had before uniting with his 
beloved. This post-union sense of his individuality is a great 
mystery.  

 سبات جب نجاتہے لطف  ب جبب عقاجاہے قہر ح

―The wrath, veiling and afflictions are mysteries.  The 
joy, deliverance and intoxication are mysteries.‖ 

The lover has to encounter many negativities and 
positivities during the course of love. These unite to enlighten 
him for his final union. He at times suffers by experiencing 
testing situations of remoteness at the hand of his beloved. 
His beloved remains veiled. He desires his vision and union. 
His insatiable quest for his beloved ripens him to the extent 
that the beloved becomes fully responsive. The lover 
becomes intoxicated with joy and attains deliverance by 
transcending the polarity of the lover and the beloved. He 
unites with his beloved. 

 اقطاب جب افراد جب ابداؽ جب اوتاد جب
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―The replacements are a mystery.  The pegs are a 
mystery.  The poles are a mystery.  The individuals 
are a mystery.‖ 

The friends of God are found in every age and in every 
country. God chooses amongst them a number of persons 
who are deputed to run the affairs of the universe by the 
powers vested in them by God. They have no intrinsic 
powers but they derive all their powers directly from God. 
They do everything in accordance with His will. They do 
everything at his behest. The case of Khidr, for example, is 
pertinent when parting from the prophet Moses he said that 
he did not do the acts on his own accord. There is no 
question of the saints being peers or partners with God. A 
created being, in principle, cannot be a peer or a partner with 
the Creator. The question of being a peer or a partner only 
arises when any one of them claims as such or when any one 
of them claims that the powers, which he has, originally 
belong to him and that these are not conferred by God. No 
saint has ever claimed any such thing. The appointment of 
forty ‗Abdaal‘ (replacements) at all times in the world, and 
replacing the one who has passed away with a new one, so 
that the number remains constant is a mystery. It is also 
beyond religiosity to understand their role in establishing 
Oneness of God and helping humanity. The presence of four 
‗Awtad‘ (pegs) to tent the four corners of the world for 
running the affairs smoothly are opaque to the religious 
consciousness. There are many ‗Aqtaab‘ (poles) but the 
‗Qutab al Aqtaab‘ (head pole) heads the friends of God 
including the Abdaal, Awtad and Aqtaab.  He is the axis who 
mediates between the Divine and the human and his presence 
is considered necessary for the existence of the world. The 
‗Afraad‘ (servants) achieve a higher station of servanthood by 
remaining engrossed in the theophany of the Essence. 

 عدوؽ ثقات جب تقلید جب یقجب تصد تحقیق
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―The verification is a mystery.  The testifying is a 
mystery.  The adherence, innovation and 
trustworthiness are mysteries.‖ 

The processes of ‗tahqiq‘ (verification) makes the 
‗muhaqqiq‘ (verifier) achieve ‗full possibilities of human 
knowledge and existence by divine grace and solicitude 
(inaya)‘. He sees things as they are. He accepts the Haqq 
(Truth) in itself and its manifestation in every individual 
thing. He gives each thing its rightful place. The station of 
‗tahqiq‘ (verification) is also called ‗Muhammadan station.‘ 
The identification of knowledge with the truth of things is 
understood as ‗tasdiq‘ (testifying or certifying truth). It is 
realisation of the Truth in fullness. The act of ‗taqlid‘ 
(adhering to the letter of law) nurtures within its bosom the 
reaction of innovation. It is very strange that the trustworthy 
words and deeds of the founders of schools of jurisprudence 
fall in oblivion when they are blindly followed and not 
understood creatively. 

 ہے نفس جب ہے روح جب ہے قلب جب ہے سرِّ جب

―The heart is a mystery.  The secret is a mystery. The 
soul is a mystery.  The spirit is a mystery.‖ 

The ‗qalb‘ (heart) is the intuitive aspect of the mind. It is 
also named as the Intellect, which has direct knowledge of the 
Transcendent. It has innate knowledge. The heart directly 
perceives the ultimate Reality. Heart is the recipient of Divine 
revelation. The ‗lataif‘ (subtleties) of heart include sirr (secret) 
‗the inmost part of the heart in which God reveals Himself‘. 
It is the meeting point of the Divine and the human. The 
‗nafs‘ (embodied self) has many degrees and it includes the 
whole world of psyche. The ‗ruh‘ (Spirit) is identical with the 
Divine Essence. The heart stands between the self and the 
Spirit. The impurities of the self lead to the blindness or 
sickness of the heart. 

 جب عرفات جب حجاج ہے حرؾ جب احراؾ جب
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―The House of God is a mystery.  The pilgrim white-
clad robe is a mystery.  The pilgrims are mysteries.  
The mount Arafat is a mystery.‖ 

The House of God symbolising His presence is a mystery. 
The white-clad pilgrims signify Man‘s ontological nothingness 
in the face of God. The pilgrims performing Hajj manifest 
the unity of God and the unity of mankind. The mount 
Arafat stands for the human seeking forgiveness from the 
Divine. It is a symbol of man‘s utter dependence on God for 
his deliverance or union. 

 جب جب تعمیل ترتیل جب یلجب تنز یلجبر

―The Gabriel is a mystery.  The revelation is a 
mystery.  The clear and distinct recitation of the 
Qur‘an is a mystery.  The subjection to the Divine law 
is a mystery.‖ 

The Archangel Gabriel revealed the Qur‘an on the heart of 
the Prophet. The occurrence of continual revelation within 
the infinite depths of the Prophet‘s being is beyond the 
comprehension of religiosity. The recitation of the Qur‘an in 
a measured way identifies it with the cosmic rhythm and 
opens up immeasurable possibilities. The subjection to 
Divine law or will brings forth blessings beyond the ken of 
human understanding.  

 جب تیلاہے بطن تے تاو جب ہے ظہر جب تفسیر

―The apparent meaning is a mystery.  The exegesis is 
a mystery.  The unmanifest and the return to the root 
meanings are mysteries.‖ 

The Qur‘an is a living reality with infinite dimensions. Its 
apparent meanings and exegesis do not tell the whole story. 
It‘s hidden and root meanings are beyond the ken of 
religiosity. The creative totality of the inward and the outward 
aspects of the Qur‘an is a mystery. 

 ہے نار جب ہے نور جب ہے کبر تے فخر وغرور جب
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―The arrogance, conceitedness and pride are 
mysteries.  The fire is a mystery.  The light is a 
mystery.‖ 

It is the light of the Truth, which makes one recognize 
that the states of arrogance, conceitedness and pride are the 
result of the fiery self. How could nothingness claim to be 
something?  

 جب تتے میقا ہے موسی ہے نخل جب ہے طور جب

―The tree of Moses is a mystery.  The mount Tur is a 
mystery.  Moses is a mystery.  The moments of his 
discourse with God are a mystery.‖ 

The open manifestation of God through the tree of Moses 
and His assuming the Attribute of Speech on mount Tur 
shows the patterns of the Transcendent assuming immanent 
forms. The reality of the prophet Moses and the moments of 
his discourse with God demonstrate the inward human 
possibility of communicating with the Divine. 

 ہے شاؾ جب پربھات جب ؾ جبنجاجب ا آغاز

―The beginning is a mystery.  The end is a mystery.  
The evening is a mystery. The morning is a mystery.‖ 

When the eternal manifests in the temporal, it takes the 
forms of beginning and end. The phenomena of morning and 
evening takes place when eternity unfolds itself in time. The 
Essence is beyond these determinations.  

ل جب
ّ

 

لظ
 ہے عکس جب ذرات جب ہے شمس تے مدا

―The sun and the lengthening of its shadows are 
mysteries.  The shadow is a mystery. The particles are 
a mystery.‖ 

The entire universe is the shadow of the Absolute. The 
relationship of the sun and its shadows gives some inkling of 
understanding the relationship of the relative with the 
Absolute. One could never see light unless it was mixed with 
darkness. Shadow is veiled light. It gives rise to multiplicity. 
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The sun symbolises unity with shadow as the world of 
multiplicity. It is unity in diversity. 

 ہے وضع رکوع سجود جب قعود جب ؾہے طرح قیا

―The postures of standing-up and short sittings are 
mysteries.  The modes of bowing and prostration are 
mysteries.‖ 

The posture of the body reflects the posture of the mind. 
The postures of standing –up, short sittings, bowing and 
prostration in a ritual prayer symbolise the perfect return of 
the theophanies to their source. They get aligned with both 
inward and outward cosmic rhythms. The act of prostration 
is the shortest point between the Divine and the human. 

  جب ہے وتر جبہے

ع

 

س

   
ٰ
 اات جبارکاؿ جب رکع

―The prayer with two genuflexions is a mystery.  The 
prayer with three genuflexions is a mystery.  The 
components are a mystery.  The genuflexions are a 
mystery.‖ 

The components or constituents of the ritual prayer with 
genuflexions of odd and even numberings are in consonance 
with the reality of numbers or the qualitative aspects of the 
numerical. Prayer creates inner and outer harmony. 

 جب حسنات جب اتخیر نفقات جب صدقات جب

―Sharing is a mystery.  Alms giving are a mystery.  
Charity is a mystery.  Virtues are a mystery.‖ 

The sharing of one‘s wealth with the poor and the needy, 
leads to inward richness. The sharing of one‘s being and 
having with others is virtuous since personality can only 
develop by acts of sharing. A man who does not share has no 
personality. The act of sharing is an act of gratitude to God. 

 ت جبالوػ ما ینہے د اصل احاد جب ہے دنیا
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―The essential One as the foundation of the world is 
a mystery.  The countless openings of the Way are a 
mystery.‖ 

The essentiality of the One gives rise to multiple things 
with each thing being unique. The Way of unity gives rise to 
multiplicity in the physical and the social world. The world of 
multiplicity is grounded in the principle of unity. 

 ہے جنت سبع صفات جب ت جبہے دوزخ طبیعا

―The strata of the hell are a mystery.  The seven 
stratum heavens are a mystery.‖ 

Hell-fire is the inner fire of one‘s evil actions. It is a 
process of curing of the soul (the period depending on the 
nature of the disease) so that it could achieve deliverance and 
union. The strata of the hell correspond to the categories of 
sins the inmate of hell has committed. It is beyond the 
understanding of religiosity to pierce through the essential 
nature of hell and its strata. It also fails to comprehend the 
inward and multiple stratums of heavens, which provide the 
corresponding inmates to realise with peace and joy the 
higher possibilities of their existence. 

 جب تابرار تے باقیا جب عصات جب ؿعصیا

―The sins are a mystery. The sinners are a mystery. 
The virtuous and their (beneficial) results are a 
mystery.‖ 

Man has been bestowed with the gift of freedom. There 
could have been no goodness without freedom but a free 
being has the possibility of doing evil as well. All sins are 
committed against the Divine will. The essential nature of a 
sin is that it is committed against one‘s self. Man‘s personality 
has been structured in such a way that sins disintegrate it. The 
set of actions, which disintegrate it are termed as sins. The 
mystery of sins is further compounded by the fact that the 
sinners sin against their own ‗ideal human nature‘, which is 
individualised in every person. Virtues integrate one‘s 
personality by being in consonance with the Divine Will and 
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the ‗ideal human nature‘. The inward and outward effects of 
virtues never terminate but keep on the increase both in the 
terrestrial and the celestial worlds. Hell burns sins but 
heavens makes the virtues bloom forth in their fullness.  

 والقلم جب ہے نوؿ جب ہے رمز بطوؿ جب واللیل

―The Night has intricate secrets, which is a mystery.  
The Pen is a mystery.  The Nun (symbolizing 
Qur‘anic meaning) is a mystery.‖ 

Night symbolises ‗the abysmal darkness‘ of the Essence 
giving rise to Divinity. Pen is the ‗First Intellect‘ or the 
principle of determination. It is by virtue of the medium of 
Ahmad that the undifferentiated Reality took a differentiated 
form. It is also called the reality of Muhammad. The symbol 
of ‗nun‘ stands for the transcendent and the immanent world. 

س تے والصافات جب جب ؿیتوتے والز والتین

م

 

لس

 وا

―The fig and the olive are mysteries.  The sun and the 
angels are mysteries.‖ 

The fig and the olive symbolise the pure Intellect assuming 
the religious form of sentiment. It points to the fruitfulness 
of the religious tradition both in the inward and the outward. 
It consists in the sprouting of the inner Truth (Revelation) 
within the beings of the Prophets namely, Musa, Isa and 
Muhammad (monotheistic cycle). The symbolism of sun and 
angels enshrined in traditional cosmology and angelology 
helps one in gaining knowledge of the Absolute and different 
levels or degrees of its manifestations but the ordinary 
consciousness fails to understand these realities.  

 است جب البین ما الحاصل فی است جب ینا الی عینمن 

―The origin and the centre are mysteries.  The 
ultimate realisation is a mystery.‖ 

The Essence transformed itself into Divinity, which led to 
the origin of Man. Now, the vocation of Man is to find his 
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origin and centre by realising the possibilities inhering in him. 
The fruit of his realisation is the attainment of deliverance 
and union. 

 اسرار رموز نکات جب است جب العین من علم الی

―The stages of knowledge are mysteries.  The 
intricacies, clues and points are mysteries.‖ 

Knowledge is not static but is essentially a dynamic affair. 
Man passes through certain stages of knowledge and certainty 
till he attains perfect knowledge and absolute certainty by 
realising the identity of knowledge and being. The intricacies, 
clues and points involved in the process of gaining such 
sacred knowledge are so mysterious. 

 وسر سبھو کم کار اساں گئے اساں بربار بار ڈسےگھر 

―My own dwellings seem desolate and deserted to me.  
All my preoccupations have dwindled into 
insignificance.‖ 

The lover‘s inner and outer dwellings seem so deserted to 
him without his beloved. His only work is to be in 
contemplation of his friend. He has no other business. Love 
is not a part time affair. It is a whole time activity involving 
the lover‘s whole being wholeheartedly and wholesomely. 

 برہوں برات جب یڈتڑواہ  لاچار تے زار نزار اساں

―I am helpless and distressful. Thus, your rewarding 
my love is a mystery.‖ 

He does not understand as to why his beloved has 
rewarded his love by making him helpless and distressed. 

 جب زپئے پاسوں عجز نیا ہک پاسوں ناز نواز جب

―The pride and elegance, on the one side is a mystery.  
Humility and humbleness, on the other side, is a 
mystery.‖ 
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He fails to understand the posture of pride and elegance 
of his beloved towards him, when he intensely suffers just 
because he is madly in love with him. It is equally a mystery 
for him when his beloved takes the form of humility and 
humbleness before him.  

 ہے گھنڈ جب ہے جھات جب ہے سوز جب ہے ساز جب

―The heart burning is a mystery.  The musicality is a 
mystery.  The veil is a mystery.  The gaze is a 
mystery.‖ 

Heart burning in love, which removes the dross from the 
heart and purifies it as a mirror for the beloved to 
contemplate Himself, and the lover to have a simultaneous 
vision of the beloved is so mysterious. The musicality of love, 
refining the lover‘s sentiments to be worthy of 
communicating with the beloved, sound so strange. The 
beloved is hidden beneath ‗seventy thousand veils of light and 
darkness‘. It is a mystery that how a lover could see Him in 
the presence of these veils? One cannot see light unless it is 
mixed with darkness; likewise one cannot see the beloved 
unless it is in veils. The mystery becomes deepened when in 
spite of the veils the lover has a gaze of the beloved.  

 جب ادبید داں وہ سوہنیا واہ عالم حسن آباد جب

―The lauded world of beauty is a mystery.  The 
tyranny of the charming ones is a mystery.‖ 

The manifestation of the world of beauty from the Beauty 
itself is very mysterious. Beauty is simply incomprehensible. 
Why the charming ones resort to tyranny in relationship with 
the ones who love them in wholesomeness? 

 

 

ُ

 برسات جب ید ںاکھیا ںمٹھیا جب دیافر ید یلڑدِ  ل

―The call of the ransacked heart is a mystery. The 
continuous flow of tears from the ruinous eyes is a 
mystery.‖ 
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It is so strange that the heart ransacked at the hands of the 
beloved still calls him for union and the ruinous eyes filled 
with tears still long for his vision. 

 یہوا ؿیماا ینہے بے شک د دھرو ؿدھیا ڈوںہر آؿ احد 

―Do concentrate on the One at all times. It is 
undoubtedly, the traditional way.‖ 

It is the traditional way, without an iota of doubt, to fully 
concentrate on the One at all times. One should always seek 
the One behind multiple things. One must constantly keep in 
mind the principle of unity in the world of multiplicity. 

 ہے ہک بات جب یسو بات د سنودا وعظ  یددؽ ناؽ فر

―Listen to the sermon of Farid with receptivity of 
heart. It is a mystery that his discourse takes you to 
the crux of the matter.‖ 

He invites his votaries to listen to his sermons with full 
receptivity. It takes one to the heart of the matter in making 
him fully concentrate on the One, which rids him of 
otherness. It makes him mindful of the principle of unity in 
diversity.  
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Kafi-24 

 عجیب یذلذ عشق ہے چیز ید قسم نبی یقسم خدا د

―I swear by God and I swear by the Prophet that the 
reality of love is a delectable mystery.‖ 

The act of swearing brings home the idea that love is a 
delectable mystery that awakes a person from his ‗dogmatic 
slumbers.‘ The joint swearing by God and the Prophet is 
something unusual and it conveys the message of the 
essential reality of love and its manifestations. The love of the 
Prophet is vital in Islamic gnosis. The obedience of the 
Prophet without loving him is not fraught with any higher 
meaning in spiritual life. The claim of loving him without 
obeying him also has no spiritual worth. The ideal is to love 
him and pay heed to what he has said. It does not mean to 
blindly follow the clerics who are oblivious of the vertical 
dimensions of his prophecy and merely remain restricted to 
the horizontal ones that too without understanding the real 
spirit. They deny the spiritual presence of the Prophet since 
they have not experienced him both inwardly and outwardly. 
Islamic Spirituality is unique in the sense that it makes the 
love of the Prophet crucial in the love of God. It also 
understands the metaphysical, universal, cosmological, 
traditional, symbolic, religious, and cultural aspects of the 
Arabian Prophet. 

ا تونیںخلط ہے  نفسی َ

ن

 طالب یںنہ تھیو سیوپر ما لبغ

 مغاں ہے خاص طبیب پیر

 ―O‘ seeker! Do not fall in despair even when 
sensuality has overpowered you. The cup bearer is a 
special therapist.‖ 
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‗The total integration of the personality achieved in Sufi 
training is the goal sought by much of psychotherapy and 
psychoanalysis, which, however, can never achieve this goal, 
for their methods as practised today are cut off from the 
grace of the Spirit which alone can integrate the psyche. As a 
result, they usually lead to its disintegration rather than to its 
integration.‘ Spiritual psychology has perfect knowledge of 
the structure of human personality, the factors that integrate 
and disintegrate it, the aetiology of psychic and ‗heart‘ 
diseases and the methods of cure. One of the main works of 
the murshid as a special spiritual therapist is to free the 
person of the overpowering sensuality. The carnal desires 
essentially arise due to powerlessness in which there are self-
defeating attempts to turn the other into an object by forfeit-
ting his or her freedom. The subject metamorphoses himself 
as an object in the attempts of treating a free being as an object. 
The fleshly desires become abnormal and lead to sexual perversions. 
These acts become dark screens between the sensualist and 
the Divine. The role of murshid is manifold and one of his 
roles is to free his disciple from the bondage of desire. He 
inspires in him the love of God, which when deeply rooted 
ultimately uproots all forms of bestiality. Light makes the 
darkness vanish as if it was not there. The spiritual 
psychology of sex at the hands of the spiritual therapist works 
wonders in understanding the reality of sex in the metaphysical 
perspectives.  The legitimate sexual union of husband and wife 
bereft of spiritual union falls too short of realising the cosmic 
purpose of sex. The institution of marriage is essentially 
spiritual in nature. However, the seeker need not fall in 
despair since the spiritual therapist uproots all negativities and 
opens the door to seek union with the beloved.  

  یمسو سو شکر جو آ ڈکھڑےلکھ لکھ سوؽ ہزاراں 
ُ
ی 

 ے

 

ڑ
ھ
ک

 

 ذبیب ضرب حبیب بیشک

 ―There are countless afflictions and innumerable 
sufferings that have fallen to my lot.  I am offering 
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numerous thanksgivings. There is no doubt that the 
blows from my beloved are gratifying.‖ 

He offers thanksgivings to his beloved for the afflictions 
and sufferings he undergoes at his transcendence for they are 
in essence gratifying. They deepen the relationship of love 
and intensify the fire of love in his heart, which ultimately 
leads to union. The meaningfulness of suffering is a great 
boon since it does not make his life meaningless. 

ی د   یںتپد یںدکھد یںسڑد یمعمر نبھا
ھ
ک

ھد  یںکھدڈ یں

ج ک

 یں

  نصیب پلڑے پیم
ن 
 
ص
 ت  ت  

―I have spent my life flaming, burning without smoke 
or flame, blazing, raising hue and cry, suffering and 
bearing tribulations. I have got what was destined for 
me.‖ 

His suffering for the sake of the beloved is his destiny. It 
is the primordial destiny of love. 

 گھونگھٹ پاوے ںیکھاڈجے لک  سوہاں منہ نہ لاوے اؿ تھی

 یبوسدؾ  سخت  قر  تونیں
―He behaves as a stranger and keeps me at arm‘s 
length. When I stealthily look at him, He veils 
himself. He dwells in absolute proximity with me.‖ 

The beloved resides in proximity to the lover but due to 
an act of veiling seems so far. It is not a physical distance to 
be measured by space but it is an inward distance, which is a 
symbol of farthest limit and is symbolic of nearness itself. It is 
the isthmus or veil of the sour waters of disunion or 
separation, and the sweet waters of deliverance or union, 
flowing in the same sea. He has to drink from both the sides. 
He is likened to a fish in the sea craving to witness the sea. 

  میں اسیسے سپیا یہر دؾ اس د

ظ

 لوہا او مقنا

ی

ے
س
 

    اؿ القلب الیہ

ن

 
 ی

 ―I am ever thirsting for him with great attachment.  I 
am iron and he is magnet. Certainly, my heart wholly 
draws towards him.‖ 
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His attraction to his beloved is that of the iron to the 
magnet. This magnetism of love is so forceful that his heart is 
wholly drawn towards his beloved. His beloved is the spiritual 
magnet and he has to transform his self in such a way that by 
an act of magnetic pull he attains identity or union with his 
beloved.   

 سید چنیاتوں خود  دنیا سر مکتوؾ معما جید

 ذوؼ نماز نساء تے طیب

 ―It was a deep secret and a great enigma that the 
Syed (Prophet) chose from the world, the love of 
prayer, women and perfume.‖ 

The Prophet chose the love of prayer, women and 
perfume, which are a deep secret and a great enigma. The 
three things chosen are from the world but are not worldly or 
do not exhibit worldliness. Prayer takes one to the realm of 
the unseen. It gives vision of the supernal world and creates a 
contact between the servant and the Lord. Women 
symbolises femininity, the principle of creation. Man beholds 
the Reality in both its passive and active aspects in the 
medium of women. The contemplation of the Reality in 
women is perfect. It points to the ultimate union of the lover 
and the beloved. Perfume symbolises the scent of breath in 
spreading the word of truth, beauty and love. 

  نمانا یدفر مسکین میں
ُ
 نایاا ریاتا پاڑا ھود

 وسم رقیب ھےیزسو سو و

 ―Farid! I am lowly and modest. My neighbour is a 
slanderer and my friend is amateur.  There are 
countless rivals who dwell in my vicinity.‖ 

He has no claim of being a self-subsistent reality or 
possessing anything of his own. His environment has become 
hostile. His concern is that there are slanderers and rivals here 
and there, who may take advantage of his amateur friend and 
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turn him against him. It is the ontological element of 
uncertainty in love, which makes him call his beloved as 
amateur. It is essentially the ambiguity of the situation, which 
makes him project his own insecurity to his perfect beloved. 
It is the mystery of love that he tends to draw the Divine into 
the realm of the human with all its limitations. Can love be 
judged by external standards? Isn‘t love its own standard?  
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Kafi-25 

 بھت یزبر د یرشد مد ز گئی آؿ سنگت یڈعشق اسا پیا

―Love has absorbed us in such a way that the formal 
understanding of things has withered away.‖ 

The absorption of love makes him transcend the realms of 
formal knowledge. The process continues till his religiosity 
fully transforms into spirituality.  

  وسرے علم لومؾ اساں سَ  

 ؾ اساںھود یدرد د ہے باقی

 رسم رسوؾ اساں  گئےکل بھل 

 سے گت رہیو دیا یبرہوں د بئی

―We have gone beyond different forms of knowledge. 
We have transcended ritualistic patterns of behaviour.  
What remains is the display of pain on the tune of 
love.‖ 

Formal knowledge is merely peripheral. An outward 
knowledge of God without existential relatedness or spiritual 
contact with Him, in one‘s inwardness, has no deeper 
significance. Rather, the consideration of formal knowledge 
as final proves an obstacle in traversing higher stages of 
religious life. It has a corresponding negative effect on 
religious behaviour. The light of love outshines the feeble 
light of formalism. The dichotomy between the subject and 
object of knowledge gets transcended, culminating in the 
identity of knowledge and being. The lover transcends the 
world of rituals by plunging in the ocean of love. The inward 
painful tune of love orchestrates its own song.  

 توں ںیایرو اںغیر ںجوٹھیا ںانہا

  انہاں
 ھ
چ

 توں ںیاپیڑ ںیاگیڑ ،ااںی  کو

 توں ںیابھیڑ ںیاکھیڑ ںیاکوڑ انہاں

 و ہر

ی

ے
ھ
ل

م  ریا 

ن

ھب
گ

 ت پتڈ
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My beloved always confronts me about what he 
gathers from these liars- outsiders and adversaries - 
from these truthless and despicable ‗Kheras‘ (in-laws 
of Heer), and from these ugly, quarrelsome and 
querulous people.‖ 

He is surrounded both by inner and outer inimical forces, 
which tend to disrupt his relationship with his beloved. His 
sense of insecurity in imagining that his beloved sees him 
through the hostile eyes of others gives him a vital glimpse of 
his own nothingness. 

 تے  یتکر صبر تے شکر شکا

 تے یتفقر ولا یفخر د پئے

 تے  یتعنا رکھ آس امید

ہ ہت  ڈ

ن

ب
 مت ؾیوڈ یلڑدِ  راتیں 

―My heart counsels me day and night to offer 
thanksgiving and remain steadfast in adversity and to 
keep hope and expectation in the efficacy of spiritual 
blessings of Fakhr.‖ 

The wisely attitude of gratefulness and steadfastness in 
adversity helps him in facing the testing times of love. An 
inward commitment with his murshid Fakhr Jehan builds 
hope and expectation in his spiritual blessings. Faith in his 
murshid helps him to weather all storms of despair.  

  مٹھی

 

ڑ
گل

  ید شہر وکھوہیں یں

 ید رواے روہیں روہی سنجی

  ید ملک ملامت ڈوہیں تتی

 جت بروچل ریاخلعت  تیڈ

―I am in miserable state facing complaints and wide 
accusations. I am the inept one, who has been openly 
reproached and censured. I am wandering in the 
desert of desolate ‗rohi‘, rocky grounds and 
mountains. It is the investiture of robe from my 
Baloch friend.‖ 

The investiture of the robe of love from his beloved gives 
rise to inner and outer hostile environment. Love is not a 
static phenomenon. Its dynamism forces him to make an 
intense and continuous struggle to win his beloved. 
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 لت یںکھڑڈنت کھاواؿ 
ُ
 توں مُ

 باہتکرؿ  یںکڈووئے توئے تے  یںکڈ

  انیڑ !ہاں آکھن

ل

 

ی 

 

س

 
 
ی

ت ن
َ
 و

  ےڈ

 

 
 

ن

 ست ؿدڑ کے خوب ن

―I am roughed by sufferings and lost in wilderness. 
The near and dear ones behave rudely towards me.  
They threaten me to desist from love; otherwise they 
will squeeze the last drop of my blood.‖ 

The hostility of the near and dear ones makes him grow 
from within. It provides Him an occasion to actualise the 
hidden potentialities of his existence, which otherwise would 
have remained dormant. All these negativities have an overall 
positive context. A continuous struggle against the negative 
forces strengthens him in the path of love.  

 گیا  یدفر ریا یسٹ کلہڑ

 پیا دیاکراں کر  دیافر

  ناؽ تھیا نمانیحاؽ  یہوا

 روواں رت مل مل بیٹھی ہتھ

―Farid! My friend went away by leaving me forlorn. It 
was such a terrible thing that befell the modest one. I 
beseech in remembering my beloved. I am in a state 
of despondency with tears of blood flowing from my 
eyes.‖ 

He becomes miserable in remembrance of his 
transcendent beloved. Isn‘t the state of misery in being 
forlorn at the hands of the beloved one of the nicest things 
that can happen to a person in the state of love since it saves 
him from the pettiness of life and intensifies his quest for his 
beloved?  
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Kafi-26 

 ا ما میڈا

 

ڑ
ھ

 

مب

 رات ؾیندِا ناشالا را جاں کاک نھو

―My sweetheart of Kak! I pray that you enlighten me 
with your presence, in the darkness of night.‖ 

The princess Momal was living in Kak mahal, Ghotki. 
Mahendra (Rano), a prince, fulfilled the condition imposed by 
her of crossing the ‗magnetic field‘ to marry her. Their love 
for each other was proverbial. One day she missed her 
husband so much that she requested her sister to sleep beside 
her. Mahendra returned unannounced and thought that his 
beloved was sleeping with her paramour. Due to this 
misunderstanding, he decided to leave quietly and never 
returned again. Both ultimately died in the fire of love. 
Momal was left in the lurch and was enveloped by the dark 
night of her life. She beseeches her sweet beloved to 
enlighten her with his presence in the darkness of night, 
which has enveloped her life.   

 سومل کوں گھن سات ہم سک دے کاؿ ستی ی%

―I slept by the side of my sister Somal, while 
anxiously desirous of you.‖ 

The desire of her beloved was so overpowering that as a 
moral support she requested her sister Somal to sleep by her 
side, which created the tragic story. It was apparently a mix-
up, but it is understandable that essentially love tolerates no 
associate. It is absolute with no room for otherness.  

  ہائیں سو پھیر
ج 
  
ی
د 

ن

ہ ہت  ڈ نیںتو ںیاماڑ یںی

ن

ب
 چھ سات 
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―Do come again and dwell with me in the mansions, 
may be just for a couple of days.‖ 

Her ambiguity of love makes her strand between hope and 
uncertainty. There are no external standards to resolve the 
contradictions. They deepen the mystery of love. She desires 
her lover to shed his transcendence and dwell with her for 
some time in forms of immanence. 

 کیتیڈسچ 
 
 تجا مر ہئی یماڑ د یہاا س جو کج

―Do tell me the truth that the way you have treated 
me, does it mirror the hospitality of Marwar.‖ 

 She points to the hospitality of love, her essential cultural 
value, which does not warrant her beloved to treat her in such 
an inhospitable way.  

 برسات ید ؿسانو ںنوکاک کندھن تے رؽ مل ما

―Let us enjoy together, the rains of the season, at the 
bank of Kak River.‖ 

She invites her beloved to enjoy the heavenly blessings of 
love in togetherness at the bank of the stream of love.  

  کہیں

 
 

 جھات یووؽ نہ پا ہاں تے گیو یہہو یون

―What happened that you became stony and did not 
cast a glance at me?‖ 

She does not understand the reason of her beloved‘s 
silence regarding misgivings in his heart that have created a 
stone wall between them.   

 کھ تے ہک واتڈسو  یںنواں کیوسناغم دا حاؽ 

―How can I narrate my sorrowful state and countless 
sufferings with just one tongue?‖ 

Her tongue cannot express the great magnitude of her 
sorrows and sufferings (what it expresses is like a tip of the 
iceberg). 
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 بات ید ملن کر کئی ںیساڈ ںیاچور ںیاکانگل کھنڈ د

―O‘ ravens! I will give you crumbled bread rolled in 
sugar if you resort to crowing signifying (omen) union 
with my beloved.‖ 

She misses her beloved so much that she readily honours 
the omen of his visit. Love is such a state that her rationality 
crumbles down. She resorts to omens like a drowning person 
catching at a straw to save his life.  

 اتڈ یاتے وڈوا  پٹھے نت درد کشالے پیت

―Laudation to the bounties of the bountiful for love 
has been constantly bestowing pain and adversities on 
me.‖ 

Isn‘t it a bounty from the bountiful that love has been tied 
with pain and adversities? 

ہ ہت  ڈ

ن

ب
  رو راتیں گھنے 

ک

 

ی 

م

 

ب

 پربھات کئی راتیں 

―I have rotated countless days and nights in crying.‖ 

She has been sleeplessly crying in seeking her beloved. 

 ازلوں برہوں برات سے ملیو یدملاؽ فر مونجھ

―Farid! Love has destined me for anguish and 
melancholy ever since the primordial day.‖ 

Love is attached with anguish and melancholy since the 
primordial day. It was the primordial instant when the ‗birth 
pangs‘ of love itself gave ‗birth‘ to the lover and the beloved. 
The tribulations of love are the steps forward to unite with 
one‘s beloved. The primordial polarisation can be ultimately 
withdrawn by the Grace of the Lord.   
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Kafi-27 

 تھیو

ن

 

  رایا پاندھی ںپ

 رایا یدؾ وتاں درماند ہر

 بر وچ یکے کلہڑ '

 اندر وچ روگسے  سے

―My friend Punnal! You have become vagrant by 
leaving me alone in wilderness. I am roaming 
dejectedly, my friend, with countless malaise within 
me.‖ 

The possibility of friendship with God takes a person to 
the spiritual realm, which is higher than the religious one. The 
essence of religion is spirituality that opens a passage to the 
beloved that is likened to the eye of the needle. It is 
impossible for a twisted rope to pass through this passage. 
She has to ultimately thin herself inwardly to pass through the 
needle eye. Love initiates the process of thinning out leading 
to nothingness, which ultimately unites the lover with the 
beloved. 

  سردے والی نہ پالی پیت

 رایا یدردوں کرلاند دؽ

 خالی رولیس توؽ نہالی

 پلڑو گھر گھر وچ مونہہ

―The guardian of my being did not cultivate love with 
me. He left me by wretchedly demeaning the nuptial 
quilt and mattress. My heart is groaning with pain, my 
friend. I am wandering from door to door, while 
wrapping my face with shawl.‖ 

Her state of being abandoned by her beloved is replete 
with the most difficult moments of her life.  

ہ  ت  ڈآخر ہک  ہزاراں آس امید یرکھد

ن

ب
 موڑ مہاراں ہ
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  ہوت

ھ

 

ٹ

 

ی 

م

س

  رایا آکاندھی 

ن

ی

 

ی 

م

س

 توڑ قبر وچ 

―I am having hope and great expectations that at last 
my beloved will turn the reins towards me (return) to 
attend my funeral rites, my friend, and lead me to the 
grave.‖ 

The elements of hope and expectations keep her alive in 
the face of great vicissitudes of love. Her dying in love could 
be recompensed if her beloved turns up even to attend her 
funeral and burial rites. Love is such an absolute 
commitment, which does not die with death. 

 نےگاسوؽ دے سہرے سوز دے 

 رایا ینہہ سراندبا یدرد

 گہنےدے ں کھاڈدے ہار  مونجھ

 نگر وچ سیا یوسد

―I am wearing chaplets of afflictions and colourful 
threads of passion around my wrist (symbolising 
marital bond). I am garlanded with anguishes and 
ornamented with sufferings. My painful arm is folded 
under my head, my friend, while dwelling in the city 
of despair.‖ 

She faces ordeals while living in the city of despair. All 
signs of nuptial happiness wear a cheerless look. The posture 
of intimacy comes to signify remoteness.  

 

ن

ہ  ی  ی

ن

ب
  ہایزدشمن و ایزاو ہ

 رایا یباند کیا یبرد کیا

  ارکھم بکھیڑ ما پیو
 ھ
چ

  
ی
 ا

 

 ر

 وچ ٹبرٹوک  ںیاکرد

―My art of loving is so peculiar that it has created 
enmity in my surroundings. My parents develop 
incongruities and brawls with me. Whether they are 
my maidservants or are my bondmaids, my friend, 
they ridicule me in my family.‖ 

The world is constitutive of her being. She faces hostility 
at the hands of her family members due to her being 
completely immersed in love. She faces great humiliation at 
being scorned by her maidservants and bondmaids. It is so 
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overbearing but the ablution of love helps her in peeling-off 
the layers of the self, which ultimately leads to nothingness.  

 گھاٹے ڈکھڑےمارو تھل دے 

 رایا یتڑ پھاند ںینہاڈرات 

 بن، کھوب، گپانے

 
ُ
 گپ، کھڈ، ک

 ونگر وچڈروہ  یرلد

―The difficult passes of the deadly desert are filled 
with sufferings. My feet stumble in mires, pits, 
cavities, quagmires and uneven patches of land. My 
day and night restiveness, my friend, makes me 
wretchedly wander in mountainous terrains.‖ 

The path of love is characterised by inward and outward 
hazards. She negotiates her way through all odds. It is so easy 
to lose than to find. 

 ھ صباحیں برہوں بلائیں
چ

ن

سب

 

 

س

 

 
ب

 ھ
چ
 رایا ینہ بھاند یدفر 

 دھائیں دؾ دؾ آہیں

ن

ن

کل

ن

ن

 

 چوٹ اندر وچ یلگڑ

―The calamities of love accompany me from dusk to 
dawn. There are heaves of sighs and imploring at 
each and every moment. Farid! The nuptial bed has 
ceased to appeal me, my friend. I have been hurt in 
the inmost chambers of my being.‖ 

His sufferings reach their climax when he is deeply hurt 
from within. The ordinary meaning of things starts fading 
away. It symbolises the withering away of his habitual self. It 
is a meaningful suffering leading to higher spiritual openings 
culminating in union. 
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Kafi-28 

 ؿکا بروچل ریا

 جڑ کر باؿ یسلا

 ونگر وچڈروہ  یرلد

 ؿ، جگر وچجا ،یدلڑ

―My friend Barochal! I am wandering wretchedly in 
the mountainous terrains. He has perfectly cast the 
arrow of love in my heart and being.‖ 

The arrow of love pierces her embodied self (whole 
being). The initiative of love comes from the side of the 
beloved. The seed of love germinates in the heart of the lover 
and fructifies in its fullness. Divine love ushers in a reciprocal 
relationship.  Human love, on the other hand, at times may 
be ‗one-sided,‘ and more or less a psychic affair being born in 
the human psyche and dying within it. It tries in vain to 
possess the other person as an object. Human love does not 
involve the whole being of a person because human psyche is 
just one of its aspects. It is, in a certain sense, misplaced love 
since all love is love of the divine. Love attains authenticity 
when psychical is transformed into the spiritual.  

ھ رجھا ںسرتیا ںسینگیا

 

ب

ن

کی
 یا

 ؿما ڑےمیڈ ںمیکو

 یاڈھوؽ کوں پا پنےا پنےا

   رولیا

 

 

ن

 ے بر وچس

―My same age friends have cultivated love with their 
beloveds and each one of them has united with her 
beloved. My own vanity has wretched me in desolate 
and deserted places.‖ 

Her friends have succeeded in realising union but the 
vanity of her individuality has stranded her in wilderness. The 
consciousness of her separative existence obstructs union 
with her beloved. She has to undergo sufferings in order to 
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realise that her individuality is not a thing but a series of 
relationships and it has no autonomous existence. The 
dawning of this metaphysical truth will ultimately lead her to 
attain identity with her beloved. 

 نہ پاواں بار اٹھاواں ریا

 واؿ ید ینرکھ و رکھ

 نواںگا ؿوگاوہانواں  نیر

 کوچے گھر گھر وچ ہر

―I bear the burden of not finding my friend. My eyes 
are filled with tears, while singing songs in the tune of 
wailing in each and every street and house.‖ 

The onerous burden of missing her friend is not merely 
conceptual but is existential, which shakes the fabric of her 
being.  

 گھاٹے بیا ڈکھڑے تتی یتر

 

 

 ؿپچھا گیا نجا سَ

 کھوب گپاٹے گھاٹے بنکھڑ

 مار اندر وچ کانی

―There is burning sand and passages of sufferings. 
There are cavities, quagmires and multiple uneven 
patches of land. He deserted me after piercing my 
being with the arrow of love.‖ 

The arrows of love shooting her being result in painful 
realisation of love. How could love be realised otherwise?  

 یحجازنور  حسن حقیقی

 سنجاؿسمجھ  صدقوں

 یباز ید زناز نیا ےکھید

 کوٹ شہر وچ یاآ

―The essential Beauty in the form of Hejazi Light is 
playing the game of priding and humility. Truly 
understand and recognize that he has descended in 
the City of Kot.‖ 

The Beauty of the Divine Essence, manifest in the 
enlightened form of Muhammad at Hejaz (Medina), is playing 
the game of transcendence and immanence. The colourless 
Light passing through the Muhammadan prism has assumed 
the colourful form of Fakhr Jehan (the spiritual master of 
Khawaja Ghulam Farid), who resides in Kot Mithan.  
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 ںگھاٹیا ںراہ اولڑے اوکھیا

 ؿاڈسوؽ و مارؾ

 ھد ے ککرے کنڈڑے کاٹھیا

ج ب

 ں

 ظلم قہر وچ یمآ

―The ways of difficult passes are intractable. My feet 
are being pricked with gravelling, thorns and wooden 
pieces. The afflictions are hammering me. I have 
become the victim of severe cruelty.‖ 

The severities and cruelties in the hazardous way of love 
indicate that he is on the right path. 

ہ ہت  ڈپہلے 

ن

ب
  ید 

 

 

 

 یقسمت پ

 ؿاڈکھ دا ڈ تڑاڈ

 و یںجمد

ی

ے
ھ
ل

  یامَڑ 
ھ

 

مب

 ی

 

 ڑ

 لوڑ

ھی 

 برہوں بحر وچ س

―My fortune has overturned ever since the primordial 
day. My miserable mother at the time of my birth 
gave me the dose of suffering. It plunged me into the 
ocean of love.‖ 

The cosmic nature of love is realised in the terrestrial 
world by virtue of suffering. He suffers to realise the Divine 
purpose writ in the ultimate nature of things. 

 ہووے ہمیشہ یددرد فر

 ؿتانگھ تے تا یرہند

 دےھودے د سارے پاپ دوئی

 نگر وچ یمپر پہنچاں

―Farid! I am having constant pain. It wipes out all the 
sins of duality. I have insatiable longing to reach the 
City of Love.‖ 

He considers it a sin to hold consciousness of his 
separative existence. The constant pain of separation heals 
the scar of his being in order to do away with the illusory 
sense of duality from his mind between him and his beloved. 
He has an intense existential longing to attain identity with 
love itself.  It is the supreme identity in which, he and his 
beloved cease to exist as such. The height of metaphysical 
love is achieved when polarisation is withdrawn by Love 
itself.   
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Kafi-29 

 

 

ڑ
م
ک

ن

ی

 کوڑ 

 

ھت
گ

ھ 

 

ت ب
 دیاہک حق کوں کر  یں

―Do cast aside the false and the valueless and 
remember the sole Reality.‖ 

The remembrance of the sole Reality is the invaluable 
truth. All else is false having no value. 

 دیافر نہہھاد یںکر د رت پوں تے گہلاکر  تھی

―Your insatiable cravings for worldliness are 
worthless and are essentially despicable like bloody 
watery substances oozing out from the body.‖ 

The craving of worldliness is despicable. It seals the higher 
possibilities of the self and soils the person in the infernal 
diabolical mires of his being. The sensate or the hedonist self 
solely craves for the gratification of lower impulses and ends 
up in bestiality. It captives his freedom and reduces him to an 
object of no use. 

 محض خراب آباد باجھوں احد حقیقی

―All things are merely depraved without the essential 
One.‖ 

Anything inconsonance with the Divine One is hideous.  

 برباد ہے فانی جوٹھا یمجازحسن 

―The profane beauty is false. It is ephemeral and 
ruinous.‖ 

The truth of sacred beauty is metamorphosed into the 
falsehood of profane beauty, which is both ephemeral and 
ruinous. The Divine Essence is Beauty itself manifest in all 
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forms of beauty. It is the presence of the Beautiful that lends 
beauty to things. However, divorcing permanence of beauty 
from its original source and considering it only as a terrestrial 
phenomenon, tantamount to declaring it to be autonomous 
and thus, degrading it to the level of the profane.  

 لیلیٰ

 

 مجنوں کت

 
ِ

 شیر کت

 
ِ

 فرہاد یںکت

―Where is Majnun? Where is Layla and where are 
Shireen and Farhad?‖ 

The lovers and the beloveds, glorified in the cultural tales 
of love, have gone beneath the earth. The manifestations 
have no reality in themselves. Reality belongs only to the 
Divine Essence, which manifests itself in different forms.  

 دہالک بے بنیا یخدا د کل شے غیر

―All things other than the Divine are perishable and 
devoid of being.‖ 

All things are bound to perish except the Face of God.  
There is no thing, which has an independent, autonomous or 
self subsistent reality therefore it is bound to perish. 

 فساد شور   کوجھا باجھ محبت ذاتی

―There is ugliness and mere loud chattering without 
divine love.‖ 

The absence of Divine love makes everything meaningless.  

  مرشد فخر جہاں نے

ک

 

ی 

م

 

ب

 اے ارشاد 

―Fakhr-i-Jehan, my spiritual master, has pontificated 
(solemnly declared).‖ 

 Fakhr-i-Jehan, his spiritual master, by virtue of realised 
knowledge has declared words of wisdom. 

  استاد ہے      ساڈا عارػ ابن العربی

―Ibn ‗Arabi, the gnostic, is our Master.‖ 
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Ibn Arabi, the gnostic, is his master who has taught him 
the doctrine of Oneness of Being (wahdat al wujud). 

 آزاد    وںغیر   رہو  ہمیشہ یدسمجھ فر

―Farid!  Understand it for all times.  Remain free of 
otherness.‖ 

The understanding of the doctrine taught by the master, 
both in its vertical and horizontal dimensions, has to be kept 
in view for all times. The reality of Divine Omnipresence 
leaves no room for the other. It is ‗seeing God everywhere.‘ A 
person achieves real freedom in the act of metaphysical 
realisation, when he becomes free from otherness in all 
spheres including his own. He realises that there is nothing 
beside the Principle and its Manifestations. The question of 
otherness does not arise. 
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Kafi-30 

 احمدد  وٹا تھی یساحدوں و اظہار حسن ازؽ دا تھیا

―The essential Beauty became manifest. Ahad‘s 
formlessness assumed Ahmad‘s form.‖ 

The Essence itself is the repository of infinite Possibilities. 
It desired, by virtue of love, to realise these Possibilities in the 
form of Attributes. The Nameless desired to be named. The 
undifferentiated Reality (Ahad) or the beauty of the Essence 
assumed the form of differentiated Reality through the 
Principle of Ahmad.  

 سلب ثبوت جتھاں مسلوبے

 “الابصار رہیدلا ”ہے 

 نہ مطلوبے اتھ نہ طالب

 مطلق، مطلق بے حد حدبے 

―Being and nothingness are transcended and there is 
neither seeker nor the sought. The Reality is beyond 
sense perception. It is Nondelimited Freedom and 
Freedom without delimitation.‖ 

Negativity (nothingness) implied in negation and positivity 
(being) understood as affirmation is both transcended to a 
degree in which there is neither the seeker nor the sought. 
The subject and object structure of reality is merely 
phenomenal and thereby ephemeral. The eye cannot perceive 
the Reality. How could sense-perception observe the 
supersensible Reality? The Essence is Nondelimited freedom 
and freedom without delimitation for there is no constraint, 
determination and limit in it. 

 یاآ ںیسودے د الغیب غیب

 دا گھنڈ اتار یّتاحد

 یالا ایرشہر شہادت د

 اطلاقوں محض مقید تھیا
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―He came from the Realm of the Most Invisible. He 
dwelled in the land of the visible. He unveiled 
himself.  He was Freedom itself, who assumed 
delimitation (delimited freedom).‖ 

The Essence assumed the form of Divinity in revealing its 
formlessness in manifested forms and became visible in the 
form of Being (world). Freedom itself has no opposite, 
constraint or delimitation but then it becomes delimited by 
being Nondelimited. Thus, pure Freedom warrants both 
Nondelimited freedom and the delimited one. Since there is 
no constraint in pure Freedom, therefore in the process of 
manifestation, Freedom appears in the form of a given 
freedom, which implies the possibility of a given constraint. 
Its remoteness from its primordial source is not absolute and 
thus it is ultimately brought back to its original source.  

 سبھ حق ہے حق ہے ،حق باطل

 ریاہے  ریاہے  ریاہے  ریا

 ں مغلق ہےبہوپر اے راز 

 اتے بد کوجھا نیک ہناسو

―Truth and falsehood is essentially truth itself but it is 
a much profound secret. The beautiful, ugly, virtuous, 
and vicious are our friends, companions, comrades 
and intimates.‖ 

The Absolute being Infinite is identical with ‗All-
Possibility‘ or ‗Universal Possibility.‘ The inexpressible 
Infinite has to delimit itself and take a determinate form in 
order to express itself. It gives rise to communication, 
radiation and relativity resulting in differentiation, contrast, 
and privation. The Truth, the Beauty and the Good have no 
opposites in themselves but once each is reflected in the 
manifested order, it appears in a particular form and this 
necessitates the possibility of a given opposite. The Truth, the 
Beauty and the Good are pure of falsehood, ugliness and evil 
respectively. It is in the process of manifestation that the 
Truth appears in the form of a given truth, which necessitates 
the possibility of a given falsehood. The Beauty appears in the 
form of a given beauty necessitating the possibility of a given 
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ugliness. The Good appears in the form of a given good 
necessitating the possibility of a give evil. The negative 
entities, namely falsehood, ugliness and evil are not parts of 
the Infinite. They are privations for they have no being in 
themselves. They have ‗a positive function of highlighting 
their counterparts a contrario‘. The remoteness of each from 
its original source is not absolute, therefore it returns to it. 
The ugly and the vicious ones are considered as friends 
because they have all stemmed from the same roots. The 
purity of their essence is beyond defilement. Isn‘t relative 
ephemeral in comparison to the Absolute? 

 نہ چگو او دلبر بے چوؿ و

 دا ہے بے شک تقرار تس

  ناہیں
ج 
  
ی
د ا

ن

 دا مثل نمونہ ی

 مجلّا مشہد عقبیٰ ،دنیا

―The beloved Reality is beyond the questions of why 
and how. It has neither, any thing resembling it nor, 
any thing matching it.  Undoubtedly, it is there in its 
recurring manifestations in this world, the next one 
and in the effulgence of the terrestrial / celestial 
realms.‖ 

The origin of the Beloved‘s Essence cannot be questioned 
or challenged. It has nothing to resemble and no thing to 
match it. There is nothing beside Him. There is nothing 
outside ‗the Metaphysical Whole.‘ The knowledge of the 
Essence is beyond human perception, conception and 
imagination. The entire worlds are constitutive of His 
recurring manifestations. 

  آئی تقلید گئی

چق

 

ٹ

 
ت
ے
ق
  

  فاش

ن

ّ  
 

 کل اسرار م

 تھئے واضح مکشوػ دقیقے

 زبر شد مد یرز برزخ

―The blind following has been displaced by eyeing 
witnessing. The subtleties by being unveiled have 
become absolutely clear. All mysteries of symbolic 
isthmus have become openly manifest.‖ 
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His religious stages of faith and reason have been 
surpassed. His eye of the heart has perceived the subtle 
realities. All the mysteries have become translucent to his 
consciousness. He has understood the mysteries of the 
isthmus couched in the language of symbolism. It has given 
him an understanding of the different layers or degrees of 
Reality.   

ا

 

 
 لطف ظہورا  ازلی ک

 قرار دؽ کوں تسکین تھیا

 گُر پورا سو سو شکر ملیا

ے رد ہوئے
ھ
 

سب

 خطرات شکوک 

―The primordial subtlety became manifest. We offer 
countless thanksgivings for its manifestation in the 
form of the Most Perfect Man. My heart is filled with 
calmness and tranquillity. All dangers and doubts 
have been cast away.‖ 

His heart is filled with gratitude to his Lord for 
manifesting His primordial subtlety in the form of the perfect 
Prophet. His blessings have cleansed his heart of all lurking 
dangers and doubts. His heart rests in peace.  

 مغاں مسجود جتو سے  پیر

ا

 

 
 من کر من اقرار ک

 سے  نماز نیتو یدفرض فر

 مقصد خود اصل حقیقی ہے

―The submission to the will of the tavern-keeper is 
Farid‘s standing for the obligatory ritualistic prayer. It 
is transforming faith into inward certainty. It is the 
true and real purpose (of submission to the spiritual 
master).‖ 

His real purpose, in the spiritual way, is to completely 
submit to the will of his spiritual master, whose will is 
identical with the will of God. It has transformed his faith 
into inward certainty. The Divine mysteries have unfolded 
before him. 
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Kafi-31 

  سیا سُن وو سہیلی

 ِ

 برہوں دے پنڈھڑے سخت بعید نیسک

 ―Listen! My cultured and accomplishing friend! The 
paths of love are quite distant.‖ 

It is equally a lesson for her intelligent friends that it is 
quite difficult to reach the destination of love.   

 یوغا د دے تیر یرنہ تقد یقضا د تیغ ںمیکو کل نہ

 

ک

 

ی 

م

 

ب

 شہید یدد یدوست د 

 ―I was neither aware of the sword of fate nor of 
destiny‘s arrow in warfare. The gaze of my friend has 
reduced me to nothing.‖ 

He was oblivious of the cosmic and terrestrial realities. He 
only knows that the look of his beloved has slain him.  

 ت  ڈجے 

ن

ب
 ے متر و ہ ہ

 

ڑ
 ھل
ٹ

 ے ی

 

ڑ
 ھل
ٹ

 ے 

 

ڑ
کلل
 قسمت جوڑے جوڑ 

 تے بخت عنید یدشد ریا

 ―Good fortune brings good friends. Destiny ties 
unintelligible relationships. My friend is imperious 
and fate is hostile to me.‖ 

Friendship is a boon from Heavens. His destiny has tied 
him to an imperious friend whose behaviour is so 
unintelligible. The development of love transforms 
unintelligible things into intelligible ones. 

 یسم آبادڈبر، جھر، جھنگ  سنج یکوں سمجھوں شاد پٹن ؿروو

 عید یڑڈہ محرؾ ساعشر
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 ―I consider crying and mourning as my marriage 
(happiness). Wilderness and thick forests seem my 
dwellings. My Eid (festivity) is (analogical to) 
suffering of the first ten days of Muharram.‖ 

The signs of his inner and outer environment have lost 
their ordinary meanings. His existentiality is conferring new 
meanings on things and events. He transposes these 
meanings in divinis. The act of crying and mourning is his 
marriage. He is happily tied to the bond of these states 
because it is all for the sake of his friend. The uneven places 
seem so even to him. He gets solace in thinking that he has 
left the comfort of his dwellings in order to meet his friend. 
The first ten days of Muharram in which, Imam Husayn 
faced the severest ordeals of his life along with his family and 
friends, and remained steadfast in love are a source of 
inspiration for him. It gives him happiness to know that 
oppression can never crush the soul of the lover. 

 وپندھیڑ ؿیوڈووہ  یووٹھڑے د ولکھ لکھ چھیڑ نگاںسو سو چھا

 یدآباد جد تھئی روہی

 ―The travellers have brought the news of rain in the 
desert. There are countless lines of herds and 
numerous shepherds that are adding to the renewed 
freshness of the desert.‖ 

Heavenly blessings refresh his feelings in the desert of his 
life.  

 یکرب و بلا د یقید یدِلڑ یجفا د و جور ےجند اسیر

 پلید یدیس سم رقیبڈ

 ―My life is captive of tyranny and oppression. My 
heart is locked in the narrow circuits of heightened 
pains and calamities. My rivals seem identical to the 
defiled Yezid.‖ 

Imam Husayn, the grandson of the Prophet, underwent a 
great suffering in the way of love and finally embraced 
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martyrdom at the hands of Yezid. Likewise, his rivals are not 
desisting from their Yezid-like behaviour in tyrannising and 
oppressing him. His home ground has turned into a ‗karbala‘. 
But he remains steadfast in love by the blessings of his 
beloved.  

 بھن 

 

ھت
گ

اجا ہسجادخرقہ بھٹ 

 

 ں شو پاک بہ بادہجا م

 مغاں تاکید کردؾ پیر

 ―The cup bearer lays stress on throwing away the 
saintly attire, casting aside the prayer mat and 
purifying the embodied self with the wine of love.‖ 

He questions his saintly attire and prayer mat if his 
embodied self is not purified with the wine of love. It is a 
recurring lesson of his murshid that he has to break the outer 
crust in order to reach the kernel. Love purifies the embodied 
self. Outwardness blocks inwardness. 

 دے مارو چاؽ تے خاؽ سیہ ز نگہ دےدے نا ریاسانوؽ 

 یدخر یدمفت فر سےتھیو

 ―The prideful eyes of my charming friend, his 
ravishing gait and black mole, has bought Farid for 
nothing.‖ 

The beautiful and charming friend buys him free of any 
cost. What else he wants?  
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Kafi-32 

 معبود بیوے ڈ ' کوں کر مسجود ریا

―Offer prostration to your Friend (attain 
consciousness of your nothingness in Face of the 
Absolute) and discard otherness.‖ 

The prostration to one‘s friend in wholesomeness makes 
the lover deeply understand the reality of the Absolute or 
God (called as the beloved or friend in the language of love). 
Metaphysically speaking, the ‗self-existence‘ of the Absolute 
and its reality or ‗range‘ as the Infinite leaves no room for 
otherness. The entire cosmos is the manifestation of the 
Reality. All is His manifestation.  Manifestation, by its very 
definition, cannot attain the status of (ilah) divinity beside the 
Divinity. It lacks self-subsistent reality. One can simply 
understand the meaning of otherness but cannot denote it 
since it does not exist. It is merely a mental concept without 
any corresponding reality. It is purely imaginary. The attempt 
to impute divinity to any thing except the Divinity is self-
defeating.  

 موجود نہیں غیر جانیںکوں  ریاہر صورت وچ 

―Discern your Friend in each form. There is no 
otherness (self-subsistent reality except the Reality).‖ 

The friend is Omnipresent, not only in the spatial and 
temporal sense but, in all vertical and horizontal dimensions. 
The friend has to be discerned in every form. How could 
there be any other presence beside the all-pervasive presence 
of the friend. The metaphysical understanding of this reality 
becomes manifest in the state of ultimate realisation.  The 
pseudo-concept of otherness vanishes like a mirage. 
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 کثرت ہے مفقود واحد سبھ اعداد کوں سمجھیں

―Understand the essential unity of all numbers. 
Plurality is impossibility.‖ 

Mathematics, the science of numbers in its various 
dimensions, is generally understood in its quantitative aspects 
but it is qualitative in its nature. The Pythagorean 
understanding of numbers derives their quantity from their 
essential quality. It is unity, which holds the multiplicity of 
numbers. The phenomena of quantification and diversity are 
simply not there. It is only eye of the heart, which directly 
perceives the principle of unity in numbers and things. All 
multiplicity is attached to unity.  

ل دے شوقوں ینفخر الد
ھ

 

مب

م دود 

کل

ن

ن

 دؾ دؾ 

―My each breath emits smoke in fondness of sweet 
Fakharuddin.‖ 

He reveres and loves Fakhruddin, his spiritual master, who 
is instrumental in guiding and helping him in attaining union 
with his beloved. 

 نابودگیا   ہو جب  یاصل ہوکوں حا یدوصل فر

―Farid attained union (identity) by ceasing to be.‖ 

The state of individual or mystic realisation leads to union. 
The lover loses his ordinary identity but still carries a sense of 
his individuality. The distinction between the lover and the 
beloved remains intact. However, at the higher level of 
metaphysical realization, he becomes fully consciousness of 
his ontological nothingness and thereby attains union. But he 
does carry with him a certain sense of individuality but that is 
qualitatively different from the one he had at the earlier 
stages. It has no parallel. The Divine fully takes over the 
human medium and acts through it. It is a stage of nonduality 
or the supreme identity. He ceases to exist as a lover but 
subsist in the Divine Consciousness of his beloved. ‗The 
supreme goal…is called moksha or mukti, that is to say 
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―Deliverance‖, because the being who reaches it, whatever 
state he may belong to and whatever his rank within that 
state, is freed from the bonds of conditioned existence by 
perfect identification with the Universal: this is the realization 
of what Moslem esoterism calls the ―Supreme Identity‖ and it 
is through this realization, and through it alone, that a man 
becomes a Yogi in the true sense of the word. The state of 
Yogi is not then analogous with any particular state, but it 
embraces all possible states as the principle embraces all its 
consequences‘. 
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Kafi-33 

 ریاوے  یولا ونجپے کتھاں جا ریاوے  یواساں کنوں دؽ چا

―You have cast me away from your heart, my friend. 
God knows, where you have established your 
intimate relationships, my friend.‖ 

Love is indivisible. Friendship is absolute without any 
parts. The feeling of being abandoned by the beloved casts a 
doubt that the beloved has contracted some new relationship. 
The lover has to undergo such mixed feelings in the state of 
love.  

 حاؽ کنوں بے حالی کیتو دا والی کیچ بروچل ریا

 ریاوے  یوپربت روہ رلا

 ―My friend Barochal! Master of Kech! You have 
made my state deplorable. You have made me 
wretchedly wander in hills and mountains, my 
friend.‖ 

Her transcendent beloved has made her condition worsen 
by stranding her in the wilderness of life. Love relationship is 
essentially existential, which unfolds the dynamics of the self 
in a situation. 

 
ہ 
مل

  ملک 
ی
 لوکاں ںیاوچ اوپر یکلہڑ میں جھوکاں نیوٹیو ر 

 ریاوے  یوہک تل ترس نہ آ

 ―You have started dwelling in the city of Malheer. I 
am alone stranded amongst strangers. You did not 
care to have even an iota of pity on me, my friend.‖ 
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She considers herself stranded among people who appear 
as outsiders to her during the transcendence of her beloved. 
Love has transformed her social perception. Things and 
events remain but their meanings go on changing with her 
changing perception. She has reached such an intensified 
state of suffering that she invokes pity of her friend. But, if 
her wish is granted at this stage then her love will ceases to 
ripen. Her beloved does not take pity on her because he 
wants her love to fructify. But in spite of this inkling, her 
hearts remains restless and finds no rest. She has no means to 
lift the curtain of transcendence. 

 جانا کیا کملی میں

ن

ہ ہی  ں ی

ن

ب
  تے قہرِ ظلمی کوں 

 َ

ن

  ین

 

ہ  ی  س

ن

ب
 کوں ہ

 ریاوے  یواڑا یدآپے د

 ―How could I know about the cruel wolf and the 
wild lion of love, being so inexperienced myself? You 
entangled me with your gaze, my friend.‖ 

Love is not a conceptual relationship. The existential 
metaphysics of love brings out the dynamics of love couched 
in existential categories. She finds herself thrown in the 
situation of love. She cannot free herself from the existential 
sufferings of love.  

 نہ نیتوناؽ  یوکرہوں قطار ں سُوہاں کیتوپناآپے ا

 ریاوے  یوبرما دھوتی کیں

 ―You yourself familiarised with me but while lining 
your camels you did not take me along with you. I am 
at a loss to understand as to who is that backbiter, 
who has instigated you against me, my friend.‖ 

She is at a loss to understand the reason for her beloved‘s 
transcendence after he initiated love in her heart. She does 
not find any cogent reason of his sudden departure.  Has any 
backbiter instigated him against her?  
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 کولا یکیر کیتو یوساڑ تڑو رولاڈکوں  مٹھی ریا

 

 
 
 

 ریاوے  یوتا ںں کیوکو یپ
 ―You have wretched me, the hapless one, my friend. 
You have burnt and reduced me to ashes. Why have 
you made the inept fiery, my friend?‖ 

She questions her beloved in making her suffer so much in 
the states of separation and disunion. 

 ںیوھالا کر چھوڑ سد یریا ںیوو آڈپے شہر بھنبھور آ

 ریاوے  یومفتا کوڑ کما
 ―You yourself came to the city of Bhambore and 
after cultivating friendship with me just walked away. 
You have earned unfaithfulness for nothing, my 
friend.‖ 

Her transcendent beloved assumed immanence in 
consonance with his will. She could not force him to love her. 
He nurtured friendship and then became transcendent. What 
did he earn by being unfaithful to her? Doesn‘t imputing 
human qualities, with all their delimitations, to the divine 
intensify love and pave the way of lover‘s union with his 
beloved.  

  ایںکڈ یدفر ریا

 ھل

ب

ن

سی

 

ی 

 

س

ووں  ی
چ 
 
سہ

 کر کوؽ  سڈ

ی ل

 

ی  ہ 

 

س

 ی

 ریاوے  یوجے وت بخت بھڑا
 ―Farid! When shall my friend take care of me and 
fondly call me and make me sit beside him? It will 
happen only when fortune starts smiling on me, my 
friend.‖ 

He remains stranded between hope and despair. But his 
despair is different from the despair of the modern man, 
which arises out of alienation and leads to depersonalization 
and dehumanization of existence. Just as there is hidden light 
even in darkness otherwise darkness would have been 
imperceptible; likewise there is animated hope beneath his 
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despair, which keeps him traversing the road of love in spite 
of all odds.  
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Kafi-34 

 ریاوے  ںیاسڑ وطن کنوں دلیں ںیاڈسا ریاوے  ںیااڑ اںیدہوں دڈ یسپرد

―You have gone to the remote land and my eyes are 
set there, my friend. My heart has become estranged 
to my native land, my friend.‖ 

‗A bosom friend afar brings a distant land near‘ but he 
feels afar in his native land. Love has its own spatio-temporal 
orders transcending the ordinary measures of space and time. 
The creative imagination of love works these miracles. 

  خبر نہیں
مل
ک

 نوکاں ںیابرہوں د تیز ںتیغا لوکاں ااںی  انہاں 

 ریاوے  ںیادرد منداں سرکھڑ

 ―These raw folk don‘t know that the sharp edged 
swords of love are hanging on the heads of those 
who are the compassionate ones, my friend.‖ 

The beloved is a hunter, who is constantly on the hunt. 
The naïve people do not realise that it is only a pure heart 
filled with compassion that gets hunted in the sanctuary of 
love. 

 دے شالا ناؽ اکھیں ںیکھاڈ ٹالا یسمموت کر جے تئیں

 ریاوے  ںیاشہر ارؾ شہ پر

 ―I pray that I witness the city of Garden and the 
fairies before death overtakes me, my friend.‖ 

She prays to witness her friend, the king of the celestial 
world, before her death. She wishes to attain the highest 
metaphysical stage of Self-realisation falling to the lot of a few 
chosen ones.   
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 ںیاناز خراماں من موہن د ںیاد سجن ریا کے چالیں یکھڈ

 ریاوے  ںیاوڑ کت کااں روہیں
 ―The pheasants have hidden themselves in the 
mountains after seeing the gait of my lovely friend 
and the prideful elegance of my beautiful beloved, my 
friend.‖ 

The manifestation of beauty in the terrestrial sphere is no 
match for the manifestation of beauty in the celestial sphere. 
Beauty itself ‗deployed‘ in the form of her beloved has 
sparked love in her heart. The intimate bond between beauty 
and love has unfolded itself before her.  

  ںسو سٹھ سہیلیا ںیا% ںجیہا میں

ن

ی ی

ن

ت
  راج  ااںی  ناز 

گہ
 ی  
ل
 ااںی  

 رایاوے  ںیاچر ںانیایود ںتھیا
 ―Your countless prideful and regal friends have 
become frantic and mad after you just like me, my 
friend.‖ 

A lover on the plane of human psyche strives to possess 
the beloved as an object, which is not possible or desirable. 
He considers the ‗other‘ as a threat to his love. The self-
defeating effort on this score leads to frustration exhibiting in 
negative emotions including rage and jealousy. However, 
divine love is beyond such psychic negativities. It is 
contracted by heart and is universal in essence.  

 

ک

 

 

س

 

ن

ب

  یمچا ی

ن

ت
 
ب 

 ا

 

 ر
ہ
 یماگو یدمفت فر یجندڑ یملا 

 ریاوے  ںیاگھڑ ںیاسُکھ د گیاںنبھ 
 ―I was destined to fall in love. Farid! I have lost my 
life just for nothing. The moments of peace have 
fleeted away, my friend.‖ 

The cosmic destiny of love unfolds itself in his life. He 
thinks that his life has been spent without achieving anything 
of real value. He had such a peaceful life, which he lost in 
contracting love with his beloved.  
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Kafi-35 

 تم سحر کرڈ راتیں کئی کر کر بن دلبر آہیں

―I have rotated many nights into dawns by constantly 
heaving sighs, without my beloved.‖ 

Her yearning for the beloved is a whole time affair 
involving her whole self. 

  یراوے رلد روہ روہی

د تھک  یںکڈ

ن

 ی
ٹ ہ

ُ  یںکڈ ی
 
 یج

ھلد 
 
ٹ

 ینت قدؾ قدؾ تے 

 وہر کر ریاسانوؽ  ہن

―I am wretchedly wandering in the mountains, deserts 
(rohi) and rocky grounds. I falter at each and every 
step. I sit down at times and at times I start walking. 
My charming beloved! Now, hasten to reach me.‖ 

The road to love has both inner and outward hazards. The 
determination to traverse the path of love in spite of all odds 
has to be shown at every step and more so when she 
encounter difficulties in the way. The choice to abandon the 
path always remains with her. It is freedom, which makes 
love possible. Man has been granted freedom that makes him 
the epitome of creation. It is spiritual freedom transcending 
the psychic one that unfolds the possibility of love.  

 سنج صباحیں ڈکھڑے کھیڈ

  جتھ

م
م

 
 
ی

 غوؽ بلائیں ن

 ڈونگھے ڈ
 ھ
چ

 ہیںجا ااںی  ونگر کو

ج د راخس  رچھ
 ھ
ٹ

 ر کرڈے 

―My mornings and evenings are filled with sufferings. 
There are infernal mountains and hideous places 
where even man-eaters, wild beasts, demons, bears 
and giants are scared to stay and thereby run away.‖ 
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The life threatening situations faced by her in the outer 
environment notwithstanding, she face the greatest threats 
from her psyche. Her self intimidates her. She understands 
that it is by constantly struggling against it that she will 
remain in the tracks of love. 

 بن عاشق اہل وفا دے 

 بن صاحب صدؼ و صفا دے

 بن شائق ذوؼ لقا دے 

 اتِھ آوے کوؿ گسر کر

―Who would cross these hazards and reach here 
without faithfulness in love, without fondness for the 
taste of witnessing and without the virtues of sincerity 
and purity?‖ 

Faithfulness in love is the edifice of love relationship. It is 
faithfulness, which keeps the lover tied to the beloved. How 
could the lover win his beloved if he betrays love? The one, 
who is not fond of witnessing, resembles the one who has no 
desire to see the beloved. Religiosity is content without 
witnessing the ultimate Reality (the beloved) but spirituality 
does not rest content with it and rises higher to have a direct 
contact with the Reality. The virtues of sincerity and purity 
demonstrate the truth of Oneness of Being without any trace 
of otherness. The success story of love is characterised by 
such universal dynamics. 

 ےیرجھوک پر نیتو لڈ

 ےہاں دے بیر روٹی سےڈ

 ےیرد یمدؽ درداں لا

 خوؿ جگر کر نیپا ںپیو

―You took away the household belongings and made 
your dwellings far away. Pains have started dwelling 
in my heart. The loaf of bread seems to be made of 
pieces of my heart. I am drinking water as if it was my 
liver‘s blood.‖ 

Love shakes the fabric of one‘s being. It is not merely a 
conceptual affair but it involves the whole man. The state of a 
lover‘s heart at times is analogous to the rough sea. 
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 کنڈڑے توؽ نہالی تھئی

 والی دا ہوت دلیں دؽ

 کھالیڈ ینڈ ؾیوڈگھر 

 ے گھر کرڈسا ! سینےآ

―My nuptial quilt and mattress have become thorny. 
My house has become haunted. The sovereign of my 
heart Punnal! Come back and set your dwellings in 
my heart.‖ 

Her heart is the abode of the beloved. The transcendence 
of the beloved makes it deserted and haunted. It is only when 
the beloved unveils that she has a homely feeling within 
herself.  

 سفر کر  کیچ ییرو گیوں

ھ
ج ک
ھد  

ج ک

 مر کر ںیساو یں

 ظلم قہر کر لیوجا جی

 ر قبر کرگومارو  تھل

―You proceeded towards Kech by being inimical to 
me. You have made my heart burn with severe 
cruelty. I will die by rotting in suffering. My grave 
shall be in the deadly desert.‖ 

The intensity of suffering faced by her at the 
transcendence of her beloved testifies to the fact that the 
beloved has perfectly cast the arrow of love in her heart. It 
indicates the ripening process of love. The toll of love is 
nothing less than her sacrificial head. 

 آِوے ڈوں یدفر ریا ہناسو

 جھوک وساوے یجڑا آ

  گل

س

 لاوے 

 
ب

 ھ
چ
 سہاوے 

 آہ اثر کر ی! ٹھڈڑہے

―Farid! I wish my beloved friend comes to embrace 
me and embellish the nuptial bed. His homecoming 
may enliven the deserted house. O‘ my cold sigh! Do 
fructify.‖ 

Love moves on the spectrum of hope and despair. In spite 
of deadliest sufferings, the light of hope remains shining 
beneath his despair. It is the element of creative hope that 
confers meaning to his sufferings. Doesn‘t ‗a light moth break 
the spell of pitch-black night‘? 
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Kafi-36 

 

ن

 

 ہے زار نزار نینما یدِلڑ ںیوسدہا کے کیچ 'پ

―Punnal! You left me and went to Kech. My modest 
heart is in a distressful state.‖ 

The state of separation after union or transcendence after 
immanence is so terrible for her. It is inversely proportional 
to union. Love embraces many a unions and separations 
before the ultimate union in which the lover and the beloved 
are in a supreme state of unison. 

 ےڈتا ٹوبھے نہ کوئی نہ کوئی ےڈاسا نصیب سپیا سیا

 سدؾ کرہوں قطارڈنہ راہ 

 ―The despairing thirst has fallen to my lot. There is 
neither any pond nor are there any transitory 
dwellings to be seen. There is not even a line of 
camels signifying the way.‖ 

The way of love both in its inward and outward 
dimensions is so testing. Her thirst of love can only be 
quenched by the presence of her beloved. Love like water 
sustains life. She feels being dried down from within. But this 
dry state is ultimately a harbinger of rain or heavenly blessings 
(responsiveness of the beloved). She finds herself as a lone 
traveller but unlike an alienated person, she remains in a state 
of solitude. She is not like an alienated person who is ‗lonely 
in crowd and crowded when alone‘. She finds no indications 
of her beloved‘s return but beneath this seemingly despair 
there is an element of hope. If the possibility of the beloved‘s 
return was not there, then the drama of love would have 
finished there and then. Her constant expression of sufferings 
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is paradoxically the expression of her hope. She has freely 
chosen love. She is free from inner and outer compulsions. 
Her attachment with her beloved is not symbiotic since it 
does not stem from the psychical plane. It is purely a free 
relationship. She understands the game of love; otherwise she 
would have thrown her cards long ago. 

 کوں تار متاراں سوؽ تتی کھ ہزاراںڈ ےدرد گھنیر

 برہوں 

ٹ 

 
 ھ
ج

  
ی
د ا

ن

 روز آزار ی

 ―I am bearing heavy pains and undergoing countless 
sufferings. I am the inept one, drowned in the river of 
afflictions. There are increasing distresses intensified 
by love everyday.‖ 

The periods of ‗the dark night of the soul‘ have to be 
borne till sudden illuminations start sprouting in her heart.  

  سٹ کر شاہی
ھ

 

ٹ

  
ی

ِ  ٹھیک یباند سااں
  سوہ 
ی

 یدں غما یتر سااں

 لوگ و کیجو

ِ

 ریاکرسِ

 ―I shall abdicate the royal way and become a 
bondsman. I will live the tradition of sorrowfulness 
though people may detest me for that, my friend.‖ 

Her perception is transformed in the state of love. Her 
ordinary understanding of things and events withers away. 
Things remain as such but their meanings go on changing. It 
is the spontaneity or creativity of love, which makes her 
abandon the royal way so readily and become a bondswoman, 
instead. Reason never agrees to such an arrangement because 
it is poised at a lower level. Her choice, at the plane of the 
Intellect, is not hard for her. Her new perception alters the 
customary meanings. Now, royalty signifies nothing for her. 
Her act of divesting herself of her being and having for the 
sake of her beloved is not at all difficult since her 
consciousness has been transposed to a higher level. How 
could she be termed mad in love, while she leaves the lower 
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for the sake of the higher? Is that person wise who leaves the 
higher for the sake of the lower?  The lover is blessed with 
the wisdom of love.  

 

س

 

 
ب

 ھ
چ
 رات نبھاواں گن گنتارے  تڑپھاواں نہ بھاوؾ پئی 

 نہ غم خوار ساتھی نہ کوئی

 ―I am restless in the nuptial bed that is of no appeal 
to me. I am passing my night by counting the stars 
(doing the impossible and just whiling away the time). 
I have neither any companion nor any comforter.‖ 

The nuptial bed symbolises union that has no meaning in a 
state of separation. Love is absolute and it has no relative 
concerns unless they manifest it in its absoluteness. Love is 
not a concern among other concerns. It is essentially ‗the 
Ultimate Concern.‘ She suffers but there is no one to share 
her sufferings. Isn‘t the absence of any companion or 
comforter, in the ripening state of love, a boon from Heavens 
otherwise love could not ripen to its fullness?  

  موؽ نہ بھاندے ؿیرو ما پیو

ن

 ی
مہ

 
 
ی

 بردے باندے ؾیوڈ ن

 عار ںیاکرد ںسرتیا ںسینگیا

 ―My parents are my adversaries and they are 
absolutely not appealing to me. The bondsmen and 
pageboys rebuke me. My same age friends have 
started detesting me.‖ 

Her parents have become her adversaries because they do 
not understand her being poised at a higher state. The 
rebuking attitude of the bondsmen and pageboys is also 
understandable since they are the passive vehicles of their 
times. Her same age friends detest her because they simply 
ply with worldly success. The animosity against her by 
different segments of society is primarily due to her rising 
higher than their ordinary individual, social and cultural 
consciousnesses. Unlike her contemporaries, who are chained 
in illusions, she has freed herself and seen the Reality. She is 
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similar to the one in Plato‘s ‗Allegory of the Cave,‘ who sees 
the light and comes to share with his companions tied in 
darkness but everything falls deaf on their ears. 

 نےنہ رمز پچھا یدفر غیر نےجاتن  سوئی یلگڑجس تن 

ج اا
م

ن

ٹ

 ریادلبر  ہناسو 

 ―The self, who is existentially involved in such 
situations, can only understand it. Farid! The outsider 
cannot have any clue to it. Only my beautiful beloved 
knows (the rationale of my suffering in love).‖ 

The state of love is unique, which is opaque to ordinary 
consciousness. People tend to measure his inwardness by 
their outwardness. They cannot understand the lover because 
his love has placed him at a higher level. A higher state of 
consciousness can perceive the lower state but the lower state 
cannot perceive the higher one unless it itself achieves that 
state. This is precisely the reason that the creative persons 
have to pay a heavy price at the hands of their 
contemporaries who being outsiders fail to measure his 
intellectual heights. Love being the most creative act has the 
severest animosity. The only redeeming factor is that his 
beloved knows about his sufferings. It gives a meaning to his 
entire suffering, which he undergoes for his sake. The 
possibility of human and divine communication is a blessing, 
which falls to the lot of the lucky ones.   
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Kafi-37 

 
 
ت

 بولا 
ی 

ر 
س

ن

ی

ووں پاواں 

ن

سی
ک

  لنڈھو 

ک

 

ی 

م

 

ب

 نامنظور 

―Why I should wear nose ornaments, when my 
beloved has repudiated me?‖ 

Love is not a static phenomenon but is highly dynamic. 
The ripening process of love undergoes many a stages, which 
have to be traversed by her. She feels no need of 
ornamentation after being renounced by her beloved. 
However, the beloved‘s repudiation is temporary and it 
matures the lover in such trying and testing situations. 

 نوں بینا

 

 لاواں کجلا پاواں سرخی بناواںمانگھ  ںکت

 دا وسدا دور تتی ریا

 ―I should wear my forehead ornaments, fill parting 
line of my hair with red-lead, and apply collyrium and 
rouge, for whom? The friend of the inept one dwells 
far away.‖ 

What is the use of ornamenting when her beloved dwells 
far away? It is not a spatial distance as such since the beloved 
is nearer to her than her neck-vein. It is the veiling of the 
beloved, which is expressed in the form of distance. It is an 
existential distance that can be traversed in a single moment 
of union.  

ا نیپرا پیت

 

 
 عشق اولڑا لوں لوں سیتا کملا ک

 پورکوں پل پل  پووؿ تتی

 ―The primordial love has made me wild. The 
intricate love has knitted each and every fibre of my 
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being. I am inept suffering from unintelligible (breath 
taking) fits at each moment.‖ 

Love itself manifests in the form of primordial love 
polarised as the lover and the beloved. It is not psychic love 
but the spiritual one that fully knits her. She suffers love with 
her entire being.  

 یدھوڑ ید ریا قبلہ قد میں یموڑ یڈاسا زطرز نیا

 غرور چاؽ یحسن ازؽ د

 ―I adore the dust of my friend‘s feet. I treasure the 
way of humility. The mode of the primordial beauty is 
so prideful.‖ 

Beauty itself manifests in all forms of beauty. The 
primordial beauty is both transcendent and immanent. Beauty 
and love are intimately related. Beauty inspires love and love 
worships beauty. The lover is reduced to nothingness under 
the spell of awe-inspiring beauty. 

  ںسرتیا ںسینگیا

س

 

 
ب

 ھ
چ
 لاوؿ گلور  یلینہہ چوڑبا وؿسہا 

 مہجور مفت رہی ہک میں

 ―My same age friends are laying their nuptial beds.  
They embrace their beloveds with their ornamental 
hands. I am the one, who has been forsaken for 
nothing.‖ 

The realisation of love by her friends makes her 
experience an intense feeling of being forsaken by her 
beloved. It is a kind of despair but with a hidden hope of 
universal realisation. 

 کرہوں قطارے بروچلجتھاں  تھل دے چارے یمنا یواد

 ککڑے 

 

 

 

 کوہ طورپ

ن
ِ
 

 ے ہ

 ―The valley of Aiman is that part of the desert, where 
my beloved lines up the camels. Its yellow sand dunes 
are mount Tur.‖ 
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The desert and sand dunes in relationship to the beloved 
are likened to Aiman valley and mount Tur mentioned in the 
story of the prophet Musa. The subject-object structure of 
reality ushers in new meanings in his perceptive mind. 
Ordinary things become sacred in relationship to the divine.  

ارؿ، سخت ستاوِ 
َ
  ؿمُلاں م

گ

 

 

ڑ
 ھ
ج

 نہ پاوؿ ے راز دا بھیت

 معذور

ن
ِ
 

 بے وس شودے ہ

 ―The clerics thrash me and are highly vexing. They 
are helpless, ineffective and disabled to unravel the 
deeper mysteries.‖ 

Religiosity cannot fathom the deeper mysteries of 
spirituality. The clerics react because they cannot understand 
the mysteries of the way. They project their own incapacities 
to the men of understanding. 

 نےیماا ینا دڈسا بیشک نےدے وعظ نہ بھا نےملوا

 دا دستور ابن العربی

 ―The sermons of the clerics do not touch us. 
Undoubtedly, our committed way is the tradition of 
Ibn‘ Arabi.‖ 

The sermons of the clerics do not touch the inner being of 
the ones who are committed to the metaphysical doctrines of 
Ibn Arabi. The clerics consider the religious phenomena as 
static. They have no concept of the stages of religious life. 
They are stranded at the first stage of faith and fail to move 
on to the highest stage of discovery where faith or ‗iman‘ is 
transformed into the act of experiencing God. Their 
understanding is bereft of metaphysics, tradition, cosmology 
and symbolism. They have no doctrinal understanding of the 
Oneness of Being and its realisation. The tradition of Ibn 
Arabi takes one to the highest metaphysical stages by realising 
ontological nothingness in the ‗Face of the Absolute‘ 
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 بن بسطامی نیکہہ سبحا میعاشق مست مداؾ ملا

 منصور آکھ انااحق  تھی

 ―The entranced lover exists beyond disdain. Say: 
‗Glory to me‘ and become Bistami. Say: ‗I am the 
Truth‘ and become Mansur.‖ 

The entranced lover exists beyond the reproach of 
religiosity. He in the process of metaphysical realisation 
reaches a stage where the servant-Lord axis is withdrawn by 
the Self. The Divine fully takes over the human medium. The 
human becomes the receptacle for the expression of the 
Divine. The human tongue remains but whatever it utters is 
the Divine Speech. Do achieve the position of Bayazid 
Bistami so that the Divine utters the word ‗Glory to me‘ 
through your medium. Do realise the metaphysical stage of 
Mansur Hallaj so that the Divine says ‗I am the Truth‘ 
through your tongue.  

 صرػ سعادت شاہد مستی عبادت عین حسن پرستی

 غفلت محض حضور غیبت

 ―The adoration of Beauty is real worship. The 
intoxication of witnessing is felicity. Absence and 
forgetfulness are essentially modes of presence.‖ 

The Reality is Beauty itself manifest in all forms of beauty. 
Adoring Beauty is worshipping the Most Real who is the 
Most Beautiful. The intoxication of witnessing the Beauty is 
felicity. All the beautiful things manifest or reflect the Beauty. 
One may be aware or not but he loves the Most beautiful in 
the objects of beauty. Loving a beautiful object as the 
manifestation of the Beauty is sacred but loving it for its own 
sake is profane. The transcendence and immanence of beauty 
has to be experienced in simultaneity in a beautiful object.  
The ontological mirror of nothingness (absence) reflects the 
beautiful face of the beloved (presence). The absence of the 
self is the presence of the Self. 
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  ید یدفر یتر

 

 

ُ 

 یرہندا صوؾ صلواتاں عار یسار یپ

 مشرب ہے مشہور یرند

 ―The tradition of Farid is wholly overturned. He 
exists beyond ritualistic prayer and fasting. He is 
famous for his inebriated way of life.‖ 

The whole Faridi tradition is counter to religiosity. It 
transcends ritualistic modes of worship. One no more needs 
the staircase after reaching the top. His inebriation has led to 
an encounter with his beloved.  He has realised union.  
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Kafi-38 

 ریاکم دے  کہیں سےگیونہ رہ  ریاے جمدجے ،  گلکھ ڈپئے 

―The sufferings have become my lot ever since my 
birth, my friend. I have become worthless of any 
other work, my friend.‖ 

The primordial love is absolute. It does not leave any 
room for worldliness.  

  سےڑ کیتوجابہار ا باغ

 سےوار تھیو دنیا دولت

 توسےڈہار سنگار وسار 

 ریادؾ دے  ڑے%نوکر 

―I have deserted the blooming gardens. I have 
become oblivious of my makeup. I have sacrificed the 
treasures of the world for your sake. I am completely 
subjected to you, my friend.‖ 

The beloved is not one of the objects amongst other 
objects, even if imputed the highest value. He is the sole 
Subject. The worldly possessions have no meaning in his 
eyes. His greatest treasure is his friend. He loves him in 
wholesomeness. 

ٹھڑے ںر اساں توشرؾ شعو
ُ
 ر

 
ک
  گھولے، صدقے 
ی
ے

 

ت
 ے 

 

ڑ
ھ

 

ب
ُ
م

 

 ے

 
 

ُ ن

 

 ننگ نموز دے سانگے ن

 ریابھرؾ دے  ،آسرے بھیم

―My awareness and intelligence have cooled down 
towards me. The ties of honour and prestige have 
been severed. I have sacrificed for you all my destined 
supports, bearings and respects, my friend.‖ 

The worldly intelligence along with ties of honour and 
prestige fall in oblivion in the state of love. He sacrifices his 
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individual, social and cultural supports and values at the altar 
of his beloved. 

 ہک و

ی

 

ل

 
ھ
  احراؾ حرؾ دے ے

 ؾ دےجر ینپابند ہوں د نہ

 ہک و

ی

 

ل

 
ھ
 زنار دھرؾ دے ے

 ریاعشق دے غم دے  بندڑے

―We are dressed in the pilgrimage robe at times and at 
times we wear the sacred cross thread. We are not 
bound by the religious mode. We are only subjects of 
the sorrows of love, my friend.‖ 

The religious modes no more remain binding on them. 
They transcend the phenomena of religiosity and enter the 
universal realm of love with all its sorrows. 

  چاؽ انوکھی یکھوڈ

 

 

 

 یپ

  ید ے% ناز

 
 

 یراند نہ ک

  کئی پہنتی ونج کئی

 

ہ ب

 مر
ھ
 

 

 یڑ

 ریاوہ آدؾ دے  گسرے

―Witness the novel and overturned move by virtue of, 
which numerous ones reached the destination and 
many got tired and perished. Many people have gone 
but the game of your pride has not ended, my friend.‖ 

The die has been cast. The intricate game of love is being 
played by the prideful beloved. It is the game of 
contemplating Himself in the mirror of the lover‘s heart. The 
one who polishes the mirror of his heart wins, but the one 
who tires down in the process and discontinues loses, but the 
game continues.  

  نےے ماڈ، پھوگ اسانےلا

 ڈ

ھ
ک

 سدے سکڑے 
ی 
ر 

 

ی
 نےکما 

 

 

 

 

 ے، پ

 

ر

 

 ھی
ٹ

 نےہر، ٹکاڈے، 

 ریاباغ ارؾ دے  گیسا

―We are proud of the desert plants and bushes. The 
dunes, the peaks of dunes and the areas between 
dunes have become our abode. The dried fields of 
melons are identical with those in the Garden of 
Eden, my friend.‖ 
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He is not alienated. He develops relatedness with the 
desert (self). He has left his beautiful mansions (worldly 
attachments) and delved in just for the sake of his beloved. 
He leaves the outward for the sake of the inward. It gives him 
a sense of belongingness.  Love changes his perception of 
everything around him. 

  یدفر ریا

مل

 
 

ب

 م گھر اندر

  کھاوؿ
 
ت

ووں بولے 
چ 
 
سہ

 
ی 

ر 
س

ن

ی

 

 ریوں زگوسہا گپانواں بھا

مد ے  لچکے ُ
س

 ریاکل سُر

―Farid! If I discover my friend in the infinite depths 
of my being, then I will wear jewellery with nuptial 
happiness. My nose ornaments would be readily 
moving with regularity, elegance and grace, my 
friend.‖ 

He will be so happy in finding his friend in the inmost 
chambers of his being. His happiness will make him 
ornament himself in ecstasy. 
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Kafi-39 

  نیپرا پیڑ

ی 

 

ی 

م

 

س

ا  

 

 
  ک

ن

ی

 ناؽ نہ 

ی 

م

 

ب

 ریاسانوؽ  

―The primordial pain has made me impatient. My 
charming beloved did not take me along with him, 
my friend.‖ 

It requires great patience to bear the old pain of 
unresponsiveness.  

 

ن

 

 نےپکڑ نیتو یزورا زور نےکوں چا بھرمیو ریاپ

 مار یپوونے شالا رب د

 ―They again outwitted me by instigating my friend 
Punnal against me. They overpowered him and took 
him away. I pray that the wrath of the Sustainer befall 
them.‖ 

She invokes Divine help against the forces that separate 
her from her beloved. 

 اںنولا گلرو رو کرڑ کنڈا  ہواڑاں کھوج نہ پاواں پیر

  نین
سک

 
ی
ے

 

ت
 زار نزار 

 ―I follow the footprints but I cannot find his clue. I 
embrace thorny shrubs and thorns in the state of 
crying. My thirst for his vision has impaired my eyes.‖ 

It is a moment of great despair when the foot prints at a 
certain point disappear without giving any clue of the 
beloved. It is so difficult to bear the transcendence of the 
beloved. 
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سااتھل مارو  راہی تھی
ل
ُ
س  لانڈھی ںج 

لَ

لساں بیلہتے 
ُ
 ر

 

ک

 سنج بر، بار، 

ی 

م

 

ب

 گھر بار 

 ―I will become a traveller and go in the deadly desert. 
I will wander wretchedly in Landi and Lasbela. I have 
made my dwellings in wilderness and forests.‖ 

It is again the desire to unite with the beloved that makes 
her wander in wilderness. 

 ے کھارے پانی

 

ڑ
ھ

 

مب

 پلڑے نہ کوئی موؽ نہ ِ
 
 چارے نہ کج

 سدؾ شتر سوارڈنہ رہ 

 ―There is no water at all, whether sweet or alkaline. 
There is neither any stored rainwater nor any sign 
leading to water. I also can‘t find a camel rider.‖ 

The absence of water that sustains life symbolises her utter 
dry state. There are no indications of the transcendent 
beloved assuming immanent form. 

  ںیاوسر
گ

ن

ی
 ی  رنگ ر
ل
 چھائیں ںیاباغ بغوچڑے ٹھڈر ئیںجا ااںی  

 بار گہنےنے گاسہرے 

 ―The colourful and beautiful places, gardens, 
orchards and cool shades, the chaplets, colour threads 
around wrist (symbolising marital bond), ornaments 
and necklaces, all have been renounced by me for 
your sake, my friend.‖ 

The colours of life fade away when the friend ceases to 
respond. Things do have their objective existence but their 
meanings vary from state to state. Love provides an 
existential understanding of things, which rises higher than 
mere sensory or conceptual considerations. 

 ںنہاسو ؿاَ  ںلا کر تھیو یریا نازک شوخ مزاج انوہاں

 قوؽ قرار گئے گل ےکیڈ
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 ―You are tender, amorously playful and carefree but 
after cultivating friendship with me you have become 
so indifferent. Why your lively commitment of love 
has deadened?‖ 

The beloved‘s becoming indifferent in the course of time 
remains an enigma for her. She is at a loss to understand the 
lively commitment turned into deadness. Isn‘t it preparatory 
for a final encounter with her beloved? 

 ےڈدے نا  کرؾ تتی

 
 

  کھ م

ک

 کرؾ نہ 

ی 

م

ُ

 

ب

 ے 

 

ڑ
ھ

 

مبِ

 مارو 

 

 
 

 

 تڑس ہارڈ یباز یج

 ―The destined sufferings of the inept one have not 
ended. My ravishing sweetheart has not blessed me. I 
have lost the winning game of love.‖ 

She feels that she has lost the game of love but still she 
goes on playing it. It is the element of hope, which keeps her 
dynamic when other things become static. 

ساا  کیچ

ن

ی

 

ی
  ںجیسا ں جے تئیںڈو

ھ

 

ٹ

  جے وؽ ولساں کافر 
ی

 سااں

 وچ پا گل
ُ 
 مہار یتپر ی

 ―I will constantly make efforts to reach Kech till the 
last breath of my life. I will die in sinfulness if I turn 
back.  I am wearing the thread of love round my 
neck.‖ 

Her wearing the thread of love around her neck signifies 
her total commitment with her beloved. She considers it as a 
great sin to renounce her beloved in spite of great odds. She 
continuously resolves to keep in the tracks of love till the last 
breath of her life. 

 ںسبھ اٹھ کاٹھیا ںچاڑھیا ںلاہیا ںچاٹیا ںٹیاگا ںگھاٹیا ںاوکھیا

 وں

 

 وں ک 

 

ڑ
چ 
س

 سو سو غار 
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 ―There are arduous passes, rocks and blocks of 
stone, numerous downward and upward difficult 
paths and hundreds of caves at right and left sides to 
be found in the way.‖ 

The path of love is not an easy path. It is an absolute 
commitment with the beloved. She has to face a number of 
physical, social and cultural hardships while sustaining love 
relationship. 

 
ت 
ھ

 

ب
 ے وا پیا 

 

ر

 

 ھی
ٹ

 کوڑ نکماں یشہر بھنبھور و ںجمادا  ہن

 وار وطن حقیقی ہئی کیچ

 ―Do cast aside the reverence of being born at a 
specific place (Bhuta Wain). The city of Bhambore is 
false and valueless. My real original abode is Kech.‖ 

The abode of the beloved (heart) takes precedence over 
the lover‘s native place (self). Love is such a unique 
phenomenon that it requires total renouncement from her for 
the sake of her beloved. The act of renouncement is not 
externally imposed but arises from within her. She is not 
asked to obey any commandment. It is the subtlety of love 
that makes her renounce everything with such ease, which 
otherwise is so difficult. Religiosity remains stranded whereas 
spirituality works wonders.  

  یدفر ریا

ک

 نہ 

ی 

م

 

ب

 لیگو یسم بندوؼ دڈ سرخی لیگو 

ل دھاد
ج 
ک

 تلوار تھئی یر 

 ―Farid! My friend did not make me his bondmaid. 
The red pill (lipstick) seems to me gunshot. The black 
line of collyrium seems to me the edge of the sword.‖ 

The state of love is so absolute that all things are measured 
in reference to his beloved. The beloved is the measure of all 
things. The ordinary meanings of things dwindle into 
insignificance. The only meaning of things is in their 
relatedness to his beloved. 
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Kafi-40 

 کوں ہے سخت غرور ںہنیاسو ںجاناشک  ں، بےجانابے شک 

―I am absolutely certain without any doubt that the 
beautiful ones are extremely proud.‖ 

Love is a game of transcendence-immanence-
transcendence. Love itself (transcendence) is polarised in the 
forms of the lover and the beloved (immanence). The veiling 
of the beautiful beloved or his pride (transcendence) is the 
source of greatest sufferings for her for she desperately 
desires his unveiling. But she does not realise that a 
premature veiling is bound to destroy love. How could there 
be union without intensified suffering, which leads to the 
ripening of love? 

 وں ہارِؿ ہار اسا ےڈمونہہ سر خاک سنگار اسا

 

ڑ
چ 

ن

ہ ب

 ےڈ

 ہے دور تے کیچ ہوت ہے کیچ

 ―The dust on my face and head is my makeup. The 
continuous flowing tears are my garlands. My beloved 
is in Kech and Kech is far away.‖ 

The beloved gives meaning to her world. The abode of the 
beloved (heart), in her eyes, makes her everything subaltern to 
it. 

 ساڑے سوؽ سہاوے یںکیو لاوے یریانت  یںنو ریا

 نازک نرؾ کرور یدِلڑ

 ―My friend develops new intimacies.  How could my 
tender, soft and delicate heart bear this terrible jealous 
visitation?‖ 
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Love is a continuous transformation from the plane of 
psyche to the plane of the Spirit. The reflections of negative 
emotions, like jealousy, are the vestiges from the psychic 
world. It is the intense heat of suffering, which ultimately 
succeeds in burning them out. 

 ت  ڈ

ن

ب
 یبھر د آہیں یرات نجرد یماس کوں چ َ د ہڈ تتی ہ ہ

  مَرد

 

  سَ

 

 صبح سحور یسَ

 ―I am the inept one who in the morning churns her 
flesh and bones and at night gets consumed by 
heaving sighs. I keep on dying by burns till the 
morning dawns.‖ 

The state of neither living nor dying has to be perpetually 
faced by her. Can the raw meat be cooked without fire? 

ا ڈکھڑےپڑھ بسم اللہ   
 
 ںپیسا کر کر جھولی ںخوشیا ںچ

 ہے منظور ںجے وت تیکو

 ―I shall bear all sufferings by starting with the name 
of Allah. I will own them with happiness if my plight 
is in accord with your will.‖ 

She realises that her sufferings are in consonance with the 
will of her beloved. Love imparts a deeper understanding of 
the law of things, which remains opaque to the ordinary 
consciousness. 

  آوے موت نہ میلا دا لیںدور وسے منظور د
ھ

 

ٹ

  
ی
د ا

ن

 ی

 قہر کلور پیشیں ،یںفجر

 ―My heart yearns for my friend who dwells far away.  
I neither die nor do I have union with him. I remain 
under immense severity from morning till evening.‖ 

Her sole purpose is to have unison with her beloved. The 
goal becomes so ingrained in her embodied self that she 
reaches the state of either/or (either she unites with her 
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beloved or death overtakes her). But in spite of her existential 
either/or, she has to wait in receptivity for the final outcome. 

ھد 

 

ٹ

د   یںا

ن

 ی
ٹ ہ

 واںگا ؿوگاروواں کھانواں  ولاواں ینو یں

َ  ر
 
َ  ہ
 
 ہے تار تنبور گہ

 ―I wail every now and then. I cry and keep singing 
the sad song. My each and every nerve has become a 
string of the tambour (musical instrument).‖ 

It is intensified suffering within the infinite depths of her 
consciousness that makes her nerves turn into strings of a 
musical instrument and thereby lead to wailing and sad songs. 

ہ ہت  ڈ جیں

ن

ب
 ںنگاما ںھیامیند ںسرخیا ںیاجڑاُ  تانگھاں ںیالگڑوؽ  ںیاد 

  بولے بینے
 
ت

 
ی 

ر 
س

ن

ی

 چور 

 ―The day my heart started longing for you, it led to 
the fading away of my rouge, henna, and the parting 
line of hair on my head. My nose and forehead 
ornaments have got crushed.‖ 

The first signs of love appear when she becomes oblivious 
of her outwardness and concentrates on her inwardness. 

 ہے قمر و شودے سچ آکھیا رودھے ڈتڑےنوں  یدفر ریا

  رداںبید

ن

ہ  ی  ناؽ ی

ن

ب
 کوڑ ؿلاو ہ

 ―Farid! My friend has bestowed hardships on me. It 
has been said by a wise man that it is not right to 
nurture love with someone who is heartless.‖ 

When he looks at the hardships bestowed upon him by his 
friend, he realises the truth of a wise man who says that it is 
imprudent to contract love with someone who is heartless. 
However, the social and cultural wisdom fades away in face 
of the primordial wisdom. Isn‘t the so-called heartlessness of 
the beloved essentially a positive act to fructify love? 
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Kafi-41 

ؽ وس وو  ریاوو ھےیزو سنجتوں باجھ تھئے 
َ
 ریاوو ےآنیڑ سجنو

―My dwellings have become deserted without you, my 
friend. Do come and dwell with me and be near to 
me, my friend.‖ 

The feeling of nothingness or desertedness can only be 
overcome when the Self unveils itself within her individual self.  

ھااکے قدسی

ل
ِ
ی 

 کے بنامحرؾ راز  پناا گھر وچ کوؽ 

 ریاوو ےیرسخت پر کیتو
 ―You invited me to your blessed dwellings. You 
made me share your secrets. Why have you now 
greatly distanced yourself from me, my friend?‖ 

The pure Essence transformed itself into Attributes and 
contracted the primordial covenant. She is at a loss to 
understand the mystery of separation and disunion. 

 راپیا تے چڑھ لیٹ سینے توں بن سارا ملک اندھارا

 ریاوو ےیرتے کر د ںاکھیا
 ―My entire dominion is full of darkness, without you. 
My beloved! Ascend on me and lie on my chest. 
Remain dwelling in my eyes, my friend.‖ 

The state of ontological nothingness is symbolised by 
darkness. She craves for the light of Being to shine in her eyes.  

   ریا
ہ
چ 

  
ی
د ا

ن

   ی
ہ
م

  چاک 
ی
د ا

ن

 دا ے درد  دلیںڈث ساوار ی

 
 ھ
چ

  نہ کر کوڑے 
ی

 ے

 

 ریاوو ر
 ―My beloved friend! The shepherd of the herd!  You 
are the cause of my heart‘s pain. Do not resort to 
false brawls with me, my friend.‖ 
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The existential contradictions between her and the 
beloved help her in achieving higher states of love.  The 
contradiction between Being and nothingness ultimately leads 
to the fruition of love. 

 رکرساں ٹوٹے پرزے بیو ریوتر ،باہیں ر،نیو ر،یوز

سااں سہرے وو

 

سی
 ریاپٹ پٹ 

 ―I will render to pieces my jewellery, anklets, 
bracelets and apparel. I will tear and throw away the 
chaplet, my friend.‖ 

She desperately crushes all things symbolising nuptial 
union or nuptial happiness, since they have no meaning 
without her beloved.  

 بھالیں یسو سو نظر کرؾ د پالیں ںپیتا آپ سنبھالیں

 ریاوو ےآپ بکھیڑ یںکر د
 ―Do take care of love and nurture it. Do cast 
countless glances of blessings on me. You yourself 
create incongruities, my friend.‖ 

She beseeches her beloved to end all dissonances and 
respond with love, instead. The so-called incongruities are in 
fact the stepping stones to ultimate realisation. 

 ا

 

ڑ
کلل
لڑا، درد 

َ
 ا عشق او

 

ڑ
 ھل
ٹ

 سوؽ سولڑا ،بخت نہ 

ریاوو ھےیزآ و یدفر ریا  ―Love is intricate with 

unintelligible pains. Fortune is not smiling on me and 
there are encompassing afflictions. Farid! My beloved! 
Do come and dwell in my courtyard, my friend.‖ 

He does realise the intricacy of love leading to misfortunes 
and unintelligible pains and afflictions. It can only end once 
the beloved fortunes him with union.   
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 ا، جتھ دربوں ہے 

 

ڑ
ھل

 

ٹ

 اتھ ہر و ریاجتھ 

ی

 

ل

 
ھ
 ریالدبوں ہے  ے

―There is desert and green areas, my friend. It 
portrays a nomadic way of life, my friend.‖ 

The green areas in the desert portraying a nomadic way of 
life notwithstanding, it symbolises his inner world.  

 تڈ

ج 

 ڑے 

ی 

،

ن

ن

ک

 گھوکن  ےگیر 

  ہیںگو

ن

ٹ
 شوکن، سا
ہ

 ے پھوکن

 جرکھاں ترکھاں لونبڑ کوکن

 ریا شوں شوں ہی ید نانگیں

―The crickets cry, the doves call, the hyenas and foxes 
howl, the iguanas‘ whiz, the lizards blow their nostrils 
and there is the hissing of the snakes, my friend.‖ 

The varied expressions of the desert animals symbolise the 
animation within her being.  

  ںہنیاسو
ھ

 

ٹ

  
ی
 

 

 ے & ںیار

 

ر

 

 ھی
ٹ

 ے 

 ے ہیںبا

 
 

 ٹوبھے پاڑے گ

 ے

 
 

 نازو والے ککڑے ون

 ریاکھڑا ووں ہے ڈ یںٹھڑڈ

―There are ruins, sand dunes and peaks of dunes in 
the desert of shining and soft sand with different 
shapes and surroundings of gravelling and pebbles. 
There are low lands flooded with water, ponds, clefts 
and ditches. All my sufferings wither away by seeing 
the beauty of the desert, my friend.‖ 

The beauty of the inner and the outer desert makes the 
sufferings wither away. Love is essentially suffering but it also 
opens one‘s eyes to the beauty of the world. The whole 
cosmos belongs to the beloved. 
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 ینشتر مار کاٹھیں یںکنڈڑ

  یںالڑ

 

ر

 

 ھی
ٹ

 یرجاتوں رت  یں

 یخوار تے غم یریاسمجھوں 

 ریاپوں ہے  ید گسہا خاص

―The thorns and the wooden pieces prick me. I feel 
that they are being friendly with me by sharing my 
sorrows. The blood oozes out of my tender wounds. 
I equate it with the colourful special wedding 
occasion, my friend.‖ 

Her distresses do not alienate her from the environment. 
She develops an existential relatedness with the things that 
inflict pain on her. Her suffering becomes meaningful 
because it is for the sake of achieving or realising unison with 
her beloved. 

 ے پیشےڈہن کھل ہاسے سا

  ےیرز

م

ن

چ

 زخم تے ز
 
ی

 یشےر ن

 یشےسوؽ سڑاپے درد اند

 ریاتڑا توں ہے ڈکھ ڈ سَ  

―It was our vocation to smile and laugh. There are 
afflictions, burnings, pains and anxieties. The vital 
wounds have become sore. All these sufferings have 
been bestowed by you, my friend.‖ 

The sufferings even in their most intense forms make her 
smile and laugh. They are not considered as meaningless. The 
bestowal of the beloved is her treasury. The bunch of 
afflictions, burnings, pains and anxieties are transposed to 
higher reality and thereby lose their sting; nay, they become 
an occasion of rejoice. She experiences spiritual joy even in an 
acute state of suffering. 

 محض بشارت درسوں  روہی

 ترسوں یدلڑ ید رداںبید

 رسوںڈمرسوں بُھرسوں موؽ نہ 

ہ ہت  ڈ

ن

ب
 ریاگھوں موں ہے  راتیں 

―I will be blessed with vision in the desert. I will not 
be afraid at all but die and be reduced to bits and 
pieces. Only the hearts devoid of love are afraid. It 
makes them oscillate day and night, my friend.‖ 
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It is in the desert of one‘s inner being that one is blessed 
with the vision of one‘s beloved. She is not afraid of the 
difficulties, which she has to encounter in the path of love. 
The secret of her steadfastness in love is that her heart 
becomes free from fear and instils courage in her to face the 
vicissitudes of love in a state of creative hope. 

ہ ہت  ڈ جیں

ن

ب
 ہوت  

 

 

ن

 د ن

 

َ
 
 ےیرپ

 ےہاں دے بیر ںبوٹیا ںیاد دؽ

 ےیرشہر بھنبھوروں سخت پر

 ریاموں موں ہے  ید سسی

―The day Punnal pulled up his tents and took them 
far away from the city of Bhambore, the whole fabric 
of Sassi‘s being started shaking and the last throes of 
her death were audible, my friend.‖ 

The act of Punnal‘s transcendence (beloved) destroyed the 
very being of Sassi (lover). She died in a state of great pain 
and shock. 

  ؿدا جیو یدفر ریاتوں بن 

 ؿپیو ؿکھاو ےڈسیو زہر

 
ج 
  
ی
د 

ن

 ؿکھڑا تھیوڈجگ وچ  یںی

 ریاہے سوں  یسرد ے%

―The life of Farid without you in this world amounts 
to suffering. His whole eating and drinking seem 
bane. I swear by you, my friend.‖ 

His life is a continuous series of sufferings without his 
beloved, so much so, that the very acts of nourishment turn 
poisonous. 
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م شالا رب غفار استغفار ںیورجا ںیوچور

 

س

ن

 چ
ٹ

 

―I seek forgiveness from stealing and swindling. My 
Sustainer! I pray for remission for you are the much 
forgiving.‖ 

He seeks forgiveness from the Sustainer for moments of 
his forgetfulness in concentrating on the Real. He prays for 
remission of these acts keeping in view Divine Mercy, which 
overlooks human imperfections.   

 توبہ! توبہ! لکھ لکھ وار عادت گندڑے فعلوں یگندڑ

―I offer my heightened repentance from bad habits 
and loathsome acts.‖ 

He offers his pure repentance from the ephemeral modes 
of duality. 

 خاوند  توں ہیں کر کر سخت گنہ پرتاپیم

ن

ن

 

س

ن

 چ
ٹ

 ہار 

―I am extremely regretful of committing grave sins. 
My husband! Forgive me for you are the all – 
remissive.‖ 

He regrets the consciousness of his personal existence, 
which is a great sin in the Divine eyes. It even includes his 
desperation in reacting to his overbearing situations of love 
and acts committed in a state of frenzy.  He beseeches the 
All-remissive - to forgive his existential sinfulness.  

 توں مالک توں کل مختار نہیںبا ے% پیغمبر پیر

―The saints and the prophets are completely subject 
to you. You are the Omnipotent and you have full 
authority.‖ 
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The saints and the prophets are subject to His Divine will. 
He is the Omnipotent and the Sovereign of the whole 
universe. He in His Almighty Wisdom can absolve any sinner 
from his sins.   

ہ ہت  ڈ جیں تے کر رحمت بدعملی میں

ن

ب
 ریانہ  ریا یو ریا 

―I am filled with bad deeds. Do shower mercy on me 
on the Day of Reckoning, when even the friendship 
of a bosom friend will be of no avail.‖ 

He begs to be pardoned of everything committed by him 
in the spirit of duality. He beseeches His Sustainer to be 
showered mercy on the Day of Reckoning when no 
friendship would be of any avail.  

 داربدکر کملی کوجھی ینا کس کم د یہار گناو

―I am sinful and valueless. I am ugly and weak with 
deficiencies in character.‖ 

He confesses the consciousness of his separate selfhood as 
a sin and thereby of no value since it leads to ugliness, 
weakness and deficiencies in character as against Divine 
Beauty, Power and Perfection.  

 ہزار وہ تے عیبڈوچ  میں شاؿ ہے فضل کرؾ دا ا%

―Your Majesty shines forth in your Bounteousness 
and Generosity. I am engulfed in sinfulness and have 
countless faltering.‖ 

He admits his existential sinfulness and imperfection. He 
invokes Divine Majesty, which shines forth in His Attributes 
of Bounteousness and Generosity. 

 پٹ پٹ روواں زار و زار نےگناہ پرا دیاآوؿ 

―I am remembering anew my past sins. I am 
mourning and crying profusely.‖ 

He deeply regrets at the sight of his past sins of duality. 
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ہ ہت  ڈ یرات قبر د

ن

ب
 سر پر کڑ کم بارے بار حشر دا 

―The heavy burden of the Night of the Grave and the 
Day of Resurrection has fallen over my head.‖ 

He is heavily burdened by the very idea of dying and 
appearing before his Lord to account for his ideas, feelings, 
words and acts in both their commissions and omissions.  

 توں بن کوؿ اتارؾ پار ا%ہاں  یدفر مسکین  میں

―I am lowly Farid belonging to you. Who will ferry 
me across the waters except you?‖ 

He is aware of his own ontological nothingness. He 
completely belongs to God. Who can steer him across the 
testing situations of metaphysical realisation except the 
Divine?  
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ہ ہت  ڈ ؿجیو

ن

ب
ڈائی ریاوو اڈھائی 

َ
 فخر و

 

ھت

َ
گ

 

 

 ریاوو سَ

―Life is of a short span, my friend.  Cast aside self-
conceitedness, my friend.‖ 

There is no meaning in being proud and self-conceited, 
when life on this planet is so short. These transient affairs are 
negligible in reference to eternal life. The disvalues of pride 
and self-conceit rob Man of his inherent invaluable dignity. 
They engage him till the final moment of his exit from the 
terrestrial world arrives and he sees with his eyes their 
momentary nature. 

 

ی 

 او 

 
ِ

 کت
 
ی

ھ
گ

ن

ی
 را پپل ملکانے 

 

 نےبیا جناز حسن کت

 ما 

 

نکت
 
ی

ن

 ی
 ھی
ٹ

 ریاوو بھائی 

 ―Where is that swing on the oak tree, the pride of 
beauty and the royal status of the ancestors? Where 
mother, sisters and brothers have gone, my friend?‖ 

Life moves ‗onward and upward‘ by leaving behind 
playfulness of childhood, the beauty of regal youth, one‘s 
parents and siblings. There is no permanence in change. 

 

 
ِ

 کھیڑ رانجھنکت

 
ِ

 رہ  ےبھیڑ ےکت

 

 جھگڑاوہ  گئےکت
 ھ
چ

  ے 
ی

 ے

 

 ر

 چوچک د

 
ِ

 ریاوو ئیجا یکت

 ―Where is the beloved and where are the despicable 
Kheras? What has remained of those wrangling and 
brawls (which existed between them)? Where is now 
to be seen the daughter of Choochak, my friend?‖ 
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Ranjha is no more there. The wrangling and brawls with 
the despicable Kheras are not on the face of the earth. Heer 
is nowhere to be seen. All have been cut by the sword of 
time. Dheedo or Ranjha belonged to the village ‗Takht 
Hazara‘ on the banks of the river Chenab (Punjab). He did 
not till the soil like his brothers but preferred a life of playing 
the flute for the sake of it. His family members and foremost 
among them the wives of his brothers criticised him for such 
a leisure activity and even refused him food. He left his village 
and his insatiable soul made him travel to different places. He 
finally reached a village where he fell in love with Heer, a very 
beautiful woman belonging to a rich family of the Sayyal clan 
in Jhang (Punjab). Her father appointed him as shepherd of 
his flock. Heer started loving him and their love deepened 
with the passage of time. He turned into the shepherd of her 
heart. Kaido, the uncle of Heer, ultimately came to know 
about it and he reacted by joining hands with Heer‘s father 
Choochak and her mother Malki by marrying her forcibly 
with Saida Khera in connivance with the local cleric. Ranjha 
left the place and in his journeying met an ascetic at ‗Tilla 
Jogian‘ (Mound of Ascetics in Punjab) and became a Yogi. 
He, in due course, reached the village where he found Heer. 
Heer returned with him to her native village where her 
parents agreed to solemnise their marriage. Her uncle, Kaido, 
poisoned her to death on her wedding day before Ranjha 
could save her. Ranjha took a piece from the left out 
poisonous sweet, which Heer had eaten and died by her side.  

The love tale of Punjab is impregnated with higher 
symbolism. It is the drama of love unfolding in the inner 
being of the lover and the beloved. The polarisation between 
the lover and the beloved or in the instant case the 
polarisation between Heer and Ranjha is transcended or 
withdrawn by the Self and ultimately comes to reside in 
nonduality. The inimical forces to love, in the figures of 
Kaido and others, play their destined role in purifying and 
intensifying love. If Heer ceases to exist, then Ranjha also 
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ceases to exist. The polarisation of the lover and the beloved, 
bound to the spectrum of serial time, has necessarily to be 
withdrawn by the love itself. 

 او مکر فر

 

 او  دا چالا یبکت

 

 مندراں والا جوگیکت

 ریاوو لائی جیں یپرؾ جڑ

 ―What about the game of cunningness and deceit? 
Where is the yogi with earrings who ignited the spark 
of love, my friend?‖ 

Ranjha became Yogi with earrings and sparked love in the 
heart of Heer (transcendence assumed immanence). He 
resorted to this mode only for the sake of finding and 
effectuating union with her. He played the game of 
cunningness and defeat (transcendence) for achieving all this 
in human medium (immanence) but time did not grant 
permanence to his medium. It too was swept away by the tide 
of time. 

  ،ماہی
 ھ
ج

ن

مب

  ہیر ااں،ی  
ہ 
سل

 

ی 

 

 

ب

  ی

 

ر

ن

 ھی
ٹ

 مشک لپیٹی یعطروں 

 ریاوو ائیلڈسب جھوک  گئے

 ―The lover, his herd and Heer Sial - soaked with 
perfume and immersed in musk-all have moved away 
from here, my friend.‖ 

Ranjha, his herd and the fragrant Heer have left this world, 
which was only a temporary abode. 

 

 بڈجھٹ پٹ ضعف  دا ینہاںڈچار  جوبن ساتھی
ھ
  
ی
 آندا ی اا

 ریاوو آس پرائی یکوڑ

 ―Youth is short lived. Infirmity and old age quickens 
to appear. False hope of otherness holds no ground, 
my friend.‖ 
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Youth passes away in such a short span of time. Infirmity 
and old age quicken to displace it. One‘s hope in otherness is 
so false. It has no permanence like the passing youth. Make 
your moments of life momentous by striving to unite with 
the beloved. Try to capture changelessness in change. 

ل مسا ییندنہ و کہیں یٹھڑڈہے ہے 
ج 
ک

 یمہند تے سرخی گ

 ریاوو سلائی ھسرمہ، سیند

 ―Oh! Oh! No one has seen the flying away of youth 
with its collyrium, twig (of walnut tree) as tooth 
powder and lipstick (for its darkening effects), rouge 
and henna along with staining (eyes) with antimony 
and hair parting line on head (hair dressing), my 
friend.‖ 

Youth with all its embellishments (beautifications) flies 
away so quietly. One remains oblivious of its fading away. 
One needs to realise inwardness. 

 ئیجانہ وقت نراس ا ونجن موسم رؽ پھر وؽ گھر آئی

 ریاوو  کر کائی ید ؿآنو

 ―The cyclic spring season has come back. Do not 
waste your time in hopeless pursuits.  Make efforts to 
return, my friend.‖ 

It is height of obliviousness to waste one‘s time in 
hopeless pursuits. The cyclic moments of opportunity are 
again knocking at the door. Do realise the possibility of 
unison between the lover and the beloved. 

 رنگت یکوڑے نخرے کوڑ سنگت یصحبت کوڑ یکوڑ

 ریاوو بک چھائی یڑھولپ د

 ―The false human ambience and ephemeral ties are 
characterized by pseudo blandishments and illusory 
colours. They are not worth more than a handful of 
dust, my friend.‖ 
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The ephemeral world with its different shades and colours 
is worthless. Beware lest it ensnares.   

 

 ھل
ج
م

 
 
ی

  یںلاسوں تار پینگیں ن

ک

ن

ی  
ج

ن
 
ی

 یںہونگ توار یںگھنڈڑ 

ووں راند رسائی
چ 
 
سہ

 ریاوو 

 ―It is a primordial play (bridging of the heavens and 
the earth) whereby the fish like patterns in the sky are 
integrated with the sound of music on earth  
exhibited by the twinkling of bells in the herd and the 
calls of the herdsmen, my friend.‖ 

The fish like patterns of the raining clouds in the sky and 
the sound of music on earth symbolise the primordial play 
within an uncertain limited period of time. It is the act of 
bridging the heavens and the earth. Man has to keep the 
sense of the eternal while dealing with the temporal. It will 
lead to light and music in his life. He will become enlightened 
and musical. 

 وں سبز تھیا جھوکاں ںیاد یدسرسبز فر ںتھیا
 
ِ
 وؽ سوکاں ںم

 

ن

ج
ٹ 

 
 
ی

 ریاوو  ولائی گوا ن

 ―The dwellings of Farid have become all green. 
Graciousness has transformed deadness into 
liveliness. Fortune has turned its reins towards 
fructifying the quest, my friend.‖ 

The responsiveness of the beloved has turned the desert 
(self) into a dwelling (self-fulfilment or self-Realisation). 
Divine Grace has transformed deadness into liveliness. It is 
not simply the result of his efforts. The element of Heavenly 
Blessings or good fortune has been decisive in the fruition of 
his love. 
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 ریاوو  یہا کار یںوؽ کر ریاوو یہار ہندؽ دردوں 

―My heart has lost at the hands of pain, my friend. 
Well, make some fructifying effort (to retrieve me 
from this situation), my friend.‖ 

The heart‘s losing at the hands of pain is correspondingly 
winning at the hands of love. How could any effort fructify in 
relieving pain in the absence of ripened love? 

 ریاوو  یکار ےیندنگ مرڈ نانگ واردھے تھی زلف سیہ

 ریاوو  یرجا ہاںلوں لوں سیڑ
 ―The black lock of your hair in the form of snake 
bites me so severely, my friend. The fountain of 
blood gushes forth from my each and every pore, my 
friend.‖ 

Beauty and love supplement each other. The bewitching 
beauty of the beloved squeezes her completely. ‗Beauty is 
deployment‘ and love is employment. 

  یںنہ ترساو یںسانوؽ آو

 

 
 

 ریاوو  یبہار موسم ج

 ریاوو  یگلزار گھر گھر تھئی
 ―My beloved! Do come and do not tantalise me. The 
month of spring has set forth, my friend. There is bloom-
ing happiness in each and every household, my friend.‖ 

The spring season both inwardly and outwardly is setting 
the stage for union with the beloved. 

 ریاوو  یمفت ازار یجنڈر نہ کیتو ریالا کر  یریا

 ریاوو  یریا یڑڈ یٹھڑڈ
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 ―You did not remember after cultivating friendship 
with me. My life is distressful for nothing, my friend. 
I have come to know the real worth of your 
friendship, my friend.‖ 

The beloved is being tested on the values of friendship. 
However, the apparent behaviour of the beloved has a deeper 
rationale oblivious from the eye of the lover, which makes 
her judgemental. 

 ریاوو  یرتیا کیچ کیتو تے بے واہی یسٹ کر کلہڑ

 ریاوو  یہے ہے بے نروار
 ―You left me alone without any shelter and made 
preparations to leave for Kech, my friend. Oh! Oh! It 
is being so unjust, my friend.‖ 

The beloved‘s assuming transcendence makes her forlorn. 
She considers it as unjust. Doesn‘t love transcend all values 
for it is value itself? 

 گا تڑؾ عہدہڈشاہ برہوں دے 

ھ

ل

 
 
ی

 ریاوو  یسردار ید ن

 ریاوو  یخلعت شہر خوار
 ―Love itself has honoured me with the station. It is 
the dominion of madness, my friend. It is investiture 
of notoriety, my friend.‖ 

Love cannot be measured by ordinary standards. Madness 
in love defies normal understanding. People do not 
understand it and as a consequence the lover is relegated to 
the realm of notoriety.  

  میں یمھالہر لڑ ید اؽسک مہینو

 

ڑ
ھ

 

مب

 ریاوو یمن تار ی

 ریاوو  یت اندھاررا کوجھی
 ―The desire of my beloved has swept me in waves. I 
am the miserable one who does not know the art of 
swimming, my friend. This hideous night is so dark, 
my friend.‖ 
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Who knows the art of swimming in the infinite sea of love 
with its surging waves in the hideous dark night of the soul?  

 ریاوو  یوؽ سار لٹ نیتو ے کر دلبے کوڑ دلاسےڈ

 ریاوو  یلکھ وار یوار میں
 ―You have captivated my whole being by treachery 
and false consolations, my friend.  I waive my head 
over you countless times, my friend.‖ 

The intensity of love is so great that she sacrifices herself 
on the altar of beloved‘s seductiveness. 

 ریاوو  یمار یکھڑڈ یرولد یںراو روہیں تھل بر روہی

 ریاوو  یبار برہوں سر بار
 ―I am wretchedly suffering, while wandering in 
deserts, forests, desolate ‗rohi‘, mountains and rocky 
grounds, my friend. I am bearing the burden of love 
on my head, my friend.‖ 

He suffers inwardly in shouldering the burden of love. It is a 
process by virtue of which the self is transformed in to the Self. 

 ریاوو  مونجھاری مونجھدؾ  ہر ھےیزو یمنہ آ یدفر ریا

 ریاوو  یعمر گسار یںروند
 ―Farid! My friend has not visited my courtyard.  My 
life is constantly in anguish, my friend. I have spent 
my whole life in crying, my friend.‖ 

Love is not one of the activities among other activities. It 
is the sole activity, which permeates all activities. It engages 
him wholeheartedly and in a wholesome way. Love is not a 
duty but it rises higher than duty. The fullest expression of 
freedom is found in love. Religiosity can never understand 
the dynamics of divine love. Loving the beloved solely for the 
sake of the beloved is an expression of love. A life of struggle 
leads to fruition only when there is union with the beloved. 
Spiritual consciousness cannot stop short of this supreme 
identity. 
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  ریاوو  بیلینھ باکھ تھئے ڈ

ھ

 

ہ ب

 
 
ی

 ریاوو  اکیلی یمآ ن

―The sufferings have given me a friendly hand, my 
friend. I have been solely clutched, my friend.‖ 

The grip of love is such that at times only sufferings are 
one‘s friend for they always remain with him. 

 نہ سانوؽ آسے پاسے تھی کوؿ دلاسے ؾیوڈں بن تو

 ریاوو  یلیحو نگنا نیںما

 ―Who will offer me consolations without you? My 
beloved! Do not be away from my sight. Dwell in my 
mansions and courtyard, my friend.‖ 

She witnesses the collapse of her ordinary world. The 
internal and the external worlds are relative to the state of the 
lover. The relative worlds, in a certain sense, are absolute. All 
inward and outward things and events are interpreted by her 
in reference to the state with her beloved. Her beloved is the 
axis of her life. No consolation has any meaning unless it 
comes from her beloved. No dwelling has any meaning unless 
it is the dwelling with her beloved. 

 ےنا تھیو کئی بئی نگنوا میں ےجیو جگجو  ادنی ،عالی

 ! و! وانڈھییکھڑڈ

ی 

 

ھ
ل

 ریا! وو ی

 ―I wish that the condition of anyone living in this 
world, whether possessing higher or lower station, 
should not be like me. I am sufferer, lonely and 
useless, my friend.‖ 
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Love is not an ordinary affair. It requires great 
steadfastness to sustain love. How could love fructify without 
suffering? Love shatters one habitual self-image. One 
becomes incapacitated as a straw even in his own eyes. The 
act of traversing the road of nothingness is not an ordinary 
act. It leads to the loss of self at every milestone and when 
she reaches the destination, she is completely bereft of her 
selfhood.  

  نہ ماہی
 ھ
ج

ن

مب

سد  ںیادلڑ ںیاوسد ںاکھیا ںیاسدڈ ااںی  نا 
 ھ
ٹ

 ںیا

 ریاوو  بھاں بیلی تھئی یجندڑ

 ―I can neither witness the shepherd nor the herd. My 
heart is enslaved to the deceptive vision.  My life has 
fallen in a vicious circle, my friend.‖ 

The absence of the beloved disrupts her habitual world. 
The game of love is culturally likened to the game two girls 
play by circling their hands with each other and then leaving 
them in dizziness and thereby in a state of loss.  

 ںتیکو ںیکھاڈوؽ نہ  جے تئیں ںمیکو یسوں ہے ناز نگہ د

ہساں میل
َ
 ریاوو  کچیلی ر

 ―I severe by the pride of your vision; I will remain 
unkempt unless I see you, my friend.‖ 

The whole idea of taking care of oneself loses its meaning 
unless she witnesses her beloved. Her well-being is 
conditional to the response of her beloved. 

 او ما

 

 او آساں کت

 
ِ

 نےببا جنہ را نہ ماہی نےکت

ا  ِ
 
 ریاوو  وہیلیڈکھ ڈ ںچ

 ―Where have withered those hopes and where have 
gone those vanities? There is neither my beloved nor 
my ancestral regal status. I shall pass my life in 
sombre sufferings, my friend.‖ 
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The external meaning of hope, vanity and royalty dwindles 
into insignificance in her eyes in separation from her beloved. 
The facticity is impregnated with infinite meanings and she 
chooses the primordial one. It is her consciousness, which 
gives meaning to her facticity in a situation. The colourless 
facts are given colours by her consciousness. The subject-
object structure of reality transcends the world of rationality. 

ن گسہا گبھا
 
ج ی

ن

سب

  توں رٹھڑے 
م
چ

 ےگا لاں،ی  ہار، 

 
 

 نے تر ن

 ریاوو  یلینھ چوڑباٹوٹے 

 ―I am the destitute one who has been deserted by 
nuptial fortunes. The necklace, neck ornaments and 
colour threads around wrist (symbolising marital 
bond) have been turned into bits. My whole set of 
bangles stands broken too, my friend.‖ 

The nuptial rites, adornments and ornamentations have no 
meaning without nuptial union. 

 لےجا یںسبھ ناز نواز بئی درد اندوہ وچالے ہک میں

 ریاوو  ترے سو سٹھ سہیلی

 ―I am the one who is stranded in the midst of pain 
and grief. Hundreds of my companions are spending 
their time in priding and elegance, my friend.‖ 

There is no comparison between her pain and grief at the 
separation and disunion from her beloved and the priding 
and elegance of her countless friends who have realised vision 
and union. Love cannot be realised without suffering. This is 
the absolute law of things or the absolute law of love. 

 ا، کوجھا، تے رنگ پیلا دا حیلہ یدفر ریاباجھوں 

 

 
 ک

 ریاوو میلی تھئی یدھڑ ھسیند

 ―The appearance of Farid has become dusty, ugly 
and pale without his friend.  The hair parting line on 
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head and the braided hair has become dusty too, my 
friend.‖ 

The greatest blessings of love are that it turns a person 
inward. His inward state is reflected in his appearance. His 
state of separation and disunion from his beloved makes him 
appear as unfastidious, unkempt and uncombed. Those who 
are lost in reality are seldom found in appearance. Love takes 
its toll on the embodied self. The lover‘s redness turns into 
paleness. Doesn‘t it help in strengthening the inward as 
against the outward?  
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ھ

 رتھ دِ

 
ب

 

م

 
 
ی

  ِن

ھ

 د

 
ب

 

م

 
 
ی

 ٹور ن

―Ride the chariot at a slow pace.‖ 

She addresses her beloved charioteer to ride the chariot of 
love at a slow pace so that she may grasp the subtleties of the 
path from self to the Self and thereby avoid pitfalls and 
illusions of the way and also taste the stages of love. 

م متاں ونگیں دستہ ہے کرور دا میڈا

لگ

 ٹکور 

―My set (of bangles) is made of glass lest my bangles 
get banged.‖ 

She is just novice in love and fears that her glass-like 
sprouting love may not withstand the pressure of love and get 
broken in return.  

د رتھ تے 

ن

 ی
ٹ ہ

  گدڑ ی

ن

 
 طبع کم زور ینہ س

ِ
 

 ہ

―I cannot bear jolts, while sitting in the chariot.  My 
disposition is fragile.‖ 

She has a fragile disposition. She cannot bear jolts on the 
hazardous journey of love. How can she bear the tremendous 
quake of her being?  

 ورڈ ید ے%برہوں  ید گلپاتم  یروز ازؽ د

―I am wearing the thread of your love round my neck 
ever since the primordial day.‖ 

She has a pre-eternal covenant of love with her friend 
since love itself polarised into the forms of the lover and the 
beloved. 
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ھ سلامت نیو
ل
 رہ وچ لڑدؿ چور اںشالا مو

―I pray to God that I may safely carry my belongings 
(the trust of personality). I may not be violently 
robbed in the way.‖ 

She prays for Divine Grace in realising ultimate union or 
supreme identity with her beloved. The forces inimical to her 
spiritual vocation may not rob her in the path of union. She is 
apprehensive of being overpowered by otherness. 

سااں بور تھک پوساں رتھ بیٹھیں جیکر

ن

ھِی

گ

 گھوڑا 

―I will get another fine horse, in case I get tired of 
riding in the chariot.‖ 

She resolves to change the mode of her journey according 
to the law of things (ground realities of love) and continue 
travelling on the road to love. She affirms to take the reins of 
love in her own hands and continue her journey to the Self. 

 زور سر   اوکھا   نہ  سوکھا، تیز، لغاؾ دا کولا

―I will take a simple, swift and easily reined horse, 
which is not difficult and uncontrollable.‖ 

She is hopeful that her disciplined self will swiftly make 
her realise union with her beloved.  

 جوڑ ایندجوڑ جوڑ ڑ کوں جوڑوںجو تے میں رانجھن

―Ranjhan and I will unite in oneness. It is the One 
that makes the realisation of unity possible.‖ 

The lover and the beloved will reach the meeting point. It 
is the One who makes the realisation of the supreme identity 
possible. The ‗Hidden Treasure‘ becomes manifest.  The 
Possibilities of the Essence are realised in the Attributes of 
the Divine. The Reality witnesses itself in the mirror of 
nothingness. 
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 روز نواں ھم شور سینے ید ملنسک تے طلب 

―The desire and craving of union characterizes my 
whole being. There are creative percussions each 
day.‖ 

Her whole being in wholesomeness is craving and desiring 
union with her beloved. The responsiveness of her beloved is 
creating perpetual percussions in her being. 

او تانگھے یپندھ اڑانگے دلڑ  ُ
 
 توڑ یںجلد پ

―The journey is hazardous and my heart is in intense 
longing. Make me reach the destination soon.‖ 

Her heart has intense longing for the beloved but the 
journey to the abode of her beloved is so hazardous. She 
wants to unite with her beloved in the shortest possible time 
but it is possible only when the moment gets transformed 
into an instant and the serial time changes into pure duration. 
It is when time turns into eternity. She can‘t bear separation 
and disunion from her beloved any more.  

وو یدفر ریاتے  میں
س

ن

ی ی
م

 شہر بھنبھور ،رؽ مل ں

―Farid! I and my friend will enjoy togetherness 
(identity) in the city of Bhambore.‖ 

He will enjoy the bliss of the supreme identity with his 
beloved who resides in the inmost chambers of his being. 
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 تیر دےں نہ مار نینا !اسپاہیڑ

―O‘ Combative! Do not shoot swift glances at me.‖ 

The initiation of love, by virtue of the eyes of the beloved, 
captivates her being. Divine beauty sparks love. The degree of 
the unravelling of beauty corresponds to the degree of love. 
The force of beauty forces love. 

 ے پل

 

ڑ
کلل
 ے چبھن 

 

ڑ
 ھل
ٹ

 یرسر سیس ،تن من پل 

―The heads (spears) of the arrows are constantly 
making unintelligible prickling in my body, soul and 
spirit.‖ 

Love has no partial effect. It completely affects his body, 
soul and spirit. The prickling of love is unintelligible because 
it is qualitatively different and he is at a loss to understand its 
rationale.  

  ںیارت د ںاکھیا ںڑھیاگو
ھ
ک
ی 

 بے پیر زلف سیہ ااںی  

―The dark eyes are thirsty of blood.  The black tress is 
unruly.‖ 

The unravelling beauty of the beloved heightens the 
intensity of love. 

ج لہ جنگی
ک

 کوہندا بے تقصیر   ظالم زنگی ،

―The aggressive, cruel and black collyrium brutalises 
me without any fault of mine.‖ 

Beauty is so overpowering that it is essentially irresistible. 
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 ڈ نیش
ھ

ک

  
ی

د ے

ن

 پیڑلکھ لکھ  گر گر دے کھیڈ یشر ی

―The pricks make me suffer and intensify the 
sufferings of my wounds. There are countless pains in 
my each and every vein.‖ 

Love is not an ordinary emotion, passion or sentiment and 
therefore its pain and suffering is of the highest intensity. But 
it is not hellish because it has the heavenly possibility of 
beatific vision. The possibility of union with the beloved 
creates hope, which animates love in spite of all odds.   

  ںورتیا ےکھیڑ ںسرتیا ںسینگیا
َ
 یروِ  ما پیو ییرو

―My intimate companions are dyed in hostility. My 
parents and brothers have become my adversaries.‖ 

A state of separation and disunion with the beloved 
separates him from his internal and external world. The 
humanly environment turns hostile and adverse. He is 
considered as a rebel and his behaviour deviant. He is 
adjudged on social and cultural standards of the time and 
therefore the society finds fault with him. He becomes 
socially isolated but remains inwardly committed with his 
beloved. 

  مانگھاں ںیاجڑتانگھاں اُ  ںیالگڑ
ہ 
مل

  مارو وسم 
ی
 ر 

―The hair parting line on my head has lost its 
distinctness (hair has fallen in disarray) due to my 
longings. My cruel beloved dwells in Malheer.‖ 

The longing of the beloved is so overwhelming that he 
becomes oblivious of his appearance. The disappearance of 
his beloved makes all appearances meaningless. 

ھوتا پاڑا ریا
ُ
 تدبیر کیجئے کیا کراڑا د

―My friend is heartless and my neighbour is a 
backbiter? What strategy should I evolve?‖ 
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He is at a loss to face the ‗heartlessness‘ of his beloved and 
the dicey behaviour of his neighbour. It is one of the 
recurrent themes in love that the lover thinks that someone 
has turned his beloved against him.  

 ھد  یجندڑ

ج ب

 گیرجا یدؽ غم د ینوک غضب د ی

―My life is essentially characterized by ruthless sharp 
pricking (of love).  My heart has become an abode of 
sorrows.‖ 

There can be suffering without love but there can be no 
love without suffering. How could love ripen without 
suffering? 

 ے د یںروند یمنبھا یدعمر فر

 

ڑ
ھ

 

مب

 یرتحر ی

―Farid! I have spent my life in crying.  It has been 
written on my forehead.‖ 

He undergoes primordial suffering at the hands of 
primordial love throughout his life. How lucky are those who 
are destined to suffer but ultimately realise union?  
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ے دؽ سَدا جی
ل
 
ج
ٹ 

 وو 
ّ
ی ااں ریاجل 

لگ
ے وو 

ھلّ
 

چ

 ریادلاں کوں کوؿ 

―My heart is set on fire and is being reduced to ashes, 
my friend. Who can bear the loving pangs of the 
heart, my friend?‖ 

The alchemy of suffering paves the way to union with the 
beloved. The loving pangs of the heart have to be borne by 
the lover herself. 

 ئیںجا ںیاجڑرنگ پور سارا ا سائیں رانجھنسم نہ راوؽ ڈ

ے وو
کللّ
 ریاکوجھے قہر 

 ―My majestic Rawal Ranjhan is nowhere to be seen. 
The whole of Rangpur has become deserted with 
hideous, imposing and unattractive dwellings, my 
friend.‖ 

Heer being forcibly married in Rangpur finds the place 
deserted and ugly since Ranjha does not dwell there with her. 
Facts exist in facticity but their meanings are provided by the 
human consciousness. The freedom of human consciousness 
can never be ensnared. Rangpur does exist but the 
consciousness of Heer gives it an existential meaning or 
significance. The act of giving meaning, in a certain sense, 
takes precedence over the fact. Man may not be responsible 
for a certain fact but he is absolutely responsible for giving 
meaning to that fact by act of his consciousness in pure 
freedom. 

 ماراں ںیاسوؽ کلورد ،سے سے درد اندوہ تے سوؽ ہزاراں

ھ پئی
ج ک
ھ 
ج ک
  جند 

ّ
 ریاوو گل
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 ―I am facing pain, grief and numerous hardships. 
There are countless imposing afflictions. My life is 
rotting in suffering, my friend.‖ 

She experiences pains and sufferings in the path of love. 
But the process of suffering in love is so meaningful that 
unless there is steady burning there cannot be union with the 
beloved. 

 یآزار ریاڈھولا گیا  ' مونجھ مونجھاری ںینہاڈ راتیں

 وو گئےنبھ 
ّ
 ریاسکھ دے رلّ

 ―I am in anguish at all the times. My beloved has left 
me in distress. The times of peace have flown away, 
my friend.‖ 

The constant anguish of love bakes her heart for feasting 
the beloved. Don‘t the presence of distress and the absence 
of peace indicate that she is on the right track? 

 وؽ شالا میں ں دعائیںگومن ماروں ڈھالا ںسینگیارؽ مل 

 وو
ّ
 وؽ ولّ

ن

 

 ریاہوت پ

 ―My friends get together and resort to omens. I pray 
to God that my intimate Punnal returns to me 
(reunites with me), my friend.‖ 

Love goes beyond rationality. It dwells on the planes of 
imagination, intellect and Spirit. But she becomes so 
desperate for the return of her beloved that she resorts to 
omens. Her beseeching the Divine Grace for granting her 
supreme identity with her beloved is the prayer of love. 

 کھاوے، گھر اگ لاوے ھایزو نہ بھاوے نہ آئے سیج ریا

 وو
ّ
 ریاگسرے وقت سولّ

 ―My friend does not pay me visit and the nuptial bed 
does not appeal to me. My courtyard haunts and the 
house burns me. The times of ease have passed away, 
my friend.‖ 
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How could the nuptial bed have any meaning without her 
beloved? The objective meaning of courtyard and house 
signifying dwelling, undergoes a change and she imputes 
existential meanings to them. Existentially speaking, the 
courtyard haunts and the house burns. Love changes the 
objective meanings of things and events into existential ones. 
Ordinary meanings give way to existential meanings. But all 
meanings-objectivistic existential or existentially objective- 
have to correspond to the law of things or pure objectivity. 

 ہیجا یسجڑ لا یجڑ یمپر واہی مرلی ،ماہی رانجھن

 ریاپئے پلّے وو ڈکھڑےکھ ڈ

 ―My beloved Ranjhan did harp the tune on flute. It 
enkindled the great flame of love in me. Sufferings 
have fallen to my lot, my friend.‖ 

Love is reciprocity. The beloved harps the tune and ignites 
the wick of love. The lover falls in love and ferrying across 
the stream of suffering unites with the beloved. Isn‘t love so 
simple? 

 
 ھ
ج

ن

ٹ

  آتش عشق ر
ی
ے

 

ت
 پاڑ پچالی یہوش فکر د والی 

 ڈہانڈھ اندر وچ 
ّ
 ریاوو ب 

 ―The Ranjhan‘s fire of love has burnt the roots of my 
reflective understanding. The great fire is ablaze 
within me, my friend.‖ 

Love burns the roots of reflective understanding. It is 
clearing of the way without which the goal of union can never 
be realised. Psychic love demeans whereas spiritual love 
elevates. Love soars to the higher levels of understanding.  

 کتھاہیں ؾیوڈنہ  جاخواجہ  ہیںجا ں،یلیا، حونگن، آتنآ

ے وو ںمیکو جا کوئی
ھلّ
 

چ

 ریانہ 
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 ―The weaving site, courtyard, mansions and areas do 
not provide any space to me. There is no place that is 
bearing for me, my friend.‖ 

It is not only the time that is against her but space too 
becomes so constricted. Space provides her no space. The 
objectivity of time and space here, again undergo existential 
transformations in her eyes. There is an objective space but it 
is not friendly, thus there is no existential space left for the 
lover in spite of the objective space. 

 

 

ی د
ھ
ک

  ملامت مفت چتوسے سے گیو یدفر کڈؿ ؿ،

ن 

َ
 
 ی

ے ووڈ
ھلّ
 

ٹ

 ریاٹھڑے عشق 

 ―Farid! The times of playfulness have gone. I have 
taken upon myself the load of reproach for nothing. I 
have witnessed the (so-called) blessings of love, my 
friend.‖ 

His times of easiness fly away. He is burdened with 
reproaches without being guilty of any thing. His beloved‘s 
blessings are so overbearing. Isn‘t the path of love so 
difficult? 
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 ظہور سبھ صورت ہے عین جانیںنہ  غیر سنجانیںسمجھ 

―Do understand and identify and do not consider it as 
otherness. It is his open manifestation in all forms.‖ 

The ordinary understanding is in step with the ordinary 
level of Reality and the empirical or scientific understanding 
is geared to the world of phenomena. Likewise, the spiritual 
understanding is attuned to the spiritual level of Reality. It is 
the metaphysical, intellectual or spiritual understanding that 
demonstrates different levels of understandings 
corresponding to different levels of Reality. One has to attain 
this understanding to understand that the Reality is openly 
manifest in all forms and there is no room of otherness in the 
scheme of things. The Reality is ‗the Absolute‘ and ‗the 
Infinite‘. It is ‗the Universal Possibility‘. It is ‗the metaphysical 
Whole‘ meaning thereby that there is nothing outside this 
Whole otherwise it would not be the Whole. It has the 
capacity and strength to assume all forms. The Reality is all-
pervasive leaving no room for otherness. Even nothingness 
essentially means no thing and it is a fallacy to reduce it to a 
thing. ‗The Indivisible One-And-Only is the One-And-All.‘ 
The metaphysical understanding of the Reality teaches us that 
the Reality is both transcendent and immanent in simultaneity 
without any trace of otherness. The axiom of ‗He/ not He‘ 
helps in understanding the dynamics of the Reality. 

 دوارہ ،یرکعبہ، قبلہ، د آوارہ نہ تھی یقرکھ تصد

 و نور مسجد،

 

ڑ
ک
ِ
ہ 
 مندر، 

 ―Do verify and do not remain on the periphery. The 
House of God, the direction of prayer, the idol- 
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temple, and the Sikh place of worship, the mosque 
and the temple manifest the same (essential) Light.‖ 

Religiosity cannot understand the principle of unity in 
diversity or the reality of unity and divisiveness in the scheme 
of things as against metaphysics, which understands the 
Nondelimited Being taking a delimited form in the process of 
its manifestation and the colourless light manifesting in all 
forms of colour. The metaphysical understanding of 
verification (tasdiq), demonstrates ‗the transcendent unity of 
religions‘. Different forms of religious worship manifest the 
same essential Light. Allah is the light of the heavens and the 
earth. Darkness has no self-subsistent reality. Light is veiled 
in darkness otherwise darkness could not be perceived. ‗A 
feeble light is still light‘.  Light may reflect or deflect but it 
essentially remains light.  

  حسن ازؽ تھیا

ن

 ّ
 

فاش م یمنا یواد ہر ہر گھاٹی   

 ہر ہر پتھر ہے کوہ طور

 ―The Primordial Beauty became openly manifest. 
Here, each and every pass is Aiman valley.  Here, 
each and every stone is mount Tur.‖ 

Aiman valley and mount Tur are associated with the 
Prophet Musa who had the moments of communication with 
the Lord of the worlds and spread the message of God to 
Bani Israel. The open manifestation of the primordial Beauty 
both in the inward and the outward turns every pass into 
Aiman valley and every stone into mount Tur. ‗All things are 
sacred at their roots‘.  

 ہر ہر شاخ ہے نخل کلیمی یمیتھئے ظاہر اسرار قد

، راست حضور ،یرز  َ
 زَبر، چ 

 ―The ancient mysteries were unravelled. Here, each 
and every branch of the tree of Moses and all 
directions whether up and down, right and left imbibe 
His presence.‖ 
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Metaphysical realisation leads to the unravelling of ancient 
mysteries pertaining to Oneness of Being. The branch of 
every tree is identical to the tree where the prophet Musa 
witnessed theophanies. The degree of the unveiling of the 
Reality determines the status of everything accordingly. 
Divine presence is all-pervasive. 

 ڈآباد  انہیرو

س

 

ب 

 ے
ج
 ڈشاد  بیلہجنگل   

س

 

ب 

 ے
ج
 

 
ِ
 حور قصور دوزخ نظرؾ

 ―The desolate places look inhabited. The forests and 
shrubbery look joyful. Hell seems as heavens to me 
(characterized by houries and palaces).‖ 

The Reality unveils itself to the gnostic by making the 
gnostic consciousness experience ordinary things at higher 
planes. Wilderness gets transformed into dwellings; forests 
and shrubbery pulsate with life and hell seems as heavens. 

 صوؾ صلوٰتوں ذات صفاتوں کوٰتوںزپھردے حج،  یعار

 مخمور

ن
ِ
 

ووں ہ

 

سی
ل

 رند ا
 ―They wander being liberated from pilgrimage, alms 
giving, fasting, ritualistic prayer, essence and 
attributes. The inebriates are intoxicated ever since 
the primordial day.‖ 

The inebriates are intoxicated with love since the 
primordial day. They attain full consciousness of their 
ontological nothingness and thereby become free not only 
from their essence and attributes but transcend all forms of 
ritual behaviour. If Heer was asked to pray, she will only pray 
to Ranjha. Religiosity cannot understand the heights and 
depths of gnostic consciousness. 

 مرشد نظر نہ بھالے جے تئیں کشف حقائق محض محالے

 تے زُور ،یبکل کوڑ، فر پیو
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 ―The illumination of realities is hardly possible unless 
the spiritual master casts his glance. All else is 
absolute falsehood, deception and illusion.‖ 

The grace of the spiritual master towards his disciple 
works all wonders. He is the axis of the disciple‘s whole 
activity. It his tendering care of the disciple, which makes the 
latter receive the illuminations of realities by virtue of the 
Spirit inhering in him. If disconnected from the spiritual 
master, then the disciple gets lost in the psychic world and 
mistakes falsehood as truth, deception as genuineness and 
illusion as reality. It is the spiritual master who differentiates 
between the psychic and the spiritual. The chain of 
transmission (silsilah) is of vital importance. One can earn 
Heavens (Jannah) without a spiritual master but one cannot 
realise ontological nothingness (faqr) without him.  

 منطق، نحو تے صرػ مبانی فقہ، اصوؽ، کلاؾ، معانی

 رغیو ٹھپ رکھ ہے توحید

 ―Shelve jurisprudence, principles, kalam (theology), 
lexicon, logic, syntax and accidence. The doctrine of 
unity is high minded (transcends to higher planes).‖ 

The doctrine of unity is so simple that it does not require 
any complexity. It does not content with theoretical 
knowledge but puts it into practice. The four stages of 
religion, namely ‗Shariah‘, ‗Tariqah‘, ‗Haqiqa‘ and ‗Marifah‘, 
for example, in Islamic spirituality become meaningful only at 
the fourth stage, which is the stage of realisation. It is at this 
stage that the contemplative aspects of ‗tawhid‘ become 
openly manifest. The metaphysical truth of Oneness of Being 
is realised.  

 

 

 

 

 خبر دے یثدرس حد یتآ کر دے ے معنیملا پ

 صرػ صدا تے تھئے مغرور
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 ―The clerics impute contrary meanings to the 
messages entailed in the verses, teachings and sayings 
of the Prophet. They take pride in playing the mere 
game of words.‖ 

The clerics misinterpret the Qur‘an, Hadith and Sunnah. 
They project their own psychic contradictions in 
understanding spiritual realities. They fail to reach the heart 
of the matter. 

 دے بے شک ہن استاد دلیں ےسیندڈسخت  ییرملا و

 تے منصور ابِن الَع بی

 ―The clerics seem hardened adversaries. 
Undoubtedly, Ibn‘ Arabi and Mansur impart heart–
knowledge.‖ 

The clerics are hardened adversaries of the spiritual 
dimension of religion. Ibn Arabi and Mansur Hallaj primarily 
concentrate on heart-knowledge, which opens the way to 
identity with Knowledge itself. The clerics are stranded on a 
plane without any inkling of the higher planes of metaphysics, 
tradition and religion. 

 رسم شرع وچ یقتراز طر شاہد، واحد اصل فرع وچ

 مستور ہے مشہود نہیں

 ―The manifest Unity is there in substance and 
accidents. It is in secret of esoterism and mode of 
exoterism. It is apparent and not hidden.‖ 

Unity of Being or Oneness of Being is a metaphysical 
truth valid at all planes or degrees of Reality. It is not hidden 
but is as clear and broad as day light. All diversity is attached 
to unity.  

 ر

 

ھت
گ

ھ 

 

ت ب
 ییدسلک فر ،رہ تحقیقی یروش تقلید یت

 مسرور کر منظور تے تھی
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 ―Discard the customs and conventions of blind 
following (servility). The way of witnessing is the 
Faridian tradition. Accept it and experience spiritual 
joy.‖ 

Blind following of religious authority (taqlid) has to be 
discarded for it cannot reach the spiritual plane. The Faridian 
tradition is to witness the Reality by the ‗eye of the heart‘. It 
has to be accepted for experiencing spiritual joy of union and 
deliverance. 
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Kafi-51 

 ں سر زوربہوبرہوں  ایدسمجھ فر

―Farid! Understand the tremendous might of love.‖ 

Love is emotional, passionate and sentimental at the 
psychic plane but it attains tremendous strength at the 
spiritual level.  

 پئے شر شور سینے ںاکلیا ںیادِلڑ ںابلیا یںاکھا

―My eyes are burning and my heart is sizzling. My 
chest has become rowdy.‖ 

Love existentially involves a person‘s whole being. Love 
quakes one‘s being. 

 ناز نگاہ ہے چور یلےغمزے رہزؿ ملک مر

―The enticements are robbing my whole self. The 
pride of the eye is so stealthy.‖ 

He is bewitched by the beauty of the beloved. There is no 
deterrence against the prideful eye of the beloved.  

 کور ںاکھیا یںروند کناں وچہڈور  لور سراں وچ

―My head is confused with deafness in ears. My 
crying eyes have turned blind.‖ 

Love is such an extra-ordinary experience that it overturns 
the embodied self. 

  توڑھنمحض نہ چاڑ یکرؿ نہ کار یریالا کر 

―They (beloveds) do not care after contracting 
friendship.  They do not remain committed till the 
end.‖ 
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The greatest trial of the lover consists in capturing the 
transcendence of the beloved in immanence. 

 کر ںناز نہورے دِلیا

 
ُ
  ل

ھِ

 

ٹ

  اولٹا 
ی

د ے

ن

 تور ی

―The pride and coquetries ransack the hearts. The 
beloveds, on the opposite, become offended (when 
pointed out).‖ 

The pride and coquetries of the beloved are the means to 
stir love in the heart of the lover. The lover instead of being 
grateful holds it against his beloved. The beloved responds in 
love by getting offended at deepening of love ties. 

 ے

 
 

ُ ن

 

 ے سانگے ن

 

ر

 

ھُی

چ 

 ے  

 

 ورگل ڈ عشق پیا سَ

―My blood relations have been repudiated and my 
intimate relationships have been severed. The thread 
of love has been cast round my neck.‖ 

The first signs of love consist in the repudiation of blood 
relations and severing of all other intimacies because the 
absoluteness of love leaves no room for any close 
relationship except that of the beloved. 

 ہور کھاں وچڈ پیچ یاڑچکڑ میں

ن ِ

 شالا نہ پھاس

―I am already caught in the web of sufferings. I pray 
that others are not ensnared (like me).‖ 

No ordinary mortal can undergo the sufferings of love. 
How could religiosity be transformed into spirituality without 
suffering? 
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Kafi-52 

 دا ریا ہنےسو

ن

ُ
 

 ظہور عین جاہر  پ

―My lovely friend Punnal is openly manifest.‖ 

The Reality in the form of the beloved is Omnipresent 

 حضور جاؿدا  اس باطن ،ظاہر ،آخر ،اوؽ

―Witness his presence in the first, the last, the 
outward and the inward (in all dimensions).‖ 

His presence is all-pervasive. He is the Absolute but in the 
process of manifestation by virtue of His being the Infinite, 
He becomes the origin and end of everything whether 
manifest or unmanifest. He is completely the outward and the 
inward. The attempt of religiosity to ascribe partial 
outwardness or partial inwardness to Him (both in the spatial 
and non spatial sense) is the negation of the principle of unity 
(tawhid).  

 مزدور  بنے آپ  سلطاؿ جہاں دا بنےآپ 

―He himself assumes the form of the sovereign of the 
world and He himself assumes the form of a 
labourer.‖ 

His being completely outward and the inward imply that 
He is manifest in all forms whether as sovereign of the world 
or as labourer. Religiosity considers it as sacrilege to ascribe 
the form of labourer to Him but spirituality considers it more 
sacrilegious to delimit His Omnipresence. 

 ے تھی

ن

 مہجور واصل تھی مشتاؼ پھرے وچہ غ

―He becomes ardent and remains drowned in 
sorrows. He manifests identity yet remains in 
separation (Identity in Difference).‖ 
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His presence is in thoughts, sentiments, words and 
actions. His being ardent and sorrowful is the outcome of His 
assuming the human form. However, there is a qualitative 
difference between the divine and the human in experiencing 
the same thing. The Divine unlike the human, in the very act 
of experiencing (immanence), maintains His distinctness 
(transcendence) in simultaneity. His experience is not psychic 
but spiritual. The Knowledge of God regarding human states 
implies His experiencing these states in contemplation. 

 نیو معشوؼ دِلیں تھی

 
ُ
 ؿ کرے رنجورجا ےل

―He becomes beloved by ransacking my heart. He 
saddens me.‖ 

The divine initiative to love the human shakes the fabric 
of the lover‘s being. It is necessitated by the logic of the 
situation. 

 دستور نہیں یہوا وؿھالانوؿ پھر مار تڑ گل

―It is not fair to embrace and then violently pushing 
one away.‖ 

The human interpretation of divine love is limited to the 
human sphere and thereby considers it unfair on part of the 
beloved to embrace the lover and then push him away.  

مااں فخر الد

 

ج س

ل د ین
ھ

 

مبِ

ا ںیا

 

 
 چور تن من ک

―The eyes of sweet Fakharuddin have pierced my 
embodied self.‖ 

The loving glance of the spiritual master pierces his 
embodied self. It is an indication of the great heights scaled 
by him.  

 جنت، حور، قصور فخر جہاں توں گھوؽ گھتاں میں

―I hereby sacrifice paradise, houries and palaces for 
the sake of Fakhr-e-Jehan.‖ 
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The love of his spiritual master takes precedence over all 
earthly and celestial delights. It is such an absolute 
commitment that it helps him in attaining ‗deliverance and 
union‘. 

 کوہ طور جلیا یںجیو یوساڑ یںیوکوں ا یدفر ریا

―My friend has consumed Farid in flames like the way 
mount Tur was burnt.‖ 

His spiritual master, in a friendly way, has consumed him 
in flames, by casting his spiritual light on him, and thereby 
burning him analogous to mount Tur (which was burnt by 
the lightening of God and the prophet Musa fell in a swoon). 
The tremendous powers of his murshid has reduced him to 
the state of ontological nothingness, and polished the mirror 
of his heart for the Reality to contemplate itself. 
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Kafi-53 

 ریاں ؤں کہاں پاؤکہاں پا

―Where should I find and seek you, my friend?‖ 

The Essence itself cannot be found because it is beyond 
the human quest. One cannot shed the ontological cloak of 
servanthood in order to find Him. 

 جِن انساؿ ملائک سارے

 کل تھئےدے قلزؾ وچ  تحیر

گلا سنسار کیا
س

 

 سرشار مستغرؼ

―All the fiery creatures, human beings, cosmic forces 
and the entire world are amazingly drowned in the sea 
of bewilderment.‖ 

The Essence and the Divinity are the two fundamental 
aspects of the Real. It is by virtue of the Infinite or Divinity 
that the Reality manifests itself in the forms of the Creator 
and the created. It is impossible for creation to find the 
essence of the Creator. The more one nears the threshold of 
the essence, the more one is drowned in the sea of 
bewilderment. How is it possible to reach the essence in the 
state of polarity? 

 نیدھیا نی گیاغلشا صوفی

سَظاامیؒ عرشی
ن 
 لگ گل تے 

  ہار اوڑک سَ   گئے

 رووؿِ زار و زار

―The Sufis, devotees, men of wisdom and those who 
meditate have ultimately lost. Arshi and Bistami cry 
profusely with folded arms.‖ 

Those traversing the spiritual path have ultimately 
surrendered the search for reaching the essence of the Reality. 
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The great Sufis have also not found the essence in spite of 
their best efforts. 

ا سبطلیمو

 

 

ن

 غورث تے ف

 پتہ یاسراغ نہ پا کھوج

 کر کر سوچ بچار

 مار تن بیٹھےتھک 

―Ptolemy and Pythagoras did a lot of thinking and 
reasoning but found no trace. It made them resign to 
the human limitation (of not finding the Absolute in 
its absoluteness).‖ 

Ptolemy and Pythagoras have resorted to thinking and 
reasoning but have found no clue of the essence. They have 
resigned to the limitations of the human faculties in finding 
‗the Absolute in its absoluteness‘ 

 نصارا دیہوھ مجوس بد

 پاک منزہ ہے آکھن

 اریندہندو تے د

 انت الکھ اپار بے

―The Buddhists, Zoroastrians, Jews, Christians, 
Hindus and the People of Book say that He (the 
Absolute) is Pure, Perfect, Unlimited, Transcendent 
and Infinite.‖ 

The votaries of great metaphysical and religious traditions 
of the world consider the nature of the Essence itself beyond 
the human quest. ‗He transcends transcendence itself.‘ 

 غوث قطب پیمبر پیر

 رو رو کے یمناد کرؿ

 اوتار مرسل کیا کیا

 الابصار رہید لا

―The Mystics, Prophets, Ghaus (Saints), Poles, 
Messengers and spiritually incarnate proclaim, while 
crying that no eye can see Him (He is beyond the 
reach of human perception).‖ 

The Prophets and those occupying different higher 
spiritual stations, in their quest for the essence, ultimately 
proclaim that no eye can perceive Him. He is beyond the 
reach of sense perception.  

ا عالم فاضل عارػ کامل

 

 
 اقرار عجز ک
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 وچ کوؿ قطار توں ں بھولانانما یدآکھ فر

―The knowledgeable, erudite, gnostics and 
perfectionists have admitted in all humilities (their 
limitation of not finding the Absolute in its 
absoluteness). Ask Farid, modest and simple, where 
do you stand? (It is not possible for you to find Him 
in His Essence).‖ 

It is not possible either for the elevated souls or for the 
inept and the simple ones to find the Essence itself. But isn‘t 
the absolute transcendence of the Essence itself a 
delimitation that delimits it? It is certainly a delimitation 
delimiting the Essence itself and in order to transcend this 
delimitation the Essence itself assumes the form of the 
Divinity. It manifests itself in ‗the servant-Lord axis‘. God 
still remains beyond human perception, conception and 
imagination but is experienced within ‗the infinite depths of 
one‘s being or consciousness.‘ ‗The servant –Lord axis‘ by 
virtue of Divine Grace is withdrawn by the Self. Man, as 
such, ceases to exist. Being itself contemplates in the mirror 
of ontological nothingness.  
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Kafi-54 

 نا تھی ےمتاں من ماندہ تھیو

ن

ُ
 

 دھار پ

―Punnal! Do not separate from me lest my self 
becomes weary.‖ 

The self becomes weary in separation and disunion from 
the beloved. It is in the state of love that the lover realises 
that his self is not atomic or autonomous. It is not simply 
‗being-in-the-world‘ but is completely being-with-the-
beloved. The pains and sufferings of atomic individualism 
perpetually surface till the lover and the beloved gradually 
form mutual selfhood.  

 ڈ ؿسانو
ت 
 

ن

ب
  دے گسہا ھ

م

 ہر دؾ 
 
ی

ھ
گ

ن

ی
 ملہار 

―The rainy season is the period of nuptial happiness 
(union).  The sky remains overcast with rainy clouds.‖ 

The atmosphere of rainy season symbolises the oncoming 
period of union with the beloved.  

 جوبن دے دؿ چار اروںرؽ کر ساتھ گس

―Let‘s spend these four days (short span) of 
youthfulness in togetherness.‖ 

She yearns for realising union with her beloved within the 
short span of youthfulness. 

 موت 

ن

 

ن

 ں وارو وارونجنا سولی یس

―The hum of death is audible. We have to depart this 
world one by one.‖ 
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The imminent possibility of death creates an existential 
awareness to fructify quest for uniting with her beloved. 

 

 

 
 

اؤں ج  کر کر ہار سنگار بہار سُ 

―Let‘s enjoy the month of spring by embellishing 
ourselves.‖ 

The month of spring heralds the blooming of inner being 
leading to embellishing her self.  

 ر  پا
ہ
ی ل

 تھل باغ بہار تھیا وںپیو نی

―Let‘s drink water from ponds.  The desert has 
blossomed.‖ 

The water of life makes herself blossom from within. 

  خوش تھی

ن

ہ ہی  ی

ن

ب
س نا سانوؽ  ؿؤنبھا 

ُ
 ریار

―Let‘s happily realise the possibilities of love. Do not 
cool down with me, my beloved friend.‖ 

She yearns for realising the possibility of love and desires 
that her beloved should not withdraw but must become fully 
responsive (the transcendent beloved to become immanent). 
But how could the behaviour of the beloved go against the 
ultimate law of things? 

 تار و تار ڈکھڑے اوکھا ؿتوں بِن جیو

―My life is hard without you. I am drowning in the 
waters of sufferings.‖ 

Life is really hard for him without his beloved. He is 
drowned in the waters of sufferings with no way to reach the 
shore. 

  نہ وسرے یدفر ریا

ک

 دِؽ 

ی 

م

ُ

 

ب

 لاچار 

―Farid! My friend may not fall in oblivion. My heart 
has reduced me to naught.‖ 
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His heart reduces him to a state where he is at a loss to 
find his self. He worries at the possibility of becoming 
oblivious of his friend, as a consequence. 
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Kafi-55 

 ریا وو مل سانوؽ ماہیآ ریاوو نا کر بے پرواہی

―Discard indifference, my friend. My charming 
beloved! Do come and meet me, my friend.‖ 

She desperately desires union with her beloved and is at a 
loss to understand the indifference of her friend. 

ھ پیا

 

ت ب
 ؿکھڑا تھیوڈ ؿتوں بن جیو ؿپور دا پرنیو رنگ 

 ریاوو سمجھاں موت وساہی

 ―My marriage at Rangpur has no significance. My life 
is characterized by sufferings without you. I consider 
death as a remedial measure, my friend.‖ 

The village of Rangpur (symbolising the world) has no 
meaning for Heer (the lover) who has been forcibly married 
and compelled to live there. Living without Ranjha (the 
beloved) is ‗a tale of woe and misery‘. The intensity of love 
reaches such sublime heights that death is considered as a 
remedial measure. 

نبابل  یاَمڑ ئیجاجھ ابا ے%جھوں با
 
ی

ن

 ی
 ھی
ٹ

 بھائی 

 ریاوو دؽ توں لاہی یپھر د

 ―The support of my mother, father or siblings is 
meaningless without you. I am wandering by 
emptying them from my heart, my friend.‖ 

The absoluteness and totality of love leaves no room for 
any other support even that of parents and siblings. Love 
makes this distancing possible in order to bank upon the sole 
support of the beloved. 
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  یںکینو

 
ت

 

ی 

 

کِ

 
 
ی

ن ن
 
ی

ن

 ی
ی

 

ی

 یروز ازؽ د یتوڑ اصل د یولد 

  ِ
 

 ریاوو آہی ید رانجھن ہ

 ―How could she return to her parental home and the 
native abode, when Heer essentially belonged to 
Ranjhan ever since the primordial day, my friend?‖ 

It was not only meaningless for Heer to stay in Rangpur 
but it was equally meaningless for her to return to her parents 
in her native abode since she belonged to Ranjhan from the 
primordial day. The wholesomeness of love leaves no space 
and time for any one except the beloved. The cognitive 
aspect of love makes one understand the doctrine of tawhid 
or unity of God, which has no trace of otherness. 

 نہ کائی یتر بئیسوا  پیت عشق دہنوائی ئیجا چائی

 ریاوو بے ٹھائی بے واہی

 ―Love gave me birth, bathed me and nurtured me in 
her lap. There was no other tradition except the 
tradition of love. I am bereft of support and shelter, 
my friend.‖ 

Heer was born and nurtured in the tradition of love. She 
was bound to live beyond support and shelter of any one 
except her beloved, Ranjha. 

  لیںجھنگ سیا نہرنگ محل چچکا یاوسِر
ھ
مگ

 نہاای  تے 

   یولا
 
 ریاوو ہیجا ک

 ―I have forgotten the colourful mansions of 
Choochak (my father) and Jhang and Maghiana of 
Sial. You have shot the arrow of love so perfectly, my 
friend.‖ 

Ranjha made Heer love him so deeply that she forgot her 
royal comforts. She had to make no efforts in leaving the 
worldly treasures. It is the intensity of love, which makes 
these wonders happen with such ease. Love makes no 
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rational choice between the world and the beloved since Love 
itself is the fundamental choice. All things follow accordingly. 
Rational consciousness weighs all things whereas love 
consciousness outweighs everything. 

ی ااہ ہے ما دا نور اکھیں ید دھوڑ مہیں

ن

   ؿپاہ ہ ی
ہِ
م

  
ی
د ا

ن

 ی

 ریاوو اہیگوحاؽ  ؾیوڈ

 ―The dust of the flock is the light of my eyes. The 
dung of the flock and its heaps are my honour. They 
stand as testimony to my state (of devotion), my 
friend.‖ 

The meanest thing in the world attached to love becomes 
the highest and the highest thing bereft of love becomes the 
meanest. The miracle of love changes meanings so 
miraculously. 

ووں سُرخی
چ 
 
سہ

ج لہ پیسا ںلیسا یمیند 
ک

 ساامانگھ  ں
ی

ن

 ی
ت

 ں

 ریاوو و راہیڈ میں ںجے تھیو

 ―I will readily apply rouge, henna, collyrium and set 
my hair, if you pay a visit to me, my friend.‖ 

It is the inward that readily manifests in the outward. How 
could beautification have any meaning except for the sake of 
one‘s friend? 

ِ   یاآ آپے تخت ہزاروں
 

 یااسڈچاک  ؿکار ےہ

 ریاوو سٹ کر شوکت شاہی

 ―He himself came from ‗takht Hazara‘ (the native 
place of Ranjha). He chose to be called a herdsman 
for the sake of Heer. He renounced splendour and 
royalty, my friend.‖ 

Heer sacrificed her native abode and royal mansions for 
Ranjha, but Ranjha too sacrificed his splendid abode and 
renounced his splendour and royalty and became a herdsman 
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for Heer‘s sake. Metaphysically speaking, the Absolute 
became the Infinite. The Transcendent became Immanent.  
The Reality itself in the state of ontological love resorted to 
the ontological descent. The Nondelimited Being assumed 
the form of the Delimited Being. The ‗Hidden Treasure‘ 
became manifest. The Nameless became named. The Sign 
less provided signs. The Divine became cloaked in the 
human. The Unity embraced diversity. Love itself polarised in 
the form of the lover and the beloved making the lover and 
the beloved inter-dependent. These ‗sacrifices‘ the Reality 
gave in love of Muhammad and thereby with the whole 
creation. Man cannot become God but God has to ‗become 
Man‘ in order to make love possible. Isn‘t it a great sacrifice? 
Love continues and the ‗sacrifices‘ continue. Love is 
essentially sacrificial in nature. The Creator loves His creation 
for, among other things, it is by virtue of the medium of 
creation that His Possibilities are realised in the forms of His 
Attributes. How could He have become the Creator if He 
had not created? 

 ڈ جیں ساتھی سےتھیو یدبرہوں فر
ت 
 

ن

ب
 راوؽ پا کر جھاتی ھ

 ریاوو واہی دو مرلیجا

 ―Farid! Love has become my companion. It is ever 
since the day my beloved cast a glance at me, while 
playing on the enchanting flute, my friend.‖ 

Love manifests in historicity but is essentially trans-
historical. The Divine initiative of love and responsiveness 
sets the stage of earthly love.  The eternal love has manifested 
itself in the temporality of his human medium. The beloved 
has attracted him by playing on the enchanting flute of love.   
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Kafi-56 

 ریا بروچلرہو  ید ونجن نہ کر کیچ

―Do not contrive to go to Kech. My friend Baloch! 
Do stay with me.‖ 

The situation of separation or disunion from her beloved 
is so overbearing that she desires her beloved to always 
remain with her. 

 ا سےعشق لیو

 

 

 

ل پ
ھ
ُ
ٹ 

 کل کم کار گیا 

―I have fallen in overturned love. It has made me 
oblivious of all my activities.‖ 

Love drastically changes the ordinary meanings of life. The 
act of love is her only activity whereas all other activities have 
fallen in oblivion. 

 ارہزسوؽ  سینے ےڈکھڑؿ جگر وچ جا

―My being is suffering. My chest is an abode of 
countless afflictions.‖ 

Her embodied self is drowned in afflictions and sufferings. 

 ے

 

ڑ
ھ

 

مب

 سے گھر باربار ڈ باجھوں مارو 

―My dwellings without the presence of my sweet 
beloved seem wilderness.‖ 

It is the presence or the absence of the beloved, which 
gives respective meanings to dwellings or wilderness. The 
objectivity of space remains but it is given existential meaning 
by the consciousness of love. Love gives birth to creative 
meanings. 
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  راہوت پیا توں بن

س

 

 
ب

 ھ
چ
 گل خار تھئی 

―My beloved Punnal! The nuptial bed has become all 
thorny without you.‖ 

How could the nuptial bed become a bed of roses without 
the beloved? 

  ریارؽ مل 
م
ھ

  
ی
ہ

 

  نوما س

 

 
 

 بہار ج

―My friend! Let‘s sustain togetherness forever and 
enjoy the blossoming of spring.‖ 

The season of spring symbolises the heralding of union. 
The atomic individualism craves for mutual selfhood. It also 
desires the temporal to become eternal. Love turns time into 
eternity. 

 

ن

ہ ہی  ی

ن

ب
 زار و زار ںاکھیا اوکھا ؿنبھاو 

―It is so difficult to achieve steadfastness in love. My 
eyes are weeping profusely.‖ 

She has to remain steadfast in love in spite of internal and 
external contradictions. The very act of bearing the onerous 
burden of love is a great challenge for her. 

 عمر گذار یسار دے کولھوں یدفر ڈھوؽ

―My beloved! Do spend your whole life with Farid.‖ 

He desires that his beloved remains with him forever. The 
process of change opposes him as the other. He wishes 
permanence of his beloved‘s immanence. His love 
consciousness ultimately identifies itself with changelessness 
in change. Don‘t the sufferings of change make the lover 
correspondingly experience the joys of permanence?   
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Kafi-57 

 

ن

ی
 
ی 
 

ن

ب
  چوٹک لائی یاولڑ ھ

ک

 تن من 

ی 

س

 

ی

 چکنا چور 

―Love has struck me an intricate blow.  It has crushed 
my body and soul.‖ 

The intricate blow strikes her embodied self in fullness. 

 کھ ہزاراںڈ ےسوز گھنیر اراںگس یںجھوں کینوبا ماہی

 پل پور کوں پل پووؿِ تتی

 ―How should I spend my life without my beloved? 
There are heavy passions and countless sufferings. I 
am the inept one, who is constantly undergoing fits.‖ 

The period spent in separation from her beloved crushes 
her embodied self. The pains and sufferings melt her 
individual self for onward formation of mutual selfhood. 

 

س

 

 
ب

 ھ،
چ
 ں دیکھاڈ ینگسرے ر کیکر ینندر نہ آند ںنینا ستی 

 دورگیا  'دؽ دا ڈھولا 

 ―I cannot sleep, while lying on the nuptial bed. How 
will I pass the night of sufferings? The beloved of my 
heart has deserted me and gone far away.‖ 

The feeling of being deserted and left forlorn by her 
beloved is construed as the period of night, which turns into 
dawn with the vision and union of her beloved. 

ی د  ں،یاتپد
ھ
ک

 جھ آراؾ نہ آوےبا ہنےسو عمر نبھاوے ںیا

 قہر کلور یادرد وسا
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 ―My life is ebbing out in great tumult.  I have no 
peace without my beloved. I have been hit hard by 
terrible severity.‖ 

The act of dying of the self for the birth of the Self is a 
perpetual painful process. There are no sedatives for this 
pain. The birth pangs of union are terribly severe. There can 
be peace only with the beloved. 

 یتہدا عین شاہد مستی سبھ زہد عبادت گمراہی

ا جاجس 

 

 
 عشق ظہور ک

 ―When love manifests itself, then misguidance is 
total asceticism and worship and inebriation with 
profane beauty is guidance itself.‖ 

The manifestation of love construes misguidance as total 
piety and worship and inebriation with profane beauty as 
guidance itself essentially in reference to the Principle. There 
is no substantial continuity between guidance and 
misguidance but essential continuity of the Principle. Love is 
the ultimate criterion and all things are measured on it. Any 
idea, feeling, word or action devoid of love has no value. 
Religiosity bereft of love has no spiritual meaning. The realm 
of disvalues is irrelevant to the absoluteness of love since it is 
only the miraculous power of love, which confers value on 
things. Love is value itself. It is not derived from any other 
value. It is the transvaluation of values. The tremendous force 
of love determines its own course. 

 پئے بھولے بھج اوُلے  گئےاُوٹھ  گھونگھٹ کھولے نور حقیقی

 طور جا ہر یمنا جاہر 

 ―The ultimate Light has unveiled itself. Hidden has 
become unhidden and doubts have fled away.  Here, 
every place is Aiman and every place is Tur.‖ 

The unveiling of the ultimate Light leads to the openness 
of the hidden in both the inner and the outer worlds. The 
psychic doubts are removed. All things are rooted in the 
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sacred.  Profanity is merely ephemeral. Light leaves no room 
for darkness. 

  اَرضی سجھائی یتفخر جہاں ہک ر
ھِ

 

ٹ

  اای  
َ
 بار سمائی ی 

 نور و نوربن گئی ظلمت 

 ―Fakhr Jehan made me realise a metaphysical 
tradition. The terrestrial became celestial and darkness 
turned into lighting upon light.‖ 

The spiritual master made him realise a metaphysical 
tradition wherein the terrestrial becomes celestial and 
darkness turned into radiating light. The privation or ‗lack of 
what is needed for existence‘ characterises all negativities. The 
nature of evil, wrongness, crookedness, profanity, immorality, 
wickedness, ignorance, imperfection, bondage, ugliness, hate, 
etc is unreal (lacking in substantial reality). These negativities 
or privations are not ingrained in the nature of things but 
arise in the process of manifestation and ultimately return to 
their source. They are merely relationships in the terrestrial 
world. This is precisely the reason that the good vanishes evil, 
the straight vanishes crookedness, the sacred vanishes 
profanity, the moral vanishes immorality, the virtuous 
vanishes wickedness, the knowledge vanishes ignorance, the 
perfection vanishes imperfection, the freedom vanishes 
bondage, the beauty vanishes ugliness, the love vanishes hatred 
and the light vanishes darkness. If darkness, for instance, was 
not a privation and had any self-subsistent reality instead, 
then it would have maintained it in spite of light. But the 
miracle of light makes darkness vanish like a phantom.  

 یہے رمز وجود ہر شے میں ینماز شہود یدفر یت

 

 

 مذکور جو    نےمُُوا سَ

 ―Farid! Resolve to offer the prayer of witnessing. 
Being itself is manifest in everything. Discard the talk 
of the clerics.‖ 
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The clerics cannot understand the metaphysical truth and 
its realisation. Being itself is manifest in everything and 
thereby the prayer of witnessing is the only mode of true 
prayer. The ordinary ritual prayer worships God without 
seeing Him but the prayer of the heart worships the living 
God while witnessing Him in all forms. How could a lover 
prostrate unless he witnesses his beloved?  
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Kafi-58 

 )ریا ہناسو( گیوںبرما  یسانوؽ دلڑ یںیندڈوے  ڈکھڑے وؽ کہیں

―Why do you bestow sufferings upon me after 
stealthily captivating my heart, my beloved friend?‖ 

She constantly raises the question of her suffering, in the 
wake of her beloved‘s instilling love himself in the first 
instance. It is a question that is raised by her so often but she 
finds no answer during her existential suffering. It is at the 
stage of union that the lover completely understands the 
rationale of the beloved‘s behaviour that was essentially 
meant to fructify love in fullness. She understands the 
process of baking heart in the oven of love. 

 ے 

ن

ُ
 
 کنے ی

ن

َ
 )ریا ہناسو( گیوں بجا انہد بین جھپ مالاں گلکَ

―There are earrings and thread of counting beads 
around your neck. You played the divine flute, my 
beloved friend.‖ 

The Essence assumes the forms of the Divinity to make 
love possible. 

 )ریا ہناسو( گیوںجڑ لا یپرؾ جڑ ہ حسن داشا جوگیراوؽ 

―My Rawal Yogi is the crown of beauty. You 
perfectly ignited the spark of love in my being, my 
beloved friend.‖ 

The beloved is beauty personified that ignites the spark of 
love in her heart. Beauty and love complement each other. 

 )ریا ہناسو( گیوںدو چوٹ چلا جا سحر کماوؿ یسحر ںاکھیا
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―Your entrancing eyes are spellbinding. You have 
played a magical game, my beloved friend.‖ 

The irresistible Beauty plays the magical game of love.  

 موجود ہمیشہ

 

 َ

 

 )ریا ہناسو( ںگیوبھا برہوں بھڑکا  سوز ت

―The animated passion is ever present with me. You 
have intensified the flame of loving, my beloved 
friend.‖ 

Love is not conceptual but existential involving her whole 
being. It is not static but dynamic. It keeps on intensifying in 
varying situations.  

 )ریا ہناسو( گیوںکما  یبکھوٹ فر یووسار ریا یریالا کر 

―You became oblivious of your friend after 
cultivating friendship with him. You have earned 
counterfeits and deceit, my beloved friend.‖ 

She considers the behaviour of her beloved as deceitful. 
She fails to understand as to why her beloved after initiating 
love has turned unresponsive or has assumed transcendence. 

   کے کیچ ' یکلہڑ
ِ
 )ریا ہناسو( گیوںپر بھت روہ رولا  ںیوھاس

―You went to Kech and left me forlorn. You left me 
wandering, wretchedly in hills and mountains, my 
beloved friend.‖ 

The beloved‘s return to his abode symbolises his 
transcendence. She is lost in wilderness because she cannot 
find him. He can only be found in immanence. 

 )ریا ہناسو( گیوں ؿ اڑاجا سولیں کھاں وچڈ یدفر ریاتوں بن 

―Farid is suffering without you, my friend. You have 
nailed me on the cross, my beloved friend.‖ 

He suffers in being nailed on the cross of love. Religiosity 
cannot understand the sentiment of love for it has never 
undergone such an experience. It has only the experience of 
nailing the lovers on the cross. 
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Kafi-59 

 دے تیر ںنہ مار نینا وے توں سانولا

―O‘ my charming beloved! Don‘t cast piercing glances 
at me.‖ 

Eye symbolises the meeting point between beauty and 
love.  

  ؿشرکار ںاکھیا
ھ
ک
ی 

 

 

ِ

ن

 بے پیر ہن پاپی ااںی  پ

―Your eyes are bent upon creating mischief. They are 
fallen (sinful) and unruly.‖ 

The captivating eyes of the beloved are bent upon hunting 
the lover. 

 یرکوں تعز یدِلڑ ؿیوڈھ بدھ بد زلفاں مشکیں

―The locks of your hair severely chastise my heart by 
enchaining it.‖ 

The beauty of the locks of hair enchains her and ravishes 
her befallen heart. 

aتقصیر ؿدؽ لانو ہناناؽ ہے سانوؽ سو ے 

―It was my mistake to have fallen in love with you, 
my charming beloved.‖ 

The act of her falling in love seems to be a mistake for it 
becomes impossible to endure. 

 تفسیر یمصحف د ے%ناز نہورے غمزے 

―Your pride, coquetries and enticements are the 
exegesis of the Holy Scriptures.‖ 
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Perfect beauty intertwined with love is the exegesis of 
holiness. It manifests dimensions of beauty and love.  

 یرچڑھم سر یںٹھڑڈ نانگ واردہا ںپیناکاکل 

―The complex locks of your hair emerge as a deadly 
snake whereby the small hair of my body stands on 
their ends.‖ 

The striking beauty becomes so terrific that it creates 
dread. She is completely overpowered by it. The rising waters 
of beauty have no spill channel. 

  نین سینگا ںیاسولڑ جھوکاں آؿ

 

ُ
  ل
ھی

د ے

ن

 نیر ی

―My age companion! Do make your temporary 
dwellings close to me. My eyes are crying profusely.‖ 

She desperately desires the immanence of her beloved. 
The closeness of her beloved transforms wilderness into 
dwelling. 

  ،پاہ

ن

 اکسیر لیکھے میں ید گئیں ،رگااو ،ی ااہہ ی

―The dung with its heaps and the fodder of the herd 
is my elixir (for they make me remember my beloved 
herdsman).‖ 

The ordinary meanings of things undergo radical 
transformation in love and even the meanest things assume 
lofty meanings. The dung with its heaps and the fodder of the 
herd becomes elixir for her since it has relevance with Ranjha, 
the shepherd of the herd who, in fact, is the shepherd of her 
heart. Love is an absolute and complete commitment with the 
beloved. All things are measured in reference to it. Things 
have no independent and autonomous status. Their 
independent meanings become fluid and thereby existential.   

  دھرتی ووٹھ کنوں تھئی

 

ڑ
ھل

 

ٹ

  گیسا ی
ہ 
مل

  ملک 
ی
 ر 

―The desert land by virtue of rainfall has exactly 
become the land of Malheer.‖ 
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The divine blessings turn wilderness into dwellings. The 
inner desert of the self starts blooming with happiness at the 
signs of her beloved‘s responsiveness. 

 ےؤسہا سجنرلڑے 

 

ڑ
ھل

 

ٹ

  ں 

کک

 کیر یکارو 

―My friend! Let us get together and enjoy different 
places of the desert.‖ 

She yearns for the company of her beloved to enjoy the 
beauty of the desert. 

 کھنڈ کھیر وہیںڈ تھی ںنوما نرہائی جیسلمیر

―Let‘s mix our selves like sugar in milk and attain 
togetherness in Jaisalmer without any fear.‖ 

The fearless desire of union with the beloved is akin to 
mixing sugar with milk. It is realisable when the transcendent 
(beloved) becomes immanent and the self (lover) dwindles 
into nothingness.  

ن بیلیں سسی تھل چترانگ اندر میں
 
ی

 

 ی
ی ی

 ہیر 

―I am like Sassi in the plains of the desert and Heer in 
riparian shrubbery and marshes.‖ 

Sassi and Heer (forms of the lover) had to undergo 
tremendous sufferings in love for the sake of Punnal and 
Ranjha (forms of the beloved), respectively. 

 سیر یشیماؽ مو اڈسا ا%روز ازؽ دا 

―Your and mine, wealth and flock is common ever 
since the primordial day.‖ 

Love itself manifests in the forms of the lover and the 
beloved. There is no otherness. There is absolute and 
complete commonality in love. 

 یرسر تن من سیس اڈلادا ملک تسا ؿنوجا
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―My body, soul and spirit belong to your dominion 
ever since the day I was born.‖ 

The whole embodied being of the lover (body, soul and 
spirit) belongs to the beloved since primordial times.   

 یرکر ریانہ کر  یناں د ے% کملی کوجھی

―I am ugly and simple belonging to you. My friend! 
Do not detest me.‖ 

Speaking ontologically, the Essence assumes the forms of 
Names and Attributes to make love possible and it is in the 
process of manifestation that ugliness and human deficiencies 
are born and therefore they cannot be detested.  

 یرکھ وڈ ییرسُکھ و دشمن ںدوست تے خوشیا مونجھاں

―My anguishes are my friends and the joys are my 
enemies. Peace has become my adversary and 
sufferings have established fraternal ties with me.‖ 

The anguishes of love keep company with her but the joys 
keep away. Peace turns war like and sufferings attain 
nearness.  

َ ھ دے وچ پیڑ کانی یوجوڑ چلا نیجا

ن

َ ھ س

ن

 س

―My intimate friend! You have shot the arrow of love 
so perfectly that there is pain in each and every joint 
of my body.‖ 

The beloved initiates love so perfectly that the lover‘s 
embodied self experiences the jolts of love in fullness. 

ھ کھیڑ

 

ت ب
ھ چوچک 

 

ت ب
 دلگیر تھی توں نہ ےبھیڑ ے

―Just become unmindful of Choochak and cast aside 
the despicable ‗Kheras‘. Do not have any grief.‖ 

Heer, in the state of love, had no grief in becoming 
unmindful of her father and her despicable in-laws. Love 
makes her concentrate absolutely and completely on the 
beloved. 
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 ڈ
ت 
 وو
ہ

ن

ب
 ڈ 
ت 
 

ن

ب
 تاثیر ید واہ سِ  ےکُراڑا تھیو ھ

―The hardness of his heart is perpetually on the 
increase. I laud the effects of the desire.‖ 

Her desire for her beloved makes her beloved more 
unresponsive, which is attributed as hardness of heart by her. 
The law of causality or probability holds no ground in love. 
There is no logical nexus between the lover‘s desire and the 
responsiveness of the beloved. She ultimately realises it 
during the hazardous march unto nothingness. 

 

ل

ن

یُ

 

ت

 رو رو 
 
ی

 دؽ وچِ سو سو چیر ناسوراں ںپیا ن

―The corners of my eyes have become a sore by 
constant crying. My heart has been cut to countless 
pieces.‖ 

The very medium of vision becomes impaired by crying.  
Heart, the abode of the beloved, is cut to pieces. Isn‘t it the 
precise moment for vision and union with the beloved?  

 جاگیر یبر د سنج یخلعت ملٹر ید نییاعر

―I have been invested with the robe of nudity and the 
dominion of wilderness.‖ 

Love invests him with the robe of nudity by stripping him 
of everything and reducing him to nothingness. His internal 
and external dwellings are displaced with the dominion of 
wilderness. He is ultimately left with no being or having. 

 ہے توقیر یڈسا یشہر خوار یہو ہو پھکّڑ

―It is our veneration to have infamy, ill-repute and 
notoriety (for the sake of love).‖ 

He does not see himself through the eye of the other. He 
sees himself through the eye of his beloved. He does not 
weaken in face of infamy, ill-repute and notoriety but 
venerates them, instead. It is the force of love, which makes 
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him transcend the sting of public opinion. The miracle of 
love works such wonders. 

وں صدقے
ُ

 

 فقیر یدکوؿ فر غوث قطب سب توں ن

―All Ghaus (Saints) and Poles have sacrificed 
themselves to you. Where does Farid, conscious of 
his ontological nothingness, figure in?‖ 

 ‗Ghaus‘ is a friend of God who, in Sufi terminology, 
occupies the station of ‗the spiritual helper‘. He is empowered 
by God to help those in need. He has no inherent powers or 
any power over and above God to help himself or others. All 
his powers are derived from God, the Omnipotent. 
Metaphysically speaking, the Reality is Power itself manifest 
in all forms of power. The Creator has inherent powers, 
which He manifests in His creation. The ontological 
powerfulness of the Creator and the ontological 
powerlessness of the creation are indubitable facts of Islamic 
spirituality.  The power to help found in ‗the spiritual helper‘ 
is essentially God‘s Attribute of Power manifest in human 
medium. It is the immanent aspect of His transcendent 
power. God responds to the needs of the people through his 
medium. There is no question of placing any divinity beside 
Allah? How could the lover, in all humility, compare himself 
with ‗the spiritual helpers‘ (mediums of Divine Succour) and 
Poles who have been so sacrificial in love of God?  
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Kafi-60 

 کرکے ناز ادا لکھ وار ریاہر صورت وچ آوے 

―My friend descends in each form by making 
countless prideful charming moves.‖ 

The beloved pridefully and stylishly descends in every form. 

 حسن ملاحت برہوں بچھائے

 چلائے عشوہ غمزہ تیر

 رمز نزاکت بھا بھڑکائے

 زار نزار پھردے ؽبید

―The charming beauty intensifies love. The delicate 
expressions intensify the flames of love. The amorous 
glances filled with enticements shoot arrows. The 
disheartened lovers wander in distressful states.‖ 

The immanence of beauty in varied expressions intensifies 
love. The lovers become disheartened in the face of 
transcendent beauty. 

 گا ںہنیاطرزاں مو ںہنیاسو
ہ 
ل

 
 
ی

 ن

 قرار بھلاوؿ بھالیں ہوش

 چالیں جاڑؿخوب ا یدِلڑ

 خوؿ ہزار ںیاکر د پلکاں

―The lovely indications and the captivating discourses 
are great heart ravishing.  The sprightly eyes make 
sense and sensibility vanish. The eyelashes make 
countless ravishing.‖ 

There is no escape from the captivating power of beauty. The 
lover is condemned to surrender before the onslaught of beauty. 

 وےکھاڈروپ سنگار  جاہک 

 ہر مظہر وچ آپ سماوے

ک 
ِ
 آوے بن بنعاشق  جاہ 

 اریدں آپ کرے دپناا

―He exhibits ornamental beauty at times and at times 
recurs as lover. He dwells in each manifestation. He 
contemplates Himself.‖ 
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The Essence assumes the form of the Divinity in order to 
witness itself in the mirror of the universe. The Possibilities 
inhering in the Essence are realised as Names or Attributes. 
The Reality manifests itself in the form of the beautiful and in 
the form of the dynamic lover in simultaneity. It 
demonstrates the primordial intimacy of beauty and love. The 
Reality dwells in every form in order to contemplate itself. 
The polished mirror of the heart reflects the face of the 
beloved. The Reality contemplates itself perfectly in the 
perfect mirror of the Prophet‘s heart in different spatio-
temporal orders. Good and evil is in reference to the purity or 
impurity of heart. Good purifies heart and evil creates 
impurities of heart. A pure heart reflects the beloved‘s face 
whereas an impure heart deflects the vision of the beloved. It 
obstructs the contemplation of the Reality in that particular 
medium. The Reality has chosen to contemplate itself in 
every medium and witness itself in the mirror of every heart 
without a single exception. A person with a pure heart 
experiences spiritual joy in the process and shall be blessed 
with perpetual beatific vision in the next world. But a person 
who dies with an impure heart (blind or rusted) in this world 
would undergo a process of cleansing in hell, so that the 
mirror of his heart could become pure in order to reflect the 
face of the Reality. The programme of the Reality will not end 
even after the day of Reckoning. The Infinite Possibilities of 
the Essence itself implying infinite Names and Attributes 
would require infinite spatio-temporal orders for their 
realisation thus, the act of the Reality in contemplating itself 
in every medium will never end. How could the Infinite be 
ever exhausted? 

 شہانہ حکم چلاوے یںکڈ

 نہ پاوے کوئی بھیت اُوسدا

 اوےکڈیں گدا مسکین سڈ

 بدمست پھرؿ سرشار سَ  

―He issues royal decrees at times and at times is in the 
forms of the beggar and the lowly. No one has the 
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access to his mystery. All wander in the states of 
inebriety and drunkenness.‖ 

He manifests in the Attribute of Majesty while issuing 
royal decrees. He also manifests in the forms of the beggar 
and the lowly. Religiosity considers such manifestation as 
scandalous because it has no realisation of the metaphysical 
truth that the manifestation of the Reality is in all forms. How 
could there be anything outside ‗the Metaphysical Whole‘. 
Metaphysics teaches us that the Reality is not defiled by being 
manifest in any form or medium, how much poor and lowly, 
because it transcends its immanent forms in simultaneity. The 
king essentially remains the king even in the form of a beggar. 
However, it is not possible to unravel the mystery of His 
Essence. His lovers are wandering in the state of inebriety 
and drunkenness. 

  سےفخر جہاؿ قبوؽ کیتو

 ٹھوسےڈنور جماؽ  جا ہر

 سےواقف کل اسرار تھیو

 راز تھئے اظہار مخفی

―I have been accepted by Fakhr-e-Jehan in a 
wholesome way. He has acquainted me with all 
mysteries. I am witnessing radiant beauty everywhere. 
The hidden secrets have opened up.‖ 

The spiritual master accepts him and acquaints him with 
all mysteries. He helps him attain metaphysical realisation and 
thereby witness the Omnipresence of radiant beauty. The 
hidden secrets become openly disclosed. Religiosity is bereft 
of the spiritual taste of witnessing. It has no inkling of 
spirituality. 

 نےبیا ؿعیا یدفر ریا

 نےیماا یند ہعقید یہوا

ب وچ فرقانے
َ
 
ْ

 

 اقَ
ُ

ن
ْ

َ

ن

 ن

 وؿِ دارھاتوڑے پکڑ چڑ

―Farid! My friend is openly manifest. His being nearer 
to man than his neck vein entails the entire holy 
discernment (Furqan). It is our doctrine imbibed in 
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the religion of the heart. It may end up in captivation 
or crucifixion.‖ 

The Reality is openly manifest. The entire holy 
discernment points to the nearness of God to Man than his 
own neck vein. The Reality is more nearer to Man than Man 
is to himself. It is not merely a spatial nearness but a 
metaphysical one by virtue of which, the Reality assumes the 
human form. Metaphysically speaking, the Reality‘s being 
nearer to Man than his neck-vein means ‗Identity in 
Difference‘ or the ‗Supreme Identity‘. The lover adheres to 
this doctrine of traditional metaphysics at the cost of being 
captivated and crucified.  
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Kafi-61 

   وؽ نےوطن یگا ہن

ن 

  دیا ناآو ن

ک

 

ی 

م

 

ب

 دلدار 

―I will never return to my native place since it has 
become alien to me. My beloved has called me.‖ 

A call from the beloved (Self) - provisional or final- 
changes the perspectives of the lover‘s native place (self) and 
turns it into an alien territory. 

 سااں
سہ
 بار یہجر دا بار کولے رہساں موؽ نہ 

―I will dwell in proximity with him. I will never bear 
the heavy burden of disunion.‖ 

A call of proximity saves her from the heavy burden of 
disunion. 

 گھر بارگیا  وسر ببانہسارا راج  یاوسِر

―My sovereignty and regal status have fallen in 
oblivion. I have become oblivious of my household.‖ 

She becomes oblivious of everything by solely 
concentrating on her beloved. 

 سااں ماؿ ؿبھا
ی

ن

ی
م

  
 ھ

ب

ن

ت

  
ی

 ریاگھولے عار و سااں

―I will happily spend my life in the backyard. I will 
not be ashamed of the public opinion.‖ 

Heer (lover) orients her whole activity for the sake of 
Ranjha (beloved) without caring for others. She sees herself 
only through the eye of her beloved.  

ل مسا سرخی
ج 
ک

ھ پیا سےگ گیو

 

ت ب
 ہار سنگار 
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―The desire to apply rouge, collyrium and twig (of the 
walnut tree) as tooth powder and lipstick (for its 
darkening effects) has withered away. I do not care a 
fig for my makeup.‖ 

The adornments and embellishments are for the sake of 
her beloved. They lose their meaning in separation or 
disunion. They are preparatory to union and have no other 
purpose. 

 رہساں ارُوار ںکیو ید سجنجھوک  یسدڈپاروں 

―The dwellings of my beloved are visible on the other 
side. Why should I remain on this side?‖ 

She resolves to peel off her self in order to realise the Self.   

  یبار تے نیں یتار مَن میں

ن

ی

 قادر 

ی 

م

س

 پار 

―It is a stream so full and I do not know how to 
swim. It is only the Almighty who will steer me across 
the waters.‖ 

The spiritual path of union is to ferry across full stream 
without knowing the art of swimming. It is only possible with 
Divine Grace. 

ھ پئی

 

ت ب
  یسندھڑ 

ک

 

ی 

م

 

ب

  مولیٰ 
ہ 
مل

  ملک 
ی
 ملہار ر 

―I have no inclination to stay in Sindh. I will go to 
Malheer, where God has showered His blessings.‖ 

He casts away his everydayness of existence. He yearns for 
the life of love saturated with Divine blessings.  

 بہار  باغ   سارا عرب دا ملک طرب دا یسد

―The Arabian territory is the land of happiness that is 
fully blossoming.‖ 

Arabia symbolising the presence of the Prophet is the land 
of happiness. It blossoms with the fragrance of the Prophet. 

 کِرہوں قطارگیا  نس رولیس راوے روہیں  روہی
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―He has left me wretchedly wandering in the desert 
(rohi), mountains and rocky grounds. My beloved has 
stealthily escaped with the caravan of camels.‖ 

Sassi (lover) has to undergo the pangs of separation and 
disunion at the hands of Punnal (beloved). The alchemy of 
suffering turns her base metal into gold. How could it be 
otherwise? 

ہ ہت  ڈ

ن

ب
 غار یرات غماں د سداڈونگر ڈدا ں کھاڈ 

―My day seems a mountain of sufferings and the 
night a cave of sorrows.‖ 

It is so overbearing for the lover to suffer in love. 

 گلزار     تھئی     ربا یوٹھڑ روہی یاآ ؿسانو

―The desert (rohi) has become lively with the advent 
of rainy season (savan). The dried ones are becoming 
ever green.‖ 

The coming event of union brings inward and outward 
changes. Despair turns into hope. 

 تار و تار ڈکھڑے نوں ہے دؽ یددارمدار فر

―Farid! My heart has full faith in him. My sufferings 
will wither away.‖ 

He has vital faith in realising the possibility of union with 
his beloved, which takes the sting out of his sufferings. It is 
the miracle of faith that keeps him on the path of love in 
spite of terrible severities encountered in the way. 
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Kafi-62 

 انصاػ آہن جاں جے عشق اسا

  ظلم

ن

 

 

  جاتہن تاں بھی س،نبھائ

ن

 

 

 ستھورا گائ

 ―Do justice to my heightened love. I harp on the 
tune of your name in spite of bearing your unjust 
behaviour.‖ 

The lover‘s consciousness is absorbed in pure objectivity 
but as against the objective it gives existential meaning to 
things. It is not possible to understand these meanings from 
the outside. They have to be understood inwardly in their 
total context. The cardinal error of religiosity is to interpret 
the utterances of the lovers at their face value without 
bothering to decipher their real meanings. The contradictions 
between the clerics and the Sufis continue because they speak 
from different perspectives in different languages. The Sufis 
understand the clerics but the clerics do not understand the 
Sufis. How could a person stationed at lower echelon 
understand the higher one? Many Sufis including Mansur 
Hallaj, Baba Bulleh Shah and the martyr Sarmad had to suffer 
at the hands of the clerics. The accusations of the lover 
against the beloved cannot be interpreted on ordinary plane 
since she communicates at a higher level. Her words and their 
purport are only meant for her beloved who understands 
them fully. They are not meant for the ordinary folk to 
interpret them at their respective level. It is only the beloved, 
which has a right to check the lover and no one else. The self-
styled custodians of religious, social and cultural values have 
played havoc with the lovers, symbolised in the tragic 
romantic tales of different parts of the world. They have not 
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allowed love to prosper. The spiritual essence of love cannot 
be understood at the psychic plane. The contradiction 
between the psychic and the spiritual has destroyed so many 
great men and women. The lover and the beloved express 
two shades of rightness. It is not a conflict between right and 
wrong but a conflict between two shades of rightness.  The 
lover is placed at a situation where she exercises rightness 
otherwise how could she be worthy of her beloved‘s love. 
Her ideas, feelings, words and actions are the expressions of 
righteousness. The beloved, on the other hand, rightfully 
places his lover in the heightened states of suffering because 
it makes the realisation of union possible, though his shade of 
rightness is differently perceived by the lover. Thus, the two 
shades of rightness come in open conflict with each other. 
This is the ‗dialectics‘ of love, which ultimately leads to union 
of the lover and the beloved. The lover‘s seeking justice 
against the unjust behaviour of his beloved has to be 
understood in the total context.   

  جاسجدہ 
ج

ن

ہ ب

 

ٹ

  گرد طواػ ،ینب 

ن

 ُ

 

 ت

  قدؾ تے سیس قدؾ

ن

 

 

 سنوائ

 ―My prostration and circumambulation is for you. I 
will remain bowing my head at your each and every 
step.‖ 

He submits to his beloved and makes him the axis of his 
life. Isn‘t the beloved measure of all things? 

  
ج

ن

ہ ب

 اوصاػ ںکیا یںکیو ہنیصورت سو ت،سیر یتو

  یجندڑ

ن

 

 

وں گھوؽ گھمائ
ُ

 

 ستوں ن

 ―How can I express the inexpressible beauty of your 
face and conduct? I shall barter my head for your 
sake.‖ 
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It is not possible for the lover to describe the inexpressible 
beauty of his beloved. He exercises his freedom in love to 
sacrifice his being and having for the sake of his beloved. 

وو، ں ملک ہے ہنامن سو تن
چ 

ن

ہ ب

 

ٹ

 سچ آہے ناہے لاػ آ

   قسم اوانجھے سر جی

ن

 

 

 سکھائ

 ―I swear by your honour and truthfully disclose that 
without an iota of exaggeration that my body and soul 
absolutely belong to you.‖ 

He does his best to convince his beloved about the 
absolute sincerity of his love. 

وو ذکراوں فکر 
چ 

ن

ہ ب

 

ٹ

  آ

ن

 

 

 صاػ صاػ جو سدؾ دؾ، چوئ

  معبود میں عبد

ن

 

 

 ستوکھے پائ

 ―I existentially remember you at each and every 
moment. I state candidly that I witness you in the 
servant – Lord Axis.‖ 

He constantly remembers his beloved (constantly 
concentrates on the Real). He willingly accepts the station of 
his servanthood. 

 ػخلا یدناہے فر ،ںھیاآ جی ریا لیگو یباند

  انہیں

ن

 

 

  سکھے بھائ

ن

 

 

 سخواہ نہ بھائ

 ―Farid! It is an indubitable fact that I am the 
maidservant and a slave girl of my friend. It does not 
matter, whether I am likable or dislikeable to him.‖ 

His station of servanthood, symbolised in the forms of 
maidservant and slave girl, is unconditional. It exists beyond 
being liked or disliked by his master. The categorical nature of 
his love leaves no room for hypothetical imperatives.   
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Kafi-63 

 ا سینداتار کین لج لوئی

ن

 

 

ل بھا میں ت
م

ن

ج
ٹ 

 سیندبار 

―I will not discard the coverlet of my honour but set 
to fire your velvet shawl instead.‖ 

Omar Marvi is a Sindhi folk tale of love, devotion and 
commitment. Marvi, a pretty village girl, lived in the village of 
Malir in the desert of Tharparkar. Phog, an orphan boy, was 
adopted by her family and he grew up with her in a traditional 
environment. He was enchanted by the beauty of Marvi and 
desired to marry her. She refused to give her hand in marriage 
to him since she had never nurtured the idea of marrying him. 
She yearned to marry Khet, her cousin, by reciprocating his 
love. Phog left Malir in utter disappointment, jealousy and 
frustration. He went to Umarkot and got access to Omar 
Soomro, the ruler. He revengefully mentioned to him about 
the superb beauty of Marvi and made him see her unaware. 
Her beauty was so captivating and her commitment with 
Khet was so absolute that Omar Soomro abducted her and 
kept her in his palace at Umarkot for one year but could not 
win her to marry him. His majestic grandeur and worldly 
treasures could not seduce Marvi in betraying her love. She 
exercised her existential freedom in spite of bondage. Omar 
Soomro finally realised that he could not capture the 
existential freedom of Marvi and he set her free. Marvi 
pledges not to discard the coverlet of her honour (her 
commitment of love with Khet) but set to fire the velvet 
shawl (the treasures of Omar Soomro), instead. The lover is 
existentially free to say no to everything. Love is not possible 
without freedom. Love is free choice. Love is beyond any 
form of seduction. Love freely gives meaning to things. Love 
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is not merchandise. It cannot be put on the market. The 
cosmos, in comparison with the beloved, is not even a speck 
of dust in the eye of the lover. 

ا  

ن

 

 

  ظلم جیا زور زلل اوں مکر و دغا ت

ن

 

 

 عمر ادا ںرہیوگا ںت

 وہیڑ ونجیں

ن  
 

 سیندرگاساں  ن

 ―My fraternal Omar! You have been cruel, dubious 
and deceitful. I shall narrate the tale of your 
oppression in my neighbourhood.‖ 

 The pure eye of Marvi sees Omar Soomro in the fraternal 
context. Her body, soul and spirit completely belong to Khet. 
The oppressor is subhuman. He is considered as mean in the 
eye of the people. Love is beyond all internal and external 
constraints. No physical coercion or seduction can capture 
the existential freedom of the lover.  

 ملک وطن جاتھر آہے سنہ وطن یسڈپنہوراؿ جو  تھر

 سیندساں گسار خوش ینگیں

 ―The desert is the native place of the Punwaras. The 
desert is my homeland. I shall happily spend my life 
amidst my friends.‖ 

One is happy amidst friends in one‘s native place. 
Homeliness of the desert is preferable to the homelessness of 
the mansion. The choice of nothingness is superior to that of 
being. 

 ںونجاشالا مارؿ وارے وہن  ںکاؾ کیا ھوکیڑ میں ہن قید

 سیندہاربور گاوار او تھے جا

 ―How could I work in the state of captivity? I pray to 
reach the abode of Mar, where I would clean dung 
and heap with the broom.‖ 

The work done under physical coercion has no worth. All 
menial work done in a spirit of freedom attains worthiness. 
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Love cannot be coerced. It is born of freedom. Freedom and 
love are identical. 

ھڈہجے ہر دؾ 

ن

ت ب
 ی  ابانے م  

ن

ب
 ھ جی آہے سک  ہہ  

ب

ن

ت
ہ ہت  ڈ ںراتیوسا

ن

ب
 

 و

ت 

 

ھ

 

ب

 سیندنہہ کندس نجوںں ہارھاد ی

 ―I am constantly longing for my beloved like the one 
yearning for rain. I am calling him with tearful eyes.‖ 

The constant longing for the beloved is likened to the 
thirsty one dying for water. How could the lover survive 
without the beloved?  

ھ ماڑ

 

ت ب
 مارو تھر جا یدآہے مرک فر گھر جااوں محلات  ںیو

 سیندسانگے اڑؿ جے چار ھنو

 ―The mansions, palaces and houses have no meaning 
for me. Farid wishes to go to the deadly desert and 
prefers to shepherd the herd of his beloved.‖ 

The outward meaning has no existential relevance for the 
lover. All meaning lies in his inwardness. His love chooses 
inward sufferings to outward comforts. Love confers sense of 
belongingness on him. 
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Kafi-64 

   آہن قلندر روز و شب
ج

ن

ٹ ہ ب

 خود غرؼ میں یخود ی

―The Qalandars, day and night, are themselves 
drowned in their own selves.‖ 

The spiritual path has many wayfarers. There are different 
states, stations, ranks, levels and degrees of sainthood.  The 
qalandars or ―wandering anti-nomian Sufis‖ are much in 
spiritual elevation but less in number. They constantly delve 
‗within the infinite depths of their being or consciousness.‘ 

 یحاجت نہ صوؾ صلوٰت د

 ینہ ذات صفات د چاہت

 ید ۃخواہش نہ حج زکوٰ

 مرک شاؿ وحدت جی ہک

―They transcend fasting and prayer. They have no 
wish of the pilgrimage and alms giving. They have no 
keenness of essence and attributes. They simply yearn 
for the Majestic One.‖ 

They are poised at the point where they transcend the 
need and wish to perform rituals. They are not keen in 
remaining tied to the polarisation of the essence and the 
attributes since they have attained the consciousness of their 
own ontological nothingness. They simply yearn for 
witnessing Being itself in the mirrors of their hearts. 

  ینہ طلب ملک تے ماؽ د

 ید ؽخیا خدائی مستی

  یہ و جلاؽ دجانہ غرض 

 تے تک جئےنہ آدؾ  نیںوپو

―They have no craving of dominion and wealth. They 
have no concern with rank and dignity. They are 
enraptured in contemplating Divinity. Their eyes 
don‘t cast a glance on the human sphere.‖ 
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They are not simply divested of being but are also divested 
of having. They are enraptured by witnessing the Reality 
contemplating itself through their mediums. The human as 
such ceases to exist. 

 نوش ہن یاجو در نےتو

 دے سرپوش ہن اسرار

 خاموش ہن پرجوش تھی

 رہن مارؿ نہ بک صامت

―They remain composed, in spite of being heavily 
drunk and animated. They are the coverings of the 
mysteries. They remain quiet and do not prattle.‖ 

They have drunk deep from the infinite oceans of 
spirituality. They breathe the Spirit but they remain 
composed. They have understood the mysteries but they do 
not disclose them. The have attained ‗knowledge of the 
ultimate nature of things‘ and thereby they remain quiet and 
do not enter into arguments with their adversaries. 

 عاشق اتے معشوؼ ہن

ر اتے صندوؼ ہن
ُ
 خود د

 سابق اتے مسبوؼ ہن

 ہر طور وچ رہندے اچُھک

―They are themselves lovers and beloveds. They are 
themselves vanguards and rearguards. They are 
themselves pearls and caskets. They remain serene in 
all situations.‖ 

They identify themselves with love itself and thereby 
transcend the polarisation of the lover and the beloved. They 
are the vanguards and rearguards of the spiritual way since 
they have knowledge of things and knowledge of events. 
Their inward and outward is drowned in Oneness. They attain 
serenity by surrendering their spatio-temporal dimension.  

 اتے مظلوؾ ہن  مسکین

 وقت کالمعدوؾ ہن ہر

 محزوؿ اتے مغموؾ ہن

 امک رکھدے نہ دؽ وچ کئی

―They are themselves modest and oppressed. They 
are themselves sad and melancholy. They are 
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perpetually in a state of annihilation. They do not 
nurture any urge in their hearts.‖ 

They are essentially devoid of being but they are 
oppressed by the presence of the traces of being in their 
consciousness. They become sad and melancholy in even 
having a fleeting consciousness of their being. They are 
perpetually in a state of annihilation where they experience 
their self, dying unto the Self.  Their hearts have become free 
of all worldly attachments.  

 ہے ظاھر برملا
 
 جو کج

 
َ
 جاو جمرشد محقق و

 ماسوا یںکیو ں میںجانا

 تڑا سبقڈاوست دا  ہمہ

―All is obviously manifest. How can I acknowledge 
anyone except Him? My spiritual master, after full 
verification, imparted me instructions on Oneness of 
Being.‖ 

The Inward manifests in the Outward. It is metaphysically 
impossible for any one to be there to acknowledge anything 
outside ‗the Metaphysical Whole.‘ The spiritual master not 
only taught him the doctrine of Oneness of Being but made 
him realise its truth (metaphysical realisation) as well. 

و نڑاں میںجا  

ن

 ماسوا یںک

 اوست دا ڈتڑا سبق ہمہ

 حاؽ ہے یہووجد ہے ا یہوا

 بیا  سچ ہے یہوا

 

ن

 سبھ ہے ن

―It is the reflection and it is the discourse. It is an 
ecstasy and it is the state. It is the taste that is 
constantly present. It is the Truth and every other 
thing is untrue.‖ 

All lower and higher levels of knowledge converge on the 
point that the ever taste of witnessing is the sole truth and 
any denial of it renders that level untrue. The taste of 
witnessing is the measure of all truths. 

ھ وہم خطرے د

 

ت ب
 ادا ی

 ہر ہے سداباتے  اندر

ُ ا وجھا نوہیڈ

ن

 ہے ہک خ

 حق موجود حق موجود
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―Discard the style of apprehension and risk. There is 
nothing except One God. The Reality or Truth is 
everlastingly present in the interior and the exterior.‖ 

Religiosity feels threatened in embracing the metaphysical 
doctrine of ‗Seeing God Everywhere‘ fearing pantheism. It 
has to envision the Omnipresence of God by transcending to 
the spiritual plane. The Reality is not partially present but is 
fully, completely and everlastingly present in the inward and 
the outward. The attempt to constrict the inward and the 
outward dimensions of the Reality negate the concept of 
‗tawhid‘ or the unity of God. The religionist has to 
understand his own nothingness in the Face of God. He has 
to realise the doctrine of unity in diversity, otherwise he will 
be condemned to habitually constrict the dimensions of the 
Reality. 

  کو نہیںبیا  توں بِن فقط

 و نہیںدہک سدا اتے  ہے

 اتِھ بو نہیں ید منڈھوں غیر

 فرؼ ناؽ تھی ہک

 

 ہک سَ

―There is no other except you. There is no odour of 
the profane at its roots. He is the Everlasting One 
without any duality. Be with the One and discard 
otherness.‖ 

There is no reality except the Reality. The Essence is the 
root of everything since the ‗Hidden Treasure‘ manifests 
itself. How could there be anything outside it. He is the One 
ever present in all forms. A person has to attain identity with 
the One without leaving any room for otherness. 

 ؽ توںگو حقیقت اپنی

 توںبوؽ  اڈاسا دیا رکھ

 نہ اصلوں پھوؽ توں کوں بے

 نہ شک ہے محض پک نیںآ

―Search your own reality. Do not bother about the 
other. Do remember my saying without doubting its 
veracity.‖ 

Religiosity creates the problem of otherness. Spirituality 
resolves this problem by inviting Man to cast out all doubts 
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and accept the veracity of gnosis in delving deep within his 
own being and capturing the universal truth of Oneness. The 
doctrine of ‗tawhid‘ or unity of God can only be understood 
by the method of realisation. 

 ؾ توں جا ییدفر کر پی

 ڈ
ت 

 ووں
ہ

ن

ب
ہ ہت  ڈ 

ن

ب
 ؾ توںگاودھا رکھ  

 رند مست مداؾ توں  تھی

 خلق یواہ کرے سار واہ

―Do attain inebriation and rapture after drinking from 
the Faridi cup. Keep advancing your steps on the 
spectrum of time. The entire folk may laud you.‖ 

Drinking from the Faridi cup of gnosis makes one look 
within, and attains inebriation and rapture without which it is 
not possible to realise the doctrine of Oneness. Once one 
takes this drink, different layers of the Reality start unveiling 
before him. Then, people start lauding his doctrinal awareness.  
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Kafi-65 

 د لگی ییندڈنہ  ہناَسانوں ر

ن

 

 تانگ یپ

―The longing of Punnal does not let me remain in 
peace.‖ 

How could she be peaceful in longing for her beloved? 
Her peace is identical to vision and union with her beloved.   

 بانگ ئیسنابرہوں  دے روز ازؽ دے دؽ یںکنڑ

―The primordial call of love is echoing in my ears.‖ 

The call of ‗alast,‘ signifying ‗pre-eternal Covenant‘ 
between the lover and the beloved, echoes in her ears. She is 
singled out from the whole humanity in listening to this call. 
It is an ever perpetual call to realise the possibility of union 
with her beloved.  

 

 

ڑ
ھ

 

کب

  ی

 

ڑ
ھ

 

ب
ُ
م

  ینگڑڈ یلاد جاوؿ ی

ن

 ی  ی

ن

ب
 دے نانگ ہ ہ

―I am butchered by miseries ever since my birth. The 
snake of love has bitten me.‖ 

Hearkening to the primordial call of the beloved sets the 
stage of miseries. She has to divest herself from both her 
being and having in order to attain ‗deliverance and union.‘  

  سینے دشمن سخت ستائے یدِلڑ

 

ڑ
ُھ
ج ب 

 سانگ ی

―My heart is my enemy that highly vexes me. The 
spear of love has pierced my chest.‖ 

The heart is in Man but is not his. It vexes her because it 
does not listen to her but only listens to the call of her 
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beloved. The spear of love pierces her chest. She is victimised 
by her own embodied self. 

 سانگ ےلاں کیندجا یاسدھا کیچ بروچل ریا

―My Baloch friend has moved to Kech. I should stay 
here for whom?‖ 

The beloved is the measure of all things. The 
transcendence of her beloved makes the lover at a loss to do 
anything.  

  یمارو تھل د

 
 

 
 نہ ٹانگ یدسم فرڈ یلمبڑ یپ

―The range of the deadly desert is so vast. Farid!  No 
clue of destination is in the view.‖ 

The immensity of the deadly transcendence gives no clue 
of the beloved. It is so mysterious to miss nearness itself. 
Isn‘t it more difficult to find nearness than distantness? 
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Kafi-66 

 دے سانگ یاَڑ یدِلڑ یڈما

ن

 

 ہوت پ

―My heart is entangled with my beloved Punnal.‖ 

Her heart becomes entangled with her beloved in such a 
way that it becomes impossible for her to disengage it.   

 کر خو

 

  یشسَ
 
قی

 
ی 

 ے

 

ڑ
ل

 سک سانوؽ دے سانگ 

―I have left my kith and kin and have become 
desirous of my beloved.‖ 

The desire of the beloved nurturing in her heart makes her 
oblivious of her kith and kin. Isn‘t it a positive sign of love? 

  گ رگر

 

 
 
 

 نانگ اجل دے سانگ ےزلف دے پ

―The locks of hair, like the deadly snake, tether my 
each and every vein.‖ 

The affect of the beloved‘s beauty quakes her being. The 
locks of his hair likened to the deadly snake tether her every 
vein. It is nothing less than the tremendous might of love that 
transforms an ordinary person into a lover. 

 حسن ازؽ دے سانگ زڑےمجاوسرے عشق 

―The Primordial Beauty has made me transcend love 
of the ephemeral.‖ 

The primordial beauty becomes instrumental in making 
him oblivious of ephemeral love. Religiosity miserably fails to 
do so. It merely sermonises. Love as vanguard pulls the lover 
and as rearguard pushes him in the lap of the beloved. Mere 
words cannot affect love. Reason has many arguments to stay 
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back but love has only one intuition to move forward. It has 
to effectuate unity of the lover and the beloved. Love never 
looks back.  

 مارو تھل دے سانگ یکوں رولد یدتانگھ فر

―Longing turns Farid into the wretched of the deadly 
desert.‖ 

The longing of the beloved makes him wretched in 
encountering the deadly reality of his transcendence. But isn‘t 
such wretchedness, in the way of the Real, worthy than the 
comforts of the ephemeral world?   
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Kafi-67 

 دے سانگ سجن ریا یاَڑ یدِلڑ یڈما

―My heart is entangled with my beloved friend.‖ 

The entanglement of the heart with the beloved gives a 
message of an intimate involvement, which cannot be 
disengaged at any stage. 

 
ج 
  
ی
د 

ن

 جوہ جتن دے سانگ رب کرؾ میلا یںی

―I pray that my Gracious Sustainer fructifies my 
effort in my life time and unites me with my friend.‖ 

The unity with the beloved or the stage of ‗the supreme 
identity‘ is only possible by the Grace of God. It is when the 
Self draws from its polarity of servant-Lord axis. 

 دے سانگ وؿ وؿہر  نازو ڈھوؽ دے ناز وے

―The prides of my tender beloved are manifest in 
each and every form.‖ 

The prides of the beloved are manifest in every form. The 
Unmanifest manifests Himself in different styles and modes. 
There is no form that is bereft of the beloved. 

 ے سکڑے سورہڑے

 

ڑ
ھل
ُ
ٹ 

 من موہن دے سانگ 

―I have become oblivious of my blood relationships 
and in-laws for the sake of my enchanting beloved.‖ 

The enchantment of the beloved is of such a magnitude 
that he becomes oblivious of his primary and secondary 
relationships. He has not to make conscious efforts to severe 
his ties. If it were so, then his efforts could not be fraught 
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with much positive results. It is the might of love, which 
carries him on its wings and makes him fly away from the 
ephemeral to the abode of the Real. Religiosity has to 
understand that the lover forsakes everything for the sake of 
his beloved so naturally, easily and spontaneously. He divests 
himself of his being and having and takes on the onerous 
burden of love, instead. The fear of hell or the cravings of 
paradise, the determinants of the religious psyche, do not 
enter the world of the lover.  The enchantment of the 
beloved is the sole determinant of the lover‘s behaviour. 
Does love need sermonising to prosper? Rather, its roar 
silences all sermonising voices. Didn‘t the the loving heart of 
Rabia Basri storm the bastions of religiosity? 

 سب پن پن دے سانگ یپھلار گپھو نیلا

―The intensity of love has beautifully flowered the 
desert plants and bushes.‖ 

The intensity of love sustains both the inner and the outer 
world. The cosmos is born out of love and remains sustained 
by it. 

 بڈ وقت ضعیف

ھ

 
ی 
 

 

 ر
ی

 جوبھن دے سانگ ے

ن

 سَ

―The times of frailty and old age too are dynamic 
forms of life.‖ 

The Spirit within the embodied self is unaffected by times 
of frailty and old age. The animation of love retains its 
youthfulness. 

 حزؿ دے سانگ بیت یکوں آکھد یدتانگھ فر

―Longing makes Farid listen to the encompassing 
tunes of angst.‖ 

His state of longing for his beloved is housed in angst. 
Isn‘t it instrumental in opening up higher possibilities of his 
existence?  
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Kafi-68 

 سانگ ےکیند یںیندو کلہڑا چھوڑ تے ںمیکو

―You are leaving me forlorn. You are going away for 
whose sake?‖ 

He thinks that he has been deserted by his beloved for 
someone more worthy of love. Man‘s love of God does 
involve the psychic at the initial stages and thereby it projects 
the human to the Divine. He feels threatened by the presence 
of others. He considers them as his rivals in love. However, 
when the lover‘s consciousness gets transformed from the 
psychic level to the spiritual one, he ceases to feel threatened 
by others. He realises that the beloved‘s love is indivisible and 
he absolutely loves him in his own right. The beloved‘s 
responsiveness to the one is not at the cost of the other. 
Symbolically speaking, immanence need not be threatened by 
transcendence. 

 

کک

 قطرہ محض 

ی 

 سانگ یہجر د یولا یونہ آ س

―You did not have even an iota of pity on me. You 
have pierced the spear of disunion.‖ 

The merciless piercing of the spear of disunion makes him 
suffer. It is so necessary for sprouting love to fruition. 

ارو دا پینڈ
َ
  سارا اتھل م

ھ

 

ٹ

 

ی 

م

س

 نگبلہاہک  

―My single step will make me leap across the whole 
deadly desert.‖ 

He remains in a state of hope and courage and constantly 
fights against the psychic states of despair and cowardice. 
Love deepens knowledge and sharpens the will. It is his single 
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step that would make him leap across the deadly desert of 
pains, adversities and sufferings in order to unite with the 
beloved. It turns serial time into pure duration. It is a 
moment, which makes time plunge in eternity. 

م  دے وچ سا ہم ناسیں جے تئیں

ہ س

 تانگ یڑ%ر

―I shall keep longing for you till my nostrils breathe.‖ 

It is his total commitment to remain sincere to his 
beloved. 

 بانگ یدں کھاڈ کنیں یمسنابرہوں  یلا د جاوؿ

―Love made the call of sufferings in my ears, the day 
I was born.‖ 

It is ontological love impregnated with sufferings, which is 
manifest in his medium. 

 
ک
 صدقے 
ی
ے

 

ت
  ہیں 

ن

ہ ہی  ی

ن

ب
 کھاوؾِ کالڑا نانگ کولہوں 

―The biting of the black snake would have been 
better than these propitiatory offerings of love.‖ 

The propitiatory offerings of love are more terrible than 
the severe biting of the black snake.  

  چھوٹے وقت کوارے و

ی

 

ل

 
ھ
 دانگ ڑا%ؾ لگڑ ے

―Your love marked me in my tender age and 
maidenhood.‖ 

A pure heart is hunted in the sanctuary of love. 

  کئی مولی یباغ د ھےہاں کیڑ میں
ُ
 وانگ میں گئےؽ ر

―Where do I stand? When so many in my style were 
wretchedly lost in wilderness.‖ 

He feels that he stands no where amongst countless lovers 
wretchedly roaming in wilderness in search of transcendence. 
It gives him inner strength to realise that he is not alone but 
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there is a ‗community of selves‘, which is traversing the 
arduous path of love. 

 
 

ِ

ڑ  گ
م
ھ

ُ
گ

 سم نہ ٹانگڈنہ تڑ  ک   دے یدفر 

―Farid! I am engulfed in the whirlpools of love. I find 
no possibility of ferrying across the waters.‖ 

He finds himself engulfed in the whirlpools of love finding 
no way to ferry across the waters. It is a very decisive stage 
creating absolute dependence on his beloved. He realises the 
ineffectiveness of his efforts, which helps him in attaining 
consciousness of his own ontological nothingness. It is only 
his beloved, who can save him. Love absolutely and totally 
makes him surrender to the Divine. 
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Kafi-69 

 نوِؾ جوبھن ڈھلجامفت نہ  سانوؽ کر کئی ید ؿآنو

―My charming beloved! Do come back to me lest my 
youthfulness fades away for nothing.‖ 

There is an element of uncertainty in love, which remains 
throughout with her and is expressed in different ways. It is 
uncertainty that makes her rely absolutely on the beloved. She 
yearns for meeting with her beloved in the prime of her 
youth. She fears that the spirit of youthfulness in love may 
not fade away without union. If the bird (who lives only on 
rain water) dies thirsting for a rain drop, then what avail is the 
sea to her, says a friend of God. 

 رؾ جھم برسن بادؽ دے گوقت سہا ؿسانو

―The days of Savan herald the days of union. It is 
raining with pattering sounds.‖ 

Rainy season heralds the moments of union with her 
beloved. The pattering sounds of rain symbolise the footsteps 
of her beloved becoming audible (transcendence assuming 
immanence).  

ھ پئے ہجر دے 

 

ت ب
 ڈ
ت 
 

ن

ب

  
ہ

 ے

 

ؽ ر
َ
ؽ ر
َ
 عمر گساروں ر

―Let‘s forget the days of disunion and spend our lives 
in togetherness.‖ 

She relegates her past to nothingness and desires 
togetherness with her beloved in the present. It is the present 
that gives meaning to the past and the future. All possibilities 
are realised in the present. 
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 جکلا نارا یںآو لجاونی پیت ناہیں

―Do not debase the tradition of loving. Do come 
these days, my beloved Rana (Mandhera).‖ 

She is desirous to unite with her beloved. The non-
responsiveness of the beloved is equated with debasing the 
tradition of love. Her perspectives go on changing with the 
development of her love. They do seem absolute at different 
stages of love but are essentially relative to the Absolute. The 
conflicting perspectives of the lover and the beloved are 
ultimately resolved when the lover attains union with the 
beloved.  

  تے سےپرسوں ترسوں مر
س
 ھ
لب

 

 
ِ

 مومل اای  وؽ کت

―She will be lying asleep in the lap of death within a 
day or two. Then, where will you find Momal?‖ 

She has a deep faith that her beloved loves her. This faith 
may get clouded at times but it never ceases to be. It is its 
light that saves her in ‗the dark night of the soul.‘ The allusion 
to the beloved in seeking his lover speaks of this faith. The 
sense of time is intensely acute in the consciousness of the 
lover. What is the use of beloved‘s responsiveness when the 
lover is dead?  

 راجر دا تھل وسیں آ یںآو لڈ ریا

 

ھت
گ

ھ 

 

ت ب
 

―Do come here and dwell with me by leaving the 
desert of Rajar, my friend.‖ 

The beloved has to descend from transcendence to 
immanence in order to make love possible.  

 ں سوملھاواراں ساد کوں جخرا جگھولاں را

―I am sacrificing my regal status, tribute, Sadhan and 
Somal for your sake.‖ 
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She sacrifices her regality, royalty, friendship and sisterly 
ties for the sake of her beloved. She becomes oblivious of 
everything except her beloved. 

 ؽدؽ کوں تانگھ اتاو یکوں چاہ ملاپ د جی

―My self is yearning for union.  My heart is longing 
for instantaneous identity with you.‖ 

Her inner self yearns for union with her beloved. Her 
heart longs for this instant union. It wishes time to turn into 
eternity. 

  نین
سک

 
ی
ے

 

ت
 ہلبالانوؿِ سخت ا درس دے 

―My eyes are thirsty of your vision. They are eagerly 
longing to see you instantly.‖ 

Her eyes are so thirsty of vision that nothing but the sight 
of her beloved can quench their thirst. She desires love to be 
so miraculous as to envision her beloved within an instant. 
The intensity of thirst and its remaining unquenched is the 
greatest suffering of love. 

 چنچل نازو چالیں دڑوجا ںمارو اکھیا

―The ravishing eyes of my beloved are magical. They 
are prideful, stylish and playful.‖ 

The expressive eye of the beloved creates magic, which 
ravishes her heart. How could she bear an eye contact with 
her beloved?  

 ہ مرشوخ نگا

 
 
  یی

م
ل

 

ظ

 
 
ی

ؽ زلف ولو ن
َ
 و

―The sprightly vision of my beloved is ravishing. The 
intricate locks of hair are so captivating.‖ 

The sprightly vision and the captivating locks of hair of 
her beloved are enough to ravish her heart. The beauty of her 
beloved saturated with love becomes so irresistible.  She 
becomes entangled in the intricacies of love. 
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 یکُرک نہ پاپن 

 

 

ن

 اؽ نہ ہاں کوں پل پلڈ کون

―Heron! Do not sin by crying. Do not pierce my 
heart every now and then.‖ 

She identifies herself with the heron who is crying for her 
mate. Her evergreen wounds become greener. 

 کر کر کوکاں وؽ وؽ لیا پجاکوئل ساڑ 

―The Cuckoo by making repeated calls burns my 
heart to ashes.‖ 

She terribly remembers her beloved in the repeated calls of 
Cuckoo calling her mate. Her suffering in love becomes more 
intensified. 

 بھل اؽ یبھل بھل برہوں د یرڑیا ید ریاواہ واہ 

―I laud the friendship of my friend. I laud the 
conduct of love.‖ 

She ironically lauds the friendship of her beloved and the 
conduct of her love, which has given her such magnitude of 
suffering. 

 

 

  
 حرمل یدِلڑ بل بل ںیابے کل اکھڑ اج

―I am restless with tearful eyes. My self is burning like 
wild rue (noise produced by the burning of a seed).‖ 

She intensely suffers from within and finds no way out of 
this impasse. 

 

ن

ہ ہی  ی

ن

ب
 اکھو یانبھا 

 
 

ؽ یمنظر ن
ّ
 سوکھا او

―I remained tied to the counterfeit love. It seemed so 
simple in the beginning.‖ 

She calls love as counterfeit.  It seems so simple in the 
beginning but it becomes highly intricate beyond her 
imagination.  

 

 

ڑ
ھک

 

ٹ

 حلمحض معمالا  یآخر اوُڑک 
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―I ultimately became tired. I considered it an intricate 
problem without any solution.‖ 

She becomes tired and finds no way of finding her 
beloved. Love is an intricate problem having no solution. It is 
essentially mystery, which deepens with the passage of time. 
A problem can be solved from the outside but a mystery can 
only be resolved from within. She has to live with this 
mystery in the situation of ‗lived participation.‘ 

 ے وؽ چھل پیچ ڑےمارو تھل دے پینڈ

 

ڑ
کُلل

 

―The unintelligible paths of the deadly desert are 
replete with entanglements and complexities.‖ 

Love is a highly complex affair and there is no royal road 
to love, either. 

 ہارڑ

 

ُ

 
 ہ

 

ُ

 
  یتھک تھک ہ

 

ڑ
ھ

 

ہ ب

ؽ یںڑپیر یں
َ
 کُڑو

―I have been losing the game of love by utter 
tiredness and exhaustion. It has led to the disfiguring 
of my hands and feet.‖ 

Love requires highest ‗patience in adversity‘. It cripples the 
embodied self. 

 ے

 

ڑ
ھ

 

ھب
ک

 ے 

 

ڑ
ھ

 

ھب
ک

  لملئیےورڈے ڈسا دے یتپر 

―The worn out garments of love are my threading 
and muslin.‖ 

The worn out garments of love are the finest apparels for 
her. They signify belongingness with her beloved. 

 اطلس مشروع مخمل ید جلاَ لوئی اونی

―The coarse woollen shawl of honour is my silky and 
velvet covering.‖ 

The coarse woollen shawl of honour becomes her silky 
and velvet covering. Her honour solely lies in her beloved. 
Ordinary things become extra-ordinary on the touchstone of 
love. 
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م آکل نیجا ید یدتوں بن کوؿ فر

ہ س
ل

 

―Who will take care of Farid without you, my friend?‖ 

Who will take care of him except his beloved?  He 
communicates his deepest aspirations with his friend.  

ی 

 ھ
ج
ب 

 

ت

ی 

 ھ
ج
ج ب 

 گلؽ نہ ماہی لا گا یاں%

―I am yours in spite of all my shortcomings. My 
beloved! Do not let me rot but let us embrace each 
other, instead.‖ 

There is no denying the fact that he is imperfect in 
comparison with his perfect beloved. But the reality of 
belongingness overrides all distinctions. He beseeches his 
beloved not to let him rotten and effectuate union, instead. 
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Kafi-70 

 لاؽ ورے میراشاؾ دو یر ہو کھیلے بِندرا بَن میں

―My beloved plays Holi in the temple of Krishan in 
Bindraban.‖ 

His dearly loved Krishan Maharaj, a friend of God, plays 
‗Holi‘ in Bindraban: to rejoice colourfully the spring of 
mankind, which is fragrant with the ensuing victory of good 
over evil.  

 باجے ادِھر مدھر موؿ بنسی

 یموڑ یہما یہکا لیبھو

 لکھ ساج آواجے چوراسی

 ؽانوکھے خیا ؿکے گیا سن

―The flute is harping on enchanting songs. There are 
eighty-four lacs musical tunes forming songs. I have 
absolutely forgotten wealth and myself after listening 
to the mystical and gnostic thoughts.‖ 

The infinite depths of his inwardness are unfathomable. 
The flute of his inward being is harping on eighty-four lacs 
musical tunes. Listening to gnostic wisdom makes him 
oblivious of his embodied self and possessions.  

 ترکھٹ جمنا ترپھٹ ناؤں

 یرکٹو یمسنگ پر کے پی پی

 
ُ
 پاپ مٹاؤں یترمت دود

 رس تاؽ نگوت رگا ناچت

―I bathe in the river Jamna (of triangular 
characteristics) to my heart‘s fill. I wash myself of the 
sins of alienation and duality. I drink the cup of love 
in the company of my beloved, while dancing and 
singing on the tune of love.‖ 
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He bathes in the ‗river Jamna‘ flowing within the ‗infinite 
depths of his consciousness‘ till his heart attains fulfilment by 
washing the sins of alienation and duality. He drinks from the 
cup of love in togetherness with his beloved and become so 
ecstatic. 

 جےگاموں  گگنانہد گھور 

 سبد ٹکورے یجور گیلا

 چنگ مردنگ لکھو لکھ باجے

 گلاؽ برست گر پرتیت

―The divine flute is harping clamorous tunes in the 
heavens. It seems as if thousands of harps and long 
tom-toms are sounding. The beat of words is striking 
the pair of drums. The love of the spiritual master is 
bestowing colourful blessings (likened to ‗gulal‘ that is 
red powder thrown on one another during the festival 
of Holi).‖ 

The divine flute is harping clamorous and boisterous tunes 
in the higher levels of his being. The love of the spiritual 
master is conferring on his colourful blessings by making him 
envision the transcendent and colourless beloved in colourful 
forms of immanence.   

 گےدھن لا یبرج موں دھوؾ پر

 توڑے یے بنگرڑمرو نہہبا

 گےبھا ابھماں ٹوٹے ک  ھیا

  کنور

ن

کب
ے

 

ت
 
ہ
 چنچل چاؽ 

―There is dawn of merriment in the world. 
Haughtiness, pride and ignorance have fled away. The 
charming beloved has made a playful move by 
twisting my arms and breaking my bangles.‖ 

Love fulfilment drives away haughtiness, pride and 
ignorance like light drives away darkness. All negativities are 
privations. Love ushers in real happiness. 

 آکاس ہمارا  یدداس فر

 یجور سوں دؽ لاگی آتم

 ابناس ہمارا یہوا یسد

 ہت پتاؽسنسار  میں ہوں
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―Farid! Heavens is our original abode. The world 
(terrestrial) is ephemeral. Do heartedly realise your 
Spirit. Otherwise, you will be condemned to the 
infernal world.‖ 

The original abode of Man is the ‗Heart‘ and not the self, 
which is ephemeral. It is the spiritual vocation of Man to 
realise his ‗Spirit‘ (residing in the ‗Heart‘) otherwise he will be 
condemned to remain tied to the psychic as against the 
spiritual. 
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Kafi-71 

ا سانوؽ ا دیس  گلمرجل  ئیںیسانہ تاں و کل جسُ 

―My charming beloved! Do come soon and beautify 
the city (by your presence), otherwise I will be burnt 
and reduced to ashes.‖ 

The plight of the lover in the absence of the beloved is so 
precarious. She longs for the beloved to beautify her life by 
his presence 

 لودروے مومل شہر اھروسدا میند وہٹ میں

―Mandhera! You live in the place ‗waht‘ and Momal 
dwells in the city of ‗loderwak‘.‖ 

The beloved and the lover are placed at different levels. 
The beloved has to descend and the lover has to ascend to 
reach a meeting point. Their ‗universe of discourse‘ has also 
to reach a certain common ground of communication. The 
dynamics of love is to find a meeting ground between the 
Divine and the human. 

  تیڈبرہوں 

 

 
 

 س

 

  عیش ےسَ

 
 

 گللا  یکوں س

―The intensity of love has made her multiply the joys 
in the nuptial bed. She has been deeply immersed in 
the reality of love.‖ 

The intensity of love develops her imagination of nuptial 
joys making her deeply immersed in the reality of love. 

 

 
ن

َ
ی ااکھانوِؿ  یںک

گ

ن

 ی
سِی

 کل کل یکر کر کوڑ ں

―The meaningless prattle of my friends is deafening 
to my ears.‖ 
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The discourse of friends is so sweet that the ears yearn for 
it but when she falls in love then conversation of her friends 
becomes meaningless prattle deafening to her ears. Love 
essentially changes the perspectives and meanings of things. 

 ں سوملھاساد نیںتو ںیابِن نظرؾ اوپر ںتو

―Sadhan and Somal seem strangers to me without 
you.‖ 

The ties with Sadhan (friend) and Somal (sister) fall in 
oblivion. She takes precedence over all forms of relationships.  

 

 

 گئی  سَ

س

 

 
ب

 ھ
چ
  مل ملئیےوڑڈپھاٹے  یگزسہا 

―My nuptial bed has been burnt to ashes. My 
threading and muslin have been torn apart.‖ 

What is the significance of the nuptial bed without her 
beloved? The valuable adornments have been tattered and 
become valueless. 

ہ ہ سُرخی
لَ
 گئی  

َ
 رو رو سرمے کاجل گئے یہہو

―My rouge has faded out. Profuse crying has washed 
away my antimony and collyrium.‖ 

The disappearance of Reality mars appearance as well. 

ؽ سِ سر مارِؾ سانگراں
َ
ؽ و
َ
 تانگھاں تانوؾِ و

―The desire of my beloved strikes spears on my head. 
My longings are perpetually burning me.‖ 

The desire and longing of her beloved ravishes her 
embodied self. 

  سوؽ اندوہ اند

 
 

 
 آوؿِ پل پل ےی

ِ
 مِ
ِ
 مِ

―The afflictions, grief and anxieties frequently 
encompass me in togetherness.‖ 

She experiences sufferings in togetherness. The breadth 
and depths of sufferings combine in a single whole. 
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ن
 
ی

ن

 ی
 ھی
ٹ

 بابل ؿیرو یاَمڑ ںنیاراڈ ںیادا 

―I have my sisters, maids, sisters-in-law, mother, 
brothers and father.‖ 

She has her primary and secondary ties but they are not of 
any avail to her. 

رمل دا یدرد فرکوؿ ہے د
َ
 توں بِن دارو د

―Farid! Who are my balm, medication and cure 
without you?‖ 

It is only the beloved who is the balm, medication and 
cure for the malady of his sufferings.  
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Kafi-72 

سبھ عاطل بیوحق ہے فاعل  ذاتاً فعلاً کل شے باطل

 
 

―The things in their essence and existence are devoid 
of reality (existence). It is the Reality that is the 
animating force in all things and everything else is 
powerless.‖ 

The cosmos is the shadow of the Absolute. All things in 
their essence and existence are devoid of reality. They are not 
self-existent. The Reality is the sole animating force or ‗active 
agent‘ in things, which are otherwise absolutely powerless. 
No thing in itself has any power. 

 کوڑے بحث دلائل ہے طور عقل دے، ورا ،ذوؼ

 

ھت
گ

ھ 

 

ت ب
 

―Tasting transcends the limits of the human reason. 
Cast aside the false mode of argumentation and proofs.‖ 

Reason cohere the data received from the senses. It has no 
access to the higher echelons of Reality, which is only 
possible by virtue of tasting. It directly experiences God. The 
modes of argumentations and proofs are false when applied 
to the spiritual realm and hence have to be discarded. They 
obstruct the vision of God. 

ھد 

 

ٹ

د   یںاُ

ن

 ی
ٹ ہ

 د یں
ُ

 

ِ د یںن
 
 غافل  ہو ذاہل نہ تھینہ یںت

―Do not be unmindful or forgetful of Him in the 
postures of standing, sitting, walking or strolling.‖ 

One has not to be unmindful or forgetful of God even for 
a moment. It is living one‘s whole life in Divine presence. 
The presence of God is the forgetfulness of self. It makes 
one aware of his ontological nothingness. Light makes 
darkness vanish. 
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ک  لےخیا یرمحالے و غیر
ِ
َ  ہ 
 
 رکھ رافت شامل ڈوںہ

―The other is impossible and the adversary is a mere 
figment of our imagination. Embrace every one in the 
fold of love.‖ 

The whole cosmos including Man is the manifestation of 
the Reality. The Reality is manifest in all forms. There is 
nothing outside ‗the Metaphysical Whole.‘ Metaphysically 
speaking, the question of otherness does not arise. It is mere 
figment of one‘s imagination. The corollary of this 
metaphysical truth is that the whole creation has to be 
embraced in the fold of love. It is ontological love, which 
precedes ordinary love. It transcends the ordinary distinction 
between love and hate. The ontology of love leaves no room 
for hatred. Metaphysics talks of ontological love, which in its 
cyclic process ultimately purifies hatred.  

 دا قائل ہے توحید جو کوئی دا ا ہے محبوب دلیںڈسا

―The one who is committed to the doctrine of (conte-
mplative) tawhid (Unity of God) is our heart‘s beloved.‖ 

How lovable that person is who is committed to the 
doctrine of tawhid without any trace of otherness. His own 
self even lacks self-existence. The realisation of tawhid gives 
him full consciousness of his own ontological nothingness. 
Oneness of God implies oneness of humanity. 

 مادہ قابل نفس مزّکی علم حقائق دا ہے لائق

―The pure self is a receptacle to receive knowledge of 
realities.‖ 

The ordinary self is bound to the subject and object 
structure of reality. It has no access to the higher realities. 
The purification of the self turns it into the mirror of the 
heart to reflect the Reality lying beneath its exterior. 

 ناہق صاہل ناطق کیا کیا برابر جاؿجھ محبت با

―A soul devoid of love is likened to the soul of an 
unruly ass or a wayward camel.‖ 
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A person devoid of love is likened to an unruly ass or a 
wayward camel. Love creates inner and outer equilibrium. 
Love is the measure of all things. Man attains higher self in 
proportionate to his capacity and strength of love. 

 ٹھپ رکھ فقہ اصوؽ مسائل رکھ ملت ید ابن العربی

―Shelve jurisprudence, principles and issues. Remain 
committed to the tradition of Ibn Arabi.‖ 

The tradition of Ibn Arabi pertains to the doctrine of 
Oneness of Being and its realisation. It leaves no room of 
otherness with all that it implies. The mode of jurisprudence 
and its principles and issues have to be shelved in order to 
reach a metaphysical understanding of things.  

 مکمل عارػ کامل پیر رمز سجھائی یںکر کلہڑ بہہ

―My perfect spiritual master, an adept in esoterism, 
secretly gave me a clue to the mystery.‖ 

The spiritual master, adept in esoterism, has imparted 
clues to the mystery of Oneness. 

 لک زاہق زائلہا باقی وجہہ اللہ فرید ہے باقی

―Farid! The Face of Allah is Permanent. All else is 
annihilating, dying and ephemeral.‖ 

The Face of Allah symbolises Permanence amidst change 
pointing to the archetypal reality of things in Divine 
Consciousness, which is lasting and enduring but everything 
is annihilating and dying each moment and its being existent 
and non-existent is identical.  The universe is ephemeral. The 
act of re-creation is so swift that the universe seems stable. It 
is an illusion. Its unreality is grounded in ontology. The 
theophany of the Absolute makes ontological descent and 
ontological ascent in simultaneity. The universe does not 
confront God as the ‗other‘. ‗God is, and there is no thing 
with Him.‘  
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Kafi-73 

 سِ غیر

 

 ؽسَ  شے وہم خیا یخدا د سَ

―Cast aside the desire of all those things that are not 
divine. All the existence is an illusion and imagination 
(cosmic illusion and imagination within imagination).‖ 

Man has to purify his heart of things not divine since the 
existence of everything is an illusion and imagination. Things 
have no self-subsistent existence. They are not independent 
of the Reality and thereby they do not enjoy an autonomous 
status. The phenomenal ‗reality‘ is devoid of being (wujud). It 
is an illusion to perceive ‗materialization‘ and solidification‘ of 
the world. ‗The world is an illusion; it has no real existence. 
And this is what is meant by ‗imagination‘ (khayal). For you 
just imagine that it (i.e., the world) is an autonomous reality 
quite different from and independent of the absolute Reality, 
while it is nothing of the sort…Know that you yourself are an 
imagination. And everything that you perceive and say to 
yourself, ‗this is not me‘, is also an imagination, so that the 
whole world of existence is imagination within imagination.‘ 
However, ‗reality‘ is not a subjective illusion but an objective 
one. It ‗is an unreality standing on a firm ontological basis.‘ 
The world is an imagination because it is ‗a symbolic 
reflection of something truly real.‘ 

 لیلیٰ

 
ِ

 مجنوں کت

 
ِ

 سو کت

 
ِ

 اؽمہینو ہنیکت

―Where is Layla and where is Majnun? Where are 
Sohni and Mahinwal?‖ 

It was the Real, which manifested in the forms of the 
lovers and the beloveds. Love itself reflected in the mediums 
of Layla Majnun and Sohni Mahinwal. They were not 
independent of the absolute Reality otherwise they would 
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have remained forever. They were bubbles on the sea and 
with the vanishing of their ‗airy duality‘ they became 
essentially the same water.  

 

 
ِ

 کھیڑ رانجھنکت

 
ِ

  ےکت

 
ِ

ِ   کت
 

 ؽسیا ہے ہ

―Where is Ranjhan and where are the Kheras? Where 
is Heer Sayyal?‖ 

Heer Ranjha and their adversaries are no more on the face 
of the earth.  

 سسی

 
ِ

 پنوں کت

 
ِ

 او درد کشاؽ کت

 
ِ

 کت

―Where is Sassi and where is Punnal? Where have 
those pains and adversities gone?‖ 

Sassi Punnu are nowhere to be seen. The pains and 
adversities they experienced in the course of love have 
become bygone tales.  

 

س

 

 
ِ

 کت
ی 

ل
ف
 پر 

 
ِ

ڑ  وصاؽ ںیاکت
چ  ِ
ہ 

 او 

 
ِ

 کت

―Where is Saifal and where are the fairies? Where are 
all disunion and union?‖ 

The prince Saifal and fairies figuring prominently in Saif-
ul-Muluk have passed away. The phenomenon of disunion 
and union was ephemeral.  

 زواؽ کل شے عین جھوں احد حقیقیبا

―All the things are demonstrably perishable excepting 
the essential One.‖ 

The essential One is Permanent. All things are changing, 
fleeting and ephemeral. Their relative existence is solely by 
virtue of the Absolute. How could theophanies claim permanence? 

 ڈچار 

 

 
 

 واؽ بکرے کڈ دے ہاڑے ج

―These are mere four days of the spring season, 
which make the shepherd dance with joy.‖ 
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The shepherd dances with joy at the advent of spring 
being oblivious of the fact that the season is so short-lived. 

 اؽ شک  بے  ما خلا اللہ باطل
 
 کوڑ ب

―Anything beside God is devoid of reality. 
Undoubtedly, it is false and illusory.‖ 

‗God is, and there is no thing with Him.‘ The perception 
of any thing with God is false and illusory. The universe does 
not confront Him as the ‗other.‘  The attempt to place 
anything with Him is tantamount to positioning divinity 
beside God. If Allah is the light of the heavens and the earth, 
then how could there be anything beside light? 

 مشکل محض محاؽ نہ وسِرؾ یدفر ریا

―Farid! I cannot be oblivious of my friend. It is hard 
and simply impossible.‖ 

The absolute spell of love makes it impossible for him to 
be oblivious of his beloved. 
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Kafi-74 

 جل یدِلڑگئی  چھل ںاکھیا ںتھیا وو پیڑ نیپرا ریا سن

―My friend! Listen to my primordial suffering. My 
eyes are flooding with tears and my heart has been 
burnt.‖ 

The primordial love grounded in suffering ravishes her 
embodied self.  

 جھوکاں ںیاجڑا نےکما کانھ

ہند
َ
 وو دؽ دلگیر یر

 ٹوکاں ںیاکر د لیںسخت سیا

 اچھل روگرد اٹل پئے د سر

―The reeds have dried and the dwellings have become 
deserted. The crude Sayyal women sneer at me.  My 
heart is in grief. The pain in my head has intensified 
and the malaise has become unbearable.‖ 

There is deadness and desolation without her beloved. 
The crude Sayyal women sneer at Heer since they do not 
understand her choice of bartering everything for the sake of 
love. Her life is imbued with suffering without her beloved.  

 لگڑ
 ھ
ج

ن

ٹ

 ا بند ر
ی
ے

 

ت
 والا 

  ِ
 

 وو جھنگ چیرگئی  ہ

 چالافہم فکر دا  یاوسِر

 

 

  سَ

س

 

 
ب

 ھ
چ
 محل نگپلنگ تے ر 

―Ranjhan love has become the fabric of my being. 
The modes of understanding and reflection have 
fallen in oblivion. Heer has gone across the forests. 
She has left the nuptial bed and colourful mansions 
behind.‖ 

Heer contracted sacrificial love in the manner of Ranjha 
who sacrificed his ordinary mode of reasoning and worldly 
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comforts for her. She too transcended the habitual mode of 
reflective understanding and chose the existential one for his 
sake. She left her abode and worldly enrichments to seek 
union with Ranjha. Love is not a one sided affair. Both the 
lover and the beloved have to step out of their levels in order 
to realise love. The lover has to ascend whereas the beloved 
has to descend in order to realise the possibility of union.  

 ئیجاموؽ نہ دشمن  بھوگے

 وو یرو ما پیو مارِؾ

 سر آئی میں جو جو سختی

ی اا وؽ
گ

ن

 ی
سِی

 لہم نہ کل ںسرتیا ں

―I have been bearing such hardships, which may not 
befall even to my enemy‘s daughter. My parents and 
brothers thrash me. And my same age friends have 
ceased caring for me.‖ 

The hardships of love are so severe that Heer does not 
wish these even for her enemy‘s daughter. One has to 
undergo bashes at the hands of one‘s parents and brothers. 
One‘s fast friends become strangers. The hostility of the 
social and cultural environment poses a constant challenge 
for the lover. However, it helps in the long run by being 
detached from everything except the beloved.  

 ھےیزآوڑ و دا چاک مہیں

   لیر کپڑے

 

 وو ک

 ےرکھن بکھیڑ ےبھیڑ ےکھیڑ

ل گہار سنگار مُُا گیا
ج 
ک

 

―O! Shepherd of the flock! Do visit my courtyard. 
The despicable ‗Kheras‘ are still keeping incongruities. 
My clothing has been torn to bits. My makeup, twig 
(of the walnut tree) for tooth powder and lipstick (for 
its darkening effects) and collyrium have faded out.‖ 

Heer beseeches Ranjha, the shepherd of her heart, to be 
responsive in face of the despicable adversaries who are still 
incongruous with her. Her embellishments for Ranjha have 
faded too for they were only meant for him.  
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 دے  سجننازک نگاہ 

 وو تیر یے کارلگڑ

 عشوے غمزے من موہن دے

 ھد ے پھل سے سینے

ج ب

ل 
ی 
ی ل

 

―There is tendered and prideful gaze of my friend. 
The amorous glances and bewitching enticements 
have speared hundreds of piercing arrows in my 
chest, which are causing a perpetual ache.‖ 

The beloved causes love and sustains it too. Love is not a 
dead passion but a vibrant sentiment, which storms her heart. 
Love is constant banging. 

 اوکھے لانگھے روہ جبل دے 

لد
ُ
  یر

ہ 
مل

  راہ 
ی
 وو ر 

ج لد  چھل چھل چھالے پیر
ٹ 

 ے

 پووؿ دہل ینیںراخس ڈ جتھ

―The mountainous terrains are hazardous. The 
oozing boils are burning my feet. I am wretchedly lost 
in the tracks of Malheer, where giants and witches 
fear to tread.‖ 

The ‗weight‘ of the Infinite becomes so overbearing for 
the finite that only a sincere heart can put up with the 
onerous load of love. God has invested Man with the trust of 
love. The greatest sin consists in betraying one‘s beloved.  

 یدپیا پیر یشود سسی

 

 

ڑ
ھ

 

ب
ُ
م

 وو بے تقصیر ی

  تا

 

ِ

 

 یے جھوک آبادڈناں ن

لگنڈخرچ پلے نہ  نہ
م
س

 ھ 

―The poor ‗Sassi‘ is wandering bare footed. There is 
neither any place of shelter nor any dwellings. She has 
encumbered misery without any wrong doing. She 
possesses no wealth or travel expenses.‖ 

Sassi has lost her being and having for the sake of Punnal. 
She is engulfed in misery without any fault. Her misery has 
nothing to do with wrong doing since her misery is born of 
rightful conduct. The magnitude of her misery corresponds 
to the degree of her righteousness. Millions of fortunes can 
be sacrificed on the altar of misery of love. 
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 جھوں سوؽ قہر دےبا ماہی

   یںنینا
ِ

ن

ہیر پ
َ
 وو و

 نجردے یدرات فر ںینہاڈ

 چھلو چھل بیلےجنگل  جھر

―There are terrible afflictions in the absence of my 
beloved that are enervating me day and night, Farid. 
The flows of tears from my eyes are inundating the 
thick forests and the riparian shrubbery.‖ 

He has to face terrible afflictions, which constantly 
enervate him. His separation and disunion from the beloved 
make him tearful. A single tear of his eye absorbs the seven 
seas. It purifies his heart unto union with his beloved. The 
beloved resides in his tearful eye. How could he dwell 
otherwise? Isn‘t the throne of God still on waters? 
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Kafi-75 

 ھڑو سانوؽ وؽ بروچل ریاتوں  گیوں کیچ
َ
 کل نہ ل

―My Balochi friend! You have gone to Kech and 
never thought of me.‖ 

The transcendence of the beloved (Punnal) becomes a 
source of suffering for the lover (Sassi). The beloved is placed 
within immanence but the eye cannot see Him since He is 
hidden in the eye itself. The veil of His nearness is one of His 
greatest mysteries.  

 زہر ہلاہل ںیاسدڈ یںکھنڈ نباتڑ یمصر

―Sugar-candy, sugar and sweets seem deadly bane to 
me.‖ 

She lives in the world of love. It is a real world as 
compared to the unreal world of everyday life. The sweetness 
of sugar of the everyday world turns into a deadly bane in the 
world of love. All sweetness is symbolised in the witnessing 
of the beloved. All tastes turn deadly banes in the absence of 
the beloved. It is only love, which distinguishes the deadness 
of life from its liveliness. 

ھ پئے  لگےبھا  ریوگھولے ز

 

ت ب
 ڈ

َ
 مِ
َ
 ورے مِ

―I have thrown away my jewellery for your sake. I 
care a fig for my threading and muslin.‖ 

The inner urge gives meaning to embellishments and 
adornments, which otherwise have no meaning for her. How 
could inner dryness exhibit outward greenness?  

 گئے گلناز نہورے  یجوبھن جوش جوانڑ
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―My animated youth, pride and coquetries have been 
rotten.‖ 

How could animated youth, pride and coquetries manifest 
dynamism without her beloved?  

 
 
ِ
َ   کپڑے ل

 

ل ئیجا یںلنگڑ ڑےک
ج 
مل

 

―My apparel has been torn to bits. The coat of mire 
has settled on my hands and feet.‖ 

She becomes oblivious of her apparel and demeanour. She 
fully concentrates on her inwardness. Love is instrumental in 
keeping a respectable distance from things and events. 

ؽ زلف ولو پیچی ںکجلوں کالیا ںکھیااَ 
َ
 و

―The eyes are darkened with a collyrium. The curly 
locks of hair are knotted.‖ 

The situation of love being multi-dimensional is knotted 
with intricacies. 

 گل پئی پھاہی اے تھی ںیادؽ چوٹ چلاند او

―These moves captivate my heart and tighten the 
noose round my neck.‖ 

The responsiveness of the beloved makes her immerse 
more deeply in love. She gets deeply intoxicated with every 
cup of wine.  

م

ھ

 

ٹ

  ڈ
ہ 
مل

  ملک 
ی
 کالے کالے بادؽ ڈوں ر 

―I have seen darkening clouds move towards the city 
of Malheer.‖ 

Love is inwardness. She has an insatiable desire to turn 
inward and find her beloved in the inmost chambers of her 
heart. She finds the signs of unveiling within her being. 

 ھڑے ر

ن

ِ
 پل تانگھاں پل ںیالگڑ ںیایندڈنہ  ہنس
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―The perpetual longings of the desert do not let me 
remain in Sindh.‖ 

The perpetual longings to turn inward do not let her 
remain attached to the outward. 

  روہی

م

 
 
ی

ھ
گ

ن

ی
مد  ملہارڑاں 

ھ
ک

ی اا ںیا

ن

می
ھ
ک

 کل جا ں

―These days the desert (rohi) is overcast with thick 
clouds and flashes of lightning.‖ 

There are very affirmative indications of the unveiling of 
her beloved within her own being.  

کد  یدِلڑ
سِ

وو یںاکھڑ ڈوں یسڈ ی

ن

چ ت

ن

ہ ب

 بل ں بل

―My heart is desirous of my native abode and tears 
are flowing from my eyes.‖ 

Her heart becomes desirous of meeting the beloved within 
its infinite depths. She has to ferry across her tearful eyes.  

  باغ بغوچڑے ںیکھاڈ

 

 ِ
 
 بل نوؾِ جلجا اج

―My heart burns in reminiscence (of my original 
abode) by seeing gardens and orchards.‖ 

Her heart burns in reminiscence of the primordial unity 
with her lovely beloved 

رمل دے درد دِلیں دے یدفر گپھو نےلا
َ
 د

―Farid! The desert plants and bushes are balm for the 
pains of my heart.‖ 

The sentiment of love growing inwardly acts as a balm to 
all his inward sufferings. 
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Kafi-76 

 توں کل توں کلی یںاوسڈجز توں فرد تے  یںکیو

―Why you consider yourself as an individual and a 
part? You are the unified and the whole.‖ 

Does the consciousness of Man‘s ontological nothingness 
have negative consequences for the development of his 
personality? From the metaphysical point of view, the 
realisation of ontological nothingness in Face of the Absolute 
does not have any negative bearings but, instead leads to the 
fullest realisation of possibilities inhering in Man. The 
metaphysical concept of Man is there in the great traditions 
of the world including the Islamic tradition, which spells out 
the characteristics of ‗the Universal Man‘ (Insan-i-Kamil). 
However, Man is not ‗ilah‘ (self-subsistent reality or 
autonomous reality) as considered by ‗humanism‘ in the 
modern West. But, he is theophany of the Absolute. He is 
manifestation of the Reality. The Reality sees itself through 
his eye as if, in ‗a polished mirror‘. The Reality contemplates 
itself through his medium. He is not individual or part since 
‗those discrete things and properties that have been diffused 
and scattered all over the immense universe become united 
and unified into a sharp focus in Man. The structure of the 
whole universe with all its complicated details is reflected in 
him in a clear and distinctly articulated miniature. This is the 
meaning of his being a Microcosm‘. Man is the best 
formation for he is universal, embracing all the realities. Man 
synthesizes the forms of the Divine self-manifestation and 
has consciousness of this whole. He integrates in himself all 
cosmic realities and their individual manifestations. Man‘s 
‗humanity‘ lies in his ‗comprehensiveness‘. How could a 
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person cognizant of his metaphysical and cosmic purpose of 
existence fall victim to pseudo-mysticism by adopting a life-
denying attitude? Rather, it is in following his inherent 
purpose that he transforms his inflated ego into real 
personality. The doctrine of Oneness of Being (wahdat al 
wujud) affirms life and restores hope in the despairing 
humanity. 

 گلبلبل خود  خود مالک باغ بہشت دا توں ہیں

―You are the sovereign of the paradisal garden. You 
are the nightingale and the rose.‖ 

The higher possibilities of existence flower within his 
being and thereby turn it into the paradisal garden. He loves 
and is loved. 

  یعرش و

 

 

 

  یفرش و ای

 

 

 

  ؿا توں عالیٰ ای
ُ
 مِ

―The empyrean and the earth belong to you. Your 
majesty is priceless.‖ 

The cosmos has been created for the sake of Man. He is 
‗the bridge between the heavens and the earth‘. It gives him 
superiority over other beings. 

 کرؿ جب غل غل بھائیمنصور دے  یںچڑھ دار

―The Mansurians make strange ecstatic utterances on 
the scaffold.‖ 

The followers of Mansur Hallaj, in the tradition of their 
master, who said ‗I am the Truth‘, go to the scaffold with 
strange ecstatic utterances. It is the Reality, which speaks 
through ‗their‘ tongues but the ordinary people understand 
them not. 

 نہ بھل سنجاؿسمجھ  ں ہیںت توروح مثاؽ شہاد

―You are the Spirit, Image and Witnessing. Never 
become oblivious of this experiential understanding.‖ 
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The Reality is identical with its Spirit. The Reality in the 
form of the Sustainer breathes His Spirit in Man. The 
Intellect or Spirit is in Man, containing all knowledge, but is 
not ‗his‘. The Spirit is universal but is ‗individualised‘ in Man. 
The immanence of the Spirit in Man does not compromise its 
transcendence. It is universal and ‗individual‘ in simultaneity. 
The blowing of the Spirit in Man accords him a higher status 
than other beings in the cosmos. The dimensions of 
Imagination are both ‗cosmic and metacosmic‘. The whole 
cosmos including Man ‗are related to God as dream- images 
are related to a dreamer‘. The world of imagination is 
constitutive of man‘s being and the cosmos. It is an 
intermediate world between spirit and body. It embodies the 
supra-sensory realities. The cosmos is the manifestation of 
the Reality. Man witnesses the terrestrial world as an 
opportunity to realise his macrocosmic and microcosmic 
realities in the given span of time.  

ٰ  دنیا
عقب 

اہیں برزخ اندر ی َ

ن

  ن

 

 

 

 تل ڑای

―No one equals you in the terrestrial world, in the 
isthmus or in the next world.‖ 

The metaphysical significance of Man confers him a 
unique status in the hierarchy of beings.  The possibility of 
freedom inhering in him to attain deliverance and union 
makes him matchless in the world. He is unparallel in 
continuing his forward march in the next world making it 
possible for the Reality to contemplate its Infinite Attributes 
in the mirror of his heart. He is without equal in 
contemplating the perpetual images of his actions leading to 
fruition in the state of ‗barzakh‘ or isthmus (an imaginal 
world of existence lying between this world and the Hereafter 
in which ‗all human beings are pawns to what they have 
earned and imprisoned in the forms of their works until the 
day of resurrection. Then they are raised up from those forms 
and given over to the configuration of the next world‘)  
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 ہے کولہڑے  ایدفر ریا

 

 

 

ؽ ہودہ  بے  نہ  ےی
ُ
 ر

―Farid! Your friend is with you (even nearer to you 
than you are to your own self). There is no point in 
your being wretched in the unwieldy search.‖ 

Why to be wretched in search of God when God is within 
Man. He is more near to him than the oceanic sweet water is 
from its salty one with ‗barzakh‘ or isthmus between them. 
He is nearer to Man than the reflected image is to the mirror. 
The proximity of God with Man can be understood by 
understanding the proximity of the Divine Essence with His 
Names or Attributes (Asma al Husna). He is closer to Man 
than Man is to himself. He is clothed in the attire of Man.  
God is veiled in Man. Man is His Image. Human 
consciousness is a manifestation of the Divine 
Consciousness. The provisional man-God polarity withers 
away in the transcendent consciousness of nonduality. 
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Kafi-77 

 مہینو
ِ
 مہینو الامِ

ِ
 بھاؽ یڑ%ہے  ہر دؽ میں اؽمِ

―My beloved Mahinwal! Meet me. My beloved 
Mahinwal! Unite with me. All hearts beat for you.‖ 

Mahiwal symbolising the beloved is the heartbeat of 
everyone yearning for union. Sohni Mahiwal is a tale of love 
impregnated with courage, steadfastness and fortitude. Sohni 
was born of a potter‘s family in a village on the banks of 
River Chenab, Gujarat. She was beauty personified. She 
helped her father, Tulla in designing the earthenware, which 
were sold like hot cakes. One of the traders, Izzat Beg of 
Bokhara, happened to stop at their workshop and was 
enchanted to see Sohni, busy helping her father. It was love at 
first sight. He frequently started visiting the workshop on 
pretext of buying pieces of pottery and deeply fell in love 
with her. His heart always yearned for her eye contact. He 
succeeded in stirring love in her heart and she went ahead in 
reciprocating his love with great sincerity. He was equally 
enamoured by her inward beauty. He did not return to his 
native place with the traders‘ caravan but instead chose an 
odd job of grazing cattle- buffaloes with Sohni‘s father. Her 
father came to know about their love affair, which like day 
light can never be hidden, and he hastened to forcibly marry 
her to one of the potters living across the river. Mahiwal was 
grief-stricken to know of Sohni‘s marriage and he became a 
wanderer and in the guise of a ‗faqir‘ managed to meet her 
and tell her about his whereabouts. Sohni used to swim at 
night to the other side of the river with the help of a water 
pitcher to meet him and returned before the break of dawn 
and hid her pitcher. She met him daily but her quest of love 
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was insatiable. He was each day in a new glory. The secret of 
love like the fragrance of rose garden cannot be contained 
and it spreads with its own dynamism. Her sister-in –law 
came to know about it and she confiding in her mother 
changed the baked pitcher with a sun-dried one. Sohni 
realised the trick when she was already in the midst of the 
stormy waves of the flooded river. Sohni never looked back. 
She knew that love had no point of return. The passion of 
love within her was more mighty and tempestuous than the 
river Chenab.  She could die but never be defeated. She chose 
love in the face of death. The pitcher started giving in to the 
tumultuous waves, and she drowned defending her love with 
inward light, in the pitch darkness of night. Sohni was not 
drowned in the river but the river was drowned in her, says 
the wisdom of love. 

 ینہ قسمت وار موؽ یتڑڈ یمار سختی یروز ازؽ د

 نہ لہم سنبھاؽ یرو ما پیو

 ―I am in hardships ever since the primordial day. The 
destiny did not absolutely give me a fair chance. My 
parents and brothers do not take care of me.‖ 

Primordial love ushers in sufferings to her hard luck. Her 
parents and brothers leave her forlorn. They do not 
understand the sincerity and depths of her love. They adjudge 
her on relative standards, which fail to measure the 
absoluteness of love. They do have a certain claim over her 
but she is not a pawn in their hands. Her whole being and 
having rightfully belong to her beloved. 

  فَراؼ تے 
ِ

ن

  یریا مونجھ مونجھاریف

 

ڑ
ھ

 

ب
ُ
م

 یہار یلا کر 

 سدؾ وصل وصاؽ محاؽڈ

 ―I am bearing pangs of separation and anguishes. My 
miserableness has made me lose the game of love. My 
togetherness and union with my beloved seem, 
impossible.‖ 
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How can she win the game of love when it is not possible 
to achieve togetherness and union with her beloved? Is there 
any suffering greater than that? 

ھ مرد یبھر آہیں یکوکاں کر د یںرڑد یںروند
ک
ُ
ج 
ھ 
ک
ُ
ج 

 ی

 ؽجنجا عشق اولڑا جی

 ―I am weeping, crying and shrieking. I heave cold 
sighs of distress and remain dying by rotting in 
suffering. The intricate love has encumbered my self.‖ 

The intricacies of love are so cumbersome. She dies by 
inches and bears terrible sufferings in the path of love. 

 نےسارے ہار سنگار وہا نےزورے تورے حسن دے ما

 ؽجاک سولاں ڑاو آئی

 ―My radiant might, pride in beauty and my entire 
make up has gone away. Ultimately, I have been 
netted in afflictions.‖ 

The colours of life fade away. She is caught in the 
whirlpool of sufferings. 

ووں سکھ سہا ناز نزاکت نوکاں نخرے
چ 
 
سہ

 بخرےدے  گ

 ے کوجھڑا حاؽڈسا

 

ڑ
ھ
ی ک

 ے 

 ―My pride, tenderness, a collyrium line and 
blandishments that are the elements of my inward 
peace and nuptial happiness have fallen to my lot and 
worsening my state.‖ 

The very things, which gave meaning to her life, start 
worsening her condition in separation from her beloved. The 
tide of time drowns her happiness. 

 وچارا جاؿمارِؾ  ہر کوئی دشمن سارا قبیلہ یشخو

 چاؽ الٹی ایزبِرہوں او
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 ―All my kith and kin is my enemy. I am considered as 
pathetic and smitten by everyone. Love is peculiar 
that makes overturned moves.‖ 

The mystery of love cannot be resolved by rational modes. 
The peculiarity of love consists in mysterious moves. She 
faces hostility of her near and dear ones. The world considers 
her lowly and smites her. 

 یاجاجوبھن مفت اگل گیا  یانہ آ یدفر ریا ھےیزو

 
َ
اؽڈٹھڑے ڈ

َ
 ے و

 
 

ِ
 
 ندتے ج

 ―Farid! My friend did not visit me. My radiant youth 
has faded in vain. My teeth have fallen and my hair 
has whitened.‖ 

His animated embodied self shows signs of rapid aging 
due to the vicissitudes of time. How can he sustain the 
radiance of his youth without his beloved? 
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Kafi-78 

 وؽ بھاؽں سانوؽ اسا یمنتاں کر د ںتاں تیکو میں

―My charming beloved! I beseech you to take care of 
me.‖ 

She beseeches her charming beloved to take care of her. 
Who can nurture and tender her without her beloved? 

 واہ نخرے واہ تلک تلولے لےچبوواہ غمزے واہ ناز 

 واہ زلفاں واہ خاؽ

 ―I laud your enticements and I laud your prideful 
sweet discourse. I laud your blandishments and I laud 
your brow colour -mark and moles. I laud your locks 
of hair and I laud the coloured small spot on your 
face.‖ 

The loveliness of the beautiful beloved, manifest in 
different expressions ignites love in her heart. There is 
nothing higher than the communication of love. 

 نگنڈ جگر نوں کر نانگ تھی نوں ونگن کر داؾ دلیں تھی

 ے واؽ

 

ر

ن

ھی
ِ
ٹ 

 عطروں 
 ―The locks of hair of my beloved soaked in perfume, 
net my heart and give me a snake-like bite.‖ 

The descending of the Reality from its abysmal darkness 
opens the possibility of love relationship. The intricate 
openness of her beloved spreads fragrance all around. But it 
becomes so overbearing for her.  

ہ ہت  ڈ جیں

ن

ب
ھ  اساں تو رٹھڑے ریا 

 

ت ب
ھ ڈ

 

ت ب
 ےورے 

 

 

 لمل پ

ھ آؽ
ی گ
 جر جر جر 
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 ―I stopped wearing my traditional and ceremonial 
dresses ever since my friend turned his face from 
me.‖ 

The attachment with the beloved determines the value of 
things. All beautiful attires lose their meaning in detachment 
from her beloved.  

 دے ؿو نوکپڑے نازک و دے سجنجھ بابھاوؿ موؽ نہ 

 آلو آؽ ریوز

 ―All my fine dresses and the most precious jewellery 
have no meaning for me in the absence of my 
beloved.‖ 

How could fine dresses and the most precious jewellery 
have any meaning for her when her beloved is not there? 
There is no meaning in outwardness bereft of inwardness. 

  یڈچاؽ اسا یدرد فراؼ د

 

 

ن

 یڈساؽ اجا یں& یںس

 دا حاؽ بے واہی

 ―Our way is to bear the pain of separation. Our 
abode is in desolate sandy dunes. The one without 
shelter is in such a (pitiable) condition.‖ 

The pain of separation is the pang of rebirth. It gives birth 
to mutual selfhood. She is dependent on her beloved for 
everything.  

 کر کر د اتنا ظلم مناسب ناہیں

 

ِ
 
 پ

 

ِ
 
 ئیںھارو رو پ

 سئے ساؽ گئےگسر 

 ―It is not fair to be so cruel to me. I have passed 
countless years in weeping, whining and crying.‖ 

She at times reacts to the cruelty of the beloved and 
measures years of separation from her beloved. ‗And that 
each day is like a year: A year whose days are long‘. 
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  سڈاُوڑک  یسمڈنہ رولا  یدفر ریا

ہ 
ل
ِ
ی 

 کر کوؽ 

ی 

م

س

 

 پاؽ  لج   ہناسو  ہے 

 ―Farid! My friend will not create difficulties for me. 
At last, he will call me and make me sit beside him. 
My beloved is the custodian of my honour.‖ 

A streak of hope does remain lit in his heart even in times 
of darkest despair. And it is hope, which ferries him across 
the troubled waters. Love is not possible without hope. Hope 
gives birth to love and also sustains it. Despair makes it die. 
He hopes for union with his beloved. He has absolute faith in 
responsiveness of his beloved; although at times he calls him 
names. The modern man has lost hope for he has lost his 
beloved; nay, he never had one. He is imprisoned in the 
psychic world and experiences hope and despair on the 
psychological spectrum. He has no way to transcend to the 
spiritual realm, in order to experience the spiritual dimensions 
of hope, needed so much by the humanity in despair. How 
could humanity hope without love? 
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Kafi-79 

 ڑے کوؽڈآوس ما !اسپاہیڑ ریا

―My combative friend! Do come and be with me.‖ 

The game of love is not all tenderness. The combative 
nature of love is exhibited in calling the beloved as combative 
and inviting him to dwell with her. 

  ںیساولکھ ڈڈ یںینڈڈہک لکھ 
ِ
 بوؽ چا یک وارہ 

―I will give you a hundred thousand nay two hundred 
thousands but do converse with me once.‖ 

Is she ‗bribing‘ the beloved for making him 
communicating with her at least once? It is one of the finest 
verses in the whole literature of love. Her desperation is 
evident in offering her beloved even money to make him 
responsive. The offer of doubling the money adds beauty to 
her desire of union. The offer symbolises the willingness of 
the lover to win her beloved at all cost. 

 نہ روؽ ریاسانوؽ  یندنہہ سِرابا کرے ڈپہلوں 

―You folded your arm beneath my head.  My 
charming beloved! Now, do not put me in a wretched 
state.‖ 

The initial warmth of the beloved and then his becoming 
indifferent makes her fall in a state of wretchedness. 

 لکھ جھوؽ ںسََ چھولیا یرتامن  میں ید ؿسانو نیں

―The rainy season has made the stream full and I do 
not know swimming. There are hundreds of stormy 
waves and countless whirlpools.‖ 
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She finds it impossible to ferry across the high tides in the 
ocean of love. All help comes from the beloved. 

   ریا
ہ
چ 

  
ی
د ا

ن

   ؿما ی
ہ
م

  
ی
د ا

ن

ؽ مل سا ی
َ
 ؽٹو ڑےڈر

―My beloved friend! You are my pride. Do come and 
dwell in closeness with me.‖ 

She beseeches her beloved to unveil himself within her 
being. 

 کجلے دے ٹک ٹوؽ نےسلو دے نین ںسانولیا

―The eyes of the charming maidens are increasingly 
enchanted by the beauty of the collyrium.‖ 

The seductiveness of beauty is enhanced by 
embellishments. 

  یپاپن چکو
ِ
 الَہڑے زخم نہ چوؽ کااںت  کر کر ج 

―O‘ sinful partridge! Do not touch my fresh wounds 
by crying aloud.‖ 

She identifies her sufferings with the partridge who cries 
aloud for her mate. 

  یندجامر مر 

ن

 
 سخت سڑوؽ یدِلڑ یرشک نہ سَ

―My heart is burning severely. It is in a dire state but 
it refuses to bear envy.‖ 

Her suffering heart wants to embrace her beloved in 
fullness and that creates envy. She, at times, becomes envious 
by the universality of her beloved. However, these psychic 
traces in the consciousness wither away with the ripening of 
love. 

 بو بینے
 
ت

 لے 
ی 

ر 
س

ن

ی

ورے رمجھوؽ گئے وسِرے 
ُ

ن

 ن

―I have become oblivious of my forehead and nose 
ornaments and my anklets, too.‖ 
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How could ornaments have any meaning without her 
beloved? 

 کرؿ الوؽبیا بیا  نخرے ناز نہورے ہر دؾ

―The blandishments, pride and coquetries of my 
beloved increasingly tickle me anew.‖ 

The responsiveness of the beloved makes her dance to the 
tune of love. 

اکس کم د یہار گناو َ

ن

 نہ پھوؽ عیب ہناسو ین

―I am sinful devoid of any virtue. My beloved friend! 
Do not resort to fault-findings.‖ 

She acknowledges her own imperfections in the face of 
the perfect beloved and wants him not to point them out. It 
is the dawning realisation of her ontological nothingness in 
relationship with the Divine Being. 

اسو نہ تھی یدسمجھ فر
َ
  غم و

ِل م

 اللہ 

ی 

م
ِ
س

 ڈھوؽ 

―Farid! Understand and do not plunge in sorrows. 
Allah will cause you to meet your beloved (the 
transcendence from the servant-Lord axis is by the 
Grace of God).‖ 

He understands that in order to ward of his sorrows, God 
will cause him to meet his beloved. The transcendence from 
the servant-Lord axis will be only possible by the Grace of 
God. It is by virtue of transcendence that he will realise union 
with his beloved. 
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Kafi-80 

 ؾجاعشق دا  پیتم مغاں دے دستوں پیر

―I took the cup of love from the hands of the cup 
bearer.‖ 

The cup of love works spiritual wonders when taken at the 
hands of the spiritual master. 

ا

 

 
ل غلبہ وحدت ک

ھ
ُ
ٹ 

 کفر اسلاؾگیا  

―The unity became so overpowering that I 
transcended infidelity and Islam.‖ 

The wine of love makes the sense of unity so 
overpowering that the lover transcends the distinction 
between Islam and infidelity. He goes beyond the distinction 
of truth and falsehood. The distinction between truth and 
falsehood is relevant at a certain level of the self-
determination of the Absolute. It remains so and is not 
obliterated at that stage. But it is relatively absolute and not 
absolute in absoluteness. Metaphysically speaking, the 
undifferentiated Reality manifests itself in differentiated 
forms of Names and Attributes. It is at the descending stages 
of manifestation that the Truth itself appears in the form of a 
given truth implying the possibility of a given falsehood. The 
wine of love takes him to the heights of gnosis, where he 
identifies himself with the Truth itself in obliviousness to a 
truth and a falsehood. Individual religiosity gets absolutely 
transformed in universal spirituality.  

 سلاؾ سنّت کو بھی یضےگسرے فرض فر

―I went beyond the call of duties and imperatives. I 
took the leave from the Sunnah, too.‖ 

He ascends to such gnostic heights that the religious 
imperatives or the imperatives of a truth remain far behind. 
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Religiosity gives way to ‗the kernel of the kernel‘. The 
formalities are no more required when a person finally 
presents himself before the King and remains in his 
continuous presence.  

 اضغاث احلاؾ گئے آئے کشف حقیقی

―There has been true unveiling. My doubts and 
apprehensions have disappeared.‖ 

Doubts and apprehensions are the bye-products of veiled 
knowledge tied to the subject and object structure of reality. 
All certainties at the veiled levels are relative characterised by 
probabilities and negativities. Many a time‘s even ignorance is 
considered as knowledge. Religiosity, for example, gives 
proofs of God‘s existence, which are hardly tenable at the 
rational level. There are different epistemological and logical 
fallacies contained in these religious arguments. It is only 
metaphysical realisation or unveiling, which grants absolute 
certainty. It provides absolute certitude leaving no room for 
any doubt or apprehension.  

 نجاؾہے آغاز ا سبھ دا وحدت ذاتی

―Oneness is the alpha and omega of every thing.‖ 

Oneness of Being not only demonstrates the Reality as the 
Inward and the Outward but also as the First and the Last. 
These four basic dimensions of the Reality are in their 
fullness. Any attempt to consider any one of these 
wholesome dimensions as partial tantamount to placing 
divinity beside Allah. The Reality is in its wholesomeness and 
it has no parts. Religiosity errs in delimiting God by making 
the universe confront Him. The universe does not confront 
God as the other. It is simply the manifestation of His 
Reality. He is the Origin of everything (The First) and 
everything returns to Him (the Last). 

ا غیر ید نفی تیغ یتکھڑ

 

 
 قتلاؾ ک
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―The sharpened sword of negation has obliterated 
otherness.‖ 

The negation of everything except the One obliterates 
otherness. Metaphysically speaking, both negation and 
obliteration essentially do nothing. There is nothing to be 
negated and no otherness to be obliterated. There is no thing 
to be denoted and negated and there is no otherness to be 
acknowledged and obliterated. The act of negation and 
obliteration is only at the connotative level (conveying a 
certain meaning). The Reality is ‗the Metaphysical Whole‘ 
with no thing outside it. The Absolute Reality is essentially or 
inherently ‗the Most Real‘ and the cosmos including Man 
have no inherent reality or reality in itself. It is simply 
manifestation of the Reality. And no manifestation has any 
reality in itself. How could borrowed existence claim to have 
inherent reality? Anything not having inherent reality is 
considered as unreal in reference to the Absolutely Real or 
God. There is no reality except the Reality and Muhammad is 
the manifestation (Rasul) of the Reality--has been 
demonstrated so beautifully in the metaphysical truth 
enshrined in the ‗Shahadah‘ of the Islamic tradition. The 
servant or ‗abd‘ points to ontological unreality or ontological 
nothingness of the servant in face of the ontological Reality 
of God. 

 کوڑ قماؾ بیو جھوں شغل حقیقیبا
ُ
 کُ

―All things are absolutely meaningless without the 
realisation of the Oneness.‖ 

Human activity has no meaning except engaging 
realisation of Oneness. Man‘s Ultimate Concern is the Real or 
God. It is the measure of all his concerns. Any concern bereft 
of it is false and rubbish.  

 ے بِرہوں پیا روںکر توبہ اغیا

 

 

َ 

 ؾپ

―Love has sent a message of absolute repentance of 
otherness.‖ 
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The spiritual vocation of Man is to absolutely concentrate 
on the Real or God. He has to repent of the time lost in 
illusory engagements with otherness. Love ultimately 
succeeds in uniting the lover with the beloved. Light does not 
see any darkness or otherness but the light; likewise the lover 
does not see any shadow or otherness but the beloved.  

 ُ

 

 آزاد تماؾ تھی وںیدفر یدت فرن

―Farid! Now, transcend your individuality (transcend 
delimitation). Have an Identity with Freedom itself 
(Nondelimitation).‖ 

The Absolute has the aspect of the Infinite, by virtue of 
which, it manifests itself forming different planes of 
existence. He is the Origin of all manifestation till its last 
form. Man is theophany of the Absolute. The Reality, in the 
process of manifestation, clothes itself in the form of Man. 
Man has no self-subsistent reality. He comes to assume a 
relative reality, which is illusory in reference to the Absolute 
Reality. A person has a sense of individuality or individual 
consciousness but his sense is relative and not absolute and, 
in a certain sense, illusory since absolute consciousness only 
belongs to God. It is a delimited consciousness tied to 
relative freedom. He has been endowed with the possibility of 
freedom, to get rid of his delimited, relative or illusory 
consciousness, which gives him the idea of ego, self or 
individuality. It is his identity with Freedom itself or Absolute 
Freedom that his inner and outer perception is transformed 
and assumes a form of nondelimitation. It is at this level that 
one can speak of metaphysical realisation; attaining full 
consciousness of one‘s ontological nothingness; extinction 
(fana); self-effacement; to die before dying; being in contact 
with the roots of one‘s being; transcending man-God polarity; 
the Self withdrawing from the servant-Lord axis; Self-
Realisation; realising union with the beloved; deliverance; 
living in the realm of nonduality; Oneness of Being or 
‗contemplative tawhid.‘  
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Kafi-81 

  ئیجا ؿکار یںکھڑڈ
َ
 

 ہم سانگ سمائی سولیں ہ

―I was born for the sake of bearing sufferings. I got 
absorbed with afflictions in this world.‖ 

She feels that she was destined for sufferings and thereby 
got absorbed with afflictions in the world. 

  یشےدرد اند

 

 ہم نہ بھائی بھیننہ  بیا ے سوڑےسَ

―Pains and anxieties are my close relatives. Besides, I 
have no brothers or sisters.‖ 

She lives in the intimate company of pains and anxieties.  

ی

ہ ل
گ

 ی کملی 

 

 

ن

ھر د س
ُ
ک غم د ید

ِ
 ہم سدھرائی یہ 

―I was imprudent, simple and damned ever since the 
primordial day. I was only receptive to sorrows.‖ 

She experiences the tragic aspects of love at the very 
outset.  

  بلا د یلا د جاوؿ

ن 

َ
 
 سر اکھیا یی

ُ
 
 ہم چائی ںچ

―I enthusiastically lifted the bundle of calamities on 
my head ever since my birth.‖ 

The commitment of love was made with full animation 
since day one. 

  یںیندراحت وِ 

ک

 وداع نہ 

ی 

م

ُ

 

ب

 ائی مئی 

 

 ہم ہم پر مَ

―Comfort was my mother, nay stepmother for she did 
not bid me a goodbye, while going away.‖ 

The days of comforts passed away leaving her in distress. 

 ہم دائی یمنجھار مونجھ یسکڑ یامَڑ نیپرا پیڑ

―The primordial pain is my real mother.  Anguish is 
my mid wife.‖ 
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It was cosmic design that she was born in pain and 
anguish.  

  تے بدبختی سختی

 
 
 

 ہم ہمسائی ؤحاؽ وانڈا یپ

―I am the inept one with hardships and misfortunes 
that are taking care of me like my neighbours.‖ 

Hardships and misfortunes are always present with her 
who is so inept.  

  چولی ید بے ٹھائی

 
ن

 
 ہم ہم پا ٹھمکائی پائی یج

―I adorned and exhibited myself with garments of 
divergence.‖ 

The garments of love worn by her are at variance with her. 

 ے چوٹیا

 

ر

 

ھَی

چ 

 ے ںسر تے 

 

ڑ
ھ

 

ب
َ
م

 ہم لائی یسنگ دلڑ تیں 

―I had small hair on my head and locks of hair 
moving on my forehead (a state of girlhood 
symbolising primordial covenant), when my heart 
contracted love with you.‖ 

It was the primordial stage of the pre-eternal covenant 
when she contracted love with her beloved. 

 ہم ائیڈفخر و تیجا یشہر خوار یہو ہو پھکّڑ

―I have accepted infamy, ill-repute and notoriety as 
my pride and elevation.‖ 

Her world overturns. She is condemned by the force of 
love to consider infamy, ill-repute and notoriety as her pride 
and elevation. The retina of her eye completely overturns her 
social perception. 

  جیں وساراں یدفر ریا یںکینو
ک
 
ی
ے

 

ت
 ہم اتِھ آئی 

―Farid! How could I be oblivious of my friend for 
whom I came here?‖ 

He is fully aware that in spite of all sufferings, he cannot 
be oblivious of his friend. The cosmic purpose of his 
existence can only be realised by dint of union with his 
beloved. 
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Kafi-82 

 ڈ اپےسوؽ سڑ ،سََ  ،سََ 

 

 
 

ن

 یملا اکھڑا ن

―I have cultivated anguished love with countless 
afflictions and tribulations.‖ 

She does not romanticise love. Her anguished love is full 
of afflictions and tribulations at the spiritual level.  

 توں بن گھر ور وے

 لکھ لکھ کاپے سینے

 ہاں دا ساڑا وے

 یمآ ؿنوکھا ھایزو

―My household gives me heart-burning without you. 
There are hundred thousands wounds in my chest. 
My courtyard haunts me.‖ 

The things closest to her that gave her peace and comfort, 
become a source of distress and discomfort without her 
beloved. 

 پل دؽ نوں وے پل

 پےجاوؽ آوے تاں 

 دے وے

ن

 

 پور پ

 یممار منجھا یںدرد

―I am perpetually undergoing fits in the state of 
missing Punnal. I will only believe once he comes.  
Pains have crushed me with anguish.‖ 

Her hope starts waning while facing the hardships of love. 
She wants her beloved to visit her so that she could revitalise 
her faith in him. It is a deepening crisis of hope and a very 
exacting time of love.  

 وے نہ پالی پیت وے  دے دلیں ریا
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 یمتروڑ سدھا یریا وڑاپےڈ اںیوڈ یںکینو

―My closest friend! You did not cultivate love with 
me. Whom should I complain about it? You went 
away by snapping friendly ties with me.‖ 

She suffers the fact that her bosom friend has not been 
responsive and has snapped friendly ties with her without any 
rhyme or reason. She cannot communicate with any one 
about her beloved since everyone is an outsider. These facts 
shine forth so much in the existentiality of love. 

 دا وے دؽ یںکینو

ے  لوک
ھ
 

سب

 و چاپےڈ

 واں وےسناحاؽ 

 یمسخت ستا سختی

―How should I narrate the story of my heart? People 
resort to double-talk. My severities highly vex me.‖ 

She desires to share her story of love with people but their 
insincerity makes her keep things to herself. The severity of 
not being able to communicate with people about her deepest 
aspirations is highly vexing. 

 وے ےیزاو ریا

ھ پرتاپے جی
ک
ُ
ج 
ھ 
ک
ُ
ج 

 

 وے توڑ نہ نیتی

 یمؿ گنواجا مفتی

―My peculiar friend! You did not take me to the end. 
My self is rotting in suffering. Life has been wasted 
just for nothing.‖ 

She feels left out in the game of love. She suffers in 
thinking that her life has just been wasted. 

 وے  یسِ ساجن د

 اَڑاپے یسنگ دِلڑ جیں

 وے ییندڈنہ  ہنر

 
ج 
  
ی

د ے

ن

 یمناز مسا ی

―The desire of my beloved does not let me live in 
peace. My heart is entangled with him and his pride 
has captivated me.‖ 
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The prideful beloved entangles her heart in such a way 
that the desire of union with him destroys her peace.  

 دے وے یدؔفر نگنا

 آپے یسمکر کرؾ

 وے سی سانوؽ او

 یمھاآس ود تانگھیں

―Farid! My beloved will visit my courtyard. He will 
himself shower his blessings on me.  Longings have 
increased my hope.‖ 

He is hopeful that one day his beloved will visit him and 
shower his blessings on him. Longing increases his hope. 
Longing is the secret of hope. Hope is not an empty posture 
of mind. It is filled with content. Longing is the content of 
hope. A person who has no longing has no hope.  The 
‗dialects‘ of longing and hope teach that longing increases 
hope and hope increases longing.  
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Kafi-83  

 

ن

ہ ہی  ی

ن

ب
لڑا اوکھا لا 
َ
 او

ُ 
 یممار منجھا یسِ پل پل د ی

―I have cultivated intricate and difficult love. My 
perpetual desire is putting me in crushing anguish.‖ 

His perpetual desire of the beloved is filled with great 
anguish. It makes love so intricate and difficult for him. 

ھد 
 
ُج
ٹ 

 ملا  ی

ن

ن

 ھ
ب

ن

ت

 جوسی با

 اوسی ھےیزے وڈاسَا ڈھوؽ

 دا ہوسی ملنوقت  ھاکیڑ

 یمہجر دے سخت ستا رنج

―I am asking a cleric, Brahman and astrologer to 
divulge on the moment of union, when my beloved 
will visit my courtyard? The grief of disunion is highly 
vexing.‖ 

He being dejected and highly vexed by the grief of 
disunion, resorts to non-rational modes when his rational 
endeavours become fruitless in realising the moment of 
union. His desperation is evident in the modes of his 
behaviour. It has been aptly said that if a person does not 
have an illusion of a pool of water in the scorching heat of 
the desert then it is not perfection of his sight but the 
imperfection of his thirst. Likewise, it is the intensity of love, 
which makes him recourse to hidden knowledge, which he 
thinks, could be instrumental in divulging the destined 
moment of union with his beloved.   

ٹھڑ روہی
ُ
  یو

م

 
 
ی

ھ
گ

ن

ی
 ملہاراں 

 موڑِؾ دوست مہاراں شالا

 گلزاراں ںتھیا بوٹے بوٹے

 یمموسم آ ید گ سہاگبھا

―The desert (rohi) has become green and the rain-
laden clouds are hovering on the sky. All plants are 
flowering. I pray that my friend turns the reins 
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towards me. The season of good fortunes and nuptial 
happiness has ushered in.‖ 

The Reality manifests in the inward and the outward. The 
outward changes affect the inward and the inward changes 
transform the perception of the outward. It is the intensity of 
love, which makes him behave in different ways. There is a 
close relationship between the inner and the outer 
dimensions of the cosmos. The moment of unveiling can 
only be realised by the Grace of God. He prays for this 
nuptial union. The portents of spiritual union demonstrate 
the path of love. The tracks of love are true, absolute and 
universal making him realise union. 

 رووؿ دِؽ کُرلاوے ںاکھیا

 آراؾ نہ آوے ںینہاڈ رات

ھد  یدِلڑ

ک
ُ
ج 

 تن تڑپھاوے ی

 یمدے بار اٹھا گوہاڈ کھڈ

―My eyes are weeping and my heart is groaning.  My 
heart is bearing tribulations and making my body 
restless. I have no peace, day and night. I am bearing 
the burden of sufferings and misfortunes.‖ 

The ordinary sufferings of love at the plane of psyche do 
not match the higher sufferings at the plane of spirituality. 
The psychic love with all its infatuations, obsessions and 
symbiotic attachments does not engage human consciousness 
in fullness. It remains stranded on a certain level and keeps 
on flattening it out. But the spiritual love broadens, heightens 
and deepens consciousness and ushers in qualitatively 
different sufferings, which ultimately lead to the identity of 
knowledge and being. The sufferings of psychic love, in spite 
of all the hues and cries, do not touch the inmost chambers 
of one‘s being. The sufferings of the spiritual love, on the 
other hand, engage the person wholeheartedly and in a 
wholesome way. The alchemy of suffering transforms the base 
metal into gold and displaces misfortunes with good fortune.  

 سےپیو پیش ایزعشق او

 ہار پتوسے یمنجھار مونجھ

 

س

 درد کشالے 

 
ب

 ھ
چ
 سے ڈھیو 

ووں
چ 
 
سہ

 یمسہا ڈکھ ڈوہاگ 
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―Peculiar love has fallen to my lot. I got the nuptial 
bed of pain and adversities. I am wearing the necklace 
of anguishes. I have readily accepted sufferings and 
misfortunes.‖ 

He readily accepts sufferings and misfortunes in the way 
of love because he has freely chosen to love his beloved. 
Love cannot be imposed by might. Love is born of freedom 
and lives in freedom. He understands the dynamics of love 
and acts accordingly.   

 یڈگھات اسا حسن پرستی

ات اسا حقیقی رمز َ
 
 یڈج

 یڈراز حقائق بات اسا

 یمسکھا یتر یہاجہاں ا فخرِ

―Our vocation is to be fully absorbed in beauty. Our 
activity is to delve on the secrets of Reality. Our 
looking within ourselves is clueing to the Reality. 
Fakhr Jehan has taught me this tradition.‖ 

His spiritual master, Fakhr-i-Jehan makes him realise the 
metaphysics of Beauty. He reveals the secrets of the Reality to 
him by making him appreciate that the Reality is Beauty itself. 
He has to delve deep within his own being in order to 
encounter the Beauty and become its adorer in all inward and 
outward forms.  

م 

ِلس م

 اہیںکڈ یدفر ریا

 بھڑکن بھاہیں ؿجا

ن
َ

 

ڑ  ت
گ
ِ
ج 

 

 ھ آہیںکڈھ کڈدود دکھاواں 

 دے صاػ جلا سُوز

ن

 

 یمپ

―Farid! My friend will meet me one day. I am emitting 
smoke by continuously heaving sighs. My embodied 
self is flaming, fire. I have been completely burnt by 
the passion of Punnal.‖ 

He hopes for union with his beloved. It is not a false hope 
but a true one arising from the ashes of his embodied self. He 
has knowledge of the path of love and is fully conscious of 
the fact that his effacement opens the door of subsistence 
with his beloved.  
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Kafi-84 

م اریدہر صورت وچہ د

ھ

 

ٹ

م ریاکوں  راغیا ریاکل  ڈ

ھ

 

ٹ

 ڈ

―I have witnessed the unveiling in each form. I have 
witnessed all the intimates and strangers as friends.‖ 

The ‗eye of heart‘ witnesses the ultimate nature of things, 
which is opaque to the ordinary eye. The realised eye sees ‗the 
transparency of the phenomena.‘ It goes to the roots of 
things. It is the gnostic consciousness, which sees the Reality 
manifest in all forms. It transcends all dualities and 
polarisations and witnesses the One in the states of 
nonduality and pre-polarisation. The ordinary distinction 
between intimates and strangers sprouts, in the process of 
manifestation and, in an act of transcendence, withers away 
and the Reality is witnessed as the Friend. The Reality is 
above the forms of the intimates and strangers 
(transcendence), but manifests in the forms of intimates and 
strangers (immanence). How could anything be excluded 
from the Reality or the Absolute? Metaphysics provides 
knowledge of the essential nature of things and their inter-
relationships. It enlightens on the manifestations of the 
Reality in different forms, by integrating the fundamental 
dimensions of transcendence and immanence.  There is no 
thing in the Heavens and the earth, which is not governed by 
the Law of things. The Law of things is ingrained in the 
ultimate nature of things. It is called the immanence of the 
Law. The law itself is simply what it is. It is neither purified 
nor defiled by being ingrained in the ultimate nature of a 
thing. It is understood as the transcendence of the Law. The 
transcendence and immanence of the Law is simultaneous 
and if the Reality is identified with the Law of things, then it 
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may help the ordinary understanding to understand that the 
One like the Law is ingrained in everything and, further 
manifests itself in all forms (immanence) without 
compromising its transcendence. A person, who succeeds in 
witnessing the ingrained Law of things, will witness Oneness 
in all things. Likewise, a person who succeeds in witnessing 
the Reality manifesting itself will equally witness Oneness in 
multiple forms. The law of things, in a miraculous way, 
determines the properties of things and these properties 
range from the material to the spiritual. The positive and 
negative properties, in different ranges, can be categorised as 
true and false; beautiful and ugly; right and wrong; good and 
evil; light and darkness and so on. The positive properties 
inhere in the ultimate nature of things but the negative ones 
exist relationally and have no being outside their 
relationships. They are negatively related to positive 
properties. The act of witnessing the Truth, manifest in all 
forms, for example, is in consonance with the ultimate nature 
of things. Ordinarily a truth has a falsehood as it‘s opposite 
but the absolute Truth has no falsehood as it‘s opposite.  It is 
beyond the categories of true and false. The one who 
witnesses the Truth witnesses it in ‗absoluteness‘ in all forms 
without a shadow of falsehood. He is akin to the one who 
witnesses the Light in ‗absoluteness‘ in all forms without a 
shadow of darkness. Likewise, the absolute Friend has no 
stranger as it‘s opposite. The one who witnesses the Friend 
witnesses it in ‗absoluteness‘ in all forms without there being 
shadow of a stranger. 

 عرض 

 
ِ

 جوہر تے کت

 
ِ

مکت

ھ

 

ٹ

 ڈ

 صحت 

 
ِ

مکت

ھ

 

ٹ

 مرض  ڈ

 
ِ

مکت

ھ

 

ٹ

 ڈ

 سنّت نفل تے فرض 

 
ِ

مکت

ھ

 

ٹ

 ڈ

 اتَے بیما

 

ُ
 

 چ

 
ِ

م رکت

ھ

 

ٹ

 ڈ

―I have witnessed at times the substance and at times 
the accident. I have witnessed at times Sunnah, 
supererogatory and obligatory rituals. I have 
witnessed at times health and have witnessed at times 
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sickness. I have witnessed at times activity and 
feebleness.‖ 

The Reality at times is witnessed as the Substance (the 
Essence), which is self-subsistent, which requires no support 
for its subsistence or existence and at times accident 
(cosmos), which requires support for its subsistence or 
existence. He is essentially above Substance and accident 
(transcendence) but He manifests Himself in the form of 
Substance and in the form of accident (immanence). The 
Reality witnessed as accident is scandalous for religiosity. It 
fails to have a metaphysical understanding of things. 
Religiosity considers the cosmos absolutely distinct from 
God. It worships the God of transcendence. It has no inkling 
of the immanent aspects of God.  It considers God absolutely 
over and above the cosmos. The Reality is ‗the Metaphysical 
Whole‘ and there is nothing outside it. The whole cosmos is 
manifestation of the Reality. The accident is the manifestation 
of the Substance. It is utterly dependent on the Substance. 
The notion of an independent, autonomous and self-
subsistent accident is a contradiction in terms. It is 
metaphysically absurd to impute the essential qualities of the 
Substance to the accident. However, witnessing the Reality as 
accident means witnessing the accident as manifestation of 
the Reality. It is witnessing its attachment to the Reality. ‗All 
things are attached to the Absolute‘.  How could it be 
otherwise? The Reality does manifest itself in all forms but, 
by virtue of its transcendence, it is not delimited, defiled or 
corrupted in any one of the forms. The transcendence and 
immanence of the Reality is in simultaneity in every form. It 
is the act of witnessing that unveils Reality in all its forms. He 
is manifest in the worshipped and the worshippers and 
thereby witnessed accordingly. His manifestations 
(ontological descent) worship Him (ontological ascent). He is 
essentially above worshipped and the worshippers 
(transcendence) but is manifest in the forms of the 
worshipped and the worshippers (immanence). He is 
essentially above health and sickness (transcendence) but 
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manifest in forms of health and sickness (immanence). He is 
essentially above being lively and feeble (transcendence) but 
manifest in forms of liveliness and feebleness (immanence). 
Religiosity considers it a blasphemy to talk of His 
manifestation in the cosmos and especially in the forms of 
the worshippers, the sick and the feeble because it has a 
delimited view of things. It is blasphemous itself in 
committing the Fallacy of Delimitation by delimiting ‗the 
Nondelimited Being‘ or ‗the Supra-Personal Divinity‘ and 
further delimiting Him to the Heavens. It also lacks the vision 
of witnessing Him in the cosmos.  They are only the spiritual 
men of higher vision, who witness ‗the One in multiple 
forms.‘ 

 بطن بطوؿ ظہور 

 
ِ

مکت

ھ

 

ٹ

 ڈ

 مُلّاں تے منصور 

 
ِ

مکت

ھ

 

ٹ

 ڈ

 زاہد تے مخمور 

 
ِ

مکت

ھ

 

ٹ

 ڈ

سن تے دار 
َ
 چوب ر

 
ِ

مکت

ھ

 

ٹ

 ڈ

―I have witnessed at times hidden, interiority and 
exteriority. I have witnessed at times ascetics and the 
drunkards. I have witnessed at times clergy and 
Mansur. I have witnessed at times a pole, rope and 
scaffold.‖ 

The Reality is witnessed in its aspects of the unmanifest 
and the manifest. It is witnessed in the forms of ascetics and 
drunkards that appear to be poles apart in their conduct. It is 
witnessed in the forms of the clerics and Mansur Hallaj, 
notwithstanding that the clerics did not understand the 
spiritual import of his ecstatic utterance: I am the Truth and 
hanged him. The Reality is witnessed in the forms of pole, 
rope and scaffold used in his hanging. The mode of 
witnessing offers metaphysical proof that there is nothing 
outside the Reality. How could a thing be divested of its 
essentiality? All things are attached to ‗the Most Real.‘ 

اک نبیا
َ
 دا ںاے مذہب ن 

شد ارشاد ولیا اے
ُ
 دا ںر

 دا ںاے مشرب صاػ صفیا

م تیاآ

ھ

 

ٹ

ماخبار  ڈ

ھ

 

ٹ

 ڈ
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―It is the religion of the sacred Prophets. It is the way 
of pure saints. It is the discernment and discourse of 
the friends of God.  I have witnessed the symbols and 
I have witnessed the events.‖ 

The prophets, saints and friends of God have attested by 
virtue of their witnessing that there is no reality except the 
Reality and everything is the manifestation of the Reality. 
There is no thing bereft of His Presence. The witnessing of 
the symbols, which partake of the Reality and the witnessing 
of the events, which disclose His recurring Will, there is a 
clear manifestation of the Reality in things and events. The 
Reality shines through symbols and His Will operates in all 
events-small or big. 

ل گل باغ بہار 
ھ
ُ
ٹ 

 

 
ِ

مکت

ھ

 

ٹ

 ڈ

ار  َ

ن

 خس خاشاک تے خ

 
ِ

مکت

ھ

 

ٹ

 ڈ

 بلبل زار نزار 

 
ِ

مکت

ھ

 

ٹ

 ڈ

 ھ اَطوار 
ی
َ
س
ور دے 

ُ

ن

ک ن
ِ
مہ 

ھ

 

ٹ

 ڈ

―I have witnessed at times flowers, roses, gardens and 
springs. I have witnessed at times nightingales in a 
distressful plight. I have witnessed at times straws, 
litters and thorns. I have witnessed all these 
manifestations of the essential Light.‖ 

The Primordial light is the Absolute as the Essence. ‗The 
Real is sheer Light.‘ The Essence of Allah is identified with 
Light itself. Absolute Reality or the Supreme Light is 
indefinable and is designated as ‗Haqq‘ (Truth or Reality). 
The Primordial Light is unknowable in itself but it becomes 
manifest and knowable through existence and knowledge.  
The inherent nature of Light is to manifest itself. Light is the 
basic stuff out of which the cosmos has been created or 
manifested. All things are the manifestation of the essential 
Light. The cosmos constitutes ‗degrees of irradiation and 
effusion of this Primordial Light, which shines everywhere 
while remaining immutable and forever the same.‘ Allah is the 
Light of the Heavens and the earth, says the Qur‘an. It 
demonstrates His absoluteness and Omnipresence. The 
individuation of Light, in the Light verse of the Qur‘an, 
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points towards the degrees of Light. ‗Things are so many rays 
reflected from Light‘s substance.‘ The Light‘s substance is 
witnessed in flowers, roses, gardens and springs; in the 
distressful plight of the nightingales longing for their mates 
and in straws, litters and thorns spread in the garden. The 
metaphysics of Light accounts for the Light itself and the 
whole process of its manifestation. It is metaphysical 
realisation or witnessing, which makes the lover witness the 
manifestation of Light in every thing and in every event. 

 برؾ نارائن نر

 
ِ

 ہے  نجنکت

 بید

 
ِ

 ہے ہمنبر سبیا کت

اؾ کنیا
َ
 ر

 
ِ

 لچھمن ہے  کت

 

 
ِ

مراچس تے اوتار  کت

ھ

 

ٹ

 ڈ

―He is Brahma, Narain and Naranjan at times. He is 
Ram, Kanaya and Lachman at times. He is Veda, Bias 
and Brahman at times. I have witnessed men of God 
in royal dresses and spiritually– incarnate at times.‖ 

It is the Reality, which assumes many forms like Allah, 
Rahman and Rabb. It has different Names and Attributes in 
the Islamic tradition. Hindu metaphysics also deals with the 
Reality and the forms it assumes in the process of its 
manifestation.  Brahman (‗the supreme principle; the ground 
of the universe, the source of all existence; declared as 
nondifferent from atman; described as unconditioned 
existence, self-luminous intelligence and unexcellable bliss‘), 
Narain and Naranjan are different aspects of the Reality. He 
is manifest in Ram Chandar, Lachman and Krishan. He is 
manifest in Vedas (the Hindu Scriptures), in Bias (the 
Brahmin who collected the Vedas), and in Brahmin (‗the 
priestly class and the priestly functionary‘). He is witnessed in 
holy men with royal attires and in avtar (the mediums of 
Divine descent). There are degrees of the manifestation of 
the Reality. It is the Reality, which manifests itself in all forms 
including the higher ones, namely the metaphysical, the 
spiritual and the religious. 

ماَرواح نفوس عقوؽ 

ھ

 

ٹ

مانساؿ ظلوؾ جہوؽ  ڈ

ھ

 

ٹ

 ڈ
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ممعقوؽ 

ھ

 

ٹ

ممنقوؽ  ڈ

ھ

 

ٹ

ماقرار  ڈ

ھ

 

ٹ

مانکار  ڈ

ھ

 

ٹ

 ڈ

―I have witnessed spirits, souls and intellects. I have 
witnessed men as cruel and ignorant. I have witnessed 
the rational sciences and I have witnessed the 
traditional sciences. I have witnessed affirmations and 
I have witnessed negations.‖ 

The embodied self consists of spirit, soul and reason. The 
Spirit is identical with the Divine Essence and it is 
individualised in every human medium. The soul or self has 
the possibility of integration or disintegration by doing good 
deeds or bad ones respectively. Reason cohere the data 
received from the material and the spiritual worlds. The spirit, 
soul and reason are common to Man. Man wrongs his own 
soul in ignorance of the cosmic purpose of his existence but 
his essence remains universal. The Reality as the Knowledge 
itself appears in the forms of the rational sciences and the 
traditional ones. The negation of the reality is the affirmation 
of the Reality because there is no reality except the Reality. 

 منطق نحو تے صرػ 

 

مکت

ھ

 

ٹ

 ڈ

َ  ہر طرػ 
 
ے ہ

ن

معت

ک 
ِ
مہ 

ھ

 

ٹ

 ڈ

 اسم تے فعل تے حرػ 

 
ِ

مکت

ھ

 

ٹ

 ڈ

مٹھ گوچو 

ھ

 

ٹ

مر ھادچُو ڈ

ھ

 

ٹ

 ڈ

―I have witnessed logic, syntax and accidence at 
times. I have witnessed a name, verb and alphabetic 
letter at times. I have witnessed essential meaning 
everywhere. I have witnessed every nook and corner 
and I have witnessed the four sides.‖ 

The language with its logic, syntax and accidence and with 
its name, verb and alphabet has meaning in its essentiality. 
Likewise, the Reality is the essentiality in every form. 

مشاؿ  اعلیٰ سَ  اعلیٰ

ھ

 

ٹ

 ڈ

معمرؓ عثماؿؓ  ابوبکرؓ

ھ

 

ٹ

 ڈ

متے شاہِ مرداؿ  حسنین

ھ

 

ٹ

 ڈ

ممختار  پاک نبید وہ

ھ

 

ٹ

 ڈ

―I have witnessed all the majestic ones in supreme 
glory.  I have witnessed Hasnayn (Hasan and Husayn) 
and Shah Mardan (Ali). I have witnessed Abu Bakr, 
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Umar and Uthman. I have witnessed the lauded pure 
prophet as sovereign.‖ 

The Majesty and Glory of the Reality or God is witnessed 
in the grandsons and son-in-law of the Prophet and his 
foremost Companions. The Reality‘s Attribute of Sovereignty 
is witnessed in the pure medium of the Prophet.  

 شاہِ نظاؾ الد

 
ِ

م ینکت

ھ

 

ٹ

 ڈ

 

 
ِ

م ینالد قطب معین کت

ھ

 

ٹ

 ڈ

 فرد فر

 
ِ

م ینالد یدکت

ھ

 

ٹ

 ڈ

 

 
ِ

مفخر جہاں دلدار  کت

ھ

 

ٹ

 ڈ

―I have witnessed Shah Nizam-ud-Din at times. I 
have witnessed the unique Farid-ud-Din at times. I 
have witnessed the pole Mueen-ud-Din at times. I 
have witnessed my friend Fakhr-e-Jehan at times.‖ 

The Reality descends in all forms, which act as mirrors for 
the Reality to contemplate itself. The saintly hearts reflect the 
Face of the Beloved more perfectly. The Reality is witnessed 
in saintly forms.  But how could Man witness anything unless 
the Reality in its Attribute of Witness (As Shahid) witnesses 
through him? And the matter does not end here. The 
Witness, the witnessing and the witnessed is essentially the 
same Reality. It appears in multiple forms in simultaneity but 
in reality it is the essential One. The same is true of all the 
Attributes of the Reality appearing in the total activity of Man 
including his ideas, feelings, words and actions. How could 
ontological nothingness claim any being or having? 
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Kafi-85 

 سناؤں ؿکو گیا نیاگیا میں بتاؤں اپرؾ بید

―I am disclosing the supreme Veda. I am imparting 
knowledge to the ignorant.‖ 

The Reality has manifested and appeared in different 
metaphysical and religious traditions of the world. The Veda 
is the pure metaphysics of the Hindus enshrined in different 
doctrines. The Supreme Principle manifests in different 
forms. Knowledge dispels ignorance like light dispels 
darkness. The oral Tradition is the repository of Knowledge 
passed on from one generation to the other by those who 
understand its teachings and are qualified to communicate it 
to the concerned. The search of the Reality or God in outer 
forms has destroyed the spiritual life of Man. He is caught in 
the outward as against the inward. The symbols have become 
for him as ends in themselves. He is lost in the pointers and 
has become oblivious of the inwardness they point to. The 
rituals are promoting religiosity at the cost of spirituality. The 
Heavenly truths have been corrupted on earth. The votaries 
have started idolising the spiritual realities. They are being far 
removed from the fountainhead of knowledge. They are 
leading their lives in ignorance caught in the snares of 
falsehood. It is a call to return back to the original and pure 
teachings of the Vedas, and for that matter to all the 
Scriptures so that the votaries of their respective traditions re-
establish their contact with the Truth that lies within.   

 ؤںبجاتار  کی یمپر سرت سرندھ ہاتھ موں لے کر

―I take the violin of knowledge in my hands and play 
the tune of love.‖ 
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Knowledge and love enjoy a deeper intimacy. The 
supreme Knowledge or gnosis is inseparable from love.  How 
could the lover attain union in ignorance of his beloved? The 
‗dialectic‘ of knowledge and love is operative at all levels. 
Knowledge deepens love and love deepens knowledge. How 
could a gnostic achieve heights in gnosis without achieving 
heights in love? Love opens up certain dimensions of higher 
knowledge, which remain veiled otherwise. The ‗Hidden 
Treasure‘ loved to be known, which caused the entire 
cosmos.‘ 

 جس گاؤں ست گر کی مل راؾ دوارے پانچ سکھی

―I laud the Divinity by integrating five intimates 
(senses) in the temple of God.‖ 

The integrated senses in the embodied self perceive ‗the 
transparency of the phenomena.‘ It opens the door to the 
non-sensuous aspects of the Reality. One delves within 
oneself to find the beloved. 

 دھوؾ مچاؤں یہور شاؾ سندر سنگ میں گلی کونج

―I celebrate ‗Holi‘ in the beautiful streets with 
‗Krishan‘ (my beloved).‖ 

The celebrations of ‗Holi‘ (Hindu festival) symbolise the 
eventual victory of good over evil;‘ rejoicing in love and 
spreading beautiful colours of the Colourless. 

 اؤںڈگلاؽ ا یتپر ماروں یپچکار چیت میت

―I squirt the love laden and make the colour of love 
soar.‖ 

Life consists in spreading the colours of love from the 
earth to the Heavens, in order to attain spiritual happiness.  

 ؤںجاردھن گوکہاں  سنبل متھرا کہاں اجودھیا

―Why should I wander at Ajodhia, Sanbal, Mathra 
and Gurdhan (Hindu pilgrimage centres)?‖ 
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What the pilgrimage centres have to offer by remaining 
outward. They have even ceased to play their roles as pointers 
to the Inward. 

  لچھمن راؾ کنیا

کلگ

 آپ موں پاؤں پنےا ی

―(When) Lachman, Ram, Kanaya and Kalgi (deity 
incarnate) are within me.‖ 

The whole world of spirituality lies within Man. Why it 
should be idealised in outer forms? 

 کماؤں گبرا جوگ کو دوڑوں یسکہاں بد ںیسود

―Why should I leave my native abode, run to 
unfamiliar places and undergo hard spiritual exercises 
or become an ascetic?‖ 

There is no need to displace inwardness with externality, 
undergo hard spiritual exercises and become an ascetic in 
search of God. One has to simply realise Him within ‗the 
infinite depths of one‘s being.‘ 

ھ راکھوں
مک

ن

سب

 سن سمادھ لگاؤں سورج چاند کو 

―Why should I keep the sun and moon opposite my 
face for concentrating on the focal point (ritual)?‖ 

There is no need to adopt the practice of going within 
from the outside. He is near to Man than his neck-vein. It is 
in deepening one‘s consciousness that one finds the beloved 
in the inmost chambers of one‘s heart. 

 ناؤں تھتیر کو کاہے پوجوں کو ہےکا تلسی پیپل

―Why should I worship (peepal) a tree and (tulsi) a 
shrub? And why should I go for a bath to the sacred 
place?‖ 

Why worship His manifestations in trees and shrubs? 
Shouldn‘t He be worshipped beyond His manifestations? 
Why to bathe in sacred places for purity, when the possibility 
of purifying one‘s intention lies within. 
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 مناؤں   یود  آتم  ونہ میر یداور سے کاؾ فر

―Farid! I have no business with otherness. I am 
realising the Spirit within myself.‖ 

He realises the Spirit within the infinite depths of his being 
or consciousness. He has no need of searching Him in the 
outward. Aren‘t external aids obstructions in the path of 
spiritual realisation? 
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Kafi-86 

  ریوز جاَ 

 

ٹ

 پئے 
ھ

 

ن
ِ
 

د ے ہ

ن

 ی
ہ

 ڈمتاں  
ت 
 

ن

ب
  گسہا ھ

ن
ِ
 

 دے آندے ہ

―My jewellery is sounding pleasant to me. May be the 
days of union are drawing nigh.‖ 

Her inward state changes her perception. Her pleasantness 
is a sign that the moments of union are drawing nigh. 

ج لہ مارو د
ک

 بھالے اںید

ماالے بینے بولے

 

کب
 تے 

سُک غم ٹالے سُرخی
م
سُک 
م

 

ووں
چ 
 
سہ

 ے ہنلچکے کھاند 

―The captivating collyrium is befitting my eyes. My 
rouge is smilingly shunning sorrows. My nose and 
forehead ornaments and a bead necklace are readily 
dancing with joy.‖ 

Her embodied self enjoys inward happiness. It perceives 
everything as joyful.  

 کے باد شمالی
ُ
 کے ل

ُ
 ل

وں لوں مُرکے ںاَکھیا
ُ
 ل

ن ِ

 پِھرک

 بارش رؾ جھم بُرکے بُرکے

 گو گئےٹھر 

ن
ِ
 

 شے ہاں دے ہ

―The north wind is blowing very gently and there is 
drizzling. My eyes are winking (an omen of friend‘s 
coming) and the pores of my body are smiling 
beneath. It is providing fulfilment to the spaces of my 
heart.‖ 

The signs and omens of meeting her beloved make her so 
happy. 

 
ج 
  
ی
د 

ن

 ٹھوسےڈ یفعرب شر یںی

 سےکیتو دیاسانوؽ  ہنےسو

د 

ن

 ی
لہُ

کد  یں
سِ

 سے گیونہ مر یں

 سنگھار سہاندے ہن ہار
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―I have visited holy Arabia during my life time.  I 
have not died merely desiring and wishing for it. My 
beloved friend has remembered me. My makeup 
seems so pleasant to me.‖ 

Islamic spirituality demonstrates the inward dimension of 
Prophecy, which is realisable by spiritual men. It realises the 
possibility of direct contact with the Prophet, understood as 
presence (haduri). The visit of holy Arabia (inwardly and 
outwardly) during one‘s lifetime is spiritually so refreshing. 
These are moments of great rejoice for him that his desire 
and wish of visiting the place has been fulfilled before his 
death. However, it is not a religious visit but a spiritual one. 
The living Prophet desires to meet him. It stirs his heart and 
things appear pleasant to him. The efficacy of all rituals is to 
provide meeting or union. What is the use of going up and 
down the ladder without reaching one‘s friend or beloved? 
The house remains a house of brick and mortar without the 
dwelling of one‘s friend. Who would like to visit a house in 
the absence of its inmate? The House of God houses God 
while the Mausoleum of the Prophet houses the living 
Prophet, and the visit to these sacred places (inwardly and 
outwardly) is essentially to experience the Divine Presence 
and the Prophetic presence. The votaries communicate with 
God and His Prophet according to their respective spiritual 
levels. Religiosity being tied to the outward has no such 
experience. It has never smelt the fragrance of spirituality. 

  یوار یصدقے صدقے وار

ارجاقرباؿ تے  سِر

 

ِ

ن

 یؿ ب

 یاوُلے گھولے لکھ لکھ وار

  ملک

ن
ِ
 

 اں دے ہ

 

ِ
ے م
ھ

 

مبِ

 

―I repeatedly make countless sacrifices in honour of 
his love. I sacrifice my head and my whole life is 
devoted to him. I am in the dominion of my sweet 
friend.‖ 

He reaches the dominion of his friend and reiterates his 
absolute commitment with him. He offers his whole being 
and having to him. Love and reverence of the Prophet is 
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central in Islamic spirituality. The more one loves the 
Prophet, the more one is loved by God. 

 ںوالیا ینےراہ مد ںیاواد

 ںہر آؿ سدا خوش حالیا ہر

 ںچالیا باغ بہشتی گیسا

 ڈسہرے  سُکھ

ن
ِ
 

 کھ ماندے ہ

―The valleys on the way to Medina are identical to the 
paradisal gardens. There are everlasting joys and 
affluence at each and every moment. Now, peace has 
overpowered the weary (weakling) sufferings.‖ 

The valleys of Medina are identical to the paradisal 
gardens with blissful vision of the beloved. There is 
happiness and peace all around without suffering. 

 ریتے ہنیعرب شریف دی سو

ے

 

ت
 
کی
 دِسرے چاچڑ صدقے 

اوے دؽ نوں پر
َ
ےل

 

ت
 
ی لی
 ؾ 

 اصَلوں محض نہ بھاندے ہن

―The tradition of holy Arabia is lovely. It kindles the 
wick of love in one‘s heart. I have forgotten Chachar 
and sacrificed it (for the sake of my friend). It has 
ceased to truly appeal me.‖ 

The beautiful tradition of the holy land stirs love in his 
heart. He becomes oblivious of the terrestrial for the sake of 
the celestial. He concentrates on the realisation of the higher 
possibilities of his existence. 

  آئی دھرتی یحُسن جماؽ د

 سَوائی یدروز فر فرحت

 ھ شے چاہر
ی
َ
س

 کھائیڈطرز  ی

  ڈکھڑے

ن
ِ
 

 ماندے سَاندے ہ

―I have reached land of the radiant beauty. All things 
are manifesting freshness. Farid! Happiness is on the 
increase each day. Now, the sufferings have become 
weary (loosened their grips on me).‖ 

He experiences the radiant beauty of the land of his friend. 
Things display spiritual freshness. His dwindling sufferings 
give way to increasing happiness. 
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Kafi-87 

  ںیاشبر جاَ 

ن
ِ
 

د ػ بھاندے ہ

ن

ع

 

س
 دے آندے ہن یسمتاں د 

ن

 

 پ

―The caparisons and saddles (on camels) seem 
pleasant to me today. May be I am nearing the 
dwellings of Punnal.‖ 

The inward journey of the self to the Self is essentially the 
realisation of the beloved in the inmost chambers of his 
heart. The symbolic journey is essentially within the infinite 
depths of his being or consciousness. The caparisons and 
saddles on the camel (ship of the desert) symbolise journey to 
the beloved. 

 وطن دے نازو جمل جمیل

 دؾ ہووؿِ ناؽ امن دے ہر

 دے سجنراہندے راہ  راہی

 درد منداں دے ہن ساتھی

―The prideful and lovely camels of the native place 
are travellers to the dwelling place of my beloved. I 
wish them permanent peace. They are the 
companions of the compassionate ones.‖ 

The camels or sublime feelings (ships of the inner desert 
of the being) seem so prideful and lovely unto their journey 
to union with the beloved. They are wished peace during the 
journey for they are compassionate to him.  

  مسکاوؿ اکھیا
َ
  ںل

ن ِ

 پُھرک

 کر کن ڈکھڑےغم کھاوؿ  غم

 سرکن ںیابلکے دِلڑ گ رگر

 ندے ہنجاسروں نس  سوؽ

―There is smiling on my lips and the eyes are winking 
(an omen of meeting one‘s beloved). Each and every 
vein of my being is throbbing and my heart is tickling. 
The sorrows are sorrowful and the sufferings are 
grumbling (are being envious of happiness). The 
afflictions have been uprooted in a flash.‖ 
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He experiences the transformation of his being and the 
sudden end of his afflictions. 

 یبداو جمل جمیل ہنےسو

 یحسن جماؽ دے حاو سارے

 یشمس و قمر دے ناؽ مساو

 شے ہاں دے ہنگو ےڈسا

―Handsome camel riders are riding the beautiful 
camels. They are similar to the sun and the moon. 
They dominate (the patterns of) beauty and 
loveliness. They are our dear ones.‖ 

The Spirit is riding the self. The Spirit has original light 
like the sun and it is reflecting its light on the self or the 
moon. It creates patterns of beauty and loveliness. He 
considers then as dear because they are instrumental in 
realising union with his beloved.  

  ئیجڑ گھنگھور مچا بدلیں

 لائی لائی ییندکر ناز

 چائی خنکی نیںلا گیںپھو

 عبرت کھاندے ہن عارػ

―The sky is overcast with thickening and rainy clouds. 
The desert bushes and plants have attained freshness. 
Here, each and every riverine plant is dancing with 
priding. The gnostics are in the process of attaining 
realisation.‖ 

His self is being transformed, by the Grace of God, and he 
is experiencing liveliness all around. He is in a state of awe in 
the act of attaining realisation.   

 سدھائے بھاگ سبھاگآئے 

 جھاگ سدھائے ڈکھڑےتن من 

 سدھائے بھاگ ڈوہاگبھاگے 

 لہندے ہن جو چاہندے سو

―The good fortunes have ushered in and the bad 
times and misfortunes have withered away. My 
embodied self has swum across the waters of 
sufferings. It gets whatever it wishes.‖ 

The perplexing state of disunion and separation is over 
with the coming of good fortune. His embodied self has 
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ferried across the waters of suffering. His desire for perpetual 
vision of his beloved is fulfilled. 

 
 
ت

 
ی 

ر 
س

ن

ی

  بولے بینے 

ن

ن

مک
ھ

 

ٹ

 

  یںنورے پیر ںیاکڑ

ن

ن

مک
ھ
گ

 

  ںوالیا

ن

ن

مک
 ھ
چ

 والے جھمکے 

  ریوتر ریوز

 

ٹ

 
ھ

د ے ہن

ن

 ی
ہ

 

―My nose and forehead ornaments are looking 
beautiful. My ornamental earrings are dangling. My 
anklet ornaments are looking lovely. All my jewellery 
and apparel seem so pleasant to me.‖ 

The ornamentations, jewellery and apparel are looking 
superb and making her so happy. The beauty and loveliness 
of her inner states endows all happiness. 

ووں سو وؽ پاوؿ
چ 
 
سہ

 زلفاں 

ل مُُا ںسرخیا
ج 
ک

 سہاوؿ گ

 تلک تلولے لٹکے لاوؿ

 ہار سنگار سہاندے ہن

―The locks of hair are readily making countless furls. 
The brow colour- mark and moles are simply 
enchanting. My rouge, collyrium and twig (of the 
walnut tree) as tooth powder and lipstick (for its 
darkening effects) are looking so good. My makeup is 
increasingly charming.‖ 

The beauty and charm of her intricate embodied self is on 
the increase. 

 طالع بھلے بخت سولّے

  ریاپل  پل

ن

سی

 
ب 

 ے

 

 ر
ہ

 گھلے 

 دے ولے یدآئے محض فر

ہ ہت  ڈ

ن

ب
 کھاں توں واندے ہنڈ 

―The stars are favourable and the fortunes have 
started smiling. They have specially turned towards 
Farid.  My friend is sending messages every now and 
then. My days have become free from sufferings.‖ 

The responsiveness of the beloved ushers in happy times 
for him . His sufferings of disunion and separation wither 
away.   
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Kafi-88 

 مندر ہوں یںکڈمسجد ہوں  یںکڈ اساں سو بدمست قلندر ہوں

"We are heavily enraptured qalandars (spiritualists). 
We are mosques at times and at times we are 
temples.‖ 

Religiosity cannot understand the nature and significance 
of any spiritual state or station from the lowest to the highest. 
Many of the words and utterances of the Sufis cannot be 
taken literally or on their face value. The antagonism of the 
clerics with the Sufis is proverbial. The Sufis, unlike the 
clerics, experience God and express their experience 
accordingly. There are many states and stations of the 
spiritual path, which can only be understood by the men of 
spiritual vision. The Sufis, who achieve such spiritual heights 
of being ‗qalandars,‘ do not commit any sin or evil. They are 
essentially beyond good and evil. They have the heightened 
consciousness of their ontological nothingness in the Face of 
Being itself (God). The Reality or God is Power itself (al-
Qawi and al-Matin), manifest in all forms of power. It is the 
degree of His manifestation, in His Attribute of Power, which 
vests the mediums of angels, jinni and men with ordinary or 
extraordinary powers. The same is true of His other 
Attributes as well.  The Qur‘an is replete with instances of 
His Power manifesting in different mediums. No medium has 
ever claimed any power flowing from itself, but has always 
ascribed it to God. And all those human mediums that made 
any false claims like Pharaoh and Qarun were destroyed by 
their very claims. The human medium of a ‗qalandar‘ by 
virtue of his receptivity becomes a spiritual receptacle for the 
Divine to manifest Himself to a greater degree than in other 
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mediums. He acts act under the spell of heightened 
intoxication or gargantuan rapture. In other words, the 
‗qalandars‘ are empowered by God to identify themselves 
with His manifestations assuming different forms. The 
Reality is the Infinite, the Perfect, the Love, the Beauty, the 
Good, the Light, the Freedom, and the Knowledge, so on. It 
has no limit, imperfection, hatred, ugliness, evil, darkness, 
constraint and ignorance respectively. These arise in the 
process of manifestation by individualising themselves and 
thereby creating their opposites. They are merely privations, 
which ultimately return to their source. Whatever forms the 
manifestations of the Reality assume, the qalandars come to 
assume the same. They identify themselves with the 
archetypal forms but they are not identical with them. Their 
identification with the manifestations in the forms of mosque 
and temple is understandable in this context.  

 ںبنوچار  یںکڈں بنوچور  یںکڈ

 ںبنوزہد عبادت کار  یںکڈ

 ںبنوتوبہ استغفار  یںکڈ

 اندر ہوں یںفسق فجور یںکڈ

―We are thieving at times and at times we are 
swindlers. We are repentance and forgiveness at 
times. We are devout ascetics at times and at times we 
are engrossed in sinfulness and impiety.‖ 

They identify themselves with the manifestations of the 
Reality in the forms of thieves and swindlers; repentance and 
forgiveness; devout ascetics and sinfulness and impiety.  

ھااں درماؿ 

 

کبِ

ھااں درد 

 

کبِ

 ںبنو

ھااں کیچ

 

کبِ

 ںبنور دا شاؿ بھنبھو 

 ں بنوکتھاں مصر کتھاں کنعاؿ 

ھااں واسی

 

کبِ

 شہر جلندر ہوں 

―We are pain at times and at times we are remedying. 
We are Egypt at times and at times we are Canaan. 
We are the glory of Kech and Bhambore at times and 
at times we are the dwellers of Jullunder (the city 
under water).‖ 
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Their identification with the manifestations of the Reality 
embraces ideas, feelings, words and actions both in serial time 
and in pure duration in the forms of pain and remedy; Egypt 
and Canaan; glory of Kech and Bhambore; and the dwellers 
of Jullunder. 

ھااں صومعہ د

 

کبِ

ھااں یر

 

کبِ

 کنشت 

ے
ھ

 

کبِ

ھااں نیک عاصی 

 

کبِ

 سرشت 

ھااں

 

کبِ

ے دوزخ باغ بہشت 
ھ

 

کبِ

 

ے رہبر ہوں
ھ

 

کبِ

ے گمرہ ہوں 
ھ

 

کبِ

 

―We are Shrine at times and at times we are 
Monastery and Church. We are hell at times and at 
times we are gardens of Eden. We are sinners at times 
and at times we are of virtuous disposition. We are 
misguided at times and at times we are guides.‖ 

They identify themselves with the manifestations of the 
Reality in the forms of shrine, monastery and church; hell and 
gardens of Eden; sinners and of virtuous disposition; guided 
and the misguided.  

 اور قلاش تے رند اساں ںہیو

 بے شک عارػ چند اساں ںہیو

  سندھ اساں ینود پئی

ن

ِ
 
 ہے ہ

 راز رموز دے دفتر ہوں کل

―Although we are penniless and inebriates yet 
Hindustan and Sindh are bowing before us. 
Undoubtedly, we are a few gnostics, the repository of 
all the secrets and mysteries.‖ 

They are few in number divested of being and having. 
They aren‘t to be judged by their poor appearances. They are 
inwardly the repositories of Divine secrets and mysteries. It is 
by virtue of their inwardness that people in our part of the 
world hold them in high esteem. 

 یںکڈہن ناز نواز دے ٹوؽ 

لے
َ
 یںکڈروؽ گیا  یںکڈڈھوؽ  ر

 یںکڈکوؽ  یمنجھار مُونجھہے 

 در برہوں یںکڈبردر ہوں  یںکڈ

―We are in the company of priding and elegance at 
times and at times we are in proximity to anguishes. 
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Our beloved unites with us at times and at times 
wretchedly separates from us. We are at the doorsteps 
at times and at times we are inside (dwelling with our 
beloved).‖ 

They identify themselves with the manifestations of the 
Reality in the forms of priding and elegance; anguishes; unity 
of the beloved and His wretched separation; nearness with 
the beloved and in unison with Him.  

 الا یدوؽ واتوں سمجھ فر

 بھلا یدچالوں حاؽ پد ہے

 ولا یدکر محض نہ شعر جد

 سارے ابتر ہوں کیجو نےتو

―Farid! Now take caution in uttering words from your 
mouth. Do not create such novel poetry again (for 
people will not understand it). Our inwardness 
manifests spirituality though outwardly we seem in a 
bad shape.‖ 

It is risky and difficult to give poetic expression to one‘s 
spirituality. One‘s poor outward does not match one‘s inward 
richness. 
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Kafi-89 

 سائیں ہناسو جکلآمل ا

ھد یاںبن موؽ نہ  توں
 
ج
س

 واہیں 

 خو نہ تاں مفتی
ھ

 

ٹ

  ؿ 
ی

 ساائیں

 گادؽ ناؽ تاں  سن
ل
 اکھائیں ھ

―My beautiful beloved! Do meet me these days. 
Otherwise, I will die and my blood shall be on you. 
Nothing occurs to me without you. I will narrate if 
you listen by the ears of your heart.‖ 

He submits to the beloved and anxiously waits for his 
response. He would consider him responsible in the event of 
his death. He beseeches him to heed to this forewarning with 
all seriousness.  

 ےپربھت دہاراں روہ گھنیر

 ےیردرد منداں دے د بیشک

ھ تھیو

 

ب
ِ
ج 
ے 
گ

ن

ی
 

ہ

ھ لا

 

ب
ِ
ج 

 ےوہیر ؾ

ھ

 

ب
ِ
ج 
  

 

ب
ِ
ج 
 ا 

 

ڑ
ھل

 

ٹ

 ھ 

 

 

ن

 ہیںجا ںیاس

―There are hilly terrains and gigantic mountains. I 
wait there on the passages. Undoubtedly, the 
dwellings of the compassionate ones are there in sand 
dunes and desolate places.‖ 

He awaits his beloved at different entry points of the 
desert. These desolate places are the dwellings of the men of 
Heart. These places turn into oases with the responsiveness 
of the beloved. 

 گھر وچ یمنہ پا ہک پل عیش

 سو سو پور اندر وچ پوندے

 عمر سفر وچ یسار یگذر

 وسائیں یسدے د ریارب  ریا

―I have not found even a moment of enjoyment in 
my house. My entire life has been spent in the way (of 
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love). I experience lots of fits within me. My 
Sustainer! Make me dwell in the city of my friend.‖ 

His plight manifests his state of love. He prays for union 
with his beloved. It is Divine Grace, which affects union.  

ہ ہی  جھڑ م  ںیکھاڈں جا

ن

ب
 کوں من کن 

  ںاکھیا

ن

ن

ی لک

 مونہہ  

ن

ن

ھ
ی ک

 کوں ڈ

 کوں سجن دیاروواں کر کر 

  ؿلانو گل

ن

ن

ک

 

ِی
 ھ
ٹ

 نہیںباکوں 

―I constantly cry in remembering my beloved, the 
moment I see clouds, drizzling and rain. My eyes are 
anxiously waiting to see his face. My arms are 
quivering with fondness to embrace him.‖ 

The signs leading to the beloved‘s vision affect inward 
changes, which leave a deep impact on his embodied self. 

 اں واڈواٹ نہاراں کانگ ا

 ہاراں فالاں پاواں پونجسو 

 کھاواں پنڈت جوسی

ن
َ

 دے ک

 اہیںکڈ ریا میڈا سی او

―I keep waiting and shooing the ravens. I make the 
pundit and astrologer fed-up by my queries. I make 
countless vows and take omens to know about the 
visit of my friend some day.‖ 

He desperately tries to know, by all means, the destined 
moments of union with his beloved. The normal 
consciousness does not help in solacing his heart. He catches 
at a straw while drowning in the stream of love. The mystery 
of future cannot be resolved by rational modes. 

  کہیں نہ بد میں

ِھ
ٹ 

 
 

ب

 بھرؾ دا  م

 کوں  یدفر زور

 

 

 

 دؾ دا ڑےی

ا تو ہیں
َ
 شرؾ دا جصاحب ل

 سانوؽ توڑ نبھائیں یلگڑ

―I am imperfect without any respect and reputation. 
You are the custodian of my honour and grace. 
Farid‘s strength is solely due to you. My beloved! 
Remain with me till last.‖ 

All said and done, he sustains hope in his beloved. He 
admits his imperfection in face of his perfect beloved. He 
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does not impute any honour or good reputation to himself. 
He totally considers his beloved as the custodian of his 
honour and grace. He is bereft of any might. It is his beloved, 
which grants him strength on the path of love. He beseeches 
his beloved for the ultimate union. 
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ارو ماڑرو
َ
 آ مل م

َکلاں کوکڑ
ہ 
 ںیاماراں 

 د
َ
 دھاہاں ںیاتھل وچِ ک

  کر

 

 

ن

 ںنہابا ںیاکر ل

―The heartless dweller of Marwar! Do come and meet 
me. I keep beseeching in the desert. I cry and yelp for 
help by spreading my arms.‖ 

Her plight in awaiting her heartless dweller of Marwar 
(beloved) speaks of the dynamics of love. He initiates love 
and she intensifies it with suffering in order to realise union.   

ل 
ھ
ُ
ٹ 

 ںیتارسماں ر گیاں

ھ

 

ت ب
  یشپئے خو 

 
قی

 
ی 

 ے

 

ڑ
ل

 

ہ ہت  ڈ جیں

ن

ب
 ںپیتا ںیالگڑ 

 چاہاں ںہک تینو پر

―I have forgotten customs and traditions ever since I 
contracted love with you.  I do not bother about my 
kith and kin.  I love you solely.‖ 

The possibility of love cannot be realised partially. It has 
to be realised in wholeness. It is in the process of realisation 
that she becomes oblivious of everything except her beloved. 
She does not discard all these things by any rational effort. 
She does not make conscious efforts to abandon the whole 
lot that hitherto gave meaning to her life. Reason teaches 
otherwise. It is the drive of love that steers her straight to her 
beloved. The force of love forces everything out of her for 
the sake of her beloved.   

 لڑےجا ےجیو یںکینو

 تخت ہزارڑے رانجھن

 

 

 

ن

 سلیٹی ہیر یس

ا  کاہاں ںیالا ںسُُ 
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―How should the damned Heer live and spend her 
life, when Ranjha is at ‗takht Hazara‘ and all the 
plants and shrubs have dried up?‖ 

Love itself is polarised in the forms of the lover and the 
beloved. There is no love without this polarisation. It is not 
possible for her to remain insulated from her beloved. Her 
existence would dry-up without inward nourishment of love. 
It is her ontological necessity to transcend and get united with 
her beloved. Love quickens the dead to life. 

 یموسِار یرو ما پیو

  ےلیر پاواں

م

 
ی 

 ے

 

ڑ
ل

 

 تڑؾ رولاڈراوؽ 

  چولی

 
ن

 
 لاہاں یج

―I have become oblivious of my parents and brothers. 
I have been wretched by my beloved.  I wear untidy 
clothes. I have shed my fine clothing.‖ 

It is a positive sign of love to become oblivious of one‘s 
parents and fraternal ties. The experience of being wretched 
by one‘s beloved is the sign of triumphing in love. The very 
act of wearing untidy clothes and shedding the fine ones 
speaks volumes of the conquering nature of love. 

 نوں  یدچوٹ فر ہیجا

 ںیاڑ%نہ وسِرؾ  موؽ

 یوکھلاڈلا  یولا

 ناز نگاہاں سانوؽ

―You have targeted Farid so perfectly. My beloved! I 
will never forget the gracefulness of your eyes.‖ 

He is targeted so perfectly with the graceful eye contact of 
his beloved that he constantly remembers his vocation of 
love in the vicissitudes of life. How could an imperfect move 
of the beloved fructify love? 
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 واجب تے امکاؿ کہوں ںتینو نور ازؽ اے حسن حقیقی

―O‘ essential Beauty! The Primordial Light! May I 
describe you as the Necessity and the Possibility?‖ 

In calling Him as the Essential Beauty and the Primordial 
Light, it seems a delimitation since these are manifestations or 
manifested forms. How could they describe the Unmanifest? 
But one has to take a reference point in attempting to 
describe Him. Otherwise, it is not possible to describe Him 
even provisionally. The very word ‗You‘ speaks of 
delimitation. Notwithstanding, the initial delimitation, in 
describing Him as the Necessity and Possibility, the very 
word necessity cannot be understood without reference to 
possibility. If there were no possibility, then the question of 
necessity would not have arisen? How come necessity, in a 
certain sense, becomes dependent upon possibility for its 
explanation? In describing Him as Possibility, the question of 
impossibility arises. It is true that an impossibility being a 
pure and simple negation is nothing and cannot limit it, but, 
then the Possibility has to be necessarily unlimited. But in 
calling it unlimited, it has to be dependent upon the concept 
of the limited. If there were no idea of the limited, then the 
idea of unlimited won‘t arise. How could the higher be 
described by the lower?  

 حادث خلق جہاؿ کہوں ںتینو کہوں یمخالق ذات قد ںتینو

―May I describe you as you the Creator, the 
Beginningless Essence? May I describe you as the 
Originator of the created worlds?‖ 
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 Can He be described as the Creator (Al-Khaliq) who 
created the whole creation? Can He be described as the 
Beginningless Essence since He has no beginning? The First 
(Al-Awwal) is His Attribute. Can He be described as the 
Originator of the created worlds at all levels?  

 کہوں ؿاعیا علمیہ ںتینو مطلق محض وجود کہوں ںتینو

―May I describe you as the Nondelimited and the 
Delimited Being? May I describe you as the three 
degrees of knowledge?‖ 

Can He be described as the Nondelimited Being or Pure 
Freedom? Can He be described as the Delimited Being or 
relative freedom? Can He be described as the three ascending 
degrees of knowledge or certitude: ‗ilm al-yaqin, ‗ayn al-yaqin‘ 
and ‗haqq al-yaqin‘?  

 نہاؿ کہوں ؿاشباح عیا ارواح نفوس عقوؽ مثاؽ

―May I describe you as spirits, souls, intellects, ideas, 
and embodied existents visible and invisible?‖ 

Can He be described as the spirits, which are the 
manifestations of the Spirit; the souls or the selves in between 
the body and the spirit; the rational faculties; the imaginal 
modes; and all the embodied existents whether visible or not. 

 عرض صفت تے شاؿ کہوں ںتینو ماہیت حقیقت عین ںتینو

―May I describe you as the essential Reality and its 
quintessence? May I describe you as contingent, an 
attribute and glory?‖ 

Can He be described as the Quintessence of the Reality? 
Can He be described as contingent being, an attribute or as 
glory. 

 اطوار کہوں اوزاؿ کہوں انواع کہوں اوضاع کہوں
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―May I describe you as species? May I describe you as 
types? May I describe you as modes? May I describe 
you as measures?‖ 

Can He be described in quantitative terms as the species 
and their types, modes and measures? 

 جناؿ کہوں ناز نعیم ںتینو عرش کہوں افلاک کہوں ںتینو

―May I describe you as empyrean? May I describe you 
as heavens? May I describe you as delicacies and 
graces of paradise?‖ 

Can He be described in celestial terms beyond the 
terrestrial ones? 

 کہوں انساؿ کہوں اؿحیو تت جماد نبات کہوں ںتینو

―May I describe you as atom, matter and plant? May I 
describe you as living being? May I describe you as 
human?‖ 

Can He be described in terms of different degrees of 
matter and life? 

 تے قرآؿ کہوں پوتھی ںتینو کہوں یرمسجد مندر د ںتینو

―May I describe you as Mosque, Temple and Church? 
May I describe you as Veda and Qur‘an?‖ 

Can He be described as different places of religious 
worship? Can He be described as Scriptures (sacred and 
authoritative)? 

 کہوں ؿیماکفر کہوں ا ںتینو کہوں زنار کہوں تسبیح

―May I describe you as rosary?  May I describe you as 
cross thread? May I describe you as infidelity? May I 
describe you as faith?‖ 

Can He be described as rosary of the Muslims and the 
cross thread of the Christians? Can He be described as the 
infidelity of the infidels and the faith of the faithful? 
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 تے باراؿ کہوں بجلی ںتینو بادؽ برکھا گاج کہوں ںتینو

―May I describe you as cloud, rain and thundering? 
May I describe you as lightning and drizzling?‖ 

Can He be described as the atmospheric changes? 

 کہوں اؿباد کہوں نیر ںتینو آب کہوں تے خاک کہوں ںتینو

―May I describe you as water and may I describe you 
as clay? May I describe you as air? May I describe you 
as fire?‖ 

Can He be described as elements of the universe? 

 ناؿ کہوںجا جی سیتا ںتینو دسرت لچھمن راؾ کہوں ںتینو

―May I describe you as Dasrat, Lachman and Ram?  
May I describe you as my beloved Sita?‖ 

Can He be described as different characters portrayed in 
the epic poem Ramayana namely, Dasrat (father of Ram 
Chandar), Lachman (brother of Ram Chandar) and Ram 
Chandar? Can He be described as the beloved Sita, who 
remained true to her husband Ram Chandar during his 
banishment in the forest? 

 کاؿ کہوں کشن کنہیا ںتینو جسودا نند کہوں یوبلد

―May I describe you as Baldev, Jaswada and Nand? 
May I describe you as Krishan, Kanaya and Kaan?‖ 

Can He be described as characters portrayed in Bhagwat- 
Gita namely Baldev (elder brother of Krishan), Jaswada 
(adopted mother of Baldev) and Nand (adopted mother of 
Krishan)? Can He be described as Krishan, Kanaya and Kan 
(different names of Krishan?) 

 اؿ کہوںگوکہوں بھ یومہا د کہوں برما بشن گنیش ںتینو

―May I describe you as Barma, Bishan and Ganesh? 
May I describe you as Mahadev? May I describe you 
as Bhagwan?‖ 
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Can He be described as the Supreme Reality with its 
Attributes or forms namely, Barma (Creator of the world), 
Bishan (Vishnu, the Lord of the Heavens and the earth) and 
Ganesh (the Wise and the Succour Provider), Mahadev (the 
Supreme Lord) and Bhagwan God)?  

 کہوں ؿکہوں اگیا ؿگیا ںتینو کہوں گرنتھ تے بید گیت ںتینو

―May I describe you as Gita, Granth and Veda?  May 
I describe you as knowledge? May I describe you as 
ignorance?‖ 

Can He be described as the sacred and authoritative books 
of Hindus and Sikhs? Can He be described as Knowledge? 
Can He be described as ignorance (which does not arise as an 
opposite to absolute Knowledge but arises when knowledge 
creates its opposite in the form of ignorance in the process of 
manifestation)? 

 کہوں طوفاؿ کہوں ںتینو کہوں آدؾؑ حوا شیث ںتینو
ؑ
 نوح

―May I describe you as Adam, Eve and Sheesh? May I 
describe you as Nuh?  May I describe you as the 
storm?‖ 

Can He be described as Adam (the prototype of mankind) 
and Eve (the symbol of feminine essence); the Prophets 
Sheesh and Nuh and the Great Flood in the times of the 
Prophet Nuh? 

 بن عمراؿ کہوں موسٰؑ  ںتینو کہوں خلیل ابراہیمؑ ںتینو

―May I describe you as Ibrahim, the friend?  May I 
describe you as Musa bin Imran (descendent from the 
House of Imran)?‖ 

Can He be described as the Prophets Ibrahim and Musa? 

 شاؿ کہوں احمدد عالی ںتینو ہر دؽ دا دلدار کہوں ںتینو
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―May I describe you as the beloved of every heart?  
May I describe you as Ahmad, the majestic and the 
splendid?‖ 

Can He be described as the beloved of everyone? Can He 
be described as the Prophet of Islam in his majesty and 
splendour? 

 باعث کوؿ مکاؿ کہوں ںتینو ز کہوںحجاشاہد ملک  ںتینو

―May I describe you as the witness in the city of 
Hejaz? May I describe you as the raison d‘etre of the 
cosmos?‖ 

Can He be described as the beloved Prophet for whom 
the cosmos was created? 

 غلماؿ کہوں یحور پر ںتینو ناز کہوں انداز کہوں ںتینو

―May I describe you as pride?  May I describe you as 
mode? May I describe you as houries, fairies and lads 
in paradise?‖ 

Can He be described as prideful and beautiful forms of 
expression? Can He be described as the celestial inmates of 
paradise? 

 پاؿ کہوں ابیڑ سرخی ںتینو ٹوک کہوں ںنوک کہوں تینو ںتینو

―May I describe you as gambol? May I describe you 
as playful? May I describe you as redness of lips and 
colourful beetle leaf?‖ 

Can He be described as enticements of the beloveds and 
their embellishments? 

 ڈھولک سر تے تاؿ کہوں ںتینو طبلہ تے تنبور کہوں ںتینو

―May I describe you as drum and tambourine? May I 
describe you as small drum, tune and a melodious 
voice?‖ 

Can He be described as musical instruments, tunes and 
songs? 
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 عشوہ غمزہ آؿ کہوں ںتینو حسن تے ہار سنگار کہوں ںتینو

―May I describe you as beauty and embellishments? 
May I describe you as amorous glance, enticement 
and grace?‖ 

Can He be described as beauty, beautification and 
bewitchment? 

 گماؿ کہوں یقینوہم  ںتینو علم کہوں ںعشق کہوں تینو ںتینو

―May I describe you as intuition? May I describe you 
as knowledge? May I describe you as illusion, 
certainty and vanity?‖ 

Can He be described as intuition and other modes of 
knowledge? Can He be described as illusion, certainty and 
vanity? 

 ذوؼ کہوں وجداؿ کہوں ںتینو ادراک کہوں یتنوں حسن قو

―May I describe you as beauty and power of 
comprehension? May I describe you as tasting? May I 
describe you as inspiration?‖ 

Can He be described as the beauty of gaining knowledge 
of the ultimate nature of things? Can He be described as 
tasting, by virtue of witnessing? Can He be described as 
inspiration coming from within the depths of ones being or 
consciousness? 

 کہوں اؿتے حیر تحیر ںتینو سکر کہوں سکراؿ کہوں ںتینو

―May I describe you as intoxication?  May I describe 
you as the intoxicant?  May I describe you as 
bewilderment and amazement?‖ 

Can He be described as the spiritual intoxication and the 
spiritual intoxicant of love? Can He be described as 
bewilderment and amazement experienced by the gnostic in 
the state of gnosis? 
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 کہوں عرفاؿ کہوں تمکین کہوں ینکہوں تلو تسلیم

―May I describe you as agreeableness? May I describe 
you as fickleness? May I describe you as grandeur?  
May I describe you as gnosis?‖ 

Can He be described as full and absolute submission to 
the ultimate nature of things? Can He be described as 
uncertainty? Can He be described as certainty? Can He be 
described as gnosis? 

 گش نافرماؿ کہوںنر ںتینو سنبل سوسن سرو کہوں ںتینو

―May I describe you as hyacinth, iris-coloured and 
cypress (trees)? May I describe you as form of a 
narcissus?‖ 

Can He be described as different forms of flowers? 

 گلزار کہوں بستاؿ کہوں لالہ داغ تے باغ کہوں ںتینو

―May I describe you as tulip spot and garden? May I 
describe you as orchard and garden?‖ 

Can He be described as tulip spot, orchards and gardens? 

 سناؿ کہوں برچھا بانک ںتینو تفنگ کہوں خنجر تیر ںتینو

―May I describe you as dagger, arrow and musket? 
May I describe you as spear, curved dagger and 
spearhead?‖ 

Can He be described as different weaponry?  

 کہوں ؿسوفار کہوں پیکا نگ کماؿ کہوںخد تیر ںتینو

―May I describe you as arrow, white poplar (whose 
wood is used in the making of arrows) and bow? May 
I describe you as notch of an arrow? May I describe 
you as arrowhead?‖ 

Can He be described as different parts of weapons?  

 بے صورت ہر ہر آؿ کہوں کہوں بے مثل کہوں رنگ بے
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―May I describe you as the Colourless? May I 
describe you as the Incomparable? May I describe you 
as the Formless, at each and every moment 
(transcendence in immanence or pure duration in 
serial time)?‖ 

Can He be described as the Colourless, being devoid of all 
colours? Can He be described as the Incomparable since 
nothing can be compared to Him? Can He be described as 
the Formless recurring in the forms of things? 

 رحماؿ کہوں سبحاؿ کہوں سبوح کہوں قدوس کہوں

―May I describe you as the Praised? May I describe 
you as the Pure? May I describe you as the Merciful?  
May I describe you as the Glory?‖ 

Can He be described as the Attribute of Sabuh (the 
Praised?)  Can He be described as the Attribute of Quddus 
(the Pure)? Can He be described as the Attribute Rahman 
(the Merciful)? Can He be described as Subhan (the 
Glorious?) 

 ہر شے نوں پر نقصاؿ کہوں سدا یدکر توبہ ترت فر

―Farid! Quicken to repent once for all. I consider 
each of the descriptions fraught with harmful 
implications (highly deficient in describing the 
Essence that transcends even transcendence).‖ 

The attempts to describe the Essence have to be 
permanently discarded with repentance for all times. The 
Essence cannot be defined or described even by Names or 
Attributes. All the planes of existence are highly deficient in 
describing It. Even the categories of transcendence and 
immanence are human dimensions of describing ‗the Most 
Real‘ and they miserably fail to describe It. Language and 
thought have inherent limitations in describing the Essence.  

 اسے حق بے ناؾ نشاؿ کہوں کہوں اسے پاک الکھ بے عیب
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―I describe Him as the Pure and the Transcendent, 
without any imperfection. I describe Him as the 
Nameless Truth without signs.‖ 

Can He be described as the Transcendent and Pure of all 
imperfections? Can He be described as the Nameless Truth 
without Signs? Isn‘t describing Him in these terms imperfect 
since it tantamount to delimiting Him as pure transcendence 
by the exclusion of His immanence? The Reality (God) is 
manifest in things (immanent) but at the same time remains 
apart from them (transcendent). It is transcendent and 
immanent in simultaneity. The distinction between the 
Essence and the Divinity does not help us here. He is beyond 
transcendence and immanence; nay, He is beyond every form 
of description. ‗Glory is to your Lord, the Lord of Grandeur, 
beyond what they describe‘ (37: 180). It is an error to delimit 
Him in any descriptive form. The One, in principle, is beyond 
description. The Reality cannot be exhausted by the forms of 
its expressions or contained in the narrow circuits of its 
forms. Isn‘t silence the only legitimate human mode of 
describing the Essence? But again silence is relative to speech. 
He is beyond silence and speech. Only God knows Himself. 
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Kafi-92 

  یتاے رِ 

ھ
سِک

  ی

 

َ

 

د ڈھولا لُک چُھپ  کنوں کیں ہ

ن

 ی
ٹ ہ

 کنوں میں یں

―My beloved!  You keep hiding from me. You have 
learned this manner from whom?‖ 

He is at a loss to understand the transcendence of his 
beloved. 

 گیوںمار  یبرہوں د تیغ جڑ

 گیوںا لنگھ پار لڈجھوک  ںکیو

س صَبر آراؾ قرار 

ھ
کَ

 گیوں

  کوئی

ن

ن

 ھ
ج
ٹ 

   ،والا 
َ

 

 کنوں ہم ت

―You have perfectly targeted me with the sword of 
love. You have grabbed my patience, comfort and 
tranquillity. Why did you take your dwellings and 
went across the river? Is there no one to take you to 
account?‖ 

He considers his beloved responsible for his sufferings 
and therefore accountable. 

 ںیاپانوِد ڈکھڑےوڑے ڈ ںینہاڈ

 ںیاوہاگ سہانوِدڈ ینو کر

ت رو رو رات نبھانودِ
َ
 ںیار

ساائیں ونج
َم
ہ 
وو 

ن

ھِت
گ

 کنوں حاؽ 

―I bear intense sufferings in the day. My night is spent 
in awful crying. I wail and try to fashion my 
misfortunes. Go and verify my condition from my 
neighbours.‖ 

He explains the plight of his love, which is known to 
everyone. 

 ہے یجند ناؽ محبت جکڑ

 وو دؽ
ہ

ن

مب
 ں 

 

سب

ووں

ن

ھت
 ہے یتکڑ 

 ہے یشہر ملامت پھکّڑ لگی

نڈردے  نسے
 
ی

ن

 ی
مہ

 کنوںویں  
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―My chain of love has led me earn wider reproaches 
and ill-repute. My heart is stout in facing these 
rebukes and satires. I am not afraid of these 
increasing rebukes.‖ 

He faces numerous contradictions in love. The hostility of 
the environment does not deter him from the path of love. 

 وے یملاوڑِ  ریا اے روہی

  ںپیسو ونج

 

ر
س
َ ل

 وے یوڑگا ی

 وے یشالا ہووے ہر دؾ سَاوڑِ 

  پنے سوہنےا گِھن
 

 

 کنوں س

―The desert (rohi) is the meeting point of my 
beloved. I pray that it remains evergreen. I will go and 
have a drink of cow-diluted curd in the hands of my 
beloved master.‖ 

The desert symbolises the meeting ground with his 
beloved. He prays that it always remain impregnated with the 
possibility of union. He desires to have instructions at the 
hands of his spiritual master, which freshen his being. 

 ںیارولڑ یغم درد فراؼ د

ی ،تھئی

ہ ل
گ

 ںیابھولڑ کملی 

 ںیاٹولڑ ںیاناز نواز د گیاں

 کنوں تیں مار جھلاں جیں دھک

―I am wretched by sorrows and pain of separation. 
My communal pride and elegance has gone away. I 
am imprudent, naive and simple. I bear kicks from 
everyone, petty or superior.‖ 

His sufferings multiply when the inner and outer forces 
reduce him to a non-entity. 

 ہے یباند یدؽ جھر جنگل د

 ہے یآند یصدؼ وفا د بو

ھااں جھوک 

 

ب
ِ
ج 

 ہے یمتراں د میڈے

  ساوئیں انہیں

 

 ر
ہ

ن

سب
  یں
 

 

 کنوں ل

―I am subject to the thick forests, housing the 
dwellings of my fast friend. The fragrance of sincerity 
and faithfulness comes from these green and fresh 
plants.‖ 
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The dwelling of his beloved in the inmost chambers of his 
heart sprouts freshness with fragrance of truth and sincerity. 

 
 
 توؽ نہیں نہالی دیاکج

 دا موؽ نہیں ونجنپار  تڑ

 جھوں سوؽ نہیںبا سنگتی کوئی

  ہیں

ن

ہ ہی  ی

ن

ب
 کنوں نین یبار ید 

―I have no memory of my mattresses and a nuptial 
quilt. I have no companion except affliction. There is 
absolutely no way to cross the stream of love. It is in 
such high currents.‖ 

The magnitude of difficulties in the path of love is so high 
that it is not possible for him to surmount them without the 
help of his beloved. 

 میں اںنہ جیو یدفر ریابِن 

 میں اںپیو لہ پیاہرز لو

 ا ںکیو

ٹ 

 

 ھ
ج

 
 
ی

 میں اںتھیو اوکھی ن

  چھٹ
 

 

  پوساں سو ل
 

 

 کنوں س

―Farid! I will not live without my friend. Why should 
I spend my life in such hazards? I will take the cup of 
dissolved poison and be free from countless 
afflictions.‖ 

He dies by inches in bearing onerous sufferings for the 
sake of his beloved. He prefers death to his life spent in 
unresponsiveness of his friend.   
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Kafi-93 

 ذاتوں اربیز یبر

ن
ِ
 

 ہ

 ناموں  محض

ن
ِ
 

 آزاد ہ

 نانوںجاصفاتوں مست 

 نوںیماا یننشانوں د

―We are now delivered and detached from the 
essences and attributes by being enraptured of the 
beloved. We are now free from names, signs and the 
ways of faith.‖ 

The gnostics achieve gnosis by getting enraptured by the 
beloved. They get detached from their essences and attributes 
and achieve deliverance or union. They get freedom from 
determinates of names, signs and dynamics of faith. They 
become universal men.  

ڑ وں
 ھک
ٹ

ے اکروں لنگھے 

 

ھُت

چ 

 

 گذر کر ذاکروں ذکروں

 عباداتوں اتے فکروں

 کوؿ امکانوں گئےنکل 

―We have been set free from speculations and arisen 
higher than trivialities, worships and reflections. We 
have transcended the reciters and recitals. We have 
gone beyond the spatio – temporal order.‖ 

They become unconditional by transcending the 
conditional spheres of speculations, trivialities, worshipping, 
thinking, recitations of sacred texts and the spatio-temporal 
order. These are preparatory to the final stage of metaphysical 
realisation. 

 روںدؽ دور اغیا تھئی

 خبر آثاروں سےپیو

 معمور دلداروں یبھر

 اخباروں تے قرانوں تے
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―My heart has distanced itself from otherness. It is 
full of love of my heart‘s beloved. Knowledge has 
been gained by dint of symbols (knowledge of things 
that is symbolic understanding of the cosmos) events 
(knowledge of events pertaining to past, present and 
future) and the Qur‘an (knowledge of the earthly 
Qur‘an and the immanent Qur‘an which is inscribed 
on the tablet of the heart).‖ 

The heart of the gnosis in achieving the final stage of 
gnosis becomes absolutely free from otherness. It is 
completely filled by the love of the beloved. The intimacy of 
knowledge and love reaches its zenith. The knowledge of 
things and events gained by virtue of the cosmos, the Prophet 
and God become unified in a single whole. Doctrinal truths 
are metaphysically realised. Theoretical knowledge becomes 
realised knowledge.  

 توں غافل ہے  یںو ترڈاں جڈ

 قرب النوافل ہے لدھا

 اں ہک ناؽ واصل ہےتڈ

 تے احسانوں نوںیقادؽ ا

―A person, who discounts duality and trinity, has the 
realisation of the One. He achieves nearness (to God) 
by virtuous behaviour. His heart achieves absolute 
certainty and spiritual beauty.‖ 

The gnostic realises the One by getting rid of the illusion 
of duality and the metaphysical absurdity of trinity. His 
virtuous behaviour leads him to contemplate the beloved in 
the mirror of his heart. His heart achieves absolute certitude 
and spiritual beauty. The ‗eye of the heart‘ sees ‗God 
Everywhere.‘ 

 ںیااستاد استاد ںتیاڈ

 ںیابر تے آباد سنج ںتھیا

ہ ہت  ڈرات  ہمیشہ

ن

ب
 ںیاشاد 

 ذوؼ وجدانوں شہودوں

―My spiritual master gifted me with the art of 
unravelling mysteries leading to everlasting and 
perpetual joys. I got resurrection of my life by dint of 
witnessing, tasting and intuition.‖ 
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His spiritual master taught him the subtleties of gnosis 
leading to permanent blissfulness. His life got resurrected by 
experiencing the Reality through witnessing, tasting and 
intuition (higher modes of knowledge). 

ھااں خود قرب ہے د

 

ب
ِ
ج 

  یور

 یپور تھئی انایت

 یوصل مہجور اتھاں کیا

 انسانوں تے رحمانوں ہے

―What place do identity and difference have, where 
nearness itself becomes remote? Man-Lord axis is 
finally withdrawn by the Self.‖ 

The stage of metaphysical realisation makes nearness itself 
so remote. It transcends the reality of identity and difference. 
It is metaphysical Identity-in-Difference. The Divine ‗I 
amness,‘ which manifests in the human ‗I amness,‘ remains 
provisionally bound to the ‗servant-Lord axis,‘ till it is finally 
withdrawn by the Self, by the Grace of God. 

 جب مشرب تے ملّت ہے

 علت ہے ید نہ انیّت

 سبھو وسعت نہ قلت ہے

 نوںنہ حسناتوں نہ عصیا

―It is a strange way and mode, where there is no 
delimitation but all non delimitations. There is no 
problem of being delimited neither from the side of 
virtue nor from the side of sin.‖ 

It is the supreme nondelimited way and mode beyond 
delimitation. There is no problem of being delimited either 
from the side of virtue or from the side of sin. Both virtue 
and sin belong to the conditioned states of existence or the 
contingent realm of action and thereby are delimited. The 
Nondelimited is the realm of the universal and the sphere of 
non-action. The Reality acts itself through the human 
medium. 

 یرہے ہشیا آئی یدفر

 یسار ھ سچیبدسدھ  پئی

 

 

 

ن

 یچت اندر سارگئی  ن

 نوںجاجوت تن  ئیجگا
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―Farid! Awareness has dawned upon me. It has led 
me to a complete inward realisation. All intellectual 
understandings have been renewed. There is an 
awakening of purpose from the infinite depths of my 
being.‖ 

His dawning of gnostic awareness has led to his inward 
realisation in fullness. Intellect realises the identity of 
knowledge and being. The light of the ‗immanent Qur‘an‘ 
shines forth in the inmost chambers of his being. 
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Kafi-94 

 کو نہیں سانوؽ بیو ریابن 

 یںاو نہ آنست و نہ ا بے

 ا جنوؿ العاشقین

ن

 ھد

 ا

ن

 جنوؿ العاشقین ھد

―There is no one except my charming beloved. This is 
the frenzy of the lovers. There is neither hither nor 
thither (except my beloved). This is the frenzy of the 
lovers.‖ 

The frenzy of the lovers is not irrational but beyond 
rationality. It is a connotative negation of everyone except the 
beloved and finding him everywhere.  

 ںہے کیو یرلد تھل بر تتی

 ؾ ہمنشیں ریا
 
 است ہ

ھلد 
 
ٹ

 ںہے کیو یسدھ واٹ توں 

 ا

ن

 جنوؿ العاشقین ھد

―Why the inept one is wretchedly wandering in the 
deserts and forests? Why she has become oblivious of 
the straight path? My friend is always with me. This is 
the frenzy of the lovers.‖ 

The lover being finite is not always with the beloved and 
therefore he becomes inept in wretchedly searching him in 
wilderness. The frenzy of love teaches him that the beloved 
being Infinite is always with him. The permanent presence of 
the beloved with the lover is the greatest miracle of love.   

 گلزار وے نار کیا کیا

 را بداں او را بہ بیں او

 وے راغیا کیا ریا کیا

 ا

ن

 جنوؿ العاشقیں ھد

―What is the meaning of fire and garden? What is the 
significance of friend and stranger? You see him in all 
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forms and remain always with Him. This is the frenzy 
of the lovers.‖ 

The frenzy of love reveals to the lover that all forms are 
those of his beloved. The dawning of this realisation leaves 
no space for differentiating between hell and paradise or a 
friend and a stranger.  

 فرض ہے یمذہب وجود

 یقیںبا چشم  یمیدد

 ا بیو
ُ
 غرض ہے ئیجاکُ

 ا

ن

 جنوؿ العاشقیں ھد

―The doctrine of Oneness of Being is mandatory. All 
else is meaningless prompted by selfishness. I have 
witnessed it with the eye of certainty. This is the 
frenzy of the lovers.‖ 

The lover‘s frenzy consists in witnessing the truth of 
Oneness of Being with the ‗eye of certainty.‘ It dissolves the 
consciousness of one‘s separate, independent and 
autonomous selfhood. It appears as meaningless to his 
gnostic consciousness.  

ہ ہت  ڈ

ن

ب
ُکلا  

م
ڑ  دے 
چ  ِ
ہ 

 گئے

 یںناں شد قربجا نمجا

 وِ 

ی

 

ل

 
ھ
 گئےے آوصاؽ د ے

 ا

ن

 جنوؿ العاشقیں ھد

―The days of separation have bid me farewell. The 
moments of union have arrived. My being has 
realised the Self. This is the frenzy of the lovers.‖ 

The path of love, chosen by a few, is still a traversable 
path leading to destination even though it is narrower than 
the eye of a needle. The darkness of separation vanishes with 
the light of union. The frenzy of love succeeds in realising the 
Self. How could it be realised otherwise? 

 حاؽ ہے قاؽ بیشک نہیں

 مزاج نازنیں نازک

ل اسا
ی 
ی ل

 ؽ ہے ے ناڈ

 ا جنوؿ العاشقیں

ن

 ھد

―It is not merely an utterance but undoubtedly, it is 
our state that He is with us at each and every 
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moment. He is tender hearted and delicate. This is the 
frenzy of the lovers.‖ 

The frenzied lover does not say something theoretical but 
doubtlessly experiences his beloved being with him at every 
moment. He describes the beauty and loveliness of his 
beloved in absolute certitude. He transcends the rational level 
to the level of intellectuality. It is absolutely his love 
cognizance that acknowledges his beloved. How could it be 
otherwise? Isn‘t it foolish to ask a frenzied lover to give 
arguments for the existence of his beloved? It is just like 
asking Heer to adduce arguments for the existence of Ranjha 
or asking Sohni to prove the existence of Mahiwal. The 
lover‘s whole life is an ample testimony to the fact that he is 
related with pure objectivity. The objectivity of his love is 
higher than any other levels of objectivity. He is more 
conscious than even a scientist in constantly purifying his 
experience. His style of life is superior to all the other styles 
of life. His acts of love are qualitatively unique than any other 
human acts. He is not bindingly stranded on the plane of 
psyche but freely soars to the spiritual level. The barren 
rationality cannot understand the fertility of intellectuality. 
The phenomenology of love (intentionality) grounded in 
intellectuality needs no rational proofs. Love is its own proof.  
Light is its own proof. Does sun require any other proof than 
itself? Rationality debases love and thereby debases itself. 

 ات ہےڈ یتڑڈواہ عشق 

 یںفرش دؽ عرش بر شد

 رات سبھ پربھات ہے تھئی

 ا

ن

 جنوؿ العاشقیں ھد

―Laudation to love that has bestowed this gift. The 
night has ended and now it is all daylight. My heart by 
traversing through the terrestrial realm has achieved 
celestial heights. This is the frenzy of the lovers.‖ 

Love has to be lauded for bestowing the most precious 
gift to the frenzied lover. The night of separation dawns into 
the day of union. The heart of the lover bridges the heavens 
and the earth. 
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ج 
  خلقت کوں 
ی
د 

ن

 ؽ ہےگو یی

 یںفخر د گند پیر سو

 دے کوؽ ہے یدہر دؾ فر

 ا

ن

 جنوؿ العاشقیں ھد

―I swear by my spiritual master Fakhr-ud-Din that He 
is constantly with Farid whom people are trying to 
find. This is the frenzy of the lovers.‖ 

He swears by his spiritual master that the beloved, who is 
sought after by people, is always present with him. How 
difficult it is to experience nearness itself. But once 
experienced, in the frenzy of love, the illusion of separation 
and disunion dwindles away. 
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Kafi-95 

ے خوشیا ںیارو رو عمر نبھا بیٹھی
ھ
 

سب

 ںیاونجا عشق ں

―My life has been spent in crying.  My love has lost all 
happiness of life.‖ 

The suffering in love makes his worldly happiness dwindle 
into insignificance. 

ل یواہ سانوؽ د
ج 
ک

 ید دھار 

 یکار ؿوچلا تیر اںیدد

 یاجل د بے شک تیغ

 ںیاکرِؿ لڑا پلکاں

―I laud the collyrium line of my beloved. 
Undoubtedly, it is the sword of destiny. The eyes are 
shooting piercing arrows. The eyelids are in strife.‖ 

The beloved‘s mighty initiation of ontological love with 
beautiful charms is so imposing that he has no way out of the 
impasse of love. 

 عشوے غمزے ناز نہورے

 حسن ملاحت شکل شباہت

 نخرے نوکاں ٹوکاں

 ںیاسدھا طرحیں ںیاسار

―The amorous glances, enticements, pride and 
coquetries, blandishments, gambols and playfulness, 
enchanting beauty and facial figures are all well 
trained forms (for captivating one in the yoke of 
love).‖ 

The beauty of the beloved is perfectly captivating. The 
initial thrust of love is so powerful that he becomes powerless 
in the face of love.  

 وں 

 

ڑ
چ 

ن

ہ ب

تڑے یرجا
َ
ے ر
ل

ن

ی

 

ت

 ںیاپجڑ ںیاجڑا ںپپلیا 
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 ںیابِرہوں چونبھا ظالم ںیاآ اکھیں لیکھے لوکاں

―The tears are falling and the sockets of my eyes have 
reddened. The eyelids have been totally ravished. 
People consider my eyes to be a sore but they have 
been hurt by the cruelty of love.‖ 

The inward sufferings in the path of love adversely affect 
his body. The inner states cramp his embodied self. 

ن
 
ی

ن

ی
ھ

 

سب

ن 
 
ی ہ 

ن

می ب

 یشےدرد اند 

  سختی یدِلڑ

 
ِ
  یم

 

 

ن

 یس

 ے آ ڈکھڑے

 

ڑ
ھ
ک
ُ
ی 

 یم

 ںیالا ںیاریا ںاوکھیا

―The rebukes, satires, pain, anxieties and sufferings 
have fallen to my lot. My ruinous heart has met 
hardships. I have contracted arduous friendship.‖ 

His heart contracts arduous friendship and then suffers as 
a consequence. The hostility of the social environment 
increasingly constricts his social space and he is pushed to the 
wall. It is a miracle of love that he finds a ‗door in the wall‘ at 
the most constricted point. 

 مفت ملامت سخت ندامت

 یمنہ آ یدفر ریا ھےیزو

 یمچا یتشہر شکا

ک

 

ی
سَ
م

 ںیاپا ںلکھیا 

―I am deeply regretful of being reproached for 
nothing. I have been burdened by varied complaints. 
Farid! My friend has not visited my courtyard. I got 
what was destined for me.‖ 

He suffers in noting that the public opinion has turned 
against him without any rhyme or reason. He is innocent but 
pronounced guilty. It is his cosmic fate to be deprived of 
union with his beloved. 
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Kafi-96 

  رنگبے 
ک
 راوؽ دے 
ی
ے

 

ت
 

 سنگ سانوؽ دے سوا دؽ

 رہاں یں رڑدوتا یروند

نسوؽ لکھ  سو
 
ی

ن

ی
ھ

 

سب

 سہاں 

―I keep on weeping and crying for my unique 
beloved. I bear hundreds of afflictions and countless 
satires for the sake of my heartless beloved.‖ 

He suffers for his unique friend. He has to bear afflictions 
and satires for his heartless beloved. He owns his beloved in 
spite of all odds. It fosters a feeling of belongingness in him, 
which is so vital for the fruition of love. 

 سچ کھسے سِ سکھ سبھو سہی

ے سجن دشمن
َس
ہ 

ک 
ِ
 ہر ہ 

 وچ وسے ھےیزکھ رنج وڈ

 کرؾ سارا جہاں ٹوکاں

―My desire has really snatched all my peace. Suffering 
and grief are dwelling in my courtyard. All my friends 
and enemies laugh at me. The whole world is sneering 
at me.‖ 

Love upsets the peace of ordinary life and plunges him in 
the stream of grief and suffering. The whole world sneers and 
laughts at him. His self-image undergoes a radical 
transformation and he comes to see himself as a social and 
individual non-entity. The peeling of his social and individual 
self is instrumental in gracing him with the ontological 
consciousness of his nothingness.  

 واہ و کیتو

ن

ُ
 

 وے  یرپ

 وے ڈھیر تونیڈ ڈکھڑے

 وے یرد یولا کیچ ونج

 بر پھراں سر بھر ڈہاں سنج
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―My beloved! How adverse you have been with me?  
You went to Kech and started dwelling there. You 
gave me countless sufferings. I roam in wilderness 
and keep falling headlong on the ground.‖ 

The spiritual sufferings of love even at their heights keep 
him attached to the pure objectivity of love, unlike the 
psychic sufferings of love, which are purely psychological in 
nature and end up in being totally subjective. The psychic 
lover tries to possess his beloved as an object and as a 
consequence becomes possessed himself whereas the spiritual 
lover strives to unite with his beloved as Subject in exercise of 
his metaphysical freedom. All genuine love is spiritual in 
nature and is nurtured in freedom. 

 ہے  بھین یغماں د یدِلڑ

 ہے ڈینجبل چٹ  پربھت

 ہے یندا وں کھاڈسولاں 

 لہاں ںچڑھاں لاہیا ںچاڑھیا

―My heart is the sister of sorrows (sorrows have such 
intimacy with me). The afflictions are tuning the 
wailing of suffering. I am wandering in hills, 
mountains and plain lands. I keep mounting and 
dismounting.‖ 

The spiritual pains, sorrows and sufferings are not at the 
loss of anything terrestrial but arise in separation and 
disunion from the celestial beloved. How great love is at the 
higher plane. 

 ہے سیاگئی  سب آس ہو

 پاس ہے کوئی نہیں مونس

 ہر دؾ اداس ہراس ہے 

 ہے دؽ کہاں دلبر کہاں

―All my hope has been turned into despair. I am sad 
and terror-stricken all the times. There is no one with 
me to share my sufferings. My heart is here but my 
beloved is elsewhere.‖ 

He passes through certain states where his hope turns into 
despair. He feels sad, lonely and terror–stricken but these are 
not psychic states but spiritual ones.  
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  التجا یںا یدآرد فر

 ہا گدا امید وارد

ے بحاؽ بے نوا
م
چ

 ر

 نہ ز الطاػِ شہاںگوصد 

―Farid!  I am the helpless one who has presented 
himself beseeching for mercy. The poor is hoping 
countless blessings of the king.‖ 

His light of hope remains shining beneath the darkness of 
despair. It makes him helplessly present himself seeking 
mercy at the hands of his beloved. He being devoid of being 
and having hopefully counts on the infinite blessings of the 
king. 
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Kafi-97 

 سانوؽ موڑ مہاراں یںکڈ رو رو واٹ نہاراں تتی

―I am the inept who is on the look out for you, while 
crying. My beloved! Do turn your reins towards me.‖ 

He wants nothing but the responsiveness of his beloved in 
order to end his state of suffering. He does not crave for 
possessing his beloved as an object but desires union with 
him. 

 گیجھا سو سختی ؿکار جیں

 
ج 
  
ی
د 

ن

 گیسانوؽ سا ںیکھاڈ یںی

 گیبرا یسد گیوہاڈپھراں 

 باغ بہاراں اںتھیو

―I have accepted countless hardships for his sake. I 
am wandering like nomads with misfortunes. I wish 
to see my beloved face to face during my life time. I 
want to bloom forth (from within).‖ 

He knows that it is only the vision of his beloved that can 
make him inwardly bloom with happiness.  

 وسم سولڑا بروچل ریا

 ا نا کر کلہڑا خاؿ

 

ڑ
ل

ن

 ی
ت

 

 
ج 
  
ی

د ے

ن

 ا مانیم سانگے ی

 

ڑ
ھل

 

ٹ

 

 چانگے چاراں سنگ توں

―My Baloch friend! Dwell near me. I have chosen 
dwellings in the desert for your sake. Punnal Khan! 
Never leave me forlorn. I wish to shepherd my herd 
with you.‖ 

Love craves for nearness with beloved at all costs. It is the 
constant consciousness of his friend that keeps the flame of 
love burning. 
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ہ ہت  ڈ جیں

ن

ب
 ے  ریا 

 

ڑ
ھ
ک
ِ

ن

ی

 اساں تو 

 ے نگدے ر سرخی سدےڈ

 

ڑ
ھ
ک
ِ
ی 

 

 
م
  
ب
د 

ن

 ی
ہ

 ےڈروپ  ی

 

ڑ
ِھکّ
ٹ 

 کھائے 

ل د ںیاوگِھر
ج 
ک

 راںھاد ںیا

―The colour of my henna faded out ever since my 
friend parted from me. My rouge has become 
colourless. The lines of the collyrium have spread 
out.‖ 

The colours of union fade out and become colourless in 
the periods of separation. 

اں پیر

 
ن

 مناواں مَن مَن مَ

 پھالاں پاواں جوسی سڈ سڈ

 لکھاواں یذؽ تعوگوملا 

 اراںہز ؿسو ید کر

―I go on making vows for the sake of making my 
master agreeable to me. I search the talisman for the 
writing of an amulet. I go on calling the astrologer for 
giving me omens. I do countless charming.‖ 

He desperately resorts to vows, amulets and astrology in 
the hope of finding his friend. He goes beyond his ordinary 
consciousness in tracking his beloved. 

ے ںیساڈدے  خواجے پیر
ّ

ن

ھت
 
چ

 

 
ج 
  
ی
د 

ن

 منّے ںسبھ دؽ کیتیا ںیای

 ا
ٹ
 ے
ہ
ہ ہت  ڈ 

ن

ب
ے اتھائیں 

ّ

ن

 ھت
ٹ

 

 

ِ

سِ
َ
 راںباسدا گھر  و

―I shall give bowls in the name of Khawaja Pir in 
return of my beloved spending these days with me. 
He should lovingly accept the cravings of my heart 
and everlastingly dwell in my house.‖ 

He makes up his mind to give bowl (‗crumbled bread 
rolled in sugar and butter oil‘) in the name of the saint, in 
fulfilment of his vow, that his beloved spends his days with 
him with everlasting responsiveness. 

 مندڑا سیںبندڑے ناؽ نہ کر

 صحن سوہنداڑا سہائیں لٹک

 کوجھا کملا گندڑا نیںتو

 پوں توں جند واراں پوں

―You will not despise your bondsman in spite of his 
being ugly, naive and defiled. You will step in his 
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courtyard in a majestic way and beautify it. I will 
sacrifice myself at your each and every step.‖ 

He still has hope that in spite of his imperfections, he will 
be accepted by his perfect beloved who will unveil himself 
with majestic beauty. He is ready to sacrifice his whole being 
and having for the sake of the moment of union.  

 دا دامن ریانہ  یدچھوڑ فر

 ا مامنڈسا ںجہانیا وہاںڈ

ا جی جئیں

 

 
 جڑ کر کامن ک

 دلوں وسِاراں یںکینو

―Farid! Do not cease to cling to your friend. He has 
enchanted your heart in fullness. This is our treasure 
in both the worlds. How can my heart be oblivious of 
him?‖ 

He reiterates his choice to remain attached to his friend 
who has fully enchanted his heart. How can he be oblivious 
of his friend who is his support both in this world and the life 
hereafter? 
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Kafi-98 

  تتی

ن

ہ ہی  ی

ن

ب
  نیںونگر اوکھے لانگھےڈکھے ڈ دے پندھ اڑانگے نیں 

―O‘ the inept one! The paths of love are very difficult. 
There are hard mountainous terrains and the passages 
are hazardous.‖ 

The paths of love are difficult and hazardous. The ideal of 
union is realised in exercising great patience in terrible 
adversity. 

 ے دے بیا راہ اولڑے ولڑے دے ڈنگے

 

ڑ
ی ل  
ج

 پندھڑے روہ 

 مفت سہانگے نیں سمجھیں نہ

 ―The turnings encountered in the way are winding 
and circular. There are also mountainous terrains lest 
you consider them as easy costing nothing.‖ 

The straight path of love does not mean that it is not 
winding and circular. It simply means that it leads to 
destination. The novice in love has to understand the 
intricacy of the way. He has not to mistakenly think that the 
path is easy and free of cost. It is not romantic love merely 
thriving on romance. It is real love with real sufferings. 

 کر حوصلہ صبر تحمل نوں توکل نوں یقرکھ طرح طر

 وؽ وصل وصاؽ مہانگے نیں

 ―Remain steadfast in the tradition of trust in your 
Sustainer by manifesting guts, patience and 
forbearance. The meeting and union (with beloved) 
are of high value.‖ 
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He has to have constant trust in his beloved. He has to 
employ guts, patience and forbearance in face of separation 
and disunion coupled with inner and outer hostility. It is 
nothing less than bartering his head for the realisation of 
union. 

 ںبہوار ببوؽ لکھ خار آز ںبہو دھکڑے دھوڑے سوؽ سئے

 ے 

ن

 
 دے لانگھے نیں ریاسبھ س

 ―There are numerous violent pushes, set backs and 
afflictions. There are countless thorns, distresses and 
thorny bushes. They all seem pleasant in reference to 
my beloved.‖ 

His connectivity with his beloved makes the physical and 
mental onslaughts lose their sting in his eyes. He considers 
them as pleasantries in the course of love. 

 چارو ہے نہ جھوک نہ کوئی بن مارو اے تھل مارو ہے

 
 ھ
ٹ

 اںی  نہ 

 

 چانگے نیں ںیابکر د

 ―The desert is deadly without Maroo (my beloved). 
There is no habitation or any shepherd to be seen.  
The sheep, goats and their calves are not grazing.‖ 

He sees deadness all around in being separated from his 
beloved. The vibrant desert life seems so lifeless to him. 

 ہےگز بڑ  یرچھ راخس مم د ڑبڑ ہےدر ہے ڈبر ہے  سنج

م نہ اصلوں ٹانگے نیں کئی

 ھ
ج
س

 

 ―The places are lonely, desolate and dreadful. The 
bears, giants and man eaters have created a great 
nuisance. I essentially cannot discern the marks and 
signs of the way.‖ 

The transformation of the psychic into the spiritual is a 
dreadful experience. There are no given marks and signs in 
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the path of love. He draws them while traversing the path. He 
has to make his own drawings. Isn‘t it the uniqueness of love? 

ِ دے ہن
 
وندے تے روح ت

ُ
 

 دے ہنڈدؽ  ِسِر ب

ِ

 کھدے تے ہاں گِ

  نیںگھانگھے یماس و اںچم لیر

 ―My head aches and I am feeling unwell. My heart is 
suffering and I am having a feeling of vertigo. My 
skin has worn out and my flesh has been cut to 
pieces.‖ 

His embodied self faces quakes of love, which transform 
his being into nothingness. 

 ہے مونڈھے لوئی یسر گٹھڑ ہے دؽ جوئی یغم محنت د

 لانگھے نیں چھنچولے بو گئے

 ―Sorrow inspires my efforts. There is burden on my 
head and there is a shawl (of suffering) on my 
shoulders. I have become oblivious of my shirt, 
dopatta (head-covering) and leggings.‖ 

He is not cowed down by sorrows, which inspire him 
instead of making him perspire. The alchemy of sorrow 
purifies his heart in order to make it worthy of his beloved.  

ا  روں بِرہوں بعیدباگھر 

 

 
ا یدکم کاروں فرد فر ک

 

 
 ک

 تانگھے نیں ڈوںدؽ پرؾ نگر 

 ―Love distanced me from my household. Farid! It 
detached me from worldliness. My heart is longing 
for the City of Love.‖ 

He inwardly long for the City of Love. The light of his 
longing makes the darkness of his worldly attachments 
disappear. 
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Kafi-99 

 برہوں برات نیں یتڑڈ سولاندے وات نیںجند 

―Life has become a bed of thorns. It is the blessing of 
love.‖ 

What a blessing of love that life becomes a bed of thorns. 

ہ ہت  ڈ یںکڈ

ن

ب
 رات نیں یغماں د یںکڈ دا سر تےں کھاڈ 

―The day of suffering encompasses me at times and 
at times the night of sorrow envelops me.‖ 

He lives his life on the spectrum of sufferings and 
sorrows. 

 
ل

 

ی
  توؽ 
ی
د 

ن

 پربھات نیں تھئی یںجلد ییندسڑ سیج یی

―The nuptial quilt scorches me and the nuptial bed 
keeps me burning till morning.‖ 

The nuptial bed and quilt torch him without his beloved. 

 جھات نیں یمنہ پا ریا یسار نیعمر وہا یںروند

―My whole life has been spent in crying. My friend 
has not even shot a glance at me.‖ 

He spends his life in crying for his unresponsive friend.  

 ہے مسجود دلیں

ن

ُ
 

 بات نیں ید ؿیماا یند دا پ

―Punnal (my beloved) is the object of my heart‘s 
adoration. It is my whole inward commitment.‖ 

His heart adores his beloved with inward sincerity. 

 واحد ذات صفات نیں احد تے احمدد فرؼ نہ کوئی
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―There is no difference between Ahad and Ahmad. 
The Essence and the Attributes are identical.‖ 

The undifferentiated Reality (Absolute, Essence, Ahad) 
became differentiated (Infinite, Divinity, Names or 
Attributes), by virtue of the principle of Ahmad. Ahad or the 
principle of al-Ahadiyah and the principle of Ahmad are 
essentially the same since the Reality in the undifferentiated 
and the differentiated form is essentially the same. The 
Possibilities inhering in the Essence are internally 
transformed into Names or Attributes. The Essence (Dhat) 
and the Names or Attributes (Siffat or Asma al Husna) are 
identical. The metaphysical principle of unity in diversity 
enlightens us on the essential sameness of Ahad and Ahmad 
and the essential identity of the Essence and the Divinity. 

 نیں ۃصوؾ صلوٰ یڈسا یارتے میخو حسن پرستی

―The adoration of beauty and drunkenness is our 
fasting and prayers (rituals).‖ 

The enraptured adoration of beauty and the spiritual state 
of drunkenness are their rituals of Fasting (abstinence of 
otherness) and Prayer (witnessing the beloved).  

 ہن لکھ لکھ آفات نیں فنا دا راہ اڑانگافقر 

―The realisation of one‘s ontological nothingness and 
effacement is very intricate. There are countless 
tribulations (in the way).‖ 

The effacement or the realisation of one‘s ontological 
nothingness is not easy but intricately woven with countless 
tribulations. ‗To plunge into nonbeing, with the 
consciousness of being, is as difficult an act as to fly without 
wings.‘ 

 عشق سوغات نیں ڈتڑے ٹھڈڑے ساہ تے ہار نجوںں دے

―Love has sent these rare gifts of cold sighs and 
strings of tears.‖ 
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The rare gifts of cold sighs and strings of tears are 
identifiable as coming from the hands of Love. 

 درد کشالے سات نیں سنگت ید یدساڑے، سوؽ فر

―The company of Farid comprises burning afflictions 
along with pains and adversities.‖ 

What a sweet company of burning afflictions, pains and 
adversities he has as a lover. Why the world should not feel 
envious of such a blissful company. 
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Kafi-100 

 تن کھے مشاہدہ رات دؿ بجھی رمز راوؽ جی جیں

―The one who unravels the mystery of the beloved 
does remain in the state of witnessing day and night.‖ 

The one who unravels the mystery of love constantly 
witnesses his beloved. 

  ید ؿجا اتھاں افیو نہیں

ہ ااں

ن

 یبے چوؿ د سدھ لکھی ج ب

  ینہ بھنگ نہ معجوؿ د

 وتن مست رے پیتیں نت

―Here, there is no scope of opium, hemp or electuary. 
They keep a track of the Unique. They are enraptured 
without wine.‖ 

They have no need of opium, hemp, electuary or wine 
(inducing psychic states). They are enraptured at the spiritual 
plane without any psychic aid or support. (This also accounts 
for the genuineness of spiritual experience).   

 رؽ وسدے لوکاں ناؽ ہن

 ہن ؽہر آؿ غرؼ خیا

 پر اصل فارغ باؽ ہن 

 

م
س

 شاغل 
 
ہ

 شاغل اٹھن

ن

 ن

―They remain and dwell with the people but are 
essentially free from the worldly strings (worldliness). 
They are drowned in imagination at every moment. 
They remain committed in sleep and remain 
absorbed, while awake.‖ 

They maintain a respectable distance from things and 
events. ‗They live in the world like boats sailing in the widely 
spread waters, which do not pour in. But when the waters 
rush in then the boats sink.‘ The friends of God do not let 
the waters, sink their boats. They remain in a constant state of 
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contemplation. They remain attuned to the Reality in state of 
sleep and wakefulness.   

 توں دور ہن یخود توں خود

 حضور ہن دے ہمیش حق

 ؾ طہور ہنجاسَرمست 

  اولیں

ن
ِ

ن

َ
 

 وچوں بھولے ب

―They are beyond themselves and ego hood. They are 
enraptured in Divine illuminations. They are 
permanently in the fold of Divine Presence. The 
worldly activity is for them a persona.‖ 

They are enraptured in Divine illuminations. They go 
beyond themselves without any sense of egohood. They are 
always in the fold of Divine Presence in their state of 
nothingness. The worldly activity is for them a persona since 
the Divine acts through their mediums. 

 مِِل ملک تے ماؽ دے  نہیں

 

ن
ِ
 

 ذوؼ وجد تے حاؽ دے ہ

 ؽ دے با زاؽ دے نہیں نہیں

 رہن رو یککر گماں  گم

―They are not attached to property, dominion and 
wealth. They are neither attached to a wife nor to 
children. They belong to tasting, inspiration, and a 
mystic state. They thrust aside all doubts and remain 
meditative.‖ 

They are detached from the world and its ties. They delve 
deep within themselves and experience tasting, inspiration 
and countless spiritual states. They doubtlessly remain 
meditative in absolute certitude. 

 ے لہن سر دا لقا ڈسر 

 ہو کر فنا پاوؿِ بقا

 لکا ں سرنومحض مر گئے

 سو سود نقصانوں کرؿ

―They witness the real mystery by sacrificing their 
head. They save their head from ordinary death. They 
attain subsistence by annihilating themselves. They 
reap countless benefits from one loss.‖ 

They unravel real mystery by sacrificing everything for the 
sake of the beloved. They are saved from meaningless death.  
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They die before dying and earn immortality. They reap 
countless benefits from the one loss of passing away from 
this world. 

 دے گسہا یسوٹھڑے د ونج

 دے گپھا مہینے رہبا

 دے گبھا ننسُکھ روپ ما

 بہن چڑھ سیجیں پاچین

―They go and dwell in the nuptial city. They enjoy the 
destined forms of peace. Their twelve months are the 
season of spring. They sit, while mounting on the 
nuptial bed in the state of fulfilment.‖ 

They go and dwell in the city of happiness. They enjoy the 
fortunes of peace. They constantly experience bloom all 
around. They remain in the state of realisation.  

  پیا یامن مندر پا جیں

 تھیا محو اثباتی تھی

 گیاکھ پاپ سارا مٹ ڈ

 
َ
 بِن یدفر یدفر ہندار

―The one who finds the beloved in his heart, it leads 
to the effacement of all his sufferings and sins. Farid 
remains without individuality by subsisting in the 
everlasting one (non duality).‖ 

His finding of his beloved in the inmost chambers of his 
being leads to the effacement of all his sufferings (of 
separation and disunion) and all his sins (of duality).  He 
ceases to be individual and becomes universal by attaining the 
ontological consciousness of his nothingness. He lives in the 
state of nonduality.  
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Kafi-101 

 ںترس رہیا ں اکھیادرسن بِن

―My eyes are thirsty of your vision.‖ 

His eyes thirst for vision of his beloved. His thirsty plight 
is more precarious than the thirsty traveller, who is dying for 
want of a few drops of water in the scorching heat of the 
barren desert. It is only a drop of water that can save his life. 
If he is not given water to drink and instead is offered the 
whole treasures of the world, then how could he survive? 
Likewise, nothing can quench his thirst except the vision of 
his beloved.  

اں سِ سانگ سَواسئے سو  ںراکھ تھیا ںخوشیا ،گئےسُکھ سڑ  ؽ سَ 

―I bear hundreds of afflictions and spearing desires 
(of union with my beloved). My peace has been burnt 
and my happiness has been reduced to ashes.‖ 

The onslaught of afflictions and spearing desires burn 
peace and reduce happiness to ashes. 

 وں ڈہلک پیا دؽ بیکل گ لگیا جلدا سینے جی

 

ڑ
چ 

ن

ہ ب

 ں

―My self is aflame and my chest is burning. My heart 
is anxious and the tears are flowing from my eyes.‖ 

His embodied self tears from within and evokes flowing 
tears in his desolate eyes. 

ھ سیج

 

ت ب
ھ توؽ تتی یسڑ 

 

ت ب
 ںوسِرسیا ںسرتیا ںسینگیا گیاں 

―I don‘t care for the burning nuptial bed and I don‘t 
bother about the parched nuptial quilt.  My same age 
friends have forsaken me.‖ 
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The nuptial bed burns and the nuptial quilt parch in 
absence of any response of his beloved. He has no value of 
his nuptial belongings since his friends have also forsaken 
him. 

  گل

ن

ن

 ھ
ب
ُ
ج 

س دھیا چولی تھئی کوجھے کانٹے خار 

ن

ی ہ 
س

 ںسالہوں 

―The ugly pointed thorns round my neck prick me. 
My garments and the red shawl have been torn into 
bits.‖ 

The jewellery around the neck seems ugly and pricks like 
pointed thorns. The beautiful dress has been torn into pieces. 

ولے لہر لوڑھے کئی کئی
ُ
 ںلیا بیٹٹے بوپِھردے  کئی روہ ر

―There are many who have been swept away in waves 
and there are many who are wandering in the 
mountains in a wretched state. There are many who 
are roaming amidst plants, marshes and riverine 
growth.‖ 

The might of love has destroyed many a lovers and there 
are many who are on the verge of being destroyed. The 
intricacies of the path of love are opaque to ordinary 
consciousness.   

 ںجوڑ کیا ںساجن نے برائیا گئیسدھ بسر  گئے دؿ بیت

―My days are ended and my thoughtfulness has 
fleeted. My beloved has pointedly stated my 
imperfections.‖ 

His ordinary understanding dwindles with the passage of 
time. His encounter with the perfect beloved mirrors his own 
imperfections. 

 ھوں نہیں ،ہے ناز

ن 

 ںغم واس میا نہ تھی ،رکھ آس اعراض مُ

―Do keep hope and do not remain immersed in 
sorrows. It is essentially pride and not avoidance (on 
the part of your beloved).‖ 
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It gives him a new understanding about the behaviour of 
his beloved. He solaces himself by the idea that the beloved 
does not shun him on account of his imperfections but has 
his own majestic way of responding to love.  

م نہ عید یدفر ریابِن 

ھ

 

ٹ

 گیاںوسِر ںیاسار اںکھیدکھل  ڈ

―Farid! I am not experiencing happiness without my 
friend. All playful things have gone away.‖ 

How could he experience happiness without embracing 
his beloved? He distances himself from the whole world 
considering it as a child‘s playful thing. 
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Kafi-102 

 سائیں گ رگر ز ریاسو ،کھڈ سائیں گا وؽ عشق مچائی

―Love has again intensified the fire, my master. My 
each and every vein has been the abode of suffering 
and passion, my master.‖ 

Love intensifies fire from within. His every vein becomes 
pyre of passion and suffering. 

 
ِ
 جھوکے ید ریاقبلہ   کےہو گئےگھر گھر مِ

 جگ تے اوں جگ سائیں یںا

 ―It has been proclaimed on the beat of the drum that 
my ultimate concern is the abode of my friend in the 
terrestrial world and in the hereafter, my master.‖ 

His ultimate concern is the universal truth that the beloved 
dwells in his heart in this world and in the life hereafter. 

 ںناساڑاں توؽ وہا ںنادلبر دور سدھا

 سائیں لگ ےکیند اںجیو

 ―My beloved has gone away. I set aflame my bedding 
and pillow. With whose support should I live, my 
master?‖ 

His beloved is his only support. He does not need outer 
supports. He transcends multiplicity to reach unity. 

 ذات صفاتی یہاا باقی کوئی ہور نہیں

 سائیں سگہاں دلدار دا 
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 ―There has remained nothing except the Essence 
manifest in Attributes. I am the canine of my beloved, 
my master.‖ 

There is nothing except ‗the One in multiple forms.‘ It is 
the One in many. It is unity in diversity. There is no 
otherness. He is the canine of his beloved. He is loyal to him.   

 ٹونڈے مُونجھامن 

ن
َ

 

 سر بھونڈے میلے لنگ ت

 سائیں گسوؽ آِوؿ کر و

 ―My self is in anguish and my body is in cramps. The 
parts of my body are untidy and my head is 
deformed. The afflictions are pouring in multitude, 
my master.‖ 

The higher magnitudes of afflictions in the path of love 
adversely affect his embodied self.  

 ساتھی بیلیغم ہے  تیوح حیابِرہوں ر

 سائیں تگہم  یدرداں د

 ―Love is the life of my Spirit. Sorrow is my fellow 
and companion. The durable pains are intimate with 
me, my master.‖ 

He considers love as the Spirit of his life in spite of 
bearing pains and sufferings. He understands the intricacies 
of love, the adversities of the way, and the sacrifices he has to 
make for the sake of his beloved. Sorrows become his fellows 
and companions, and the durable pains his intimates. 
Shouldn‘t the world envy the lover for having such fellows, 
companions and intimates?  

 زار نزارے یدِلڑ خوارے “یدفر”حاؽ 

 

ک

 

ی 

م

ُ

 

ب

ڑ  ا 
چ  ِ
ہ 

 سائیں لگ
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 ―Farid! I am in a disgraceful state. My heart is highly 
distressed. I have been isolated by disunion, my 
master.‖ 

He experiences highly distressed states of his heart and the 
isolating affects of his disunion, which makes his condition so 
pathetic. All these deplorable states are so many positive signs 
in the path of love. These signs are indicative of the vast 
distance he as a lover has traversed on the straight but 
hazardous road to love.  

 مناؤں یوآتم د ونہ میر یدفر اور سے کاؾ
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Kafi-103 

 سہوں سرمو تفاوت نہ ہے ؽؽ مست محو خیادِ 

―My heart is engrossed within imagination. I cannot 
bear any differentiation.‖ 

‗Imagination (khayal) has the power to grasp God‘s 
similarity (tashbih).  

His heart is engrossed within imagination. It is unified 
with the undifferentiated imaginal reality.  

 تے کماؽ ہے نہ ہ ہے جنوں وصاؽ ہے عین ؽاے خیا

―My imagination is an immanent union. It is 
perfection and not lunacy.‖ 

His imagination realises immanent union. It is not a 
psychic state but spiritual identity of knowledge and being. 

 تہاصل الاصوؽ شہد

 بعینہ چہ شہود عین

 ہمہ سو بسو ہمہ کوبکو

 ہ دؾ بھروں فرصت اتنی نہیں

―I have openly witnessed the Supreme Principle in 
every nook and corner. The witnessing is so glaringly 
evident that I cannot disengage myself even for a 
moment.‖ 

He witnesses the Supreme Principle in the modes of its 
manifestations. The ‗transparency of the phenomenon‘ 
becomes so absolute that he finds it impossible to disengage 
himself from this witnessing. 

 ںبے نشاگیا  جو نشاؿ تھا ہو لامکاںگیا  بن جو مکاں تھا
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 کہوں اپنے آپ کو کیا اللہ اسم و رسم زمن دواں شدہ

―The spatial turned spaceless. The sign turned 
without a sign. The names and customs of the ages 
have left me forlorn. My Allah! What should I call 
myself?‖ 

He experiences the imaginal reality of space becoming 
spaceless and the signs ceasing as pointers. The dimension of 
quantity tied to the ordinary spatio-temporal order undergoes 
qualitative transformation. The habitual mode of perceiving 
the physical and the social world deserts him. His self identity 
remains in a state of flux. 

 ہے نہ نہاؿ ہے ؿنہ عیا

 ؿ ہےجاجسم نہ  یہہرہا ا نہ

 ہے ؿہے نہ دھیا ؿنہ بیا

 
ِ   ک
ب

 وس ہوش حواس کوںڈ ہ ااں

―There is neither openness nor hiddenness. There is 
neither speech nor a thought. My body has neither 
remained nor the life-impulse. How can I blame my 
sense and sensibility?‖ 

He sees neither openness nor hiddenness. He has no 
speech or thought. He sees neither his body nor life. His 
senses and sensibility are radically transformed. The Divine 
takes over the human medium and acts through it. 

 بِنا یںشد عکس در عکس ا

 نماند بجز انا باقی

 ہ فنا بقا ہے بقا فنا

 ہاں تے ہوں

 
ِ

 او تے توں کت

 
ِ

 کت

―There is double reflection. ‗Fana‘ (extinction) is 
‗baqa‘ (subsistence) and ‗baqa‘ (subsistence) is ‗fana‘ 
(extinction). There is solely the ultimate, without any 
question of that and you (otherness)?‖ 

The states of ‗fana‘ (annihilation) and the states of ‗baqa‘ 
(subsistence) at different levels are relative and 
complementary to each other. There is invert reflection by 
virtue of which, ‗fana (annihilation) is ‗baqa‘ (subsistence) and 
‗baqa‘ (subsistence) is ‗fana‘ (annihilation). The term ‗fana‘ 
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(annihilation) and the term ‗baqa‘ (subsistence) are derived 
from the Qur‘an: ‗All that dwells on the earth is annihilated, 
and there subsists only the face of your Lord, the possessor 
of majesty and generosity‘ (55:27). ‗Inasmuch as human 
beings are Not He, they are annihilated, but inasmuch as they 
are He, they subsist…Creaturely attributes have been 
annihilated and divine attributes subsist… But in truth it is 
God who acts, since the servant has been utterly 
effaced…Annihilation always means annihilation from some 
specific mode of lower consciousness and simultaneous 
subsistence through a specific mode of higher consciousness. 
One kind of awareness is given up to be replaced by a higher 
kind. Annihilation, in other words, is validated through the 
subsistence that accompanies it. That which subsists is the 
Real‘s self-disclosure, and that which is annihilated is the 
unreal----the limited self-awareness of the individual… 
Subsistence is your relationship with the Real…. But 
annihilation is your relationship with the engendered 
universe, since you say, ―I have been annihilated from such 
and such.‖ Your relationship to the Real is higher. Hence 
subsistence is a higher relationship, since the two are inter-
related states. None subsists in this path except him who is 
annihilated, and none is annihilated except him who subsists. 
The one described by annihilation will always be in the state 
of subsistence and the one described by subsistence will 
always be in the state of annihilation.‘ There is solely the self-
disclosure of the Reality without any trace of otherness. 

 شور دے سطوات ہن  یںکڈ

 قسم دے بکوات ہن کئی

جاات ہن یںکڈ
ع

 

س

 زور دے 

 ںبتوں دے ستو ،دے بتوں ستوں

―There are percussions and spiritual impositions at 
times and at times there are drives and antinomian 
utterances. There are so many types of prattling 
leading to meaningless discourse.‖ 

He undergoes percussions, pressures and drives in a state 
of spiritual drunkenness. He overflows with antinomian 
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utterances, prattling and meaningless speech. His modes of 
communication cannot be understood at the plane of psyche. 
He has no psychic control over any of these things 
originating from the spiritual source. His self dwindles in the 
wake of spiritual experience.  

 ھوں “یدفر”گئی  اٹھ

ن 

 ہوس مُ

 کس ہو کس ناکس منڈھوں کسے

س ہک خس منڈھوں نہ رہا ہئی
َ
 و

 فساد توں چاپ فیل چپ

―Farid!  Lust has been uprooted. I have become 
incapacitated as a straw. You should be quiet for 
there will be tumult in determining, who absolutely 
merits or who does not merit.‖ 

Lust has been completely uprooted with the withering of 
his self. His gnosis has made him absolutely incapacitated as a 
straw. He no more remains doer of his actions. He prefers to 
keep quiet in order to avoid tumult in determining as to 
whose actions are totally perpetrated by the Divine and 
whose actions are by dint of his self.   
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Kafi-104 

 ڈ

ک

 کھاں سولاں 

ی 

م

 

ب

 بے شک سائیں موت بھلی ہن کک سائیں 

―I have been reduced to a straw by sufferings and 
afflictions, my master. Now, undoubtedly death is a 
boon for me, my master.‖ 

The sufferings and afflictions undergone by her adversely 
affect her embodied being to the extent that she considers 
death as a boon.  

 کیچ

ن

ُ
 

  پ
ِ
 ھاس
ُ 
لد ی

َ
 خبر نہ آ یو

ُ 
 ی

 تک سائیں راہیں ںرہیا
 ―My Punnal went to Ketch. I got no news of his 
return. I kept waiting for him, my master.‖ 

She suffers the transcendence of her beloved. She does 
not receive any indication of the moment of his immanence. 
She awaits her beloved.  

 دے دِؽ کوں پووؿِ تتی گھل کوں یگھولاں بھیڑ

 سو سو پور تے جک سائیں
 ―I sacrifice my detestable sleepiness. I am the inept 
one with countless worries and captivations 
distressing my heart, my master.‖ 

Sassi detests her sleep during which Punnal went to Ketch. 
Her resolve to sacrifice sleep symbolises determination to 
overcome forgetfulness of God even that of a moment and 
to constantly remain in the state of wakefulness. Her heart is 
distressed by the devastating affects of separation from her beloved. 

 دے ٹالے یکوؿ بند آئے سخت کروپ کشالے

ک سائیں جو لکھیا

 

ی
سَ
 م
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 ―Many stringent difficulties and adversities have 
befallen me. Who can erase the writings on the 
forehead of the slave maid, my master?‖ 

The difficulties and adversities faced by her in the path of 
love are primordial.   

 ڈدرد  ڈکھڑے
ھ

ک

  
ی

د ے

ن

 ےؿ جگر وچ پیندجا ی

 لکھ چک سائیں سو چونڈھی

 ―The sufferings and pains hurt me. They cause 
hundreds of pinches and countless bites on my 
embodied self, my master.‖ 

Her embodied self is ravished by pains and sufferings.  

 سےیودلوں وسِر ریا سےگ سہاگ گیوبھا

 ہم پاک سائیں پک سائیں

 ―All my nuptial fortunes have vanished.  My friend 
has erased me from his heart (forsaken me). It is the 
truth, my master. It is the truth, my master.‖ 

She becomes so cowed down by the pressures of love that 
she comes to believe that the possibility of union has ended 
since her beloved has forsaken her. 

ڑ  
چ  ِ
ہ 

 یمسوز اندر دے ساڑ یمڑجاا “یدفر”

 ہم چک مک سائیں یدِلڑ

 ―Farid! Disunion has ravished me. The inward 
passion has burnt me. My heart catches fire by 
rubbing, my master.‖ 

He is ravished by disunion. The inward passion burns him. 
His heart catches fire in being rubbed by desires and longings 
of his beloved. 
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Kafi-105 

 ہے  یرسکھ دا و ڈوکھ ڈھیر

 وہن اںرو نجوںں نیر رت

 ںبہو اںپیڑ ںگھنیا اںیزر

 ںبہو ہاںسیڑتے  ھسیڑ نک

―The sufferings are great adversaries of peace. There 
are a number of acute and continuous pains in my 
bodily joints. The bloody tears are flowing heavily 
from my eyes. My nose is oozing blood and is 
bleeding profusely.‖ 

The intensity of sufferings reaches a height where even 
peace becomes her adversary. 

ھائیں
ُ
ھ کراں د

ج ک
ھ 
ج ک

 ںبہو 

اہیں دوکھ  ںبہو دوکھ اوٹھن ب َ

 ںبہو ہاں آہیںکڈکھ ڈکھ ڈ

 پیا اکُ
ُ
 ںبہو اںدھیر ںچ 

―I am beseeching by rotting in suffering. I heave great 
sighs in encountering sufferings. The burning flame 
of sufferings is emitting smoke with a steady pace. All 
my efforts have dwindled into insignificance.‖ 

Her efforts do not fructify in giving her peace, which is 
only possible by uniting with her beloved. The principle of 
effort, so sacrosanct in religiosity, is not of much efficacy in 
the spiritual realm. The decisive factor is the Grace of God. 

 خاک ہے یاجڑسر بھونڈ ا

 چاک ہے ہن تھیا چوچک

ہ ہ دھوڑ سینہ

ن

 چاک ہے مب

 ںبہو اںیرجھوک دؽ و موٹھی

―My deformed head is covered with a coat of dust. 
There is dust on my face and my chest is wounded. 
The daughter of Choochak has been reduced to a 
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maid servant. My dwellings are hapless and my heart 
is deserted.‖ 

She gradually becomes devoid of being and having. Heer, 
born and nurtured in royal environment, is forcibly married 
and reduced to a maid-servant. She forsakes everything for 
her beloved, Ranjha.  

 ٹوک  سبھ لوک کردا
ِ
 

 ہ

 چوک  اڈھیڈبرہوں  تیڈ
ِ
 

 ہ

 نوک  یرڑدؽ نیا لگی
ِ
 

 ہ

 

 

ب
ُ
ج 

 ںبہو اںدرد دے تیر ی

―All people are ridiculing me. My heart has been 
pierced in a novel way. Love has afflicted great prick. 
Numberless arrows of pain have targeted me.‖ 

He has to repeatedly encounter ridicule, which makes him 
suffer a lot. He loses his social standing. His social 
consciousness becomes so traumatic. It is his absolute 
commitment with the beloved that provides him courage to 
stand against these onslaughts. He transcends his social self 
to the realm of the solitary, which is so vital in the path of 
love. Doesn‘t God turn evil into goodness? 

 ںچالیا ںیادؽ د بے پیر

 
ِ
ی 

 

ی 

م

 

ب

 ںپالیا ںنہ پیتا 

 اُوپٹھیا

ن
ِ
 

 گا ںسبھ ہ

ل

ی  
ھ

 ااں

 ںبہو اںیزرو کرے رِ  رو

―The moves of my rebellious heart have overturned. 
My beloved has not nurtured love. My heart cries 
with great wailing.‖ 

A heart full of love is beyond the control of reason. It 
rebels against the normal notion of loving someone who 
reciprocates love. His move to keep on loving the beloved 
without his loving response is upturned. He wails while crying 
but of no avail.  

  

کلہ

   میں ی

مہ

ن

ٹ

 ید ؽجو یہیںا ی

 یدؽ رولد یڑدبو دؽ

 یتولد یہیںا یدے لکھ فرپھر

ّ  ںہنیاسو
س
س
 ںبہو اںہیر ااںی  
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―I am not alone in realising this tradition. Farid! 
There are countless others who are immersed in this 
way. It is heart that drowns and it is heart that makes 
countless beautiful ‗Sassis‘ and ‗Heers‘ turn into the 
wretches of the earth.‖ 

He is not the only one in realising the tradition of love. It 
has been realised by many lovers deeply immersed in love. 
Many lovers like ‗Sassis‘ have drowned and many others like 
‗Heers‘ have become the wretches of the earth. The lover 
realises that he has to remain sincere to love without taking 
into account the consequences thereof including the 
behaviour of his beloved. He has to remain in love in all types 
of easy or stringent circumstances Love is unconditional. It is 
not hypothetical. It can be understood, in a certain sense, as 
‗a categorical imperative‘. The absoluteness of love requires 
absolute commitment. 
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Kafi-106 

 ے آ ڈکھڑے

 

ڑ
ھ
ک
ُ
ی 

 
ُ 
 ںں رِہیانوبھاو ںخوشیا ی

―Sufferings have been fallen to my lot. Joys have 
remained unappealing to me.‖ 

Her perception of joy keeps on changing in the state of 
suffering. She realises at a certain stage the elusive nature of 
joy and remains content with her deplorable state. 

 گیاں ؿکھید ںسیا بِرہوں براتیں راتیں ںنیاچاند

―The moonlit nights are the gifts of love. My friends 
have gone to play.‖ 

The enlightened moments of contemplation are realisable 
in spiritual company. 

ت سانو
ُ
 د برساتیں مینہ ید ؿر

ِ
ؽ مِ
َ
اھار ّ 

 
 ںنوؿ ب

―There is a rainy season with a heavy downpour. My 
friends are going together for bathing.‖ 

 Heavenly blessings, in the ambience of love, purify 
human souls. 

ا

 

 
 ںبیا اپکڑ نہ کھیڑ ناؽ نہ نیتا صدقے ک

―He renounced me and did not take me with him. O‘ 
my adversary! Do not hold my arms.‖ 

Heer feels herself renounced by Ranjha. But she still loves 
him from the core of her heart. How could she give in to the 
adversary bent upon winning her to his side? Rival is a 
displaced lover who does not understands the free nature of 
love. He tries to possess his ‗beloved‘ as an object and 
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becomes possessed instead? How comic is the fate of the 
psychic lover?  

 ںسیا رانجھن توں ہیں اڈروز ازؽ دا وارث سا

―My Ranjhan friend! You are my custodian ever since 
the primordial day.‖ 

Love is essentially primordial. It is symbolically manifest in 
the forms of lovers and beloveds. Heer‘s primordial 
commitment of love with Ranjha is expressed in terms of 
symbolism. 

  ںیاوسِر ببانہسارا راج  یموسِر

س

 
ی 
 

ن

گی
 ںسیا ااںی  

―All the regal status of my house has been fallen in 
oblivion. My same age friends have gone away.‖ 

She sacrifices her being and having for the sake of her 
beloved. 

 کر  قبیلے یشڑے خوسکڑے سو

 

 ںتھیا یڑ%سَ

―I discarded my blood-relationships, in-laws and kith 
and kin. I have come to absolutely belong to you 
(completely subjected myself to you).‖ 

She transcends her primary and secondary ties and gives 
herself completely in the hands of her beloved. 

 ںٹے لیابووت  میں شہر سہاوؿ ںسرتیا ںسینگیا

―My friends and intimate companions are enjoying in 
the city. I am wandering in the riverine growth.‖ 

Her inner self stranded in psychic entrails intensify her 
sufferings and even more, while seeing her friends and 
companions realise happy union.  

ر  چھیا ،سر ،منہ یکوں خلوت ڈتڑ “یدفر”عشق 
ّ

 

سی
 ھ
ٹ

 ں

―Love has infested Farid with the robe of honour. 
His face and head have been soiled with dust.‖ 
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Love infests him with a robe of honour, which 
‗dishonours‘ him in the social world. But doesn‘t the beauty 
of love shine forth in his plight? 
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Kafi-107 

ہ ہت  ڈکھے ڈ

ن

ب
 فرقت دے  

ن

ن

 ھ
بِ

ن

ت

ے نین 
ھ

 

مب

 ؿرت تھیو ،رو ،رو 

―The days of separation are passing with great 
suffering. My miserable eyes are pouring tears of 
blood.‖ 

She only gets peace in union with his beloved. The days of 
separation are the days of suffering. 

  ساتھی

ن

 

 دور ہے گیا  پ

 چور من رنجور ہے تن

 سر درد قہر کلور ہے

 کولے وسن سجنشالہ 

―My companion Punnal has gone far away. My head 
is aching with terrible severity. My body has been 
crushed and my heart is sad.  I pray that my friend 
dwells near me.‖ 

She is weighed down by the transcendence of her beloved. 
She prays for the Grace of God to realise union. 

ل  ماہی
ھ

 

مب

 روؽ دے گیوں

 کوؽ دے ےکیند ہیں ںیکھاڈ

 وے بوؽ ڑے%واہ ڈھوؽ 

 بلنڈھانڈھ درداں دے  دؽ

―My sweet beloved! You have made me wretched. 
What happened to your commitments? I am eager to 
see with whom you are staying. The great fire of pain 
is burning in my heart.‖ 

It is habitual with the lover to remind his beloved of the 
great commitments of love that he made, which have not 
been corroborated by his subsequent behaviour. He becomes 
miserable in assuming that his beloved has become oblivious 
of him due to engagement with someone else. It is a residue 
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of psychic love, which often creeps into the spiritual one 
although there is an isthmus between the two. The psychic 
love is highly possessive, which strives unsuccessfully to 
possess the beloved as an object of his desire. Freedom 
cannot be possessed. One‘s attempt to possess the other ends 
up in becoming possessed, instead. It frequently borders on 
lunacy. It is cosmically retributive to possess the freedom of a 
person. The divine cannot be possessed as an object. It 
belongs to the whole creation. It belongs to every one. It is 
never oblivious of any one. It does not care the one at the 
cost of the other. It responds to each one, according to the 
respective degree of preparedness, in simultaneity. There are 
no rivals in divine love. Love has no scarcity. The beloved 
overflows with love. 

 جلے تپے سینہ یدِلڑ

 

 

َ
َ  ہ 

 

 ے لوں لوں ب

 

 سَ
َ 
 چ

 

 

  
 گلے یکھے جندڑڈ اج

  اںیدکھن دِ ڈ ںاکھیا

ن

ن

سِک

 

―My heart is aflame and there is burning in my chest. 
My self is suffering and my life is rotting. My flesh 
and bones are on fire and each and every pore of my 
body is on frying. My painful eyes are longing for his 
vision.‖ 

The insatiable quest of union can ravish his embodied self 
but cannot deter it from love. How graceful are the eyes that 
become painful in longing for vision of his beloved. 

 غمخوار ہے مونس تے نہ

 ڑ ہےھاد یپل غماں د پل

 ڑ ہےجاٹھ سخت اگوچو 

 مشکل نبھاواں رات دؿ

―I have no loving friend or anyone to share my 
sorrows. There is absolute desolation all around. The 
cries of sorrowfulness are emitting all the times. It is 
so difficult for me to bear these days and nights.‖ 

One can share the whole world but one cannot share his 
sufferings. It is the uniqueness of his meaningful sufferings 
that they cannot be shared. The attempt at sharing 
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metamorphoses these as meaningless. There is no one to 
share the lover‘s cross of love. He has to carry it himself.  

 رہوں ٹھڑے سوا کیکرڈ

ھ

 

ب
ِ
ج 
 ںبہوراخس  گھنےرچھ  

 سہوں ڈکھڑےبر پھروں  سنج

 بھوت جن باندر بلائیں

―How should I live without witnessing my beloved? I 
am bearing sufferings, while wandering in desolations 
and forests that are full of bears, and plenty of giants, 
monkeys, demons, evil spirits and fiery creatures.‖ 

His inner attempt to witness his beloved is thwarted by the 
negative forces of his psyche. It is his struggle against these 
psychic forces, which gives him spiritual strength to continue 
in the path of love. 

  یدؔفر سیّد

ہ س
س

ے ی
ھ
 

سب

 

 رؽ موئے یاملے  ونج یا

 تھئے پچھے راہی ماہی

 نوں ساتھ گھن ڈکھاںہن  گئے

―Syed, Farid, Sassi and others went in the tracks of 
the beloved. They either realised union or they died 
wretchedly. They went away along with their 
sufferings.‖ 

Many lovers, belonging to different traditions, went in the 
tracks of the beloved with great sufferings. There were those 
who realised union in their lives while others died in states of 
wretchedness. The lucky ones united with their beloveds but 
the unfortunates ones died in the way. They all were 
inherently dignified as travellers in the path of love. They 
attained immortality but stopped short of attaining unison 
with their beloveds.  It is only the beloved who knows the 
mystery of union. 
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Kafi-108 

 ے  ٹے نیںگھا ڈکھڑےعشق دے  ڈکھے

 
 

ُ ن

 

 ا ن

 

ر

 

ھی
َ
ٹ 

 ٹے نیںگاسر 

―Love-suffering bestows countless sufferings. It leads 
to head injuries and neck breaking.‖ 

The violent sufferings crush her embodied self. 

  ریا ہناتا سوجا میں

ن

 

 پ

ؽ ہن
َ
ؽ و
َ
 پل پور پووؿِ پل و

 

ہ س

 وؽ  ڈوں کیچ یسی وکوؽ نہ یر

 نجوںں فرڑاٹے نیں نیر اکھیں

―I was under the impression that my beloved friend 
Punnal will remain with me and will not go back to 
Ketch. Now, I am undergoing cyclic fits at each and 
every moment. The tears are flowing profusely from 
my eyes.‖ 

She tends to take the immanence of her beloved as final.  
It is only when she is veiled from immanence that she comes 
to know about the reality of transcendence. Her cognition of 
love expands in breadth and becomes deeper. She becomes 
completely unnerved in discovering this fundamental aspect 
of the Real.  

  سنج

س

 

 
ب

 ھ
چ
 خار تھئے گلاتے  

 جوکھوں تار و تار تھئے جند

  ںدھیا
م
چ

 مار تھئے لاںی  ہار 

ھااٹے نیں یدِلڑ مٹھی

گگ

 کرؾ 

―My nuptial bed has become empty and flowers have 
turned into thorns. My necklace has broken into 
pieces and my neck ornaments have become snaky. 
My life is full of hardships.  My hapless heart is 
undergoing great sufferings.‖ 
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The meaning of things becomes radically changed in the 
state of suffering. All those things, which seemed attractive, 
become repulsive.  The ordinary meaning of things gives way 
to existential meanings. Things remain but their meanings 
change with the change of consciousness. Consciousness, in a 
certain sense, takes primacy over things. Isn‘t man free and 
thereby responsible in interpreting the contents of his 
consciousness? 

 ہے یربیما یبرا برہوں بر

 ہے یباجھ نہ ہرگس کار ڈہولے

 ہے یتے نالہ زار کھ پیڑڈ

 شربت گھوٹے چاٹے نیں کوڑے

―Love is hard and it is sickness-unto-death. There are 
sufferings, pains and lamentations. I have crushed 
and licked bitter forms of medicine but it is absolutely 
of no avail except union with my beloved.‖ 

The sickness of love takes its toll on her. No medicinal 
measures can cure it without union.  

 ہن  بدوں باندر بوز ادائیں

 ہن ہیںجا ںمارو اوکھیا تھل

 ہن گرگ بلائیں ےگینڈ گڈ

 ڑاٹے سخت چکاٹے نیں سر

―There are wild boars, monkeys, black faced monkeys 
with long tails and the like along with hordes of 
rhinoceros wolves and demons. There are dangerous 
places in the deadly desert. There are noises of rusting 
leaves and the noisy cries of the animals.‖ 

The psychic forces in the desert of the psyche offer 
resistance to her on the spiritual path of love. They ultimately 
prove to be the testing ground of love. She gains strength in 
the act of encountering these negative forces. She transcends 
the psychic realm to reach the spiritual one. They become the 
milestones of the way. 

ھ والی

 

ت ب
 تتےبوؽ  ںوالیا 

 ہزار ببوؽ تتے یںپیر

ن

ن

 ھ
ب
ُ
ج 

 

 دے سوؽ تتے تتی آئے پیش

ک
ِ
 بھاٹے نیںبیا  تتی یتر ہ 
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―The earrings and nose jewellery are not a penny‘s 
worth. The inept one has undergone many hard 
afflictions. There are innumerable burning thorns that 
are pricking my feet. There is burning sand and above 
that mark on my feet (due to burning in hot 
environ).‖ 

Her perception changes in the state of suffering. The 
worth of precious things is ultimately determined by her 
consciousness, which does not give a penny‘s worth to 
worldliness. Love excels in giving existential meaning to 
things. It establishes existential objectivity. 

اں  آئی  
 
 یؽ میرجاروہاں ج

 یراخس رکھدے بھاؽ میر رِچھ

 

م
م

 
 
ی

 یلہن سنبھاؽ میر ڈینیں ن

ہ ہت  ڈ

ن

ب
 گپاٹے نیں یدرات فر 

―I am spending my life in mountainous terrains. I am 
being nursed by man eaters and witches.  The bears 
and giants are taking care of me. Farid! I am 
encountering uneven patches of land, day and night.‖ 

Sarcasm notwithstanding, he strives against turbulent 
psychic forces in order to reach the realm of spirituality. 
These dark forces like opposing winds help him in soaring 
higher. They, in a certain sense, become his allies.  
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Kafi-109 

مسِ ڈھیر ی% ڈھولن
ِ

ھ

 

ھت  
کَ

ھت  کراں آہیں 
کَ

 ںبہو 

 ںبہو چاہیں ںگھنیاتانگھاں 

  َ

 

َ  اوٹھن بھاہیں پ

 

 ںبہو پ

―My beloved! I am greatly desirous of you. I have 
immense longing and enormous fondness to be with 
you. I heave numberless cold sighs in an exhausted 
state. The sparks of love are enkindling increasingly.‖ 

He expresses his love and communicates with his 
omnipresent beloved. He narrates the nature of his love and 
the ensuing suffering he undergoes. 

   کھسی
ہ
م

  دؽ 
ی

د ے

ن

 چاک ہے ی

 چاک ہے چور سینہ تن

 

 

  
 سدا غمناک ہے اج

 ںبہو دھوڑ مونہہ پاہیں سر

―My heart has been grabbed by the shepherd of the 
herd. I remain in constant sorrowfulness. My body is 
ravished and my chest is wounded. My head is muddy 
and a heavy coat of (dung) dust has settled on my 
face.‖ 

He recounts the moments of his falling in love and the 
hardships he encounters in the way. 

 ہے روگ ڈکھڑاسخت  لگا

 ہے بھوگ ییندبھوگ پئی تتی

 ہے جوگدؽ نوں  بے پیر

  رو
ُ
 ںبہو نہیںھارو کرے د

―I am undergoing great suffering and malaise. My 
unruly heart craves for union. I am the inept one 
bearing so many ordeals. I am beseeching 
increasingly, while crying (to meet my beloved).‖ 
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She narrates her plight in encountering her unruly heart, 
which settles for nothing short of union.  

 دِلڑ ماہی

ن

ُ
 

  یپ

 

ُ

 ل

ؽ
ُ
ؽ تھکی ر
ُ
  ر

 

َ

 

 پھر پھر ہ

 کے تھیا

 
ُ
 پٹھی راہی دؽ ل

 ںبہو کانہیں ںلیا بوٹے

―My beloved Punnal looted my heart. He retraced his 
steps after ravishing my heart. I have become tired in 
a fruitless search and fully exhausted myself 
wandering in great wilderness.‖ 

She does not understand the moves of her mysterious 
beloved, who made her fall in love and then just left her in 
wilderness. Doesn‘t she consider herself as a goat, which has 
been butchered and just left there without being skinned and 
chopped? 

 چاہ تھئی ی%اں دؽ نوں جڈ

   بر سنج

کلہ

 بے واہ تھئی ی

 

س

 

 

 سَ

 
ب

 ھ
چ
 تھل دے راہ تھئی 

 ںبہو آسرے واہیں '

―My heart became fond of you. I left the nuptial bed 
and followed the way to the desert. I went alone in 
wilderness in a search of you without any help. I 
discarded numerous supports and ways.‖ 

She recounts her sincere voyage of love or fondness when 
she left the comfort zone and heeded towards the perilous 
zones without seeking any help or banking upon any support 
or assistance. The way of love has to be traversed in 
solitariness, which implies freedom from psychic and social 
aid or assistance in order to strengthen her. 

 آخر عمر یدفر یگذر

 جنگل جھر بر بحر ڈھونڈاں

 خبر ینہ دلبر د آئی

 ںبہو تک رہا راہیں تک

―Farid! My entire life passed away, at last. I got no 
news regarding the whereabouts of my beloved. I 
searched for him in thick forests, land and sea. I 
remained waiting for him at so many entry points.‖ 
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His whole life has been spent in finding his transcendent 
beloved in every nook and corner without any result. It is the 
mystery of the Being itself that it may not reveal itself to an 
individual, community or an aeon. The basic vocation of Man 
is the search of transcendence with all that it implies. His 
search of the transcendent beloved in the tracks of 
immanence is one of the greatest mysteries in the tradition of 
love. 
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Kafi-110 

 ھ صباحیں ،راتیں ںینہاڈ
چ

ن

سب

 وؾِ بینبجا ؿکا یںکنٹر 

―Krishan harps on the flute of love in my ears, day 
and night and in the hours of morning and evening.‖ 

The beloved continually harps the tune of love in her ears. 

 ںفضلو سناوؾپھوک  رانجھن انہد ازلوں بنسی قدسی

―Ranjhan harps on the perfect primordial divine flute 
by grace. It reflects the mode of unity.‖ 

The beloved harps the primordial divine flute by his grace. 
It reflects unity in diversity. 

 ملت سبھ حنفی عوج تھئی علتگئی  ید اثنینیت

 شین بلاؽؓ دا بیشک سین

 ―The illusion of duality has vanished. It has led to the 
establishment of the truthful tradition. The ‗sein‘ 
(Bilal‘s pronunciation in the call to ritual prayer) of 
Bilal is undoubtedly ‗sheen‘ (the exact pronunciation 
in the call to ritual prayer).‖ 

The illusion of duality vanishes by listening to the tune of 
unity. It establishes the truthful tradition of Oneness. Bilal‘s 
call to ritual prayer in testifying that there is no reality except 
the Reality and Muhammad is the manifestation of the Reality 
is the whole truth. His manner of pronouncing an Arabic 
alphabet ‗sheen‘ as ‗sein‘ essentially makes no difference. His 
proverbial love of God and his Prophet takes precedence 
over any linguistic imperfection or mispronunciation as in the 
instant case. The universal language of love rises higher than 
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‗the words, their pronunciation and the methods of 
combining them used and understood by a community‘. 
Religiosity finds it difficult to understand the Prophet‘s 
sanctifying Bilal‘s call to ritual prayer five times a day in spite 
of mispronunciation of an alphabet pertaining to witnessing 
or testifying. The difficulty arises because religiosity merely 
concentrates on outwardness and often at the cost of 
inwardness. It sees the form and is oblivious of the spirit 
beneath the form. The dimension of spirituality essentially 
concentrates on inwardness. However, it finds no 
contradiction between inwardness and outwardness. But if it 
has to choose between inwardness and outwardness in a 
situation, it will readily choose inwardness. The kernel, at 
times, takes precedence over the crust. 

 مومن بھی ؿشیطا اوسدا تھیا جو ہے مرد محقق موقن

لّ نحل کل قیم
ِلَ م

 یند 

 ―The one, who is verifier of truth with certainty, 
subjects his satanic impulses to the will of God. The 
principle of unity is manifest in all diversities.‖ 

The one, who verifies truth with absolute certainty, 
succeeds in invoking obedience from his satanic impulses. It 
is symbolised as Satan being faithful to him.  The sincere ones 
have authority over Satan and not the other way round. 
Didn‘t Satan say that he had no authority over the sincere 
ones? The tradition of unity gets strengthened by embracing 
different shades of rightness.  

 والی یتصدر صدور ولا خالی وںیرو وںغیر یدلڑ

 یقینراسخ مالک ملک 

 ―Their heart is free from otherness and animosity. 
Their word and deed are truly universal and 
beneficial. They live in the world of absolute 
certainty.‖ 
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The heart of these gnostics is free from otherness and 
thereby from animosity. Their word and deed is universal and 
beneficial for the whole creation. They do not live in the 
night of ignorance but live in the light of certainty.  

 جود وجود نثار فقر دے تا روز حشر دے قوںمیثا

 یندولت صحبت فخر الد

 ―My being and having is reduced to ontological 
nothingness since the primordial day to the Day of 
Resurrection, by virtue of the priceless company of 
Fakhr-ud-Din.‖ 

He values the invaluable company of his spiritual master. 
It is his blessings that have given him the ontological 
consciousness of his nothingness from the first to the last, 
that is from the primordial day to the day of resurrection. 

 

ھ

 

ٹ

 ظلم جہالت 
ُ
ب 

  ےیرپر م
ک
 
ی
ے

 

ت
 ےیرعدؽ عدالت د 

 ینتلوگئی  تے تمکین آئی

 ―The forms of oppression and ignorance have 
distanced themselves from me. Justice and equity 
have taken roots, instead. Fulfilment has dawned 
upon me and fickleness has disappeared.‖ 

He is free of oppression and ignorance. He practices 
justice and equity. He achieves fulfilment without any 
fickleness.  

 
ت 
ھ

 

ب
 اے تلبیس 

 

ھت
گ

 یسیادر یساے دؽ سکھ تدر ابلیسی 

 وارث فاراؿ تے سین تھی

 ―Discard satanic viciousness. My heart! Learn the 
lesson of Idris (Prophet). Realise the heritage of 
Faran and Sina.‖ 

One has to discard falsehood and learn the lessons of 
truth practised by the Prophet Idris, who was placed at a 
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higher station. One has to inherit Musa‘s tradition of justice 
(Sina) and Muhammad‘s tradition of love (Faran). Justice has 
to be rendered with love. 

 سے خانےھولد یدفر ریا سو سو حمد تے لکھ شکرانے

 تسکین تے آئی یشتشو گئی

 ―Farid! I found my friend within the depths of my 
being. I offer infinite praises and immense gratitude. 
Disquietude has been replaced by consolation.‖ 

He offers infinite praises and immense gratitude to God, 
who blessed him with His vision in the inmost chambers of 
his being. The state of his disquietude gave way to fulfilment. 
Identity of knowledge and being gave him the sense of 
wholeness. Metaphysical realisation granted him absolute 
certitude.  Religiosity cannot attain these supernal heights, 
which are only possible by virtue of spirituality. 
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ہ ہت  ڈ

ن

ب
 پالاں بیٹھیغم  ںخوشیا ںونجیا لاںجاوچ  ڈکھاںرات  

―I spend my day and night in the state of suffering. 
My joys have slipped away and I am just nurturing 
sorrows.‖ 

She does not merely miss joy but has to encounter 
sufferings and sorrows for the sake of her beloved. 

  ریا

ن

ُ
 

 ڈوںشہر  کیچگیا  پ

 ڈوںآکر گھر  ںکیو اہیبیو

 ڈوںتھل بر روہی راہی تھی

ھ
ک
ُ
ج 
ھ عمراں  
ک
ُ
ج 

 گالاں

―My friend Punnal went to the city of Ketch. I should 
become traveller of the deserts (rohi and thal) and 
desolations.  Why should I return home without 
shelter and let my life rot in suffering?‖ 

The transcendence of the beloved poses a great threat to 
her normal life. She prefers wilderness against the comforts 
of her home. She refuses to take any shelter except that of 
her beloved. Her beloved is her absolute concern. She is not 
concerned about anything else. 

  ںوڑے سوؽ سہیلیاڈ ڈیوؿ

 ںیلیابر سارے صحن حو سنج

  بدطینت

 

 

 

 ںمیلیا تے دؽ ںیاپ

 لاںجا ساڑاں جی سِر

―My friends inflict double afflictions. They are 
vicious, irrational and impure of hearts. All the 
courtyards and the mansions are desolate and 
deserted. My head is aching and my self is burning.‖ 

She starts distancing himself from her friends. Her friends 
being placed at a lower pedestal do not appreciate the 
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commitments of her higher consciousness. She essentially 
finds faults with them since they do not support her vocation 
of love. The courtyards and mansions are there but they seem 
desolated and deserted in her eyes. Her uniqueness lies in her 
existential perception. The objectivity of a thing remains but 
its meaning undergoes change by the perceiving 
consciousness. Her embodied self burns incessantly that adds 
fuel to the fire. 

 روز سوائی ییندپر پیت

 

 

ن ؿیرکر و سَ
 
ی

ن

 ی
 ھی
ٹ

 مائی 

 بھائی قبیلے یشوسِرے خو

 بھالاں ںتینو سانوؽ

―My love of the beloved is on the increase each day.  
My kith and kin have dwindled into insignificance. I 
have discarded my brothers, sisters and my mother. 
My beloved! I am just waiting for you.‖ 

She increasingly loves her beloved in spite of so many 
contradictions. She becomes oblivious of her primary 
relationships. Her close relatives become distant. She frees 
herself of all distractions in order to fully concentrate on her 
beloved. 

 کرلانواں نہ پانواں پئی ریا

 

 

ِ
 
 رو رو بار اٹھانواں پ

 

ِ
 
 پ

 

س

 سوہے 

 
ب

 ھ
چ
 بھڑکاواں نوں بھا 

 الاںڈکراں روہ  ینو

―I do not find my friend and I keep groaning. I set 
the nuptial bed and colourful ‗dopatta‘ to fire in order 
to intensify the flames. I mourn and cry and take the 
woods by storm. My wailing tears asunder the 
mountains.‖ 

The search of the transcendent beloved increases the 
magnitude of her suffering. One could imagine her state, in 
the situation of separation, in setting aflame the nuptial bed 
and colourful dopatta that symbolise union.  

 ڈوڑے ظلم قہر وچ یمآ جڑ کر چوٹ اندر وچ یلگڑ
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 نہ لہم سنبھالاں ہوت ونگر وچڈروہ  یکر کلہڑ '

―The injury has been perfectly struck within me. I am 
engulfed in multiple severe cruelties. I have been 
stranded alone in the difficult mountainous terrains. 
My beloved has not cared for me.‖ 

The beloved has perfectly struck her being by leaving her 
alone without nursing her grievous open wounds. A ‗kind-
hearted‘ beloved could not do the job so perfectly. 

 نہ لہندا ساراں یدفر ریا

ت
َ
 رو رو کر رات گساراں ر

 

ن

 
 اراںساڑے سوؽ ہز یسَ

ہ ہت  ڈ یںکھدڈ کھڈ

ن

ب
 لاںھاڈ 

―Farid! My friend does not bother about me. I am 
bearing burnings, pains and countless afflictions. I 
spend my night by shedding tears of blood. I pass my 
day by bearing sufferings.‖ 

He is constantly gripped with the idea of his beloved‘s 
transcendence? He suffers to know that his beloved does not 
bother about him even in states of acute pains and sufferings. 
Isn‘t it the Mercy of Allah and His Infinite Wisdom to 
increase the intensity of labour pangs for perfect rebirth? 
There is no ‗sizerin‘ (scissoring) in love. 
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Kafi-112 

ت رو سرپاہ رنگانود
َ
 بُرے برہوں دے  ںیار

ن

ن

سگ

 ںیاسہانود 

―I am shedding tears of blood and dyeing my nuptial 
dress. I am realising the ritual of awful love.‖ 

To dye one‘s wedding dress with tears of blood in order to 
realise the ritual of awful love signifies the heightened 
suffering undergone by her in separation from her beloved. 

 ھالد گبھا ںسرتیا ںسینگیاسب 

  میں

 

ڑ
ھ

 

مب

 ھالد ڈہاگمفت  ی

ھ سہاگ لدہاگوسر 

 

ب

ن

ھِی

ک

 ڈڑے 

 ںیار اوٹھانودبا ڈکھڑے ڈکھے

―All my same age friends have found good fortune. 
They have found their wedlock by placing their heads 
on the leg joints of their husbands (symbolizing 
intimacy). I am the miserable one, who is undergoing 
misfortunes for nothing. I am carrying the burden of 
sufferings.‖ 

She envies good fortune of her friends who have realised 
union. She suffers in her being in a state of misfortune. She 
does not feel jealous (a negative psychic emotion), but 
experiences a positive sentiment of envy in seeing her friends 
succeed in the path of love. Although, she feels sorry at her 
plight as compared to them but beneath her pensive mood 
there is an inspiration or hope of union.  

 ے سرخی کہیں
ھہ

 

ٹ

ج لہ دہار 
ک

 

 ے یںنور کہیں
ھہ

 

ٹ

 دا ٹھمکار 

 ے کہیں
ھہ

 

ٹ

 چوڑہ ہار سنگار 

  میں

 

 
 ںیاے سانگ رسانودک

―The rouge and line of a collyrium are looking good 
at times. The set of bangles and make up is pleasing 
at times. The exquisiteness is manifest in the sound of 
anklets at times. I am the one who is exhibiting ugly 
forms (as compared to my friends).‖ 
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She envies her triumphant friends who are blooming with 
beauty as compared to her ugly forms.  

 جوبن جوش بہار سو ہے کہیں

 سو ہے ریا ینہہ سراندبا کہیں

 دے تار سو ہے ٹوؽ خوشی کہیں

 ںیاغم کھانود یروند میں ہک

―There is flowering of animated youth at times. There 
are plenty of collective joys at times. My friends are 
folding their arms beneath the heads of their beloveds 
at times. I am the one who is crying and is in sorrow.‖ 

She visualises the matchless fruits of realisation borne by 
her friends in contrast to her who is stranded on the way. 

وو 
ک
ِ
ہ 

 

 

  ںیاج  
 
ت

 
ی 

ر 
س

ن

ی

 چھکےبوؽ  

 نوں کوجھا سوؽ چھکے موئی میں

 

س

ووں 
چ 
 
سہ

 

 
ب

 ھ
چ
 توؽ چھکے نہالی 

ہ ہ

ن

 ںیاپلڑو گھر گھر پانود مب

―My age group friends are wearing nose ornaments 
that are so beautiful. They are fondly enjoying 
mattresses and nuptial quilts. I am spiritless and 
meant for ugly affliction. I wander (crying) hither and 
thither, while covering my face.‖ 

She keeps on envying her beautifully ornamented friends 
having joys of union. She is spiritlessly afflicted, on the other 
hand, with hideous afflictions and crying while wandering 
here and there. She may be spiritless at times but the 
comparison with her friends does reflect spirit of love.  It 
ushers in a healthy spirit of competitiveness. 

 ںیانہ بھانود یدفر ریا ہنےسو

 ںیارات نبھانود یتڑپھاند

  سوہی

س

 

 
ب

 ھ
چ
 ںیالانوِد گا سنجی 

ا چھنبو رو ُ
 ںیانوِدپاند پ 

―Farid! I am unappealing to my lovely friend. I set to 
flames my wedding dress and the colourful nuptial 
bed. I spend my night in restlessness. I wet the corner 
of my ‗dopatta‘ (head covering), while crying.‖ 

He feels that he is not attractive to his friend. He sets to 
commit all his finer sentiments to flames. He cries and feels 
restless in ‗the dark night of the soul.‘ 
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  یںرت روند
 ھ

ب

ن

ت

  عمر 
ی

 ںداغ قبر وچ نیش یہوا سااں

―I will spend my life by shedding tears of blood. I will 
take these marks to the grave.‖ 

She at times feels that her sufferings will never end during 
the span of her life. 

 یجگر وچ کار تیر لگا

  میں

 

ڑ
ھ

 

مب

 یمار ڈکھڑیں ی

 یرجا توں خوؿ اکھیں تھیا

  ےکیند ہے
ج ل
  سانگ 
ی

 سااں

―The arrow has pierced my self. The blood is oozing 
out from my eyes. I am the miserable one, who is a 
victim of sufferings. How shall I share my life with 
someone?‖ 

She considers her life of suffering as a pawn in the hands 
of her beloved. She cannot share her inwardness with anyone 
else. 

 اںپیڑ ںیایندڈنہ  ہناتھ ر

ہ ہت  ڈ

ن

ب
 اںبھیڑ ڈکھاں دیاںرات  

َ سیڑ تھئے نیر

ن

 ہاںنجوںں ی

  ہن
س
َ
  موت دا ملک و
ی

 سااں

―The pains do not let me live here. The tears are 
flowing from my eyes and my nose is bleeding. The 
sufferings are flocking me, day and night. I shall go 
and populate the city of death.‖ 

She wishes to die in order to get rid of her pains and 
sufferings.  

  سو

 

 یمہندگئی  ید نیںسَ

 رودھے  تتی

 

ست
ق

 ییندڈ

  تھئی

س

 کنڈڑے 

 
ب

 ھ
چ
 ید پھلیں 

  میں

 

ڑ
ھ

 

ب
ُ
م

 ںیساوِ  ےکیڈ ی
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―The henna of my marriage rite has faded out. The 
nuptial bed of flowers has become thorny. My 
misfortune keeps me in hardships. I am the miserable 
one having no knowledge about my future.‖ 

Her plight increases with her decreasing awareness of 
future. She has no knowledge as to what the future has store 
for her. She does not know where to go. She finds no ‗door 
in the wall.‘ She subsequently learns that she has not to carve 
a door but has to wait for the door to open. And she 
ultimately learns that there was neither a wall nor a door. It 
was all openness. 

 نےدے وقت وہا کھیدکِھل 

  بھن
م
چ

 گاہنے لاںی  ہار 

ھ پھلوں توؽ وہا

 

ت ب
 نے

 ؿیسااڑ گبھن چوڑا ا

―The times of playfulness have fleeted. I discard the 
flower carved pillows and bedding. I will break my 
necklace, neck ornaments, colour thread around my 
wrist (symbolising marital bond). I will break my set 
of bangles and commit these to flames.‖ 

She interprets her past and future, while being stranded in 
the present. The glorious past in which, she had vision of her 
beloved remains no more inspiring. The very things 
connected with her union become instruments of torment. 
She cannot change her past but goes on changing its meaning 
in reference to her present project. Past is fixed but its 
contours are ever changing. Man, in a certain sense, is 
responsible for his past by virtue of freely interpreting it. 
Love is purely an act of free choice. There are no 
compulsions in love. The creeping of any compulsion 
correspondingly leads to ending of love. 

  جا ہڈ

 
 

َ

 

 آہیں یںلے پ

اہیں ریا ںیساوِ  میں
َ
 دے ر

 سَاہیں یںلے ٹھڈڑگاتن 

 ساا یدفر کیچ ونج
ی

ن

ی
م

 ں

―My bones have been burnt by the searing sighs. My 
body has been rotten by my cold sighs. I will follow 
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the way of my friend. Farid! I shall go to Ketch and 
spent my life over there.‖ 

He has ravishing affects on his embodied self but still he is 
not cowed down by the vicissitudes of love. He resolves to 
follow the road of searching his friend till he triumphs in 
uniting with him forever. His resolve keeps him alive in the 
midst of deadness.  
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 سنج صباحیں یروند

 آوؾ آ، 

ن

 

 پووؾِ قبوؽ دعائیں لاوؾِ گلپ

―I cry, day and night. My Punnal! Come and embrace 
me. I wish my prayers to be granted.‖ 

She constantly prays for the Divine Grace in order to get 
united with her beloved. 

 ہیںجاجھوکاں  ںیاجڑاُ  یانہ آ پھیر بروچل ریا

―My beloved friend did not return. The places and 
dwellings have become deserted.‖ 

The places and the dwellings become deserted in the 
absence of her beloved. 

س ہزار بلائیں ےپینڈ ڈکھڑےدے  مارو تھل

ن

ی ہ  َ
س

 

―The paths of deadly desert are full of sufferings. 
There are hundreds and thousands of demons 
(calamities).‖ 

The path of love is a deadly desert replete with sufferings. 
The unleashing of psychic forces play havoc with her. They 
oppose her from turning spiritual. 

ل دے 
ھ

 

مب

جُ  جھ نہ کائیباباجھ   گس واہیںہرنہ  مسی

―I have no shelter except that of my sweet beloved. 
There is no other option available to me.‖ 

She finds no shelter except in her beloved. 

اند میں جگ اوں جگ یںا یروز ازؽ د
َ
 توں سَائیں ین 
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―I am your slave and you are my master ever since the 
primordial day both in the terrestrial world and in the 
hereafter.‖ 

The primordial commitment of love symbolised in the 
forms of master and the slave embraces both the worlds.  

  ںبینا ریوتر ریوز ربیوسَاڑاں 
 
ت

 
ی 

ر 
س

ن

ی

 ہیںبا 

―I will put to fire my suiting, jewellery and apparel 
along with my forehead and nose ornaments and 
bracelets.‖ 

She desperately desires to burn all her ornaments and 
adornments. They become torturous in reminding her of the 
happy days spend with her beloved. They cease to have any 
meaning in her search of transcendence.  

ھ و پیچی کچی

 

ب
َ
ہ 
 ے پائیں یجندڑ یچیدے 

 
 

 سَ

―I have sold my life for a nominal amount in the 
hands of the deceiver of Ketch.‖ 

She feels that she has been deceived in bartering her life 
for such a paltry price in the hands of her beloved. Isn‘t a 
smile of the beloved worth more than the whole treasures of 
the world?  

  یںیندعمر وہانی کانگ اوڈ

 

ڑ
ھک

 

ٹ

 تک تک راہیں ی

―My life has been spent in shooing the ravens. I am 
tired of constantly watching the gateways (to my 
beloved).‖ 

She spends her life in shooing ravens (omen of friend‘s 
return) but to no avail. She gets exhausted by constantly 
watching the entry points of her beloved‘s return. A strong 
person takes more time to exhaust and gets more exhausted 
in return. Isn‘t the exhausted one who finds the One? 

 لکھ لکھ آہیں دے رلڑے سجن دیاکر کر 

ن

ن

کِل

ن

ن
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―I heave countless sighs by recalling the moments of 
union with my beloved.‖ 

The blissful moments of joyful union with her beloved 
torments her. 

 ہیںدِؽ نوں چا ںیالگڑ ںیالاد کارؿ جاوؿڈھولن 

―My heart contracted love with my beloved ever since 
the primordial day.‖ 

The heart contracted love ever since the pre-eternal 
covenant. It is the primordial possibility, which is realised in 
the human medium. 

 کر کر ناز ادائیں دے آ البیلا یدفر نگنا

―O Lively one! Do come in the courtyard of Farid by 
making prideful and stylish moves.‖ 

He anxiously awaits his lively beloved to unveil himself 
within the infinite depths of his being in prideful and stylish 
moves,  
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ُ ت ولا ہوت مہاراں نیہے سانو یلگڑ روہی

 

 ن

―The rains have set out in the desert. My beloved! 
Hasten to turn the reins of the camel back.‖ 

Human self symbolised as desert is impregnated with 
infinite possibilities. The gradual deepening of human 
consciousness correspondingly opens up the hidden treasure 
hidden beneath its ordinary layers. It is symbolised as rain 
setting in the desert. The lover calls his beloved to quickly 
unveil himself within the desert of his being. The nearing 
moments of unveiling are so testing for the lover. 

ی اا

ن

می
ھ
ک

 ر ں

ن

ن

م
ھِ
ک

 

 

ڑ
ی ل
گ

ن

ی

م بارش باراں ںیا

ھ ِ
چ 

 رِؾ 

―The lightning flashes are spreading colours.  It is 
raining heavily.‖ 

Heavy rain with flashes of lightning brings shine in his 
eyes. 

 سارے 

ن

ن

سگ

م آ  ریا ےگزسہا 

مل

 راںیا

―All these are omens of union. My beloved! Do come 
to meet your friends.‖ 

The omens of union signify meeting with his friend. 

 دھاراں ںیاوچ برسات د ڑھے سانورےگوبدلے 

―The threading patterns of rain are visible in the thick 
and black clouds.‖ 

The thick and black clouds of separation have given way 
to the threading patterns of rain of union. 
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 دہاراں ںیابرہوں د گاوؿ جڑاںگاکر دھدکارے 

―The clouds are singing songs of love in an act of 
thundering.‖ 

The thundering of clouds are the songs of love. 

 ے کھارڑے ںمارو والیا

 

 

ن

 ے باراں س

 

ڑ
ھل

 

ٹ

 

―Rain is pouring on deadly desert, plants and barren 
places.‖ 

The spiritual opening is resurrecting inner deadness. 

 

 

ڑ
ھ

 

مب

 گل گلزار بہاراں یمارو یکارؿ 

―There are flowers, orchards and springs for the sake 
of the miserable Marwi.‖ 

The miseries of the lover Marwi have borne flowers, 
orchards and springs of love. 

 ے 

 

ڑ
ھ

 

مب

 گل گلزار بہاراں وے  ریاکارؿ 

―There are flowers, orchards and springs for the sake 
of my sweet beloved.‖ 

The beloved is manifesting in full bloom. 

 ڑ سوؽ سڑاپڑے ںسختیا

ن

 
 ماراں ںیاسار یس

―Life is bearing hardships, afflictions and tribulations 
and all forms of ravishing.‖ 

Life is bed of thorns without his beloved. 

 

 

ر

 

 ھی
ٹ

 ر یںشالا 

 

ن

 

 چاراں سنگ ڈاگاںتوں  یںن

―I pray that I rear the herd in lowly places and sand 
dunes in your company.‖ 

He prays for a life of action in full contemplation of his 
beloved.  
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س  نہیں دا کوئی سجن سنجی

ن

ی ہ  َ
س

 اراںہزدشمن 

―I am the damned one, who has no one except foes 
in hundreds and thousands.‖ 

He considers himself damned due to psychic and inimical 
forces working against him. 

  پڑے وراڈوڑے ڈوہ ڈ

 

ڑ
گل

 ؿ پچاراںے کر

―There are multiple censures, sarcasms, complaints 
and objections against me.‖ 

He faces inner and outer hostility just for the sake of his 
beloved. 

  اٹُھی اٹُھی

ن

 ِ

ن

ے  یروندڑ روںئ

ن

سعت

 رہاںگاسئے سئے 

―I wake up from my sleep in tears. I narrate countless 
nightmares.‖ 

He wakes up from his disturbed sleep and narrates his 
countless nightmares. 

س  سن سن
َ
ہ 

س 
َ
ہ 

 راںیااولٹا کرؿ و ںسینگیا

―My friends laugh at me, while hearing (my 
narrations). They unjustly develop animosity with 
me.‖ 

His friends laugh at hearing his dream-interpretations. 
They do not understand him and develop animosity with him, 
instead. 

 ٹوبھے تار متاراں ہر سلابڑےڈے &

―The sand dunes and low lying areas are flooded.  
The ponds are full of water.‖ 

The heavy rainfall floods the desert and fills the ponds. 
The receptacles become recipients of divine blessings in 
proportion to their inner reach. 
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 نازو کرؿ تواراں چھانگڑاں  وچھیڑ ؿچھیڑ

―The shepherds are rearing herds. They are harping 
on love tunes with priding.‖ 

The lovers are realising their beloveds within the infinite 
depths of their selves. 

 رو رو واٹ نہاراں وڈسواد  ھواد مکل

―I am seeing towards the south west. I am crying, 
while awaiting my beloved.‖ 

He sees towards the direction of the incoming clouds 
(entry point of his beloved) waiting and crying. 

 اراںڈکانگ ا بیٹھی پروبھرا ریاسدا ڈ

―My friend seems so far away.  I am shooing the 
ravens.‖ 

He is shooing ravens as an omen to bring his distant 
friend in his lap.  

 مِن م  نڈلےھاککڑے مکڑے ڈ

ن ِ

ہ  ی  ک

ن

ب
گااراں ہ

ن

 ھت
ٹ

 

―There are muddy brownish clouds, fast blowing 
winds with rain and drizzling.‖ 

The ambience of unveiling is symbolised in the 
atmospheric changes. 

 کھاراں ںیالا نیلا طُ فاں مُرخاں پھوگزے

―The desert plants, trees and shrubs are blooming.‖ 

Heavenly blessings resurrect the dead. 

  ںیاڑٹھڈ ںنیانوبھا ںپورب ہیلا

م

 
 
ی

ھ
گ

ن

ی
 ملہاراں 

―The soothing gusts of eastern wind and the cold 
drizzle of the clouds are very pleasing.‖ 

He is pleased with the incoming messages of union. 
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 ہ 
ت ب
  کوئل اغن 
ی

 ے

 

 ھن پکاراںکڈوردوں  ر

―The nightingales, cuckoos and crested cuckoos are 
singing with anguish of love.‖ 

The birds sing with anguish of love in calling their mates. 
How could one‘s mate be called otherwise? 

 ساراں ںیاڈآ لہو سا سانورا عربید ہناسو

―My charming Arab beloved! Do come and take care 
of me.‖ 

Love of God and His Prophet is the fountainhead of 
Islamic spirituality. Religiosity denies a direct contact with 
God (mar‘ifa) and a direct contact with the Prophet (haduri). 
It fails to appreciate that spirituality is not merely a dimension 
of religion but is its essentiality. The negation of spirituality is 
the negation of the quintessence of religion. It leads to 
deadness of religion. A spiritual contact with God and his 
Prophet is exceedingly imperative for the resurrection of 
religious life. The Sufi tradition of Islam has envisaged the 
possibility of experiencing God and His Prophet. Religiosity 
shows religious respect to the Prophet but falls short of 
paying spiritual reverence to him. It does not understand the 
spiritual aspect of prophecy or the ‗Substance of the Prophet.‘ 
The lover expresses his love of the Prophet. He beseeches his 
beautiful and charming Arabian Prophet to come and take 
care of him. The coming of the Prophet and his taking care 
of the lover is all by the power and leave of God. The 
Prophet has been vested with powers from God and he acts 
accordingly. The Reality has inherent powers and all other 
powers are derivative of its power. Allah is Power itself (Al-
Qawi, Al-Aziz, Al-Matin) manifest in all forms of power. 
There is no power sharing since all power belongs to God. It 
is equally applicable to all His Names or Attributes (Asma al 
Husna). Traditionally speaking, it is God, in His Attribute of 
Power, who manifests in different mediums according to 
their respective capacity or receptivity. The presence of the 
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Prophet is essentially the Presence of the Divine in the 
medium of Muhammad. He understands this metaphysical 
truth. He requests the Prophet to take care of him so that he 
triumphs in uniting with his beloved. 

 تار و تاراں ڈکھڑے نوں یدجھ فربا ے%

―Farid is drowned in sufferings, without you.‖ 

He implores the Prophet to bless him with his vision and 
presence (the Muhammadan Station); otherwise he will 
remain drowned in sufferings without him.  
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  ہن سائیں گڈ یمعمر گسار یسار

ن

 

 سائیں لڈ گیمہوت پ

―I have spent my entire life with him, my master. 
Now, my beloved Punnal has gone away packing his 
tents, my master.‖ 

She after enjoying her life with her immanent beloved is at 
a loss to understand his transcendence. 

 یجوہ جتن دگئی  نا رہ ید سجن ریانہ کل 

 سَائیں مڈے ڈتڑ تا نہ

 ―There is no news of my dear beloved. There is no 
way to reach him. There is no river bank (so that I 
could search him across the waters) or temporary 
habitation to be seen (where I could find him), my 
master.‖ 

She has no means to reach her transcendent beloved. Her 
search for transcendence does not even find a starting point. 

 ںگھٹیا ںونگر اوکھیاڈ ںپٹیا ںیاتھل مارو د

 سائیں سڈاپڑؾ توڑ نہ 

 ―The vast paths of the deadly desert, the mountains 
and difficult passes make it impossible even for my 
voice to reach him, my master.‖ 

The paths of love are so intricate that she finds it 
impossible even to communicate with her beloved. 

ڑدے رِچھ تے گینڈ ےپینڈ ےیزسخت او
َ
 ےر

 سائیں تڈآس تے گئی  اوٹھ
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 ―The unintelligible paths are strenuous. There are 
shrieks of bears and rhinoceroses. All my hope and 
support has gone away, my master.‖ 

It is so strenuous to traverse these unintelligible paths. The 
psychosocial forces instil fear and dread. She finds no one to 
bank upon. She loses all hope of union.  

 ٹےگپا بکھو بنکھڑ اخس گھاٹےباندر ر

 سائیں کھڈقدؾ قدؾ تے 

 ―The monkeys and giants are there on the arduous 
passes. There are cavities, quagmires, uneven patches 
of land and ditches at each and every step, my 
master.‖ 

The psychosocial forces obstruct the spiritual journey of 
the self to the Self. The paths are so hazardous that she faces 
the possibility of fall at every step. A single fall from one‘s 
‗ideal human nature‘ is so spiritually ruinous. 

 کھاوے گا ستاوے “یدفر”درد 

ن

ن

َھ
ٹ 

 لاوَے 

 ماس تے 

 

َ
 
 پ

 

َ
 
 سَائیں ہڈپ

 ―Pain is vexing Farid.  It is burning and grilling me. It 
is crushing my flesh and bones, my master.‖ 

He is vexed with pain. It burns and grills him. It crushes 
his flesh and bones. Isn‘t such an acute form of suffering an 
ideal state for the realisation of love?  
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  ؿسانو

م

 
 
ی

ھ
گ

ن

ی
 آموڑ مہاراں یترس پوو ملہاراں 

ن

 

 پ

―The sky is overcast with thick clouds in the rainy 
season. My Punnal!  Have pity on me and turn the 
reins towards me.‖ 

The moments of unveiling are setting in. She beseeches 
her beloved to have pity on her by unveiling himself. 

 وں ہاراں واٹ نہاراں

 

ڑ
چ 

ن

ہ ب

 اراںڈکانگ ا بیٹھی 

―I am shedding my tears waiting for you in the way. I 
am shooing the ravens.‖ 

She is waiting for her beloved in the path of love. She is 
shooing ravens to know the moments of union. Ordinary 
knowledge fails her in ‗boundary situations.‘ She banks upon 
her cultural understanding of things and events to face the 
vagaries of her love. 

 

 

ڑ
چ 
س

 لے ماراںھاڈ ںینہاڈ پاواں فالاں راتیں ںیا

―I make omens in the early hours of night. I resort to 
superstitions in the morning.‖ 

The ordinary modes of knowledge by dint of dry logic fail 
to engage the lover who spends her life on the spectrum of 
omens and superstitions. Her existential relatedness with 
them is opaque to rational consciousness. 

 عمر گذاراں وکھیا شہر دا والی توں بن کیچ

―My beloved! The custodian of the city of Ketch! I 
pass a difficult life without you.‖ 
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Her life becomes so exacting during the transcendence of 
her beloved.  

 ھیم ںیاروز ازؽ د
َ
ا ل

َ
 عاراں یںکر د ںہن کیو اںنول

―I accomplished nuptial rites with you ever since the 
primordial day.  Why do you avoid me now?‖ 

She remembers the pre-eternal covenant (immanence) 
with her beloved. She is at a loss to understand the cause of 
his avoidance (transcendence) at this belated stage. 

 یں &یں

 

 

ن

ُ
 وسِرے شہر بزاراں مُوہی یدِلڑ س

―The barren sand dunes have captivated my heart. I 
have forgotten cities and bazaars.‖ 

She becomes oblivious of outwardness and starts looking 
within .  

 
ہ 
مل

  ملک 
ی
 ٹھ بہاراںگوچو  ںتھیا مولیٰ یموسا ر 

―My Lord! Make the city of Malheer flourish so that 
there is spring all around.‖ 

She prays for the spiritual life of her heart so that 
everything starts blooming. 

 ڈتھل چترانگ 

س

 

 
ب

 

ن

ن
 
چ

اسوں تاراں رِؾ ںیاند 
َ
م ل

ھ ِ
چ 

 

―The streams are visible in the deserts and plains. 
Rain has made these lines.‖ 

Heavenly blessings start watering her dried self from 
within. 

 

ن

ت
 ی  
ل
  ںرتیا ںپیلیا ااںی  

ی 

 
 
ی

ھااں

گ

ن

ی

س  مچھلی 

ن

ی ہ  َ
س

 اراںہز

―There are blue, yellow and red ransoms patterned 
like countless fishes (in the sky).‖ 

The beauty of the self starts shining forth in different 
colours. 
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ہ ہت  خ کرسر

ن

ب
  

 
 

 
 کھاراں ںنیالا ںیاسَاوِ  ںٹیابو ںیاتے ج

―There are red flowers and fruits, the white flowers 
and the green plants.‖ 

She starts growing like a plant, laden with flowers and 
fruits. 

 پڑ پڑ جھوجھو

ن

ن

ی ک
ھ
گ

  ںمٹیا 

ن

 
 گھنڈ تواراں ںیاسُ

―The sound of churning vessels is audible from huts. 
The tuning sounds of the herd and melodious songs 
of the shepherds are so enchanting.‖ 

The deadness of life is resurrected. There is merriment 
and happiness all around. 

 چردے جوڑ قطاراں چانگے اںبھید ںیابکر ئیںگا

―The cows, goats, sheep and calves are lined up while 
grazing.‖ 

The self gets integrated by virtue of the Spirit.  

م دؽ بھاندا یدفر ریا

ِل م

 اتُاراں یسو میلے 

―Farid! Meeting my friend will be so pleasing to my 
heart. I will change my shabby dress.‖ 

His uniting with the beloved in the chamber of his heart, 
leads to a positive change in his human overlay. He discards 
the duality of his existence. He starts living in nonduality. 
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Kafi-118 

  سجن
ھ

 

ٹ

  توں بِن نہ 
ی

 میں ںپل نہ جیسا کیا یگھڑ میں سااں

―My beloved! I cannot live without you. I cannot live 
without you even for a moment. What to take of a 
little period of time?‖ 

She reiterates her stance that she cannot live without her 
beloved even for a moment. Water constitutes the being of 
fish. How could a fish live without water? 

  گل سولاں اندر سر گیا

 اتے مومل سوہنی سسی

 حل سےسبھو مشکل تھیو

 سااں وچ پئی انہاں
ی

ن

ی
گ

 میں 

―My life has been worn out due to these afflictions. It 
has resolved my problems. Now, I will be reckoned 
amongst Sassi, Sohni and Momal.‖ 

She takes stock of her life and sees it worn out by 
afflictions. It finishes her anxiety of being caught between 
hope and despair. She now becomes absolutely clear that she 
will meet the tragic end of Sassi, Sohni and Momal. 

 ٹیک

 

ِ

ن

و پ

 

ِ

ن

 کھلاوے ڈ ن

 کھٹ کھاوے ںتا آئے آئے نہ جے

 نہ آوےکرے وعدے تے 

  ناوؽ سستی

ن

ی
م
  
ی

 میں سااں

―He takes to pride in his beauty every day. He falsifies 
his promise of returning to me. It is his sweet will to 
unite with me or not. Now, I am not going to patch 
up with him so easily.‖ 

She analyses the causes of her beloved‘s indifferent 
behaviour towards her (one of the most beautiful cultural 
expressions of love). It mainly consists in the fact that the 
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beloved takes constant pride in his beauty. He knows that he 
is beautiful and therefore does not give due consideration to 
others. He falsifies his promise to meet her. She tries to 
detach herself by declaring that it is the sweet will of her 
beloved to unite with her or not. However, she resolves not 
to patch up with him so easily. It is again one of the most 
beautiful ways of dealing with transcendence of her beloved. 
She essentially is losing her grip on love but is trying to keep 
her face. However, she does understand the deeper intimacy 
of love and beauty. If love is dependent upon beauty then 
beauty too is dependent upon love. The most tragic thing that 
can happen to beauty is to remain unloved.  

 نہ آندا ہے ےیندو سڈنہ 

 نہ بھاندا ہے ؿجیو تتا

 ڈ
ت 
 وو
ہ

ن

ب
ہ ہت  ڈ 

ن

ب
 روح ماندا ہے 

 میں ںجھوؽ پیسا ہلاہل

―He neither calls me nor returns to me. My spirit is 
becoming weary day by day. My inept life does not 
give me fulfilment. I will take diluted deadly poison.‖ 

She finds it very difficult to understand the behaviour of 
her beloved. The beloved neither makes her ascend to him 
nor descends to her level. Her spirit becomes constantly 
wearied by grappling with the problems of transcendence and 
immanence. She finds her life of unrealised love so miserable 
that she prefers death to it. 

 گیاںتوں بچ بچ  ڈکھڑیں کئی

 گیاںسک سانگ مچ مچ  کئی

 گیاںور ناؽ رچ رچ  کئی

 میں ںیساناؽ رِ  کیس کراں

―There were some who were saved from grief. There 
were some who united in love with their beloveds. 
And there were some who got burned in longing of 
their love. How can I compete with any one of 
them.‖ 

She considers that she is no match with the ones who 
triumphed in love without any grief, the ones who became 
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united with their beloveds or remained burning in longing of 
their love.  

 وؽ  نہ ماہی یاآ یدفر

 وؽ پھاہیور ڈکھ ڈ پیا

 وؽ  سولاں نہ ساہی تیڈ

 میں ںیساکل ہر جاَ  اجھو

―Farid! My beloved has not returned. My afflictions 
have given me no relief. Well, the noose of suffering 
has tightened around my neck. I may lose these days 
(the game of love).‖ 

He gets no relief from afflictions caused by the absence of 
his beloved. The noose of suffering tightens round his neck. 
He fears that he might die soon without realising union with 
his beloved. 
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Kafi-119 

ھ ر
سِک

 نوں یٹھپ رکھ کنز قدور ہن نوں یروش منصور یت

―Learn the Mansurian tradition and its realisation. 
Now, shelve ‗Kanz‘ ‗Kanduri‘ (books of 
jurisprudence).‖ 

The knowledge of jurisprudence remains tied to the 
formal aspects of religion. It is a rational stage in the 
development of religious life, which has to be finally 
transcended to the stage of spirituality. Religiosity remains 
stranded at the formal stage without any inkling of gnosis. 
Mansur Hallaj at the heights of gnosis said: I am the Truth. 
The Reality had completely taken over his human medium 
and was communicating through his tongue.  The clerics did 
not understand the subtle reality and executed him. The 
Mansurian tradition is the tradition of Oneness. It is not 
merely theoretical but has corresponding means of realisation. 

 یاعشق مدرسے آ جو کوئی

 یاشک عارػ ہو کر پا بے

 یااصوؽ دا فکر اٹھا ،فقہ

 نوں یپور حقیقت رمز

―The one who joined the academy of love, ceased to 
bother about jurisprudence and its principles. 
Undoubtedly, he attained gnosis and thereby fully 
understood the clue to Reality.‖ 

The one who joins the academy of love rises higher than 
jurisprudence and its principles. He is not involved in hair 
splitting. He understands the whole truth in the state of 
gnosis. 

 چاہے علم حقائق جو کوئی

 آپ دا شائق پنےا ےتھیو

 کشف دقائق راز لدنی

 

 

 نوں یدور یکینزد سَ
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―The one, who yearns for knowledge of realities, 
inspired knowledge and illumination of subtleties, 
should delve within his own self. He should cast away 
proximity and distance.‖ 

The key to gnosis is delving within the infinite depths of 
one‘s being. It is deepening the layers of one‘s consciousness 
till one discovers the beloved in the infinite depths of one‘s 
consciousness. The gnostic comes to have inspired and 
illuminative knowledge of his self. The rational distinction 
between proximity and distance dwindles away. It leads to the 
identity of knowledge and being. 

 رےنیا  بھیدتےہمہ اوست 

 ہر شے وچ کرؿ نظارے ہر

 رےونجاوحدت تے  جانن

 نوں یطور اصل تجلی

―The mysteries of Oneness of Being are remarkable. 
They are known by the dealers of Unity. They behold 
the real Sinai theophany in each and every existent.‖ 

The mysteries of Oneness of Being (wahdat al wujud) are 
extraordinary. They entail wisdom of the ages. They are 
known by the gnostics who understand the principle of unity 
in diversity. They understand Reality‘s transcendence and 
immanence in simultaneity. They behold the theophany of 
the Reality in every existent. They see ‗God Everywhere.‘ 

 ےیزانوکھے پنتھ او بید

 ےآپ نبیڑ نہ کوئی ہور

 ےوسدے رکھن بکھیر ھےیزو

 نوں یپور ،اکِی اپنی

―The forms of religiosity are novel and the modes of 
spirituality are unintelligible. Those who dwell in the 
same courtyard develop incongruities. There is no 
other but oneself who has to settle the accounts of 
ones own unsettled disputes.‖ 

The forms of religiosity and the modes of spirituality come 
into conflict with each other due to their different 
perspectives. It is very strange that the votaries of the one 
Reality develop incongruities among themselves. They have 
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to resolve these differences themselves by appreciating 
different levels of understanding. The spiritual perspectives 
also come into conflict with each other. One has to bear in 
mind that there is not always a conflict between right and 
wrong. There are times when different shades of rightness 
also come into open conflict with each other.  The votaries of 
the spiritual traditions have always to keep these things in 
mind, which are otherwise opaque to the religious 
consciousness. 

  لطف ازؽ دا و
ی
 
ل
  یاآ ااہ  

 یاپا ید یدفر سلیم طبع

 یاسنا ؿفخر جہاں گُر گیا

 نوں یرلغات طیو فہم

―It was the dawning of eternal bliss that Fakhr Jehan 
laid bare the principles of gnosis. The harmonious 
disposition of Farid understood the language of 
birds.‖ 

It was the moment of primordial bliss when his spiritual 
master, Fakhr–i-Jehan, unravelled the Gnostic wisdom. His 
receptivity reached such heights and depths that he 
understood the language of birds (mysteries of gnosis in the 
universal language of love). 
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Kafi-120 

 

 
 

ک تل تَرس جتن میں ناہیں نےہوت سدھا یںس
ِ
 ہ 

―My beloved left me, while sleeping. There is not 
even an iota of pity in this camel rider.‖ 

She considers the transcendence of her beloved as an act 
of cruelty. 

 وڈ ،بر یکرہوں قطار گئے

 نےزورا زور دھنگا کر

 وڈشہر  کیچ ھیپاند تھی

 وطن میں یسد ونجوٹھڑے  خوش

―They took the caravan of camels in desolations 
towards Ketch with (my beloved) forcibly tied up. 
They started dwelling happily in their own land.‖ 

The dimension of transcendence is still a delimitation of 
the Reality. The Reality cannot remain content for long at this 
level. It has to descend at times to the level of immanence. 

 تے نند رائی یکلہڑ تتی

 نےکما بُسرا نین مونہہ

 منجھائی مونجھ اہیبیو

 سرت نہ تن میں نہ سر میں ہوش

―I am pitiable and alone with tiredness in my eyes. I 
am without support and drowned in anguishes. My 
face is covered with dust and my eyes are lustreless. I 
am mentally incapacitated and my body is out of 
control (my embodied self has lost contact with 
everydayness).‖ 

She is in a pitiable condition in search of her transcendent 
beloved. She is condemned to live in a world that has been 
completely shattered. 
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ھ بے درداں د

 

ت ب
 یریا ی

 نےجھور جھرا یجھر د نت

  میں

 

ڑ
ھ

 

مب

 یلا کر ہار ی

 درد اندوہ محن میں یرہند

―I don‘t care for the friendship of those who are 
heartless. I am the miserable one, who contracted 
friendship and lost. I am always worrisome. I remain 
in pain and grief.‖ 

Her suffering has brought her to such a desperate state 
that she has to say that she does not care for the friendship of 
her heartless beloved.  

  یسلا یریاآ آپے 

 نےحاؽ پرا گئےرہ  سبھ

 یسنہ موکلا یںیندوؽ و

 من میں یمن د دؽ میں ید دؽ

―He himself came and initiated friendship with me. 
He went away without bidding me a farewell.  All 
good things of the past have been just left there in my 
heart. The things in my mind and heart are not 
fructified.‖ 

She tries to makes her point by referring to the initiation 
of love by her beloved and then his going away from her 
without adieu. The moments of love are still fresh in her 
mind and they start to haunt her. She is ‗dying of unburned 
life.‘ 

 وراپے ڈوہ ڈ ؿیرے وڈ

  موئیں
ج 
  
ی
د 

ن

 ے ما یںی

 

ڑ
ھل

 

ٹ

 نے

کھ آس 
َ
 ر

ن

ن

ِل م

 آپے ید 

 

 

 

ن

 ر کفن میںگو یپور ن

―My adversaries are passing censures and sarcasms 
against me. I am keeping to myself my hope of 
meeting him. I shall dwell in these deserts, while 
living and dying. I will accomplish my funeral rites.‖ 

Her sufferings multiply by the attitude of her adversaries 
who leave no stone unturned in proving her wrong. It is not 
only ‗what‘ they say but ‗how‘ they say, which terribly pains 
her. She resolves not to disclose her hope of union and wait 
till end. It is so difficult for her to keep things to herself.  She 
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would like to narrate the tale of her woe and misery even to a 
wall.  Does she feel that she will die in holding her breath of 
love in case she does not breathe it out? And isn‘t her latest 
resolve to keep things to her own self akin to holding her 
breath? How difficult love is. 

 یجوبھن جوش بہار گئے

ل موُساگ   تھئے
ج 
ک

 نمانے

 یوار یہار سنگار د گئی

  والی

 
 

 سوہم نہ کن میں یون

―The spring of my animated youth went away. The 
times of my makeup are gone. My collyrium and 
twigs (of the walnut tree) as tooth powder and lipstick 
(for its darkening effects) lost their attractions. My 
earrings (including black thread in space reserved for 
earrings) lost their meaning.‖ 

She recounts the gradual dwindling of her youthfulness 
along with its ornaments and adornments. Isn‘t the intensity 
of her painful realisation, in the fire of love, makes her 
ultimately worthy of her beloved? 

 ں دؽ کالےبہوباز  ٹھگ

 نےاگھا یبکر کوڑ فر

 کرؿ لکھ چالے سئے پیچ

 پورب وسن دکھن میں سدےڈ

―These swindlers are black-hearted. They make 
hundreds of pretensions and countless dubious 
moves. They profit in their falsehood and deceits. 
They live in the East but give their address of the 
West.‖ 

She attempts to demean transcendence in failing to 
capture it. Aren‘t the ways of transcendence beyond human 
understanding? 

 ملک امن وچ  سینگیاںسبھ 

  کر

ی 

 

ی 

م

ھ

 

ب

اجا  ِ

 

 نےہ ٹ

 حزؿ وچ  بیت یاے چھور

 دود دہن میں بدؿ میں سوز

―All my friends are dwelling in the city of peace. I am 
unaided, who is living in the house of angst. It is my 
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abode and dwelling. My body is in passion and the 
smoke is emitting from my mouth.‖ 

She is condemned to live in the house of angst with all 
that it implies. It is only by living in this house for an 
uncertain period that she qualifies for dwellings with her 
beloved. 

 آسے پاسے ںخوشیا ںتھیا

 نےحسن جماؽ دے ما کیا

 وسر مزاخاں ہاسے گئے

 سن میں ےیزنو تھیم یھڑبڈ

―Pleasures have dwindled away from me. My puns 
and laughter have gone away.  Why I should have 
vainglory in my beauty and elegance? I have turned 
old in young age?‖ 

Aren‘t the endings of happiness, puns and laughter; the 
casting off vainglory in one‘s beauty and elegance, and 
turning old in young age foretell the fruition of love?  

 اے غمزے ناز نہورے

 

ن
ِ
 

اڈہ  نےاڈھے سخت سَ 

 زورے تورے ںاے خوشیا

 علم تے ہر ہر فن میں ہر

―There are enticements, pride, blandishments, joys 
and radiant might. They are perfect and highly 
accomplishing in all types of knowledge and in all 
forms of art.‖ 

The beloved‘s mighty expressions of beauty and love 
ravish her heart. She has no defence to offer in face of her 
beloved‘s perfect knowledge and art of love.  

 

ن

ی
 لا، 
ی 
 

ن

ب
 نہ پھرساں “یدفر ” ھ

 جانےخواہ نہ  جانے اوہ

 ا گھر ساں گھیر یہوا

 

ڑ
کلل

 

ووں
س
ہ 

 ے وؿ میں ر

 

ڑ
ہ ک
 ہر دؾ 

―Farid! I will not betray my committed love. I will 
ferry across the unintelligible waters. He may realise it 
or not. I shall always remain sincere in my 
commitment.‖ 
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He resolves never to betray his commitment of love; face 
the vicissitudes of love and ever remain sincere in 
commitment to his beloved. He further resolves to leave it to 
his beloved to appreciate it or not.  His resolve brings out 
essential elements in the metaphysics of love. He is essentially 
committed with love itself, polarised in the forms of the lover 
and the beloved. It is the absoluteness of love that matters in 
the end.  His sincerity is essentially to love. The behaviour of 
his beloved becomes accidental, in a certain sense, to his 
absolute and categorical commitment with love. It is precisely 
the reason that he remains sincere to love not only in the 
state of union but equally in the states of separation and 
disunion. The acts done, in consonance with the principle of 
love, do not smack of expediency. He essentially takes 
credentials from love itself and not from the beloved. 
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Kafi-121 

 یسانوں  ںیابھانود ںیارمزاں تیر ںہنیاسو

 

ڑ
 ھ
ج
گ

 ںیاچوٹک لانوِد 

―Your lovely antics are so pleasant. They deeply strike 
my heart.‖ 

He finds the lovely expressions of beauty so pleasant. 
They deeply strike his heart.  

مااں 

 

ج س

 ںیاہوش حواس بھلانوِد متدو قہر قیاجا

―Your magical eyes are very striking and irresistible. 
They make us lose our sense and sensibility.‖ 

The magical eyes of the beloved are spellbinding. He loses 
his sense and sensibility in face of vibrant beauty.  

    گاںابَرو قوس تے مژ
 
  ک

م
ل

 

ظ

 
 
ی

 ںیاچوٹ چلانود ن

―Your eyebrows are bows and the eye lids are arrows. 
They hurt so cruelly.‖ 

The beauty of eyebrows and eyelids is so ravishing. 

ہ اانود زلفاں صید ہرگس ںیا شکار نہ مڑدھنچڑ
 ھ
ٹ

 ںیا

―They do not turn back in vain once they are on hunt. 
The locks of your hair succeed in hunting.‖ 

The locks of hair are always triumphant in the game of 
hunt. They hunt the heart of the lover.  

  ںیانوں موہند دؽ ںیاناز د چالیں

م
ک
ُ
ج

 
 
ی

 ںیابِرہوں بچھانود ن

―The prideful moves bewitch my heart. They coerce it 
to love.‖ 
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His heart is bewitched by the coercive prideful moves of 
his beloved. 

َ  دؾ ںیانگاہ د تیز ںتیغا
 
 ںیانوِدھالاؽ لہو وچ د ہ

―The sharpened swords of your eyes are always 
immersed in red blood.‖ 

He falls prey to the sharpened swords of eyes immersed in 
red blood. 

س پیا لےگا گھر کئی “یدفر”عشق 

ن

ی ہ  َ
س

 ںیاتڑپھانود ں

―Farid! Love has ruined many a household, whereby 
thousands are experiencing restlessness.‖ 

Beauty ignites love. It is not possible for love to resist the 
magical spell of beauty. He is akin to a fish out of water 
without his beloved. Countless souls get rotten in love by 
suffering restlessness in separation and disunion from their 
beloved.  
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Kafi-122 

  یدِلڑ اںیرمحض لو سینہ
ھ
 د
ّ
  ااںی 

ھ
 د
ّ
 ااںی 

―My chest has been absolutely torn asunder. My heart 
has been broken in bits and pieces.‖ 

She experience heaviness of chest and ravishing of heart in 
search of her beloved. 

  ںاکھیا ںیاجڑرو رو ا

 

ڑ
چ 
س

  چولی ںیا

 
ن

 
 اںلیر یج

ھِلد 

ک

ا ںسینگیا ںیا
ّ
 ںس 

 ―My eyes have become dry and swollen due to 
crying. My apparel has been torn apart. My age group 
friends are laughing at me.‖ 

Her plight makes her a laughing stock in the eye of her 
friends. It is relatively easy to bear such treatment from the 
strangers or outsiders than at the hands of one‘s friends. How 
tormenting it is to be made fun of by one‘s friends. It is love 
that makes these things happen. 

 اںلوں لوں لکھ لکھ پیڑ جڑ کر لائی عشق برائی

 ںدے پیا وس سولیں

 ―Love has been fully appalling. There are countless 
pains, in each and every pore of my body. I am 
entirely in the hands of afflictions.‖ 

She becomes a pawn in the hands of appalling love. 

 اںہیرو نیر ںاکھیا ندر وچ سوز جگر وچدرد ا

 
ھ
ُ
ٹ 

ر منہ سر 

 

ی
  
 ھ
چ

 
ّ
 ااںی 
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 ―My self is burning with inner pain and passion. My 
eyes are weeping profusely. My head is muddy and 
my face is covered with dust.‖ 

Her embodied self is shattered in course of love. 

  ھمیزو ےنیڑ

 

 
 

ن

  ؾسخت ن

 
 

ُ
 
ڑ  دے تیر یج

چ  ِ
ہ 

 اں

  ںاو خوشیا

ن ِ

 گیاںک
 ―Love has enveloped and stringently tightened me. 
The arrows of disunion have targeted me. Where 
those (primordial) delights have gone?‖ 

She measures her sufferings in relation to her earlier 
delights. The intensity of early happiness correspondingly 
intensifies sufferings of her present state.  

 اںدھیر ؾیوڈ ںیاکوڑ کھوٹ کماوؿِ کوڑ الَاوؿ

ا ' ّ 
 
 ںدے سانوؽ ب

 ―They earn what is counterfeit and speak lies. They 
give false consolations. My beloved! Leave my arms (I 
am not willing to repose my trust in you).‖ 

Her relative consciousness is no match for the absolute 
consciousness of her beloved. She has a partial view of things 
as against her beloved who has full perspective. Her sense of 
serial time is characterised by past, present and future, while 
her beloved‘s sense of time is in pure eternity. The whole 
sweep of time for him is ‗eternal now.‘ The contradiction 
between these conflicting perspectives is one of the 
essentiality of dynamic love. Her apparent behaviour with her 
beloved may be considered as atrocious but beneath it is the 
burning desire of realising union. The language of love is 
universal but its existential meanings can only be understood 
by the lover and her beloved. How could an outsider 
understand the communication of the insiders? 

  ایدفر یکھڈ برہوں بھنوالی
س
س
ِ   ااںی  سئے 

 

 اںلکھ ہ

ا ںیارلد  ںبوٹے ل ّ
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 ―Farid! See the vicissitudes of love. Hundreds of 
Sassis and countless Heers are wretchedly wandering 
in shrubs and marshes (wilderness).‖ 

How embracing are the vicissitudes of love. The lovers are 
wandering in wilderness in wretched states. Only that person 
is worthy of love who chooses to become the ‗wretched of 
the earth‘. Isn‘t a little romantic love here and there enough 
for a person who cannot face the sufferings of true love? 
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Kafi-123 

گد  ؿلانو ںیاریا )وے ریابھلا (چاؽ  یعشق اولڑ

ن

ی
م
 ںیاسر 

―Love is an intricate move, my good friend. The 
contracting of friendship requires bartering one‘s 
head.‖ 

Love is an intricate move impregnated with infinite 
intricacies. One has to barter his being and having for the 
sake of love. 

 لیجازلفاں دلنوں پاوؿ 

 )وے ریابھلا (نگاہاں دے ناؽ  ناز

 مست موالی ںیاکر د ںاکھیا

  برہوں
 ھ
ج
ٹ 

  
ی
د 

ن

 ںیاسنگد نہیں ںیای

―The locks of hair net the heart. The eyes enrapture 
and detach one from attachments, my good friend.  
The prideful eyes do not hesitate to intensify love.‖ 

The locks of hair, symbolising intricacies of love, net his 
heart. The eyes of the beloved intensify love and detach the 
lover from all attachments. He only remains attached to his 
beloved. 

مااں قہر

 

ج س

 ییررمزاں و ی

 )وے ریابھلا (ؽ گا یجندڑ ؿیوڈ

 یلٹیر یدظالم د ںاکھیا

گد  سرہوں

ن

ی  
ج
 ںیابہادر ہن 

―The eyes are ruthless and the antics are inimical. The 
cruel eyes have capturing vision. They rot life, my 
good friend. They initially dare in warfare.‖ 

The militant eyes of the beloved defeat him and make him 
prisoner of war.  

 سوہنیاں گا ںیاد سجن ریا نازک چالیں

ل

 
 
ھی

 ںیامن موہن د ن
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 ںیاتنگد ںیاہر آؿ کھڑ ہر )وے ریابھلا (پاماؽ  دلیں کرؿ

―The tender moves of my friendly beloved and the 
captivating discourses of my bewitching friend 
devastate me, my good friend. It leads to longing of 
him at each and every moment.‖ 

The beloved perfectly nurtures love in his heart to the 
extent that it does not remain possible for him to retract love 
in the events of separation and disunion. His desire and 
longing of the beloved adds wind to the fire of love. 

 ںکھاوؿ اَکھیاڈطرز  یچہر

د 

 

ی
ھ
گ

 )وے ریابھلا (ؽ جنجا جی ںیا

 ںمکھیا ںیاد پھلیل زلفاں تیل

 ںیاڈنگدنوں  گ رگر زورے

―The eyes manifest fondly styles. The locks of hair 
are greased and saturated with oil. They entangle, my 
good friend. They forcibly bite my each and every 
vein.‖ 

The beloved ties him with locks of hair so tightly that each 
greasy hair binds his flesh and bones. The forcible biting is a 
happy sign that that he has been bound perfectly. It remains 
impossible for him to extricate himself from the grip of love. 

 کشالے گھلے “یدفر”عشق 

 )وے ریابھلا ( ؽوہم خیا کوڑا

 بھلے ،تسلے ،امید ،آس

ا ںیاٹھڑڈ

 

 
ِ
 
 ںیادؽ سنگد ںپ

―Farid! Love has sent me adversities, hopes, 
expectations, assurances and good intentions. All this 
is false, illusion and imaginary, my good friend.  I 
have experienced the love of the heartless.‖ 

He experiences adversities at the hands of his heartless 
beloved. He is bitten by love. He becomes distrustful and 
considers the package of love devoid of any reality. His 
consciousness shrinks to the level of his own awful 
experience. He dreads the expansion of his consciousness. It 
is so understandable. The level of expansion correlates to the 
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level of suffering. A higher consciousness undergoes higher 
suffering. 
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Kafi-124 

 کل طاعتاں ںعشق بھلائیا

―Love has made me oblivious of all forms of 
subservience.‖ 

Love frees him from all forms of obsequious servilities. 
He becomes completely in consonance with the law of things 
in the form of his beloved. 

 سُکھ مندر ااے گھر میر

 دا بندر محیطبحر  جتھ

 دے اندر معمور خفی

 سوغاتاں ملنہر جنسوں  اتھ

―My house is the temple of peace. It is built inside the 
corners of my heart. It is the harbour of the 
encompassing sea. Here, the rare gifts of all goods 
(merchandise) are available.‖ 

Man‘s inner being or self is the temple of peace. It lies in 
the inmost chambers of heart. It is the harbour of the 
encompassing sea of gnosis. It harbours the rare gifts of 
spiritual goods coming from different positions.  

 یوار یحاؽ مقاؾ د آئی

 یزہد عبادت سار گئی

 یریکبافع حجب ر تھئی

 اتاں صوؾ صلوٰاتاںزکوٰ حج

―The timings of state and station have arrived. The 
veil has been instantly lifted. All asceticism and 
worship, pilgrimage, alms giving, fasting and prayers 
have been transcended.‖ 

The efficacy of devoutness or piety, worship and rituals 
fructifies in opening spiritual states and stations. It leads to 
the instant lifting of veil. The Reality unveils itself. Religiosity 
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considers the acts of devoutness or piety, asceticism and 
rituals as ends in themselves as against spirituality, which 
considers them as means to the attainment of spiritual 
openings. A religious votary cannot understand the essence of 
religion unless spirituality is wholly acknowledged as the 
measure of religiosity.  

 نصرت فتح فتوحی تھئی

ور صبوحی گئی
ُ

ن

 ظلمت ن

 روحی قلبی یسب سر

 جسم جب پربھاتاں ںکیتیا

―The openings of the invisible mysteries of heart and 
spirit have taken place, by virtue of the Divine Grace. 
The darkness has vanished, giving way to pure light.  
My body has made strange revelations.‖ 

The invisible mysteries of heart undergo spiritual 
unravelling by the Grace of God.   Pure Light instantaneously 
dispels darkness of the embodied self, which becomes 
transparent in reflecting light of the Spirit.  

 نہسر انہد طبل شہا

 نفل نماز دوگانہ گیا

 خوش مطرب تاؿ ترانہ

ٰ  ،چار ،ترے ،ڈو ںیادِسر
کع
ااںر

 

 ی

―The secret of percussion is being beaten on a royal 
drum with melodious tunes and lyrics. Gone are the 
supererogatory prayers of two genuflexions. The 
prayers of two, three and four genuflexions (ritual 
prayers) are gone in oblivion.‖ 

The disclosing of Divine secret in the form of celestial 
music makes the votary transcend the level of ritual prayers. 
Ritualistic prayers tend to become a veil in the face of such 
spiritual openings. Religiosity does not know the way of 
handling rituals, which at times turn spiritually ruinous. 
Spirituality handles rituals with care. It understands their 
rationale and acts accordingly.  

 یپور بتائی ،بات ،گُر

 یطور فاش تجلی تھئی

 

ط

 
ت 
وور
ع

 یتے منصور ی

 تاںتے میقا یمنا جا ہر
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―The master taught me the whole doctrine of Bayazid 
Bistami and Mansur Hallaj. The Sinai theophany 
became openly manifest. There is ‗aiman‘ (the valley 
of Mount Sinai) and ‗mekataan‘ (the moments of 
communication with the Sustainer) every where.‖ 

The spiritual master taught him the whole doctrine of 
Bayazid Bistami and Mansur Hallaj founded on the 
metaphysics of Oneness of Being with its corresponding 
realisation. It led to the theophanic vision of the Reality. The 
whole earth became holy and the channels of communication 
with the Sustainer were opened for him.   

جااتاں اے وجدانی
ع

 

س

 

س دلیں کر

م
ط

 سطواتاں 

 تاںیاآ ںیاہن وحدت د

 ظاہر اے لماتتاں کردا

―These inspirational antinomies are the symbols of 
unity. Witness the reality of oneness by effacing 
everything from your heart. The words are made 
manifest.‖ 

The intensity of spiritual experience became so 
overwhelming that the recipient started uttering inspirational 
antinomies so scandalous to religiosity. These are symbols of 
unity beneath, which lays the essential Reality. The heart 
purified of otherness witnesses the reality of Oneness. The 
words reveal the essential Truth. 

 فتن زلازؽ  گئےکل اٹھ 

 شاغل دؽ ہک پاسے تھی

 بھج پئے اغلاؽ سلاسل

ھ درکاتاں تے در

 

ت ب
 تاںجا

―All earth shaking nuisances have disappeared. All 
binding chains have been broken. My heart is 
engrossed on the side of Oneness. The down 
gradations and up gradations have lost their 
meaning.‖ 

The spiritual experience of such higher intensity drives out 
even the quaking nuisances out of one‘s mind. Man becomes 
free from all binding chains of the self. The heart becomes 
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completely attached to the Absolute or God. It does not 
bother about the downgradations or upgradations of its 
spiritual states. If the beloved is the alpha and omega of the 
lover‘s quest, then why he should be concerned with these 
things? Aren‘t these things thick veils in the path of 
spirituality? 

  “یدفر” گتھئے بھا
 ھل
ٹ

  
ی

 ر ے

 ےدوارے میر ؿکا آ

ائے د
َ
 ےیردوؽ دِلبر ل

 گھاتاں ںیاسناجوڑ  بنسی

―Farid! Fortune has started smiling on me.  My 
beloved is dwelling in my heart. Krishan do visit my 
house. The flute has perfectly harped on the intricate 
tunes.‖ 

Fortune starts smiling on him. His beloved unveils himself 
from within ‗the infinite depths of his being or consciousness‘ 
by perfectly harping on the intricate tunes of love. 
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Kafi-125 

  ںیادھڑ ؿوھاگندوقت  یاگذر

 کروپ کشالے ہر دؾ روگ

 ہار سنگار اساہاں یاوسِر

 نالہ زار اساہاں دردوں

―The time of kneading my hair has fleeted. My 
makeup has faded away. There are malaises, 
difficulties and adversities at each and every moment. 
Pain makes me cry in distress.‖ 

Her sufferings lead to the collapse of her habitual, rational 
and happy world. 

 ؿلاو سرخی ،ؿسرمہ پاو

ووں
چ 
 
سہ

 ؿپھلوں سہرے پاو 

 
 
ت

 
ی 

ر 
س

ن

ی

 بناوؿتے مانگھ  ،بوؽ ،

 تھیا سَ  
 
 اساہاں ربیکا کج

―The affecting of antimony in my eyes and applying 
rouge, wearing of nose ornaments, setting my hair 
and fondly wearing chaplets of flowers, all seems 
useless to me.‖ 

All beautifying things done in a state of nuptial happiness 
become irrelevant in states of separation and disunion.  

  

 

ڑ
 ھ
ب
ُ
ج 

 یدں سانگ غما یتن من 

 یماند کیتی سولیں یدِلڑ

 ڈکھاندیؿ جگر وچ چوک جا

ار اساہاں ،سو سو ،سینے َ

ن

 خ

―The spear of sorrows has pierced my body and soul. 
There is anguish of sorrow in my embodied self. My 
heart has become weary due to these afflictions. 
There are thousands of thorns in my chest.‖ 

The states of separation and disunion are not inactive 
states but are highly active in ravishing her embodied self. 

 

ن

ن

س
ہ 

  

ن

ن

ھل

ک

  
 
ی د  یںروند نہ آوے دیاکج

ھ
کَ

 عمر نبھاوے یں
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ھ لکھ ر جند
ک
ُ
ج 
ھ 
ک
ُ
ج 

 تار و تار اساہاں ڈکھڑے اٹھاوے نج

―I can‘t remember the days of playfulness. My life is 
being spent in crying and making hue and cry. My life 
is rotting by bearing intense grief. I am drowned in 
the ocean of suffering.‖ 

She loses her memory of playful days. Time becomes static 
for her. Her present moment of suffering seems all-pervasive. 
Isn‘t it the precise description of hell, where one‘s burning 
need or desire is not satiated? 

  پیت

ن

ُ
 

 پ
َ
 یمگھیر رگ رگ ید

 ھیمیزجُڑ جُڑ و نےجھرا جھور

ہ ہ پھیر راغیا ریا

ن

 یمکنوں مب

 کل کم کار اساہاںگیا  چُھٹ

―The love of Punnal has encompassed my each and 
every vein. I have turned my face away from my 
friends and foes. Worries have completely engulfed 
me. I have been detached from all works and 
vocation.‖ 

The attachment with the beloved makes her detach from 
otherness. The degree of attachment corresponds to the 
degree of detachment. Absolute attachment leads to absolute 
detachment. Detachment from the ephemeral is one of the 
greatest signs of love. It is at the final stage that she becomes 
detached even from detachment paving way for absolute 
attachment with her beloved. 

 ھےیزو یمنہ آ “یدفر” ریا

  ہنےسو
ک
  
ی
ے

 

ت
  

ھ

ک

ن

ی

  سخت 
ی

 ے

 

 ر

 ےبھیڑ ےکاں کر دے کھیڑٹو

 دار اساہاں تھئی تتی توؽ

―Farid! My friend has not visited me in my courtyard. 
The despicable ‗Kheras‘ are sneering at me. My 
beloved has created a great void. My inept quilt 
seems, scaffold to me.‖ 

He misses his beloved so much. He experiences a great 
void in his life.  The despicable adversaries sneer at him.  He 
can‘t vile away his time even with distractions. He has no spill 
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channel of life. His psychic coverings are so inept that they 
tighten the noose around his neck, instead. 
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Kafi-126 

  یکلہڑ
ہ 
مل

  روؽ 
ی
 ولا  ریا گیوں ر 

ن

ُ  ہ 

ن

ُ  گاںوا ہ 

―You wretched and left me alone and went to 
Malheer. My friend! Quicken to turn your reins 
back.‖ 

She suffers transcendence of her beloved. She is all alone 
without any internal or external ties. 

 ے اوکھڑ

 

ڑ
ی ل  
ج

 ے جھا ڈکھڑے ےروہ 

 

ڑ
ھل

 

ٹ

 گاں

―The mountainous terrains are hazardous. I cross the 
deserts bearing great difficulties.‖ 

The deserts of life are so difficult to cross. The mounting 
issues of love are very hazardous. 

 گاںلا ںیالگڑ یدِلڑ قدؾ قدؾ تے ڈھے پوواں

―I fall down at each and every step. My heart has 
contracted love.‖ 

She falls down at every step in steering her way across 
individual and social situations. 

  گھا تھئے یوٹھڑ روہی

 
 

 گاںجا ںیالگڑ یںم

―The desert has turned green with rain and there is 
plenty of grass. The curd is being prepared for 
churning in the vessels.‖ 

The dormant possibilities of union in her desert of life are 
becoming alive. 

س سوائیا گائیں

ن

ی ہ  َ
س

 گاںسََ سََ چرؿ کورا ں
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―Countless cows after giving birth to calves are ready 
for being milked and countless others (without milk) 
are having their fodder.‖ 

Her efforts are nearing fruition. 

 ے ڈکھڑے  یسندھڑ

 
 

 ے بھا روہی گھان

 

 گاںم

―The river bank areas of Sindh are full of great 
sufferings. Desert is in line with good fortunes.‖ 

Transcendence is full of suffering. Immanence is 
impregnated with good fortunes. 

ھُ  گلانے، پھو
 
ٹ

 چاروں ڈا لارئیے
ِ
ؽ مِ
َ
 گاںر

―There are desert plants and bushes. Let‘s herd the 
camels together.‖ 

She recounts the symbols of immanence. She invites his 
beloved to union. 

 گاںجا یںروند یںتا رپڑےواڈوڑے ڈ ،ںینہاڈ

―My difficulties multiply by day. I keep awake crying 
at night.‖ 

She suffers both in action and contemplation in her search 
of transcendence. 

 گاںکرؿ مُُا ںسرخیا ملا ،مل ںسرتیا ںسینگیا

―My same age friends gather together and apply 
rouge, collyrium and twig (of the walnut tree) as tooth 
powder and lipstick (for its darkening effects).‖ 

She envies the spirit of life in her friends who have united 
with their beloveds.  

 گاںھ سہاکنڈ یپھیر سہانودے یسو میلے

―Only shabby dress suits me. My nuptial blessings 
have turned away from me.‖ 
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She loses the inner urge to be well dressed. She prefers to 
wear shabby dress since blessings of union have turned away 
from her. Could there be beautification without happiness? 

 گاںہاڈتم ڈ ڈکھڑے یاڑجاا “یدفر”درد 

―Farid! Pain has destroyed me. Misfortunes have 
made me suffer.‖ 

He feels great desolation of life at the hands of love. He 
considers love as misfortune whose pain has made him 
suffer.   
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Kafi-127 

ت  ںسدا متوالیا ںاکھیا ںڑھیاگو
َ
 ںاوباہلیا پیوؿ کاؿر

―The red eyes are permanently drunk. They are quick 
in sucking blood.‖ 

Beauty is inseparable from love and is thereby responsive. 
But it requires the ‗eye of heart‘ to behold it. Beauty in both 
its inward and outward dimensions creates love. The 
responsiveness of beauty corresponds to the intensity of love. 
A dormant beauty may or may not ignite love. But vibrant 
beauty does. The Most Beautiful manifests in beautiful forms 
and contemplates Himself. He loves Himself. Love becomes 
irresistible. 

ھتن من 

ن

ت ب
ھ 

ن

ت ب
 ںیاینداڑ پیچ رگ رگ  وگ وگ ںیایندکر قید 

 ا
ٹ
 ے
ہ
 ںکالیا یزلفاں دلڑ 

 ―These black hair curls capture me. They tie my body 
and soul. They hasten to knot my each and every 
vein.‖ 

He is wholly ensnared in the intricacies of beauty. The 
spell of beauty binds the core of his being.  

 عشوے غمزے ناز خراماں ؿ جگر وچ پاوؿ داماںجا

 ںچالیا ںیتاواہ نازک ر

 ―I laud the delicate moves that entrap my embodied 
self by dint of amorous glances, enticements and 
prideful gaits.‖ 

The game of love begins with bewitching expressions of 
the beautiful beloved. 
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  کرؿ نہ ٹالے موہن مالے
 
ت

 
ی 

ر 
س

ن

ی

ماالے ،اتے ،بوؽ ،

 

کب
 

 ںوالیا پھلوالے کیا کیا

 ―My famous neck ornament, nose ornaments, a bead 
necklace and ornamental earrings do not abstain from 
seducing me.‖ 

The inward expressions of beauty take an outward form 
that are highly seductive in nature. 

  ڈکھڑیں یساڑِؾ دلڑ

 

ڑ
ھ

 

کُب

  یجندڑ ی

 
 

ُ
  یل

 

ُ
  یںسک

 
 

 یک

 ںدردوں آلیا ںاکھیا ںبیا

 ―My heart burns and is butchered by sufferings. My 
life has been looted due to loss of peace. And my eyes 
are a sore due to fresh wounds.‖ 

His encounter with beauty is akin to his encounter with 
light passing through prisms. The moment he is separated 
from beauty or light, his whole world turns into pitch black 
darkness. He is completely swung to the other side of the 
pendulum. The intensity of his sufferings increase since he 
has beheld beauty, otherwise he would not have any 
comparison. Fall is tragic because one constantly remembers 
the majesties of heights. A born blind person suffers less than 
the one who completely loses his eyesight after enjoying it for 
decades. How could a person who had never an occasion to 
witness real beauty and fall in love with it understand the 
plight of the lover?  

 باراں ںیانوں اجڑ “فرید” سوہن گھولے کوچے شہر برازاں

 ںبرہوں ملک نکالیا ںڈتیا

 ―I have sacrificed lanes, streets and bazaars. The 
desolate forests seem pleasant to Farid.  Love has 
turned him out of the city.‖ 

His sacrifice in choosing desolation in place of worldliness 
is not so much a rational choice than the force of beauty, 
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which divests him of being and having. Religiosity will never 
understand love. It may at times rest content in preaching 
love of God. It is so tragic to sermonise love. A man who 
falls passionately in love with a woman in the terrestrial 
world, for example, may readily do anything for the sake of 
his beloved. His love may be just an infatuation but still under 
its spell he may do anything even to the point of transgressing 
religious, social and cultural limits over a period of time. He is 
never sermonised to love but may be sermonised to desist 
from love on one score or the other. How come divine love 
needs to be sermonised? All those who sermonise divine love 
do not understand even the alphabets of love. Religiosity 
does not understand that the lover does not initiate love but it 
is initiated by the beloved. Unless religiosity understands this 
metaphysical truth, it will go on floating pseudo theories of 
love. It will not shy itself even to promote hatred in the name 
of love. There are many psychic lovers in the terrestrial world 
who continue loving even without the beloved being aware of 
it. Likewise, there are so many ‗experts‘ of love in the area of 
religiosity who have never loved any one in their life since 
they have never experienced vibrant beauty but they hold 
themselves as champions of love. There can be no love unless 
the Divine Beauty unveils by initiating love itself. Love is 
imaginative but not imaginary. The act of forming a concept 
of God and then loving Him is self-defeating. The onus is on 
the beloved and not on the lover. People should wait and do 
something nice till the beloved falls in love with them. Then, 
love will guide them accordingly. 
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Kafi-128 

  یہوں دبر تیغ کوؿ کرؾ نروار
ھ

 

کُب

  ااںی  
ھ

 

کُب

 ااںی  

―Who ought to do justice in my case? I am butchered 
by the sword of love.‖ 

The one butchered by the sword of love seeks justice. It 
points to a conflict between love and justice. But how could 
love be measured on the standards of justice? It is not that 
love is unjust but it transcends the ordinary meaning 
enshrined in the rational concept of justice. The metaphysical 
concepts of love and justice do not contradict each other 
since they are completely in consonance with the ultimate 
nature of things. It will be nothing less than injustice if the 
intensity of sufferings was mitigated or finished before love 
ripened into fullness.  

  بجا بین “انہد”
ہ 

 من مو

ی 

 ںلٹیا ںلٹیا جوگیراوؽ  س

―My beloved captivated me by playing the divine 
flute. My beloved Yogi has completely looted me.‖ 

The flute of inner being harped by the beloved completely 
transforms him. 

 ںچھٹیا ںعلم و عمل توں چھٹیا ٹھوسےڈفاش  راز حقیقی

―I have witnessed the Divine secret in manifest 
openness. I have transcended knowledge and action.‖ 

Rational knowledge and contingent action belong to the 
domain of individual contingencies and are thus‘ determined 
and conditioned states.‘ The gnostic is free from them once 
the essential Divine mystery becomes openly manifest to him. 
It is gnostic knowledge and not action that dispels ignorance, 
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‗which is the root of all limitation.‘ The effects of action are 
only within its own realm and thereby it cannot achieve total 
or universal realisation. Intention (niyyah) takes primacy over 
action for it entirely depends on man himself. ‗As regards 
action, it is important to observe that it is the intention 
(niyyah) which counts for the most, for this alone, depends 
wholly on man himself, without being affected or modified 
by outward contingencies as the results of action always are.‘ 
The gnostic‘s supreme knowledge embraces both action and 
love by freeing them from their contingencies.  The Reality, 
in the ultimate sense, loves and acts through human 
mediums.  

ُ  ییندنہہ کرھاد یآگ غضب د ہے ،عشق نہیں
 ہ 

 

ی
 ںہٹیا ااںی  

―It is not the love but a terrifying fire. My beseeching 
has exhausted me.‖ 

The fire of love is so terrific that she gets exhausted in 
beseeching her beloved for union. 

  اکھیں ںیوھاسد کے کیچ ' یکلہڑ
ل
َ
م
  
ی
د 

ن

 ںاٹھیا ںاٹُھیا یی

―You left me alone and proceeded towards Ketch. I 
am waking by rubbing my eyes (witnessing a world of 
contrast).‖ 

Her eyes cannot behold the transcendence of her beloved. 

  ؾ زہر دے ظلم قہر دےجا
ی ل
  درد 
ی
د ا

ن

 ںگھٹیا ںگھٹیا ی

―Pain gives me, sip by sip, the most terrible cup of 
poison.‖ 

Like the fire of love, which at times is smouldering, pain 
too makes her take the deadliest cup of poison sip by sip. 
Love seldom gives instantaneous death. It makes the lover die 
by tasting death in its fullness. Doesn‘t love teach the art of 
dying? 

 ںمٹھیا ںمٹھیا یروز ازؽ د کل دا جاَ  نہیں “یدفر”عشق 
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―Farid! It is not a newly contracted love. I am its 
captive ever since the primordial day.‖ 

He qualifies the essential nature of his love as celestial and 
not terrestrial. It is since the divine beloved entered into a 
pre-eternal covenant with his soul (Alast…). 
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Kafi-129 

 سِر اکھیا تاں بھی تے میںجاگھاٹے عشق دے گھاٹے 
ُ
 
 چاتے میں ںچ

―I have realised that there are numerous losses in love 
but in spite of that I have inwardly taken on this 
vocation.‖ 

He unravels the secret of love. He is conscious of the 
losses encountered in the path of love but he still chooses his 
vocation with earnestness because he knows that it is the only 
way to win his beloved.  

 

ن

 

ن

 ہے ییرانوکھا و کھوٹا ن

 ہے یگھیر یسولاں دِلڑ ڈکھاں

ہ ہ

ن

 ہے یسرکیر دھوڑ مٹی مب

 ے پاتے میں پلو

 
 

 
 سوؽ ک

―The counterfeit love is a novel adversary. My face is 
covered with dust and my head is muddy. My heart 
has been encircled by sufferings and afflictions. I 
have gathered appalling afflictions within me.‖ 

The novice who enters the arena of love with a sure sense 
of victory realises after some time that love is absolutely a 
different ball game. He projects his own limitations by calling 
love as counterfeit and strange adversary. He is thronged by 
afflictions and sufferings. He becomes soiled with dust. The 
dust of love is elixir of life.  

یرات  سجی   
ج

ن

ب
ُ
س

 ہے  یتڑپھاند 

 ہے یسک کُرلاندڈسک ڈ کھیڈ

 ہے یلاند گا توؽ ستیں تتی

 تے میںسنجاہوں دے سَاہ بر برے

―The shades of evening keep the damned restless. My 
blazing beddings burn me when I go to sleep. The 
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sufferer groans by heaving sighs. I have recognized 
the breath (nature) of evil love.‖ 

The shades of night fall making him fall too. He becomes 
so restless. He breathes love and becomes out of breath. 
Love inhaling is not a child‘s play. 

 یوہ واہ واہ میر بے واہی

 یگاہ میر ہے تکیہ واہ سنج

 یمیر ہجاہے ہو ہو عزت 

 براتے میں یہاتوں ا پیت پاتی

―I laud that my being without shelter is my support. 
Infamy is my honour. The barren plains are my 
habitations. I have got all these fortunes at the hands 
of love.‖ 

He has to adjust himself regarding the inverse picture 
appearing on the retina of love sarcasm, notwithstanding. 
There is no shelter except the support of his beloved. Infamy 
in the way of love is his honour. The barren plains are his 
habitations where he can fully concentrate on his beloved. 

 د لگی

ن

 

 نگ جڈاںسَا یتانگ پ

  اللہ

ھ

 

ٹ

 

ی 

م

س

 اںکڈ سانگوصل دا  

 مانگھ تڈاں یبھنا چوڑا اجڑ

 لاتھے میں گہنےسَاڑ سٹے  سہرے

―When the spear of Punnal‘s longing hit me, it broke 
the set of my bangles and my head line became 
uneven (widowhood symbolising acute suffering). My 
Allah! When there would be an eventful moment of 
my union? I have burnt my chaplets and thrown away 
my ornaments.‖ 

The spear of longing hits her by ravishes her habitual 
world. She destroys the old for the rebirth of the new. She 
invokes God‘s Grace in realising union with her beloved.   

 دے یجھ خوارباجھ ہے با نہ

ہ ہت  ڈگذرؿ  ڈکھے

ن

ب
 دے یازار 

 ا
ٹ
 ے
ہ
 دے یریا یڑڈحاؽ تسا 

ے
ھ

 

مب

 ے لاتے میں نین 

 

ڑ
کلل

 

―I have no support except disgrace. It is the condition 
of your friendship. My days are passing in sufferings 
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and distress. My hapless eyes have entangled 
themselves in unintelligible relationships.‖ 

It is the expression of love and friendship that it offers 
disgrace as the only support. Isn‘t such a disgrace more 
graceful than all the graces of the world? Love is an 
unintelligible relationship which entangles her. Her eyes have 
to pay a very heavy price for beholding their beloved. 

 دا پیچ گل

ن

 

  زلف پ

 
ِ
 

 پ

 

 

  سَ

س

 

 
ب

 ھ
چ
 تھیم بعید یدفر 

ھ ہوت دے دِلڑ

 

ب
َ
ہ 

 تمڈ یچوِ  ی

 میں جاتےنرہساں  کیچ ںیساوِ 

―Punnal‘s lock of hair is around my neck. I have 
bartered my heart in the hands of my beloved. Farid! 
I have thrown away the nuptial bed and have 
distanced myself from it. I won‘t stay here but go to 
Ketch.‖ 

The mystery of love lies in the beloved‘s lock of hair. It 
locks him from all sides and throws away the key in the 
infinite ocean of love. Union is just finding that key. 
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Kafi-130 

 با ماہی
 ںاولیا ر بغیردلدا ااںی  جھ کلل

―I am useless without my friend.  I am worthless 
without my beloved.‖ 

The absolute consciousness of love reveals to her that she 
is just a thing of no use without her friend. Her whole worth 
depends on her attachments with her beloved.  

لیا نگسَا ایندو ائیلڈجھوک  ماہی
َ
ڑ  دے ر

چ  ِ
ہ 

 ں

―My beloved is going away by tying up his household. 
I have entered the realm of disunion.‖ 

The transcendence of her beloved immerses her in the 
state of disunion. 

 ںگلیاسخت غماں وچ  ںترس نہ آوے ہک تل تینو

―You don‘t have an iota of pity on me.  I am rotting 
in great sorrows.‖ 

The pitiable lover rots in immense sorrows and laments 
that her beloved does not take pity on her plight. Isn‘t the 
beloved‘s taking pity at this premature stage of love 
tantamount to ending the game of love?  

 ںجلیا یفراؼ د گا نہ بھاوے نگنکھاوے ا ھایزو

―My neighbourhood haunts me and my courtyard 
does not appeal to me. I have been burnt in the fire 
of separation.‖ 

The fire of separation separates her from her physical and 
social vicinity. Doesn‘t the degree of separation correspond 
to the degree of proximity with her beloved? 
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لد یماگنوبھرؾ  یمونجاشرؾ 
ُ
 ںگلیاکوچے  یر

―I have cast away my honour and have lost my 
prestige. I am wretchedly wandering in streets and 
lanes.‖ 

Isn‘t the casting away of one‘s honour and losing one‘s 
prestige indicative of righteousness in love? It is the ruling of 
love that anything earned by one‘s own hands has to go. Only 
that thing sustains, which is bestowed by the beloved. 

 ںبھلیا کل موئی جا یسمڈکھ ڈ ںبہو یدعشق فر

―Farid! Love will give me greater sufferings. It is 
better that I die one of these days.‖ 

He reaches the crossroad of love in quest of his beloved. 
It is an either/or. He has either to bear incoming great 
sufferings of love or to die early in order to be saved from 
them. His favouring the latter option signifies the magnitude 
of pain and suffering he has to undergo in his desire and 
longing for union. 
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Kafi-131 

 ںیاندبا یہوں دبربے وس  ںیاماند میں مل ماہیآ 

―My beloved! Do come and meet me for I am weary. 
I am a helpless maid of love.‖ 

She gets weary of love in the absence of her beloved. A 
feeling of being a helpless maid of love shows the 
tremendous power of love, which completely subjugates her. 
The idea of conquering the universe creates pride but the idea 
of being conquered by love creates humility. She is thinned as 
a thread and straightened in order to pass through the eye of 
the needle of love.  

 ھےیزشمن ود ےیزعشق او

  یاَمڑ
 ھ
چ

  جڑ جڑ لاوؾِ 
ی

 ے

 

 ر

 ننا
َ

 ےں کرؾ بکھیڑناسَ

 ںیانہ بھاند یرو بابل

―It is a peculiar love and the enemies are in my 
courtyard. My mother-in-law and sister-in-law 
develop incongruities with me. My mother is 
pointedly picking up brawls. I am unacceptable to my 
father and brothers.‖ 

The peculiarity of love is that it creates its enemies from 
within. The heightened antagonistic contradictions between 
the self (individual and social) and the Self are not imported 
but given in the very situation of love.  

 سخت ستاوؿ ےبھیڑ ےکھیڑ

 تہمت لاوؿ ںسرتیا ںسینگیا

 آوؿ ؿوسدے مار ےنیڑ

 ںیاکرلاند پئی یکلہڑ

―The despicable ‗Kheras‘ highly vex me. My 
neighbours are in for thrashing me. My intimate 
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companions are casting allegations against me. I am 
groaning in loneliness.‖ 

She faces a very hostile situation at the hands of her near 
and dear ones and as a consequence becomes secluded from 
her social relationships. There is a qualitative difference 
between alienation and solitude. Alienation is a ‗deficient 
mode of being-with-others.‘ A person who is completely 
immersed in the world can be ‗lonely in crowd and crowded 
when alone‘ but he can never be in solitude as against her 
who experiences solitude solely in reference to her beloved. 

 

س

 

 
ب

 ھ
چ
  ییندسڑ 

ن

  ل 

ن

 یلن

  توؽ
ُل

 

ی
  
ی
د 

ن

  یی
ج ل
  چوڑ 
ی
د 

ن

 یی

 یپھل نہ پیند گہنےنے گا

 ںیاتے غم کھاند یروند

―The nuptial bed is burning and blazing me.  I am not 
wearing colour threads around my wrist (symbolising 
marital bond), ornaments and flowers. The nuptial 
quilt is grilling me and my set of bangles is burning 
me. I am crying and bearing sorrows.‖ 

All things symbolising nuptial union become the very 
cause of her suffering in the state of separation and disunion. 

  ڈکھڑے

ن

ہ ہی  پاواں ی

ن

ب
 نبھاواں 

ی د   یںتپد
ھ
کَ

 واںونجاوقت  یں

 سناواںکُوک  ںبن کینوتوں 

ؽ
َ
ؽ جھوکاں  و
َ
 جاندیاںو

―I face sufferings but remain committed in love. To 
whom should I narrate my tale of suffering except 
you? I pass my time, while burning and raising hue 
and cry. I repeatedly keep on going to your 
dwellings.‖ 

She remains true to love in spite of intense sufferings. She 
can only communicate the tale of her sufferings to her 
beloved for there is no one who can existentially understand 
the intricacies of her love. There is no middle man in love. 
The third person always remains an outsider. She desperately 
tries to find her beloved in the deserted dwellings. She 
constantly grapples with the transcendence of her beloved.  
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 وسیسی جھوکاں پھیر مولیٰ

 پوں پیسی نگنا یدفر ریا

 یسیاندر دا و روگسارا 

 ںیاسِراند  نہہ با   یسمڈ

―God will again make these habitations turn into 
dwellings. All my internal malaise will wither away. 
Farid! My friend will visit my courtyard. He will fold 
his arm under my head.‖ 

He keeps treading the path of love with a ray of hope in 
the benevolence of his beloved. He is hopeful that his 
beloved will unveil himself within his being ending his inner 
malaise. He will realise union with him. 
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Kafi-132 

 توں یو ؿیماتوں ا یو یند میڈا توں یو ریا میڈاتوں یعشق و میڈا

―You are my love. You are my friend. You are my 
way. You are my faith.‖ 

Love itself is polarised in the forms of the lover and the 
beloved. The transcendent Reality takes immanent form to 
make love possible. He offers his absolute, sincere and 
unconditional love to his beloved. Religiosity does not 
understand the reality of love and friendship for it remains 
tied to the dichotomy of master and slave. A slave‘s 
obedience arises due to the fear of his master. It is love that 
transforms religious consciousness into spiritual one by 
revealing the Reality as the beloved friend. There are many 
ways of life but he chooses the way of love. The axis of his 
whole life is love of God. He has unflinching faith in the 
transcendental (Nonmanifest) and immanent (Manifest) 
realities. 

 توں یؿ وجاتوں جند  یقلب و میڈا توں یروح و میڈاتوں  یجسم و میڈا

―You are my body. You are my Spirit. You are my 
heart. You are the spirit of my life.‖ 

He has no being in itself. He has ontological 
consciousness of his own nothingness.  He has gnostic 
consciousness of his whole body being theophany of the 
Reality. The Reality is the warp and woof of his whole body 
(being-in the world‘) The Spirit or the Divine Essence, which 
inheres in him, does not belong to him. ‗It is in ‗him‘ but is 
not ‗his.‘ It rightfully belongs to God. His ‗heart‘ contains 
innate knowledge. His beloved dwells in the inmost chambers 
of his ‗heart‘. It is the abode of his beloved. His beloved is 
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the animating and vibrant spirit of his life. His whole life is 
permeated with divine love. 

 توں یمصحف تے قرآؿ و کعبہ قبلہ مسجد منبر میڈا

―You are my House of God, direction of prayer, 
mosque, pulpit, Scripture and the Qur‘an.‖ 

He as a lover is spiritually oriented to life. The religious 
symbols gain spiritual orientation. They do not remain 
enmeshed in religiosity but are transformed into spirituality. 
The lover becomes ‗the speaking Qur‘an.‘ 

 توں یصوؾ صلوٰات اذاؿ و حج زکوٰاتاں یضےفرض فر میڈے

―You are my rituals, pilgrimages, almsgiving, fasting, 
prayers and call to prayer.‖ 

Rituals are not ends in themselves but are means to the 
attainment of union with the beloved. The rituals manifest 
the presence of God. They become lifeless once they cease to 
manifest His presence. The most authentic call is a call to 
inwardness. It is a call to orient one‘s whole life to God. 

 توں یتوں عرفاؿ و یعلم و یٰ زہد عبادت طاعت تقو میڈی

―(You are) my asceticism, worship, obedience and 
piety.  You are my knowledge. You are my gnosis.‖ 

His asceticism, worship, obedience and piety absolutely 
belong to the beloved. They do not remain external to him 
but become internalised. God is the object of knowledge. All 
levels of knowledge manifest the corresponding levels of the 
Reality including gnosis (‗esoteric knowledge of spiritual 
truth‘), which is a direct experience of God.  

 توں یتوں وجداؿ و یذوؼ و میڈا توں یفکر و میڈاتوں  یذکر و میڈا

―You are my remembrance. You are my reflection. 
You are my tasting. You are my intuition 
(inspiration).‖ 
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He constantly remembers God. He considers even a 
moment of forgetfulness as sinful. He reflects on the symbols 
of God both within his own self and the world. He does not 
remain merely at the reflective level but experiences the 
ultimate nature of things. He has intellectual intuition of the 
Reality, which is more immediate than even sensory intuition. 
He experiences God in ‗the infinite depths of his being or 
consciousness.‘  

 ا شاؾ سلو میڈا

 

ڑ
ھ

 

مبِ

 توں یناؿ وجامن موہن  ناسانوؽ 

―You are my charming, sweet, supporting, pleasant 
and bewitching beloved.‖ 

He is captivated by the beauty of his beloved, which 
evokes all finer sentiments in him. 

 توں یحقائق داؿ و شیخ یقتطر پیر یمرشد ہاد میڈا

―You are my spiritual master, guide and adept of the 
Sufi way and Gnostic with full knowledge of 
realities.‖ 

The Reality assumes the form of the spiritual master and 
guides the disciple on the gnostic path. People remain 
stranded in forms and fail to reach the Formless hidden 
within them. The spiritual master is human but it is the 
Divine that wholly acts through him. The infallibility of the 
spiritual master is essentially the infallibility of the Reality 
openly manifest in him. Revering his murshid is essentially 
revering God.  

 توں یو ؿتے ترا ؿما تکیہ وٹیا تے کھٹیا آس امُید میڈا

―You are my hope, expectation and profitable 
earnings, reliance, pride and support.‖ 

The beloved is the ground of hope, expectations and 
achievements. His only pride is in his beloved. He fully relies 
upon the support of his beloved in all situations of life. He 
never banks upon otherness. 
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 توں یشاؿ و میڈاتوں  یشرؾ و میڈا توں یبھرؾ و میڈاتوں  یدھرؾ و میڈا

―You are my righteousness. You are my trust. You 
are my sense of honour. You are my glory.‖ 

His righteousness is not self-styled but is rooted in the 
ultimate nature of things. It stems from the beloved. The 
beloved is the foundation of his credit, trust and prestige. He 
has no separate sense of honour. It is completely formed in 
reference to his beloved. He does not take glory in anything 
except in his beloved. 

 سکھ میڈا ڈکھ 

ن

ن

ھِل

ک

 توں یتوں درماؿ و یدرد و میڈا توں یو رووؿ 

―You are my suffering, peace, crying and laughing.  
You are my pain. You are my remedy.‖ 

He suffers in the path of love. He has peace in unison 
with his beloved. He is sad when he misses him. He is happy 
when he finds him. He is in pain in the state of disunion. The 
beloved remedies it by realising union. 

 توں یسولاں دا ساماؿ و میڈے توں یدا اسباب و ںخوشیا میڈا

―You are the cause of my joys. You are the cure of 
my afflictions.‖ 

He experiences joy in his beloved‘s responsiveness. The 
only cure of his afflictions (separation and disunion) is uniting 
with his beloved. 

 توں یبخت تے ناؾ و نشاؿ و میڈا توں یو گ سہاگحسن تے بھا میڈا

―You are my beauty and nuptial fortune. You are my 
prosperity and celebrity.‖ 

His beauty, nuptial fortune, prosperity and celebrity solely 
lie in his beloved. He has no concern in their worldly 
counterparts or terrestrial dimensions. 

 بھالن  میڈا

ن

ن

ھ
ی ک

  چن جوچنجاڈ

ن

ن

 ھ
ج
م
س

 توں یو ؿ سنجاؿجا
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―You are my seeing, caring, examining, verifying, 
understanding and recognition.‖ 

He orients all his sources and modes of knowledge in 
deeply knowing his beloved. It leads to the metaphysical 
identity of knowledge and being. 

ووں دے طوفاؿ و مونجھ منجھاریٹھڈڑے ساہ تے  میڈے

ن

چ ت

ن

ہ ب

 توں ی

―You are my sighs of despair, anguishes and the flood 
of tears.‖ 

The sighs of despair, anguishes and flood of tears arise due 
to separation and disunion from his beloved. 

ِلک  میڈے

 

 ںھاسیندے تلوی

 مانگھاں

 توں یناز نہورے تاؿ و

―You are my brow colour mark, mole and hair 
parting line on head, pride, coquetries and 
imperiousness.‖ 

His expressions of beauty and love are solely for the sake 
of his beloved. 

ل مسا یمیند میڈی
ج 
ک

 توں یپاؿ و ابیڑ سرخی میڈی توں یو گ

―You are my henna, collyrium and twig (of the walnut 
tree) as tooth powder and lipstick (for its darkening 
effects). You are my rouge and the triangular fold of 
betel-leaf.‖ 

The colourfulness of his life completely hinges on the 
positive response of his beloved.  

 توں یآہ و فغاؿ و یہگر میڈا توں یوحشت جوش جنوؿ و میڈی

―You are my desolation, animation and frenzy. You 
are my crying and lamentation.‖ 

The varying states of his Gnostic and suffering 
consciousness (intentional) are attached to his beloved. 

 توں یتوں اوزاؿ و یبحر و میڈا توں شعر عروض قوافی میڈا
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―You are my verse, prosody and rhyme. You are my 
metre. You are my balance.‖ 

The inward musicality of love is manifest in different 
forms of poetry. All poetry stems from his lovely beloved. 
The essence of poetry is openness-unto-transcendence. 

 توں یظاہر تے پنہاؿ و ہربااوؽ آخر اندر  میڈا

―You are my first, last, inward, outward, visible and 
the invisible.‖ 

The Reality manifests itself in all dimensions of his 
embodied self.  

 توں یتوں الآؿ و یو ؾالیو توں یو وزیرفردا تے د میڈا

―You are my coming day and the bygone day. You 
are my today. You are my instant.‖ 

He identifies time and eternity with Reality.  

ی ااںبادؽ برکھا  میڈا

ن

می
ھ
ک

 توں یبارش تے باراؿ و ںجاگا 

―You are my cloud, rain, lightening, thundering, 
downpour and rainfall.‖ 

All inward and outward openings of love are in the hands 
of his beloved. 

  میڈا
ہ 
مل

  ملک 
ی
 ا ر 

 

ڑ
ھل

 

ٹ

 توں یچولستاؿ و روہی تے مارو 

―You are my dominion Malheer and deadly sandy 
tract, wasteland and desert.‖ 

All liveliness and deadness is in reference to the states of 
love. He feels animated in the presence of his beloved and 
feels deadened in his absence. 

 توں یتوں سلطاؿ و یسرکار و قبوؽ کرے یدفر ریاجے 

―Farid! If the friend accepts you, then you are the 
authority and you are the sovereign.‖ 
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If a person is accepted by God (Friend), then He 
manifests Himself in His Attributes of Power in that medium 
conferring on him authority and sovereignty. A person 
thereby exercises authority and sovereignty over things and 
events. Religiosity takes false pride in human effort. Faith and 
good deeds, notwithstanding the ultimate recognition of a 
person entirely depends upon the Grace of God.   

 توں یلا شے لا امکاؿ و تاں کہتر کمتر احقر ادنیٰ نہ

―Otherwise, you are the least, inferior, meanest and 
ordinary bereft of reality and devoid of possibility.‖ 

A person who fails to be worthy of recognition by his 
friend is then brought down to the lowest of the low. He 
becomes bereft of reality and devoid of any possibility of 
development. He is reduced to a thing of no use. 
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Kafi-133 

 )پانواں یڑ(پانواں  یںگانے گہنے کینو ںوے میا ڈوں یسپَردگیا  ریا میڈا

―My beloved has gone to a foreign land. Why should 
I wear jewellery and for whom should I ornament 
myself.‖ 

The transcendence of her beloved does not inspire her to 
beautify herself. 

 لانواں) یڑ(لانواں  گکوں ا یبوڈ ڑاںجاتے مانگھ ا ھساڑاں سیند

―I burn my hair parting line of head and make it 
uneven (widowhood symbolising extreme suffering). I 
commit the braid of my hair to fire.‖ 

She becomes desperate in facing the intricacies of love. 

ھ کجلا بن سرخیا

 

ت ب
 نبھاواں) یڑ( نبھاواں نگسا سولیں ںیامیند ں

―I cast away collyrium and do away with rouge and 
henna. Now, I have to bear afflictions.‖ 

She is not in a mood to add colours to her, while bearing 
the brunt of separation and disunion. 

 

 

ڑ
چ 
س

 ولاواں) یڑ(ولاواں  ینو ڈینہاں داںیارات کراں فر ی

―I beseech in the evening and tune wailings in the 
day.‖ 

She suffers to the core of her being in missing her 
beloved. 

  یکھ دڈ ککڑے کنڈڑے فرش وچھا کر

س

 

 
ب

 ھ
چ
 سہاواں) یڑ( سہاواں  
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―I make gravel (small pieces of stone) and thorns as 
my beddings. I ornament my nuptial bed with 
sufferings.‖ 

Her plight can be gauged from the fact that even her 
resting place makes her so restless. 

 
ہ 
مل

  ملک 
ی
 آواں) یڑ(آواں   ڈوںرو رو سندھ  وٹِھڑؾ ہے ہے نہ ر 

―Alas, there has been no rain in the city of Malheer. 
Now, I am coming towards Sindh, while crying.‖ 

She moves pitiably from one place to another in search of 
her transcendent beloved. 

ن
 
ی

ن

 ی
 ھی
ٹ

 بھانواں) یڑ(موؽ نہ بھاواں   یاَمڑ ییرتھئے سبھ و یرو 

―My sisters and brothers all have become my 
adversaries. My mother also does not tolerate me 
even for a moment.‖ 

One of the most glaring indications of love is that the 
nearest and the dearest ones become one‘s adversaries. She 
loses her communication even with the most intimate ones. 
Isn‘t the blocking of these channels a prerequisite to the 
opening of channels of communication with one‘s beloved? 

ت روو ہمیشہ یدفر ریاجھوں با
َ
 کھاواں) یڑ( کھاواں  اں غمر

―Farid! I always pour the tears of blood and bear the 
fruits of sorrow without my friend.‖ 

His separation and disunion from his beloved is not an 
ordinary happening but is a traumatic experience. Isn‘t the 
intensity of trauma that transforms his inner being and 
perfects him for attaining unison with his beloved?   
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Kafi-134 

 ؿیماا ینا دڈعشق اسا مانع نہ تھی ناصح ناہی

―My adviser and counsellor do not stop me from it. 
Love is the way of our tradition.‖ 

He goes beyond the religious advice and counselling in 
committing himself to the tradition of love. Religiosity is 
condemned to play safe. It takes no risks. It has no inkling of 
the game of love. It has no strength to traverse the intricate 
path of love rampant with pains, adversities and sufferings. It 
deprives its votaries from the inward infinite space and 
compels them to live in an outward finite space leading to 
problems of religious maladjustments. Its denial of the inward 
inflates the outward. It romanticises fear and keeps its 
votaries chained to the external and the apparent. It believes 
in the transcendent God bereft of immanence. It is happy in 
placing Him in the Heavens and following His 
Commandments on the earth. And in attempting to follow 
His Commandments, its votaries start following their own 
vain desires. It leads to dogmatism, ritualism and 
sectarianism. Religious behaviour becomes constricted and 
elements of hatred, hypocrisy and militancy start creeping in. 
The denial of the spiritual dimension of religion is denial of 
the essence of religion. It tantamount to rejecting the Signs of 
God without encompassing them with knowledge says the 
Qur‘an. The denial of spirituality veils ‗the infinite depths of 
one‘s being or consciousness.‘ The ‗Universal Man‘ is reduced 
to a mere embodied self. Religiosity becomes instrumental in 
the spiritual fall of man. It has no real understanding of 
tawhid or unity of God. It does not understand the 
simultaneity of God‘s transcendence and immanence. It 
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denies the Omnipresence of God and that‘s why it is damned 
to see polytheism, idolatry and infidelity everywhere. It falsely 
accuses the Unitarians of placing divinity beside Allah. It has 
no notion of saint reverence, which it falsely equates with 
saint worship. It stifles religious creativity by stamping its 
own ignorance on rightful innovations in religion. Religiosity 
in its zeal to weed out certain foreign elements creeping in its 
beliefs and practices blows them out of proportion and dupes 
its votaries in believing the necessity of its pseudo claims. 
These exercises in self-deception are spiritually so ruinous. 
They strike at the very roots of religion. Religiosity 
degenerates in projecting worship of its self-created idols 
without any pang of conscience. It finally ends up in 
misconceiving the ‗Signs of God.‘ It is the gnosis of love, 
which can rid the modern man from ‗learned ignorance‘ and 
the philosophies of hatred. Religion can only be handled with 
love. 

 کنزاً عشق 

ن 

ُ
 پہلوں حب خود ذات کوں آہی گواہیک

 جمل جہاؿ سانگے تھیا جیں

 ―‗Hidden Treasure‘ testifies love itself. Originally, the 
Essence inspired itself with love. It caused the entire 
universe.‖ 

‗Hidden Treasure‘ manifested the forms of the world and 
appeared to the Essence itself in these forms. The entire 
worlds or the cosmic manifestation is understandable by the 
reality of Love. Divine love causes the ontological movement 
by virtue of which the world comes into existence from the 
state of non-existence.  ‗Hidden Treasure‘ refer to the holy 
tradition wherein the Divine Essence loved to be known. ‗I 
was a hidden treasure and I desired (ahabatu, loved‘) to be 
known Accordingly, I created the creatures and thereby made 
Myself known to them. And they did come to know Me‘. 
This tradition is fundamental in accounting for the original 
emergence of the principle of differentiation within the 
Reality. Self-Consciousness is the primordial and fundamental 
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polarization within the Absolute. The otherness is not 
absolute for in case of divine Self-Consciousness the principle 
of otherness is essentially for Self-realization.  

 عشق ہے رہبر راہ فقر دا پرؾ نگر دا یعشق ہے ہاد

ووں حاصل ہے عرفاؿ
ق

 

س
 ع

 ―Love is the guide to the city of affection. Love 
steers the way to ontological nothingness. Love leads 
to the realisation of gnosis.‖ 

‗Love of God is legitimate for the Divine Essence assumes 
the form of the personal Divinity, which in reference to man 
is a human aspect and in the soul of man there is an affective 
element which makes this relationship possible.‘ Love makes 
him attain full consciousness of his ontological nothingness 
and ultimately unites him with his beloved. Love leads to the 
identity of knowledge and being.  The realisation of gnosis 
takes place at the hands of love.  

  ید ؽماؽ عیا

 

ھت
گ

ھ 

 

ت ب
 یعار توں تھی عقبی دنیا یریا

 ہے ساماؿ بے سامانی

 ―Cast aside the attachment with wealth and family. 
Be devoid of this world and the world hereafter. 
Poverty is richness.‖ 

He has no attachment with wealth and family. He has no 
craving to possess anything of this world or the next one. His 
void is his plenitude. His ontological nothingness mirrors 
Reality itself. He realises union with his beloved. 

ا مذہب دا
َ
 لب ہے سارے اَرث عرب دا مذہب مشرب ل

 قرآؿ یثشاہد درس حد

 ―The religious tradition of ‗negation‘ (in the 
connotative sense and not in the denotative one for 
there is nothing except Reality) is the kernel of the 
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entire Arab heritage. It is evident in the teachings, 
Hadith and the Qur‘an.‖ 

The kernel of the entire Arab heritage, imbibed in the 
Islamic tradition, pertains to the negation (la) of any reality 
for there is no reality except the Reality. It is in the 
explication of Islamic Shahadah that one can clearly decipher 
the metaphysical message of tawhid. It provides a key to 
unlock the treasure of two assertions pertaining to the 
Absolute and the relative. The first Shahadah by virtue of 
transcendence (tanzih) and the second Shahadah by virtue of 
immanence (tashbih) conveys the metaphysical message of 
tawhid. The Shahadah becomes the doctrinal basis and the 
most perfect expression of Oneness of Being (wahdat al-
wujud). 

 
سِ

 غیر

 

ھ خلت سَ
ک

 رکھ ملت ید ابن العربی علت ید 

 فخر جہاؿ ہنےسو آکھیم

 ―Learn the lesson of unity and leave craving of 
otherness.  Be in the tracks of Ibn‘ Arabi. The 
majestic Fakhr Jehan advises so.‖ 

His spiritual master advises him to learn the lesson of 
uniting with the beloved. He has to cease craving of 
otherness. He has to remain in the tracks of Ibn‘ Arabi, who 
teaches the doctrine of Oneness of Being (wahdat al wujud). 

 صالح طالح مومن کافر ذاکر غافل شاغل ناسی

ور قد
ُ

ن

 دا شاؿ یمسَ  ہے ن

 ―All is the Splendour of the Primordial Light 
(manifest) in the unmindful and the devotee, the 
neglectful and the attentive, the virtuous and the 
vicious and the faithful and the infidel.‖ 

The Primordial Light manifests in different forms. The 
distinction between light and darkness, true and false, 
beautiful and ugly, good and evil, perfect and imperfect and 
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so on arises in the process of manifestation. The negativities 
or privations pass through certain cosmic cycles and 
ultimately return to their source. Religiosity erroneously 
considers them as absolute whereas spirituality rightfully 
understands them in their relative context. Isn‘t everything 
sacred at its roots? 

 موہے یدے اولے دِلڑ میم اوہے ِدہے احمد اَحد اوہی

 ہر آؿ رکھیں یدفر ؿدھیا

 ―He is Ahad. He is Ahmad. He captivates the heart 
by being manifestly hidden (remaining immanent and 
transcendent) in the form of Meem (Muhammad).  
Farid! Keep constant watchfulness (about this Divine 
disclosure).‖ 

The doctrine of the Logos considers Ahmad as the first 
self-determination of the Absolute. It is by virtue of the 
principle of Ahmad that the undifferentiated Reality (al-
ahadiyah) assumed differentiated form (al-wahidiyah).  It is at 
this stage that ‗the Essence at the level of Unity determined 
itself before any other forms of self-determination.‘ The 
Prophet realized the permanent and actual synthesis of all 
states of Being. The Reality captivates the ‗heart‘ hidden in 
the form of Muhammad. Islamic Shahadah enlightens us in 
understanding this fact by virtue of discernment and 
integration. The first Shahadah point toward discernment 
whereas the second establishes integration.  
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Kafi-135 

 

ن

ہ ہی  ی

ن

ب
ھ وے میا ؿکار یملا 

سِک
 ںوے میاڈکھ  وڑےڈپئے پلڑے  ں

―I initiated love for the sake of attaining peace, my 
master. Multiple sufferings have fallen to my lot, my 
master.‖ 

He contracts love for the sake of peace but multiple 
sufferings fall to his lot. He suffers at the hands of the world. 
He has to undergo pangs of separation and disunion. His 
perception of love changes with the passage of time. His 
theory of love does not hold ground in practice. It is 
dynamism of love, which makes him understand the 
dimensions of the beloved.‖ 

 یشوکت صولت د نہ شاہی یدولت د نہ خواہش دنیا

 ںبوکھ وے میا ید اریدہے ہک د
 ―I have no wish of worldliness, suzerainty of power 
or regal status. I have only hunger of witnessing my 
beloved, my master.‖ 

He has no wish of worldly pomp and show. He only 
desires the vision of his beloved. Religiosity takes pride in 
sermonising its votaries to abolish the love of worldly things 
and concentrate on God but it meets with a limited success. 
Spirituality just does the opposite with unlimited success.  It 
provides a glimpse of the beloved to ignite love in the heart 
of the lover and then the wish of worldly things just withers 
away from his mind. Sufi doctrinal sittings are catalyst of 
inward transformations. 

 یاخشک جواب سلاؾ آ نہ یاآ ؾپیغا قاصد نہ نہ

ُ  گئی
ج 
ُ گذر عمر 

ج 
ھ 
ک

ھ وے میا
ک

 ں
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 ―There has been neither messenger nor message. I 
have not received any cold response, too. My life has 
been spent rotting in suffering, my master.‖ 

He encounters the most agonising moments of love when 
he does not receive any form of message or any indication of 
his beloved. He does not get even a curt reply, which could 
have signified a connection though poised negatively. It 
makes his life rot in suffering. 

 یذر چننگ نگےوا یروڑ پئی یدرد اندوہ بھر یوچ دِلڑ

 ؾ تتی

 

 سَ

 

ِ

ن

 ںدکھ دکھ وے میا پ

 ―My life is full of pain and grief. It is like a spark that 
flames a heap of litter. I am the inept one being 
consumed in fire, my master.‖ 

He faces pain and grief in being separated from his 
beloved. The spark of love consumes him little by little like a 
heap of litter that catches fire with a spark. 

 دؽ  یلا دھاڈ ساں میںڈخبر  کہیں

 

 

ن

   یس

 

 

ن

  یمُ

ن 

 یھ لا دمُ

 ںوے میاڈکھ  ییندں ولھوگا تھولی

 ―How should I narrate the state of my ups and 
downs? My heart is damned and ravished ever since 
the primordial day. It suffers even on account of a 
petty matter, my master.‖ 

His heart bears intense sufferings since the primordial day 
to the extent that now even a petty matter becomes a source 
of suffering for it. 

   پوشاک ہے  اساں وے ملک دے میر عشق ںہیو

 

 اساںلیر ک

 

 
 

ُ  یہے بستر ک

ن

 ں وے میان

 ―We are notables of the city of love. Our royal dress 
is made of countless patches. Our sleeping mat is 
worn out that has been made by the leaves of palm 
dates, my master.‖ 
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The notables of the city of love wear a royal dress made of 
countless patches. These patches symbolise appearance 
(multiplicity) beneath, which lies Reality (unity). His sleeping 
mat made of palm date leaves, symbolises his constant 
thriving to concentrate on his beloved without forgetfulness. 

 وسِرے نقش پتھر دا ہے ںکیو علم ہنر دا ہے کھٹیا یہوا

ھ وے میا ہنےسو
ک
ُ
م
 دا 

ن

 

 ںخاؿ پ

 ―It is the only earning of our knowledge and art. 
Why should I forget the face of my beloved Khan 
Punnal? It is a line carved in stone, my master?‖ 

She considers knowledge and its realisation as her only 
treasure since it does not make her oblivious of the reality of 
her beloved, which is permanent and unaffected by the 
vicissitudes of time.  

  یلا د ہے چھوٹیں

 

ڑ
ھ

 

کُب

  ید بروچلہتھوں ناز  یدؽ 

 

ڑ
ھ

 

ب
ُ
م

 ی

―My heart was butchered (crushed) ever since 
childhood. It has become more miserable in the 
hands of my prideful beloved. I have yet to give it any 
peace, my master.‖ 

She remembers the primordial ravishing of her heart. It 
becomes more miserable when the beloved does not respond 
to her because of his being prideful. Her heart has not been 
in a state of peace ever since it contracted love. 

 دے وات جیاں کھاڈسخت  یاآ گیاتھل مارو دے وچ رو 

ھ وے میا تتی یتتلے ر
لکُ
 ںاوتوں 

 ―He has left me wretched in the deadly desert. My 
heart has been gripped by terrible sufferings. There is 
burning sand beneath me and the hot wind blows 
above me, my master.‖ 
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She finds herself stranded in the deadly desert of life. Her 
heart experiences terrible sufferings. She faces severe 
adversities of life.  

ہ ہت  ڈ جیں

ن

ب
ٹھن ریاتوں  یدفر 

ُ
 رو رو کٹ کٹ پیٹ ر

 

ِ
 
  پ

ن

ن

ھ

 

ب
ُ
م

 

ھ وے میاگ  مک سینے یمار
کُک
 ںک 

 ―Farid! I have been mourning and crying ever since 
my friend snapped ties of communication with me.  I 
have beaten my chest and boxed my ribs, my master.‖ 

He fiercely suffers at distancing of his beloved. He is at a 
loss to understand the reason of his beloved snapping 
friendly ties with him. 
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Kafi-136 

ا ںیادے رہند وچ روہی  

 

 
 ںنازک نازو ج

―The tender, sublime and stout maids dwell in the 
desert.‖ 

The desert maids symbolise tender, sublime and stout 
possibilities dwelling within the human self.  

 ںولوڑؿ مٹیا ںینہاڈ دے کرؿ شکار دلیں راتیں

―They hunt hearts at night (contemplation) and in the 
morning, churn their vessels (action).‖ 

The possibilities in the process of their realisation, lead to 
the integration of contemplation and action so beautifully 
brought forth in the Qur‘anic verses of Surah Muzzamil. 

 
 
ج
گ

 

 

ڑ
ھ

  ںیاسے سے دلڑ یچلاوؿ کار ے تیر

 

 ھی
ٹ

 ااںی  

―They hit hard the arrows of mystery. They pierce 
countless hearts.‖ 

The mysterious possibilities of love are actualised by 
ravishing countless hearts.   

 ںھن نہ پٹیابدہے ہے  کر کر درد منداں کوں زخمی

―They inflict wounds on the compassionate souls. 
Oh! Oh! They do not even bandage them.‖ 

The compassionate ones are susceptible to love. They are 
wounded by love without being bandaged by their beloveds. 

  ئیںگا ںیابکر اںبھید ؿچھیڑ

ل

 
ی
ے
ل
 ںگابے کٹیا 
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―They graze sheep, goats, cows, lambs, calves and 
young buffaloes.‖ 

Love makes possible the grazing (realisation) of different 
possibilities of the self in the vicissitudes of life. 

و مسافر پھاتھے مسکین کئی

 

 
ِ

 ںترٹیا نےچوڑ ک

―They have trapped many a lowly travellers. They 
have ruined their lives.‖ 

Love has waylaid many a modest lowly travellers and 
slaughtered them at the s of their beloveds.  

 ںسٹیا ںائیاڈفخر و سےتھیو دار فقیر دھوئیں

―We have become the meditative mystics. We have 
discarded self- conceitedness.‖ 

He meditates on his own ontological nothingness by 
ceasing to be self-conceited, which arises due to the illusory 
notion of separate selfhood. The union with the beloved is 
attained by fostering mutual selfhood. A man devoid of love 
remains estranged from the higher possibilities of his self and 
is captivated in ‗the narrow circuits of his individuality.‘ He is 
condemned to live on the psychic plane, which stultifies 
development of his personality. The loss of his personality 
correspondingly gives birth to his ‗ego‘ and makes him self-
conceited. He loses the taste of real freedom. His apparent 
freedom turns into bondage. The crisis of the modern man is 
the loss of his capacity and strength to love. 

 ے دردے ںہیو

 
 

ُ
 ںکٹیا گل ںبرہوں پیا دلبر دے ک

―We are dogs at the doorsteps of our beloved and 
around our neck is the collar (chain) of love.‖ 

He considers himself as canine at the doorstep of his 
beloved in all humility. His commitment to love impregnated 
with his belongingness to the beloved is symbolised by the 
collar of love around his neck. The modern man has lost the 
sense of belongingness due to the loss of spiritual love. It 
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leads to alienation, depersonalisation and dehumanisation. 
One of the greatest miracles of love is that it blesses the lover 
with a sense of belongingness to the beloved, which is greater 
than the treasures of the world. It is the sense of 
belongingness, which makes him face testing situations of life 
with sincerity, courage and hope. It gives a higher meaning to 
his life. A person who does not belong to God does not 
belong to himself. 

  جاَ  ہمیشہ یدمز ید فرنجھمو
کل
 ںگھٹیا ںخوشیا ھ

―Farid! Anguish is constantly on the increase. These 
days‘ joys have decreased.‖ 

He passes through different states of union and disunion. 
The state of disunion makes him experience increasing 
anguish and decreasing happiness.  
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Kafi-137 

 ھ صباحیں ںیسوو
چ

ن

سب

 جائیں 

ن

ن

س
ہ 

 خالی ر

―We will go from here in the morning or evening. 
The dwellings will be deserted.‖ 

The self (nafs) infused with the Spirit (Ruh) will go to its 
eternal abode by leaving bodily dwellings in the terrestrial 
world.    

 

ھ
ی ک

لقاائیں ابُھے سردے یسیپرد ی

ن

 دو دؿ دے ج

―We are birds of the north coming from distant lands. 
We are thirsty of two days hospitality.‖ 

The self coming from the celestial world thirsts hospitality 
of embodiment for a brief period in order to realise higher 
possibilities of existence.   

  یاپرا یسد نہملک یگا
 ھ
چ

 کوڑ بنائیں ااںی  کو

―It is an estranged country and an alien land. All 
foundations are false and ugly.‖ 

The self find the body estranged and alienated with false 
and ugly demeanour. But it is solely through the medium of 
the body that the self has to accomplish the task of winning 
immortality. The base metal has to be turned into gold.  

 درد سنائیں ںکینو سنگتی نہ کوئی ساتھی نہ کوئی

―I have neither any companion nor any friend to 
whom I could narrate the tale of my pain.‖ 
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He finds no companion or friend to share his pain of 
separation and disunion from his beloved. He has to carry the 
cross of love himself. 

مقسمت سانگے 

ھ

 

ٹ

 آندا کوؿ اتھائیں اے دھرتی ڈ

―I have seen the terrestrial world by dint of fortune.  
Who would have come here otherwise?‖ 

The birth in the terrestrial world is not a misfortune but a 
great blessing of Divine Mercy. Symbolically speaking, the 
self gets embodied by primordial fortune. How could love be 
realised otherwise?  

بیا روانہ تھیم ڈوں نگر حسن
َ
 توڑ پچائیں ر

―I have started towards the City of Beauty. My 
Sustainer! Make me reach my destination.‖ 

The self embarks on the path of realising the Self (the 
beautiful beloved). He beseeches His Sustainer to fructify his 
efforts of realisation.   

 ڈھوؽ ملائیں یاوچِھڑ اللہ سائیں دعائیں منگاں

―I pray to God, my benefactor, to unite me with my 
parted beloved.‖ 

He prays to God to transform his disunion in unison with 
his primordial beloved. 

  ڈکھ ڈتڑے ںبہو یدعشق فر
 ھ
َج
ٹ 

 
ّ
 بِرہوں بلائیں ااںی 

―Farid! Love has given me great sufferings. The 
calamities of love keep track of me.‖ 

He is tracked by the calamities of love that instil great 
sufferings on him. 
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Kafi-138 

 کیند وڈ وؽ کیچ یںیندو

ن

 

 ؿکا ےپ

―My Punnal! You are going to Ketch for whom?‖ 

She tries to delve on the mystery of her beloved‘s 
transcendence. 

 
ج 
  
ی
د 

ن

 ما یںی
ِ
ؽ مِ
َ
 ؿہاشہر بھنبھور سیو ںنوسانوؽ ر

―My beloved! Let us both enjoy our lives living in 
Bhambore and Sauhaan.‖ 

She wants to enjoy immanence of her beloved. 

 ؿدؽ دا ما یڈکھڑ جیوؿ جوگا ساڈی توں ہیں

―You are worthy of life. You are the honour of my 
suffering heart.‖ 

She considers her beloved as the very worthiness of her 
life. It is honour for her heart to suffer for his sake. 

 ؿؿِ جگر وچ کاجا یولا جانی یناز و ادا د

―My beloved! You have shot the arrows of your 
stylish pride in my being.‖ 

She reminisces the moment when her beloved with stylish 
pride captivated her in the snare of love. 

  یامَڑ یںجمد یتڑڈ

 
 

  یک

 
 
ُ

 ڈکھ ڈاؿ یغم گ

―My poor mother gave me mouthful of sorrow and a 
doze of suffering at the time of my birth.‖ 

She recounts her primordial commitment to love 
impregnated with sufferings. 
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  موئیں جگ اوں جگ یںا
ج 
  
ی
د 

ن

 ؿنہ جا ؿجا یڑ%ہاں  یںی

―You may realise it or not but I belong to you in this 
world and in the next one and in the state of life and 
death.‖ 

She reiterates her unconditional love and absolute 
belongingness with her beloved beyond the vagaries of time. 
It is an all weather friendship.  

  ریا ؿنوگاتوں بن 

ھ

 

ب
ُ
م

 ؿدے وا تتی ینو دے ی

―My friend! The songs of the hapless and the inept 
one are tunes of wailing without you.‖ 

She expresses the intensity of her suffering without her 
beloved. One can imagine her plight whose songs turn into 
wailing tunes in disunion from her beloved. 

ہ ہت  ڈجے 

ن

ب
 و 

 

ِ
 ے م

 

ڑ
 ھل
ٹ

 ے ی

 

ڑ
 ھل
ٹ

 ؿہے مشہور اکھا 

―It is a famous proverb that if the days are good then 
one‘s friends are also good.‖ 

She takes light from a famous proverb and thinks that her 
days are not good otherwise she would have found a friend 
who would have been highly responsive. 

 اؿڈسوؽ ومارؾ  پاوے ںدرد موٹھا چک چونڈھیا

―The hapless pain cuts and bites me. It hammers me 
with afflictions.‖ 

She is crushed by the pain of separation from her friend. 

ِ   لیلیٰ
 

 ؿگھا ہیں گئےسے لڑھ  زلیخا مجنوں ہ

―Layla, Majnun, Heer, Zulaikha and countless others 
have drowned in the whirlpool (of sufferings).‖ 

She takes solace in the fact that it is not only she who 
suffers in love but there have been many before her who 
remained drowned in the whirlpools of sufferings. The story 
of Yousaf and Zulaikha has been told and narrated at 
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different times with different meanings. The strange case of 
Zulaikha and the sufferings, which she had to undergo for the 
sake of Yousaf, manifests the tremendous might of love. Her 
whole life since she met Yousaf was a tale of suffering. Her 
mention with Layla, Majnun and Heer brings out a spiritual 
dimension of her love beyond the ken of religiosity. 
Religiosity is not concerned with love and thereby rests 
content with moral dimension of her choice. It cannot 
unravel the mystery of her love. Zulaikha‘s essential faltering 
or existential sinfulness consists in attempting to possess the 
freedom of her beloved as an object, and as a consequence in 
reducing her own self to an object. There can be neither 
union of subject and object nor union of objects. It can only 
be union of subjects in consonance with the ultimate nature 
of things. Her faltering notwithstanding, her essential quest of 
love remains sanctified. Love itself is beyond good and evil. 
The expression of love can be misdirected but not love as 
such. This is precisely the reason that she continues to occupy 
an ambivalent place in the cultural consciousness of people. 
Zulaikha has come to symbolise a spiritual opening beneath 
the labyrinth of psychic love impregnated with symbiotic 
attachments.  

 ؿترا ےکیند ےجیو یانبھا یدفر ریاجھوں با

―How can Farid, the unacceptable one, live without 
the support of his friend?‖ 

He finds himself out of place with everyone and realises 
that he cannot live without the support of his friend.  Aren‘t 
the push factors instrumental in drawing him nigh with his 
beloved? 
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Kafi-139 

 ہے جاہر 

ن

ُ
 

 سنجاؿسمجھ  صوفی حسن پ

―Primordial Beauty is present everywhere. Sufi! 
Understand it by witnessing.‖ 

The beautiful beloved is omnipresent. Sufi understands it 
by witnessing Him in all forms. He is transcendent and 
immanent in every form in simultaneity. His Omnipresence 
does not negate his transcendence but affirms it.  

ْلیَسْکََیثلہْص ئًْ
 جاؿسَ  شے اس نوں 

―There is no thing resembling Him. Know Him as 
All-Reality.‖ 

There is no thing, which could resemble Him. He is ‗the 
Metaphysical Whole.‘ There is no thing outside it. There is no 
thing to be denoted as such. Things have only a connotative 
meaning. The question of resemblance does not arise. The 
very attempt of religiosity to compare Him with things and 
then declare Him as Incomparable is missing the whole point. 
He is Incomparable because there is no thing to be compared 
with Him. ‗God is, and no thing is with Him‘ says the 
Prophet. He is the All-Reality. 

ْیبَقٰیْوَجہءْرَبیک
 فاؿ کل شے باقی

―The Face of your Sustainer endures. Remaining all 
things perish.‖ 

The reality of the Sustainer is changeless amidst change. 
The cosmos is being re-created every moment. Everything is 
perpetually perishing. It is in the state of ‗He/not He.‘ The 
moment it is and at the same moment it is not. It is the 
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recurrence of theophanies that the mind provisionally carves 
as things. The perception of stability of things is an illusion. 
The ontological descent of theophanies and their ontological 
ascent is so quick that the mind fails to grasp it. 

ویْاللہ ْسی ْلَاْیَحتاج 
 ہے فقر دا شاؿ

―There is no dependence on any thing except Allah. 
It is the majesty of ontological nothingness.‖ 

All things depend upon Him for their sustenance. He is 
‗Al-Ghani‘ and the whole creation is ‗faqir‘ says the Qur‘an.  
The majesty of ontological nothingness consists in realising 
that there is no dependence on anything except Allah. No 
one has self-subsistent reality or independent qualities. His 
existence or qualities are completely derived from God and 
are dependent upon Him. It is Allah, who in His Infinite 
Wisdom manifests Himself in different forms. No medium 
has any quality of its own because it has nothing of its own. 
The question of depending upon any one thus does not arise. 
How could one depend on anything else when there is 
nothing except Allah?   

ویْاللہ ْسی ودح ْلَاْمَوج 
 ؿیماا ینا دڈسا

―Nothing exists except Allah. It is the way of our 
tradition.‖ 

It is the way of our tradition that there is no reality except 
the Reality and the cosmos including Man is the 
manifestation of the Reality. There is nothing beside Allah. 
Philosophical pantheism errs in understanding the 
metaphysical truth enshrined in the doctrine of Oneness of 
Being (wahdat al wujud). ‗The Indivisible One-And-Only‘ is 
‗the One- and –All.‘ 

 ہر آؿ رکھیں ؿدھیا طلبا جھوں بیوباحق 

―All is ephemeral except the Reality. Do keep 
constant watchfulness.‖ 
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One has to remain constantly watchful of the metaphysical 
truth that everything is unreal and ephemeral in Face of the 
Most Real. One has to concentrate, for example, on Reality, 
Truth, Beauty, Love, Perfection, Light, Freedom, Goodness, 
and Knowledge as against unreality, falsehood, ugliness, 
hatred, imperfection, darkness, bondage, evil and ignorance, 
respectively. The privations or negativities are born in the 
process of manifestation and through a system of cosmic 
cycles return to the source. All things come from Allah and 
return to Him says the Qur‘an. It is a perpetual homecoming. 
The friends of God, however, caution humanity to remain 
fully concentrated on the Reality by saving itself from the 
snares of unreality and the ephemeral. 

 بے عرفاؿ شک  بے  ہے حاجب یدؔعلم فر

―Farid! Knowledge is veiled. It is undoubtedly bereft 
of gnosis.‖ 

There are different levels of knowledge corresponding to 
different levels of Reality. The modern man commits the 
Delimitation Fallacy in delimiting these levels and then 
subsequently denying them. The levels he declares as 
legitimate are further delimited by the delimitation of his own 
mental set-up. If one fails to perceive the ‗permanent 
essences of things,‘ ‗the transparency of the phenomena‘ and 
‗the ultimate nature of things‘ then doubtlessly his knowledge 
is veiled. A piece of knowledge bereft of gnosis cannot be 
called knowledge. The traditional concept of knowledge 
demonstrates the identity of knowing and being. How could 
humanity survive if it labels ignorance as knowledge?  
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Kafi-140 

 د جاہر 

ن

 

 یقین جاؿعاشق  یذات پ

―There is omnipresence of my beloved‘s essence. 
Lovers! Know it with certainty.‖ 

Love gains realised knowledge with absolute certitude. He 
witnesses the essence of his beloved in all forms. 

 اسماؿ  زمین   کیا دا جلوہ ریاہر صورت وچ 

―My friend‘s manifestation is in each form. What to 
talk of the heavens and the earth.‖ 

The friend is manifest in all forms. He is manifest not only 
in the cosmos but in everything. 

  یااحمد آ بناحد ہا 
ہ 

 مو

ی 

  چین س
ج 
م

 
 
ی

 

ن

 ن

―Ahad emerged in the form of Ahmad. He has 
captivated China and other parts of the world.‖ 

The undifferentiated Reality emerged in the form of the 
differentiated one by virtue of the transcendent principle of 
Ahmad. The immanent principle of Ahmad in the form of 
Muhammad has captivating influence on different parts of 
the world. 

 مسکین بنےآپ  حاکم ہو کر حکم چلاوے

―He is the Sovereign, who issues the decrees. He 
himself becomes lowly (assumes the form of 
petitioner).‖ 

He assumes the form of the Sovereign who issues decrees. 
But at the same time He assumes the form of the lowly one 
subjected to these decrees.  Religiosity cannot understand any 
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aspect of His manifestation since it believes in the delimited 
God established on throne. The Reality keeps its 
transcendence intact while being immanent in forms. It 
cannot be defiled in any form. 

 ئے بینبجاآپ  وعظ نصیحت بہہآپ کرے 

―He himself delivers traditional and moral discourses 
in doctrinal sittings. He himself plays the flute.‖ 

He assumes serious forms of conducting doctrinal sittings.  
He assumes different playful forms like playing the flute. 
How could any form exist bereft of His manifestation or 
devoid of His presence? One has to metaphysically 
understand that every form implies a respective formlessness. 

ھ کین دا میلا ریاتوں  جے چاہیں

 

ت ب
 کاوڑ 

 

 سَ

―If you want to have a contact with your beloved, 
then discard hardness and throw away malice.‖ 

The state of anger, fury or rage arises due to hardness of 
heart. A few of the impurities of the heart consist in having 
malice:  an intention ‗to cause pain, injury or distress to 
another.‘ It is harbouring grudge against others. A person 
who wants to befriend God must achieve calmness and purity 
of heart. The moral and psychological aspects 
notwithstanding, the spiritual virtues and vices have deeper 
spiritual meanings. Religiosity has no deeper understanding of 
spiritual virtues or methods of curing spiritual vices. It 
constricts things in their religious and moral contexts. The 
friend of God knows the secret of meeting God, so he delves 
on the avoidance of anger and malice in order to have a living 
contact with God. A person who avoids these spiritual vices 
brings calmness in his life and that of others. It leads to the 
expansion of his self and it is somewhere in the expansion of 
his self that he meets God.  

 ینا دڈعشق اسا ؤسناخبر  جازاہد کوں 
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―Go and convey the message to the ascetic that love 
is our religion.‖ 

The devout remains devoted to religious obligations and 
piety. He remains tied to the external aspects of religion. The 
Sufi lives in inwardness and considers love as his religion.  

 ینساجن سمجھ قر مغاں ہک رمز سجھائی پیر

―The cup bearer has made us realise an intricacy of 
understanding the beloved as absolutely near.‖ 

The cup-bearer makes him realise the intricacy of 
understanding the nearness of his beloved. It is the dawning 
realisation of his nearness that makes it possible for him to 
unite with his beloved with a relative ease.   

 ہر حین جاگہہر  دؾ تھوں ہک ریا غافل نہ تھی

―Don‘t be oblivious of your friend for an instant at 
any place or moment.‖ 

The lover has never to fall in oblivion of his friend at any 
place even for a moment. It is the spiritual lesson of constant 
remembrance of God. Always remembering God through 
one‘s mind and heart with all that it implies is the royal road 
to the beloved. 

  لٹن ید یددؽ فر
ک
  
ی
ے

 

ت
 ینالد فخر   بنیا 

―He has assumed the form of Fakhr-ud-Din in order 
to loot the heart of Farid.‖ 

The Reality or God assumes the form of his spiritual 
master and wins him through him. World Spirituality unites in 
paying reverence to the spiritual master. Any irreverence to 
him is discourtesy to God. A man who has a spiritual master 
has surely God on his side.  
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Kafi-141 

وو راز 
ک
ِ
ہ 

م

ھ

 

ٹ

 ہکا رمز لدھم ہر چاؽ کنوں ؽ کنوںگاہر  ڈ

―I have unravelled an essential secret in each 
discourse. I have found an essential clue in each 
move.‖ 

He realises metaphysically the Reality manifesting in every 
form. 

 ہے یہر صورت من نوں موہند

 ہے  ینوں سوہند ریانسبت  سب

 ہے یہر مورت دؽ نوں کوہند

 حاؽ کنوں ہر قاؽ کنوں ہر

―Any of the forms captivates my inwardness. Any of 
the figures ravishes my heart. All referential befit my 
beloved in each state and in every communication.‖ 

The forms are so charming because each one of them 
occasions transparency of his beloved. Likewise, the figures 
are heart-ravishing. The manifestation of his friend is 
befitting in all mediums. It is befitting in every act and in 
every word. 

ے دلبر تھی
ھ

 

کبِ

 من موہندا ہے 

ے
ھ

 

کبِ

 ربطوں فارغ ہوندا ہے 

ے عاشق ہو کر روندا ہے
ھ

 

کبِ

 

 وباؽ کنوں قید یغم ناز د

―He captivates my heart in the form of beloved at 
times. He resorts to crying in the form of lover at 
times. He gets free from all attachments, sorrows and 
the complex chain of priding at times.‖ 

He assumes the form of the beloved and captivates the 
heart of the lover. He assumes the form of the lover and 
undergoes sufferings of love. But He stays transcendent in 
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immanence and thereby remains free from attachments. It 
makes Him detach from sorrows and the intricacies of pride. 
The metaphysical truth of His transcendence and immanence 
in simultaneity is witnessed by virtue of metaphysical 
realisation. 

 یاناؾ ہو میڈا بدنامی

 یاکاؾ دواؾ ہو پیوؿ رت

 یاغم کھاوؿ شراب مداؾ ہو

 ؽ کنوںجا یسے شرؾ د پیو جھٹ

―Notoriety has been identified with my name. 
Sorrowfulness is my regular drink. My permanent task 
is blood-bearing. I have become free from the sense 
of honour.‖ 

He accepts notoriety in love. He does not bother about his 
own name. He is solely concerned with the Name of his 
beloved, which is identical with Reality. He constantly 
remains in sorrows. He is permanently blood-bearing and 
sacrifices his sense of honour solely for the sake of his 
beloved. 

 ظاہر ہے حسن حقیقی یکھوڈ

ے
ھ

 

کبِ

 ہے کتھے ماہر ہے ناسی 

 باہر ہے اندر ہے کیا کیا

 وصل وصاؽ کنوں پنےا ہناسو

―Witness the manifestation of the essential Beauty in 
the realms of inwardness and outwardness. He is 
forgetful at times and at times is skilful. The Beautiful 
manifests itself (in different mediums).‖ 

The essential Beauty is manifest in the Inward and the 
Outward. The Beautiful manifests Himself in the forms of 
forgetfulness and skilfulness. The simultaneity of 
transcendence and immanence is perceived in every form. 
The Reality remains perfect, by virtue of transcendence, even 
when it manifests itself in imperfect forms as such. The 
Reality or Knowledge itself, for example, remains 
transcendent while manifesting itself in the form of 
forgetfulness. It is the nature and capacity of the receptacle, 
human medium in the instant case, which reflects or deflects 
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theophanies of the Reality. The Reality remains transcendent 
and thereby unaffected by the mediums in which it manifests 
itself (immanence).  If Allah is the Light of Heavens and the 
earth, which He is, then the entire cosmos including Man is 
constitutive of His Light. How could it be otherwise? The 
cosmos demonstrates the immanence of Allah. His 
transcendence consists in simultaneously remaining apart 
from everything in the cosmos. Religiosity neither 
understands the immanence of God nor His transcendence. 
It fails to appreciate that they are simply human ways to 
understand the Divine. It does not understand the relative 
nature of both these terms. To talk of one is to imply the 
other. How could one talk of God‘s transcendence without 
implying His immanence and vice versa? These terms 
complement each other in a certain context of understanding 
God. They have no relevance outside this context. The 
negation of the one is the negation of the other. 

 استاد تھیا یداں عشق فرجڈ

 حضرت دؽ آباد تھیا پر

 سَ  علم و علم برباد تھیا

 وجد کنوں لکھ حاؽ کنوں سو

―Farid! When love becomes the mentor of someone, 
it ravishes all his knowledge and action. But, it 
enlivens his heart with hundreds of spiritual states 
and hundred thousand of ecstasies.‖ 

Love leads to end of knowledge and action, when it 
becomes mentor of someone. The end of knowledge consists 
in the end of theoretical knowledge bound to the subject-
object structure of reality. It is end of veiled knowledge. It 
harbingers heart-knowledge. The end of action consists in the 
end of contingent action bound to the individual realm.  It is 
end of the contingent realm. It harbingers non-action. Love 
blows the breath of life in the deadness of heart resulting in 
countless ecstasies and innumerable spiritual states. The heart 
finally does what the mind fails to do. Heart-knowledge or 
gnosis leads to the identity of knowing and being. He gets 
united with his beloved. What else one wants? 
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Kafi-142 

  گیا سُر سائیں یمدؽ بدلا ہن

 

  
  سائیں ادردوں ج
ُ  

 ج

―My heart has changed its state, my master. Pain has 
made my self so worrisome, my master.‖ 

The heart changes its state from union to disunion with 
self becoming so worrisome. 

 ینےیرے ہن دلگڑ درد دے کنڈڑے سینے

 بھر بھر سائیں

ن

ن

کل

ن

ن

 پئے 

 ―The thorns of pain are in my chest. They have been 
pricked ever since immemorial (primordial) times.  
They are crumbling and finding their way out, my 
master.‖ 

The celestial pricking thorns of pain become more painful 
in finding their outlet in the terrestrial world. 

ہ ہت  ڈ جیں روز سوائے ڈکھڑے

ن

ب
 سدھائے سجن 

 شہر بھنبھوروں ٹر سائیں

 ―My daily sufferings are on the increase ever since 
the day my beloved went to the city of Bhambore, my 
master.‖ 

He remembers his increasing sufferings since the 
transcendence of his beloved. 

 سکھ واٹم یاکھ آڈ ماتم راتیں ںینہاڈ

 دے تھئے پر سائیں ںخوشیا
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 ―I am mourning day and night. The entry of 
suffering has led to the exit of my peace. It is the 
death rites of happiness, my master.‖ 

The separation from the beloved leaves him in a state of 
constant mourning. The sufferings encountered thereof lead 
to the end of peace. Happiness has been cut at its roots. 

  ںرو رو ہٹیا ںاکھیا ،نہ آوے ریا
ھک

 

ٹ

 ااںی  

ہ ہت  ڈ

ن

ب
 پھر پھر سائیں ید راتیں 

 ―My friend has not come and my eyes by dint of 
crying to have become tired and exhausted. They 
involuntary wink day and night (an omen of beloved 
coming), my master.‖ 

He cries in vain for his beloved. His eyes continually wink 
as an omen of friend‘s coming. 

   کپڑے لیر اںیرچمڑا ماس لو

 

 اںک

 تو سے بر سائیںبرہوں ڈ

 ―Now, my skin and flesh have been minced. My 
clothes have been torn to bits. Love has given me 
such courage, my master.‖ 

Courage to love makes him steadfast through mincing of 
his skin and flesh, and tearing of his clothes. He courageously 
faces pain of his self peeling unto nothingness. 

 ا گھر کھاوے  نہ آوے یدصبر فر

 

  
 تاوےج

  یدِلڑ

ک

 

ی 

م

 

ب

 لر سائیں 

 ―Farid! I am at a loss to exercise patience. My house 
haunts me and my self makes me burn. My heart has 
made me crazy, my master.‖ 

The most difficult thing for him is to exercise patience. 
The collapse of his everyday world or his habitual self is 
nothing less than a trauma. Isn‘t patience in adversity that 
ultimately makes him unite with his beloved? 
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Kafi-143 

 بس سائیں یڈلکھ وار اسا یم چس سائیںونجاہن عشق 

―Now, love has made me lose all my fondness, my 
master. I have firmly resolved to end it once for all 
(call it a day), my master.‖ 

She distances herself from the fondness of love by firmly 
resolving to end it once for all. But these firm resolves prove 
to be walls of sand against surging waves of love.  

 واںونجارو رو حاؽ  تڑپھاواں ڈینہاںرات 

 خس سائیں رحم نہ کیتو

 ―I am restless, day and night. I keep crying and 
worsening my condition.  There has not been an iota 
of pity on me, my master.‖ 

She perpetually suffers but her beloved does not take an 
iota of pity on her by granting her vision or union. Isn‘t the 
beloved‘s taking pity on her at such a premature stage 
tantamount to stultifying love?  

ی د  کُرلاواں پئی یکلہڑ
ھ
کَ

اواں یں  
ِ

ن

 عمر ن

 
ِ
  وس سائیںدھاں کراں ب 

 ―I am groaning all alone. I am leading my life by 
raising hue and cry. I implore out of sheer 
helplessness, my master.‖ 

The highest form of loneliness is the loneliness of love. It 
is the solitariness of love with all its sufferings that makes 
union possible. Her sheer helplessness is an occasion of 
Divine help.  
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ن ڈیوؾ ننانے نےمن بھا چاک مہیں
 
ی

ن

 ی
مہ

 

 طعنے مارؾ سس سائیں

 ―The shepherd of the flock is my beloved. My 
sisters-in-law rebuke me. My mother-in-law taunts 
me, my master.‖ 

The beloved shepherds her embodied self so pleasantly as 
against the animosity of her dear and near ones. 

  یملاڈکھ  نندر سبھو

 
 

 یمالڈساتھ  یںس

س سائیںڈ خبر نہ نہ کئی  

 ―My sleep is the root cause of my entire suffering. I 
slept and the caravan went away. There is neither any 
news nor any indication of his whereabouts, my 
master.‖ 

The transcendence of the beloved is a moment of great 
remorse for her. She considers her forgetfulness as the root 
cause of her suffering. Transcendence has no signs. It leaves 
no traces. 

ووں سود نہ
ق

 

س
ع

 یمونجاسارا بھرؾ  یم پا

 سو کس سائیں یلگڑجو 

 ―I have not profited from love. All my respect has 
gone down the drain. All my commitments have 
caused me losses, my master.‖ 

Love leads to loss of honour. Her gains are reduced to 
losses instead of profits.  

 پور پووؿ پل پل دے تھل دے ےپینڈ کھےڈ

 ہتھ رس سائیں ید یںدرد

 ―There are suffering paths of the desert. I am having 
fits at each and every moment.  My reins are in the 
hands of suffering, my master.‖ 
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His reins are in the hands of suffering. It makes him suffer 
in the paths of the desert. His state is worsened by perpetual 
fits.  

 ےکردے سوؽ وہیر ےدرد اندوہ گھنیر

 دؽ کھس سائیں گیوںنس 

 ―There is intensification of my pain and grief. I am 
bearing the onslaught of afflictions. You have just run 
away after grabbing my heart, my master.‖ 

His intensification of pain, grief and affliction increases at 
the transcendence of his immanent beloved.  

 ستا یدغم فر
ُ 
  ڈکھڑا ی

ن

ت
 
ب 

 ا

 

 ر
ہ
 لا 
ُ 
 ی

 بھس سائیں یممونہہ سر پا

 ―Farid! Sorrow has vexed me. I have contracted love 
filled with suffering. I have covered my face and head 
with dust, my master.‖ 

He is vexed with sorrows. He is in a deplorable state.  He 
repents in contracting loved filled with suffering. But is love 
possible without suffering? 
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Kafi-144 

  ہن

ک

 

ی 

م

 

ب

 جنگ سائیں یڈدؽ ناؽ اسا برہوں تنگ سائیں 

―Now, love has vexed me, my master. There is a tug 
of war with my heart, my master.‖ 

He is vexed by the tug of war between his reason and 
heart. Reason demands rationality and has no inkling of the 
intellectual treasures of heart. It remains contented with the 
visible and resists the moves of going beyond the visible into 
the realm of the Invisible.   

  ےیزغمزے سخت او
 ھ
چ

  
ی

 ے

 

 ےکرؿ بکھیڑ ر

 ترس نہ نہ
 
 سنگ سائیں کج

 ―The enticements (of my beloved) are very peculiar, 
brawling and incongruous without any pity or 
hesitation, my master.‖ 

The enticements of the beloved with all their 
characteristics captivate him. They neither have any pity on 
him nor hesitate to ravish his heart. The beloved perfectly 
ensnares him in such a way that that he cannot extricate 
himself from the grip of love.   

  ںمٹھیا ںہٹیا ںلٹیا یلےعشق مر
ھ

 

کب

 ااںی  

 تن من چور چورنگ سائیں
 ―Ravishing love has ransacked me. I am weary, worn 
out and butchered. My body and soul are crushed by 
being targeted of doting, my master.‖ 

Love ravishes his embodied self. It constantly targets his heart.  

 گذرے و

ی

 

ل

 
ھ
 کھدےڈ جُوکھدے پیا جی سکھ دے ے

 تے انگ انگ سائیں رگ رگ
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 ―The times of peace have passed away. My heart is 
burning.  Suffering is rampant in every vein and part 
of my body, my master.‖ 

The intensity of suffering is inimical to peace. The state of 
peace dwindles away once he contracts love. 

 جھرانےجھور  یجھرد پرانےدرد اندوہ 

م دؽ سنگ سائیں ریا

مل

 
 ―My pain and grief have a long history (primordial). 
Worries have made me so worrisome. I have met a 
heartless beloved, my master.‖ 

He remembers his primordial covenant of love, which 
ushered in pain and grief. His life is replete with worries. He 
considers his beloved as heartless, who has brought him to 
such a wretched state. 

 تن لاغر گھنےسوؽ  عشق علامت ظاہر

 رنگ سائیں ساوا پیلا
 ―The signs of love are visible. The intensity of 
afflictions has crippled my body exhibited in greenish 
yellow colour, my master.‖ 

The intensity of love affects his embodied self. The inward 
states of love leave a crippling affect on the body and also 
change its colour into greenish yellow.  

 

ن

ہ ہی  ی

ن

ب
 براتے یدفر ملی اتےڈ نرالی 

 ناموس تے ننگ سائیں گیا
 ―Love is a strange gift. It has been fortuned to Farid. 
It has led to the ending of all my prestige and honour, 
my master.‖ 

Love is a strange gift of fortune, which cuts the roots of 
his worldly prestige and honour. Isn‘t it a great fortune that 
the lover is pushed to the wall and ultimately he finds himself 
in the lap of his beloved?  
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Kafi-145 

   نےہن وطن یگا

ن 

  دیا آنوناں وؽ ن

ک

 

ی 

م

 

ب

 دلدار نیں 

―My beloved has remembered me. Now, I will not 
return towards this alien land.‖ 

She becomes stranger to her world at the call of her 
beloved. She responds with pure earnestness.   

 سااں
سہ
 بار نیں یہجر دا بار کولے رہساں موؽ نہ 

―I will remain near and will never bear the burden of 
disunion.‖ 

She resolves not to bear the burden of disunion but to 
attain metaphysical realisation in order to live permanently 
with her beloved in the state of nonduality. 

 گھر بار نیںگیا  وسر سارا راج بباناں یاوسِر

―All my regal status in my parent‘s house has been 
fallen in oblivion. My entire household has become 
oblivious to me.‖ 

Love makes her oblivious of her parental and household 
ties. She has sole ties with her beloved.   

  ںبھانڑ من لسیا
 ھ

ب

ن

ت

  مانڑ 
ی

 ،نیں ریاگھولے عار و سااں

―I will inhabit the deserted dwellings of my beloved. I 
have gone beyond feeling ashamed of the public 
opinion.‖ 

She chooses to concentrate on her heart where her 
beloved dwells. She goes beyond the compulsions of public 
opinion inimical to her love. She freely chooses her beloved 
in inwardness. 
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ل مساگ گیو سرخی
ج 
ک

  سے 
ت 

ھ پیا

 

ب
 ہار سنگار نیں 

―My rouge, collyrium and twig (of the walnut tree) as 
tooth powder and lipstick (for its darkening effects) 
have no meaning for me. I don‘t care a fig for my 
makeup.‖ 

She does not give an iota of meaning in beautifying herself 
in separation and disunion from her beloved. They become 
relevant in responsiveness to her beloved.  

 رہساں ارُوار نیں ںکیو یجھوک سجن د یپاروں ڈسد

―The dwellings of my beloved are visible across the 
river. Why should I remain on this side?‖ 

She has to ferry across the stream of love in order to unite 
with her beloved. There is no point in remaining stranded in 
duality when the beloved can only be realised in nonduality. 

ار میں

 
ن

  یبار تے نیں یمَ

ن

ی

 قادر 

ی 

م

س

 پار نیں 

―The stream is full and I do not know swimming. The 
Almighty will take me across the waters.‖ 

She finds herself unqualified to ferry across the stream of 
love. Human effort stands nullified. It is the Divine 
Almightiness, which fructifies union.   

ھ پئی

 

ت ب
  یسندھڑ 

ک

 

ی 

م

 

ب

  مولیٰ 
ہ 
مل

  ملک 
ی
 ملہار نیں ر 

―Why should I bother about Sindh? My Sustainer has 
made the city of Malheer blossom.‖ 

She does not bother about outward but turns inward to 
find it blossomed by the Sustainer. 

 سارا باغ بہار نیں عرب دا ملک طرب دا یسد

―The land of Arab is the land of happiness. It is in 
full bloom.‖ 

The lover finds happiness in achieving the Muhammadan 
station in course of his spiritual journey. 
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 کِرہوں قطار نیںگیا  نس رولیس راوے روہیں روہی

―My beloved has made me wretchedly wander in the 
desert ‗rohi,‘ rocky grounds and mountainous 
terrains. He has fled away with the caravans of 
camels.‖ 

He encounters wretchedness at the transcendence of his 
beloved. 

ہ ہت  ڈ

ن

ب
 غار نیں یرات غماں د ڈونگر ڈسدا ڈکھاں دا 

―Day seems the mount of suffering and night the 
cave of sorrows.‖ 

He faces constant sufferings and sorrows at the hands of 
his beloved.   

 ،گلزار نیں بار تھئی یوٹھڑ روہی یاسانوؽ آ

―My beloved has come and there is rain in the desert. 
The woods have been turned into orchards.‖ 

The unveiling of his beloved turns disunion into union. 

 تار و تار نیں ڈکھڑے  دلنوںہے یددار مدار فر

―Farid! My heart is bearing all these all-encompassing 
sufferings.‖ 

His heart has to bear unbearable sufferings. 
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Kafi-146 

ہ ہ نپناں ہے صدقے گھولے یار توں

ن

ی ب

ن

 ا ی

 

  
 ایہو ج

―I sacrifice my heart soaked in love for the sake of my 
friend.‖ 

He offers his heart soaked with love to his beloved. It is 
the most valuable offering for the sake of his friend. 

 ی دؽ دا وناں نےشالا حسن جوانی ما

 

ڑ
ھ

 

مب

 

―I pray that God grants beauty and youth to the 
beloved of my miserable heart?‖ 

He invokes Divine Grace for the perpetual beauty and 
youth of his beloved, in spite of the fact that his heart has 
suffered miseries at the hands of his beloved.   

 ر  دا بناں ے%ے چترانگ وی %تھل 
ی ہ 
مل

 ملک 

―These deserts with plain lands belong to you. You 
are the suzerain of the city of Malheer.‖ 

The beloved‘s almightiness is manifest both in 
transcendence and immanence. 

 چتراں سو سو پناں کھ دا حاؽ نہ تھیوؾ پوراڈ

―The narration of my heart‘s sufferings will not end 
even if I go on writing hundreds of pages.‖ 

The sufferings of love are unending. Threy cannot be 
completely reduced to writing. Words cannot capture the tale 
of sufferings. 

 پیر پرؾ دا چھناں یساںڈجے توں آویں تن من 
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―If you visit me, then I shall make ritual offerings of 
my body and soul on the altar of love.‖ 

He tenders his whole self as a ritual vow on the altar of 
love in case his beloved returns. 

 علم و عمل توں بناں بیعت کرکے عشق کڈھایم

―Love has administered me an oath of allegiance. It 
has made me transcend knowledge and action.‖ 

Love administers an oath of allegiance to itself.  It makes 
the lover transcend the realms of knowledge and action. 
Knowledge turns into gnosis and action is transformed into 
inaction (non action). The individual and contingent spheres 
of knowledge and action respectively merge into the realm of 
the universal. Love leads to metaphysical realisation. 

ھ نہ مناںگامیں اے  دے وچ وصف وفا دی ہنیںسو
ل

 

―I do not believe that there is quality of faithfulness 
in my beloved.‖ 

He is not ready to believe that his beloved is faithful since 
he undergoes sufferings in love. He gauges the faithfulness of 
his beloved by the act of his responsiveness. He is right but 
his beloved is also right. The conflict between these two 
perspectives of love is a conflict between two shades of 
rightness. It is not a conflict between right and wrong. The 
conflict is ultimately resolved in rightness itself.   

 سب شے توں جی بھناں ہوں فرید تھیو سے ساتھیبر

―Farid! Love has become my companion. I have 
broken my ties from everything (detached myself).‖ 

He lives in the company of love. It is the uniqueness of 
love that he detaches himself from everything. The basic 
contradiction of religiosity is that it preaches detachment 
without offering love. It is only love that makes real 
detachment possible.   
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Kafi-147 

 اصل جہاؿ کے ہو تم بیشک

―You undoubtedly belong to the real world.‖ 

Man belongs to the real world by virtue of the Spirit (Ruh) 
that inheres in him. 

 نہ تم عرشی نہ تم فرشی

 مقدس نور معلیٰ ذات

 ہو نہ ارضی نہ فلکی

 کے ہو ںوچ انسا آئے

―You are neither mundane nor celestial. You are 
neither heavenly nor earthly. You are the holy essence 
and pure light embodied in Man.‖ 

The Spirit is neither mundane nor celestial. It is not 
heavenly or earthly. It is the Holy Essence (Divine Essence) 
or Pure Light embodied in the form of Man.   

 ہنستے ہو

 

 روتے ہو کت

 بتاؤ رے بھیت ںپناا

 عاشق تے معشوؼ 

 

 بنوکت

 تم کوؿ ہو بھلا کہاں کے ہو

―You weep at times and at times you laugh. You 
assume the forms of the lover and the beloved at 
times. Do disclose your esoteric reality. Who are you? 
Where do you belong to?‖ 

Man weeps and laughs. He assumes forms of lover and 
beloved. The esoteric reality of Man lies in ‗the Spirit, which 
is in him but is not his‘. Man is ontologically nothing. It is the 
Spirit, which works in him. He is manifestation of the 
Absolute. He rightfully belongs to God. 
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 ےیزروپ انوکھے طور او

 نزاکت حسن ملاحت ناز

 ںہنیامن مو نازک چالیں

 سب ساماؿ کے ہو صاحب

―The forms are novel and the ways are odd. The 
tender moves captivate the heart. You muster all 
pride, delicacy and charming beauty. You are the 
treasury of all graces.‖ 

It is the Spirit in Man that assumes novel forms and odd 
ways. It assumes the form of the beloved and captivates the 
heart of the lover. It musters all pride, delicacy and charming 
beauty.  It totally enriches Man. 

 

 
ِ

 فاسق فاجرجاکت

 
ِ

 ہل کت

 اہل

 
ِ

 عارػ کت

 
ِ

 حقائق کت

 آپ گماتے ہو پناا

 واقف سر نہاں کے ہو

―You are ignorant at times and at times you are 
sinner. You just lose yourself.  You are gnostic at 
times and at times you are witnessing to truth. You 
are familiar with the secrets of the Invisible.‖ 

Man becomes ignorant of the Spirit. He sins against 
himself. He becomes oblivious of his origin and centre. But 
the one who knows the secrets of the Invisible Spirit 
becomes a gnostic and a witness to truth. 

 قبلہ کعبہ مسجد مندر

 کے خود ہو والی ۃصوؾ و صلوٰ

 ہے  میںسب تجھ گنش یرد

 پابند گماؿ کے ہو ںکیو

―Qibla (prayer direction), Kaabah (House of God), 
Mosque, Temple, Monastery, Synagogue all is within 
you. You are the custodian of fasting and prayer. 
Then, why are you the captive of delusion?‖ 

The outer forms of religious worship and rituals are the 
manifestation of the inward Spirit dwelling in Man. There is 
unity in diversity. Man should not fall into delusion by 
considering these multiple forms as absolute. They are 
relative to the Absolute. Their strength lies in their 
inwardness. 
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 تمہارا محض محالے غیر

 تم ہو تم ہو عقبیٰ دنیا

 اور اس جگ میں اس جگ میں

 کے ہو ںکوؿ و مکا مالک

―Your other is hardly possible in this world and in the 
next world. You are the terrestrial world and the 
hereafter. You are the possessor of the cosmos.‖ 

The Spirit dwelling in Man makes him unique in the whole 
creation in this world and the next one. He becomes the 
possessor of the cosmos. 

 ییدرمز فر وعظ نصیحت

 کرو دیاعظمت  اپنی

 دؾ دؾ سے نوسنجاسوچ 

 زنداؿ کے ہو سفیوتھئے  ںکیو

―Faridi symbolism is manifest in his sermons and 
counsels. Think and reflect on it at each instant. 
Remember your vocation. Why have you become 
Yousaf, content with prison?‖ 

Man has to constantly think and reflect on these Sufi 
discourses impregnated with symbolism. He has to 
understand his higher place in the scheme of reality. Yousaf, 
without any of his fault, preferred prison against the seductive 
designs of women. He remained contented in prison till he 
was absolved of all charges levied against him. But he had 
finally to move out from the prison in order to realise his 
cosmic destiny. Likewise, Man is imprisoned ‗in the narrow 
circuits of his individuality.‘ He cannot remain content with it 
forever. He has to set himself free from his own 
imprisonment in order to get united with his beloved in the 
state of nonduality.   
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Kafi-148 

ک تل ترس نہ آ بھلائی ریا یٹھڑڈ
ِ
 یوہ 

―My friend! I have seen your goodness. You did not 
even have an iota of pity on me.‖ 

She sees no goodness in her beloved since he did not take 
pity on her deplorable state and just left her forlorn. He made 
her suffer pangs of separation and disunion. 

 وں یاڑگلوپا 

 
 

 یونہ موکلا یںیندو س

―You slept with folding arms around my neck.  You 
did not say even parting words to me, while going 
away.‖ 

She reminds him of his caresses in love and then his just 
leaving her without adieu. 

ووں کوؽ 
چ 
 
سہ

 یودؽ چا جانی ںکیو کے بلہا

―You fondly made me sit beside you. My beloved! 
Why have you cast me away from your heart?‖ 

She recalls the showering fondness of her beloved and 
then his cooling towards her. 

 یوتو بھرما میں کیں بروچل ریاہے ہے 

―Oh! Oh! My dear beloved! Who made you so 
distrustful about me?‖ 

She thinks that someone has made her beloved distrustful 
about her. It is a cultural expression of love. Man is not only a 
social being but he is a cultural being as well.  

 یولا یریات و ںکیو اے نیّت یجے ہاو
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―If you had this intention (of not remaining true to 
love), then why did you contract friendship with me?‖ 

She questions the intention of her beloved in contracting 
friendship with her. She perceives her beloved through 
cultural lens. 

  یدفر جاؿ

 

ڑ
م
ک

ن

ی

 یووچ پا ڈکھاںمفت  ی

―Farid! You have just put your valueless life in 
sufferings.‖ 

He laments that he has put his simple life in sufferings. 
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Kafi-149 

 سہج کنوں اکھ پُھر کے وو جاَ  ید ؿاساں وؽ آو ریاکر 

―My friend! Do make haste in coming towards me. 
My eye is readily quivering.‖ 

 The readily quivering of eye omens the coming of friend. 
It intensifies the quest for the beloved. 

 یوار یوہاگ دڈکھ ڈ یگذر

ہ ہت  ڈ مستانی مد

ن

ب
 یملہار 

ل ناؽ سنگار روہی
ھ
ُ
ٹ 

 

ُ

 یگُ

 کے وو شمالی باد
ُ
 ل

―The times of sufferings and misfortunes are gone. 
The desert is embellishing with flowers and fruits. 
The day is overcast with rain laden clouds in the 
enthralling season. The north wind is blowing gently.‖ 

The days of separation and disunion are over. The self is 
flowering into fruition. There is an all-encompassing spiritual 
ambience.  

 اتاوؽ  گ سہاگبھا کیتی

م بادؽ کن من کنیاں
ِ

 ھ
چ

 رِؾ 

 کر ترت اباہل رت آئی

 کے ووبرکے بر بارش

―The nuptial fortunes have hastened to descend. The 
season has quickened to come early. The raindrops 
are pouring from the rain laden clouds. It is 
drizzling.‖ 

The nuptial blessings have quickened. The moment of 
union has suddenly arrived. It has refreshed the lover‘s inner 
being. There is an aura of spiritual openings. 

  تھئی یسدھڑ

 

 

 

 یوؽ قسمت پ

 یوٹھڑ موسم روہی ہنیسو

 یراحت رٹھڑ یآپے منڑ

 دِؽ سُر کے وو ڈوں وحشت
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―My overturned fate has been turned into good 
fortune. Happiness has readily become agreeable. The 
weather is fine and the desert is blossoming. My heart 
is leafing towards wilderness (of love).‖ 

The overturned fate has been transformed into good 
fortune. The era of happiness has ushered in on its own. Her 
heart becomes entranced in a state of bewilderment. 

 ںپورب والیا ںہیلا ںیاڑٹھڈ

 ںنوں خوشحالیا ںسرتیا ںسینگیا

ر 

 

سی
ِ ل

 ںکالیا ںیاکجلے بادؽ 

ک
ِ
 کُر کے وو پئی ؿیرو ہ 

―The cool winds of the north are blowing. The sky is 
overcast with thick and black clouds. My same age 
friends are happy. I am the adverse one who is 
murmuring.‖ 

Her transcendent beloved is assuming immanent forms. 
The portents of union are imminent. She gets impatient by 
seeing her friends unite with their beloveds. She laments state 
of her disunion. The most difficult thing in life is to exercise 
patience in love. 

 سنبھالیم یدفر ریاآپے 

 

 

ی

ن

 چ
ٹ

 
 
ی

  ن

 

 

ن

 ٹالیم سختی یس

 پالیم ںسانوؽ پتیا ہنےسو

ے دؽ مُرکے وو جی
سُک
م

 

―Farid! My beloved friend has himself taken care of 
me. My charming beloved has nurtured the beautiful 
tradition of love. My good fortune has replaced my 
damned hard times. My heart is cheerful and 
amused.‖ 

He becomes happy in seeing his charming beloved take 
care of him and nurture the lovely tradition of love. He gets 
fulfilment in embracing good fortune after experiencing hard 
times. It is a moment of great cheerfulness and amusement 
for him. 
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Kafi-150 

 لذت کو جذبہ عشق کی اںجھ فقیربا یاپا کیں

―Who found the taste of the enthusiasm of love 
except those who are conscious of their ontological 
nothingness?‖ 

A ‗faqir‘ is the one who is conscious of his ontological 
nothingness. He knows that his being and having are all from 
God. It is only the ‗faqirs‘ who taste the fervour of love. 

 سےٹھوڈ وچ کل شے کل شے

 اںصحبت پیر برکت

 سےہمہ اوست دا درس کیتو

 کر بادہ وحدت کو پی

―We witnessed the Reality in all things. We narrated 
the doctrine of Oneness of being by drinking the 
wine of unity in the blissful company of mystics.‖ 

They drink wine of unity in the blissful company of the 
mystics and thereby witness the Reality in everything. They 
narrate their experience of Oneness of Being (wahdat al 
wujud). 

 یاکھاڈناز  جب مدہوشی

 اںیرپاڑ لو قہخر

 یاجمانے رنگ  نییاعر

 

ن

ی ہ 
ٹ 

 
 

ب

 خلعت کو یرند م

―The moment drunkenness manifested its prideful 
style (the reality of things became manifest), nudity 
stamped its reality. The saintly attire was torn into 
bits. We wore the robe of the inebriates.‖ 

The heavy drunkenness makes the ‗faqirs‘ witness the 
unveiling of Reality. Their saintly attire becomes tattered 
(outward) and they wear robe of the inebriates, instead 
(inward) 
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 درد منداں کوں درد سلامت

ھد 

 

ٹ

 اںپیڑ ںیادوکھ دوکھ ا

 بار محبت پنڈ ملامت

 راحت کو گھوؽ گھتاں سب

―The pain of the compassionate ones may remain 
intact. They may carry the burden of love and load of 
reproach. The pains are steadily intensifying. I 
sacrifice all my peace in their honour.‖ 

He prays for the perpetuity of pain of love borne by the 
compassionate ones. The onerous burden of love and load of 
reproaches may always remain with them. They may 
constantly experience the intensifying pangs of love. All 
happiness is sacrificial at the altar of suffering. 

 گھر لوٹے کئی یدحسن فر

  سے
س
س
ِ    ااںی  

 

 اںلکھ ہ

 ٹےبوجنگل  ںیاپھرد ںیارلد

 شدت کو یعشق د یکھوڈ

―Farid! Beauty has ransacked many a home. There are 
numerous Sassis and countless Heers, who are 
wandering, wretchedly in forests and marshes. Do 
hereby witness the intensity of love.‖ 

The beauty of the beloved ransacks many a hearts. The 
intensity of love heightens so much that numerous lovers 
wander wretchedly in wilderness. The radiance of beauty 
intensifies love and the intensity of love glows beauty. The 
lover is sawed by beauty and love.  
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Kafi-151 

 

ن

ہ ہی  ی

ن

ب
 بھلو یبار اجل سر بار سخت برا ہے یانبھا 

―I have been bearing highly detesting love. It is better 
to carry the burden of death on my head, well.‖ 

Love is so highly laden with sufferings that he prefers the 
onerous burden of death than bearing love. 

 مار
ہ 
مل

  و محب 
ی
 یانہ آ ؾپیغا ولدا کوئی یاھاسد ر 

 بھلو یشہر آوار یپھر د
 ―My heartless lover has gone towards Malheer. There 
has been no message of his coming back. I am 
wandering in the streets as a vagabond, well.‖ 

The transcendence of the beloved makes him restless. 
Doesn‘t he drift like a rudderless boat in the stream of love? 

 ئیجاعمر اگل گئی  یںروند خبر نہ آئی ید گیاں کیچ

  ریا

ک

 نہ 

ی 

م

 

ب

 بھلو یکار 
 ―There has been no news about him from Ketch. My 
life has been rotten in crying for nothing.  My friend 
did not solace me, well.‖ 

He suffers at the transcendence of his beloved. His 
expectations for any solace of love remain unrealised. 

 ے یمآ ڈکھڑے ڈکھڑے

 

ڑ
ھ
ی ک

 ٹھڑے ٹوبھے سکڑےڈے ڈتا 

 بھلو یمار یںدرد یدِلڑ
 ―Sufferings are fallen to my lot. The thatched houses 
are fallen and the ponds have become dry. My heart is 
abject with pain, well.‖ 
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His suffering has no outer supports and he finds his inner 
being as a dried well. His heart pains in becoming spiritless. 

 مارو تھل دے ےاوکھے پینڈ ککرے کنڈڑے راہ جبل دے

 بھلو یہار یساڑ سولیں

 ―There are gravelling and thorns in the mountainous 
ways. The difficult paths of the deadly desert have 
burnt me. Afflictions have given me a sense of defeat, 
well.‖ 

The adversities of love bring him to the edge of losing the 
game of love. 

 جھلکن چھلکن لکھ لکھ چھالے پجالے پیر یتھلاند یتر

 بھلو یخوار ؾپلڑے پیوُ

 ―The sand of the desert burns my feet.  There are 
countless boils and oozes that are clearly visible.  
Disgrace has been fallen to my lot, well.‖ 

Love is fraught with sufferings, which make him fall in the 
pits of miseries.   

 ںپٹیا ڈکھڑیاں یامارو تھل د ںگھٹیا ںاوکھیا ںیاونگر دڈروہ 

ہ 
َ
ہ و
َ
 بھلو یریا ید ریاو

 ―There are difficult passages in the mountainous 
terrains. There is suffering inducing vast areas of the 
deadly desert. I laud the friendship of my friend, 
well.‖ 

He resorts to sarcasm in lauding the friendship of his 
beloved that ravishes his embodied self. 

  یدعشق فر

ک

 نہ 

ی 

م

ُ

 

ب

 سولا ہے ہے بخت نہ تھیم بھلا 

 بھلو یہوت وسار ؾیندو
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 ―Farid! Love has not favoured me. Oh! Oh! Good 
fortune also did not come my way. My beloved 
Punnal is now going away by deserting me, well.‖ 

He feels being left out by love and good fortune. He 
considers the transcendence of his beloved as a desertion. 
The consciousness of love develops with its own logic. It 
adopts a piecemeal approach at times and at times it develops 
in leaps and bounds. The conflicting perspectives of the lover 
and the beloved essentially in reference to the beloved‘s 
transcendence are necessary for the realisation of union. The 
exertion of the lover in uniting with his beloved is the 
essential effort (jihad). All forms of effort (jihad) are it hues 
and colours.   
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Kafi-152 

وو  ریاہر دؽ جو دلدار 
چ 

ن

مہ ب

وو ریاجو سردار  ںہنیاسو 
چ 

ن

مہ ب

 

―My friend is the object of love of each heart. My 
friend is the master of all beautiful maidens.‖ 

The friend‘s beloved is the object of love of every lover. 
The beloved rules the heart of all the beautiful maidens. 

 آمر ناہی

 

 ملا کت

 

 منصور تے دار  کت

 

وو ریاکت
چ 

ن

مہ ب

 

―He is a cleric at times and at times a preacher. My 
friend is Mansur and the scaffold at times.‖ 

The formless assumes all forms. The Absolute manifests 
Himself in every form. The whole creation is His 
manifestation. The friend manifests Himself in forms of the 
cleric, preacher (the moral preacher who moralises about 
performance of good and avoidance of evil), Mansur and the 
scaffold. He not only manifested Himself in the form of the 
martyr Mansur but the scaffold was also his manifestation on, 
which Mansur embraced his death for his so-called religious 
blasphemy in stating: ‗I am the Truth‘. The Absolute or God 
wills and says ‗kun‘ (to be) to His Possibilities and the things 
from their unmanifest state assume manifest form. How 
could a thing come to be without His Presence? 

وو  ریاآپ کرے اظہار  آپ چھپائے راز حقیقی
چ 

ن

مہ ب

 

―He himself hides the real secret.  My friend himself 
makes it manifest.‖ 

The friend is transcendent and immanent in simultaneity. 
He is the Absolute in his absoluteness but by virtue of being 
the Infinite. He manifests Himself in every form. 
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 گل جی

 
ِ

 بلبل کت

 
ِ

 خار  صورت کت

 

وو ریابرگ کتھاں کت
چ 

ن

مہ ب

 

―He is a nightingale at times and at times as the form 
of rose.  My friend is a petal at times and at times is a 
thorn.‖ 

The nightingale, rose, petal and thorn are different forms 
of friend‘s manifestation.  

 سرخی

 

 ناز نز کت

 

 دھار  اکتکت

 

ج لہ کت
ک
 

 

وو  ریاکت
چ 

ن

مہ ب

 

―He is rouge at times and at times pride and delicacy. 
My friend is a collyrium at times and at times is the 
line of the collyrium.‖ 

The friend assumes the form of rouge, pride, delicacy, 
collyrium and even the line of the collyrium.   

 تاؿ ترانہ

 
ِ

 ڈھولک کت

 
ِ

 صوفی کت

 
ِ

وو ریاسرشار  کت
چ 

ن

مہ ب

 

―He is a drum at times and at times a tune and song. 
My friend is intoxicated Sufi at times.‖ 

The friend‘s manifestation is in drum, tune and song. The 
friend manifests Himself in the form of the Sufi and the lover 
deeply steeped in love. 

 نفل دوگانہ

 

 عابدتے کت

 
ِ

 کیفی کت

 
ِ

وو  ریا ارمیخو کت
چ 

ن

مہ ب

 

―He is devout at times and at times supererogatory 
prayer with two genuflexions. My friend is in an 
ecstatic state of drunkenness at times.‖ 

There is nothing even less than an atom, which is not His 
manifestation. The friend manifests in the form of devout, 
ritual prayer and in ecstatic state of drunkenness. 

 درد کشالے

 

 عاشق کت

 
ِ

 دلبر غم خوار  کت

 
ِ

وو ریاکت
چ 

ن

مہ ب

 

―He is lover at times and at times bears the pains and 
adversities. My friend is the beloved comforter at 
times.‖ 
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The friend assumes the form of the lover and bears pains 
and adversities. The beloved friend also becomes the 
comforter. Metaphysically speaking, love itself assumes the 
forms of the lover and the beloved. 

وو ریا ریاخود پردہ ہے  وچ پردے نہیں یدفر ریا
چ 

ن

مہ ب

 

―Farid! My friend is not in a veil. My friend is the veil 
itself, my friend.‖ 

It is one of the finest experiences undergone by him to 
demonstrate the metaphysical truth that the friend is not in a 
veil but is the veil itself. If there is nothing outside the 
Metaphysical Whole, then how could the veil be outside it? 
‗The idea of the veil, however, is in reality of a more 
complicated structure, because it contains in itself other basic 
paradoxes. One of them is the following… the phenomenal 
world works as an impenetrable veil concealing the Absolute 
behind it; the Absolute is not visible because of the veil. But 
on reflection we easily discover that this is a very inexact 
description of the real ontological situation… the veil is the 
external epiphany of the Absolute. From this point of view 
we must say that when man sees the veil, he is actually seeing 
nothing other than the very Absolute. In other words, the veil 
qua ―veil‖ does cause obstruction to man‘s sight and prevents 
him from seeing the Absolute, but in its epiphanic form the 
veil is rather an immediate presentation of the Absolute itself. 
We must go a step further and say that the Absolute is so 
nakedly apparent to man‘s sight that it is not visible – another 
paradoxical situation in which light appears as darkness. As 
Shabastari say: ―The whole world of Being is the beams of 
the absolute Light. The Absolute remains hidden because it is 
so clearly manifest.‖  
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Kafi-153 

 نہکوڑا کوڑ ٹکا نہ یگاوطن یہوا سہی سے کل ہی گیواَج نہ  یںپر

―If you have not gone to the next world by now, you 
will go there for sure. This alien land is false and an 
illusory abode.‖ 

The certainty of death is absolute though its hour is 
uncertain. The meaning of death has been construed 
differently in the history of Man. Humanity is divided in 
negating or affirming life hereafter and there are varied 
shades of these negations and affirmations. Eschatology 
enlightens us on the ultimate destiny of mankind. It is one‘s 
concept of death, which gives corresponding meaning to 
one‘s life. The existentialists- theists and theists- have brought 
out existential significance of death, which is opaque to the 
ordinary or rational understanding of death. However, it gets 
enmeshed within its own modern mentality, which has no 
inkling of the metaphysical transcendence. It is the spiritual 
understanding of death that gives real meaning to life. Man 
has constantly to remain aware of the sureness of death and 
the uncertainty of its hour so that he could realise the spiritual 
purpose of his existence, which consists in uniting with his 
beloved. The terrestrial world is not an end in itself but it is a 
means toward the realisation of unity. It is an alien world. 
Our original abode is in the heavens to which we have to 
return. It is a false world for it gives semblance of the real. It 
is an illusory abode creating misperception of its finality. All 
those who negate the reality of the life hereafter negate the 
higher dimensions of the terrestrial life as well. Their negation 
is not based on knowledge but is an expression of their deep 
rooted ignorance.  Their arguments are within the narrow 
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orbits of their own thinking, which considers human finitude 
as ultimate. They commit the Fallacy of Delimitation. They 
are no friends of humanity. They are misled and have misled 
large sections of mankind. The traditional literature of 
mankind on immortality, on the other hand, not only shows 
the fallacious nature of their arguments but presents 
eschatological world view in consonance with the law of 
things. Both worlds are constitutive of Man‘s being.   

 بہیںسدھے راہوں سالک رؽ نہ  بہیںتے بھل نہ  یکھڈپھل  گلرنگ 

 جگمگ سمجھ بہانہ ید جگ یںا
 ―Do not be forgetful after seeing the colours, flowers 
and fruits. Do not get astray from the right path, O‘ 
traveller. The attraction of the terrestrial world is just 
a cloak.‖ 

Remembrance of God is forgetfulness of otherness. One 
has not to be oblivious of the underlying reality and its 
purpose beneath the colours, flowers and fruits.  Man has not 
to astray from the right path of finding the beloved manifest 
in these forms. The attractions of the terrestrial world are 
occasions to go beyond the manifest. 

 ہے یاجاا کھناتِھ آسرا ر ہے یاملک پرا یاے نگر

 کرؿ روانہ ےینڈڈنہ  ہنمنڈھوں ر
 ―This world is an estranged place. It is useless to put 
one‘s trust in it. It makes every one move on without 
letting anyone have permanent abode here.‖ 

This world is a transitional phase of life. It is useless to 
trust the impermanent, fleeting and ephemeral mode of life 
and existence. Man has no permanent abode here. He is led 
to the grave after the end of his transitory period in this 
world. He embarks upon a journey beyond the grave. 

ک نہ گھڑ تھی
ِ
 یہن ہتھ مل مل پرتاب ذر یغافل اصلوں ہ 

 لکھ پروانہ اجھو موت نے بھجیا
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 ―Do not be forgetful even for an instant. Be deeply 
repentant of your deeds. Your written warrant of 
death is just on its way.‖ 

The uncertainty of the hour of death implies that Man 
should not be forgetful even for a moment about his spiritual 
vocation. He should deeply repent about his deeds 
committed in the state of forgetfulness and do good deeds 
(by removing rust and polishing the mirror of his heart for 
the Reality to contemplate itself). He should consider the 
hour of death so near for the completion of this task. 

ھ دنیا

 

ت ب
 یہوا یسدا و یبسب مکرو فر یہوا یسد فانی 

 ناز نہورے تاؿ ترانہ کیا

 ―Discard the mortal place of habitation. It is garbed 
by cunningness and deceit. What is (the ultimate 
significance of) pride, coquetries and singing a tune?‖ 

One has to discard the ephemeral nature of the terrestrial 
world. He has to beware of its cunningness and deceit hidden 
beneath its beautiful forms, which rob him of his celestial 
treasures. 

 ہر شے نوں پر نقصاؿ کہوں سدا یدکر توبہ ترت فر

 نہیگامحض موحّد صاػ  تھی

 ―Repent everlastingly and seek forgiveness. Always 
refrain from infidelity and duality. Be simply 
Unitarian and purely unique.‖ 

One should constantly repent of losing his origin and 
centre of being.  He needs to seek forgiveness from his Lord 
and thereby return to his spiritual vocation. He has to always 
refrain from innovations that are inconsistent with the law of 
things and also from placing divinity beside Allah. He has to 
be unique in simply realising contemplative tawhid or the 
doctrine of Oneness of Being (wahdat al wujud). It is the 
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realisation of his ontological nothingness, which opens the 
door of unison with the beloved. 

ب 
َ
ک پاس نہیں یہاا نوں آس نہیں یدجھ فربار

ِ
 عمر سبھو ہ 

 ناؽ نہ چاڑھے توڑ زمانہ کہیں

 ―Farid has no hope except in the Sustainer. I have 
my whole life before me but there is no one on my 
right side. Time is not faithful to anyone.‖ 

The friend of God has no hope except in his Sustainer. 
Life finds no other friend. The world does not escort one to 
the life hereafter but robs him in the way. It is only spiritual 
friendship, which is beneficial in both the worlds. 
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Kafi-154 

و
 ِ

 

 ینہشہر مد یاآ صدقے صدقے اںت

―I sacrifice my life countless times.  I have reached 
the city of Medina.‖ 

 He offers himself in thanksgiving in reaching the city of 
the Prophet. It is a city that houses the Prophet. Religiosity 
understands prophecy in the outward sense and mainly 
concentrates on its outward aspects. The mode of revelation 
is even construed as if from the outside. It negates 
Muhammadan presence or a contemporaneous living contact 
with the Prophet. The spiritual dimensions of prophecy 
remain opaque to the religious consciousness. It is the 
spiritual consciousness, which unveils the veil of prophecy 
and realises the possibility of experiencing the Prophet in 
different modes.   

  یسُکھ د

س

 

 
ب

 ھ
چ
ا   ینہیرد ڈکھڑا گیا یمسُ 

―I lay the nuptial bed of peace. My old suffering has 
vanished.‖ 

His old suffering withers away and he finds inward peace.  

  یرو دِلڑ نہ

 
 

ُ
   نہ یل

 

 

ن

 ا سینہڈکھ س

―O looted heart! Do not cry. O chest! Do not give an 
abode to suffering.‖ 

He addresses his looted heart not to cry and his chest not 
to be abode of suffering since the Prophet is so caring.  

 ھ سونے دا ابُھریا
ِچ
س

 ٹھڑا نیک مہینہڈ 
―The golden sun (moment of bliss) has risen. I have 
witnessed the month of blessings.‖ 
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The golden sun of prophecy is visible in the times of 
blessings. 

 ہے نوری آئینہ حرؾ معلیٰ روشن

―The Sanctuary of the Prophet is shining. It is a 
mirror of light.‖ 

The sanctuary of Medina shines forth and acts as mirror of 
Divine light. The Reality contemplates itself in the prophetic 
mirror. 

 صاػ نگینہ ہنیسو عرب دی ساری دھرتی

―The whole land of Arabia is a beautiful transparent 
jewel.‖ 

The entire land of Arabia is a beautiful and transparent 
jewel. God has spread his beautiful and clear message to 
mankind through His beloved Prophet. 

 

ِلس م

  ی

 

  
 صَ ؼ ثبوت  رکھسی ھاج

ن 
 
ق
  
ی
ہ

ن

 ی

―It will fall to the lot of the one, who shall be truthful, 
intuitive and absolutely certain.‖ 

The one who is inwardly pure and has absolute certitude 
of the Prophetic presence will be blessed with his vision and 
presence (haduri). 

 
ھِ

 

ٹ

  ؿشیطا اای  
 سَ
ن
 نفس کمینہگیا  مَر لہی  

―The Satan has been cornered. The meanness of the 
self has been effaced.‖ 

It is due to the blessings of the Prophet that the Satan has 
been subdued and the mean self has given way to the higher 
self.   

ووں شب آد سے سنیو یدخبر فر
س
ِل م

 ینہ

―Farid got the news of meeting (prophetic presence) 
on Friday night.‖ 
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He has got spiritual news that he would be graced by the 
Prophetic presence (haduri) at the appointed time. 
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Kafi-155 

ق 

 

سِ
ع

َ  ہر ہے 
 
 جادا جلوہ ہ

ووؼ 

 

س
معَ

 بنیاخود عاشق خود 

جااؿ اللہ 
ب 
ُ
س
جااؿ اللہ 

ب 
ُ
س

 

جااؿ اللہ
ب 
ُ
س
جااؿ اللہ 

ب 
ُ
س

 

―The immanence of Love is manifest everywhere. 
Glory is to Allah, the Glorious. The lover himself has 
assumed the form of the beloved. Glory is to Allah, 
the Glorious.‖ 

Love itself is manifest in each form. He has himself 
assumed the forms of the lover and the beloved. Allah is 
glorified for His transcendence and immanence in love.  

ل تے پروانہ ہے
ی 
ل
ُ
ی 

 خود 

 چاند چکور نوں موہ لیا تھی

 ہے انہیوگل شمع اتے د

جااؿ
ب 
ُ
س

  ُ
س
جااؿ اللہاللہ 
ب 

 

―He is himself the nightingale and the moth. He is 
crazy of the rose and the candle. He has enchanted 
the red-legged partridge in the form of the moon. 
Glory is to Allah, the Glorious.‖ 

The Reality manifests itself in the form of nightingale 
(beauty) and moth (love). It demonstrates the intimacy of 
beauty and love. It manifests itself in the form of rose and 
candle (beauty) and also in the form of passion (love) for 
them. It manifests itself in the forms of the red-legged 
partridge and moon (beauty) and also in the magnetic 
attractiveness of moon (love), which enchants the bird. Allah 
is glorified for manifesting in forms of beauty.   

 چڑھے قٰااتت  مِ  تھی موسٰ  یںکڈ

  یںکڈ

ع

 

ی 

 ٰ

س

 یازِکرٰ یحیی ی

 پڑھے یتوؽ وعظ کرے تور

جااؿ
ب 
ُ
س

جااؿ اللہ 
ب 
ُ
س
 اللہ 
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―He becomes Musa and climbs stations of 
communication with the Lord at times. Well, He 
narrates the sermon and recites the Torah. He is (in 
the forms of) Isa, Yahya and Zakariya at times. Glory 
is to Allah, the Glorious.‖ 

The Reality assumed the form of the Prophet Musa in 
climbing stations of communication with the Lord. He 
narrated the sermon and recited the Torah on the tongue of 
Musa. He manifested in the form of the Prophets Isa, Yahya 
and Zakariya. Allah is glorified for manifesting in immanent 
forms.  

ے دؽ تنگ 
ھ

 

کبِ

ے شاد 
ھ

 

کبِ

 سےڈ

 
ھِ

 

ٹ

 شاؿ جلاؽ جماؽ ادا اای  

ے صلح 
ھ

 

کبِ

ے جنگ ڈ
ھ

 

کبِ

 سےڈسے 

جااؿ اللہ
ب 
ُ
س
جااؿ اللہ 

ب 
ُ
س

 

―He seems happy at times and at times niggard. He 
seems peace at times and at times strife. He manifests 
the grandeur of Majesty and Beauty. Glory is to Allah, 
the Glorious.‖ 

The Reality manifests itself in expansion (feeling of 
happiness) and in constriction of heart (feeling of being hard 
pressed); in peace and war and in the grandeur of the Majesty 
and Beauty. The whole creation is the manifestation of Allah. 
He is manifest in ideas, feelings, words and actions. Allah is 
glorified in His transcendence and immanence.   

ے راز انا احق  فاش تھیا
ھ

 

کبِ

 

ے
ھ

 

کبِ

ا  انی   
 
 عبد رسوؽ ک

جاانی
ب 
ُ
س
ے 
ھ

 

کبِ

 دا ورِد پڑھیا 

جااؿ
ب 
ُ
س

جااؿ اللہ 
ب 
ُ
س
 اللہ 

―The secret, ‗I am the Truth‘ were unravelled at 
times. He recited, ‗Glory to me‘ at times.   He stated, 
‗I am a bondsman and Messenger‘ at times.  Glory is 
to Allah, the Glorious.‖ 

The ‗antinomian utterances‘ of Mansur Hallaj and Bayazid 
Bistami and the Prophet‘s expression of being servant and 
messenger of God are beyond the ken of religiosity. What is 
the secret of Mansur al-Hallaj‘s assertion ‗ana‘ l-Haqq, I am 
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the Truth‘? The Self withdraws from the ‗servant-Lord‘ 
polarity and ‗resides in its own transpersonal being‘. The 
subject-object dichotomy is transcended by virtue of pure 
intellect or Spirit, which is identical with the Divine Essence. 
The second verse essentially refers to the same message but 
this time through Bayazid Bistami who says: ‗Glory to me! 
How great is my majesty‘. His ‗antinomian utterance‘, or 
‗theophanic locutions‘ based on his experience of ultimate 
union have made him celebrated as a representative of the 
most intellectual form of Sufism. Again, ordinary people did 
not understand the metaphysical significance of these 
utterances for it transcended servant-Lord polarization and in 
the ultimate sense it was the Self-alone which said: ‗Glory to 
me. How great is my majesty‘. The third verse refers to the 
servant-Lord polarity and manifestation of Allah pertaining to 
the Prophet who is both ‗abd‘ servant and ‗rasul‘ messenger. 
As ‗rasul‘ he is the manifestation of the Divinity. In other 
words, the Self polarizes itself into the ‗servant-Lord‘ axis and 
ultimately reduces it to itself. Man‘s actualization of 
servanthood makes him correspondingly perfect. The most 
perfect servant is God‘s greatest locus of disclosure. He 
perfectly manifests God‘s attributes. And it is here that the 
axis servant-Lord is surpassed and the door from God to 
man is opened. The Qur‘an in these words expresses the 
reality of realization: ‗Therefore, you did not kill them, but 
God killed them. And thou (O Muhammad‘) didst not shoot 
(at them) when thou didst it, but God did it… Surely God is 
Hearing, Knowing.‘ (8:17). Knowledge is the most all-
encompassing of the divine attributes and it is identical with 
His Essence. The Prophet identified himself with Knowledge 
itself.  His prayer of being granted knowledge of the ultimate 
nature of things was granted. Allah is glorified in making 
possible the simultaneity of transcendence and immanence. 

 ہستی

ن
ِ
 

 جب نگدے نیر ہ

 بہ ہر ہر رنگ ریا نگبیر

 حسن ازؽ دے ڈھنگ جب

ن
ِ
 

 ہ

جااؿ ا
ب 
ُ
س

جااؿ اللہ
ب 
ُ
س
 للہ 
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―The forms of the Essence are strange. The ways of 
the Primordial Beauty are strange. The ingraining of 
the Colourless is in each and every colour. Glory is to 
Allah, the Glorious.‖ 

The Essence or the undifferentiated Reality assumes the 
form of the differentiated Reality so that it could know itself 
through the ‗other.‘ It is by virtue of the principle of Ahmad 
that the Essence takes these forms beyond ordinary 
understanding. It is so strange to see different manifestations 
of the primordial beauty. The way it becomes a beauty and 
gives rise to its opposite ugliness and the return of ugliness to 
its source in beauty through cosmic cycles is so difficult to 
understand. It is equally strange to see the colourless manifest 
in every form. The colourless light assumes different colours 
in the process of manifestation. Allah is glorified in 
manifesting Himself in different modes and colours. 

 دا ہے محض مقاؾ تحیر

 ہتھ نہ پا ڈوں یہہڈونگھڑے ڈ ہیں

ھ حیلہ

 

ت ب
 درک و تفکر دا 

جااؿ
ب 
ُ
س

جااؿ اللہ 
ب 
ُ
س
 اللہ 

―It is simply a station of bewilderment. Discard the 
effort of comprehension and reflection. Do not try to 
traverse these deep ways. Glory is to Allah, the 
Glorious.‖ 

The intricacies of the Essence and Divinity take the lover 
to bewildering heights. Discard the rational mode with its 
tools of comprehension in understanding these subtleties. Do 
not try to delve deep in these mysteries with ordinary modes 
of knowledge. Allah is glorified in devising different layers of 
knowledge and being. 

ھااں تنز یستقد

 

کبِ

ھااں یہہ

 

کبِ

 

 و رضا سکھ تسلیم تحیر ہے

ی   تقیید

 

س

 

ن
  اتَے 

ب
 کتھاں ہ ہ

جااؿ
ب 
ُ
س

جااؿ اللہ 
ب 
ُ
س
 اللہ 

―There is holiness, at times and at times, is 
transcendence (Nondelimitation). There is 
delimitation and immanence at times. It is 
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bewilderment that teaches acceptance and 
resignation. Glory is to Allah, the Glorious.‖ 

The Reality is the holy Essence. It is transcendent or 
Nondelimited. It assumes the forms of delimitation and 
immanence otherwise pure transcendence itself becomes 
delimitation. Religiosity has to understand the metaphysical 
truth that Allah is not only in the heavens but He 
simultaneously dwells on the earth. Religiosity commits the 
cardinal error in placing Him solely in the heavens and 
thereby delimiting the nondelimited One. It is so bewildering 
to understand these mysteries. One should keep an 
intellectual poise and be content with God, who confers 
knowledge according to His will. Allah is glorified in keeping 
His transcendence and nondelimitation intact in spite of His 
manifestations in the forms of delimitation and immanence 
and conferring the stations of knowledge according to His 
will.   

 عمر تلف برباد سبھو تھئی

ُ  مردے تئیں مر
 
 

ا  نہ پ  سََ

 سبھو دیاسبھو فر تہیہا

جااؿ
ب 
ُ
س

جااؿ اللہ 
ب 
ُ
س
 اللہ 

―My whole life has been ruined and destroyed.  I have 
immense remorse and great beseeching. I got no 
disclosure (of the holy essence) even in my last 
moments of dying. Glory is to Allah, the Glorious.‖ 

It is a moment of great remorse for him to find his life 
wasted without finding his friend in the last hours of life in 
spite of great beseeching. Allah is glorified as the Infinite, 
who cannot be totally absorbed by the finite.  

 جب یتر ید یدفر ہے پیت

 سمجھو سارے اہلِ صفا سن

 جب گیت یہے درد تے سوز د

جااؿ
ب 
ُ
س

جااؿ اللہ 
ب 
ُ
س
 اللہ 

―The tradition of Farid‘s love is strange. It is a strange 
song of pain and passion. All the followers of Purity! 
Do listen and understand.  Glory is to Allah, the 
Glorious.‖ 
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All the puritans must listen and understand that the Faridi 
tradition of love is strange. It is a song of pain and passion 
beyond the ken of human understanding. Allah is glorified 
for purifying the heart of the lover and making it possible by 
the alchemy of suffering to unite with the beloved. 
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Kafi-156 

  آ
ج 
م 

ُ

 

ب

ن

ی ہ 
ٹ 

  
ی
د 

ن

  یہیںا مکّے یںی
ّ
 شہر مُبارک ٹ 

―I have reached Makkah during my life time. It is the 
city of blessings called Bakkah.‖ 

It is moments of spiritual rejoice to reach the city of 
Makkah. It is the city of blessings also called Bakkah by the 
Qur‘an. The crowning jewel of this city is the House of God, 
the source of constant blessings for humanity. It is the birth 
place of the Prophet, who revolutionised mankind. 

 واہ دیس عرب دیاں چالیں

نگاوسِر وطن دیاں  گیاں
 
ی ہ 
ل

 

 خوش طرحیں خوب خصالیں

 کیا خویش قبیلے سکّے

―I laud the styles of the Arabian land. They are 
pleasing and highly qualitative. I have forgotten the 
characteristics of my own native town, my close 
relatives and kith and kin.‖ 

The traditions of Arabia are highly laudable. The 
transcendent and immanent aspects of the beautiful tradition 
confer so much happiness that the visitor forgets his 
homeland and his near and dear ones.  

 ہے لذّت وادھو وادِھی

 َ
 
 و ہ

ی

 

ل

 
ھ
 یدیاتانگھ ز ے

َ  دؾ 
 
 یشاد یوڑڈہے ہ

ے ہارے تے کئی کئی
ھکّ

 

ٹ

 

―The pleasantness is on the increase. Here, each and 
every moment is filled with multiplying joys. There is 
an ever increasing longing. Many of them have been 
lost and a number of them have drained out.‖ 
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The joy of living in the sacred land is ever on the increase. 
Happiness multiplies every moment. There is a constant 
longing to have a direct contact with God. The insatiable 
quest of the beloved is never satiated. The path of love is so 
arduous that some lovers have been lost in the way and some 
others have drained out. 

 

س

 پتھر 

ن
ِ
 

 ہ

 
ب

 ھ
چ
ھلا 
ُ
ٹ 

 یدں 

ا من بھاند شب
َ
 یبادِ ص 

ھوڑ
ُ
 یدں گلاتوؽ  یہے د

  تا
 ھل
چ

  صبح 
ی
د 

ن

ے یی
ھّ
ک

 

ی

 

―The stones are my nuptial bed of flowers. The dust 
is the nuptial quilt of roses. The zephyr fair wind of 
night is pleasing to the self. It fans till morning.‖ 

The ambience of the holy city is such that even the stones 
and dust impart spiritual meaning and thereby are so likeable. 
The zephyr wind of contemplation pleasingly integrates 
action. 

 ؿہزار متیرِ انگور

مّا
ُ
 ؿکبیر صغیر ؿر

  کثیر

ن 

ِ
 
 ؿخربوزے ی

ے نےدا چن
ھکّ
 

ٹ

 ماروں 

―There are numerous bunches of grapes, countless 
watermelons, melons and plenty of dates. There are 
small and big beads of pomegranates that we are 
eating in a mouthful.‖ 

The pilgrims enjoy the fruits of civilization in plenty. 

 ہے ملک مقدّس نوری

اک حضوری
َ
 بِن عاشق ن 

 ہے جنّت حور قصوری

  کوؿ قدؾ اتِھ رکھےپیا

―This land is holy and shining. It is a paradise of 
beautiful houries. Who can step in without love and 
pure presence?‖ 

The light of Divinity shines in the holy land, which is a 
paradise full of bounties symbolised by pure heart. The 
spiritual bounties are reserved for those who enter the 
presence with love and purity. Religiosity remains at the 
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peripheral and has no access to the corridors of spirituality. It 
is the spiritual dimension, which makes possible vision of 
God. 

م ونج

ھ

 

ٹ

 عالی ینہمد ڈ

 خالی ںعیة دھرتی ہے

 جتھ کوؿ و مکاؿ دا والی

 چھکّے نور رِسالّت پیا

―I went and saw the majesty of Medina. There lies the 
custodian of the universe. The place is free of any 
imperfection. The light of prophecy is shining forth.‖ 

He sees the majestic city of the Prophet, which houses the 
custodian of the universe. The shining forth of the light of 
prophecy leaves no darkness in any corner of life. 
Symbolically speaking, it is the ‗Muhammadan Station‘ of the 
soul. 

 ےیردے د ریاوسِرؿ  ںکیو

  دؾ
ج 
  
ی
د 

ن

 ےکر سوں پھیر یںی

ا ںتھیا  ےرو رو بیر ںاکّھ 

ُووں لڈ یا
 س
ہ
َ
ٹ 

  
ّ
 آ ٹ 

―Why should the dwellings of my beloved fall in 
oblivion? My eyes have become pieces of red flesh by 
constant crying. I shall continue coming here during 
my life or I will come here to dwell on permanently.‖ 

He does not want to be oblivious of his beloved‘s 
dwellings. He bears great sufferings in love. He desires 
continual visits or permanent dwellings with his beloved (the 
outward symbolising the inward). 

ےلگدتوڑے 
ھکّ

َ
ے د
ھکّ
 ے دِ

ے
ھّ
کَ

 

ی

 تن آگ محبت 

  ڈوں ریااکھ وؽ وؽ 
ّ

 

 ٹ

ے دِؽ
ھّ
ک

 

ج

 دردوں لذّت 

―Although, there are the numerous physical pushing 
(hazards) but my eyes are constant in looking toward 
my friend. The fire of love is burning in my body. My 
heart, by virtue of pain, is enjoying this taste.‖ 

He remains unmindful of physical pushing (due to rush of 
pilgrims) during circumambulation ‗of the Holy Ka‘aba as a 
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religious rite‘ but remains absolutely mindful of his friend. He 
burns with the passion of love. His heart enjoys the pain of 
suffering. The tastes of suffering in divine love keeps him 
remain in the tracks of love. The taste of love has to be 
earned with great efforts in face of sufferings. 

 یآزار یدہے سخت شد

ے نالے  تھئے
ل

ن

ی

 

ت

 یرجا

 یکار ید یدکرے کوؿ فر

 سوزوں  دؽ
 
ج

ُھ
ٹ 

 
 
ج

ُھ
ٹ 

  
ّ
 ٹ 

―It is a terrible and great distress. Who would share 
the lot of Farid? There is flow of tears from my 
eyelids. My heart is being grilled with passion.‖ 

Love sufferings are so terrible and distressful that no one 
can share his lot. He has to carry the cross of love on his 
shoulders amidst his crying eyes and passions grilling his 
heart. Isn‘t it the only way to reach the destination of love? 
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Kafi-157 

 آپے بار محبت چا
ُ 
 آپ کوں آپ اَڑا ونج یڑِ  ی

ُ 
 یڑِ  ی

―I have taken upon myself the burden of love.  I have 
myself entangled my being.‖ 

The metaphysics of love helps in understanding the 
metaphysics of freedom. Love is a relationship of pure 
freedom. It has no psychic entrails, which qualitatively 
differentiates it from all sorts of infatuations. She accepts the 
responsibility of contracting love with all that it entails. She 
takes the liability of entangling her being in the state of love.  

  یسولاں د ڈکھاںسَ  

 

ملی

 تات 
 

ب

  م

مل

 غم درد اندوہ برات 
 

ب

 

ی

 م

 یڑ یممنجھامار  یدلڑ یبھیڑ
 ―I have been invested with the robe of sufferings and 
afflictions. I have been gifted with sorrows, pain and 
grief. The despicable heart has ravished me.‖ 

The path of love has its own dynamics, which he cannot 
escape. He has to encounter sufferings, afflictions, sorrows, 
pains and grief. Is her heart despicable in ravishing her by 
being completely subservient to her beloved?   

 ہناسو

ن

 

 پیا سوز فراؼ دا پیچ گل گیا کیچ ' ں ہوت پ

 یڑ یمپلڑے پا جو لکھیا
 ―My lovely and charming Punnal left and went to 
Ketch. The collar of passion and separation is around 
my neck. My destiny has fallen to my lot.‖ 

She suffers when the immanence of her lovely and 
charming beloved becomes veiled in transcendence. It is not 
an ordinary separation but a passionate one, which shakes the 
fabric of her being. She realises that it is destined 
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(symbolically written on the forehead) or law of things that 
pure heart is hunted in the sanctuary of love and that love 
and suffering are inseparable. 

ِ  یشؿ جگر تن رجادِؽ  گیا کھا تھل مارو آ پیشڈ
ھ

 

ٹ

 اا ی  

 یڑ یمعشق اَولڑا لا تتی

 ―I am encountering deadly desert with sufferings. My 
whole embodied self has become a sore. I am the 
inept one who has embraced such an intricate love.‖ 

Love is not a simple romance. The deadly desert of 
sufferings awaits her. The contracting of the intricate love 
sores her whole embodied self. 

ج اا

ن

ہ ب
ُ
م

  ریا 

ن

ُ
 

ٹھا کیچگیا  پ
ُ
  سر ظلمی ر

ن

ہ ہی  ی

ن

ب
ہ ہی  جو م  

ن

ب
ٹھا 
ُ
 و

ب ا
َ
ابار  ھےیزر  سَ 

ُ 
 یڑ ی

 ―My friend Punnal went to Ketch by being cool 
towards me. There is down pouring of the cruel love 
on my head.  I am bearing these heavy burdens due to 
my Sustainer.‖ 

She perceives transcendence as a reaction of her beloved, 
which pours down cruelties on her. The Sustainer succours 
her to bear these onerous burdens of love, since it by virtue 
of these sufferings that the Divine Grace transforms duality 
into nonduality. 

ار فر
َ
ک و
ِ
 ہجر دا بار ٹلے پنڈسِروں  مِِ  ریانوں  یدہ 

 
ج 
  
ی

د ے

ن

 یڑ یمکارؿ عمر گنوا ی
 ―Farid! I wish an encounter with my friend. The load 
of disunion on my head may wane. It is for his sake 
that I lost my life.‖ 

He stakes his entire life for the sake of uniting with his 
beloved. He wishes an encounter with his friend in order to 
get rid of the pangs of disunion. It is the light of union, which 
can dispel the darkness of disunion. 
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Kafi-158 

  تھی ںکیو وے ریا ئیآپے کیتو

 
َ
ازار وے ںیوک

َ
 اوَ

―You yourself cultivated friendship with me, oh. 
Now, why you have been disgusted and gone aside, 
oh?‖ 

She beautifully questions the transcendence of her 
immanent beloved. 

  یںینوا

ن

ُ
 

 نہ ہا لائق پ

 گل عیش یولا کیچ ونج

 وؽ لدھڑو نہ کل ید یکلہڑ

 وے ریاوچ  موئی گل میں

―Punnal! It was unbecoming of you not to ask about 
the welfare of the forlorn one. You embraced all 
pleasures at Ketch. I got rotten and spiritless in 
wilderness, oh.‖ 

She points to the transcendent aspects of her beloved that 
pertain to his responsiveness. She compares her deplorable 
plight with the happy state of her beloved and seeks justice. 

 یں نہ دِلڑو

 

 

ن

ُ
  س

ہ 
چ 

 کوں 
 
ی

 ن

 سَدا تو خوش رہیں شالا

 بہیںشرموں کثرموں آ 

 اے کار وے نہیں اصلوں

―You do not love the damned one from the core of 
your heart. It is merely your courteous demeanour to 
sit with me. I pray that you remain happy forever. It 
is not the true way, oh.‖ 

She considers the polite behaviour of her beloved just a 
face saving bereft of real love. She questions its propriety 
while wishing her beloved happiness. The communication 
between the lover and the beloved is at a level, which cannot 
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be deciphered by ordinary or rational standards. The words 
and forms of expressions are unique. The language of love 
cannot be used or understood outside the situation of love. 

 نیآسانو لگیجُڑ جُڑ 

او موسم اگ سُ   نیسُ 

ہ ہی  مُد مست م 

ن

ب
 نیوساو 

 وہاگ دا بار وےڈسِر  میں

―Rain has poured heavily. The enthralling rainy 
season is in full swing. The weather of union is lovely.  
But, I am bearing the burden of misfortunes on my 
head, oh.‖ 

Her solitude deepens both in the inward and the outward 
ambience of union. Doesn‘t the deepening awareness of 
solitariness pave the road to union? 

  گئی

 

 
 

 یبہار و مفت ج

 یتے ہار سنگار و یمہند

ج لہ دھار و سُرخی
ک
 یتے 

 قوؽ قرار وے دیا کر

―The joyful spring, rouge, the line of a collyrium, 
henna and makeup have gone just for nothing. Do 
remember your commitments, oh.‖ 

She laments the passing away of spring without union with 
her beloved. Her beautification and ornamentation have not 
succeeded in evoking a single glance of her friend. She makes 
her beloved remember the vows of love. Love consciousness 
is dynamic but it has no steady pace.  It develops with leaps 
and bounds.  

و ُ 
 
ا ن
َ
 توں دور ہے تتی م

 سبھو منظور ہے سانوؽ

 دوکھ درد قہر کلور ہے

 وے اربیز ہک توں نہ تھی

―I am the inept one whose parents are far away. The 
sufferings and afflictions are terribly severe. My 
beloved! All things are acceptable to me. But do not 
get fed up from me, oh.‖ 
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She accepts the parting of her parents, sufferings and 
afflictions for the sake of love but beseeches her beloved not 
to get cool towards her.  

 ںنیارتاں من بھانو ںیاآ

ؽ
َ
 ںنیاتانگھ چاوے چاو و

وؿِ تے کاو ںلالیا
ِ
 ںنیال

ؽ
َ
ار وے و

َ
ک و
ِ
 رس وسوں ہ 

―There is ushering of a pleasant season. The voice of 
starlings and the ravens is audible. My longing for you 
is again awakening within me the deeper feelings of 
love. Let‘s dwell together in happiness, oh.‖ 

She finds a qualitative pleasant change within herself. The 
language of birds is audible. The sprouting feelings of love 
crave for unity with her beloved. 

 ا ڈھوؽ وے گیوں

 

ڑ
ھ

 

مبِ

 روؽ 

 الوؽ مخوؽ وے وسرے

ے ٹک ٹوؽ وے
ھل
ُ
ٹ 

 سارے 

 وےتار  کھ سوؽ ناسیںڈ

―My sweet beloved! Why you wretched me by going 
away? All my enchantments have been forgotten. All 
our fun and pun fell in oblivion. I am fully drowned 
in sufferings and afflictions, oh.‖ 

She faces afflictions and sufferings while wretchedly 
experiencing transcendence of her beloved. She remembers 
the moments of joy with her friend in the state of 
immanence.  

 

 

ہ ہی  دِؽ س

ن

ب
  

ن

ہ ہی  ی

ن

ب
 دے وات ہے 

 بات ہے یمونہہ نہ ماند اے

 رات ہے ڈینہاں تہیہا

ک تے لکھ آزار وے دِؽ
ِ
 ہ 

―My heart is in the jaws of the lion of love. My day 
and night is spent in lamentation. It is not a befitting 
utterance but my heart is one and the distresses it has 
to face are countless, oh.‖ 

She expresses the deadly grip of love, which ravishes her 
bones and flesh. The unity of her heart is distressed by the 
world of multiplicity.  
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ھ

 

ب

ُ
ت 

 

 

مت
قسِ

 ںلیاگا ںیاد ی

 ںملک نکالیا ؾگیو ےڈ

ارو نہ پیتا
َ
 ںپالیا ںم

 ر وےبار بر، گھر با گھر

―It is my overturned fortune that my ravishing 
beloved has not nurtured love. He has banished me. 
Now, my abode is in the desert and the desolate 
places have become my dwellings, oh.‖ 

She considers it her misfortune that her beloved has not 
responded with love and has banished her in wilderness. 

  کھ پیاڈ

 

ِ
 
 ہے دے پیش پ

 ہے یشر زخم زخمی دِؽ

 ہے غم صبح شاؾ ہمیش

اچار وے ؾبِن تھیو توں
َ
 ل

―I am the dejected one facing sufferings. Sorrow is 
constantly with me in the morning and evening. My 
heart is hurt and there are sores in my wounds. I am 
utterly helpless without you, oh.‖ 

The consciousness of sorrows, sufferings and utter 
helplessness without her beloved, shows that she has no 
fallback position. Isn‘t she reaching the threshold of union?  

  یبابَل د

 

ھت
کُ

 گئیشفقت 

ن
 
ی

ن

 ی
 ھی
ٹ

ُ ٹ  ید 

 

 گئیسنگت ن

 

 

ُ

 
 گئیما مار مار تے ہ

 تکرار وے دا ؿیروِ 

 

ِ

ن

 پ

―I lost the love of my father. My mother has got fed 
up after thrashing me. The company of my sisters has 
been severed. My brother keeps quarrelling with me 
every now and then, oh.‖ 

The untying of her primary ties signifies increasing 
hostility of her dear and near ones. One of the mysteries of 
love is the nurturing of love in the environment of animosity. 
It brings the best out of a person. Love transforms negativity 
into positivity. 

 ںوؽ تیکو ںیکھاڈنہ  جے تئیں

 

س
ھ
ک

 ر
 
ی

 تانگھ توں جے اتنی ن

ِ رہساں منڈھوں

 

 اصلوں نہ ی

 پار وے پار نیلا ہن
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―I will not get real peace unless I see you again. If you 
also develop the similar longing, then I will be able to 
achieve my fulfilment, oh.‖ 

She finds no real peace without the vision of her beloved. 
She thinks that if her beloved has the same longing as she has 
about him, then she can certainly find fulfilment in love 
(union).  

 د ہن

 

َ

 
  یکوڑ یہ

 

 

 گئیچ

 گئی بھیج یتوں دِلڑ ڈکھڑیں

 رج گئیکنوں دؽ  ےنیڑ

 
َ 

 ہار وے گیوسے ریا ب

―Now, I am shattered. My heart is fed up from love. 
My heart fled away from sufferings. My friend! I 
ultimately lost, oh.‖ 

There are hard times in love, when she even loses her face. 
She feels that she has lost the game of love. The beauty of 
these symbolic expressions consists in understanding the 
waning of self and the unveiling of the Self. It points to the 
hazardous path of love and the steadfastness of the lover in 
spite of all odds. 

 وے رپیا آ آپ کیتو

 ے،

 

ڑ
گل

 وے ریاپچار، و 

 وہ ہزار وےڈچا سِر تے 

د 

ن

 ی
ھہ

 

ٹ

 عار وے ہن نہیں ی

―You yourself cultivated the ties of love. You took 
upon yourself countless censures, complaints, and 
objections. Now, it is unbecoming of you to be 
ashamed of me, oh.‖ 

She addresses her beloved and makes him remember his 
initiative in contracting love. It was love itself, which took the 
forms of the lover and the beloved. The transcendent had to 
delimit itself in order to manifest itself in immanence. There 
is nothing to be ashamed of this cosmic reality. The Reality 
assumes the form of Divinity, in order to realise the 
possibility of love, and maintain its transcendence in spite of 
its immanence.  
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 ںگیوکوں کلھڑا چھوڑ  یںس

 

 

ن

ُ
 گیوںچھل وچ بوڑ  یبر د س

 گیوںوطن تے موڑ  گاںوا

 

 
ُ
 دھاڑ ظلم اندھار وے ل

―You left the lonely one asleep. You turned the reins 
towards your native place. You have drowned me in 
the sea of wilderness. It is loot, offensiveness, cruelty 
and darkness (darkness at noon), oh.‖ 

The transcendence of the beloved becomes so overbearing 
that she hurls accusations of injustice against her friend. She 
looses her composure in experiencing the splendour of 
immanence turned into wilderness of transcendence. The 
dwindling of the self also leads to the dwindling of calm and 
poise. Love is so strange. 

  ِ
 
وں کر بس  ہ

ُ

 

 یںکڈظلم ن

س
َ
 یںکڈرس اتے کِھل ہس  و

 یںکڈدے وس  یدرلڑے فر

ہ ہت  ڈدے  ؿجیو

ن

ب
 چار وے 

ن
ِ
 

 ہ

―Now, end this cruelty. Do dwell in togetherness with 
Farid. Let‘s spend these four days of life in joy, 
happiness and fraternity, oh.‖ 

He offers a friendly advice to his beloved to shun cruelty 
of separation and disunion, and unite with him to enjoy the 
short span of life. What if the beloved accedes to his demand 
there and then? The seed of love would not flower or bear 
fruit. It is the wisdom of the beloved that fructifies love. 
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Kafi-159 

 گائی گیت گما ئیبجا یبنسر ئیبجا یبن موں برج راج بنسر جا

―Krishan Maharaj played on the flute today in his 
native place. The playing of the flute orchestrated a 
celestial song.‖ 

The beloved‘s attuning of the self orchestrated celestial 
song. 

ا  ِ
 
ت سہاگ بھاگ پھاگ راگ رنگ ب

ُ
 ئییاآنند انگ انگ ہرموں ہر بھیو سنگ ر

―It is the season of happiness.  My good days have 
dawned. I am in a state of musical festivity with my 
beloved. There is peace and every part of my body is 
alive with freshness.‖ 

The nuptial season of happiness leads to the dawning of 
good days. He enjoys musical festivity with his beloved. He 
experiences joy in every pore of his being. It is rebirth in the 
world of love. 

 گلاؽ کو اُڑائی کی نیم یمپر یہور ںکرشن سے کھیلو موں بھلی گلی کونج

―I play holi with Krishan in the lovely street. I spread 
red colour signifying my happiness in love.‖ 

He plays the celestial game of love with his beloved. It 
symbolises commitment and happiness of love.   

 
َ
ع

 
 
ی

 

ن

 انہد گھن گھور شور جور سے مچائی بین نہیں بھیو بین میں چین بَین ن

―The happy note of my heart is comfortable and 
soothing, without any fear. The celestial music is like 
the thundering of the raining clouds.‖ 

The celestial music is like thundering of clouds but it does 
not instil fear in his heart. The note of his heart is joyful, 
serene and calm. 
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 جگائی مہاں گھٹ وہٹ پٹ جوت ہیں سمادھ سدھ دا لکھ لاگ رہو سن مینہ

―True concentration ultimately led to my beloved. 
The annihilation of my self led to the identity of spirit 
and light.‖ 

His full concentration on the Real led to realisation. The 
effacement of self unveiled the enlightened Self. 

 پرسائی تھدؽ جل موں ٹوب ٹوب تیر جمنا ار راؾ گنگ متیگوکہاں گنگ 

―Where is the Ganga, Gomti, Jamna and Ram gang? I 
have plunged myself in the waters of my heart and 
attained realisation.‖ 

The rite of bathing in the sacred rivers or holy waters for 
purifying oneself has been transcended. He dives inwardly in 
the waters of gnosis and attains realisation.   

 جائی یسپد ںکیو اپنے بھیس سب ہی متھرا، پراگ، برما، بشن، مہیش ،کاشی

―Kashi, Mithra, Praag, Barma, Bishan and Mahesh are 
all my forms (manifestations). Why I should I alienate 
myself in a search of otherness?‖ 

He finds no necessity in visiting the sacred places of 
Kashi, Mithra and Praag and worshipping the manifestations 
of the Absolute in the lordship forms of Barma, Bishan 
(Vishnu) and Mahesh (outwardness) since the Self is within 
Man (inwardness). It is by delving deep within the infinite 
depths of one‘s being that one can attain union or ‗the 
Supreme identity.‘ 

 درمٹ کے پھوؽ کو پھلا کے پھل کھائی جگت موں بیل یبسر کھیل یدفر ؾ کیپر

―Farid! The one, who lost the game of love, wronged 
himself by eating from the creeping plant, sprouting 
evil in the world (symbolically eating from the 
forbidden tree).‖ 

The one, who tastes the fruits of otherness, loses the game 
of love.  
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Kafi-160 

وؽ سڑ تتی ہے ییندسڑ پہلوں سیج جاَ 
ُ

 

 ہے یچک پیند ین

―My nuptial bed is burning my sides today. My inept 
nuptial quilt is biting me with its teeth.‖ 

The very things, which give comfort, become a source of 
torment for him in the absence of his beloved. Things remain 
the same but the freedom of consciousness gives them 
meaning. No one can deny the objective meanings of nuptial 
bed and nuptial quilt but he confers existential meanings to 
them in the state of suffering. 

ہ ہت  ڈ

ن

ب
 فراؼ اساں سر کڑکے 

  یںنو سوؽ

 

ِ

ن

 دھڑکے ڈیوؿپ

 تھڑکے پھڑکے چھاتی یدلڑ

  سختی

ن

 

 

 ہے یسخت س

―The days of separation are weighing heavily on my 
head. My heart is fluttering and my chest is 
palpitating. The incoming afflictions are threatening 
me.  Hardship is highly vexing me.‖ 

The situation of separation is overbearing for him. His 
embodied self falls in a deplorable state. He is overwhelmed 
by the state of dread. 

 دے سجنآئے وقت وداع 

 

 

 

ن

 حزؿ دے بیت ے سینےس

 سانوؽ من موہن دے ہنےسو

 ہے ید کھیںڈجھوک  یدِلڑ

―The parting time of my beloved friend has come. He 
is lovely, charming and bewitching. My wild bosom is 
the abode of angst.  My heart has become the abode 
of sufferings.‖ 
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He faces the moments of angst and suffering in the 
parting of his charismatic beloved. He experiences peeling of 
his self. 

 ے یجڑاُ 

 

ر

 

ھی
ُ
ٹ 

 ے 

 

ر

 

 ھی
ٹ

 رنگت 

 ڈکھ  اے

 

 ے سک

 

ڑ
ھ

 

کُب

 ے یں

 
 

 ک

 
م
چ

 ے لاںی  ہار 

 
 

ُ ن

 

 سہرے ن

  پل

 

 ِ
 
  پل پ

 
ج

ن

ٹ

 مُو
ھ
  
ی
د 

ن

 ہے یی

―The brightness of colours has disappeared and the 
colourful bridal coverings have faded out. The 
necklace, neck ornaments and chaplets stand broken. 
The flocking of sufferings has displaced peace. My 
constant pain gives me anguish.‖ 

His whole world collapses in the state of separation from 
his beloved. The everydayness of existence has no meaning 
for him. The colourful life becomes colourless. The 
ornamentations break in pieces. The day of peace turns into 
night of suffering and painful anguish. His midday sun of 
love becomes totally eclipsed. 

  ںیاچا ساںوطن پیا
ک

ن

ی

ن

ج
 ااںی  

  ںیاڈوڑ ںیاوڑڈ سانوں
ک

 

س

ن

ج
 ااںی  

وشیا
َ

ن

  مونجھاں ںسکیاڈ ںخ
سُک
م
 ااںی  

  قسمت

ن

خ بدل 
ُ
 ہے یر

―My longing for the native land is reviving. My 
delights are sobbing and my anguishes are smiling.  I 
am feeling highly dry and oppressed. It is destiny that 
takes such turns.‖ 

The quest of finding the origin and center of one‘s self, on 
the spectrum of time amidst oppressiveness, becomes so 
challenging for him.  

 ید آس دلیں پاس نہ کیتی

 دے مہیں ماؿ ونجایم ماؿ

   ریا یتروڑ یریا
ہ
چ 

  
ی

د ے

ن

 ی

 ہے ییندکرکھتر  یجندڑ

―He has not cared for the hope of my heart. My 
beloved friend has snapped his friendly ties with me. 
It has lead to the breaking of my vanity. My life is 
regretful of it.‖ 
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He perceives the transcendence of his beloved in different 
ways. He holds his beloved responsible for dashing his hopes; 
snapping friendly ties with him and ruining his faith in love. 
He is regretful of his life, which has brought him to such a 
tragic end.  

 

 

ڑ
ھ
ِک ل

ک 

 

ی
سَ
م

 سے پیو پیش ی

 سے دے ساتھ رلیو رداںبید

  یدفر ریا
مکل
  نہ کھڑ 

ت
 سے وو

ن کئی سب
 
ی

ن

 ی
مہ

 ہے ییندڈ 

―I got what was destined for me. Farid! My friend did 
not stay to bid me even good-bye. I am being 
rebuked by every one, on account of having been 
wretched at the hands of the heartless.‖ 

He tries to understand his plight in the context of cosmic 
destiny. It at least gives him some solace in placing his 
suffering in a wider context. He recalls the suddenness of 
parting, which leaves him unprepared. He faces rebukes for 
cultivating friendship with his heartless beloved who has 
turned him into ‗wretched of the earth.‘ Isn‘t it the beauty of 
love that the lover hardly blames himself in the game of love?  
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Kafi-161 

 ہے یدلدار د ینگر متاں آئی ہے ید اریدسِ د یوڑج ڈاَ 

―My desire for witnessing is doubly on the increase 
today since the dwellings of my beloved are nigh.‖ 

The nearness of beloved‘s dwellings increases his desire of 
vision.  

 ارض مقدس ملک عرب دی

 منزؽ منزؽ طرح جب دی

 ہر ہر وادی فرح طرب دی

 ساری وضع سنگار دی ہے

―The Arabian land is holy. There is a state of 
blooming, happiness in each and every valley. The 
beauty of the way is being strangely reflected at each 
and every stage.‖ 

The land of Arabia is holy by virtue of the House of God 
and the Prophetic presence. The valleys manifest thriving 
happiness. The steps of journey amazingly reflect the beauty 
of the way. 

 ہر ہر قطرۂ آب ہے کوثر

 کرڑ کنڈا شمشاد صنوبر

 گرد و غبار ہے مشک تے عنبر

 خار وی شکل بہار دی ہے

―Here, each and every drop of water is blessed. The 
cloudy dust is perfume and ambergris. Thorny shrubs 
and thorns are bon-tree and a bearing tree. The thorn 
(autumn) looks like spring.‖ 

The land symbolises blessings of Divine revelation, which 
is guidance to mankind. Both the outer and the inner stand 
transformed.  

 ینازک نازو تے متوار یسار ہنیہے سو یفعرب شر
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 ہے یمختار د نبی دار یلکھ لکھ وار یوار اںتھیو

―The sacred Arabia is all beauties. It is tendered, 
elegant and graceful. I may sacrifice myself countless 
times on it. It is the dwelling of the sovereign 
prophet.‖ 

The sacred land is so beautiful. It mirrors the tender, 
elegant and graceful tradition of love. He resolves to 
completely sacrifice himself at the altar of the living Prophet, 
who bestows mercy on mankind.  

 آئے حج عمرے دے وارے

 
ج 
  
ی
د 

ن

 رب نہ مارے ںیکھاڈ یںی

 لبیک
ِ
 پکارے سبھ رؽ مِ

 ہے یر دباچُ  گھر  یوسِر

―The times of Hajj and Umra have ushered in. All 
have gathered together in proclaiming their presence 
(receptivity before God). I may witness it, while living 
before the Sustainer calls me back from this world. 
All loves of my household have dwindled into 
insignificance.‖ 

People proclaim their receptivity before God in 
togetherness (collective self) in times of Hajj and Umra. He 
becomes oblivious of his everydayness of existence and he 
longs for the vision of his beloved before his exit from the 
terrestrial world.  

 کھاوے نہ بھاوے تے گھر نگنا

 شے اصلوں محض نہ بھاوے کئی

 تاوے ساڑے توؽ نہالی

ک سانوؽ  سک
ِ
 ہے ید ریاہ 

―The courtyard of my house is not pleasant and my 
house haunts me. My nuptial quilt burns me and the 
mattress parches me. There is nothing that really 
enchants me. I have the sole desire of my charming 
friend.‖ 

He is completely immersed in the desire of union with his 
charming beloved. The outer claims of his self hold no 
ground for him.  
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 سے کیتو یدخر یدعشق فر

و گمسا ھسیند سُرخی

 

 
 سے گ

 سے کل کاروں آزاد تھیو

 ہے یر دھاکل کجلے د نہ

―Farid! Love has bought me. It has freed me from the 
contingent realm of the action. My rouge, collyrium 
and twig (of the walnut tree) as tooth powder and 
lipstick (for its darkening effects), is no more. I have 
no concern even for the line of the collyrium.‖ 

He is sold out to love and thereby frees himself from the 
contingency of action. Action is bound to individuality and 
the ceasing of individuality leads to the cessation of the 
contingent realm of action; metaphysically understood as 
nonaction or ‗inaction‘. The Divine fully acts through the 
human medium. It is the stage of metaphysical or universal 
realisation. When the individual ceases to be; he no more 
requires beautification to attract his beloved (symbolising 
transcendence from the contingent realm of action).   
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Kafi-162 

 ہے ں گھلیانھوما متاں ماہی ہے رنگ رخ تے ولیا جاَ 

―The colour of my face has brightened today. 
Perhaps, my friend has sent some courier.‖ 

The expectation of his beloved‘s message, at the hands of 
a courier, ends the period of separation and disunion, which 
restores colour on her face.   

 چائی یسبز بیلےجنگل 

ؽ
َ
ا ر

ّ
 س 
ِ
 ئیھاود ؿیوڈ ںمِ

 رونق روز بروز سوائی

وں رلیا رانجھن
ُ
وں ل
ُ
 ہے ل

―The forest and the marshes are green. The bloom is 
on the increase each day. My friends in togetherness 
are congratulating me. Ranjhan has been knitted in 
the fabric of my being.‖ 

The deadness of forests and marshes turns into an ever 
increasing liveliness. Friends congratulate her in togetherness 
at the unveiling of her beloved in the infinite depths of her 
being. 

 

کہ

 کانہہ 
ی
ے
ل
 چائی خنکی 

 پھل کر دے حسن نمائی گل

 ر للائیبو دےں لیا چائی

اڈ ملیا سکھ  

 

 ہے کھ ٹ

―The riverine reeds and plants have become fresh. 
The plants (jhao) have turned red. The flowers and 
rose buds are manifesting their beauty. Peace has 
ushered in and sufferings have withered away.‖ 

There is enveloping freshness, happiness and beauty. The 
ushering of inward peace leads to the withering away of 
sufferings. Doesn‘t light make darkness vanish? 
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 ماہی میڈا جوگی رانجھن

 آہی ید ازؽ توں اس روز

 
 َ
 ہے واہیدا  بے واہی م

ا یدِلڑ جیں  
ِ
 ہے نوں مِ

―Ranjhan Yogi is my beloved.  I am without shelter 
and he is my shelter. I belong to him ever since the 
primordial day. He has captivated my heart.‖ 

She has no shelter except the recurring shelter (symbolised 
as Yogi) of her beloved. It is her primordial love commitment 
in the pre-eternal covenant. 

 ینہہ سِراندڈتی با ڈھولن

 یحسرت آند یںبھیڑ یںکھیڑ

 یدرماند تھئی نناؿسس 

 ہے جلیا تے کوئی گلیا کوئی

―My beloved has folded his arms under my head. My 
mother-in-law and my sister-in-law have become 
disheartened. The despicable ‗Kheras‘ are in a state of 
wistfulness. It makes some of them rot and others 
jealous.‖ 

The beloved‘s responsiveness of love in owning her elicits 
negative responses at the hands of her in-laws (secondary 
ties).  There is disheartenment, wistfulness, rottenness and 
jealousy amongst them. Doesn‘t happiness create loneliness? 
There is hardly any one to share happiness except a sincere 
friend. 

  ماہی
ک
 
ی
ے

 

ت
 ےیرد جھوکیں 

 نے سر سوہندے سہرےگا ہتھ

  گبھا ےتھئے ہن میر
 ھل
ٹ

  
ی

 ر ے

 ہے دا پھلیا شیخو باغ

―My beloved has settled in my dwellings. Now, my 
fortune has started smiling on me. There are 
colourful threads around my wrist (symbolising 
marital bond) and adorning chaplets on my head. The 
orchard of my happiness has flowered.‖ 

He has the feeling of being so fortunate in winning his 
beloved on his side. His inward state of happiness blooms 
forth.  
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 واندا سے سوؽ کنوں جی تھیو

  یدفر ریا

مل

 
 

ب

 دؽ بھاندا م

ھ و یاگذر
 
ٹ

 ڈکھاں داوقت  لا

 ں اسّا بخت
 ہے اای  وؽ ڈھل

―My heart has become free of afflictions. The times 
of sufferings have passed away. Farid! My heart is 
pleased to meet my friend. Good fortune has turned 
towards me.‖ 

Time is not static. The times of sufferings pass away 
freeing heart of afflictions. Time turns into eternity when his 
heart finds contentment in meeting his beloved. It is the turn 
of fortunes, which makes him smile. The smiles of fortunes 
or the smiles of the lover are identical. All human effort is 
ultimately subject to fortune. Good fortune or misfortune is 
beyond the ken of human endeavour. The results are in the 
hands of the Divine, says the tradition. The message of union 
or hope encourages the lover to remain steadfast in traversing 
the path of love without falling in despair.  
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Kafi-163 

 ہے ییندکنوں نکھڑ ریامتاں  ہے یسیندڈاَج فاؽ فراؼ 

―There is an augury of separation today. May be it 
separates me from my friend.‖ 

The omen portent indicates separation from friend. 

 سکھ تھئے تھولے ںودھیا ںسختیا

 لےبوروں روں  ڈکھڑی چرکھا

 رنج و الم غم سوز سمولے

 ہے یوؽ پیند نگیڈتند 

―There is an increase in my hardships and my 
peacefulness has decreased. Grief, torments, sorrows 
and passions have all flocked together. The spinning 
wheel is uttering notes of suffering. The threading is 
bending and not following its straight course.‖ 

The act of separation from the beloved is beset with 
hardships, grief, torments, sorrows and unfulfilled passions. 
The spinning wheel uttering notes of suffering symbolises the 
human self undergoing suffering in love. The twisting of 
thread symbolises the nullity of human effort in the face of 
Divine Grace.  

  ھاںسیند

 

 
   ںیامیند ںیاک

 

ڑ
 ھکِ
ٹ

 ںیا

 ںیاآساں نکھڑ ںملیا ساںیا

  ںے سرخیاجڑکجلے اُ 

 

ڑ
ھ
ک
ی 

 ںیا

  ینلوں و لوں

ن

 ہے یول 

―The parting line of hair on my head is untidy and 
henna is faded. The collyrium has worn out and rouge 
has been swelled. I am in despair with unrealised 
hopes. There is a tune of wailing in my each and 
every pore.‖ 
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The outward reflects the inward. The state of separation 
or disunion leads its marks on the outward. The unrealised 
hopes lead to despair. It is a state of ―dark night of the soul‘ 
and has to be qualitatively differentiated from ordinary 
despair. It can be understood as an eclipse of hope. Isn‘t the 
inaudible song of love beneath the inward tune of wailing? 

 ڈدار  ںتوؽ نہالیا

س

 

 
ب

 

ن

ن
 
چ

 

 ڈبار  ںیلیاحو صحن،

س

 

 
ب

 

ن

ن
 
چ

 

 ڈندے خار ہار پھلا

س

 

 
ب

 

ن

ن
 
چ

 

  مونجھشے  سب
ھ
  ود
ی
د 

ن

 ہے یی

―My nuptial quilts and mattresses seem as gallows. 
The garlands appear as thorns. The courtyard and 
mansions look like wilderness. All things are 
increasing my anguish.‖ 

Her separation or disunion from her beloved is a terrible 
experience. The things, which once gave peace, beauty and 
homeliness, have now turned to be the instruments of 
increasing anguish. She perceives everything through the eye 
of anguish.  

 گیجا بدبختیگ گیا بھا

 
ج 
  
ی
د 

ن

 گیسانوؽ سا ںیکھاڈ یںی

 ڈوہاگی ؾتھیو یلیبانہہ چوڑ

 ہے ییندمر مر و یجندڑ

―Fortunes have gone away and misfortunes have 
awakened. My arm covered with bangles exhibits 
misfortune. I may see my beloved in my life time. My 
life is ending spiritlessly.‖ 

The dormant misfortune has activated by banishing good 
fortune. The ornamented arm seemingly conveys a stroke of 
bad luck. She yearns for her beloved‘s vision before her 
spiritless life comes to an end.  

 رنیو ںیاکڑ پیلیںٹوٹے 

ماالے

 

کب
 تھئے نانگ برابر 

  ٹکڑے بینے
 
ت

 بولے 
ی 

ر 
س

ن

ی

 

ت  

ن

ت  ہے یچک پیند کلی چوہ 

―My bangles, bracelets and anklets are broken. My 
forehead and nose ornaments are reduced to pieces. 
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My bead necklace seems like a snake and the 
champak necklace is biting me. All my ornaments are 
reduced to bits and pieces.‖ 

The jewellery and ornamentation symbolise delight of 
belongingness. She finds them as a source of torment since 
she is separated and disunited from her beloved.  

 ماہی رانجھننظر نہ آوے 

 پھاہی ید گل مونجھ مونجھاری

 

ک

 

ی 

س

 

ی

 بے کس تے بے واہی 

د یآراؾ  صبر

ن

 ی
ج ی

ن

ٹ

 ہے و

―My Ranjhan friend is no where to be seen. He has 
made me helpless and without any shelter. Anguishes 
are a rope around my neck leading to the loss of my 
patience and peace.‖ 

The veiling of the beloved makes her helpless and 
shelterless. The multiplying anguishes tighten the noose 
around her neck making it overbearing and discomforting.  

 درد کنوں مونہہ ساوا پیلا

 ا کوجھا حیلہڈبن سا توں

 نیلا چھنچولا کالا بو

  کئی ہر

ن

 ہے یسخت ال 

―My face has turned green and yellow due to pain. My 
cloak is black and my head covering is blue. All my 
efforts are fruitless without you. People talk bitterly 
with me.‖ 

The inward sufferings cast their shadows on her face 
(reality) and the attire (coverings). People discourse with her 
so bitterly, instead of sharing her sufferings. Her efforts to 
attain or realise union do not fructify without the 
responsiveness of her beloved (Divine Grace).  

 ے شگوؿ ؿسو

 

 

ُ 

ے تھئے پ
ھ
 

سب

 

 ے نین

 
 

 

 نہ بھائے رو رو ہ

 ے

 
 

 وصل وصاؽ دے سانگے ترن

 ہے ییندکر کیس یدلڑ

―All omens of my marriage are overturned. The ties 
of my union have been snapped. My despised eyes are 
exhausted by crying. My heart is drowned in woe.‖ 
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The omens of happy union with her beloved have turned 
into sad states of disunion. It has snapped the ties of union. 
The dried eyes reflect the heart drowned in woe. 

 

 

 
 

 ڈبہار خزاؿ   ج

س

 

ب 

 ے
ج
 

 ڈؿ  باعلم نہ  ئیکو نہ

س

 

ب 

 ے
ج
 

 ڈ اؿیرجھوک سبھو و

س

 

ب 

 ے
ج
 

 ہے ییندڈر ڈین روہی

―The spring season of April seems autumn to me. All 
dwellings look so deserted. I have no knowledge or a 
way out. The haunted desert frightens me.‖ 

The seasons of spring and autumn are relative to the union 
or disunion of the beloved, respectively. The dwellings seem 
deserted without her beloved. The contingent realms of 
knowledge and action do not fructify. The haunted 
wilderness of her self is so frightening.  

ُکلا یدفر ریا
م
 یانہ کھڑ 

 یاتے تانگھاں تا یاساڑ سِ 

ڑ  سر آ یبار
چ  ِ
ہ 

 یابار 

 ہے ییندڈرودھے  قسمت

―Farid! My friend did not bother to bid me a 
goodbye. The heavy burden of disunion is fallen on 
my head. The desire has burnt me and the longing has 
set me aflame. It is my destiny that creates hardships 
for me.‖ 

There are no mental preparations in love. The suddenness 
of the beloved‘s transcendence makes him feel being thrown 
in a situation. He has to bear the onerous burden of disunion. 
The desire and longing of union with the beloved burns the 
lover and reduces him to ashes. Destiny engulfs one in trying 
circumstances. Isn‘t it the law of things that union is realised 
out of ashes of the lover? 
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Kafi-164 

 ہے یآند یخبر وصاؽ د کئی ہے یکل اکَھ پُھرکاند جا

―My eye is quivering these days. May be there is a 
message of union.‖ 

Waiting for the beloved is the most taxing art of love. The 
quivering of eye is taken as the news of the friend‘s arrival. It 
is a cultural expression of her desire and longing for union. 

 موسم آئی ید ملنوقت 

 ئیجا ما پیو یکر د ںخوشیا

 لذّت روز بروز سوائی

 ہے یباند کیا یبرد کیا

―The time of realising union has come. There is a 
constant increase in happiness. My sister is happy 
with me. What to talk about my maid and 
bondwoman (who are happy too).‖ 

The times of union have ushered in leading to day by day 
increase in happiness. Good times bring positive changes in 
the attitudes of people. She finds her sister happy to know 
facts about her intimacy. Even the maids and bondwomen 
share this happiness. 

 سےدرد و الم برباد تھیو

 سےآباد تھیو انہیرو

 سےشاد  تھیو بیلہجنگل 

 ہے یندجاموؽ نہ  فرحت

―My pains and torment have been uprooted. The 
forests and riparian shrubbery have become fresh. 
The desolate areas have turned into dwellings. 
Happiness will never depart.‖ 

The eye of happiness sees the world happy. It gives a fresh meaning 
to things. She considers the state of her happiness as permanent. 

 ہر و

ی

 

ل

 
ھ
 یآؿ ہے شاد ہر ے

 یآزاد آزاروں تھئی ہر

ارک باد ؿیوڈ
ُ
 یلوک م 

 ہے یکنوں جند واند سوؽ
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―There is happiness at each and every moment. 
People are conveying their greetings. There is 
freedom from every distress. My heart has become 
free from all afflictions.‖ 

She experiences perpetual joy in the situation of love. She 
is greeted by people for her realising union. Her life becomes 
free from every distress and affliction.   

 آ جوگی رانجھن
ُ 
 ھےیزو ی

 

ن
ُ

 

  ہ
ھ

ک

ن

ی

ت سانوں کوؿ 
َ
  و

ی
 ے

 

 ر

 ےبھیڑ ےسڑدے مردے کھیڑ

ل
ی 
ی ل

 ہے یسراند نہہبا 

―Ranjhan Yogi has come to my courtyard. The 
despicable ‗Kheras‘ are dying of jealousy. Now, who 
will part us?  Your arm is folded under my head all 
the times.‖ 

The beloved unveils from within the infinite depths of her 
being. The adversaries are jealous to see her good fortunes in 
realising love. The beloved‘s intimate responsiveness leaves 
no chance for anyone to create disunity between them.  

 یاسوا گسہا یدفر تھیا

 یاگھر آ میں امیڈ رانجھن

 یاجھوک نوں آؿ وسا مولیٰ

 ہے یدؽ ماند ؿکار جیں

―Farid! My union has become auspicious. My 
Sustainer has turned the place into dwellings.  My 
Ranjhan has come to dwell with me. My heart was 
suffering from weariness (sickness-unto-death) 
without him.‖ 

His love and gnosis lead to metaphysical realisation. Heart 
weariness withers away with the unveiling of his beloved, by 
the Grace of God.   
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Kafi-165 

ؽ آو وے یںنانو ید مانگھ مہینے جاَ 
َ
 وے یںلانو گلآ یںو

―It is ninth of Mangh (the month that comes before 
the spring season) today, oh. Do come and embrace 
me, oh.‖ 

The advent of spring deepens the desire of union with her 
beloved. 

ت رنگیلی
ُ
 ہنیتے ساعت سو ر

 ہنیکو ڈکھڑیں مدمستانی

 ہنیمن مو یموسم گل پھل د

 وے یںصحن سہانو سانوؽ

―The season is colourful and the moments are lovely. 
The spread of flowers is enchanting. These 
enthralling times eliminate sufferings. My charming 
friend! Do beautify my courtyard by your presence, 
oh.‖ 

It is the ambience of love, which eliminates sufferings of 
separation and disunion. She beseeches her charming friend 
to unveil himself for the sake of realising union.  

ا
ّ
 ںیایندناز نواز کر ںس 

 

 

 
 

   ج
ہ
س

  
ی
د 

ن

  گلور  ںیای

ن

 ںیال 

ج لہ سُرخی
ک

  

ن

 

ن

 
 ںیامانگ ب

 
 َ
 وے یںپوں پاو یگھر و م

―My friends are displaying their pride and elegance. 
There are applying the collyrium, rouge and setting 
their hair. They are enjoying the season by embracing 
their beloveds. Do step in my dwellings as well, oh.‖ 

She sees her friends pridefully and elegantly realising union 
of love. She entreats her beloved to affect union with her. 
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ڑ
ھ

 

ب
ُ
م

 روپ انوپ وسارے ی

 ے کر کوڑے لارےڈ ہناسو

 عمر گسارے یںروند ڈکھڑی

   یںآند

 

 وے یںنوجانہ مُ

―I am the miserable one who has become oblivious of 
beautifying forms. I am sufferer who is spending her 
life in crying. My beloved friend! Do not just leave me 
by giving false hopes, oh.‖ 

She becomes oblivious of her beautiful forms. She suffers 
in crying. She does not want to spend her life in false hopes 
of union at the hands of her beloved. 

 بکھیڑ ےبھیڑ ےکھیڑ

ن

ن

ھِ
ک

 ےر

   چاک
ہ
م

  
ی
د ا

ن

 ھےیزآ وڑ و ی

ا

ن

ِ

ن

 ناسس ب
 ھ
چ

وؾ  ِ

ن

  ں لان
ی

 ے

 

 ر

 

 
 
 

 وے یںنوں نا تانو یپ

―The despicable ‗Kheras‘ are fanning their 
incongruities. My mother-in-law and sisters-in-law are 
picking up brawls with me. The shepherd of my 
flock! Do come in my courtyard.  Do not make the 
inept fiery, oh.‖ 

She finds herself in miserable plight at the hands of her 
adversaries. The unresponsiveness of her beloved makes her 
fiery.   

ا
ّ
وکاں کر د ںس 

ُ

ن

ااں ن

 

ی
گ
ُ
ج 

 ںیا

 سرد ہن ماہی مل

 

ھت
گ

 ںیابھٹ 

ے

ن

ت
 
مہ

 ںیابرد ںیایندہاپ کر 

  نہ
ُ
 وے یںوج لجالا تیںھود

―My friends are laughing and making fun of me. The 
bondwomen consider me fit for rebuking. My 
beloved! Meet me and cast aside indifference and 
apathy.  Do not let the backbiters dishonour me, oh?‖ 

The transcendence of the beloved (exhibited in his 
indifference and apathy) makes her helpless in facing hostile 
environment. She wants her beloved to manifest in 
immanence in order to save her from being dishonoured at 
the hands of the backbiters. Her individual and social self is 
almost peeled out and she finds no refuge except in her 
beloved. Doesn‘t such vulnerability bring her to the threshold 
of union? 
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 ہور نہ کوئی اتوں بن میر

 ہوئی یتیر یازؽ د روز

 طعنے مارؾ خلق سبھوئی

 وے یںتوڑ نبھانو یلگڑ

―There is no one who belongs to me without you. All 
the people are taunting at me. I belong to you ever 
since the primordial day.  Do realise this primordial 
commitment, oh.‖ 

She has no friend except her beloved. Otherness is so 
despicable. Her love is primordial. She beseeches her friend 
to honour his commitment of love till end (to absolutely 
honour the commitment of love). 

 ا اکھیا

 

ر

ن

ھی
ِ
ٹ 

 ےنیر ںسالہوں 

 ےلکھ لکھ چیر ھاںلوں سیڑ لوں

   لیر یچُنر چولی

 

 ےک

 وے یںزخم مٹانو الڑے

―My nuptial shawl is wet with tears rolling from my 
eyes. My dress has been torn to bits. There are 
countless cuts and profuse bleeding in my each and 
every pore. Do heal my fresh wounds, oh.‖ 

The wounds of love are always fresh. Who can heal these 
wounds except her beloved? 

 

ن

ہ ہی  ی

ن

ب
 یمُوڑ ید فقیر یدفر 

  یںمرد
ج 
  
ی
د 

ن

 یپور یںنیو یںی

 یکوڑ گلہوں دے کل باجھ بر

اغ نہ لانو دِؽ
َ
 وے یںنوں د

―Farid! Love is the treasure of the faqir (one who is 
conscious of his ontological nothingness). All talks 
except love are false. Do remain committed to it at all 
times. Do not stigmatize your heart, oh.‖ 

He reiterates the traditional wisdom of love. Love is the 
treasure of the one who is conscious of his ontological 
nothingness in Face of the Beloved. The reality of love is the 
sole reality and it exposes the fakery of all things. One should 
remain committed to love through thick and thin and never 
stigmatise his heart by being drowned in otherness. It is the 
Divine, which is loved in all forms— knowingly or ignorantly. 
All love is sacred at its roots. Loving human for the sake of 
human is falling to the lowest of the low in the pit of 
otherness.  
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Kafi-166 

 وے یوسار ریا بیٹھیں ںکیو وے رہییا ید مانگھ مہینے جاَ 

―It is the eleventh of the Mangh month today, oh. 
Why are you being oblivious of your friend, oh?‖ 

She suffers the transcendence of her beloved with the 
nearing of the spring season.  

  آئی

 

 
 

 بہاراں موسم ج

 تار متاراں یںلہر بھنجو

 راںیا ںملیا ںسرتیا ںسینگیا

ک
ِ
 وے یمفت ازار میں ہ 

―The season of spring has come. My same age friends 
are meeting their friends. The tides of their youth are 
in full swing (animation). I am the one who is 
distressed for nothing, oh.‖ 

She sees lovers uniting with their beloveds, in their 
youthfulness, during the spring season but finds herself 
bearing the distress of separation from her beloved. 

ا
ّ
 نوؿِگانوؿ گادھانوِؿ  ںس 

 گندھانوؿ ںیاوؿِ دھڑبنا مانگ

ووں ہار سنگار سہاوؿ
چ 
 
سہ

 

 
 َ
 وے یربا ڈکھڑےسر   م

―My friends are bathing, while singing songs. They 
are fondly accomplishing their makeup. They are 
drawing a parting line of hair on their head and 
kneading the locks of hair. I am loaded with heavy 
burden of sufferings on my head, oh.‖ 

She witnesses joys of lovers and their preparations in 
accomplishing union but she finds herself condemned to 
overbearing sufferings. 
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ج لہ میند سرخی
ک

  ی

ن

 
 یسُ

  میں

 

ڑ
ھ

 

مب

  ی

 
 

ُ
د  یغم ل

ن

 ی
لہُ

 ی

د 

ن

 ی
ہ
ُ
م
 یہر ہک اپنے ڈھوؽ نوں 

 وے یلکھ لکھ زار ید کر

―The rouge, collyrium and henna look so pleasant. 
My every companion is captivating her beloved. I am 
the miserable one who has been destroyed by sorrows 
and is experiencing an anxious desire (of my beloved). 
I am making countless calls of distress, oh.‖ 

The lovers are enjoying the moments of love with their 
beloveds but she is left out and making innumerable calls of 
distress to her beloved.   

 لانوؿ ےبیڑپانوِؿ  ریوز

ر  یسراند نہہبا
َ
 لانوِؿ گلو

 

س

ھ رِجھاوؿِ 

 

ب

ن

کی
 

 
ب

 ھ
چ
 سہاوؿ 

 وے یہاں سولاں مار میں

―They are wearing jewellery and complete set of 
bangles. They are being intimate with their beloveds 
and dwelling in the nuptial beds. They are embracing 
their beloveds with folded arms. I am the one dying 
with afflictions, oh.‖ 

The lovers are ornamented and uniting with their beloveds 
but she is victim of afflictions in disunion from her beloved. 

ت سو
ُ
  ہنیر

ھ
ک
ُ
س

 تے وقت 
ی
ے
ل
 

 میلے رانجھنرب  یو ںمیکو

  نگنا

سہ

 
ی
ے
ل
 لبیلےگھر ا 

 

 

مت
قسِ

 وے یوار ؾیوڈِ  

―The season is beautiful and the times are 
comfortable. The courtyard is beautiful and the house 
is lively. My Sustainer! Make me also unite with 
Ranjhan. Let fate give me my turn, oh.‖ 

She wishes a turn of fortune in these happy times, in order 
to unite with her beloved, by the Grace of God. 

ڑ اں جوڑ 
چ 
ھ

ل د
ھ
ُ
ٹ 

 

ُ

 کھاوؾِڈگُ

 وؽ وؽ حسرت ساڑے آنوؾ

 پانوؾ ںبلبل بھونرے خوشیا

  پل

ُ
ج 

م کٹارپل 

ِھ
ب 

 وے ی

―The rose buds and flowers are in heightening 
blooms. The nightingale and the moth like insects 
(black beetle) are radiating happiness. My wistfulness 
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is burning me perpetually. The dagger is piercing my 
heart at each and every moment, oh.‖ 

She finds herself so miserable without her friend and more 
so amidst the singing birds in the orchard of spring. 

اجڑاُ 
ُ
 نےے سہرے ہار کُ

 نےترا نےگذرے سارے ما

 نےناز نواز دے ٹوؽ وہا

 وے یشہر خوار یلگڑ

―The chaplets have been crushed and the garlands 
have lost their freshness. The company of priding and 
elegance has passed away. All vanities have vanished. 
I have earned notoriety, oh.‖ 

She has lost all colour and freshness of love. She has no 
more any pride, elegance and vanity but has earned notoriety, 
instead. 

ہ ہت  ڈنندر نہ  راتیں

ن

ب
 قرارے 

 دارے یسدڈ نہالی توؽ

َ  و
 
َ  ہ
 
ےہ

ھ
ل

 

ی

 دار  مدارے 

 

 
 
 

 وے یاوُڑک ہار یپ

―There is no rest at night or peace in the day. There 
are irritating situations at each and every moment. My 
nuptial quilt and mattress seem, scaffold to me. I am 
the inept one who has finally lost (the game of love), 
oh.‖ 

She is in such a terrible condition that she perceives losing 
the game of love.  

   یلینہہ چوڑبا

 
 

ُ
 

 یسِ سِ ہ

  پیت

 

ڑ
کلل

  یتر ی

 

 

 

 یاپ

  ایندڈنہ لاوے  گل

 

 

ُ 

 یپ

 وے یریا ید ریا یٹھڑڈ

―My arm decorated with set of bangles has been 
worn-out due to perpetual desiring. My beloved does 
not embrace me but walks away. My love is 
unintelligible and the tradition of love is overturned. I 
have experienced the (so-called) friendship of my 
friend, oh.‖ 
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The effortful desire to unite with her beloved does not 
fructify. The unintelligibility of love and the intricacy of its 
tradition are beyond the ken of rational understanding.  

She questions the friendship of her friend (in such a sweet 
way).  

 ا  ماہی

 

ڑ
ھ

 

مبِ

 نہ لاوؾِ گل

ا
َ
لاند سن 

ُ
 ھااوؾِسَاہ  یگ

ج

ن

ب
ُ
م

 

  گہنےنے گا
َ
 آوؾِ ؿکھاو

 وے یسَاڑے باد بہار

―My sweet beloved does not embrace me. My 
colourful threads around my wrist (symbolising 
marital bond) and my ornaments haunt me. The 
fragrance of flowers anguishes my breath. The cool 
breeze of spring burns me, oh.‖ 

Union with the beloved is the measure of all things. All 
inspiring things become perspiring in separation and disunion 
from her beloved.   

 کشالے روگدرد اندوہ تے 

 ھاالے یدفر ریاشالا 

مب
س

 

ا پجالےسوز 
ّ
 نالے ںاکھ 

 وے مونجھاری مُونجھ ٹالِم

―My life is characterized by pain, grief, malaise, 
adversities, burning passion and tearful eyes. Farid! I 
pray that my friend takes care of me and ends my 
anguishes, oh.‖ 

He is fully conscious of the fact that it is only his beloved 
who can end his distresses and mounting anguishes by 
gracing him with union. 
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Kafi-167 

  ںپیلو ریاں رؽ چنوآ 
 وے نی ااںی  ی ک

―My friends! Let‘s pick together. The pilus is ripe, 
oh!‖ 

The tree of the desert laden with ripened fruit symbolises 
the essential vocation of Man in realising the possibilities of 
his existence. Pilu harvest in its natural and cultural context 
notwithstanding, the picking of pilu in the company of 
friends symbolises realisation of possibilities in society. It is a 
message of integrating the inward with the outward. It is 
integration and not segregation from community that helps 
her attain metaphysical realisation.   

 ںپیلیا ںیاساو کئی ںیابگڑ کئی

 گلنار ںیااود کئی

  کئی ںیابھور کئی

 

ڑ
ِھکّ
ٹ 

  ںیا

ن

ت
 ی  
ل
 ااںی  

 وے نی ںرتیا ںیاکٹور

―Some are white, green and yellow; some are 
brownish and light bluish while some are red, mauve 
and grey, oh!‖ 

The traditional symbolism of colours helps in 
understanding the nature of different existential possibilities 
realisable on the spectrum of time.  

 یہے رشک ارؾ د ر تھئیبا

 باغ بہار جا ہر

 
ُ

 یتے غم دڈکھ  ھگئی جڑ  سڑس

ّ  ساکھاں
ھ
ج ک

 وے نی ااںی  

―The paradise is envious of the desert. The roots of 
sufferings and sorrows have been dried and burnt. 
There is blossoming spring everywhere. The recently 
plucked fruits have been tasted, oh!‖ 
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The desert of the inner self becomes paradisal state leading 
to the uprooting of sufferings and sorrows of individuality. 
Tasting symbolises realisation 

 ڈ ںپیلو
ی 

 
ھ
ل

 گلزاراں ںیادں اای  

ی االا  کئی
ھ

 

ی ی ب

 ربا ں

 ںیاسرکھار کہیں ںیاٹور گل کہیں

 وے نی ںبھر پچھیا بھر

―Pilus and other fruits are flowering.  Some (pilus 
pickers) are bearing neck baskets and some are 
bearing small baskets on head. Some has gathered 
heaps of fruits by filling on hawker‘s baskets, oh!‖ 

The beautiful art of realising existential possibilities varies 
from individual to individual. It is the manifestation of the 
inward in different modes of the outward. 

 یآباد تھئی ٹیںجلوؽ جا

س  لوکی

ن

ی ہ  َ
س

 ارہز

 یدؾ دؾ شاد ںپل پل خوشیا

 
ُ
  کُ

 ھک
ٹ

 وے نی ااںی  نے 

―People have gathered at the site of the pilus trees. 
There is happiness and rejoice at each and every 
moment. There are hundreds and thousands of 
people over there. They are chucking pilus in their 
mouths with the palms of their hands, oh!‖ 

The realisation of existential possibilities in the community 
sets such a beautiful pattern. The society of selves is a happy 
society where play and work become identical. 

 ٹولے ٹولے ںیاحوراں پر

 ٹھار ںیاٹھڈ راتیں

 برہوں دے جھولے ںہیلا ںیاحسن د

 ا ئلیںگو

  

 وے نی ںپ

―The beautiful and lovely maidens are visible in 
groups. They are the breezes of beauty and the gusts 
of love (in the desert). The nights are cool and chilly. 
The day wind is hot, oh!‖ 

The integration of beauty and love is the integration of 
contemplation (night) and action (day); hot day wind 
symbolising the testing times of love, which are necessary for 
the realisation of union. 
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 رکھدے ناز حسن پروردے 

ے ہتھیا تیز
ھ
ک
ِ

 

ی

 ر

 نظر دے تے تیر ابَرو تیغ

  ںدِلیا

 

 ھی
ٹ

 وے نی ااںی  

―These maidens keep prides and nurture themselves 
in beauty. Their eyebrows are swords and the arrows 
of their eyes are sharp and pointed weapons. Hearts 
have been ravished, oh!‖ 

The magnetism of beauty attracts the lovers and their 
hearts become ravished in return.  

 اؿَ ناؽ برابر ؿیوڈ کئی

 و کئی

ن  
 

 بازار ن

 کر کر ھےیڈڈگِھن آوؿ  کئی

ا  ُ

 

  ںٹ
َکّ

 

ی
 وے نی ااںی  

―Some is bartering for wheat. Some is bartering for 
one and half wheat. Some is measuring by the eyes 
keeping in a view the market price, oh!‖ 

The realisation of possibilities takes place by virtue of 
freedom. It is not a mechanical affair but a creative one, which 
makes every individual choose his own mode of realisation. 

 ںیارہند ںیاچند یدھپ وچ دِ  کئی

 ہار ںپیا چن چن کئی

د   ےیرگِھن چھاؿ چھنو کئی

ن

 ی
ٹ ہ

 ںیا

 

 

ی
ُ
  ااںی  ہ 

ھک

 

ٹ

 وے نی ااںی  

―Some remain picking pilus even in sunshine. Some 
has picked these and sat under the shade. Some by 
constant picking have become exhausted, tired and 
worn out, oh!‖ 

The act of picking pilus even in sunshine symbolises the 
resolve to attain universal realisation, whereas the sitting of 
the pickers in shade symbolises the inferior stage of individual 
realisation. The realisation of the doctrine is free but it is so 
hard. Some may even ultimately fail to attain realisation 
(union and deliverance). 

 عشوے غمزے نخرے ایڈوں

 کاؿ

ن

ن
َ
س
کُ

 رتیا 

 ےبکر یتیخرا ریا ڈوںاو

ا رانداں
ّ
 وے نی ںرس 
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―There are amorous glances, enticements and 
blandishments, on part of the beautiful maidens. 
There is the spirit of sacrificial animals on part of the 
lovers, readily available for being slaughtered.  The 
game of love is in full swing, oh!‖ 

There is inseparability of beauty and love. Beauty attracts 
the lovers and the lovers like iron filings get attracted to it. It 
is the game of realisation, which is in full swing. 

  ںپیلو

ن

ُ
 
 اںلیر چھنبو یںج

 ے

 

ڑ
ِل گ

 کرؿ پچار 

   لیر تھیا یچولا و

 

 اںک

 وے نی ںسکیا ںسینگیا

―The shawl has been torn apart and the shirt has also 
been torn in bits, while picking pilus. The youthful 
companions and relative girls are making complaints 
and objections (being critical and making them 
ashamed), oh!‖ 

The difficult act of realisation is essentially inward leading 
to the dwindling of individuality into universality and going 
beyond the ordinary standards of society in simultaneity. The 
lover is a rebel who, in the act of realisation, casts away his self 
and at the same time sets higher standards for the community.  

  ںپیلو ںیاآ

ن

ن

 

 دے سانگے چ

 قرار آراؾ چھوڑ

 وانگے ؿیدفر ںاُوڑک تھیا

 
 وے نی ںبکیا ااںی  ہ ک

―They came for the sake of picking pilus. Ultimately, 
they became Farid like. They left peace and rest and 
fell in a state of rapture, oh!‖ 

The possibilities inhering in the Divine Essence were in 
the state of calm and repose (nonexistence). They were 
manifested in the state of existence in individual forms. The 
individuals embarked on attaining realisation (symbolised in 
the act of pilu picking). The individual realisation gave way to 
his universal and bewildering stage of metaphysical 
realisation.   
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Kafi-168 

  کوئی بھاندا ہے پیا ھایزو جاَ 
ہ 

ن

سب
  وصل 

ی
 ا

 

 آندا ہے ر

―My courtyard seems pleasant to me today. Some 
message of union is in the air.‖ 

Love heightens the sense of intuition. The ambience of 
love makes him intuit the unveiling of his beloved. 

 آئے بادر کارے
ِ
 مِ
ِ
 مِ

 گج گج گاج کرے دھدکارے

گاارے چمکے مینہ بجلی

ن

 ھت
ٹ

 

ا جھوک اندا ہے گسُ   سُ 

―The black clouds are gathering. There are flashes of 
lightning with drizzle. The thundering of clouds is 
loudening. The merriment in my dwellings is looking 
so good.‖ 

He finds himself on the threshold of meeting with his 
beloved, which causes merriment in the inmost chamber of 
his being. 

 ماؽ نہ ماوے ٹوبھے

ن

ن

 ھل
چ

 اُ

 فرحت ناؽ نبھاوے ہر کوئی

 لاوے گلاساں  ریا راتیں

ک
ِ
 کھاندا ہے کھ پیاڈکھ ڈ ہ 

―The ponds are overflowing with water and the place 
of a herd has become constricted. My beloved 
embraces me in the darkness of night. Every one is 
realising his possibilities in happiness. It is only 
suffering that is obliterating suffering itself.‖ 

The water of life starts overflowing. The frontiers of the 
habitual self cannot constrict the higher possibilities of 
existence. He experiences his beloved in the state of 
contemplation. Suffering is obliterated at its roots. He goes 
beyond the clutches of suffering. The era of suffering withers 
away.  
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 کوئل کوکے مور چنگھاڑے

 َ
 
َ  ہ
 
 کر للکارے  وشیہ

 کرؿ بُلارے اغن پپیہے

 ندا ہےگادے  خوشی گیت

―The cuckoo is cooing and the peacock is sounding 
wild. The crested cuckoos are voicing calls. Here, 
each and every wild animal is also loudly voicing the 
songs of delight.‖ 

The language of the birds is the language of love. The 
songs of delight are being loudly voiced even by wild animals. 
Love is making the soft and hardened possibilities of the self 
become vibrant. 

 سن بہاراںڈ ںبادشت بیا

 ہے تار متاراں ہوئی راحت

س تواراں 

ن

ی ہ 
س

 بوٹے بوٹے 

 چولے انگ نہ ماندا ہے

―The forests and desolate places seem to be lively. 
The herds with bells around their necks are gathered 
around each and every plant.  The depth of happiness 
is overflowing its bounds. All is immensely happy.‖ 

Deadness has been transformed into liveliness. The 
development of the inner self is so musical. Joy knows no 
bounds.  It is a state of ecstatic happiness. 

 سہیلی چنککر دے  چنکے

 میلی ںرکھاں کیو یدفر ھسیند

 بیلی آؿ سنبھالیم ی   و

 نواز سبھاندا ہے ناز

―The tinkle of bells around the necks of the herds 
sounds so musical to my ears. My beloved has taken 
timely care of me. Why I should keep the parting line 
of my head dusty? It looks so nice to display pride 
and elegance.‖ 

The realisation of existential possibilities sounds so 
musical. The friend has given a timely response. He resolves 
not to remain contented with his untidy appearance since it is 
so heartening to display pride and elegance. He is not 
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independent or autonomous since he takes all his cues from 
his beloved and acts accordingly. 
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Kafi-169 

 تھی یدؽ ناں ماند اجھو مارو ملیو

―My heart! Do not be so weary.  You will soon unite 
with your beloved.‖ 

She consoles her weary heart by giving it hope of union 
with her beloved. Her solitariness reaches such heights that 
there is no one to soothe her heart burning in passion except 
herself. 

 اں د ونج کوں ساڑ تے سوہے سیج

 

ِ
 تھی یم

―Burn your nuptial red head covering and the nuptial 
bed. Go and realise identity with your friend.‖ 

She has to discard the formal rites and delve deep within 
herself in order to realise identity with her friend.  

 تھی یباند یبرد ید ریا یبرد یباند

―You are the handmaid and bondwoman of your 
friend.  Become his bondmaid and bondwoman 
(remain completely subjected to him).‖ 

She has to constantly remember that she is completely 
subject to her beloved and thereby has to act accordingly. 

 تھی یواند یدِلڑ دے ریاالُفت  وںغیر

―My heart! Do empty yourself from the love of 
everything except my friend.‖ 

She counsels her heart to empty itself from the love of 
otherness. She has to love her beloved in absoluteness. 

 

ن

ہ ہی  ی

ن

ب
  
 ھ

ب

ن

ت

  
ی
د 

ن

 کاندھی گیممَر یںی

ن

ُ
 

 تھی پ

―I have died while remaining true to love. Punnal! 
Now, you should come to accomplish my funeral 
rites.‖ 
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Her vocation is to remain true to love till the last moment 
of her breath in spite of all odds. She may die and leave it for 
the beloved to accomplish her funeral rites. There is no 
logical necessity between her efforts and the beloved‘s 
response. Love rises higher than the horizontal concept of 
justice. Love is not a trade off. It is a mystery. 

 تھی پاندھی ڈوںبر  ینوں آکھد یدتانگھ فر

―The insatiable longing asks Farid to travel to the 
world of wilderness.‖ 

His insatiable longing for his beloved makes him resolve 
to reach the wilderness of his self with the hope that the 
autumn of life will certainly have its spring. His despair is 
qualitatively different from ordinary forms of despair. There 
is an invisible ray of hope buried beneath his darkness of 
despair. It is this ray, which keeps him moving in the tracks 
of love. Isn‘t love and hope identical? 
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Kafi-170 

 جی ںالف ہکو ہم بس وے میا

―Alif (the alphabet symbolizing Allah, the Reality) is 
simply and solely enough for me, my respected 
teacher.‖ 

The imagery of letter Alif is of an independent vertical 
straight line. The symbolism of letter Alif (A) stands for the 
Absolute. She attaches herself to the root of Knowledge and 
needs nothing else.  

س وے میا گیمالف  نیموؽ نہ بھا نیہور کہا

ھ
کَ

 جی ںدؽ 

―There is absolutely no other narration that has 
touched me. It is Alif that has grabbed my heart, my 
respected teacher.‖ 

She distances herself from the narrations of religiosity. She 
is bewitched by the letter Alif (A) that contains all love and 
gnosis.  

  کل نہ کائی بئی یبے تے د

ک

 الف 

ی 

م

 

ب

 جی ںس وے میابے و 

―I have no knowledge of ‗bay‘ and ‗tai‘ (alphabets 
symbolising formal learning).  Alif has made me 
helpless, my respected teacher.‖ 

She is overpowered by the inward reality and transcends 
the domain of formal learning. 

 
َ
م

ےٹھپ رکھ فقہ اصُوؽ دے 
سل
 جی ںس وے میاڈدا ں باب برہو 

―Shelve the issues of jurisprudence and its principles. 
Open the chapter of loving for me, my respected 
teacher.‖ 
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Jurisprudence and its principles do not offer taste of love.  
She asks her master to shelve them and make her drunk deep 
in love and gnosis. 

 ڈکوں  ںیاجا یو چاٹ برہوں دلگڑجے کر 
 
 

 جی ںے میاس وڈ ی

―Once you get the taste of love (get existentially 
involved in love), you will even caution your 
descendants (about the sufferings of love), my 
respected teacher.‖ 

The taste of love warrants such heights of sufferings that 
no ordinary being could ever think of contracting love. 

 جی ںنَس وے میا ںیساکل وِ  جاَ  تڑوڈجے ناں سبق برہوں دا 

―If you do not teach me the lesson of love, then I will 
one of these days flee from you, my respected 
teacher.‖ 

She has no tolerance for religious discourses. She is only 
interested in attending doctrinal sittings steeped in love.  

 

ھ

سک

 برہوں 
 
ی

 جی ںشابس شابس وے میا ہئی تے برہوں سکھائیں ن

―Learn love and teach love. Bravo! Bravo, my 
respected teacher.‖ 

It is so commendable to learn the art of love and teach the 
same to votaries.  

 
ج 
  
ی
د 

ن

ووں ریاہک  موئیں یںی
س
ہ 

 جی ںہور ہوس وے میا یوسر دے ر

―We shall remain committed to the one beloved in 
life and death. All other craving has been fallen in 
oblivion, my respected teacher.‖ 

Loving the beloved with absoluteness leaves no room for 
craving of otherness. She will remain committed to her 
beloved through thick and thin.   

  پر

ن 

ن یںدا پھوک شکار یتم
 
ی

ن

ی
گ

ن

ی
ل

 جی ںہم آلس وے میا 

―Blow over me the incantations of love since there is 
indisposition in parts of my body, my respected 
teacher.‖ 
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She asks for blowing the incantations of love on her so 
that she could overcome the temporary indispositions of her 
body and hasten to reach the destination of love. It is 
requesting the freshening of her spirit to unite with her 
beloved.  

 وے میاگئی  نہ رہ یور د یگھر د یالُفت زر د

َ

ن

ک خ
ِ
 جی ںہ 

―No attraction of wealth, household and husband has 
remained in me even to the extent of a straw, my 
respected teacher.‖ 

The absoluteness and universality of love for one‘s 
beloved does not leave any room of love even to the extent 
of a straw for one‘s wealth, household or spouse.   

س وے میا ںیاکھیڑ ید رانجھن میں میرا رانجھن

ھَ
ٹ 

 جی ںدے مونہہ 

―Ranjhan is mine and I belong to Ranjhan.  I wish 
dust in the mouths of the ‗Kheras‘ (signifying 
contempt for one‘s adversaries), my respected 
teacher.‖ 

Her deep and intimate relationship with her beloved 
warrants contempt for the adversaries of love. 

 
س
َ
 گھر بار تے بار و

 

  سَ
ی

س وے میا کیتی بَدلیں سااں

لَ

 جی ں

―I will leave my household and shall dwell in desolate 
forests. The clouds have shown flashes of lightning, 
my respected teacher.‖ 

She resolves to leave her everydayness of existence and 
delve in the desolate forests of herself for there are signs of 
unveiling of her beloved in the inmost chambers of her being.   

ل
ھ
ُ
ٹ 

 

َ

س وے میا عشق پیو جے کر یسیو ،علم عَم
ُ
 جی ںکن ر

―You will become forgetful of knowledge and action 
(transcend), once the tune of love enters your ears, 
my respected teacher.‖ 

The universal tune of love played within the infinite 
depths of her consciousness makes her forget the contingent 
realms of knowledge and action. Knowledge is transformed 
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into gnosis and action is transcended to the realm of 
nonaction. 

س وے  نہ سمجھیں ںیسوڈاُوڑک عشق اندر جند 
َ
ہ 

 جی ںمیاکِھل 

―Ultimately, I will sacrifice my life for the sake of 
love. Do not take it as a joke, my respected teacher.‖ 

Reason needs to take her seriously in her claim of 
sacrificing her life for the sake of love. Reason cannot 
measure the abysmal depths of love and thus, is at a loss to 
understand that how could she sacrifice her life just for the 
sake of her beloved. 

 

ن

ہ ہی  ی

ن

ب
 ے ں پیو کناوکڈ 

 

ڑ
ھ
ک
ُ
ی 

س وے میا نہ ہئی سے 
َ
م

 جی ںقلم تے 

―Love fell to our lot before there was the pen and ink, 
my respected teacher.‖ 

‗Hidden Treasure‘ testifies love itself. The Reality loved to 
know the possibilities of His Essence in the forms of His 
Names or Attributes. It was before the Reality created Pen 
(al-Qalam) to ink ‗the realities of all things (al-haqa‘iq) upon 
the Guarded Tablet (al- Lawh al-Mahfuz).‘  

 جی ںہس وے میا یروز ازؽ د یدے وؽ د ریا ید کل جنہ اَ 

―My intimate bond with my friend is not recent. I am 
with him ever since the primordial day, my respected 
teacher.‖ 

Her intimacy with her friend is not merely a temporal 
affair. It is a pre-eternal covenant of friendship with him.   

ووں مُوؽ فر
ق

 

س
ع

و  نہ پِھرسوں ید
َ

ن

 چس وے میا یںروز ن
ِ
 

 جی ںہ

―Farid! I will never turn my face from love. I have 
creative taste each day, my respected teacher.‖ 

He resolves never to turn his face from love.  He is 
drowned in its recurring creative taste. 
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Kafi-171 

 یتوں دلبر د یبرد رایاوؽ سنگ  اللہ میلے

―Allah may unite me with you, my friend for I am the 
bondmaid of my beloved.‖ 

She prays for transcending the servant –Lord axis by the 
Grace of God. 

 رایاڈھنگ  کیا چالیں کیا کت حُسن ملاحتناز نزا

 یطرح نظر د ہنیسو

 ―You have prideful tenderness and charming beauty. 
You have great moves and unique expressions, my 
friend and a lovely style of seeing.‖ 

He is bewitched by Beauty. He describes the beauty of his 
beloved with its captivating antics. 

مااں کر د عشوے غمزے کرؿ لڑائی

 

ج س

 رایاجنگ  ںیا

 یڈاڈھے ظلم قہر د

 ―The amorous glances and enticements are battling. 
The eyes are in a state of warfare, my friend, with 
severe cruelty.‖ 

The striking beauty of eyes ravishes his heart.   

 نانگ واردھا
ُ
 رایانگ ڈ ییندزلف مر ہر ہر کاکُ

 یمُوؽ نہ اڑد یلڑد

 ―The hair with each and every lock is like an 
overpowering snake. The tress bites me, my friend, 
without any reservations.‖ 
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He is capitulated by the tresses symbolising intricacy of 
love. He has no exit from love. 

س فر یسار متقیا ریاقامت 

ن

ی ہ 
س

 رایافرنگ  یب

 یجو جو سرد  یکر د

 ―The height of my friend is so captivating. It has 
countless forms of deceit, my friend, doing all that is 
possible.‖ 

He tries to encompass the terrific beauty of the 
magnificent build and stature of his beloved. The beloved 
succeeds in enticing him at will.   

  تیر
َ
گنگہ دا ر

َ
 رایاسارا بدؿ چورنگ  ریا گ ر

  د یلگڑ

ن

ُ
 

 ینوک ہ

 ―The arrow shot from the eyes has pierced my each 
and every vein. My whole body is a target dot, my 
friend, with the point of an arrow shot so perfectly.‖ 

The eye targets him perfectly. It ravishes his embodied 
self. It plays on the game of beauty and love.  

لا یدعشق فر
ُ
 رایاتے انگ انگ  ہڈ ہڈ بروچِ یمر

  

 

ڑ
ھ
ک
ِ

ن

ی

 
ُ 
 ی دولہر کونج ی

 ―Farid! Love has made me wretched in wilderness 
affecting my every bone and each part of flesh, my 
friend and I am a heron separated from my flock.‖ 

He experiences the separation and disunion of his beloved 
in his bones and flesh. It is likened to a heron flocking 
together with other herons and once separated dies alone.  
The lover and the beloved having the same feathers of love 
‗flock‘ together. He tends to lose his identity in face of the 
transcendence of his beloved. He suffers crisis of identity 
because the formation of his mutual selfhood cannot sustain 
his evaporating isolated self.  
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Kafi-172 

 
ْ
و َ
 ْ
ِ  ؾاَل  

َ
 وے یدتے د ریاہر وقت  وے یدبصر خ

―My vision is very sharp today, oh. I am witnessing 
my friend at each and every moment, oh.‖ 

 It is beyond the ken of religiosity to understand that his 
sharpness of vision (spiritual) makes him constantly witness 
his friend.  

 وے عشق قلب کلید کھولی

ہ ہت  ڈ

ن

ب
 وے عید یڑڈرات سا 

 تھئے 

 

ڑ
 ھ
ج
گ

 وے یدے راز پد

 
ھِ

 

ٹ

 وے بُعد سخت بعید اای  

―Love has opened the key of my heart, oh. The 
deeper secrets have been unravelled, oh. It is our day 
and night festivity, oh. The distances have greatly 
distanced themselves, oh.‖ 

Love opens his deeper mysteries of heart (innateness of 
knowledge or the ‗immanent Qur‘an‘). Doctrinal realisation 
confers perpetual spiritual happiness. Absolute proximity 
banishes the concept of distance from the gnostic 
consciousness. 

 وے یدہے قطع بُر وںغیر

ھد ّ 

گ

 
َ
 وے توحید یدؽ مِ

 کھٹ

 

ُ

 
 وے تقلیدگئی  ہ

 وے یدہے حاؽ روز مز

―The relation with otherness has been severed, oh. 
The state of servitude has finished, oh. My heart has 
embraced unity of God, oh. My state is progressing 
each day, oh.‖ 

The illusory nature of otherness falls to the ground. The 
state of religiosity crumbles like the house of sand. There is 
no reality (ilah) except the Reality (Allah). The realisation of 
Oneness or Unity deepens in every situation.   
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َ  لحظہ شوؼ شد
 
 وے یدہ

 وے امّارہ نفس عنید

 وے یدہر آؿ ذوؼ جد

 

 

ٹ

 کر صلح 
ُ
ھب 

 وے یدمر م

―My fondness is intensifying at each moment, oh. My 
taste is renewing at each instant, oh. The carnal self is 
a deadly enemy, oh. It has made peace with me and 
has become my disciple, oh.‖ 

The fondness of witnessing the unveiling of the Reality is 
on the increase. How could religiosity tame the carnal self (al-
nafs al-amarah) and transform it into realised self (al nafs al 
mutma‘innah) without spirituality? 

ہ جذب د
َ
 وے تائید یو

   تھی

ن

ُ

 

 وے محوّ گفت و ش

ہ فقر د
َ
 وے تمہید یو

 وے وسِر وعد وعید گئے

―I laud the mystic state of absorption, oh. I laud the 
preamble of faqr (consciousness of ontological 
nothingness), oh. I was engrossed in doctrinal sittings, 
oh. I became oblivious of all promises and 
threatening, oh.‖ 

The state of spiritual absorption is the preamble of 
attaining consciousness of one‘s own ontological 
nothingness. The deep involvement in doctrinal sittings 
makes the illusory nature of self vanish and thereby the 
votary transcends the promises of paradise and threats of hell. 
The spiritual experience of God (communication with the 
Lord) makes one transcend the realm of action.   

د 

ن

 ی
ھہ

 

ٹ

 وے یدتشد نہیں ی

 وے یدعبد فر ادنیٰ یہوا

اوڑ اتے تہد
َ
 وے یدک

 وے یدخر یداَزلوں ہے دِ 

―Harshness is not befitting, oh. Anger and 
punishment too (are not befitting), oh. Farid is a 
humble servant, oh. He has been bought for the sake 
of the vision of my beloved ever since the primordial 
day, oh.‖ 

The whole drama of cosmic existence is unfolded on the 
stage of love. How could he bear harshness, anger and 
punishment, when he has primordially bartered himself for 
the sake of his beloved‘s vision in all humility and subjection?  
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Kafi-173 

ھ کرڑ کنڈا  ےیرمنداں دے دتھ درد اُ 

 

ب
ِ
ج 

 ےڈھیر ئیبو

―Here, are the dwellings of the compassionate ones 
with widely spread out thorny shrubs, trees, plants 
and bushes.‖ 

The loving hearts dwell in Nature, which pacifies them 
against the humdrum of city life. 

 عالیے &اے اچڑے 

 مشتاقاں دے والی ہن

 والی یککڑ ہنیاے سو

 ےکوؿ قدؾ اتِھ پھیر بیا

―These high and majestic sand dunes and lovely 
brownish sand is the custodian of the people eager of 
vision. Who else can step in here?‖ 

The lovers eager for the vision of their beloveds step here 
in the lovely sand and mounting dunes. It provides a calm 
atmosphere for contemplation. 

ھِت  کھاراں تے لئی
ک

 نےلا 

ِ   تھل

 

ا ی ِ

 

 نےڈہر ٹ

ھ

ن

سی
 نےں مَن بھابہو گپھو 

 ناؽ بسیر ہر

 

ِ
 ب 

 

ِ
 ےب 

―The desert grass, plants and bushes are appealing to 
the lovers. They have their dwellings in the desert, 
sand dunes and the areas between dunes. They have 
their habitations on the top of every sand mound.‖ 

The lovers are happy in the habitat of the desert with its 
natural growth. The sand dunes are instrumental in providing 
them occasions to contemplate on the higher realities of life. 

اڈے مڈ َ

 

  ن

 

َ

 

 جھوکاں تے ن

 ےگاہ اساڈ واہ تکیہ

 ے کھیلا

 

ر

 

 ھی
چ

 ےڈکھا ںرس 

  ہن
ھ

ک
ِ

ن

ی

  ہووے کوؿ 
ی

 ے

 

 ر

―Who can separate us from the thatched huts, 
dwellings, river beds and transitory habitations, 
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cultivable land amongst sand mounds, water drains 
and pools, when these are our abodes?‖ 

The lovers do not wish to be displaced from their 
dwellings in the desert amongst plantation and water. 

ِ  ٹوبھے 

 

اپ
َ
 سوہندے ہیںن 

ے ہر  جی
ھ
ل

 

ی

او  ِ
 
 لوہندے ب

 دؽ نوں موہندے چنکےوچ 

 ےہر دؾ ہووؿِ نیڑ ہے

―The big sand dunes and ponds create such a pleasant 
atmosphere. They captivate my heart in broad day 
light. My heart is yearning that these always remain 
near me.‖ 

He is fascinated by the desert, which creates a sense of 
spaciousness in him. He wishes to remain near the lovely 
sand dunes that give him calmness, serenity and tranquillity. 

  گا

 
َ  

 بادؽ ںں بجلیاجاج

 سانوؽ کرے ابُاہل سِ 

 ے  کیا

 
 

ِ
 
 رے سانوؽگوج

 آ و لڈ

ِ

سِ
َ
 ھےیزہوت و

―The sky is overcast with whitening and black clouds 
with flashes of lightning and thundering clouds. My 
longing for my beloved is intensifying. I wish that my 
beloved packs up and reach my courtyard.‖ 

There are visual and audible signs of the unveiling of the 
beloved. His longing to unite with his beloved intensifies.  

ھ 
ل

َ
 ر ںیالگڑو

 

 
 

 ںیاکچر پ

 ںیاککڑ ںپیلیا ںیاگدر کئی

  ےسبز متیر کئی

 

ڑ
ھک

ک

 ںیا

 سوہندے سہرے روہی سر

―The creeping plants of different sizes and colours of 
melons are enhancing the beauty of the desert.‖ 

The possibilities of the self (desert) symbolised in plants 
(growth) and fruits (fruition) enhance its beauty. 

  ؿخوش قطر

 

ر

ن

ھی
ِ
ٹ 

 یعطروں 

  ید پوسی گسا کھا

 
ن

 
 یپ

  یسَاو گس لائی

 
ن

 یس

 ھ
بِ

ن

ت
  ےیندو 

ھ

ک
ُ
س

  وقت 
ی

 ر ے

―My time passes in peace in the desert by living 
amidst sweet-scented grass, riverine green and fresh 
plants and by eating potherbs and turnips.‖ 
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He is at peace to contemplate the higher possibilities of his 
existence. He embarks on the vocation to realise these 
possibilities symbolised in eating of vegetables.  

َ  و
 
 دِؽ ہ

ھ
ل

 

ی

 تانگھے پئی ے

 چانگھے اںبھید ںیابکر گئیں

 ماؽ دے لانگھے ںیکھاڈ ونج

 ےگیرپوندِؾ قدؾ ا لنگھ

―My heart perpetually longs to see the passages of the 
herd. I step out to see cows and flocks of goats and 
sheep.‖ 

His heart perpetually longs to see the passages of the herd 
and he steps out in the hope of meeting the shepherd of the 
herd (beloved). It is a hope of witnessing his beloved in 
immanence. 

 

 

ن

ُ
 جھوکاں ںیاڈواہ اسَا س

 انِہاں لوکاں خبر نہیں کچھ

 دے ٹوکاں سن
َ
ے ک
مل
کَ

 

 ے سخت او

 

 

ُ 

 ےیزدؽ پ

―Our dwellings are desolate. These naive folk resort 
to sneering. These people have no awareness. Their 
hearts are overturned and are highly odd.‖ 

The lovers dwell within. They are beyond the 
understanding of ordinary people, who have nothing to do 
but resort to sneering. The heartless outsiders are precluded 
in principle to understand the wisdom of love 

 ار عمارت

ن

ھ شہر ن َ

 

ب

َ
ت 

 

 پر بے شک عشق اشارت

 برہوں بشارت بے واہی

'  
 ھ
چ

  جھگڑے کُوڑے 
ی

 ے

 

 ر

―Cast aside market places, city and mansions. Our 
inspiration of love is to be without any support. 
Undoubtedly, these are signs of love.  Leave aside 
wrangling and pseudo- brawls.‖ 

These are doubtlessly the educative signs of love that the 
lover has to cast aside all things, which distract him from his 
beloved; needs no external support in the path of love and 
has not to get involved in wrangling and pseudo-brawls. Isn‘t 
it one of the greatest gifts of love that the lover is saved from 
the pettiness of life? 
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ھِ

 

ٹ

 
ّ
  روہی ااںی 

م

 
 
ی

ھ
گ

ن

ی
 ملہاراں 

 گھنڈ تواراں ںیاسوہند وچِ

 گلزار بہاراں

ُ

 گُ
ُ
 کُ

 ےچھیڑ نگاںہر ٹوبھے چھا

―The desert is overcast with rainy clouds. All the 
flowers and the orchards are blossoming.  I like the 
tinkling of the bells around the necks of the herds 
while grazing every pond.‖ 

The visual and audible signs of the beloved indicate that 
the beloved is nigh. It symbolises sprouting of inwardness.  

 سو 
ھِ

 

ٹ

 ااںی  ککرے کنڈڑے کا

 ے چاٹیاڈ سَ  

 
 

 ںنگڑے ون

اڈلکھ   

ِ

 ںگھاٹیا ںونگر اوَکھ

ھ

 

ب
ِ
ج 
 ےوہیر یدؔفر ؾتھیوِ 

―The feet of Farid are pierced by hundreds of gravels, 
thorns and small broken wooden pieces along with 
curved sharpened stones and slabs during his travel 
through countless mountains and arduous passes.‖ 

It is not easy to realise union with the beloved. The path 
of love is filled with pains and sufferings. 
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Kafi-174 

 دا انَبوہے سُولیں کھیںڈ سر روہے اے عشق نہیں

―It is not love but a mountain of sufferings and 
afflictions that has befallen me.‖ 

To fall in love is so easy but to remain steadfast in love is 
so difficult. Love is impregnated with sufferings and 
afflictions.  

ولہا
ُ

 

 یسندار نگٹا نہ ن

ہ ہی  م 

ن

ب
 یرھارات اند یربو 

 
 َ
 یبار تے نیں یمن تار م

 پو ہے خاص مہینہ بیا

―I lack different means of ferrying across the waters. 
The waters are running fast and are deep and I do not 
know how to swim. It is a dark night and there is 
continuous drizzling. It is a month of extreme cold.‖ 

Love strands him on the bank and makes him face 
downpour in the chilly dark night. He has neither means to 
ferry across the waters, which are running fast and are so 
deep, nor knows the art of swimming. It is an eye opener for 
a novice in love to have a glimpse of the intricacies of love. 

 یہم رازرکھے  ریا تھی

 یباز ٹھگاتے  پیچ ہے

 یساز حیلہ یہے کوڑ

 دروہے کوئی لطف نہیں اے

―He should become my friend and deeply share with 
me. (Otherwise)It is a false stance. It is pretence and 
swindling. It is not love but act of dubiousness.‖ 

He becomes desperate in love. He challenges his beloved 
to become his friend and share deep aspirations with him, 
and in case he does not respond, then it means that his stance 
is false.  His desperateness is visible in interpreting the 
behaviour of his beloved as pretence, swindling and 
dubiousness. He makes his own criteria of love and judges his 
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beloved accordingly. His reaction to the repose of the 
beloved brings to light the subtle distinction between the 
human and the Divine. He continues to bear the brunt of 
love and does not severe relationship with his beloved in 
spite of hurling accusations against him. Love is such a great 
mystery. 

ا  ِ
 
 د ںب

ن

ُ
 

 خبراں ںیاکھوج پ

 کمراں ںھیابدعاشقاں  اںجڈ

 مراںڈ ںیااندر د روگ گیاں

 کوہے ڈھائی دِلّی تھئی

―I have got a track of my Punnal. It has reduced the 
intensity of my malaise. When the lovers make choice 
to remain steadfast in love, the destination seems so 
near.‖ 

Her success in tracking her beloved ends her malaise and 
inner stagnancy. When the lovers resolve to march on the 
road to love, the destination of love seems so nearby. The 
static state of the lover turns dynamic making the beloved 
seem so close at hand.  

م کرِ 
َ
ہِ 
ک

 رو رِنگ رِنگ 

  

 ی

  دؾ
ج 
  
ی
د 

ن

  نیںتو یںی

ِ گ

 
ب 

ل
ہ 

 

ھ

 

ب

َ
ت 
ُ د جسُکھ رڈکھ  

 گل ین 

ھ

 

ب
ِ
ج 
 ہےتھو یجوہ جتن د 

―The camel of my beloved in the state of crying asks 
me again and again to discard the thought of peace or 
suffering or of his being fed or hungry. He would 
keep his striving till he lives to reach the signs of the 
dwellings of the camel riders.‖ 

His self (symbolised by the camel of the beloved left 
behind) inspires him not to bother about its physical or 
mental deprivation but continue his journey to the abode of 
his beloved (Self). Isn‘t love a journey of the self to the Self? 

و یدفر ریا نہ
 ِ
 سے مِ

 ھ

ن

َ
 
و ی  ِ

 
 ن

 

َ

 
 سے کر کر ہ

 سےتوڈواند  یںناں درد

 ھ

ن

 ھ د سَ

ن

  یسَ

 

ھب
ک
ِ

ن

ی

 موہے ی

―Farid! I have neither met my friend nor have pains 
given me any respite. I have become tired of this long 
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journey. There have been twists in each and every 
part of my body.‖ 

The inward journey of the self to the Self seems so long. 
Time, as such, has no ‗objectivity.‘ It lengthens and shortens 
in reference to disunion and union, respectively. Love unfolds 
the existential dimensions of time. His embodied self has no 
respite from continuous pains and bodily twists in the 
absence of his friend. Love involves his whole being. He 
suffers in his flesh and bones. 
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Kafi-175 

 

 

سَت
م
 دے ؿدے من بھانو ؿوہ سانو دے ؿہاڑے ساوڈآئے 

―The enchanting days of a rainy season have come. 
These good days of raining are so pleasing.‖ 

The beauty of the enthralling days of rainy season in the 
desert notwithstanding, rain in the desert symbolises the 
process of the unveiling of the beloved within the lover‘s 
being, which makes the lover experience self-fulfilment.  It is 
unveiling of the beloved, veiled within the symbols of Nature 
(Cosmic Book), which is also understood as going beyond the 
symbols, discovering behind the veil or going beyond the 
manifest. 

 دے ڈکھنبدلے پورب ماڑ 

 دے ؿچارے طرفوں زور پو

 
َ
 دے ؿکجلے بھورے سو سو و

 دے ؿسارے جوڑ وساو

―The clouds have come from the West, Marwar and 
North. These clouds are black, brown and of 
hundreds of colours. The rain-laden winds are 
blowing on all sides. All these are signs of rain.‖ 

The direction of the incoming clouds, their colours and 
the blowing of the rain laden winds are the vibrant signs of 
the transformation of the beloved‘s transcendence into 
immanence. These are the openings of Self-realisation.   

ّ  ںیاچکو
ی 
َ
ی 
 چکوے اغن 
ب
 ے
ہ
 

س

ن

ی ہ 
س

 چکور چنڈور پپیہے 

 
ج
 کوئل مور چچونے 
ب
 ے
ہ
 

 دے سناوؿ گیت شاغل

―The birds are engrossed in singing songs (language 
of the birds).‖ 
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The birds symbolising the tender and musical feelings of 
love (language of the birds), within his self long for union 
close at hand.  

  ںینہاڈ
ِ
ی 

 
 
ی

ھااں

گ

ن

ی

ِ  ںیاسَاو 
ت 
 ی  
ل
 ااںی  

 جاگج گا گج
س
 ر

ن

ن
 
چ
گ

 ی  ں 
ل
 ااںی  

ی اا راتیں

ن

می
ھِ
ک

  ں

ن

ن

م
ھِ
ک

  

ن

ی
 ر
گ
 ی  
ل
 ااںی  

 دے ؿسنگار سہاو وقت

―There are green and yellow rainbows in the sky at 
daytime. There are flashes of coloured lightning at 
night. The thundering of the clouds seems so 
pleasant. This is the time to embellish one self.‖ 

The visual and audible signs of Nature symbolising 
inwardness inspire him to embellish his embodied self for 
affecting union with his beloved. The outward is transformed 
into the inward. It is a shade of integrating contemplation 
with action symbolised as night and day, respectively. The 
beauty of action (embellishing oneself) has to correspond to 
the beauty of contemplation (flashes of coloured lightning at 
night). 

  روہی
ھِ

 

ٹ

 گلزاراں ااںی  راوے 

 تنواراں بارش باراں گھنڈ

 انگ و

 

ِ
 
 باغ بہاراں یتھل ج

 دے ؿنوؿ گانوھاد چرچے

―The barren and hardened earth has been turned into 
orchards. The deserts and small white piece of lands 
flowered and bloomed. It is raining and at the same 
time the tinkling of the bells around the herds is 
sounding so musical. The rain is inviting us to sing 
and bathe.‖ 

The deadness of the self becomes enlivened. There is 
colourfulness of life spreading its fragrance all around. The 
celestial music is so audible. The heavenly blessings are 
sending messages of participation in the ambience of love. 

ہ ہت  ڈ یرات ملہار چاندنی

ن

ب
 ہے 

 لگڑموسم  ہنیسو

ن

ہ ہی  ا ی

ن

ب
 ہے 

ِ  ںیاڑٹھڈ
ہ 
م م  رؾِ لاںی  

ھ ِ
چ 

ہ ہی  

ن

ب
 ہے 

 وے ؿغم کھانو ی   و گئے
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―There are moonlit nights and cloudy days. The cool 
and pleasant breeze is blowing and there is 
continuous rain. We have contracted love in such a 
beautiful season. The days of sorrows have gone 
away.‖ 

The manifestation of the beloved does wonders. It 
initiates love in beautiful season (the spiritual moments of 
contact between the human and the divine). Days of 
sorrowful separation are displaced by happy times of union. 

 تے خوش دِنڑے مُد مستانی

ووں
چ 
 
سہ

ہ ہی  م  

ن

ب
 ے 

 
ن

ِ

 برساتوں س

 ے سالہوں سوہے کیسر

 

ر

ن

ھی
ِ
ٹ 

 

 دے ؿلانگھے لانو گے جھڑ

―These are happy days in the enthralling season. My 
wedding dress is soaked in perfume. It is readily 
raining heavily. The corners of the dress of my 
beloved are exhibiting beauty.‖ 

He experiences the joy of love during the immanence of 
his beloved. The nuptial dress spreading the fragrance of love 
gives such a lovely look. The forms of the beloved seem so 
beautiful in the rain of love. 

 سےآباد تھیو یدفر یہہد

 سےتھیو دردوں آزاد دؽ

 سےشاد تھیو یشیماؽ مو

 وے ؿانگ نہ مانو چولے

―Farid! My dwellings have enlivened. My cattle are 
grazing to the fill. My heart has become free from 
pains. My happiness knows no bounds.‖ 

His static self becomes dynamic (deserted places are 
transformed into dwellings). His wild passions of love get 
satiated. The pains of separation and disunion wither away. 
He experiences proverbial happiness (boundless happiness).  
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Kafi-176 

 ِ  ا
ٹ
 ے
ہ
  ےے دناز ادا سانولڑ 

 

ّ
 باعث عشق اول

ن
ِ
 

 ےیدہ

―The prides and style of my charming beloved is the 
cause of my odd love.‖ 

He finds himself thrown in the situation of love by virtue 
of the beautiful expressions of the beloved. There are many 
shades of the intimate relation between beauty and love. He 
considers love as odd because it is beyond rational 
understanding. The oddness of love obliges him not to 
understand love from the habitual perspectives. He has to 
develop the style of ‗lived participation‘ with the mystery of 
love. 

  گبھا ی   و گئے

 

ّ
 ےے دسول

  پیش تےڈ

 

ڑ
ل

ن

ی
ُ
ت 

 ےے دفراؼ 

  آئے دورے

 

ڑ
کُلل
 دےے درد 

  ےپینڈ ڈکھے

 

ڑ
ھل

 

ٹ

 دےے مارو 

―The times of good fortune have passed away. I have 
been held up by unintelligible fits. The separation of 
my beloved has made me step in the suffering paths 
of the deadly desert.‖ 

His good fortune is tied to the vision of his beloved. The 
separation from his beloved is an inward shaking experience. 
It is traversing the suffering paths of the deadly desert of his 
self. 

 دےے ہاڑے رلڑڈگذر  گئے

  ہن

 

ڑ

ی لّ  
ج

 دےے پربھت روہ 

 ے 

 

ڑ

سلّ
 دےے سُوکھلڑ عیشتر

  پاؽ سُکھ

 

ڑ
ج ل
 دےے تھئے دؽ 

―The times of meeting my friend have whisked away. 
The moments of joys, peace and ease have fleeted. 
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Now, these mountains and mountainous ranges are 
comforts of my burning heart.‖ 

He experiences the whisking away of the times of vision 
and union. They lead to the end of reassurances, joys and 
ease at the hands of his beloved. His burning heart has no 
way but to find solace in the meaningful suffering of love.  

 برہوں چھوؽ مٹھی جڑ کیتی

 ہو ہو ووؽ پٹھی یپھکّڑ لگی

 ہار سنگار دا توؽ اٹھی گیا

 ے بھا واہ

 

ڑ

 ھلّ
ٹ

  گاں

 

ڑ

 ھلّ
ٹ

 ےے د

―The discourse of the beloved has ravaged the 
hapless one. The glimmer of my makeup has faded 
out. There is ill-repute and infamy chasing me. What 
goodness has been done to me by the blessed one?‖ 

Religiosity has to understand the magnetism of beauty in 
attracting heart of the lover. How could love be initiated 
without vision and intimate discourse with the beloved? 
Sermons are no substitute for a living communication with 
her beloved. The beautiful discourse of her beloved is so 
bewitching that it ravages her. Doesn‘t goodness consist in 
the blessings of love that fade away her glimmer of make-up 
and confer ill-repute and infamy on her? 

  یسَ  مصر

ھل
ُ
ٹ 

 کھنڈ نبات 
 

ب

 م

 حیا ٴمے
ِ
  تکوثر آب

ھل
ُ
ٹ 

 
 

ب

 م

  ید مسیح عجازا

ھل
ُ
ٹ 

 بات 
 

ب

 م

  سن

 

ّ
 ےیدشوخ سُخن راول

―I have forgotten the sweetness of sugar and sugar – 
candy. I have forgotten the miracles at the hands of 
Messiah (Syedna Isa). I have become oblivious of the 
pure wine and the eternal water of life after listening 
to the sweet discourse of my beloved.‖ 

His listening to the lively discourse of his beloved takes 
him to such heights of love that he becomes oblivious of the 
sweetness of life, the miracle of Syedna Isa (of infusing life in 
the deadened self), pure wine (drinking from Hauz-i-Kausar 
or special fountain in paradise at the hands of the Prophet, 
which will quench the thirst of the spiritual thirsty) and Ab-i-
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Hayat (Water of life or immortality ‗supposed to give eternal 
youth and sempiternal(everlasting)  life to him who drinks it; 
esoterically (representing) the universal self and life‘s principal 
substance‘). Religiosity denies love and gnosis and thereby 
fails to touch the inner chords of the human. It can never 
understand the immense engaging power of the 
communication of love, which makes the lover oblivious of 
even the greatest things of life.   

  لگا

ن

ہ ہی  ی

ن

ب
 اساں پیڑ یڑرنیا 

 اساں ھنشتر لکھ لکھ سیڑ سو

 ے برچھے تیر

 

ڑ
 ھ
ج ب

 اساں دؽ 

 ھ
بِ

ن

ت
  

 
ّ
 دےے وقت چکے در م

―I have contracted a painful novel love. The spears 
and arrows have pierced my heart. There are 
numerous cuts and countless fountains of blood 
oozing out. The times of healing have long passed 
away.‖ 

The open wounds of love make him experience peculiar 
pains.  The wounds could be healed at the initial stages with 
timely stitches but with the passage of time the wounds have 
deepened and the possibility of their healing has ceased to 
exist. How can love last or union realise if the wounds are 
stitched in time? His open wounds can only be healed in 
unison with his beloved at appropriate times.  

 ہوش ہنرگیا  نوک نظر لگی

ہ ہ دے بھرڈ ظلم قہر وڑےڈ

ن

 ہاں مب

 رہے درد اندر سدا سوؽ جگر

 ڈروہ  ڈکھے

 

ّ
 دےے ونگر راہ ول

―The piercing gaze of the eye has made me loose my 
sense and sensibility. I am having inward pain and 
lasting afflictions within me. I fall down with my face 
on the ground due to torment, cruelty and severity. 
These are the sufferings of traversing the 
mountainous paths and intricate ways.‖ 

Love is contracted by eye contact. The loss of sense and 
sensibility is the sure sign of love. It is further confirmed by 
inward pain and perpetual afflictions. The lover‘s falling 
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down with face turned to the ground with torment, cruelty 
and severity leaves no doubt that love has done its work so 
perfectly. The sufferings encountered by the lover in 
traversing the intricate and hazardous path of love are 
attestations of his following the Straight Path (sirat al 
mustaqeem). Love straightens. How it could be otherwise? 

ل لمل رنگ محل
م

ن

ج
ٹ 

 

 

 سَ

 

م
م

ل 
ھ

َ
گ

 رِچھ راخس 
 
ی

 دؽ ڈینیں ن

 لہم نہ کل سانگ بدؽ کوئی گئے

 دےے سنبھل سر کلہڑ پیش آئے

―Now, cast aside silky and muslin clothing and 
colourful mansions. The times have changed and 
there is no one to take care of me. I am the solitary 
one against flocks of bears, giants, man eaters and 
witches.‖ 

He discards the comforts of life in course of love. There is 
no one to take care of him except love. And love takes care 
by pitching him against flocks of inner and outer demoniac 
forces. Love is so considerate. 

ا  ِ
 
ؽ ب
َ
ؽ و
َ
 دا  و

ن

 

  گلزلف پ

 ے ڈھل  گئے

 

 ٹل ںخوشیا گیاںسک

 اٹل روگپئے سوز اچھل پئے 

 ے نیش

 

ڑ
ج ل
  دِؽ 

 

ڑ

ج لّ
 ےیدا

―My neck has been rounded by each and every tress 
of my beloved. The passions have leaped and the 
malaise has crossed the limits. Peace has passed away 
and the delights have been burnt. The arrows of 
destiny have pierced my being.‖ 

How could he bear separation after undergoing the 
experience of his neck being rounded by every tress of his 
beloved? His unrealised leaping passions throng him with 
malaise. He loses the moments of peace and happiness, which 
he spent in the intimate company of his friend. He 
experiences the piercing of his being by the arrows of destiny 
that have disunited him from his beloved. 
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ا یدکل کاروں عشق فر

 

 
 ک

ا  یدپل پل شوؼ جد ہر

 

 
 ک

ا  روں برہوں بعیدباگھر 

 

 
 ک

   مونہہ

 
ّ
 دےے نور بھرے نرم

―Farid has left all works and has accepted love as his 
only vocation. Love has made me distance myself 
from my household. The witnessing of lighted and a 
tender face of my beloved has kindled in me the 
desire of vision at each and every moment.‖ 

His sole vocation is the vocation of love. Love makes him 
oblivious of everything. All his acts are acts of love. Love 
becomes the measure of all things. The vision of his 
beloved‘s tender and shining face enkindles in him the desire 
to creatively envision it at every moment. Religiosity has to 
understand that sermonising hardly prepares a man to leave 
his entire work and household for God unless he is inspired 
by the love of God to do so. One may die for God due to 
psychic necessity but one can only live for God by freedom 
of love. It is so easy to die for God than to live for Him. 
Beauty and love act as catalysts in divesting the lover of his 
‗having‘ and ‗being.‘ Love goads him into the lap of his 
beloved. 
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Kafi-177 

 
ھ
مگ

ھ 

 

ت ب
 نہبباراج  نہاای  

  ئیںھود ستر

کہ

 کانہہ 
ی
ے
ل
 

 ےڈاسا نےمن بھا نےواہ بھا

 ےڈاسا نےترا نےما بیشک

―I don‘t care of Maghiana (the birth place of Heer) 
and the regal status of my father. I really like the 
cowsheds made of thatches. This is my pride and 
honour.‖ 

She rejects her royal birth and abode and takes pride and 
honour in the thatched cowsheds, instead since they relate to 
her beloved. Love is essentially commitment with inwardness 
and the royal outwardness as such loses its meaning. Love 
gives higher meaning to things. 

 ںسیا ںسینگیا ںسہیلیا سنو

 ںدھیا ںدھیا چھنبو چولہ

 ںبیا ہتھ ڈکھڑیں ںتیاڈبرہوں 

 ےڈاسا نےجگر تھئے کھا خوؿ

―Do listen to me! My same age friends and 
companion! Love has given my arms in the hands of 
sufferings. My shirt and head covering have been torn 
to bits. My vital blood is my food.‖ 

She warns her friends about the sufferings undergone at 
the hands of love. The ordinary self is peeled into 
nothingness and blood becomes the food of love.  

 وچہ پانواں گلہار نجوںں دا 

 بھاواں موؽ نہ بھاواں ما پیو

  یدں سُولا

س

 

 

ِ

ن

 پ

 
ب

 ھ
چ
انواں   سُ 

 ےنے اساڈدوست پورا ییرو

―I wear the necklace of tears in my neck. I hereby 
prepare the nuptial bed of afflictions. I am completely 
unpleasant to my parents and brothers. My old 
friends have become my adversaries.‖ 

She constantly weeps profusely in the state of separation 
and disunion. She has no resting place except her laid nuptial 
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bed of afflictions, which tantamount to sleeping on thorns. 
She is deprived of the tendering care of her parents and 
brothers. She immensely suffers to see her old friends 
becoming her adversaries. Isn‘t the inner and outer plight of 
the lover an eye opener for the novices in love, who consider 
love as a bed of roses? 

 ضعف بدؿ وچ سرت نہ تن وچ

 غرؼ اندوہ محن وچ یدِلڑ

 بھا جگر وچ دود دہن وچ

 ےڈاسا نےکما رو رو نین

―My body is fragile and my bodily senses have lost 
their strength. My self is burning and my mouth is 
emitting smoke. My heart is drowned in grief and 
woes. My eyes have lost their lustre by constant 
crying.‖ 

Her body becomes fragile with waning strength. She burns 
and heaves sighs (emit smoke). Her heart drowns in grief and 
woes. Her shine of eyes lose their lustre by continuous 
weeping in the states of separation and disunion.   

 شہر دا والی کیچگیا  '

 کنڈڑے توؽ نہالی ککرے

 والی یککڑ یتھل مارو د

 ڈ
ل
  ھ
سل
 ےڈاسا نےپتھر وہا ھ

―The custodian of the city of Ketch has left me 
forlorn. Now, the brownish yellow sand of the deadly 
desert, gravels and thorns are my nuptial quilts and 
mattresses. The stones, pebbles and bricks are our 
pillows.‖ 

The transcendence of the beloved leaves the lover forlorn 
in the deadly desert of her being. The things of comfort 
become highly vexing. 

 
 
ی ی

 

ن

ی
ھ
گ
ل  نےملکا پیپل 

ھ
ُ
ٹ 

 گئے

اجادر  گھر ِ

 

ؽ  نےہ ٹ
ُ
 گئےر

ل  گہنےنے گا
ھ
ُ
ٹ 

 گئےسہرے 

 ےڈاسا نےیاا ریاپڑ پئے 

―Such amateur friends have fallen to my lot that I 
have forgotten my swing on the ‗peepul‘ tree, 
colourful threads around my wrist (symbolising 
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marital bond) ornaments, chaplets, flowers, my house 
and various abodes.‖ 

She remembers the times of her carefree childhood and 
the colours of her youthfulness, which fell in oblivion since 
she contracted love with her amateur friend. Isn‘t it the 
beauty of love to call ones beloved as amateur? 

ِ امت چا یدمفت فر

ن

 ن
ُ 
 ی

 یمونجا پت پرتیت یسار

 

ن

ہ ہی  سمجھ سنبھل کر ی

ن

ب
 یمنہ لا 

 

 
ُ

 

 ےڈاسا نےعقل سیا گئے ت

―Farid! I have taken upon myself regrets for nothing. 
I did not contract love with understanding and 
carefulness. I have lost all my honour and credibility. 
It has led to the fall of my rationality.‖ 

He becomes regretful of contracting love without 
resorting to understanding and carefulness. He laments that it 
has led to the loss of his honour and credibility, while earning 
him nothing. He thinks that it is the slip of his rational 
wisdom, which has brought him to such a deplorable plight. 
The wisdom of love exists beyond rational understanding and 
so-called watchfulness (tools of rationality). Love is not a 
dark leap but it is certainly a leap in the dark, which contains 
within itself thousands of suns and moons that blind the 
lover by the brilliance of their light. It is in the higher stages 
of love that he realises that the leap he took was not a leap in 
the dark but was essentially a leap in the light. Reason abhors 
the very act of leaping in the dark and rests content in 
remaining as an outsider. It is deprived of the real treasures of 
life. It is the law of things that one has to take a leap in the 
dark in order to find light. Once a person plunges in the 
ocean of darkness, he finds it an infinite ocean of light and is 
bewildered to witness darkness consisting of veils of light. 
The lover takes this leap and eventually finds the beloved as 
veil itself.  
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Kafi-178 

 ے برہوں پیو

 

ڑ
ھ
ک
ُ
ی 

 ےبے سے 

 

ڑ
ک
ُ
ج 
  کل دندڑڑے 

―Love has been fallen to my lot. I have become 
forgetful of all other activities.‖ 

He experiences himself thrown in the situation of love. It 
is a whole time affair, which engages him wholeheartedly and 
in wholesomeness.  

   چاشنی یپرؾ د پیت

 

ڑ
ھ
ج ک

 ے ڈکھڑےوسِرے  یم

 

 سک

―I have tasted intense love. I have forgotten all 
sufferings and comforts.‖ 

The one who tastes love goes beyond the pettiness of life. 

 اصلوں یعشق د

ن

ن

 ھ
ج
م
س

 رکھڑے نےاے ملوا بات نہ 

―These exoteric clerics essentially do not understand 
the reality of love.‖ 

The reality of love cannot be understood by the clerics 
who never taste esoterism and are condemned to remain tied 
to lifeless exoterism.  

 

ن

ّ
 
  ادپ
ّ
 شرع مسائل مکڑے یاجب ہو رب 

―The Prophet‘s saying: ―My Lord has taught me and 
made me aware of secrets‖ has come to light. It has 
led to the settlement of all issues of jurisprudence and 
its principles.‖ 

The Prophet‘s allusion to inward knowledge of God 
makes a person aware of secrets unknown to ordinary people. 
It leads him to understand that the letter of the law is 
peripheral in nature. The enlightened person does not raise 
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the ‗dust of multiplicity‘ because he has obtained spiritual 
knowledge of unity. 

ھد وسے

گ

 ھفاش تھئے  ہمہ اوست دا سبق 
چ
گ

 لکڑے 

―I have learnt the doctrine of Oneness of Being. All 
mysteries and secrets have become openly manifest to 
me.‖ 

The mysteries and secrets of the principle of unity in 
diversity become openly manifest to a person who learns the 
traditional lesson of Oneness of Being (wahdat al wujud). 

  نیںپھرساں توراہوں نہ  ہیں

ھ

 

ٹ

 سِر 

ی 

م

س

 سَو ٹکڑے 

―I shall not turn away from the path till the end even 
if my head is smashed to bits.‖ 

He is committed to the realised path of gnosis and 
resolves to remain steadfast even at the cost of his life like 
Mansur Hallaj who did not relent from his statement: ―I am 
the Truth‖ and embraced martyrdom at the hands of the 
clerics. The clerics have remained ignorant of the spiritual 
dimensions of religion.  Their ignorance, at times, has sprung 
in the form of violence against peace loving Sufis.  

  ںہیو حاجت کئی نہیں یدمحض فر

ن

ہ ہی  ہک ی

ن

ب
 ے 

 

ڑ
ھ
ک
ی 

 دے 

―Farid! I have absolutely no need of any thing. I am 
only hungry of love.‖ 

He is only hungry of love and nothing else can satiate his 
hunger. The whole world with all its bounties has no worth in 
his eyes since his eyes are fixed on his beloved. Love of God 
is absolute, wholly and total.  It is expression of the whole 
heart. It leaves no room for anything else. It integrates both 
inward and the outward.  
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Kafi-179 

ل میں ریابِن 
ھ

 

مبِ

 جھوں ہک پل کو نہ سرےبا جیں مَر ںیساوِ  

―I will die without my sweet beloved. I cannot spend 
a moment without him.‖ 

The transcendence of the sweet beloved is so overbearing 
for her. 

 گیا کیچ یہوت اکلہڑ '

 

 

ِ
 
  پ

 
 

ُ
 

 ہ

 

ِ
 
 پ

 

ِ
 
 شاؾ سحر یپ

 لکھ پور پیا اوُٹھی سو پیڑ

 ڈدے  پیت پئی

ن

َ
 
 ھ پرےسدے ی

―My beloved left me alone and went to Ketch. I 
experienced hundreds of pains and countless fits. I 
am the crushed one who got tired by mourning day 
and night. The ways of love seem beyond my reach.‖ 

She undergoes acute pains and sufferings in grappling with 
the problem of transcendence. She mourns day and night but 
mourning does not succeed in transforming transcendence of 
her beloved into immanence. She mourns on that very 
account. The ways of love are beyond her rational 
understanding.  

  مٹھا مارو
ہ 
مل

  محب 
ی
 وسے ر 

 
ھِ

 

ٹ

  
ی

 سٹ گھر در و راہیڈبر  سااں

ے
س
 

ہ

 رت روواں سارا لوک 

 قبوؽ کرے نہ کرے ریا نیںتو

―My sweet and enchanting beloved is dwelling in 
Malheer. I cry intensely and people laugh at me. I will 
leave my household and become traveller on the road 
to wilderness. My friend may accept it or not.‖ 

She is aware of the transcendent aspect of her beloved but 
her knowledge does not help her to remain calm. She cries 
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wildly giving occasion to people to laugh at her. She chooses 
to leave her household and go to wilderness whether her 
friend approves it or not. She does know that her beloved 
appreciates patience in adversity but this knowledge again, 
does not benefit her in the painful and suffering state of 
separation and disunion. The lovers of God, who attain 
gnosis through love, know how difficult it is to exercise 
patience in adversity of love. Love opens up certain vital 
dimensions of gnosis, which remain opaque even to the 
ordinary gnostics. 

 ید ےیزناز نگاہ او کٹھی

  موئیں
ج 
  
ی
د 

ن

 تا دؾ روز حشر یںی

 یو ےلذت عشق بکھیڑ مٹھی

 وسرے دؽ توں موؽ نہیں اللہ

―I am a victim of the prideful and elegant gaze of the 
peculiar one. I am miserably subject to incongruities 
by virtue of tasting love. I pray to Allah that my heart 
never becomes oblivious of my beloved till the Day 
of Resurrection, while living or dying.‖ 

He is captivated by the beautiful expressions of his 
beloved. The taste of love eventually makes him miserable in 
facing its incongruities but it does not let him detest it. 
Rather, he beseeches Divine Grace to succour his heart so 
that he does not get oblivious of his beloved even for a 
moment in this world or in the life hereafter. Divine love is 
absolute and all-embracing. It unfolds various dimensions of 
the temporal and the eternal by integrating time and eternity. 

 ہے یریا یڑ%لبر واہ د

 ؿ جگرجاجلدے  یسڑد دِؽ

 ہے یشہر خوار یپھکّڑ لگی

س ذرے سر

ن

ی ہ 
س

 ٹوٹے پرزے 

―My beloved! I laud your friendship. I got ill-repute 
and notoriety. My heart is burning and my embodied 
self is being grilled. My head has been smashed into 
parts, pieces and bits.‖ 
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He questions the nature of his beloved‘s friendship, which 
has ravished his social and individual self. Doesn‘t the 
beloved‘s sincere friendship consist in such ravishing?  

 یںکڈوصل دا سانگ  ؾشالا تھیو

 سخت پہر کرے بخت وہر ٹلے

  

 
 

 ل

 

 یںکڈ تانگ یدؽ د یمِِ

 دھرے پیر دے سنجیصحن  ہناسو

―I pray that I may succeed in uniting with my beloved 
some day. The longing of my looted heart may find 
its fulfilment. My hard times may end and good 
fortunes may start smiling on me in multitudes. My 
handsome beloved may step in the courtyard of the 
damned one.‖ 

The beauty of love is that its flame does not die down 
even in the most adverse circumstances. He remains 
enkindled with hope, which does not let him fall in the pit of 
despair. He prays for self-fulfilment of his ravished heart and 
the ushering of good fortunes displacing misfortunes leading 
to the ultimate union with his beloved. 

ل  ریادے  یدفر نگنآ ا
ھ

 

مب

 

ھ ظلم قہر کر

 

ت ب
 لطف مہر 

 گل یںجوکھ جوُکھدگئی  عمر یسار

 ڑے ساہ بھرےٹھڈ ڈکھڑی دؽ

―My sweet beloved! Do step in the courtyard of 
Farid.  My whole life has been worn out by rotting in 
suffering. Be kind and merciful to me by eschewing 
severe cruelty. My suffering heart heaves cold sighs.‖ 

He beseeches his beloved to unveil himself in the infinite 
depths of his being. He communicates to him the sufferings 
he has undergone in life in the state of separation and 
disunion and the present deplorable state of his suffering 
heart. He implores his beloved to shun cruelty and harshness 
and be kind and merciful, instead. The shades of the human 
and the Divine, true in their own right, come into conflict 
with each other. The partial knowledge of the lover as against 
the absolute knowledge of the Divine causes a clash of 
perspectives. The sincerity of the lover in accusing his 
beloved of cruelty and harshness cannot be called in question. 
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His rightness consists in expressing the perspective of his 
love in a truthful, frank and candid way. The perspective of 
the beloved, on the other hand, is universal and what is 
understood as cruelty and harshness by the lover is, in fact, 
kindness and mercy. Is it cruelty and harshness to let love 
ripen into ultimate fruition? Isn‘t it kindness and mercy not to 
make Divine intervention at such a premature stage that 
could cease the lover‘s possibility of union with his beloved? 
Love is so great a mystery. 
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Kafi-180 

   ریا یاوسا ؿبھا
ہ
چ 

  
ی

د ے

ن

   ؿما یاسہا بیٹ ی
ہِ
م

  
ی

د ے

ن

 ی

―My beloved friend has enlivened the cow-shed. The 
grand shepherd of the herd has made the area on the 
side of the river so attractive.‖ 

She is happy to experience the immanence of her beloved. 
She is attracted by the purity of the waters of life. 

 روہی ںیسااصلوں موؽ نہ و

ا ید رانجھن  
 
 وہیڈ ںسر چ

 

کہ

 کانہہ 
ی
ے
ل
 موہی یدِلڑ 

   تن
ہ

 

ٹ

  من ملک 
ی

د ے

ن

 ی

―I will not go to the desert at all. The riverine reeds 
have captivated my heart. I will become a 
maidservant to Ranjhan and milk his cows. My body 
and soul belong to him.‖ 

She resolves to forsake wilderness and dwell with her 
beloved in the ambience of love. She chooses to subject 
herself completely to the demands of her beloved‘s 
immanence.  

  یچو ئیںگا
 ھ
ج

ن

مب

 ںلیسا ااںی  تے 

   بیلا بیلی
ہ
  ناؽ سو
ی

 سااں

 سااچندؿ تے جھوک  نیں
ی

ن

 ی
ت

 ں

 

 

  
 ےیندسڈچاک  ھاج

―I will sell my cows and buy buffaloes. I will make my 
dwellings on the Chandan stream. I will thrive in the 
riparian shrubbery with my beloved. He is known as 
Chak.‖ 

The selling of cows and buying of buffaloes symbolises 
her attempt to realise the higher possibilities of her existence. 
She resolves to dwell on the stream of love in the riparian 
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shrubbery (fertility of love) with her beloved, who is the 
shepherd of her heart.  

 ماراں ڈھالے پاواں فالاں

 لاںپجاں ساڑا ۱رنگ پور ساڑ

 لاںجاسنگ  ے%عمر  یسار

ھ

 

ب

َ
ت 
  ےکھیڑ 

ج 
  موئے 
ی

د ے

ن

 ی

―I resort to different omens. I want to spend my 
whole life with you. I want to burn Rangpur and 
reduce it to ashes. I have no concern with the life and 
death of ‗Kheras‘.‖ 

She resorts to omens to know the possibilities of meeting 
with her beloved on the spectrum of spatio-temporal order. 
She wants to spend her entire life with him without any jerks 
or breaks. Heer demonstrates the will to burn and reduce to 
ashes the city of Rangpur where she was forcibly married and 
taken to the city of her in-laws. She attains such great heights 
of love that she discards any concern about the fate of her 
adversaries. Isn‘t it the height of detachment to become 
unconcerned even about one‘s adversaries? 

 رِنگ  یںں کنڑجاں جا

ن

 

ن

 یس

ی ااہ تے دھوڑ مہیں پاہ

ن

 ید ہ ی

 ڑ

ن

ِ
 
  یج

ھ

 

ٹ

  صدقے گھولے 
ی
د 

ن

  یی

ور اَکھیں سدےڈ
ُ

ن

 دے ن

―I hear the voice of the herd. I sacrifice my life to it. 
The dung of the herd and its dust is the light of my 
eyes.‖ 

She is committed to the unveiling of her beloved in forms 
of sound and light. The Reality may will to manifest itself in 
any small, lowly and unclean medium. Religiosity considers it 
blasphemous and thus despises such mediums. It fails to 
realise that the mediums do not affect the Reality. The Reality 
keeps its transcendence intact, in spite of simultaneously 
manifesting itself in various mediums. It is by virtue of the 
simultaneity of immanence and transcendence that the whole 
cosmos is ―He/not He.‖ Aren‘t all things attached to the 
Absolute? 
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 اںیوسڈدے ناؾ  ریاہر دؾ 

 اںجھ نہ جیوبادے  ی% جھبا

 اںتھیو واہیبے شالا نہ 

   کوئی بیا
ہ
ک

  کوؿ 
ی

د ے

ن

 ی

―I want always to be identified with the name of my 
friend. I pray that I never remain without your 
support. I do not want to live without you.  There is 
no one who cares for others.‖ 

She merges her identity in the identity of her beloved. The 
identity of the individual self plunges in the identity of mutual 
selfhood. She prays for Divine Grace in affecting the support 
of her beloved (identity). She yearns for the supreme identity 
and has no desire of self-identity. There is no one except her 
beloved, who can affect this identity. 

 چوچک بیٹی سلیٹی ہیر

  وںیرتقد آ

ک ج 

 چاک 

ی 

 

 

ب

 ی

 
ّ

ن

 

ن

ک لپیٹی ناز ن

 

سُ
م

 

  کیا یکھوہن ڈ
ِ

 

ٹ

 
ھ
  
ی

د ے

ن

 ی

―Heer!  The daughter of Choochak has been nurtured 
with great pride and her fragrance is spread all 
around. She has been destined to fall in love with the 
shepherd of the herd.  Now, let‘s see what happens.‖ 

Heer, born in royal mansions, having prideful nurturing, 
and spreading fragrance of her beauty became an instrument 
in the hands of Providence to fall in love with Ranjha, 
appointed by her father to shepherd his herd. The love story 
of Heer and Ranjha met such a tragic end. Isn‘t it better to 
die in love than to live without it?  

 الڑے چاک چکائے چاکی

 چاچے تے ہمسائے مامے

 ئےجا ما پیو ما پیو یاوسِر

 ےیندنظر نہیںسُو ؿا

―The shepherd has inflicted fresh wounds. It has led 
to the obliviousness of my parents, brothers and 
sisters, my maternal and paternal uncles and my 
neighbours. Now, they seem to me as strangers.‖ 
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The wounds of love inflicted by the beloved are ever 
fresh. They lead to the obliviousness of her primary and 
secondary ties. The intimate ones seem outsiders.  

 یاآ رانجھنپار چناہوں 

 یالا جادو نوں جڑ ےہیر

 یاپا اپھیر لیںجھنگ سیا

  یںکینو
ی 
 ھ
چ

  چھپ 
ی

د ے

ن

 ی

―My Ranjhan came from the other side of the Chenab 
River. He came to meet the Sial of Jhang. He 
completely bewitched Heer. How can a secret remain 
hidden?‖ 

The transcendent beloved assumed immanence to make 
love possible. Heer became totally bewitched by the might of 
love.  The love story of Heer and Ranjha, among other 
things, demonstrates the indubitable fact that the secret of 
love cannot remain hidden. The fragrance of love spreads far 
and wide. The ordinary consciousness develops antagonistic 
contradictions with love consciousness and the first thing it 
does is it to denounce it publicly. The ignorant ones ravish 
the gnostic lovers in public interest. Doesn‘t the multitude 
worship idol of the public?   

 ے وکڑ

 
 

 ےڈٹوبھے تا یگ

 ےڈسانوؽ کولے سا آوس

 ےڈتا ےسَ  وسِرائے نیڑ

ھ

 

ت ب
 دروہ دِلیں 

 

ھت
گ

 دے 

―Your love has made me forget arduous passes, 
water- storing fields, ponds and transitory dwellings 
of the desert. My beloved! Come and dwell with me. 
Remove dubiousness from your heart.‖ 

He recounts the peeling of his self for the sake of his 
beloved. He hurls accusations of dubiousness (of love) 
against his beloved and beseeches for union with him. The 
human cannot understand the infinite ways of the Divine. It 
interprets Divine behaviour from the human standards. The 
rightness of each, absolute in its own right, comes in conflict 
with the other. The dynamics of love inspire different shades 
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of rightness to clash with each other. The clash of 
perspectives ripens love. How great! 

 ےڈموسم مست 

 

ڑ

 ھلّ
ٹ

 ہاڑے 

 سولڑے یدفر گ سہاگبھا

 ملٹرے ساوے تلڑے گاںڈا

ا
ّ
 ےسیندڈناؽ  ںاکھ 

―Farid! It is an enchanting season and the days are 
good. The herd has nearby found green pastures. My 
nuptial happiness is so near that I can see it with my 
eyes.‖ 

The process of Self-Realisation makes him traverse 
different stages in the path of love. The moments of union 
cast their happiness before. The herd feeding on nearby green 
pastures symbolises his sentiments, in process of realising 
love in inwardness. He witnesses the ushering of good 
fortune in the imminent act of union.  
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Kafi-181 

 کر ناز ادا گھنڈ کھولے بے صورت صورت اولے

―The formless is hidden in the form. He unveils 
himself in the pride and style.‖ 

The transcendent formless Reality assumes prideful and 
stylish immanent forms. It is hidden beneath forms and 
unveils itself from within. There is essential continuity 
between the formless and its manifested forms. 

 ماہی رانجھنوچ  جاہر ہر 

 واہی سر انہد مرلی سب

 ناؽ صفات کماہی یاآ

 حقائق چولے رمز

―My beloved Ranjhan is omnipresent. He has truly 
manifested himself in attributes. He plays all tunes on 
the divine flute. He touches the chords of realities.‖ 

He witnesses the omnipresence of the beloved as a 
metaphysical truth. Metaphysical understanding of the 
Essence and the Divine demonstrates the manifestation of 
the Essence in Attributes. The Essence manifests itself in 
immanent forms, while keeping its transcendence intact. 
There can be no form without the formless. The formless is 
veiled in every form. He plays tunes on the divine flute, 
touching the chords of realities, and thereby the reality of 
things becomes manifest. 

 ِ

ن

ف
َ
م بھیت و

سکُ
عْ

ن

ن

 بتا وے اَ

  لو

ل

 د

ی 

م

 

ب

 وےسنا گیت 

 اَقرب بین
ُ

ن
ْ

َ

ن

 وےبجا ن

 لےبو انااحق    لفظ

― ‗I am within your selves‘ is the secret that he 
discloses. ‗I am nearer to man than his neck vein‘ is 
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his harping tune.  He sings the song of his 
omnipresence. ‗I am the Truth‘ is his uttering.‖ 

The Reality or God discloses the secret of His dwelling 
within human selves. He is nearer to man than his jugular 
vein. He sings the song of his presence in every nook and 
corner. He says: I am the Truth through human tongue (as in 
case of Mansur Hallaj). The Reality discloses the secrets of its 
dwelling, nearness, omnipresence and utterances to the 
gnostics. The gnostic‘s peeling of his last layer of self finds 
nothing but the Reality itself. He realises the metaphysical 
truth that the Reality is more near to man than man is to his 
own self. The Reality is nearer to him than nearness itself. He 
understands that the metaphysical concept of nearness simply 
means the transcendence and immanence of the Reality in 
simultaneity. He witnesses the omnipresence of the Reality at 
every place and moment. He understands that the Reality in 
its attribute of Speech, utters: I am the Truth. The ignorant 
ones do not understand the metaphysical truths for they are 
bereft of knowledge. 

  ؿدھیا ڈوںدؽ  جو کوئی

ھ

ک

 ر

ی 

 

س

 ی

 یسیکل اٹُھ و اثِنینیت

 سارے 

 

ڑ
 ھ
ج
گ

 ے راز نوں پیسی

 پوسن سبھ بھولے بھج

―The one, who concentrates on his heart, shall 
unravel the deep secret (of unity or oneness) in 
entirety. All the duality (multiplicity) will wither away. 
All doubts will be removed.‖ 

Heart houses the Reality itself. The one who fully 
concentrates on his heart shall unravel the deep secret of 
Oneness. He will attain metaphysical realisation of the 
principle of unity in multiplicity, unity in diversity or one and 
many. He will realise that the very concept of duality is based 
on sensuous and rational misgivings for there is no thing in 
the self of man or in the cosmos, which is independent or 
autonomous. The absolute certitude of his gnostic experience 
will make the illusory separateness of existence vanish like a 
mirage.   
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ک 
ِ
 یعتہن احکاؾ شر جاہ 

 درفت حقیقت کیا ےتھیو

ک 
ِ
 یقتہن اسرار طر جاہ 

 اے پھولے پھولے کوؿ

―Now, at one level are the obligations of the Shariah 
and at the other level are the mysteries of the Way. 
Who could discover the Reality? Who would unravel 
these intricacies?‖ 

There are different levels of understanding the Reality, 
generally considered as four namely, Shariah, Tariqah, 
Haqiqah and Marifah. The first three levels have their own 
respective dynamics to unravel the intricacies of the Reality 
but it is only marifah (gnosis) or metaphysical realisation, 
which successfully unravels the Reality in fullness. It realises 
the identity of knowledge and being and leads to the 
attainment of ―the Supreme Identity.‖ 

 روہ جبل وچ ڈکھڑیرؽ  نہ

 دوش کنار بغل وچ پہلو

 مارو تھل وچ اوَکھی تھی نہ

 ہے کولے ریا

ن

 

 پ

―Do not be wretched in the mountainous way. Don‘t 
face arduousness of the deadly desert. Punnal friend 
is in proximity with you (nearer to you than you are 
to yourself).‖ 

The arduous attempts to find the Reality in the outward 
do not succeed, in spite of all efforts, for the beloved is found 
in the inward. He is not found as object but as Subject. Love 
and gnosis demonstrates the dwelling of the beloved in the 
inmost chambers of one‘s heart.  

ک ر
ِ
 سکھائی یتفخرِ جہاں ہ 

 جڑ جڑ دھم دھاؾ مچائی دؽ

 نہ کائی اصلوں حاجت رہی

 سمولے ؿگن گیا تھئے

―Fakhr Jehan has taught me a tradition. It has 
essentially made me free from every need. My heart 
has integrated virtuousness and knowledge (by dint of 
inspiration).‖ 
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The doctrinal knowledge of the Reality (beloved) residing 
within the infinite depths of one‘s being bears no fruit unless 
it is transformed as realised knowledge at the hands of one‘s 
spiritual master. The realised lesson of metaphysical 
realisation taught by his spiritual master leaves no room for 
any other teaching. The integrated or pure heart attains 
gnosis. 

 پنتھ نیارنگپور دے 

ن
ِ
 

 رےہ

ک
ِ
ک پیا جیتے پیا ہ 

ِ
 ہارے ہ 

ک نوں 
ِ
ک نوں تارےبوہ 

ِ
 ڑے ہ 

 ُ

 

 ے ماسے تولےت

―The ways of the colourful are unique. They let some 
ferry across the waters and let the others drown. One 
wins while the other loses. Here, ‗masha‘ (weight 
equivalent to 16 grains) and ‗tola‘ (12 ‗masha‘ weights) 
are measured.‖ 

The ways of the Divine are manifest in unique colours or 
modes. But they are not arbitrary, whimsical or capricious. A 
lover wins the game of love, while the other loses it. It is all in 
consonance with the Divine scheme of things by the 
Almighty Wise. Any big or meagre effort of the lover is 
measured on the scale of love. Who knows what?   

 توں سنااے وعظ  یدفاش فر

 چاہے فقر فنا کوں کوئی جے

 شاہ گدا کوں جاہلعالم 

 لےگوآپ کوں  پنےا

―Farid! Openly narrate this spiritual discourse to the 
knowledgeable, ignorant, king and beggar that any 
one who wishes to attain the consciousness of his 
ontological nothingness and annihilation should 
search within himself.‖ 

He reiterates the ‗Primordial Truth‘ current in all the great 
metaphysical and religious traditions of the world that any 
one desirous of attaining consciousness of his ontological 
nothingness and annihilation should delve in the inmost 
chambers of his heart. He will find God in finding himself. 
Isn‘t finding one self and finding God identical?  
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Kafi-182 

 ےیربرے برہوندے بار بر ےیردے پندھ پر پیت پٹی

―The path of love is quite distant. The loads of 
dreadful love are very heavy.‖ 

The path of love is so transcendent. The onerous burden 
of transcendent love is overbearing. 

 نےجاموؽ نہ  نےجا

 نےکھا ےمیو گانے گہنے

 نےحسن دے ما ببانے راج

 نےدے من نوں بھا ریا نےبھا

 نےتوؽ وہا وسرے

  گبھا گذرے
 ھل
ٹ

  
ی

 ر ے

My friend cares for me on not but his cowsheds are 
close to my heart. The colourful threads around my 
wrist (symbolising marital bond) ornaments, jewellery, 
delicious foods, a nuptial quilt and mattresses have all 
fallen in oblivion. The good days of regal status in my 
parental home and the vanity of my beauty have all 
gone away.‖ 

She rests content only with the ways of her beloved in 
obliviousness of many things including her marital bond and 
regal status. She has to accept the fact that the times of good 
fortunes have passed away. 

 تےڈدے روؽ  ٹوؽ خوشی

  ھوؽڈ

ن

ی

 نہ 

ی 

م

 

ب

 کوؽ مٹھی 

 یاسنگار نہ کھڑ مکلا ہار

 کانی وہ سولاں لائی

 جوانیجوبن جوش  گیا

 ے پھلوں سہرےتر

 
 

 ن

―The afflictions shot such arrows that it wrecked all 
situations of my happiness. I am so miserable that my 
beloved did not take me along leading to the 
withering away of my bloom, animation and youth. 
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My makeup did not wait to bid me a farewell. The 
flowers of my chaplet have been broken into pieces.‖ 

She loses all happiness in the state of affliction. She feels 
miserable in finding her lively youth deadened without 
affecting union. The possibility of uniting with her beloved 
seems so remote. 

 بادؽ کالے پورب والے

 بارش نالے وقت سکھالے

 لے پوؿ ابالےکاسوز ا

 نالے باد شمالے

 موسم روپ ڈکھالے

 ھےیزہے و نہیں ریا

―The black clouds from the east along with the 
eastern wind, rain and the times of comforts manifest 
the weather in its lovely forms. My passion is burning 
and is grilling me from within. My friend is not in my 
courtyard.‖ 

The ambience of love heightens her insatiable quest of 
union with her beloved. The sentiment of flowering love 
within her being becomes unbearable without fruition. The 
stage is all set but how could the drama of love unfold 
without the beloved. The absence of the beloved is felt more 
in such situations of life. 

 

 

 
 

  ج

ھ
ک

 بہاراں 
ی 
ر 

 

ی
 ہزاراں 

 گلزاراں لکھ للہ کااراں گل

 ڑاںجاساڑاں جھوک ا جوہپڑ

 ٹوبھے تار متاراں

 پوؿ تواراں یںکنڑ

 ےنہ وسدا نیڑ ستدو

―It is the season of spring and the melons are in 
plenty. The ponds are full of water. There are flowers 
and orchards all around. The long tune songs of the 
shepherds are reaching my ears. I like to burn my hut 
and leave my dwellings since my friend is not 
nearby.‖ 

She encounters the visual and audible signs of her beloved 
in the outward and the inward but they do not offer her any 
solace since her beloved remains veiled (transcendent). 
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 ںسانگا ںیاد ریاتانگھاں 

 ے واؽ تے اجڑ

 

 
 مانگھاں ںیاک

 نہ  نگاںچا ید کر

ن

ن

 ھ
ج
س

 نگاںٹا

 ںبانگا ںیابرہوں سنا یںکنڑ

ڑ  د یلکھد
چ  ِ
ہ 

 ںکانگا ںیا

   سُکھ

 

ُ
 ےبیڑ گئےدے ن 

―The spears of longing of my friend have pierced me. 
The calls of love have reached my ears. My hair is 
dirty and my lines of head have become dusty. I am 
lettering a long tale of my disunion. I try my utmost 
but I can‘t find a way out. The rafts of my peace have 
sunk.‖ 

She longs for her friend so intensely that her embodied 
self becomes ravished thereby. She tries to find out a way out 
from the labyrinth of disunion but does not succeed. She 
finds peace nowhere. How could she find peace except in 
unison with her beloved? 

 راہ جبل دے مارو تھل دے

 دے رلڑے دیاآوؿ 

ن

 

 پ

 ے  ڈکھڑے

 

ڑ
ھ
ی ک

 ھلد ےڈولوؽ 

 سانگ کسانگ اجل دے

َل دے
ی 
ل
َ
ی 

 پور پوؿ 

 

ن

ی
ھ
گ

  درد اندوہ 
ی

 ے

 

 ر

―The mountainous ways and the passages of deadly 
deserts, whether good or bad are my destined ways. I 
recall the moments of togetherness with my beloved 
and constantly undergo fits. My destined lot 
perpetually sends me sufferings and heightened pains 
and grief.‖ 

She accepts the fact of her being thrown in hazardous 
love. The passed moments of joyfulness in togetherness with 
her beloved, give rise to proportionate suffering, pain and 
grief during the passing moments of disunion, nay more. A 
lover who has experienced ecstasy with her beloved suffers 
deeply in separation than an ordinary lover.  A king who is 
reduced to a beggar obviously suffers intensely than an 
ordinary beggar. 
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  یسو

 

ی
  و
ی

 ںیساچھڑ یسد سااں

 ںلیسا نیدھو ںرمیسا خاک

  لڑ شرؾ
ھی

 ںیسابڑبھرؾ  سااں

 ںیساگذر تھی جوگن

  نازک

ن

ہ ہی  ی

ن

ب
  
 ھ

ب

ن

ت

  
ی

 سااں

 کھیڑ کیجو

ن

ن

س
ھل

ک

 ے

―I will change my attire and leave my native city and 
lead my life by becoming a Yogi. I will rub dust on 
my body and burn incense and remain true to my 
tender love. I will leave my honour and do away with 
my prestige. I won‘t care if ‗Kheras‘ laugh at me.‖ 

She is ready to abandon the comforts of her ordinary self 
and choose the hard path of renunciation. It is renouncing 
her prestige and honour for the sake of remaining true to her 
tender love. She ceases to care for the scorns of her 
adversaries. Isn‘t it one of the greatest blessings of love that it 
makes the lover keep a respectable distance from things and 
events, by renouncing the ordinary for the sake of the 
extraordinary? 

 دیں ڈکھاچوک  ینوک غماند

 یتڑپھاند ڈینہاں رات

 

س

 

 
ب

 ھ
چ
 یکُرلاند پئی ینہ بھاند 

 یدؾ دؾ دؽ درماند

 

 

ڑ
ھ

 

کب

  ی

ھ

 

سب

ن 
 
ی

ن

 ی
مہ

 

ن

ی

ن
 
ی

 یکھاند 

 
ھ

 

مب

 ی

 

 ےیزعشق او ڑ

―The spear of sorrows and the prick of sufferings 
make my heart dejected at each and every moment. I 
am the crushed one who is restless day and night by 
facing rebukes and satires. The nuptial bed does not 
please me and I keep groaning.  The peculiar love has 
made me so miserable.‖ 

The sign of peculiar love is that it makes her so miserable 
and restless at the hands of her inner and outer circumstances 
that she constantly undergoes sufferings, sorrows, dejections, 
rebukes, satires and groans that lead to the effacement of her 
self. Doesn‘t the dying of habitual self give birth to the non-
habitual one for the sake of union? 
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ا یدلڑ
ّ
  بل بل ںحرمل اکھ 

 درد اندر دے درمل نرمل

 

 
 

 کاںتے ہتھ لمل کو ج

 چھل چھل چھالے یںپیر

 کشالے روگ ڈتڑے

 ےیرز نجپئے و زخم

―My heart is burning like wild rue (noise produced by 
the burning of a seed) and my eyes are itching by 
crying. My feet are full with oozing boils. The 
creeping pains have fully settled within me. They have 
inflicted malaises and adversities on me. I am burning 
and calling by rubbing my hands. Now, my inner 
wounds have become a sore.‖ 

The sufferings undergone by her, at the hands of her 
beloved, are not psychic, which engage a person partially but 
are spiritual that engage her wholly. They ravish her 
embodied self and can be likened to an innocent person 
being skinned alive, nay more terrible. The grip of love 
increasingly tightens her amidst her hues and cries. Love has 
entry point. It has no exit. How wonderful! 

 لےبولوے تے کانگا  لالی

 لےچبوممولے کرؿ  مرغ

 ؿ سمولےشگو ؿسو سارے

 اولے گھولے اںتھیو

 ے راوؽ رولےڈ نہ

  ھےیزو وڑ
 ھ
چ

ھ 

 

ت ب
  
ی

 ے

 

 ر

―I am sold out after listening to the local bird‘s 
singing and the crowing of the crow (for they are the 
omens of your coming). The fowl and a wag tail 
(birds) are gambolling. My beloved! Do not make me 
wretched. All rites and omens have been combined to 
augur your presence. Enter my courtyard and cast 
away brawls.‖ 

The sentiments of love, symbolised by the language of the 
birds, intensify inwardness. She considers them as rites and 
omens auguring the presence of her beloved. She beseeches 
her beloved to unveil himself by casting away brawls. Aren‘t 
brawls necessary milestones in the path of love? 
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 اوڑک یمہجور یدور کیا

 یسک سانوؽ د ںنیش یپور

 ید خاک پٹی یجھور یپور

 یں جھوک ضرورونجنا

 یموڑ ید ؿیماا ہم

 ےوہیڑ کیچ کرسم

―What are these distances and separations? I have 
necessarily to go to my dwellings. I will remain 
faithful to the longing of my beloved. It is the real 
treasure of my commitment. I will reach Ketch in a 
mud-covered state and face people‘s ridicule.‖ 

She resolves to dwell within her being without caring for 
the veils of distance and separation. She resolves to remain 
faithful in the longing of her beloved since it is the real 
treasure of her commitment to love. She ultimately longs to 
‗reside in her transpersonal being‘ in spite of facing all odds in 
the path of love. 

 رنگت بھڑکائی لائی گا

 کرؿ لڑائی اںیدد

 ئیجادے ناؽ ا واہی بے

مااں چوٹ چلائی

 

ج س

 

 جڑ کر چاٹ چکھائی رمزاں

 ےرکھن بکھیڑ غمزے

―The colourful face of my beloved has kindled a great 
fire of love within me. His eyes have knocked me. His 
visions are in a war like state with striking 
expressions. I am without support against 
enticements, which fan incongruities.‖ 

Beauty ignites love. It intensifies the fire of love by its 
bewitching expressions. Static beauty cannot create the 
dynamism of love. It is exciting beauty, which creates vibrant 
love. Love becomes defenceless at the hands of beauty. How 
could love prosper without being defenceless?  

 ما نا ماسی اللہ راسی

 سیسخت پیا اوداسی طرح

 بے آسی تھی پھاسی کھوساں

 واسی یشہر بھنبھور د

 بھبھوت سناسی بدؿ

  پل پل
ہ 
ک

  موت 
ی

 ے

 

 ر
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―I am powerless without my mother and aunt. I am 
the inhabitant of the city of Bhambore. I am 
wandering in sadness and I am feeling very thirsty. I 
am an ascetic with my body covered with dust. I will 
tie the noose around my neck and die in the state of 
despair. Death is challenging me at each and every 
moment.‖ 

She finds herself powerless without her inward ties. She is 
trying to find her transcendent beloved, while dwelling in 
immanence. She is saddened not to find him. Her eyes are 
very thirsty of his vision. She is becoming lowly in order to 
find the higher one. She envisages the possibility of death, 
which shall end her despairing life. Doesn‘t her deplorable 
plight take her to the threshold of her beloved?  

  بیلےجنگل 

 

ہ  ی  س

ن

ب
 یلےمر ہ

 کچیلے میلے کپڑے

 و

ی

 

ل

 
ھ
 لبیلےکر ا میلے ے

 وہیلےڈکھ ڈ وڑےڈ

  گئے نبھ

ن

ن

َس
ہ 

 

ن

ن

ھل

ک

 دے و 

ی

 

ل

 
ھ
  ے

 ےڑیرہوت اُ  آوس

―There are forests, riparian shrubbery, fierce lions and 
multiple sombre sufferings. My dress is shabby. The 
days of my playfulness have gone away. My beloved! 
Hasten to meet me. My dear Baloch! Do come and 
dwell near me.‖ 

She faces arduousness, dangers and sombre sufferings in 
the path of love. Her appearance is at the stage of 
disappearance. The times of romance in love have whisked 
away. She entreats her beloved to instantly unveil himself 
within the infinite depths of her consciousness and remain 
unveiled everlastingly. Doesn‘t this beseeching manifest her 
innocence pinned against the power of her beloved? 

 تانگھے یپندھ  اڑانگے دِلڑ

 مہانگے کوجھے لانگے ملن

 سم نہ چانگےڈجتن وے  جوہ

 اوکھے وصل دے سانگھے

 گھانگھے چھنچولا بو

 ےنا کھارے نہ چھیڑ
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―The stations of the way are intricate and my heart is 
longing. The chances of meeting my beloved are so 
remote. It is so difficult to meet for the ways are 
hideous. My shirt and head covering have been torn 
to bits. I cannot see any signs of dwellings or herds. 
The treading paths of the animals or flocks of the 
grazing buffaloes are not visible.‖ 

She gets lost in the way of love. She finds her ordinary self 
ruptured. She sees a contradiction between her longing and 
the attainment of union with her beloved through the 
intricate, hideous and sign less path of love. All are the signs 
of immanence. There are no signs of transcendence. Isn‘t 
love a dangerous game of transcendence and immanence? 

 اندر وچ جگر وچ پیڑ تیر

 نپاواں مناواں دہیر پیر

  مارو
ہ 
مل

  چھوڑ 
ی
 یاسدھا ر 

 اںوہیر نیر اںنیر

 اںیرلو دلگیر دؽ

  یرتقد پئے
ھ

ک

ن

ی

  
ی

 ے

 

 ر

―I am having inward pain by the shot of an arrow. 
The tears are flowing from my eyes. I make vows in 
the name of the saints. I do not find any solace. My 
aggrieved heart is in pieces. My ravisher deserted me 
and went to Malheer. Destiny has parted us.‖ 

She undergoes pains and sufferings. She vows in the name 
of saints as a prelude to finding her beloved but does not 
succeed and thereby she does not find any solace. Her grief 
becomes so heart-breaking. She feels herself to be deserted by 
her beloved who has assumed the form of transcendence. 
Destiny plays the game of love with rules of transcendence 
and immanence.  

  ںمٹیا ںسٹیا
ھ

 

ت ب

 ںکٹیا ااںی  

 ںپاڑوں پٹیا ںخوشیا ںگھٹیا

  ںیادں برہو تیغ ںمٹھیا
ھ

 

کب

 ااںی  

 ںپتیا ںپٹیا ںوٹیا

 ںرتیا ںیاد سکھ ںہٹیا

ا  

 

ُ
 ےیرناز نو ںل
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―I have thrown away the earthly jars of milk and have 
left caring the calves. I have instead exchanged the 
long ways of love. My happiness has decreased and 
has been uprooted. The traditions of peace have 
passed away. I am the miserable one who has been 
slaughtered by the sword of love. I have been looted 
by youthful pride.‖ 

She discards her everydayness of existence and chooses 
the hardest path of love. (She wants direct vision of her 
beloved without any intermediary or medium). Happiness 
does not merely decrease but is subsequently uprooted while 
traversing the way of love. The modes of peace pass away. 
She finds herself in a miserable state in being slaughtered by 
the sword of love in the prime of her youth. Real love is real 
suffering. 

 ہمیشہ یدمز یددرد جد

 یمسکھا پرؾ دے گیت پیت

 سےسینو بعید یدفر عید

 سوائی یتپر یتر

 اساں سر چائی یت

  غم
ک
 
ی
ے

 

ت
 ےیردؽ د 

―Farid! My instant pain is permanent and is on the 
increase. The tradition of love is deepening. It is my 
commitment of love that makes me sing the songs of 
adoration. I have heard that the days of Eid are far 
away. Sorrows have taken an abode in my heart.‖ 

He finds the perpetual re-creation of pain as permanent. It 
leads to the deepening of love in his bones and flesh. No 
pain, no love. The commitment of love inspires songs of 
adoration. He is conscious of the fact that he has to bear 
sorrows of separation and disunion for quite some time for 
he has heard that it takes ample time to affect union with 
one‘s beloved.  
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Kafi-183 

 گھلے یوا پورب د رایا یسیپرد

―My friend of alien lands! The eastern wind has 
started blowing.‖ 

His friend of alien land symbolises transcendence of his 
beloved. The blowing of eastern wind is a symbol of 
transcendence turning into immanence. 

ے پھلی گپھو یوار یبرسات د مینہ ؿسانو
ھل
ُ
ٹ 

 کھپ 

―The rainy season has set in. The desert plants have 
started flowering.‖ 

The times of inward blessings of unveiling have set in. The 
sentiments of love have started to flower. The desert of his 
barren self has started turning into orchard.   

 بجلیاجاگا

ن

ن

ج ک
گ

  ںں 

ن

ن

سک
ِ ل

 جل ُ  یذوقوں دِلڑ 

―There are flashes of lightning and thundering of 
clouds. My heart by virtue of this tasting is in 
ecstasy.‖ 

His heart experiences flashes of illumination and celestial 
music that makes it ecstatic. 

ھکتر مندھا

ن

سی
ووں ؿ 

چ 
 
سہ

ے گچتر سہا تے 
ھُل

چ 

 دا 

―The heads of the desert plants are fondly waiving 
with happiness.‖ 

The sentiments of love, by virtue of inner urge, are 
sprouting with happiness. 
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  نیپا جے تئیں

س

 

ھی

ک

 ر  نہ 
ہ
ی ل

 جل ُ کوؿ بھلا سندھ  ی

―Well, who will go to Sindh unless the rainwater 
gathered in the low lying areas gets dried.‖ 

He does not want to experience the ‗dark night of the 
soul‘. He wants to remain recipient of the blessings of union. 

 ڈطبع  ہے لذّت یدروز بروز فر
ت 
 وو
ہ

ن

ب
ہ ہت  ڈ 

ن

ب
 کُھلے 

―Farid! My taste is increasing day by day. I am 
experiencing expansion within myself.‖ 

He enjoys the ever increasing flavour of love. He 
experiences expansion within his self. The degree of 
transformation of the self into the Self corresponds to the 
degree of expansion. It speaks of the dynamism of the self 
leading to the beautiful integration of permanence and 
change.  
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Kafi-184 

 پر وحشت 

 

 

ن

 موہی انییواے دؽ د روہی یس

―My heart has been spiritlessly frantic in the dreadful 
and desolate desert.‖ 

Her heart is spiritlessly frantic in the dreadful and desolate 
desert of her self. 

  ریاواہ 

ن

 

  من بھانداپ

 ناں دا ڑے%بردا  ہاں

 واہ داروں درد دلاں دا

 چاتم 
ُ
 
 وہیڈ یڑ%چ

―I laud you my friend Punnal for you are so appealing 
to me. I laud you also because you are the balm of my 
heart pain. I have been sold in your name. I have 
willingly accepted the blame of your love.‖ 

She lauds her beloved for being so appealing to her and 
being remedial measure of her heart pain. She totally and 
wholeheartedly subjects herself freely to her beloved and 
willingly accepts the blame of love. Freedom is the ascending 
spirit of love. Love deepens freedom. There can be no love 
without freedom. Pure love is pure freedom. Romance is 
psychic and oppressive but love is always spiritual and free. 
Love is not mechanical. It is highly creative.  

 ا آکھیں ونج

 

ڑ
 ھل
ٹ

 قاصد 

 وچ کلہڑاتھلاں  ریا مل

 سخت سولڑا ؿہے سانو

 دروہی یقسم خدا د ہئی

―O good messenger! Go and deliver my message. The 
rainy season is so near. Do meet me alone in the 
desert. It‘s a vow of God on you.‖ 
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She sends message to her beloved for unveiling himself 
within her barren self since the nuptial times are so nigh by 
the binding Grace of God. 

ساا ڈوں بر راہی تھی
 ںج ل

 رلساں دےیں ساتھ پر ونج

 وؽ راہوں موؽ نہ ولساں

 کرسوں پوہی وچ روہی

―I will become a traveller of desolate places. I shall 
never return. I will go and join the company of my 
friend. I will spend my life in the desert.‖ 

She resolves to look within and never resort to rational 
mode of consciousness. She will unite with her beloved and 
achieve mutual selfhood. 

 

 

 
 

ھ توں بن ج

 

ت ب
 بہاراں 

 درد ہزاراں ڈکھڑے دؽ

 سر سوؽ آوؿ کر واراں

 اندوہ کرؿ انبوہی

―What will I do in the spring season without you? 
The afflictions are striking my head.  My heart is 
suffering with countless pains. Grief has gathered all 
around.‖ 

She has nothing to do in the spring season since her friend 
is not there. She suffers afflictions, pains and grief in his 
absence. How could deadness turn into liveliness without 
one‘s beloved? 

 ہار چنبیلی ریوز کیا

 بیلیآ  یدعشق فر تھیا

  کیا

س

 پھلوں 

 
ب

 ھ
چ
  سہیلی 

ل  سبھ
ھ
ُ
ٹ 

 اوہی یہیا گئے

―What to talk of my jewellery, necklace and champak 
necklace. What to talk of my nuptial bed covered with 
lovely flowers. Farid! I have become forgetful of all 
these ever since love became my companion.‖ 

The company of love makes him lose meaning of his 
ornamentations and nuptial belongings. He transcends these 
realities and reaches the realm of supernal consciousness, 
which finds everything worthless except love. 
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Kafi-185 

 ہے یاکھاں وچ آڈمفت  جی ہے یاپَل پل سُوؽ سوا

―My afflictions are increasing at each and every 
moment. My being has been engulfed in sufferings 
for nothing.‖ 

The increasing inflictions make her feel that her being has 
been engulfed in the sufferings of love for nothing. The axis 
of her whole life is vision or union of her beloved, which can 
only satiate her hunger of love. She considers her suffering as 
of no account if it fails to make her achieve her object of 
love. Her rightness in the situation of separation and disunion 
cannot be challenged. Although, it is relative to his situation 
yet, in a certain sense, it is also absolute. Love manifests the 
simultaneity of the relative and the absolute. Also, the reality 
of her suffering at the level of the relative cannot be brushed 
aside from the viewpoint of the absolute. The relative has its 
own legitimate sense of absoluteness.  

 دا ر دلیںمنظوگیا  دور

   ڈھولن شالا
ہ
چ 

م 

ِل م

  
ی
د ا

ن

 ی

  
 ہ
چ

  تن من دھن ہے ماؽ 
ی
د ا

ن

 ی

 ہے یاسخت ستا درداں

―The cherisher of my heart has gone far away. My 
body, soul and wealth are his dominion. I pray to 
God that I unite with my beloved friend. The pains 
have highly vexed me.‖ 

She experiences vexing pains to find her beloved 
withdrawing in the realm of transcendence after cultivating 
love in immanence. She recounts surrendering her body, soul 
and wealth for him.  She prays for uniting with her beloved 
by the Grace of God. 
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 یڈاسا جاؽ ںبادشت بیا

 یڈحاؽ تے قاؽ اسا ماتم

 یڈچاؽ اسا یسوز اندوہ د

 ہے یالاڈکھ  ںبہو عشق

―I am leading my life in wilderness. My gait is of 
passion and grief. My state and discourse are the state 
of mourning. Love has given me great sufferings.‖ 

She finds herself stranded in wilderness in the state of 
separation and disunion from her beloved. Her suffering 
knows no bounds. 

 
ک
 چاک 
ی
ے

 

ت
 دے دؽ چاک مہیں 

 دے وصل وصاؽ تہیں مرہم

 ے زخم کوں سیند

 

ڑ
کلّل
 ےکوؿ 

 ہے یاجاکوڑ ا اکھیڑ

―The shepherd of the herd has broken my heart in 
pieces. Who will stitch my unintelligible wounds? It 
requires balm of unity with my friend? The ‗Khera‘ is 
false and useless.‖ 

The unintelligible wounds of love can only be stitched by 
the beloved who inflicts them in the very first instance. The 
healing of wounds requires the balm of unity. The adversaries 
of love being false (privations) and useless (of no ultimate 
consequence), do not figure in over here. Doesn‘t the doctor 
(beloved) administer the medicine of unity to his patient 
(lover) without their being any one (adversary) in between?  

  میں جوگی رانجھن
گ
ُ
ج 
 نیاای  

 

 

ڑ
ھ

 

ب
ُ
م

 نیپھراں نما یمار ی

 نیبے زر اوس دے راہ وکا

 ہے یانشاؿ گنوا ناؾ

―Ranjhan is my Yogi and I am completely subjected 
to him. I have been freely sold out to him. I am 
ravished by miseries and condemned to roam bereft 
of vanity. I have lost my identity.‖ 

She is completely subjected to her beloved in whose name 
she has been sold free of cost. She is ravished by miseries in 
the state of lowliness. She loses her identity. Isn‘t the loss of 
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one‘s identity imperative for attaining ―the Supreme 
Identity‖? 

 جڑ کر لائی بِرہوں النبی

 پرائی پیڑ نےجا کیا لوک

ائی یںبلد یںسڑد
ُ
 پِھراں لُ

 ہے یاسو پا لکھیا جو

―Love has set me aflame with great perfection. I am 
burning all alone. How can people understand the 
excruciating pain of others? I got what was written in 
my destiny.‖ 

Love sets her aflame with great perfection and makes her 
bear the burns within her own self. No one can share the pain 
of others. Isn‘t it the uniqueness of a self that no other self 
can share its pain? She is an innocent instrument in the hands 
of love, destined to play the cosmic game of love. 

 سر دا والی گیا رانجھن '

  ساڑاں

س

 

 
ب

 ھ
چ
 تے توؽ نہالی 

 

ِ
ک

 

ی 

س

ُ

 

ی

 حاؽ کنوں بے حالی 

ڑ  بُھلا سَ  
چ  ِ
ہ 

 
 
 ہے یاکج

―The custodian of my being Ranjhan left me forlorn. 
He has led me to a deplorable state. I burn my nuptial 
quilt and mattress. Disunion has made me oblivious 
of everything.‖ 

The beloved leaves her stranded and becomes 
transcendent, in spite of being her custodian. She is led to a 
deplorable state, where she casts away things signifying 
nuptial happiness. She becomes oblivious of everything. Isn‘t 
the remembrance of the beloved the forgetfulness of 
everything?  

ا  

 

ُ
 یلےعشق مَر دؽ نوں ل

 کرے رب میلے یدفر متاں

 بیلےشہر تے جنگل  ید یپھر

 ہے یاونجاآراؾ  تانگھ

―Farid! My ravishing love has looted my heart. I am 
wandering in cities, forests and riparian shrubbery 
with the hope that the Sustainer unites me with my 
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beloved. My longing has been instrumental in the loss 
of my comfort.‖ 

The ravishing love loots his heart and he wanders in 
wilderness with the hope that the Sustainer unites him with 
his beloved. The longing of the beloved banishes him from 
his comfort zone. Isn‘t it the graciousness of love to snatch 
comforts from his hands and ultimately invest him with 
peace, instead?  
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Kafi-186 

 یداؽ درمل د یگلدنہ  ید گل پئی پیڑ نیپرا

―The primordial pain has fallen to my lot. There is no 
way out of it.‖ 

The pain of ontological love is primordial and there is no 
way out of it. But it has to be borne for attaining ontological 
consciousness of one‘s nothingness and thereby uniting with 
the beloved. 

 یملد  تے ہتھ یسدا جلد

لد وتاں
ُ
  یر

 

َ
 
 ید تھل پ

 یپل د تانگ پل یاجل د

 ید بروچلسک  یٹل د نہ

―I am perpetually burning and rubbing my hands. I 
am awaiting death at each and every moment. I am 
wandering wretchedly in the vast passages of the 
barren desert. The desire of my beloved does not 
satiate.‖ 

It is so difficult for her to bear the burning pain of love. 
She laments at contracting love in the first instance 
symbolised by her rubbing of hands. She prefers death to 
wretchedly stranding in wilderness. Her efforts do not fructify 
in uniting her with her beloved. The insatiable desire of her 
beloved does not satiate.  

  ییندسڑ

س

 

 
ب

 ھ
چ
ل د 
م

ن

ج
ٹ 

 ی

 ینوں سانگ سانوؽ د سنجی

 
َل

 

ی
  
ی
د 

ن

 یتوؽ نرمل د یی

 ید کل جہے نہ اَ  ید اَزؽ

―The velvet nuptial bed burns me. The nuptial quilt 
of soft cotton fries me. The damned one is longing 
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for the charming beloved not only in these times but 
ever since the primordial day.‖ 

Things associated with nuptial happiness grill her in state 
of separation and disunion. Her imagination damns her by 
longing for her charming beloved ever since the primordial 
times. It makes her consciousness undergo deeper suffering.   

 اڈھےڈتے ڈ ڈکھڑے ڈکھاں

 وادھے ہمیشہ

ن
ِ
 

 درد ہ

 اں دا ماس غم کھادھےہڈ

لد
َ
 و

ن

ُ
 

 یجلد یںکر یںپ

―The anguishes have given me great sufferings. 
Sorrows have eaten the flesh of my bones. My pains 
are constantly on the increase. My beloved! Do 
hasten to come to me.‖ 

Anguishes are source of great sufferings. Sorrows invade 
the depths of her being. The increasing pains make her 
entreat her beloved to come soon for ending anguishes, 
sorrows and pains. 

 جھولی عشق پیا ایزاو

 وقت ما گھولی یںجمد نہ

 چولی ہے چُنی اںیرلو

 یہل دہلا لیگو تیڈ

―Peculiar love has befallen me.  My dopatta and shirt 
have been torn to bits. My mother did not give me a 
tablet of poison on my birth.‖ 

The ways of love are peculiar and they are beyond rational 
understanding. The peeling of the self is a painful process. 
She feels that it was better to be poisoned to death at her 
birth than to die in love with such great sufferings.   

ٹھڑا سجن
ُ
 سُکھتے  ر

ُ
م

 ا 

 

ڑ
ھ

 

ب

 

 ا نہ جیڈکھ  نہ

 
 

ُ
 ا ک

 

ر

 

ھُی

چ 

 

 ا خوشی

 
 

ُ ن

 

 دا سانگ سبھ ن

 اُ 

 

 

 

 ید وؽ وؽ مونجھ یپ

―My beloved has turned his face and has snapped ties 
with me. All ties of happiness have broken.  I have 
not got free from my grief. My devastating anguish is 
ever recurring.‖ 
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She is completely dependent on the responsiveness of her 
beloved. The cooling of her beloved leads to the end of her 
peace and happiness. She does not get free from anguishes. 
She faces ever recurring overturned anguish of love. Who can 
experience the working of the Divine in the human more 
than the lover?  

 ہے سوز چھاتی ایندسڑ

 ہے جھاتی ریا اپیند نہ

 ہے کاتی روگ ایندمر

 نہیں کیا کراں
 
 یچلد کج

―Passion is burning my bosom. The malaise is striking 
me with knives. My friend does not cast glance at me. 
What should I do for none of my efforts fructify?‖ 

Her deplorable state does not succeed in eliciting response 
from her beloved. Her efforts do not succeed in affecting 
union with her beloved and she does not know what to do. 
Her reaching the point where she does not know what to do 
is understood as the ablution of love which she has to 
undertake at the hands of her beloved. Religiosity with its 
underlying tall claims is absolutely unfit to enter the realm of 
love. It has not done even the ablution of love. The mystery 
of love consists in the absence of any relation of causal 
necessity between the lover and the beloved. Aren‘t there 
some who spend their whole lives in search of God but do 
not find Him and some who walk just a few steps and find 
Him standing in the way? 

 ہے ییردا درد و کھیڈ

  یردا وِ  تتی
َ
 ہے ییرو

 ہے ییزما او ید مٹھی

 یڈھلد   نہیں سختی سروں

―The pain of the sufferer is primordial. The mother 
of the hapless one is so peculiar. I am the inept one 
whose brother is her adversary. The hard times do 
not give me any sigh of relief.‖ 

She as sufferer considers pain as her adversary. It is a pain 
born out of primordial love. She finds no support in love 
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even from her near and dear ones; rather, they detest her for 
contracting such a meaningless love.   

 ہے نہ ماہی یاآ یدفر

 ہے ہیجاوچ جرح  جگر

 ہے سولاں نہ ساہی تیڈ

 یجڑ نوک راوؽ د لگی

―Farid! My beloved has not come. The afflictions 
have not let me even breathe. My self is seriously 
wounded. The arrow of love has been perfectly shot 
by my beloved.‖ 

He realises that the transcendence of his beloved is a 
source of great suffering for him. The constant pouring of 
afflictions does not let him rest even for a moment. The 
wounds have been well grounded in his self. His beloved has 
perfectly captivated him in love. He has been caught in the 
impasse of love. If the arrow of love would have been shot 
imperfectly by the beloved, then he could have found a way 
out from love.  Isn‘t it gracefulness on the part of the perfect 
beloved to let the imperfect lover play the game of love; what 
to talk of the lover winning it? 
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ہ ااوے تے
للِ
 آوے نیپتالوں پا پورب 

―The blowing of the east wind moistens the earth by 
attracting deep water beneath it.‖ 

The blowing of the east wind and the rainfall in the desert 
with all its liveliness notwithstanding, it symbolises the breeze 
of love moistening self by attracting deep water of life 
beneath it. 

 

ی 

 
 
ی

ھااں

گ

ن

ی

 ںیاد ؿو ںنوو 

 بدلے دردوں رووؿ

ے پیلے
ھل
 

ج
م

 ڑھے ساوےگو 

سُکااوے بجلی
م
 اکھ مارے 

―The rainbow is manifesting many colours. The 
clouds have figured in small sizes in yellow and dark 
green colours. The clouds are crying in pain.  The 
flashes of lightning are winking and smiling.‖ 

It is the manifestation of the Colourless in many colours. 
The different layers of the self burst out to unveil different 
behavioural patterns of the Self.  

 رنگ رنگیلی روہی

ا   سُ 

 

د

ن

ی
ھ

ُ
گ

 ںگوبوٹے بوٹے 

 
م
چ

ھِت  ہار 
ک

 پاوے لاںی  چک 

 وےگاپرؾ دے  گیت

―The desert has become multicoloured. The desert 
herbs (during rain the red flowers sprout) are wearing 
necklaces and neck ornaments. The song of love is 
being sung by each and every plant in a nuptial veil.‖ 

The desert of her self has become colourful. The 
sentiments of love ornament and sing songs of union. 

  کیسر

 

ر

ن

 ھی
ٹ

  چولی ی

 
ن

ُ
 
 یج

 دے بادؽ ڈکھنپورب ماڑ 

 پساوے وؽ وؽ مینہ

 وےجا آوے کوئی کوئی
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―The desert shrubs are in garments of fragrance. They 
are being drenched in rain. There are incoming and 
outgoing clouds from the east Marwar and the 
north.‖ 

The possibilities of her self are in the process of fragrant 
realisation due to recurring Divine blessings. 

  ؿسانو

م

 
 
ی

ھ
گ

ن

ی
 ملہاراں 

 ِ
ی 

 
ی 

ووں
س

 یرھارو دھاد نیپا 

 

 

ڑ
ھل

 

ٹ

ووں 
چ 
 
سہ

 ماؽ نہ ماوے یں

 جھوک تراوے ںیسوڈ

―The rainy season in the desert has gathered the flock 
in plenty. We will also drink the rainwater at different 
places. We will water our dwellings.‖ 

The water of life gathers different possibilities and soaks 
them afresh.  

 وٹھڑے پَالے تھئے خوشحالے

 ےپا کر چوڑے بیڑ سبھ کئی

 وےگا یشیماؽ مو

َہ ہ
ا ٹ   

 

ھکاا ںمَ
گ

 وے

―The desert plains have blossomed due to rainfall. 
The cattle are in tune with it. Women have worn full 
set of ornamental bangles and are churning the 
vessels.‖ 

The desert of her self has blossomed by heavenly 
blessings. It animates various possibilities in it. The tender 
and beautiful possibilities thrive to realise themselves. 

 گہنے گٹھڑے کوجھی ہنیسو

ولے ھاںسیند
ِ

 

لِک ت

 

 مانگھاں ی

 پاوے پا ٹھمکاوے

ل مُُاگ سہاوے
ج 
ک

 

―The beautiful and the ugly are wearing ornaments 
and are displaying them. The parting line of hair on 
head, the brow - coloured mark and moles coupled 
with a line of the collyrium and twig (of the walnut 
tree) as tooth powder and lipstick (for its darkening 
effects) are looking so beautiful.‖ 

The beautiful and ugly possibilities of the self are realising 
themselves in the best forms possible. Ugliness is 
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transforming itself into beauty. Isn‘t ugliness a privation and 
absence of beauty? 

ھ دھامنسے ڈ رشک خوئید

ن

 سی

  

ِ

 دے گئیں نند نہ ماوؿ ک

 ٹھ پلاوےگوتھئے چو 

 وہاوےڈپر تھئے جھاب 

―The dry and hard shrubs of the desert are 
outweighing the soft and green plants of wheat. There 
are ponds full of drinking water for the herd all 
around. The cows ooze out milk in plenty beyond all 
measures.‖ 

Even the harder possibilities of the self symbolised in the 
dried and hard shrubs of the desert are susceptible to the 
waters of life as compared to the yielding ones symbolised by 
the soft and green plants of wheat. Her self overflows with 
knowledge.  

ہ اارے کونجاں
گ

ن

ی  
ج
 مور 

ن ِ

 کُرک

 دے سجن دیاآوؿ رلڑے 

 وےسناکوئل کُوک 

 

م
ل

 

ظ

 
 
ی

 برہوں ستاوے ن

―The herons are cooing and the peacock is sounding 
wildly. The cuckoo is singing a song. I recall the times 
passed with my beloved. Love vexes me so cruelly.‖ 

She is vexed by understanding the language of the birds. It 
recalls the moments of union with her beloved. 

 مدتاں ںہنیاموسم سو ہنیسو

 شالا ید یدعمر فر باقی

 آؿ ملہاوے ہناسو

 سانوؽ سانگ وہِاوے

―It is such a lovely weather and such fine times that I 
wish my beloved to unite with me. Farid! I pray that 
my remaining life is spent in togetherness with my 
beloved.‖ 

The pleasant and lovely changes within his self intensify 
his longing to unite with his beloved. He prays for his 
ultimate union.   
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 وؽ تیند

ن

 

ک پل ر ںسانو ہے یتانگھ پ
ِ
 ہے ییندڈنہ  ہنہ 

―My longing for my beloved has intensified. It does 
not let me live in peace even for a moment.‖ 

Her intensified longing of her beloved does not grant her 
even a moment‘s peace. 

 یجھوک امن د یڑجاعشق اُ 

ک
ِ
 ید سجن ریاگئی  سِ رہ ہ 

ُ  پاڑوں بیخ  

 

َ
 

 یتن د ہڈ ن

   جو
ہ
س

  سب بار 
ی
د 

ن

 ہے یی

―Love has destroyed the city of peace. It has 
uprooted my flesh and bones. There remains only a 
longing of my beloved friend, which is bearing all 
these burdens.‖ 

Love and peace remain antagonistic to each other. Love 
destroys her state of dwelling in peace. It turns her flesh and 
bones into pieces. The vocation of longing is to bear these 
onerous burdens of love. No longing. No burden. 

 درد وچِھوڑا مونجھ منجھاری

 تھوڑا ؾغم موؽ نہ تھیو اے

 وڑاڈدے  باب تتی لکھیا

  جند
مکل
ھ 
ج ک
ھ 
ج ک

  
ی
د 

ن

 ہے یی

―The increasing anguishes, pains and separations have 
been destined for the inept one. My sorrow does not 
decrease at all. My life bids me good bye, while 
rotting in suffering.‖ 

Her condition is not static. The intensity of anguishes, 
pains and separations that fall to her lot are not still but 
intensify with the passage of time and make her wretched. 
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 یرطمانچہ بانگ کٹا تیغ

  پھٹ
ک
 
ی
ے

 

ت
 یتن من وچہ کار 

 یشکار خنجر پلکاں تیر

د وقرار  پیڑ

ن

 ی
ج ی

ن

ٹ

 ہے ی

―The eye lids of my beloved are daggers and hunting 
arrows, sword, gun, dagger and double edged knife. 
They have seriously wounded my embodied self. Pain 
leads to the loss of my peace.‖ 

The affect of ravishing beauty is so immense that it pierces 
her embodied self. She loses her peace by bearing painful 
wounds of love. 

 درد اندوہ ہزاراں دؽ نوں

 تلواراں دؽ نوں ںیاسولاں د

 لکھ ماراں دؽ نوں ؿیوڈکھ ڈ

  برچھی حسرت

ن

 ہے یل 

―My heart has countless pains and grief. Sufferings 
give hard blows to my heart. The swords of 
afflictions hit my heart. Wistfulness spears my being.‖ 

Her heart has to bear countless pains, grief, hard blows of 
sufferings, cuts of the swords of afflictions and spears of 
wistfulness. Isn‘t love so gracious in conferring these rare 
gifts?  

 

ن

ہ ہ نہ ل 

ن

 سکے بھائی ےمب

 کرؿ لڑائی قبیلے یشخو

ن
 
ی

ن

 ی
مہ

 ئیجا ما پیو ےیوڈ 

 
ّ َ
 ہے ییندؿ مَرننا سَ

―My real brothers are not on speaking terms with me. 
My sister rebukes me. My kith and kin fight with me. 
My mother- in- law and my sister- in -law thrash me.‖ 

The ordinary consciousness is highly antagonistic to the 
consciousness of love. The ‗familial‘ consciousness goes to 
the extreme in resorting to criminal intimidation and even 
physical violence against the lover for the sake of their so-
called family and cultural values. Isn‘t the the lover a rebel 
who sets high standards of value for her family, culture and 
society by  standing for the development of social, cultural 
and spiritual consciousness of the people of her times, and 
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inspite of being  beaten by her near and dear ones exercises 
patience in adversity and does not get beaten in love? 

   یدشوؼ فر

 

ُ
 یمھاشعور ل

 یمخاک رما یمپا یدھوڑ

 یمقاؽ گنوا یمونجاحاؽ 

 ہے ییندکر سبھ کیس دِؽ

―Farid! My fondness has made me drown my 
consciousness. I have lost my inner poise and ability 
of discourse. I have put dust on my head and rubbed 
it on my body. Heart makes such woeful things 
happen.‖ 

The first sign of his fondness of love (his beloved) is 
getting rid of his ordinary consciousness. The cessation of 
this level of consciousness makes his habitual self crumble. 
The crumbling of this level of self or consciousness leads, 
among other things, to the collapse of his value system. He 
loses his inner poise (by being so much excited in love), and 
ability of discourse (because the informal discourse of love 
displaces all forms of discourse). The things do not end here 
for these are merely the humble starters of love. He puts dust 
on his head and rubs it on his body, while feeling the pain of 
anguish at the transcendence of his beloved. It also 
symbolises his realisation that appearance has no value as 
compared to reality. It is his heart as against his mind, which 
makes such woeful things happen. 
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ا عشق 

 

َ

 

 سےیوا قہر نہ پیش یہوا سے یوں گذربہوت

―I have been bearing the inept love but I have never 
experienced such severity.‖ 

He bears the ineptness of love but the increasing severity 
of sufferings become unbearable.   

 لیاپجاساڑ  یبھاہ برہوں د

 ییرو نیجالدھوسے  ریا

  ہڈ

ک

 تن 

 

ی ی

 یکیر س

 سےواہ ملیو لکھیا

―The fire of separation of my beloved has burnt me. 
It has burnt my flesh and bones to ashes. I found a 
friend who turned out to be my sworn adversary. I 
laud what was written in my destiny.‖ 

The fire of separation burns and reduces to ashes the inner 
layers of his being. He laments that it was his destiny to 
cultivate friendship with the one who proved to be his 
deadliest enemy. Religiosity cannot understand his loving 
discourse where his bosom friend is being called as his sworn 
adversary. It is the intensive state of love and suffering that 
makes such discourse possible. Isn‘t he so lucky in reaching 
this stage? 

 جگر تن پارے پارے جاؿ

وں 
ُ
وں ل
ُ
 اںوچہ سو پیڑ رگ رگل

 اںیرمحض لو سینہ

ڑ 
چ  ِ
ہ 

 سےھیوڈبرات  

―My embodied self has disintegrated. My chest has 
been torn to bits. There are countless excruciating 
pains in each and every pore and vein of my body. 
Disunion has infested me with this rare gift.‖ 
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Disunion invests him with the rare gift of ravishing his 
embodied self. He suffers the birth pangs of giving birth to 
his higher self  Isn‘t it a rare gift that reduces being to 
nonbeing and prepares it for union with the beloved, 
notwithstanding the pains and sufferings?  

 وں ہاراں واٹ نہاراں

 

ڑ
چ 

ن

ہ ب

 

 جا
ج 
  ؿ جگر ہے 
ی
د ا

ن

 ایرد ی

 اراںڈکانگ ا بیٹھی

 سےگیوچھوڑ  تنہا

―I am looking at the paths of my beloved with tears 
in my eyes and shooing the ravens. It is all for him, 
whose dwellings are in the inmost chambers of my 
being. He has left me all alone.‖ 

She resorts to omens to seek her beloved who dwells in 
her being. The beloved assumes transcendence by making her 
lonesome in the vicissitudes of time. 

 نیمن نوں بھا نیپرا پیت

 سمندر آتش اندر مثل

  کھالیڈں بہولذّت 

 سےلدھیو سو عیش سو

―It is a primordial pain, which is pleasant for my 
being. It has made me experience its great taste. I 
have found hundreds of treasures in the fire of love 
as one finds treasures in the sea.‖ 

He considers the primordial pain of love pleasant for his 
being. He experiences its great taste, which is opaque to 
ordinary consciousness. He finds hundreds of treasures in the 
fire of love likened to the treasures found in the sea. The 
alchemy of suffering turns the base metal into gold. The fire 
of love with its ensuing pain purifies the self by removing the 
dross of otherness. It polishes the unpolished mirror of the 
heart and makes it worthy of the beloved to contemplate 
himself in it.  

  

 

 گیم گل مَر گیم جل گیم گیمسَ

کد 
سِ

َ    یں

 

ی د   یںمَرد یںی
ھ
کَ

 یں

 یانہ آ یدفر ریا

  نازک

ن

ہ ہی  ی

ن

ب
  
 ھ
ب

ن

ت

  
ت
 سے وو
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―I have been burnt, grilled, ravished and rotten. Farid! 
My friend has not come. I will remain true to my 
tender love in desiring, burning, dying and in raising 
hue and cry.‖ 

He gets burned, grilled, ravished and rotten during the 
period of his beloved‘s transcendence. But he resolves to 
remain true to his fragile love even in the terrible states of 
pain and suffering. Love of freedom turns into freedom of 
love. His choice to remain true to his love is essentially the 
exercise of his freedom in the most trying circumstances. 
Freedom is absolute or it is nothing. Partial or relative 
freedom is no freedom. Reason cannot decipher the mystery 
of freedom. It is caught in the snares of finitude. It lacks 
transcendence. It never tastes freedom.  Freedom is truly 
understood by virtue of spiritual phenomenology, which 
understands it in the simultaneity of transcendence and 
immanence. The ‗existential‘ renderings of freedom take us to 
the heart of the matter. The metaphysics of freedom is 
revealed in the situation of love and gnosis. Man is 
manifestation of the Freedom itself. No freedom. No love.   
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ن

ہ ہی  تتے ی

ن

ب
  

 
 
 

 دے اوتے  یپ

  دؽ نہیں اے

 
 
َ

ھد  یک

گ

 ی

 سارا لوک ہے اؿحیر

 ٹھوک ہے ئیجاو ماہی

―All people are surprised at the burdening love of the 
inept. My heart is not raw and that has been perfectly 
tested by my beloved.‖ 

She amazes people by her capacity and strength to bear 
sufferings in the path of love. The beloved perfectly tests her 
heart to see whether it is raw or strong enough to play the 
game of transcendence and immanence. It is only a stout 
heart that can bear the burden of love.  

 تار وے یجوبن د چٹ تھئی

 وے ریادا  بِن تتی توں

 کار وے گئے
ُ
ے کُ
ھل
ُ
ٹ 

 کم 

 ہے بھوگ ؿنہ جیو ؿجیو

―My youthfulness has been wasted. I have become 
oblivious of all my activities. My friend! I am such an 
inept one that living or not living with you is equally 
an ordeal for me.‖ 

She feels that the prime of her youth has fleeted without 
affecting union with her beloved. She becomes oblivious of 
her everydayness of existence. She considers herself such an 
inept one for whom it is equally an ordeal to live with her 
beloved or without him. She faces the ordeal to live with her 
transcendent beloved in the state of separation and disunion 
with all that implies or to abandon the path of love once for 
all. She finds no exit. She has to remain committed to her 
beloved in all pressing circumstances. 

 تے خوش وسن جا پنیاو ا

  ںکیو
 َ
  لوک نہ م

ن

ن

س
ہ 

 تے 

 بے وس وسن تھی اتِھ نین

 

 

ڑ
ھ

 

ب
ُ
م

 ک ہےبوکوں چاتا  ی
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―There, he dwells happily at his place and here, the 
tears are helplessly flowing from my eyes. Why not 
people should laugh at the miserable one, whose 
youthfulness of heart has made her suffer?‖ 

The beloved happily dwells in transcendence but she cries 
in failing to find her. The animation of her heart contracts 
love, causing people to laugh at her miserable state. What 
would people do if they had no such cause of laughter?  

 کار ہے یڈرو پٹ اسا

 گھر بار ہے بر

 

ِ
 بار چ 

 ں ہار ہےہناڈوکھ سوؽ گا

 مارو تھلاں وچ جھوک ہے

―My vocation is crying and whining. Sufferings and 
afflictions are my jewellery and garlands. My 
household is in desolations, plain lands and forests. 
My abode is in the deadly deserts.‖ 

She lives in the deadly desert of her self.  She is housed in 
wilderness. It is her vocation to cry and whine. She is 
ornamented by sufferings and afflictions. The transcendence 
of her beloved makes her inward and outward overbearing. 

  تھیا
 َ
 تے تنگ ہے بخت م

 ا

 

ڑ
ھ
ک
ِ
ی 

 دا رنگ ہے گمسا 

 جنگ ہے ہمیشہ یسُکھ د

 نوک ہے یسہاگ د یجڑاُ 

―My fate has constricted me. Peace is in constant war 
with me. The colour of twig (of the walnut tree) as 
tooth powder and lipstick (for its darkening effects) 
has faded out.  The bridal line of a collyrium has 
flawed.‖ 

Her fate (ontological love), subject to cosmic design, 
constricts her in lonesomeness. She is not at peace with 
herself. The beauty of her life fades out. Love pushes her to 
the wall. Doesn‘t the one who is lucky in love find the ―door 
in the wall‖?   

 ا فر

 

ڑ
 ھ
ُج
ٹ 

 دا حاؽ ہے ید

 وصاؽ محاؽ ہے نظرؾ

 

 

ی

ن

ی

 سانوؽ نہ 
 

ب

 ناؽ ہے م

 چوک ہے یںنو ید کھڈ

 

ِ

ن

 پ
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―Farid is in a deplorable condition. My beloved has 
not taken me along with him. Union with my beloved 
seems impossible. There are ever new strikes of 
sufferings.‖ 

His condition becomes deplorable. The beloved assumes 
transcendence by stranding him in the state of selfhood. It is 
not possible for him to have union with his beloved in the 
―servant-Lord axis.‖ ―Nothing removes man farther from 
God than a desire of union with Him.‖ He faces novel and 
fresh strikes of sufferings since his beloved does not facilitate 
him to ―reside in his transpersonal being.‖  
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 انیحیر ہر دؾ پھراں ریاتوں بن حضرت 

―My sacred friend! I perpetually wander in 
bewilderment without you.‖ 

He communicates with his sublime friend about his 
disoriented state without him.   

 با ماہی

ن

ی
ھ
گ

  جھوں سوؽ 
ی

 ے

 

 رہے بیکا ؿجیو ر

―There are countless afflictions without my beloved.  
My life is useless. My sweetheart knows about it.‖ 

He knows that his dearest beloved is aware of the 
countless afflictions of love faced by him and his viewing life 
as useless thereof. The difference between psychic love and 
the spiritual one, among other things, consists in the beloved 
being entirely aware of the state and station of the lover.  The 
divine beloved has absolute knowledge of things and events. 
The lover‘s knowledge is relative (piecemeal) and therefore he 
has problems in understanding certain patterns of his 
beloved‘s behaviour. He hurls accusations on his beloved, 
which manifest his lack of perfect knowledge but his 
communication never breaks down even when he gets 
negatively related to him. However, he remains traversing the 
path of love and with increasing knowledge starts 
understanding some of the ways of his beloved. How great it 
is to have omniscient beloved! 

 دا سردار خوبی ہور نہ کوئی ںدِلبر جیہا

اثانی
َ
 صورت وچ ل
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 ―There is no one resembling my beloved. He is the 
epitome of all virtues. He is matchless in his form.‖ 

He finds no one resembling his beloved, epitome of all 
virtues, and matchless in form. He is without resemblance 
and matchless in his form and conduct not because others are 
inferior to him but because there is no one beside him. The 
very act of denoting and then negating someone is anti-
metaphysical. How could any thing be denoted and then 
negated? The metaphysics of love demonstrates the 
omnipresence of the beloved. 

 

ن

ُ
 

  یاسُدھا کے کیچ 'پ

ک

 

ی 

س

ُ

 

ی

 زار نزار 

 

ھ

 

ٹ

 رو رو 
ُ
ب 

 انییود م

 ―Punnal left and went towards Ketch. He has 
distressed me (worsened my state). I am becoming 
frantic by crying profusely.‖ 

The beloved assumes the transcendent form. It worsens 
her state. She becomes frantic and cries profusely. Aren‘t her 
condition and behaviour in response to the transcendence of 
her beloved ultimately conducive to the attainment of union?    

 دؽ نوں دار مدار سے پیو پیش ایزعشق او

 تن من سو سو کانی

 ―Peculiar love has engulfed me. My heart is in 
complexities. Countless arrows have stuck my body 
and soul.‖ 

Peculiar love, characterised by heart complexities and 
ravishing of his embodied self, has fallen to his lot. 

  مہانگی ہے چیز یددرد فر
ھ

 

ٹ

  
ی

د ے

ن

 وپار ونج ی

 کر قربانی یجندڑ

 ―Farid! Pain is a valuable product. Do barter your life 
in this trade.‖ 
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He realises the value of pain suffering at the transcendence 
of his beloved. He resolves to barter his life in the trade of 
love. Painfulness of love purifies him of otherness and makes 
him unite with his beloved. ―Those who live more lives than 
one, more deaths then one must die‖. He lives many lives 
(unions with his beloved), therefore he must be prepared to 
die at least as many times (separations and disunions). 
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ک نہ ذر یشالا مر ؾیندو توں بن موت بھلی
ِ
 یپل نہ گھڑ ںجیسا یٹکساں ہ 

―Death is preferable to me without you. I pray not to 
stay here but die without bearing separation for a 
moment. I will not live for a moment or instant in 
this situation.‖ 

She prefers death than living without her beloved. The 
situation of separation and disunion is so testing that she 
prays for her death than bearing it for even a moment.  

 ڈپورب طرػ 

م

 ہوں 
 
ی

ھ
گ

ن

ی
مملہار  

ھ

 

ٹ

سک  بجلی ڈ
ل

مج گاگج گج  تیڈ
 

ب

ن

سی

 

 یوطن ور ںیساو یرہساں اتِھ نہ اڑَ

 ―I have seen the rainy clouds and the overcast 
atmosphere from the east. There are flashes of 
lightning and huge thundering of clouds. I will not 
stay here but go back to my native land.‖ 

She finds within her signs of the unveiling of her beloved. 
She wants to delve deep within the infinite depths of her 
being in order to unite with her beloved. 

  یںکھڑڈھولا کل نہ لدھو ڈ ید یوٹھڑ روہی ووڑ پیم یںکنڑ

 

ڑ
ھ

 

کب

 ید ی

  چنی چولی یمپھاڑ

ھ

 

ٹ

 رو رو 
ُ
ب 

 یچر م

 ―The news of rain in the desert has reached my ears. 
My beloved! You have not asked about the one, who 
has been butchered by sufferings.  I have torn my 
shirt and dopatta and have become frantic by crying.‖ 

She receives the news of rain (freshening of his sentiments 
of love) within the desert of her self. She communicates with 
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her beloved, referring to his heartlessness in not saving her 
from being butchered by suffering, and not taking pity on the 
plight of her embodied self.   

 ئیبوکھار  نےے ٹوبھے لاڈتا ںیکھاڈ ں دؽ نوں تانگھ تھئیونجا یسد پنےا

و راہی ڈوںبر 
 ِ

 

  یںساڑ اںت

 

 یسُوؽ سَ

 ―My heart is longing to reach my native abode. I 
wish to see the transitory dwellings, ponds and desert 
plants. I want to travel in wilderness after having been 
burnt with afflictions.‖ 

She longs to reach the inmost chambers of her heart. She 
is burned with afflictions and wishes to delve deep within her 
self (wilderness) in order to realise its higher possibilities. 

 سبیو تھئی یروند ا%گھن گھن ناؾ  لس کیتی نگ اوُٹھن بدلیںبو ںاونگا

 یسر پووؾِ مر یامِِاں  ںسانوؽ تینو

 ―The sound of thundering clouds is so audible. The 
swinging clouds are joining together. I am helplessly 
taking your name, while crying. My beloved! I meet 
you either/ or death overtakes me.‖ 

The visual and audible signs of unveiling of her beloved 
within herself make her desperate in affecting union with her 
beloved. She helplessly cries by taking her name at the 
threshold of union. She makes an absolute choice: either 
union or death. She reaches the state of either/or after 
undergoing great pains and sufferings. And it becomes 
efficacious in realising union with her beloved.  

ج لہ دھار  مٹھی یمیند سرخی
ک

 ہار سنگار گیم ناز نواز بھلیا گیم

 
 ی 
ت

ر 
س

ن

ی

اّاں اجُڑبوؽ  

ن

ی
 ھ
ٹ

 یمانگھ دھڑ ی

 ―Rogue and henna have been spoiled and the line of 
a collyrium has been washed away. Pride and elegance 
have gone in oblivion and my makeup has 
disappeared. My nose ornaments have been broken 
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into pieces and the parting line of hair on my head 
and my kneaded locks of hair have all been ravished.‖ 

She loses her pride and elegance in the course of love. The 
beauty of her appearance fades away. Isn‘t the fading away of 
appearance an occasion for the appearance of reality? 

 ے پئے خوشیا ڈکھڑے دا ٹوؽ گیم سکھگیا  ؿکڈ ؿکھید

 

ڑ
ھ
ک
ُ
ی 

 گیمروؽ  ں

 یپرؾ جَڑ لائی جوگیجڑ کر راوؽ 

 ―My playfulness has gone and my sittings of peace 
have withered away. The sufferings have fallen to my 
lot and all my happiness has turned into 
wretchedness. Rawal Yogi (my beloved) has perfectly 
ignited the spark of love in me.‖ 

The beloved perfectly ignites the spark of love in her 
heart. The test of its perfection consists in her losing 
playfulness and peace; bearing onerous sufferings and the 
state of happiness turning into wretchedness.    

مد  
ھ
کُ

 فر ی

ن

ن

م
ھِ
ک

ا پووؿ دیاجھوکاں  ید
ّ
   ںاکھ 

ِ

ن

 نجوںں کر برسات وسن پ

م ھالکھ لکھ د
ِ

ھ

 

ٹ

 جھڑ ںجاں جانہہ او

ِ

 یڈسِ

 ―Farid! I remember the dwellings during the flashes 
of lightning. The tears are flowing from my eyes like a 
rainfall. My self beseeches countless times (for uniting 
with my beloved), when I see any rainy cloud.‖ 

He recounts the ripening states of his love sentiments 
within his self, symbolised by the rainy cloud and flashes of 
lightening. These moments intensify his inward fire of love, 
tracking him to the threshold of union with his beloved. A 
flash of light (vision and union) breaks the spell of darkness 
(separation and union).  
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Kafi-193 

 
ہَ 
م

ن تو بِن 
 
ی

اک وے دا
َ
 خ 

 سرسبز تھئی جو خوشی جو

اں دِ  یدِلڑ
َ

ن

 جھوک ہے یغ

 سوک ہے توں ڈکھاں صرصر

―My shepherd of the herd! My heart is the abode of 
sorrows without you.  All my happiness that was 
green has dried up due to the autumn of sufferings.‖ 

She addresses the shepherd of her heart and 
communicates with him the state of her heart, which has 
become an abode of sorrows without him. The spring of 
union has turned into the autumn of sufferings. Doesn‘t love 
teach the sufferer such beautiful expressions?   

 منڈھوںڈبھت  یتر گئی

 

ھت
گ

 ت 

 منڈھوں ساڑے

 

ِ

ن

 سااں پ
سہ
 نہ 

ووں اتِھ منڈھوں اصلی
س
ِک

 

ی

 نہ 

  اے
ل
 روک ہے یوک در ھگا

―My cultural and social relationships have been 
uprooted. I will not stay here even for a moment. I 
will essentially not bear burnings every now and then. 
I am stating the truth.‖ 

Her inward suffering, in the act of desiring and longing for 
the beloved in the state of separation and disunion, is 
intensified by the hostility of her social and cultural 
environment. She firmly decides to peel away her social self in 
order to get rid of painful social contradictions.  

 ںیانوں تیند رؽ مل تتی

 

 

ڑ
ہ ک
 ںیایندڈالُانبھے  ںیا

  ینو یررکھ و

ن

 ںیاال 

 

 

ڑ
ہ ک
 نوک تے ٹوک ہے ید ںیا
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―They combine in burning the inept one. They detest 
and give me maledictions. Some of them are accusing 
me. Still others gambol and sneer at me.‖ 

She suffers intensely at the hands of her companions who 
in togetherness make her fiery with their behaviour. She faces 
detestations, maledictions, accusations, gambols and sneering. 
The companions are outsiders who neither understand the 
reality of love nor the inherent dignity conferred by it on the 
lover. They are ignorant of love and gnosis. Isn‘t their being 
negatively related to love ultimately proving to be strength for 
her?   

 چراں ںوچ پیا رو رو اکھیں

 وڑاں بھوئیں یااں بڈ ونج یا

 شالا اج مراں یکل مرد

 تروڑ سنجوک ہے ریا گیا

―My eyes have become a sore by constant crying. I 
pray that I die today than tomorrow. I may drown or 
be buried. My friend has gone by severing 
relationship with me.‖ 

The transcendence of the beloved makes her dejected 
because she feels that her friend has broken ties of love with 
her. Her eyes become sore by constant crying. She prays for 
the end of her life before time and does not bother about the 
mode of her burial. It is easy for the human understanding to 
understand the sufferings one undergoes at the hands of 
one‘s deadliest enemies but it is so difficult for it to 
understand the sufferings undergone by her at the hands of 
her bosom friend. Doesn‘t higher suffering require higher 
consciousness to understand it?  

  کھ سوؽ ہار ہنڈڈ

 

 
 
 ےپ

 ضعف  بدبخت

 

ُ
 ن 
ہ 

 
ی 

 ے

 

 ر
ی

 

 آئے سر تے سخت رنڈ

 

 
 
 ےپ

ا کیا  
ِ
 تھوک کوں تھوک ہے مِ

―The sufferings and afflictions are my garlands, 
clothing and jewellery. Hard days of widowhood have 
befallen me. What an ‗ideal‘ combination of 
misfortunes, weaknesses and old age?‖ 
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She is clothed and ornamented by sufferings and 
afflictions. The unfortunate widowhood of transcendence 
pushes her against the wall. The infirmities and old age mirror 
each other.  

 پٹھی تھئی ید یدقسمت فر

 ے

 
 

ِ
 
 ھر تے میں ج

َ
  ن 

 

ُ

 ل

 ے پٹھیڈروؽ سانوؽ  گیا

سدا سارا لوک ہے خوش
َ
 و

―The destiny of Farid is overturned. My beloved has 
wretched my existence by turning his back. I am the 
only one who has been looted in openness (broad 
daylight). All people are dwelling in happiness.‖ 

He feels his destiny overturned because it does not shower 
good fortunes but strikes misfortunes, instead. It does not 
follow the standard patterns of life. He grapples with the 
question of destiny as one of the mysteries of love. He hardly 
unravels it since it starts deepening in the very act of 
unravelling. He construes the transcendence of his beloved as 
turning back on love. The mystery of transcendence remains 
folded for him. He recounts his being ravished by the cruelty 
of love. He singles himself out as the wretched one as against 
others who have attained permanent state of happy union.  
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Kafi-194 

  اتیر

ن

ہ ہی  ی

ن

ب
  
 ھ

بِ

ن

ت

  
ی

ے کوؿ تے ہوڑے زورے سااں
ک

 

َی
ہ 

 سانوں 

―My beloved! I will remain steadfast in love. There is 
no one to caution me and there is no one to stop 
me.‖ 

She resolves to remain steadfast in love against those who 
try to prevent or stop her from loving her beloved. 

 جا
ج ل
  ؿ 
ی

 ںیساسڑ سیس سااں

  سارا

 

ُ
  شرؾ شعور ل
ھی

 سااں

 دے سجنمن دھن سبھ ملک  تن

  
ہ
س
ووں سوز 

چ 
 
سہ

  
ی

 سااں

  ریاعار و یسار
ھ

 

ٹ

  اُ
ی

 سااں

 کرؾ وچھوڑے کیجو نے تو

―I will burn my self and aflame my head.  I will most 
heartily bear the passion. I will leave my honour and 
won‘t be ashamed of public opinion. I will sacrifice 
my whole being for the sake of my beloved even if he 
parts ways from me.‖ 

Love is an unconditional commitment. The absoluteness 
of love does not admit of any conditionality. She faces 
intricate inner and outer contradictions but reiterates her 
commitment to remain sincere in love even if her beloved 
parts ways from her. She offers her whole being and having 
to her beloved in the spirit of wholeheartedness and 
wholesomeness. Love is total offering. She wilfully surrenders 
her right of being and having without expecting anything in 
return. She does not withhold anything (qualitative or 
quantitative) from her beloved. The essentiality of love is 
indivisibility.  It is only her undivided self in its unity, totality 
and wholeness, which is worthy of being offered to her 
beloved. How could the divided self realise indivisible unity? 
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ق ا

 

سِ
ع

 سولاں ساڑ یمڑجا
ُ 
 ی

 کروپ کشالے ہر دؾ روگ

ا
َ
 نےتوؽ وہا ببانے جر

 ےیردرداں لائے د

 سہرے گانے گہنے

 زورے تورے وسِرے

―Love has ravished me and the afflictions have 
burned me. Pains are dwelling in me. Malaises, 
difficulties and adversities at each and every moment 
are colourful thread around my wrist (symbolising 
marital bond), ornaments and chaplets. I have 
become oblivious of my parental regal status nuptial 
quilt and pillows. My radiant might has fallen in 
oblivion.‖ 

Her vocation is to freely divest herself from her being and 
having in order to attain ontological consciousness of 
nothingness, and thereby achieve unity with her beloved. The 
process of divesting oneself from the contingencies of being 
and having is replete with pains and sufferings. There is 
transvaluation of values. The nuptial colours of life fade away 
and the radiant might falls in oblivion.  Aren‘t these positive 
signs of reaching the threshold of union? 

 یجےسور ،نوکاں کرؾ پ   

 

 

ڑ
ھ

 

کب

  یدِلڑ ی

 
 

ُ
 دای ل

  قبیلہ یشخو پیو ما
ِ
  مِ
ِ
 مِ

 مارؾ جگتاں نوکاں

 جھوکاں ںیاد ریاہے قبلہ 

ھوڑے ےیندڈ
ُ
 دِھکڑے د

―My parents sneer at me and my in-laws laugh and 
make fun of me. The dwellings of my beloved are the 
axis of my miserable and ransacked heart.  My 
parents, kith and kin join together in pushing and 
knocking me with their feet.‖ 

It is not an easy exercise to divest herself from her being 
and having for the sake of her beloved. It leads to the 
snapping of her primary and secondary ties, which is so 
painful and violent. The pangs of rebirth and the cutting of 
the social umbilical chord turn into a traumatic experience. 
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She is ultimately reduced to nothingness. Wasn‘t everything 
created from nothingness?   

مااں 

 

ج س

 دو جوڑ جگائے جا

  ڈکھڑے
ِ
 

 ے آئے غم ہ

 

ڑ
ھ
ی ک

 

ووڑے 
م
ھ

 ؿ،یوڈغمزے خوب د

 یاہوش قرار بُھلا

ؾ
َ
ؾ ناؽ سَوا د
َ
 یاد

مزاں
َ
  ر

 

ھت
گ

 گھوڑے ںیادِ  

―The eyes of my beloved have become so magical 
that these have led me to lose my sense and 
sensibility. The sufferings have fallen to my share 
with breathtaking sorrows on the increase. The 
enticements greatly imbalance me and the stylish 
expressions ravish me.‖ 

She cannot accomplish her mission of divesting herself 
from her being and having unless she loses her sense and 
sensibility. But she cannot lose these unless she becomes 
bewitched by beauty characterised by enticements and stylish 
expressions. It makes her face sufferings and increasing 
breathtaking sorrows. Beauty seeds love and love flowers 
beauty. 

 نہ وسِرؾ ہرگس یدفر ریا

 
ج 
  
ی
د 

ن

 سوکھیں اوکھیں یںمرد یںی

کد  یدوہر
س

 سانگ جگر وچ ی

ھانہیں
ُ
 ساں رو رو د

َ
 ک

 محبت بھرساں ساہ

 وڑےڈ ؾیوڈکھ ڈ جے

―Farid! I can never be oblivious of my friend. I will 
beseech, while crying. I will always breathe love in the 
state of hope or despair and in the state of ease or 
discomfort. The spear of longing doubly pierces my 
being in proportion to the double sufferings given by 
my beloved.‖ 

His passionate commitment of love consists in never 
being forgetful of his friend. He resolves to remain constant 
in love in the state of liveliness or deadness and in the 
situation of ease or discomfort. The intensification of 
suffering proportionately intensifies his longing of the 
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beloved. The principle of sincerity in love makes it 
exceedingly imperative for him to remain steadfast in the path 
of love by exercising patience in adversity. He has to remain 
committed to his beloved in the most trying circumstances 
and in the most testing times. How could he mature if he falls 
from the nest of love without flying? The nest of love, at 
times, may turn into hornet‘s nest but still it is his vocation to 
amass courage to face the ordeals of love. His leaving half-
way makes him neither here nor there. He should not become 
the arbiter of his own fate but let the destiny unfold itself. 
The lover need not be passive but he is certainly required to 
be receptive. All great things in life are received in the state of 
receptivity. How unfortunate is the lover who abandons the 
path of love when his beloved is just a few steps away? The 
dimension of future exists as an open possibility. The inept 
lover tends to close it by mistakenly considering his wretched 
situation as permanent in the world of change. Time is 
dynamic and not static. Things change on the spectrum of 
time. There is no room for despair in the creativity of love. 
The tendency to take results in one‘s own hand is the root 
cause of despair. It is really tragic to be despaired of God‘s 
Mercy. Hope is our best friend.  The lover should struggle 
and leave the results in the hands of God. Let the beloved 
have the last word.  
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Kafi-195 

 ںبہوبناں سانوؽ  ےتیر

 سڑے جلے سینہ یجندڑ

 بے آس ہے لگا یدِلڑ

 چُور ہے تن ناس ہے سر

―My beloved! My heart is stranded hopelessly without 
you. My life is burning and my chest is sizzling. My 
mind is exhausted and my body is worn out.‖ 

She communicates to her beloved the deplorable state of 
her heart, which is hopeless without her. The transcendence 
of her beloved has ransacked her embodied being.   

 
َ
 

 

 ِ
 
ات ہے اج

َ
اں دے و

َ

ن

 غ

ک
ِ
 تھ ہےدے سا تتیڈکھ  ہ 

 ہے تہے ہیہا تہیہا

 نہ بو نہ باس ہے ید سُکھ

―My self is in the jaws of sorrows. I beseech! I 
beseech! There is all suffering accompanying the inept 
one. There is no aroma or odour (a sign) of peace.‖ 

The self is in an unending sorrowful state. She implores 
her beloved regarding her sufferings, which leave her with no 
chance of peacefulness.  

ہ ہت  ڈ جیں

ن

ب
  

ن

 

ؽ کیچگیا  پ
َ
 و

 تے تھل ںجبل گھاٹیا گاںجھا

 

س

 

 

 سَ

 
ب

 ھ
چ
 محل کھٹ رنگیں 

ک
ِ
 ہے سپیا بئی ہے مُونجھ ہ 

―I am traversing mountainous ranges and desolate 
places since Punnal went back to Ketch after casting 
away his nuptial bed and abandoning colourful 
mansions. I am in anguish and thirst.‖ 

Sassi (lover) describes her wilderness, state of anguish and 
thirst since Punnal (beloved) transcended his immanence, 
symbolised in leaving her nuptial bed and colourful mansions.  
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The transcendent and colourless beloved withdraws from his 
nuptial and colourful forms leaving her in the lurch.   

 توؽ سب وسِرے نہالی

 

ن
ُ

 

 سوؽ سب یاسوز ہے  ہ

 
 
ت

 پوپا تے 
ی 

ر 
س

ن

ی

 سببوؽ  

 ہے سیا یادرد ہے  یا

―All my mattresses, nuptial quilts and all my nose 
ornaments have fallen in oblivion. Now, there is 
passion or afflictions and pain or despair.‖ 

She loses interest in those very things, which symbolised 
union and were the source of attracting her beloved. The 
beloved is the measure of all meanings. Things and events 
attain meanings in reference to the vision and union of the 
beloved. Transcendence turns everything elusive. 

وں جاَ  یدفر ےکیڈ
َ

ن

 بھج ن

  ڈینیں

م
م

 
 
ی

 ںبہوراخس  ن

اندر د
َ
ھ رچھ تے ن 

 

ب
ِ
ج 

سوں ی
َ
 و

 غوؽ لکھ نسناس ہے سو

―Farid! Where should I run away from the dwellings 
of bears and monkeys? There are numerous witches, 
man eaters and giants. There are dreadful creatures in 
wilderness.‖ 

He encounters dreadful ideas, feelings and sentiments in 
the wilderness of his self, while caught in the impasse of love. 
There is no escape from dread. Aren‘t love and dread 
identical? 
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Kafi-196 

 تے ڑسندھڑوں دور اُتا ے پکا تڑ تاڑ تےڈا بنوٹوبھ 

―Make a pond for me at an upper place in the desert 
with full care. It should be far away from the low-
lying areas of Sindh.‖ 

The reality of the pond in the desert with its physical, 
social and cultural dimensions notwithstanding, it symbolises 
gnostic consciousness or becoming conscious of the spiritual 
reservoir in the desert of one‘s self far away from the 
vicissitudes of religious life. 

  یںصبح سحور

ن

ن

ی ک
ھ
گ

 اڑ تےگوپڑ دے اجھو ںمٹیا 

―There is the sound of churning vessels in the desert 
at the early hours of the morning.‖ 

The contemplative aspects of being are integrated with 
action (symbolised by the churning of vessels). Spirituality 
integrates contemplation and action. 

 ماڑ تے ونجہوک پووے  دھماں راوے روہیں روہی

―The eminence of this pond may reach the deserts, 
plains and mountainous areas. Its fame may spread till 
Marwar.‖ 

The spiritual dimension of religion should widespread and 
permeate other forms of religious life. 

 پووؾِ پہاڑ تے ھناچڑ ے سُکھ ساگر دے&اچُڑے 

―My pond should be placed higher like the ponds of 
‗Sukh Sagar‘ even if I have to climb a mountain to 
reach it.‖ 
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He desires his spiritual reservoir to be placed higher like 
the gnostic reservoir even if he has to mount it hard. 

 صاػ جھکاڑ تے ہنےسو آوے نیپا یہہچو طرفوں و

―The rain water from all sides may settle in pure and 
lovely low lying areas due to this pond.‖ 

The heavenly water (spiritual liveliness) from all sides may 
settle in the pure and lovely spiritual reservoir. 

اروں ہرڈپاک 
َ
وبھا م
ُ

 

 جھاڑ  وچِ ن

 

ھت
 
چ

 ڑ تےکجانہ 

―I want to dig this pond at a clean and plain land that 
is free from the piles of thorny herbs and hideous 
places.‖ 

The immensity of the spirit knows no bounds. 

ے  روہی
ھ
 

سب

  لڈواس 

ن ِ

 جھوکاں سَاڑ تے ںپنیاا اوَس

―All the dwellers of the desert will abandon their 
temporary dwellings and will have an abode on this 
pond.‖ 

The ideas, feelings and sentiments within the self will leave 
their ephemeral abodes and permanently cluster around 
spirituality. 

  ںتے منت لیسو ہےڈپھلو 

ھ

 تھورا چڑ
ی 

ووں
س

 لاڑ تے ینےد 

―I shall vow at phullu dhey and shall bestow favours 
on Dina Lar.‖ 

He makes a vow to pay reverence to unique stages he 
encounters in the desert of his self, during the course of his 
nuptial journey. 

   یدآؿ فر
ہ
  سو
ی

 ڑ تےجاشہر بزار اُ  چنورے سااں

―Farid! I will beautify my shady hut dwellings. I will 
abandon the city and its market places.‖ 

He resolves to beautify his inwardness by transcending his 
outwardness.  
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Kafi-197 

 ماڑ تے یاوجھا نہ ہووے سار تاڑ تے جا ہنیے سوڈٹوبھا کھٹا 

―Dig a lovely pond for me at such a site that it has no 
parallel in the city of Mar.‖ 

He desires to uncover lovely spiritual reservoir at such a 
point in his higher self that remains matchless in the desert of 
his being.  

 سااںباٹوبھے 
ھہ

 

ٹ

 تے نہ پاڑ تے گٹھنا  جھوں موؽ نہ 

―I will never be satisfied without a pond. I don‘t want 
to build it on an unsuitable land.‖ 

He is not satisfied without spiritual love. He does not want 
to nurture love on shifting foundations.  

ِ  ںینہاڈ
ی 

 
ی 

ُووں
س

ا   
ّ
 گا ںلس

ّ
 کوں کاڑھ تے کھیر راتیں ںیاو

―We will take beaten curd in the morning and at night 
we will take boiled hot milk.‖ 

He resolves to integrate action and contemplation in quest 
of his beloved. 

 پاڑ تے بوچھنچولہ  ںیسااڑ گاتوں بِن سانوؽ 

―My beloved! I will commit my clothing to blazing up 
fire without you.‖ 

He has no desire to remain content with mere appearance 
without reality. He is in search of ‗kernel of the kernel‘. 

 ڑ تےلڈسوں جھوپڑ سا توں وؽ جھوکاں جے نہ اوسیں

―If you do not visit our dwellings, then we will burn 
our huts and move away with our households.‖ 
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He explores the possibility of abandoning his dwellings in 
search of transcendence in case his transcendent beloved 
does not become immanent (does not unveil himself). 

ووپڑ جوڑ جھو
 س
ی

ن

 ی
ت

 تھل دے صاػ پساڑ تے کھپ دے ں

―We will build our huts with desert grass branches on 
the clean and open spaces of the desert.‖ 

He chooses to dwell within the pure and spacious greenery 
of his self. 

س سوائیا ئیںگا

ن

ی ہ 
س

 بھن آؿ اکاڑ تےڈ ںہنیاسو ں

―Hundreds of lovely buffaloes will be milked on a 
hard and high place.‖ 

His dwelling within his self opens higher possibilities of 
realisation (gnostic knowledge). 

  دے سانگے دِؽ ںیسوبنو ٹوبھا

ھ

 چڑ

ن 

ِ
 م

ی 

ووں
س

 لعلو لاڑ تے 

―We will build the pond with great fondness of our 
heart and vow at the shrine of Laloo Lar.‖ 

The uncovering of spiritual reservoir within one‘s self is 
possible by virtue of the fondness of heart and reverence of 
saints (dead or alive). 

 دے وار تے گپھو نےلا یچوڑ یآوؾ راحت ڈوڑ

―My happiness multiplies in dwelling with the desert 
plants and shrubs.‖ 

He is increasingly happy in dwelling amidst fresh 
possibilities of his higher self.  

 ڑ تےجابَر سخت اُ  سنج نوں روز سوائی یدفرح فر

―The happiness of Farid is increasing day by day in 
desolate, barren and deserted places.‖ 

His happiness multiplies in seizing possibilities of 
realisation within the desert of his self 
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Kafi-198 

 ڈٹوبھا کھٹا 
ہ 
مل

  ے ملک 
ی
 تے پتھر پہاڑ کوں چیر تے ر 

―Please gift me a pond in the area of Malheer by 
cutting the hard mountain.‖ 

He beseeches his beloved to dig spiritual reservoir for him 
in the infinite depths of his being or consciousness by melting 
the hardness of his heart.   

 
ہ 
مل

  ملک 
ی
 نازو چالی ید ر 

 والی یدھوڑ یکرد ٹوکاں

 دا رتبہ عالی نیلا ئیبو

  کیسر
ی 

ن

عی

  مشک 
ی
 تے ر 

―The prideful moves of the city of Malheer are such 
that the desert plants enjoin a high status. Its dust and 
sand are saffron, musk and ambergris (sweet 
smelling).‖ 

The desert of the self is impregnated with higher 
possibilities. The outer coverings of the self (dust and sand) 
are saffron, musk and ambergris for they contain beneath the 
sweet and fragrant beloved of his heart. 

 
 ھ
ج

ن

مب

  ااںی  

ن

ن

س
گ

ن

ی

 ڈ ئیںگار

ھ

 

ن

ن

س
ک

 

ا
ّ
 دِلڑ ںاکھ 

ن ِ

  ںیااَڑ س

ن ِ
ِ
 

 ب

  ںیابکر اںبھید

ن ِ

 

 چانگے ب

 تے تاثیر ید دھرتی

―The buffaloes will voice with joy and the cows will 
make callings for their calves. The sheep and goats 
along with their calves will come to their appointed 
places. The eyes will contract love due to the loving 
environment of the place.‖ 

The higher possibilities inherent in the desert of his self 
are in the process of realisation in the ambience of love. 
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ووبرہوں دے ٹھوہ تے جوہ 
 س
ی

ن

 ی
ت

 ں

 ںتے سے تھورے لیسو سسی

 

ھک
 
چ

 جھوکاں جوڑ سنجوک 
ی 

ووں
س

 

 

 

َ

ن

  مَ

ھ

 چڑ
ی 

ووں
س

ِ   مائی 
 

 تے ہ

―I will make my dwellings in the suitable station of 
love and foster the ties of love.  I will confer a favour 
on Sassi and also fulfil a vow on Mai Heer.‖ 

She enjoins to reach the unique station of love and foster 
ties of love. She resolves to strengthen the tradition of love 
lived by Sassi and Heer.  

 کل تھل برکوں ںیسوکر بیعت

 ے

 

ڑ
 ھ
ج
گ

  سر کوںھاجود چھنےر 

 تے سُکھ ساگر کوں یمساگھر پر

 تے گُر پیر تکیہ رکھ

―I will take oath of allegiance from all those living in 
the deserts, desolations and adjoining areas by the 
grace of my spiritual master. (I will make them my 
disciples and bring people of these areas to my fold).‖ 

He desires, by the grace of his spiritual master, to take 
oath of allegiance from the possibilities of his self unto vision 
and realisation. 

وٹھ د جاں جاں
ُ
 ےسینووہو یو

  ںینہاڈ

 

ر
س
ل

 ےتے روح تھیو ی

 ےسیوڈسندھڑوں دؽ اوچک 

 تے وے کھیرگا راتیں

―The more I hear the news of rains in the desert, the 
more my heart gets alienated from Sindh. I am so 
fond of churned curd mixed with water in the day 
and milk of the cow at night.‖ 

He hears the calls of his inner self, which distances him 
from his ordinary being. His heart yearns to integrate action 
and contemplation. 

 سااںباٹوبھے 
ھہ

 

ٹ

 جھوں موؽ نہ 

 نہ گٹھ تے نہ پاڑ تے رہساں

 ساانہ وکڑے نہ بند تے 
 ںٹ ہ

 تے نہ وت کھوہ وہیر
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―I will be never satisfied without the pond. I will not 
sit on any piece of the field or any bank. I will not 
dwell on the cultivable land.‖ 

He resolves not to be satisfied at all without the spiritual 
reservoir (spirituality). He firmly rejects the outside view of 
things. Doesn‘t he prefer spirituality over religiosity?  

اتو یآپے آ کر دِلڑ
َ
 ل

  ںکیو ہن

 

ڑ
ھ

 

مب

 توں دؽ چاتو ی

  میڈاحاؽ 
 ھ
ج
م
س

  سبھ 
ت
 توجا وو

ھوتیں
ُ
 تے یرتقر ید د

―You yourself came and contracted love with me. 
You understood me fully. Now, why have you 
distanced yourself from the miserable one on the 
sayings of the backbiters?‖ 

He recounts the beloved‘s initiative in contracting love 
and his being omniscient. He assigns different reasons while 
grappling with the reality of his beloved‘s transcendence. He 
thinks that the backbiters have prevailed upon his beloved, 
which has led to his distancing from him.  The meeting of the 
human and the Divine creates such anomalies, which deepen 
the passion of love. Aren‘t paradoxes and anomalies 
instrumental in keeping love vibrant?   

 پروانہ لکھیا یدعشق فر

 سر صدقے پڑھ شکرانہ کر

 بار روانہ روں تھیباگھر 

  ہیں

 

ڑ
ھ

 

مبِ

 تے یرتحر ی

―Farid! Love has sent me a decree that I should leave 
my household and move towards the forest. I ought 
to sacrifice myself and offer thanksgivings in 
compliance with these sweet written orders.‖ 

He receives the decree of love to abandon his 
everydayness of existence and delve within his inner self. He 
resolves to sacrifice his self and offer thanksgiving, in 
compliance with these orders, carved on his heart. Isn‘t he 
fortunate enough to be chosen by his beloved as sacrificial in 
the arduous path of love?  
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Kafi-199 

 ما لولی تیین ڈکر و پا کر جھولی یمُجااں جڈ

―When I was born, my mother took me in her lap and 
sang the tune of moaning.‖ 

She recounts her birth in the orbit of ontological love. Her 
mother took her in her lap and sang the tune (lullaby) of 
moaning symbolising suffering in the path of love. 

  یما د پیو نہ پئی پہلوں پیت

  میں

 

ڑ
ھ

 

ب
ُ
م

 یلا د ؿوجا ی

 پچھے ہوت بلوچ نہ رادھی

 رولیڈکھ  یبخت سڑ ہم

―I did not get love of my parents in the first instance 
and then my Balochi beloved did not remain true to 
me. I am the miserable one who is suffering 
wretchedly ever since birth.‖ 

She feels herself miserable in suffering wretchedly since 
birth for being deprived of parental love in childhood and of 
being roughly treated by her beloved in maidenhood. 

 پوں پاوے گھر فخر پیا

  رؽ

 

 
 

 بہار سہاوے ج

 جھوک وساوے یآ اجُڑ

 ہولی وںکھیدہس رس  وس

―My beloved Fakhr may step in my house and enliven 
my deserted dwellings. We may enjoy the spring and 
celebrate holi with happiness.‖ 

He desires that his spiritual master may step in his 
deserted house and start dwelling there. They may enjoy the 
season of spring and celebrate holi with happiness. The 
inward realisation of one‘s spiritual master is a vital stage in 
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the spiritual voyage. It facilitates the attainment of ‗the 
Supreme Identity‘. 

 ںدرشن موؽ نہ پیسا نیںتو

 ںیساکوٹ شہر مَر وِ  وچِ

  یتاں و

ن

ہ ہی  نازک ی

ن

ب
  
 ھ

بِ

ن

ت

  
ی

 سااں

 لیگو یدر دلبر د تھی

―I will remain true to the sensitivities of my love in 
spite of never witnessing my beloved. I will become 
the maidservant of my beloved. I will die in the city 
of Kot.‖ 

He resolves to remain true to his tender love even if there 
were no possibility of his beloved‘s vision. He will remain 
completely subject to the will of his beloved and die at his 
altar. 

 گھانگھے چھنسارا چولا بو

 سانگے ییندسر مانگ مَر

 لانگھے ریوتر ریوز گئے

 لیگو یزہر د سرخی تھئی

―My clothing has been worn out. My jewellery and 
apparel have gone in oblivion. The parting line of hair 
on my head is striking spears. My rouge is like a 
poisonous tablet.‖ 

The transcendence of the beloved is overbearing for him. 
The embellishments and ornamentations fade away into 
nothingness. The effects of nuptial happiness become source 
of torment. 

   نہ سیج ریابِن 
ہ ُ
س
  
ی

 سااں

 

ن

ن

َھ
ٹ 

  
 
ت

 
ی 

ر 
س

ن

ی

 بوؽ  

 

 ںیساسَ

 

 

ی
س
ل سہرے تروڑ 

ھ
ُ
ٹ 

  
ی

 سااں

ھ

 

ب

َ
ت 
 چندؿ ہار نبولی 

―I will never be happy on the bed of flowers without 
my beloved. I will pull down the flowers and chaplets 
and throw them away. I will commit my nose 
ornaments to flames. I don‘t care a fig for my 
spangled necklaces.‖ 

The transcendence of his beloved makes all things 
signifying nuptial happiness lose their meaning. The 
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passionate rejection of all these things implies the sole 
acceptance of the beloved. There is nothing beside the 
beloved, which is acceptable to him. 

ا
ّ
ؽ مل  ںس 

َ
نر

 
ی

ن

 ی
مہ

 ںیایندڈ 

ن وین ما
 
ی

ن

 ی
 ھی
ٹ

  

ن

 ںیاال 

 

 

ِ

 ںیایندکر کھل ہاسے ک

 
ّ َ
 لیبومارِؾ سو سو  سَ

―My youthful companions join together and rebuke 
me. They laugh at me and make me feel embarrassed. 
My mother and sisters give me maledictions. My 
mother in law hurls hundreds of insults at me.‖ 

She faces animosity at the hands of her primary and 
secondary ties. Isn‘t she strengthened in facing rebukes, funs, 
embarrassments, maledictions and insults?  

 

 

ڑ
ج ل
 جھولی یجندڑ یجند 

 ککرے ر سےڈ

 
 

 
 کولی پ

ھ کرڑ کنڈا سب سولی

 

ب
ِ
ج 

 

 لیگو درد چلائی وؽ

―My life has been burnt and my spirit is restless. The 
thorny shrubs and thorns seem as gallows. The 
particles of soft sand seem gravels.  My heart pain has 
shot a bullet.‖ 

Love ravishes her embodied self. She is crushed by the 
onerous load of love.  

 د پل پیت ہر پل

ن

 

 یپ

 یروز اَزؽ د ی% ہے

 یروچل دباسک سانوؽ 

 بھولی کملی کوجھی یہاا

―My love for Punnal is constant. I am desirous of my 
charming Barochal. I am ugly, naive and simple 
belonging to you ever since the primordial day.‖ 

She remains constant in love and desirous of her charming 
beloved in spite of pains and sufferings. She considers herself 
ugly, naïve and simple but merits a sense of belongingness to 
her friend since the primordial day. 
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ؽ 
َ
 یانہ آ یدفر ریاو

 یاہار سنگار وہِا سب

 یاسانگ رسا سر سولیں

 ٹولی یناز نواز د گئی

―Farid! My friend did not return to me. Heavy 
afflictions have fallen on my head. All my 
embellishments have fallen in oblivion. The times of 
my pride and elegance have ended.‖ 

He misses the recurrent immanence of his transcendent 
friend, which weighs so heavily upon him.  His 
embellishments fall in oblivion leading to the end of his pride 
and elegance. Isn‘t he stripped of his self-image in order to 
mirror the Divine Image in the mirror of his heart? 
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Kafi-200 

 سب صورت نقش بر آبے تے خوابے ؽوہم خیا جگ

―The world is illusion, imagination and dream. All 
forms are marks on water.‖ 

The sensible world around us is not-self, imagination and 
dream. Ordinary understanding considers the sensible world 
or phenomena as real and ends up in the ‗materialization‘ and 
‗solidification‘ of the world whereas phenomenal ‗reality‘ has 
no Being (wujud). ‗All men are asleep (in this world); only 
when they die, do they wake up‘ (the Prophet). ‗The world is 
an illusion; it has no real existence. And this is what is meant 
by ‗imagination‘ (khayal). For you just imagine that it (i.e., the 
world) is an autonomous reality quite different from and 
independent of the absolute Reality, while in truth it is 
nothing of the sort...Know that you yourself are an 
imagination. And everything that you perceive and say to 
your self, ‗this is not me,‘ is also an imagination, so that the 
whole world of existence is imagination within imagination‘. 
Does this metaphysical position lead us to say that since the 
world is dream, illusion and imagination therefore it is vain, 
groundless and false? The answer to this question is not in 
the affirmative. The world is not the Reality itself but it 
‗vaguely and indistinctively reflects the latter on the level of 
imagination‘. It is ‗a symbolic reflection of something truly 
real‘. ‗It is in other words, a symbolic representation of the 
Reality. All it needs is that we should interpret it in a proper 
way just as we usually interpret our dreams in order to get to 
the real state of affairs beyond the dream---symbols‘. Man 
does not see in a dream the Reality itself but an ‗imaginal‘ 
form of the Reality and by interpretation he has to take back 
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this symbol to its Origin. The real or absolute Reality, which 
is the Absolute ‗hides behind the veil of the phenomenal‘ and 
the latter constitutes ‗a grand-scale net work of symbols, 
vaguely and obscurely pointing to that which lies beyond 
them.‘ ‗Thus, the so-called, ‗reality‘ is but a dream, but it is 
not a sheer illusion. It is a particular appearance of the 
absolute Reality, a particular form of its self-manifestation 
(tajalli). It is a dream having a metaphysical basis. ‗The world 
of being and becoming (kawn) is an imagination‘, but ‗it is, in 
truth, Reality itself‘. However, these forms and properties are 
not real in their own right but are manifestations of the 
Reality. Thus, ‗reality‘ is not a subjective illusion, whim or 
caprice but is an ‗objective‘ illusion. It ‗is an unreality standing 
on a firm ontological basis‘. Aren‘t all forms mere marks on 
water? 

ھد 
 
ج
ٹ 

 حاؽ حقیقت یںجے 

 ہے وحدت بحر محیط یںجیو

  رکھ عبرتسمجھ اتُے سن

 کل کثرت شکل حةبے

―If you ask about the state of reality, then listen, 
understand and take a note of the fact that the sea 
encompasses unity. All the multiplicity is bubble-
faced.‖ 

The essentiality of things is analogous to sea with bubble-
faced multiplicity.   

 دا اصلوں اصل دوئی نہیں

 دا پُھوکا نکل دوئی گیا

 دا ہے نسل دوئی جاؿخود 

 آب دا آبے اوہی وؽ

―Duality has no essential reality. Know yourself that 
duality is not everlasting. The airy duality vanishes. 
The water essentially remains the same water.‖ 

Duality is not essentially real and thereby ephemeral. The 
airy duality of bubbles in the sea vanishes and there is the 
same water. The unreality of multiplicity is grounded in the 
reality of unity.   
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 یہؿ کفاجا نہ کافی

 یہپرزے جلد وقا کر

 یہہداسمجھ  ینہ ہاد

 دؽ قرآؿ کتابے یہاا

―Do not consider ‗Kifaya‘ (a book of jurisprudence) 
as sufficient. Do not consider ‗Hidaya‘ (a book of 
jurisprudence) as the guide. Just tear to bits the pages 
of ‗Wiqaya‘ (a book of jurisprudence). Our heart is 
the immanent Qur‘an (corroborated by the earthly 
Qur‘an).‖ 

The spirit of the law takes precedence over the letter of 
the law; nay heart is the ‗immanent Qur‘an‘.  Heart is 
attributed vision and ‗this corporeal centre gives access to, 
namely the centre of the soul, which itself is the gateway to a 
higher ‗heart‘, namely the Spirit‘. Sense perception and reason 
do give us knowledge of the visible aspects of Reality but are 
inherently limited in giving us a direct knowledge of the 
ultimate. They need to be supplemented by the perception of 
the heart.  

 یدلڑ ید ؿہے پرؾ گیا

 یدلڑ یؿ جہاؿ دجا ہے

 یدلڑ یپُراؿ د ہے بید

 بطن بطوؿ دا بابے دؽ

―Heart is love and gnosis.  Heart is the essence of life 
as portrayed in Hindu Scriptures: Vedas and Puranas. 
Heart is the artery of the universe. Heart opens to 
infinite depths of interiority.‖ 

The metaphysical and traditional understanding of the 
Intellect or the Spirit points out to heart, which is the source 
of love and gnosis. It is the seat of intellectual intuition. 
Hindu Scriptures have also brought out the structural and 
functional aspects of heart in the attainment of knowledge 
and its realisation.  Heart stands for interiority, which is the 
essence of Man. 

  ہے کوؿ مکاں دا 
ُ
 دِؽ ل

 زماں دا دؽ مرکز زمین

 اصل جہاں دا یتدؽ غا

اؽ  بیا
َ
 بےحجاکُوڑ پ 
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―Heart is the quintessence of the universe. Heart is 
the raison d‘etre of creation. Heart is the centre of the 
heavens and the earth. All else is false, deceptive and 
veiled.‖ 

The Reality reveals itself on human heart. It contemplates 
itself in the mirror of heart. The negation of heart-knowledge 
or heart-perception is nothing less than falsity, deception and 
veiling. 

 وچِ صورت دے ناسوتی

اہوتی جبروت
َ
 اتے ل

ے دے ملکوتی

ن

معت

 وچ 

 اندر سب اسبابے دؽ

―It is terrestrial in form. It is celestial in meaning.  It 
is omnipotent and beyond space and time. All 
possibilities of knowledge inhere in the heart.‖ 

Heart is man‘s intellectual essence wherein all the 
possibilities, which are unfolded in the world, are contained 
in it. Knowledge is innate. It also marks the threshold of the 
Beyond by being as isthmus of Heavens and the earth. And it 
is in it that man meets God. 

کھ انتر دھیا
َ
 یؔ یدفر ؿر

 یسخت بعید یدور ہے

 

 

یسَ

ن

ھب
سِک

 ییدمُر پیر 

  جی

 

ُ
 عذابے ؿکا یںسک

―Farid! Meditate within the infinite depths of your 
own being. Leave aside the empty profession of 
becoming a spiritual master and having disciples.  
Distancing (from concentrating on one‘s heart) is 
being greatly remote (from one‘s destination). It is a 
curse to lead a life of comforts (for it makes one 
oblivious of his basic vocation).‖ 

The Faridi tradition is to delve deep within one‘s being. 
One has to discard mere formalism even in spiritual life. 
Forgetfulness in concentrating on one‘s heart distances one 
from inwardness. A life of worldliness is a curse. 
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Kafi-201 

 ڑ

ن

ِ
 
 اُ  یج

 

 ِ
 
 سےپیا یکوں کیند پے تتیجا ادُاسے اچاکے ج

―My life has become empty and I am sad.  I am the 
inept one who is thirsty of God knows what?‖ 

The sad feeling of being an outsider to everydayness of 
her existence makes her question her insatiable quest. 

 
ِ
ت 

 

ی 

 

ک

 
 
ی

 سور ن

ٹ 

 

 ھ
ج

 
 
ی

  ن

 

ڑ
گل

 ہےیکھوے و

 گا ںیاد قسمت
ہ 
ل

 
 
ی

ہے یدلبرو ن
َ
 درو

  ییندڈ

ھ

 

ب
ُ
م

 وہےڈ بھیننوں ما ی

 سےڈوں گیا او سےگیو وںیڈا

―There are complaints and accusations against me in 
my own house and in my in-laws. I am the hapless 
one whom my mother and sisters censure.  It is my 
destiny that my beloved is unfaithful. I have lost on 
both sides.‖ 

She faces hostility of her primary and secondary 
relationships. She is destined to face the unfaithful behaviour 
of her beloved. She considers to have lost love on both sides.  

 پاسے سیا پاسے آئیآس  تھئی

 پتاسے ںیانباتاں مصر ںیاکھنڈڑ

 

 
ن

 لمل تے خاصے ورئیےڈزر ب 

 اہے کوڑے دلاسےڈاو کچڑے

―My hopes have gone far away and despair has come 
near me. My costly garments and sweets have lost 
their significance. They are just imaginary things and 
false consolations.‖ 

Hope of vision and union with the beloved recedes far 
away by her being thrown in the situation of despair. The 
precious and sweet things of life are ephemeral. They are 
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devoid of reality and merely give psychological satisfactions. 
The real significance of things lies in unison with the beloved.  

 سےپلڑے پیا یمتھے د یلکھڑ

 

 

  
  یکوں منہ و ھیںج

ن

 نہ ہاسے ےل 

 سےوہ واہ خدا دے کم بے قیا

 
ِ
 کر مِ
ِ
اسے ںیایندمِ

َ
 کِھل ٹوک ن 

―The writings on my forehead (my destiny) have 
fallen to my lot. I laud the ways of God that are 
beyond human understanding. Those people whom I 
considered of no significance have now joined 
together and are scorning, sneering and laughing at 
me.‖ 

She realises that it is her destiny, which unfolds itself in 
the vicissitudes of time. The laws of things or the ways of 
God are beyond human comprehension. People whom she 
considered insignificant have ganged up to scorn, sneer and 
laugh at her. The process of attaining consciousness of her 
ontological nothingness divests her of her individual and 
social self. It shatters her self-image. The fabric of her being 
is torn asunder. It is from the ruins of her self that she sees 
‗door in the wall.‘ Now, she is incapacitated, thinned and 
straightened like a thread, which passes so easily through the 
eye of the needle. How could it be otherwise? 

 و

ن

 یساہ بھرد ہڑے پئیٹھڈ ھیزمُُ

 
َ
 

 ینہ ور د یگھر د نیمرس نہ ما خ

 ووڈ نبھائی ییندو
ہ

ن

ت ب
 ڈ  

ن

 ینجرد ہ ہت ب

 پاسے تڑؾ سکھ سیجڈپل نہ  ہک

―I hide my face and heave sighs of grief. I am 
becoming enervated each day but still I am true to my 
love. It is a matter of great concern that I have 
neither found peace in my house nor found conjugal 
happiness. I did not get a moment of peace in my 
nuptial bed.‖ 

She experiences immense suffering. She finds neither 
domestic peace nor conjugal happiness. The nuptial bed 
symbolising marital happiness ceases to be peaceful for her. 
However, in spite of all adversities, she remains true to love. 
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She does not abandon the path of love in face of terrible 
blows. Aren‘t these blows instrumental in blowing the spirit 
of love in the heart of the lover?  

 
 ھ
ج
ٹ 

  برہوں 
ی
د ا

ن

 لکھ لکھ بلائیں ی

   شالا
ہ
ک

  
ی
د 

ن

 اہیںکڈرب  یا ںیای

گد  یکھارڈ تھی تھی

ن

یَ
م

 دعائیں ی

 دِلڑ اںیدد

ن

ن
ِ
ک

 

ی

اسے ینہ اَ  نہ ب َ

―Love inflicts countless calamities on me. I keep on 
praying in the state of suffering.  I pray to God that 
the eyes may never contract love and the heart may 
never be hunted in the sanctuary of love.‖ 

Love paves her path with countless adversities. She being 
engulfed in the pool of suffering prays that no one may fall in 
love and no heart may be ensnared by such a wild passion. 
Doesn‘t these warnings of love fall on deaf ears? Hasn‘t 
Intellect been forthright in not paying any heed to the cry of 
reason? Isn‘t it better to have loved and lost than not to have 
loved at all? 

 یلہرو مرما ناسانوؽ سلو

ج لہ  ڈوہاگن سُرخی
ک

 وہیلاڈ

 

 

ڑ
ھ
ک
ِ

ن

ی

 وقت و ٹھڑس کوئیڈنہ  یا
ی 

 

ل

 ھاا 

 جوبن نراسے ایدفرگل گیا 

―My charming and enchanting beloved did not 
appreciate the moment of separation. My reddening 
of lips is a misfortune and my collyrium has become 
sombre for me. Farid! I could not enjoy my 
youthfulness that has just gone wasted.‖ 

He complains that his charming and enchanted beloved 
chose to assume transcendence without understanding its 
adverse affects on him. He narrates his misfortune and 
sombreness in the absence of his friend. He finds his youth 
rotten and wasted without affecting union with his beloved. 
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Kafi-202 

ھتِ  
ک

 
ِ
ِ  تے $جھوپڑ جوڑوں چ   ا

ٹ 

 ھااں
ج

 تے مڈنہ ہووے سارے  

―I will build a hut after cleaning the ground from the 
desert grass and shrubs.  It will have no parallel in any 
habitation.‖ 

It is unique and matchless dwelling within one‘s heart after 
cleansing it from otherness.  

 ساانہ وکڑے نہ بند تے 
ھنہ  ںٹ ہ

 

گَب
 تے کھڈ یپاڑ د 

―I will not choose water-storing fields, dams, roots of 
plants and ditches for building a durable hut.‖ 

The durable dwelling has to be free from imperfections of 
the self.  

ڑ  روہی ںآؿ سوہسیا ؿسانو
ھ
سگ

 تے لڈ یسندھڑوں 

―I will dwell in the lovely deserts during the rainy 
season. I will shift from Sindh with my bag and 
baggage.‖ 

He likes to dwell in the desert of his self during the times 
of heavenly blessings by transforming his outwardness into 
inwardness.  

  نیجے پا

کُ

 وِ 

 

وو یسیھت
 س
ٹ ہ

 تے ڈھائے تے کل اڈ ں

―If there is shortage of water in the desert, then we 
will have our temporary dwellings on the ends of the 
desert.‖ 

The desert of the self is watered by the Self, which 
enlivens everything. The lover envisages the possibility of 
having his provisional dwelling at the end of the desert, 
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anxiously awaiting heavenly blessings. It symbolises search of 
transcendence.   

 تے ' یںوجاہوت نہ  او سم ؿکھاو یشہر بھنبھور و

―The city of Bhambore will haunt me. My beloved! 
Do not desert me.‖ 

She entreats her beloved not to assume transcendence 
(understood by the lover as desertion) since it will be so 
haunting for her self.  

 تے ہڈ ہڈچم چم تے  گئی یہہو یبرہوں د یدفر تیغ

―Farid! The sword of love has very aptly cut my flesh 
and bones.‖ 

The sword of love, in the hands of the beloved, perfectly 
pierces his flesh and bones. He cannot extricate himself from 
the tightening grip of love. How great! 
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Kafi-203 

 کوؽ وے ہنااں سوکڈ و سسی پھوؽ وے توں پوتھی جوسی

―Fortune teller! Open the book, oh.  Let me know 
when my beloved will come and dwell with me, oh.‖ 

She asks the fortune teller to omen the timings of her 
beloved‘s return and his dwelling with her. The ordinary and 
rational ways of thinking offer her no knowledge in the state 
of distress. She prefers the omens of the fortune teller as 
against the dry logic of a logician and the barren reasoning of 
a philosopher. Her going to the fortune teller for getting 
omen or augury is a form of rebellion against rationality and 
other allied forms of thinking. What is the use of knowledge 
if it does not provide gnosis?  

 ہٹی رو رو تھکی

 

ِ
 
 پ

 

ِ
 
 پ

  سُولاں

 

ُ

  ل

ھ

 

ب
ُ
م

رداں 
َ
 ید

  یںکھڑڈ ںیساوِ  ےکیڈ

 

ُ

 کُ

  ماہی

ن

ُ
 

 روؽ وے گیمپ

―I have become tired by constant weeping and have 
weakened by mourning. Where should the one go, 
which is butchered by sufferings? I have been looted 
by afflictions and made miserable by pains. My 
beloved Punnal has gone away leaving me in a 
wretched state, oh.‖ 

The transcendence of her beloved leaves her in a wretched 
state. She faces pains and sufferings in search of her beloved. 
Isn‘t the weakening of the embodied self a positive sign in 
path of love?  

 ھااں واٹیں پاندھی
ُج
ٹ 

 تکاں 

 
ُ

 

 ں بھجا ٹر ن
 
ج

َھ
ٹ 

 
 
ج

َھ
ٹ 

 تھکاں 

  

 

  سَ

 

 ں بھجاسَ
 
ج

ُھ
ٹ 

 
 
ج

ُھ
ٹ 

 پکاں 

 

 

ن

ُ
 ڈھوؽ وے یمبَر رلا س
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―I ask the way from the travellers and keep on 
looking at different tracks. I walk on burning sand 
and am grilled by scorching heat.  I walk and run and 
by running I get exhausted. My beloved has made me 
wretchedly wander in wilderness, oh.‖ 

No traveller or track can give any clue to her beloved‘s 
transcendence. She wretchedly wanders in wilderness in its 
search. She may have to deplorably wait for a life-time and 
then even may not succeed. There is no casual nexus between 
the seeker and the sought. The mystery of love deepens with 
the passage of time. 

 

 

 ِ
 
ڑ  اج

َ
 گیاغماں وچ و

 گیاغضب دا چڑھ  یادر

 گیا  سُکھ لڑگیا  دکھ اَڑ

 جھوؽ لکھ لکھ چھوؽ وے سو

―My self has entered the realm of sorrows. Suffering 
has entangled me and peace has turned into my 
enemy. The river of wrath is in fullness with hundreds 
of waves and hundred thousands of whirlpools, oh.‖ 

Her self faces sorrows. It suffers to see peace that was 
once his bosom friend now turned into his deadliest enemy. 
The full river of wrath (transcendence) mounts with hundreds 
of waves and creates hundred thousands of whirlpools. She 
finds herself drowning in the sea of love in search of 
transcendence.  

 سدا  یسِ ساتھ سانوؽ د

  شالا

ِ
م

 

ن

 

 پ

ی 

م

ل

 خدا 

 دؽ جدا ؾدردوں نہ تھیو

 گھوؽ وے گھتاں میں یجندڑ

―The longing of my friend is always with me. My 
heart is never separate from pains. I pray to God to 
unite me with my Punnal. I am ready to sacrifice my 
life for his sake, oh.‖ 

She constantly longs for her beloved. Her heart 
experiences constant pains at the separation and disunion. 
She invokes Divine Grace, in order to transcend servant-Lord 
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axis, and get united with her beloved for whom she is readily 
available to sacrifice her life. 

 جوؽ وے ہن،زاہد وٹا

 کھوؽ وے یپرؾ د یپتر

 وےبوؽ  برہوں چبولا

 چوؽ وے یڑڈاسا یدِلڑ

―Ascetic! Relocate your style, oh.  Discourse with 
loving, oh.  Open the book of the love, oh. Awake 
the higher consciousness of unity within my heart, 
oh.‖ 

She counsels the ascetic to change his style of piety and 
learn from the book of love. The art of loving consists in 
awakening the higher consciousness of unity lying in the 
infinite depths of one‘s being.  

 ڈ

ن

ہ ہی  کھا ی

ن

ب
 انوکھا راز وے 

 آواز وے یدنہہ فرھاد موٹھی

 تتا سوز دے ہتھ ساز وے

 ہو ہو ملامت دوؽ وے

―Love impregnated with suffering is a strange 
mystery, oh. The instrument is in the hands of the 
inept passion, oh. Farid! I am imploring in a hapless 
voice, oh. It is bringing me trumpeted infamy and 
reproach, oh.‖ 

Suffering in love is a strange mystery. The inept passion of 
love is instrumental in making him undergo heightened 
suffering. He implores in a hapless voice that love has 
brought him infamy and reproach. Aren‘t sufferings in love 
meaningful in making him worthy of love in the eyes of his 
beloved? 
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Kafi-204 

 گیا  ریا میڈا )پانواں یڑ( پانواں یںکینو ےبیڑچوڑے 
ہ 
مل

  
ی
 تے ر 

―My youthful companion! Why should I ornament 
myself? My friend has gone away to Malheer.‖ 

She shares with her youthful companion the fact of not 
ornamenting herself during the transcendence of her beloved.  

 )ڈکھانواں یڑ(کھانواں ڈتھوڑے چاڑھ  اںآس امید ںیاے کر کُوڑڈ

 تے دؽ دلگیر ڈکھڑے ہیں

―I give false hopes and expectations. I oblige my 
sufferings and aggrieved heart.‖ 

She gives false hopes and expectations of her beloved‘s 
return or a message from him, in order to solace her suffering 
and aggrieved heart. 

 کھانواں) یڑ(کھانواں  پھٹکی ںہن کیو برباد لکھو لکھ وعدے گئے

 تے بے پیر ییرکھوٹے توں و

―All the countless commitments have been falsified. 
Now, why should I be deceived by the one who is a 
counterfeit, adversary and unruly?‖ 

She boldly declares that her beloved has not honoured his 
countless commitments with her. She resolves not to trust the 
one who is counterfeit, adversary and unruly. The lover and 
the beloved are poised differently on the spectrum of love. 
She accuses her beloved in the spirit of sincerity and 
rightness. Her perception is absolute but is essentially relative 
from the universal point of view. The beloved, in his all 
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mightiness and wisdom, desires the lover to exercise patience 
in adversity during transcendence in order to realise union.   

ڑ  د
چ  ِ
ہ 

 )نواںلا یڑ(مِرچاں لانواں  ںیارتڑ رتڑوں روواں یرات 

 تے سو من ہک ہک چیر تتی

―I cry intensely in this night of disunion. I am the 
inept one who applies hundreds maunds of red 
chillies on my each and every wound.‖ 

She cries intensely during the period of disunion. She 
intensifies her pain by heightening the consciousness of her 
separation from her beloved. Doesn‘t suffering intensify love? 

ار صَ قے صَ قے اوُلے گھولے
َ
ار یو

َ
 )نواںجا یڑ(نواں جا یو

 

ھ

 

مبِ

 تے یرتقر یقاصد د ی

―I sacrifice my self many a times over the sweet 
discourse of the messenger.‖ 

She becomes immensely happy with the messenger for 
bringing sweet message of union. The inward discourse with 
the beloved ushers in vision and union. 

 نہ بھاوے ریا
 
ن نہ آوے کج

 
ی

ن

 ی
 ھی
ٹ

 تانواں  

 

ِ

ن

 )نواںتا یڑ(نوں پ

و اںتھیو  ُ
 
اوڑِ ما ن

َ
 تے یروِ  ک

―My friend does not come and nothing seems 
meaningful to me. I keep my sisters fiery and remain 
angry with my parents and brothers.‖ 

There is nothing meaningful for her during transcendence 
of her beloved. Her behaviour creates animosity with her near 
and dear ones. The natural communication with her parents 
and siblings breaks down with bad taste.   

  یںکھیڑ
ھ
َ
ٹ 

  
ی
 

 

ہ ہت  ڈ جیں دے ہتھ آئی یںر

ن

ب
 )نواںلا یڑ(لانواں  ںلدھیا 

ِ   سختی یڑیوتر یڑوڈ
 

 تے ہ
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―There are double and triple oppressions on Heer 
ever since she came in the hands of the despicable 
‗Kheras‘ through the rite of marriage.‖ 

She undergoes awful oppression at the hands of forces 
inimical to love.  

  ںکیو نہ پھرساںمُوؽ  سوکھیں اَوکھیں

ن

ہ ہی  ی

ن

ب
 )نواںلجا یڑ(نواں لجا یدفر 

 

ھ

 

ب
ُ
م

 تے یرکل کم رکھ تقد ی

―I will never renounce my love in situations of 
hardship or ease. Farid! Why should I dishonour my 
love? O‘ hapless one! Leave all activities in the hands 
of destiny.‖ 

He resolves never to renounce his love even in varied 
circumstances for the renouncing of love tantamount to 
dishonouring it.  He is an instrument in the hands of 
Providence, and he wants his destiny to unfold itself on the 
spectrum of time. Love does not teach passivity but it does 
teach receptivity, which consists in identifying oneself with 
the law of things. Destiny of love (measures of love) is the 
inner reach of love. It is not imposed, as if, from the outside. 
It is inherently ingrained in the nature of love. Metaphysically 
speaking, the one who acts in consonance with the law of 
love ultimately transcends the contingent domain of action 
and reaches the universal realm of nonaction.  
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Kafi-205 

  ریا ڈتڑے درد پئے وؽ پیٹے

 

 ھی
ج

ن

ٹ

  ر
ت
 ے

―Well, pain has fallen to my lot that has been 
bestowed upon me by my friend Ranjha.‖ 

Pain falls to her lot. She is bestowed the pain of love by 
her beloved.  

  

 

 دے نیٹے لہن یںلانو عمر، نہ آئےگئی  بیٹھیں م

―It is since long that I have been in a state to get 
readily married. But the moments to accomplish my 
nuptial rites have not ushered in.‖ 

She contracts love and awaits final union with her beloved. 
The period of anxiously awaiting crushes her soul by 
becoming so overbearing. 

 

 

ڑ
ھ

 

ہ ب

 سر سولاندے ر نےگاغم دے  یںپَیر یں

 

 ی 

―The colourful threads of sorrow are around my 
hands and feet. My head is covered with the colourful 
shawl of afflictions.‖ 

The colourful threads of marriage rite signifying happiness 
and expansion become the source of sorrows and 
constrictions. The colourful shawl, worn as head covering or 
around shoulders to accomplish a marriage rite, turns into a 
covering of afflictions.  

  سورہیں یںسکڑ ے جھگڑےلگڑ سرتیں ینگیں
 ھ
ٹ

 
ی
ے

 

ت
 

―There have been brawls with my youthful 
companions. I have developed contradictions with 
my blood relationships and in- laws.‖ 
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Her primary and secondary ties become a noose around 
her neck. The very relationships, which stand for peace, 
become so warlike. Isn‘t it a natural consequence of loving 
the beloved in wholesomeness? 

اوے گلسانوؽ آوے آ 
َ
  ل

س

ووں 
چ 
 
سہ

 

ب 

 

 ھ
ج

 
 
ی

 لیٹے ن

―I wish that my beloved comes and embraces me and 
lies on the nuptial bed with an inner yearning.‖ 

She yearns for her beloved to unveil himself and realise 
union. 

 ے

 

ڑ

کللّ
 سخت چپیٹے سینے دِلڑے سو سو زخم 

―My heart has hundreds of unintelligible wounds. My 
chest has been severely hurt at different places.‖ 

She has to bear intricacies of love, which are beyond the 
ken of reason. 

  یدفر ریا
ج 
  سنبھالم 
ی
د  

ن

 میٹے ڈکھڑےکھ ڈرب  یںی

―Farid! My friend may take care of me during my 
lifetime. My Sustainer may free me from sufferings.‖ 

He desperately wants his beloved to take care of him well 
in time. He prays to the Sustainer to free him from the 
sufferings of separation and disunion, by affecting union with 
his beloved, by virtue of Divine Grace. 
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 پُرزے پُرزے ذڑے وو ذرے دردوں ٹوٹے ٹوٹے یدِلڑ

―My heart by virtue of sufferings has broken into bits 
and pieces.‖ 

His heart is crushed by the pain of love. 

از نہورے َ

ن

 ے ن

ن
َ

ن

ووے غ

 

سِ
ع

 نخرے ٹخرے زورے تورے 

 ذرے وو ذرے ےیندخوؿ کر

 ―The amorous glances, enticements, pride, 
coquetries, blandishments, disdainful airs and radiant 
might are butchering me intermittently (ravishing the 
lover).‖ 

The bewitching beauty and ways of the beloved ravish him 
now and then. He cannot build any defence against the 
perpetual onslaughts of his friend. 

و  جا پنیآپے ا سوہاں کیتو پناا آپے

 

 ِ

ن

 تے ن

  ںکیو ہن
ھِ

 

ٹ

 پرے وو پرے یںد  ی  

 ―You yourself acquainted with me. You took me to 
your abode. Now, why do you remain far from me?‖ 

He is at a loss to understand the transcendence of his 
beloved who, in the first instance, familiarised with him in 
immanence. Isn‘t love a game of transcendence and 
immanence? 

 ںچالیا ںہنیارمزاں مو ںہنیاسو ںتے زلفاں کالیا ڑھے نینگو

 بن موؽ نہ سرے وو سرے جیں
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 ―You have shining eyes, long black hair, lovely 
expressions and enchanting moves without, which I 
can‘t spend my life.‖ 

He becomes completely enchanted by the lovely 
expressions of his beautiful beloved that he cannot live 
without them. 

 ے نگہپل تیر پل

 

ڑ
 ھل
ٹ

ؽ پیچی دے 
َ
ؽ و
َ
 زلف دے ولڑے و

 کرے وو کرے یںکینو سبیوَ

 ―The pointed arrows of your eyes are striking me at 
each and every moment. There are involving intricate 
locks of your hair. What should the helpless do?‖ 

He becomes powerless in face of the radiant might of his 
beloved‘s intricate and striking beauty. 

 دے پیشے یدفر رات ںینہاڈ یشےدرد اند مونجھاری مُونجھ

 رےڈرے وو ڈ یہجروں جندڑ

 ―The constant vocation of Farid is to bear anguishes, 
pains and anxieties. His life fears disunion.‖ 

He fears the transcendence of his beloved, which makes 
him constantly bear anguishes, pains and anxieties. Isn‘t the 
road to union characterised by the milestones of disunion? 
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Kafi-207 

  کوں روز  نینما یدِلڑ
ج

ن

ب
ُ
م

 یازار ریاڈھولا گیا  ' یھاار

―My modest heart is daily experiencing anguish. My 
friend has left me in distress.‖ 

He regularly experiences anguish. The transcendence of 
his friend leaves him in distressful situation.  

 یؿ وچارجا یجلد یسڑد ینار غضب د کئی عشق نہیں

―It is not love but a devastating fire in, which my 
pathetic soul is flaming and burning.‖ 

The devastating fire of love flames and burns his poor 
soul. 

 یسر قرباؿ کرؿ لکھ وار پھردے مست موالیعاشق 

―The enraptured lovers wander, care free. They 
sacrifice their heads countless times.‖ 

The lovers enraptured by love spend their lives in the 
spirit of care freeness. They sacrifice everything for the sake 
of their beloveds.  

 یوسِار ریا یریالا کر  درد اندوہ تے سوؽ ہزاراں

―He contracted friendship and has forgotten his 
friend. There are pain, grief and thousands of 
afflictions.‖ 

He faces pains, grief and afflictions during the 
transcendence of his beloved. He suffers in thinking that his 
friend after contracting friendship has become oblivious of 
him. 
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 یناز و ادا ہن باز شکار دے مرغ دلیں ےیندکر صید

―The prides and style of my beloved are like the 
hunting falcons. They hunt the birds of my heart.‖ 

The prideful style of the beloved hunts his heart. How 
could birds escape the eye of the hunting falcons? Love has 
no defence against the bewitchment of beauty.  

مااں شوخ بہادر جنگی

 

ج س

 یدست کٹار ںیاپلکاں دھرد 

―The sprightly eyes are courageous and martial. The 
eyelids have dagger in their hands.‖ 

The beautiful eyes of the enchanting beloved pierce his 
being. 

 یکار خدنگ چلائی ںنینا یںکینو ہنبچے  یدجند فر

―Farid! How could my life be saved? The eyes have 
shot perfect arrows.‖ 

The captivating beauty of the beloved is so perfect in 
arousing love in his heart that he finds no refuge except in his 
beloved. 
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Kafi-208 

 ےڑے نیڑڈتوں سا پیا ہر دؾ وسیں ےیرد ڑے%ں ہناسو اںیدتے د ںدلیا

―My lovely friend! My eyes and heart are your 
dwellings. You may always live near me.‖ 

Her eyes and heart signifying vision and union are the 
abodes of her beloved. She desires permanent immanence of 
her beloved.  

 حق ہمسائے ںسرتیا ںسینگیا

 ی اا بھین ؿیرو پیو ما
 چ
ب

ن

 ھی
ٹ

 ں

 

 

ڑ
گل

 کھوئےے کرؿ وِ 

  ؿجڑ لانو جڑ
 ھ
چ

  
ی

 ے

 

 ر

―My youthful companions, friends and nearby 
neighbours complain and accuse me.  My parents, 
brothers, sisters and nieces are picking up sharp 
brawls with me.‖ 

She faces indictment of love at the hands of her near and 
dear ones. The consciousness of love is essentially higher 
than ordinary consciousness, which makes her face the 
antagonistic contradictions of society.   

ارِؿ پ   
َ
ااں م

 

ی
گ
ُ
ج 

  پتنے 

ھد 

 

ٹ

د  یںاُ

ن

 ی
ٹ ہ

 یںپھرد یںٹرد یں

اسے کرؿ سور
َ
 یجےہ 

 
ّ َ
ا سَ

ن

ِ

ن

  ؿب
ہ 
ک

  
ی

 ے

 

 ر

―My own housemates laugh at me. My in-laws make 
fun of me. My mother- in- law and my sister- in- law 
provoke me every now and then.‖ 

She faces ridicule and provocations for the sake of her 
beloved. The society imposes levelling process, which fails to 
level her down since she experiences consciousness of love. 
The individuals with higher consciousness are generally at the 
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mercy of average people. They have to pay heavy price for 
awakening before time. But it is the sacrifice of such 
individuals, which ultimately raises the societal consciousness 
both at the horizontal and vertical levels.  

 توں مالک ا%چوچک چاک 

 
 ھ
ج

ن

مب

 ںیا%کاں جھو ںیا% ااںی  

 سر سرواہ دا وارث

 ےکُوڑے چھوڑ بکھیڑ

―Choochak is your servant and you are the master. 
You are the custodian of my honour. Herd and 
dwellings belong to you. Leave aside meaningless 
incongruities.‖ 

Heer considers her father Choochak as servant of her 
beloved master. He is the custodian of her honour. He is the 
shepherd of her heart. She wants him to leave aside 
meaningless incongruities (transcendence) for the sake of her 
sincere, absolute and committed love.  

 رشوت راضی کوؿ ہے قاضی

 خدا دے جھگڑ جھبا
 ھ
چ

  ے 
ی

 ے

 

 ر

 ےتے کھیڑ ؽکوؿ سیا

 ےنبیڑکوؿ  ےڈسا

―What about the judge who is satisfied by taking a 
bribe? Who is Sial (the family of Heer) and Kheras 
(the family of Ranjha)? Who can resolve our 
wrangling and brawls without God?‖ 

She refers to the forced marriage of Heer, which was 
illegally solemnised by the cleric after taking a paltry sum, 
which led to contradictions between the two families. How 
could love be imposed, which only sprouts in pure freedom? 
There cannot be false or imposed union. It is the Divine 
Grace, which affects real union between the lover and the 
beloved. 

ن دےڈ ڈوں
 
ی ہ 

ن

ت ب

 ناحق دعوے 

  رانجھن
 َ
سّسوں تے م

َ
س رس و

َ
ہ 

 

 
ھِ

 

ٹ

  اُوڑک ناحق 
ی

د ے

ن

 ی

 ےسڑ مرسن کھیڑ سڑ
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―These are momentary false claims. They will 
ultimately prove false. Ranjhan and I will happily pass 
our lives and the ‗Kheras‘ will keep dying with 
jealously.‖ 

She declares the falsity of the ephemeral claims in the 
same vein, which will ultimately prove to be groundless. She 
will unite with her beloved by leaving her adversaries in state 
of ‗green eyed‘ jealousy.  She sends a message to the 
adversaries of love to desist from opposing love, which has 
ultimately to succeed leaving them defeated disgracefully. 

 متھے دے آہے جو جو لیکھ

 ہے مشکل یدفر چھٹن یجندڑ

 سے آخر وہ ملیو

 ےیزعشق او ھیایزو

―I got what was written on my forehead (destined for 
me). Farid! It is very difficult to extricate my life from 
the peculiar love that has encompassed my being.‖ 

He does not consider his love as accidental or 
coincidental. It is a trans-historical phenomenon. It does take 
place in the temporal world but it is rooted in the eternal. It is 
a pre-eternal Covenant (alasti) between him as lover and his 
beloved. The destiny of love refers to the primordial love. He 
has to face the dynamics of love. He has no escape from 
intricate ontological love, which is constitutive of his being.   
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Kafi-209 

ے وحشت آرائے
ع
 
طت
 دلے دارؾ بسے آوارہ 

 دشت رلوائے باںدے بیا بروچلبرہوں بارے 

 ―I have a rover heart and wild temperament. The 
love of my Brochal (beloved) has made me wretched 
in the forests and the deserts.‖ 

His primordial nature attracts him to his beloved. It makes 
him pass through the process of wilderness. 

  ںکیہا

ن

 راتیں ڈینہاںہم دؽ  کھیڈ باتیں ںکیہا ںیاغ

 و بے پائے ہ بے وستیم حاؽ زارؾ بیں خدارا

 ―What tales of sorrows should I narrate for my heart 
is suffering day and night? Do notice for God‘s sake 
my distressful state of utter helplessness.‖ 

He constantly faces inexplicable sorrows and sufferings in 
the state of separation and disunion from his beloved. He 
beseeches his beloved to unite with him, by virtue of Divine 
Grace. 

 نزارؾ بے دؽ و غمگیں بما طالع شدہ پرکیں

 ے نہ پاندائےکھڑجن ڈا ہے جھاتی ریا اپیند نہ

 ―The star of my fate has become inimical to me and I 
have become distressed in the state of melancholy. 
My friend does not cast a glance at me and my 
sufferings do not end.‖ 

He feels that he is not fortunate in love. He is distressed in 
the state of melancholy. His beloved is not responsive in love, 
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which perpetuates his sufferings. The unresponsiveness of 
the beloved is a form of transcendence. Every lover is 
uniquely poised in facing transcendence of his beloved. He 
has to accept the black night of transcendence, in his own 
way, in order to experience the bright day of immanence. The 
law of things is permanent, absolute and universal. How 
could one impose dawn on midnight? 

س رس ڈکھا سجن
َ
 چس سور یمو

ٹ 

 
ج 

 
 
ی

 بس  بس  یںپیکڑ ن

 پروائے کس ندارد یچہربا  انہیود دؽ

 ―My beloved dwelled with me and gave me such a 
taste that I have forgotten my in laws and 
housemates. My frantic heart has no concern with 
otherness.‖ 

The taste of love makes all other tastes fall in oblivion. His 
frantic heart has no concern with his primary and secondary 
ties. Religiosity makes fruitless efforts in transforming man. 
How one could be transformed without love. The spiritual 
dimension of religion gives primacy to contracting love. 
Doesn‘t, then love takes care of everything else. It is the taste 
of love, which works wonders and miracles in distancing the 
lover from all tastes of otherness. It is for the religiosity to 
understand that Man cannot cease to taste otherness, until 
and unless he tastes love.  

 ہے یدیاز سختی سنجیہے   وادھیمُونجھ ہمیشہ

 بخت ازمائےپنے ا ہے میں یشاد یسُولاند سَدا

 ―My anguish is always on the increase and the 
damned hardship is exceedingly great. The afflictions 
are happily mounting in togetherness and I have 
tested my fate.‖ 

He faces tremendous hardship of increasing anguish. The 
afflictions are happy in subjecting him to pains. Destiny has 
always bestowed misfortunes on him.  
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 ہے ابیہے قلق ہے اضطر خرابی یوڑڈ ڈیہاں

 ائےبلوہے نہ آپ آئے نہ  عذابی جی تماشاں
 ―There is acute worsening (of my state) at daytime 
with grief and uneasiness. I bear torments in the 
evening and neither my friend comes to meet me nor 
does he call me.‖ 

His embodied self remains highly deplorable in the state of 
grief and uneasiness during the whole day.  He faces torments 
in the evening.  He is bereft of vision and union of his 
beloved.   

 یںیرچو لالہ داغ ہا د زعشق عارض رنگیں

 ملوائے ریارب  یںکڈ ہیںجاہن دؽ اندر  ںکیتیا

 ―The old marks like a tulip have found a place in my 
heart due to my love of red cheeks. God will 
sometimes make me unite with my friend.‖ 

His heart places his beloved in the inmost chamber of his 
being. He is hopeful of uniting with his beloved, by the Grace 
of God. The light of hope keeps shining in his heart even 
during the pitch dark night of transcendence. Hope vitally 
links him with his beloved during these testing times. The end 
of hope is the end of love. 

 یدمرمرا با یںا یدفر یداز من کرا شا بغیر

ن کھ بیحدڈتے  ےپینڈ کھےڈ
 
می
م

 راخس تے رچِھ سائے 

 ―Farid! Who is fit and capable except me to bear 
sorrowful journey replete with arduous paths, 
sufferings, man eaters, giants, bears and evil spirits?‖ 

He testifies his strength in remaining steadfast, while 
facing inner and outer adversities in the path of love. A weak 
person can hate but cannot love. Love requires special 
strength of the spirit. All people, in principle, have the 
possibility of love but very few realise it. 
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Kafi-210 

 ہے یجھ نہ لہندبا یںٹھڑڈسک  ہے یدؽ دؾ دؾ در ماند

―My heart is weary due to pain at each and every 
moment.  My desire is not satiated unless I see him 
(my beloved).‖ 

Her heart is weary due to constant pain. Her desire 
remains insatiable without vision of her beloved. 

ڑ  د
چ  ِ
ہ 

 راتیں ڈکھیاں ںیاگسر ںیا

 نہ تاتیں لہن ںسرتیا ںسینگیا

و ُ 
 
ا ن
َ
ھد ے باتیں یشخو م

 
ُج
ٹ 

 نہ 

 

 

ڑ
ھ

 

ب
ُ
م

 ہے یتڑپھاند پئی ی

―The nights of disunion have been spent in suffering. 
My parents and relatives do not discourse with me. 
My same age friends do not enquire about my 
welfare. I am the miserable one who is in a state of 
restlessness.‖ 

She suffers during the nights of disunion. Her near and 
dear ones have broken channels of communication with her. 
Her friends do not share with her. She faces misery and 
restlessness. 

 
ہِ 
م

ن چاک 
 
ی

 ںنامن نوں بھا دا

 ںناتوؽ وہاتے  سیج گھولاں

 ںج بباناسارا راگیا  بھل

 ہے یسوہاند یترِ  ید بیٹ

―The shepherd of the herd became appealing to my 
heart. I forgot all the regal status of my parents. I 
sacrifice my nuptial bed and a nuptial quilt. The sand 
of desert seems so pleasant to me.‖ 

Heer fell in love with Ranjha. Her entire regality fell into 
oblivion. The sand of the river bed seems pleasant to her as 
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against the nuptial bed and nuptial quilt, which have no 
meaning without her beloved. 

 میتا امیر جوگی رانجھن

 دا لوں لوں سیتا تہیں عشق

ا جاں جس نے دؽ نو

 

 
 دو ک

 ہے یموؽ نہ واند رگ رگ

―Ranjhan Yogi is my friend. He has bewitched my 
heart. His love has knit the whole fabric of my being. 
There is not even a single vein that has not been 
knitted.‖ 

She contracts friendship with her beloved, who has 
bewitched her heart. Love knits the fabric of her being 
without leaving a single thread out. Love is absolute and 
wholesome, which leaves no room of otherness. Love is not a 
relative concern. It is the ultimate concern permeating relative 
concerns. The unity of love is reflected in the world of 
multiplicity. 

 ںنادا من نوں بھا ریابھانہ 

سااں ما مسکینی پا

 

سی
 ںنا

 
ھ
مگ

 ںنااای  ساڑاں جھنگ تے شہر 

 ڑ

ن

ِ
 
ا یج

َ

ن

 ہے یدں جھوک غ

―The cowshed of my friend appeals to me.  I torch 
Jhang and the city of Maghiana. I will attain lowliness 
and cast away my pride.  My life is the abode of 
sorrows.‖ 

Heer prefers the cowshed of her friend to her royal 
mansions and abodes. She shuns her pride and attains 
lowliness, instead. Life is love and thereby abode of sorrows. 
Love embraces lowliness at the expense of outward royalty. 
But this lowliness is inward royalty, which cannot be matched 
even by the whole treasures of mankind. The one who loves 
the king solely for his sake is not bothered by his treasures. 
Religiosity makes its votaries merely concentrate on the 
treasures of the king. Spirituality opens the possibility of 
loving the king purely for his own sake. 
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  وِ  یاگذر
ٹ
  ہ لہ

ن

ن

س
ہ 

  

ن

ن

ھل

ک

 دا 

 دا ملندوست  اپینڈ اوکھا

 دا چلن یدوقت فر یاآ

 ہے یلباں تے آند ؿجا

―The times of playfulness have ended. Farid! The 
time has come to depart (from the terrestrial world). 
The path of uniting with my beloved has been so 
arduous. I am just breathing my last.‖ 

He recounts initial playfulness of love with his beloved, 
while departing from the terrestrial world. The subsequent 
path of realising union with his beloved had been very 
arduous since it was characterised by separations and 
disunions. The adversities of love notwithstanding, he gives 
the final message of hope in realising friendly union. 
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Kafi-211 

   قلندردؾ مست قلندر مست

 

سب
ل

 یمست و مست ا

―The enraptured qalandars are in ecstasy. They are 
deeply drowned in the reality of the pre-eternal 
covenant.‖ 

The qalandars are enraptured and in the higher state of 
ecstasy. They are lost in the reality of the pre-eternal covenant 
(alasti). They are drowned in the infinite depths of love.  

 نفس مقدس اہل سعادت

 کر ورد تے زہد عبادت '

 دتعلم عمل وچ رکھن سیا

 

 

ِ

ن

 کر دے درد پرستی پ

―They are the sacred selves. They are the people of 
virtue who keep heights in knowledge and action.  
They transcend daily recitals, asceticism and worship. 
They are drowned in the reality of love.‖ 

They are sacred and virtuous. They integrate knowledge 
and action. They transcend the realm of rituals. They are 
immersed in the reality of love. 

 لوںخیا صاػ مبرا غیر

 وجدوں ذوقوں حالوں اسخر

 آلوں مالوں لوںپاک عیا

ہ
َ
  و

 

ی
س
م

ہ 
َ
ن و

 
ی

 مستی ید

―They are purely clean from the thought of otherness. 
They are free from a household, family and wealth.  
They are grounded in ecstasy, tasting and witnessing. 
Laudation to those who experiences such ecstatic 
enraptures.‖ 

They witness ‗God Everywhere‘ and are thus pure from 
the thought of otherness. Their absolute concentration on the 
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Real makes them detached from their households, families 
and wealth. Their spirituality is at such heights that they have 
direct experiences of the ultimate Reality, which plunges them 
in ecstasies. They deserve laudation in undergoing ecstatic 
ruptures.   

 واقف جاننازؽ ابد ہک 

 مکاشف محض مرادػ

ن

ن

 ھّ
ج
ٹ 

 

 عارػ

ن

ن

 ھ
ج
م
س

 لعنت رحمت 

 پستی کیا بالائی کیا

―They are familiar and knowledgeable from the 
primordial day to eternity. The gnostics understand a 
curse as blessing. They recognize illuminations as 
everyday happenings belonging to the higher or the 
lower realms.‖ 

They understand the dynamics of time and eternity. The 
gnostics perceive curse as blessing at its roots. It is in the 
process of manifestation that blessing itself is polarised in the 
form of blessing and curse. Curse is privation and ultimately 
it returns to its source in mercy or blessing. They are 
constantly in touch with the source of illuminations without 
measuring the higher or lower degrees of these illuminations. 

 قرب حقیقی جے توں چاہیں

  یتر
ج 
  
ی
د 

ن

  یی

 

س

 رسم 

عت 

 

ق

 ی

 یقیتے صد یورثہ لوم

ھ

 

ب

َ
ت 
 وٹ ہستی ہستی 

―If you are seeking real proximity and the inheritance 
of Ali and Abu Bakr and the tradition of Junayd 
Baghdadi and Shaqiq Balkhi, then negate your being 
(become consciousness of your ontological 
nothingness) and let the Being shone itself through 
your nothingness.‖ 

The real proximity can be attained by following the Sufi 

tradition of becoming conscious of one‘s ontological 

nothingness and letting the Being itself shine through one‘s 

mirror of nothingness. It is metaphysically understood as the 

stage of Self-realisation. The difficulty in understanding the 
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metaphysical concept of real proximity arises due to the 

rational attempt of capturing it in the net of spatial categories. 

Metaphysics teaches us that the concept of real proximity is 

not spatial.  The proximity of the Absolute and its shadow; 

the Essence and the Divinity; Allah and His Attributes; Ahad 

and Wahid and transcendence and immanence is non-spatial 

and unquantifiable. Likewise, the proximity between 

nothingness (man) and Being (God) is neither spatial nor 

quantifiable. It is purely non-spatial and qualitative beyond 

the ken of rationality. The Reality is nearer to man than man 

is to himself. Here, the question of spatial proximity between 

man and God does not arise. There is no space intervening 

between man and God. Nothingness is no thing. How could 

it be some thing with Him? If it were so, then it is polytheism 

or placing divinity beside Allah. Reason has no access to the 

realms beyond the manifest. It is the Intellect, which 

apprehends the metaphysical notion of non-spatial and 

qualitative proximity. Unfortunately, it has been the spatial 

approach to proximity blown out of proportion, which has 

created the problem of pantheism, unknown in pure or 

traditional metaphysics.  Real proximity means union of the 

lover and the beloved or ‗the supreme identity.‘ 

 صحبت

 

  رکھ خلت عزلتسَ

 ڈجے سر 
 
 

  ہئی ی

 

 ہ ت
ب

 

س
 بے 

 توں پا نزہت یموت اراد

 سودا دست بدستی اتھ

―Leave worldliness and have solitude by maintaining 
a respectable distance from things and events. Die to 
your self before dying. If you sacrifice your head, then 
doubtlessly you will reap the benefit.‖ 

One has not to immerse himself in the world. He has to 
leave worldly attachments. He has to delve deep within the 
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infinite depths of his being or consciousness.  He has to die 
to his self before dying by attaining consciousness of his 
ontological nothingness. Once he attains this consciousness 
he will find the Reality there and then.   

 ییدحاؽ فر یتاپر سنو

 ییدشکل جر کچیلا میل

 یمذہب ملت ہس توحید

 وستی یوسدا پرِؾ د خوش

―My friend! Listen about the condition of Farid. His 
religious tradition is that of unity. He is shabbily 
dressed with a frenzied face. He happily dwells in the 
City of Love.‖ 

The religious tradition of Farid is contemplative tawhid 
(unity in diversity). His shabby appearance and frenzied face 
reflects his happy dwelling in the inward city of love. 
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Kafi-212 

 ہے  اؿدؽ حیر یندؿ ر

 گیاٹکڑے ٹکڑے ہو  سر

 یہک گھڑ یمآسائش نہ پا

 یلوں لوں سڑ من جلیا تن

―My heart is surprised day and night. I did not get 
peace even for a moment. My head has been smashed 
into pieces. My body and soul has been burnt and 
each and every pore of my body is aflame.‖ 

She remains constantly bewildered. She does not find even 
momentary comfort. She is ravished by the thoughts of her 
beloved. She burns in flames at the transcendence of her 
beloved. 

 ں دا تار ہےبرہو یادر

 پار نہ اروار ہے نہ

 ہر موج آدؾ خوار ہے

 آ اڑہی اڑاہیں اوکھی

―The river of love is in heights.  It‘s each and every 
wave is man-eater. The river is without any bank. I 
have been engulfed in such whirlpools.‖ 

The river of love is in high flood. The mounting waves 
tend to drown her. She is engulfed in whirlpools without any 
bank (support) in sight.  

 یحاؽ د ہے حقیقت یہاا

 ید اؽمہینو کل نہ پئی کئی

 یبھالد عمر رہی یسار

 لڑھی یںلہر وس تتی بے

―It is my real state. I have spent my whole life waiting 
for him.  I found no clue of Mahinwal. I am the 
helpless and the inept one who has been fighting with 
waves.‖ 
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Her whole life has been spent in waiting for her beloved 
without any clue. She finds herself helpless and inept in 
wading through the waves of love. 

  ساتھی

ن

 

 پرے گیا 'پ

 درے ںپھر ڈونگر گھاٹیا پھر

 سرے باجھ ہک پل نہ جیں

 یوچ وڑ بھوئیں ونجساتھ  سک

―My Punnal friend left me and went far away. I 
cannot pass a single moment without him. I have 
wandered in mountainous terrains, arduous passes 
and mountain passes. I have at last been buried in the 
ground along with my desire.‖ 

The beloved assumed transcendence beyond her reach. It 
is not possible for her to spend even a moment without him. 
Her wandering in wilderness has borne no fruit. She is sure to 
die at last in longing for her friend. 

 ہن عشق آ دؽ موں پیا

ٰ  سب

س

ن

می

 گیاہو  یمحو 

 ہوش و ہنر ضائع تھیا

 سکھی جو
 
 پڑھی کج

 
 جو کج

―Now, love has dwelled in my heart. All my 
awareness and skill has been destroyed. My formal 
education has all been erased and forgotten.‖ 

She finds her heart full of love. She realises the uselessness 
of her awareness and skill. Her formal education falls in 
oblivion. It is love, which leads to gnosis.  

 آگاہ ہے  یددؽ فر تھئی

 موں ظاہر ماہ ہے بادؽ

 جلوس شاہ ہے جاہر 

 یجھڑ من کیگئی  جب جھڑ

―Farid! Now, my heart has achieved complete 
knowledge. The Sovereign is Omnipresent.  The 
moon is visible after the clouds have passed away. My 
heart has attained purity (of unity) after being 
cleansed from the dust (of multiplicity).‖ 

He attains heart-knowledge, which bestows absolute 
certainty. He witnesses the Omnipresence of the Sovereign. 
The moon of realised knowledge becomes visible after the 
clouds of formal knowledge pass away. His heart attains 
purity from otherness. 
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Kafi-213 

 یشےنت دے درد اند منجھایمدؽ نوں مار 

―The constant pain and anxieties have ravished my 
anguished heart.‖ 

Her anguished heart is ravished by constant pains and 
anxieties. Isn‘t it the ground-breaking ceremony of love? 

  ےوس نیڑ
ہِ 
م

ن چاک 
 
ی

نجھ اے حاؽ باتوں  دا
 
ج ی

ن

سب

 دا 

 یشےچکدے ر سینے زخمی

 ―The shepherd of the herd! Do come and dwell near 
me. The condition of the damned one is such that the 
chest wounds have become a sore.‖ 

She beseeches the shepherd of her heart to shun 
transcendence and dwell in immanence with her.   

  ساڑے سوؽ سڑاپےسئے وڑاپےڈوڑ ڈ ںوہلیاڈکھ ڈ

 ے پیشےڈسا پےسیا ینو

 ―It is my vocation to bear sombre sufferings, 
torments, sarcasm, hundreds of burnings, hundred 
thousands of blazing up afflictions, lamentations and 
chest beating.‖ 

Her vocation is to bear all forms of adversities in the path 
of love. Doesn‘t the vocation of love consist in clearing of the 
ground for vision and union with her beloved? 

ورے ،اے غمزے ناز
 ِ

ن

 اے عشوے زورے تورے ن

 تن من تیشے ںسر سانگا
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 ―These enticements, pride, coquetries and the radiant 
might are spears hurt on my head and spades hurt on 
my body and soul.‖ 

The radiant and vibrant beauty of her beloved elicits love 
from her ravished heart. 

ھ برہوں برابر و

 

ت ب
  ییر

ِ
ک

 چا 

ی 

س

 

ی

 یکولے کیر 

 

م
ل

 

ظ

 
 
ی

  ن

ک

 مذہب کافر 

ی

ے

 

س  

―I cast aside love that is constantly inimical to me. It 
has burnt and reduced me to ashes. Its religion is 
cruelty and its ways are highly oppressive.‖ 

She reacts at the inimical, cruel and oppressive love, which 
burns and reduces her to ashes. 

 رواواں جگترو رو  کیا واںسنا یدنہہ فرھاد کیا

 پیشے آئی یمستک لکھڑ

 ―Farid! What tale (of love‘s oppression) should I 
narrate? Why I should I make the world weep by my 
crying.  I got what was written on my forehead (what 
was destined for me).‖ 

He is at a loss to narrate the tale of oppressive love, which 
would make the world cry along with him. He does not want 
to find fault with any one. He realises that it was his destiny 
to fall in love and undergo the pains and sufferings for the 
sake of his beloved. 
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Kafi-214 

  سبھو رمز خفی گلیبازار  ؿٹھا عشق عیاڈ

ھ

 

ٹ

 

ن
ُ

 

 ہ
ُ
ب 

 جلی م

―I have evidently witnessed the omnipresence of love. 
All hidden intricacies have become manifest to me.‖ 

Religiosity, as a fall from the true spirit of religion, denies 
the possibility of experiencing God. It fails to witness the 
Signs of God in the human selves. The spiritual dimension of 
religion, true to the spirit of the Qur‘an, demonstrates the 
possibility of experiencing the ultimate Reality. It is not 
merely doctrinal truth but is realised in the infinite depths of 
one‘s being or consciousness. The gnostic openly witnesses 
the omnipresence of love itself (Reality). All hidden intricacies 
become manifest to him. 

ور ظہور 
ُ

ن

 سےڈسبھ جلوہ ن

 سےڈحضور  عین غیبت گئی

 سےڈطور  یاتے  یمنا یا

 دِلبر دے ساتھ رلی ونج دؽ

―All splendours are witnessed as the manifestations of 
light. They are witnessed as Aiman or as Tur. All 
absences have vanished and presence has become 
openly manifest. My heart has become united with 
my beloved.‖ 

Allah is the light of the Heavens and the earth. The 
gnostic witnesses the splendours of the manifestation of light 
as holy. The veils of separation are removed and everything 
becomes openly manifest. The heart unites with the beloved 
(heart knowledge identifies knowledge with being). 

 بات جب  یہے کشف کماؽ د

 رات جب یوصل وصاؽ د ہے

 گھات جب یہے وجد تے حاؽ د

 ذات صفات جلی ید غیر مٹھی
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―The talk of perfect illumination is strange. The way 
of inspiration and a spiritual state is strange. The 
night of nuptial union is strange. The existence and 
attributes of hapless otherness have plunged into 
nothingness.‖ 

Ordinary or rational understanding cannot understand the 
reality of the perfect illumination, which is without any shade 
of darkness. It has no inkling of the modes of inspiration and 
spiritual states, which spring from the inmost chambers of 
heart. It cannot go beyond servant-Lord axis in order to 
comprehend the realisation of unity. The existence and 
attributes of hapless other burn into nothingness. The Reality 
shines with full splendour without any trace of otherness. 

 بنےعروج دا حاؽ  طیر یںکڈ

  جو
َ
ع

ڑ ہے 
چ  ِ
ہ 

 
 
ی

 

ن

 بنےوصِاؽ  ن

 بنےچاؽ  ینزوؽ د سیر یںکڈ

  لیمُونجھ یسُوؽ سڑے سار سارے

―It is a state of ascending heights at times and at 
times it is a way of descending to the lower strata. 
Separation becomes a manifest union. All afflictions 
have been burnt and all anguishes have been cast 
away.‖ 

Spiritual experience has its unique heights and depths. The 
ordinary distinction between separation and union ceases to 
exist. The very thought of the beloved is identical with vision 
and union. He becomes free of afflictions and anguishes 
borne by him in the state of separation and disunion.   

 جل خاک تے کھوٹ کھپوٹ گماں

 ںنور وجود شہود عیا تھیا

 دا ناؾ نشاں غیرگیا  گم ہو

 بازار ملی بار گلی گھر

―All falsehoods and doubts have been burnt. The 
signs of otherness have simply vanished. The light of 
being and existence has become manifest in house, a 
lane and street.‖ 

The revealing of the Absolute Truth in absolute certainty 
totally burns falsehoods and doubts. The misleading signs of 
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otherness disappear too. The ephemeral nature of otherness 
vanishes like a mirage. The light of being and existence 
manifests in every nook and corner. 

ھااں بھاؽ 

 

ب
ِ
ج 

ے راز  ںیکھاڈ
ھ

 

ب

 

ت

 سےڈ

وں ساز  یدسوز فر سبھ
ُ

ن

 سےڈن

 ھ حُسن تے ناز نواز 
ی
َ
س

 سےڈ

 بھلی یتر ہمہ اوست سجھائی

―I discern mystery in seeing everywhere with my 
searching eyes. All the beauty, prides and elegance are 
visible. Farid! All passions are seen as instrumental to 
the realisation of my basic vocation. The doctrine of 
Oneness of Being (wahdat al Wujud) has made me 
realise a noble tradition.‖ 

His Gnostic consciousness sees the Glory of God 
everywhere. It witnesses the beauty, pride and elegance of his 
beloved in all things. The passion of love is instrumental in 
playing the tune of unity. Oneness of Being is not merely the 
metaphysical truth but has corresponding means of doctrinal 
realisation. It makes the gnostic realise the noble tradition of 
unity in diversity. 
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Kafi-215 

 کھالےڈ تیل تڈی تڈیسِ  الےڈتے مونُگ  کھ سینےڈ

―Suffering is inducing intricate pains in me. The 
desire is meaninglessly pushing me in the jaws of 
death.‖ 

She suffers intricate pains in the path of love. Her desire 
of union with her beloved does not fructify. It tends to push 
her meaninglessly in the jaws of death.  

 

 

 

ن

 غم درد الم بدن

  میں تھئے

 

ڑ
ھ

 

مب

  ی
ک
  دے 
ی
ے

 

ت
 

 
ی ل
 پئے ساڑؿ سوز 
ی
ے

 

ت
 

 خاں دے سالے نیرا سب

―Sorrows, pains and torments have evil intentions. 
The impure passions keep burning me. All these 
ineffective ones have become cruel for the miserable 
one.‖ 

The sorrows, pains and torments are ill-intentioned and 
impure in burning her passionate self. They have no power 
except on her who has to bear their cruelty. Isn‘t it the force 
of love that she is victimised even by the powerless? 

ہ ہت  ڈ کئی

ن

ب
 نے یوناں رؽ گذر 

و کیا خبر نہیں ہے
 ِ

 

 نےت

 نے ونجیو آس امید یسار

 ہلےبااُ  کیچ پیچی تھئے

―My beloved did not spend a few days with me. All 
my hopes and expectations withered away. I have no 
knowledge of the event. My dubious beloved was in 
such a haste to go to Ketch.‖ 

She recounts that her beloved did not spend even a few 
days with her. She has no hope and expectation of his return. 
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She had no knowledge of the event of transcendence. Her 
beloved dubiously assumed transcendence so quickly. 

 سنگت”
ِ
 

 سارے کھوٹے “ہ

ؽ
َ
رد کلہوٹے ر

َ
 بے د

ِ
 مِ

 ے 

 

 

 

 وٹےڈخچ باز اپُ

اں کالے
َ
 پئے کرؿ کِھلاں ہ 

―All my companions are counterfeit. They are funny, 
lacking understanding and vagabonds. They are 
personified pitiless people who gather together and 
with blackened hearts make fun of me.‖ 

He distances himself from his companions by accusing 
them of insincerity. He brings out the negativities of their 
personality and character. His consciousness reaches such 
heights that he finds faults with his friends. He faces social 
contradictions, which become antagonistic at times. Doesn‘t 
the consciousness of love develop by virtue of these 
contradictions? 

 سوز اندوہ وچِالے تتی

 

 

ِ

ن

 روہ پتھر پڑتالے پ

 سے واقعے فاقے گھالے

 

ھ

 

ب
َ
ہ 

 
 
ی

ّھااں پیر ن
لب 

 چھالے یں

―The inept is caught in passion and grief. She is 
bearing hundreds of incidents and is being worn out 
by hunger. Her daily vocation is to wander in the 
mountainous ranges. Her hands have roughened and 
there are boils on her feet.‖ 

She is enveloped by passion and grief. She bears countless 
events of hardships and is in the state of acute hunger. She 
constantly wanders in wilderness. The strain of her quest for 
the beloved is visible on her hands and feet. 

  یدکر صبر فر
 ھ

ب

ن

ت

  
ی

 سااں

  دؾ
ج 
  
ی
د 

ن

 ںیساپکر تئیں یںی

  سولیں پئی
ج ل
  سانگ 
ی

 سااں

 ٹالے قادر سختی متاں

―Farid! I will patiently bear all this. I will remain in the 
company of afflictions. I will continue beseeching till 
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I live. The Almighty may free me from these hard 
times.‖ 

He resolves to remain true to love by exercising patience 
in adversity. He will continue beseeching the Almighty, till the 
last breath of his life, to free him from the hard times of 
separation and disunion by granting him vision and union of 
his beloved.  
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Kafi-216 

رد یدِلڑ کھیڈ
َ
  ہے ہر و یمار یںد

ی

 

ل

 
ھ
 یآزار ے

―My suffering heart is ravished by pains. It is always 
in distress.‖ 

Her suffering heart is ravished by pains and is continuous 
in distress. 

 وچ سُوز اندر وچِ سُوؽ جگر

 سخت سفر وچِ ظلم قہر وچ

 ونگر وچڈبروچ روہ  یمآ

  ہوت

ک

 نہ 

ی 

م

 

ب

 یکار 

―I have inward passions with inner afflictions. I have 
been caught in desolations and difficult mountainous 
terrains. I am having hardship in travelling in a 
severely cruelly environ.  My beloved has not seen me 
through (these difficult situations).‖ 

Her deplorable state creates intense suffering by the very 
consciousness that her beloved has not granted her vision 
and union.  

 دارمداراں 

 

 

ن

 راںبا ںیاس

 واراں یپوکاراں جندڑ پِرؾ

 ھاپَربت د

ن

 ماراں ںیاراں غ

 یریا یوسِار ریا

―I am amidst desolate forests, long mountainous 
ranges and blows of sorrows. I call my beloved and 
make sacrifices for his sake but my friend has become 
oblivious of my friendship.‖ 

He suffers and sacrifices everything for the sake of his 
beloved but his beloved does not grant him a friendly 
response. He does not care about his friendship. 
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 گیا  شاؿ شرؾ

ِھ
ٹ 

 
 

ب

 گیا  بھرؾ م

 گیارحم  نیکگیا  کرؾ لطف

 گیادھرؾ  یردگیا  جرؾ یند

 یشہر خوار یلگڑ

―My glory and respect have been lost along with my 
honour and prestige. My way, tradition and forms of 
religious worship have disappeared. The subtle 
blessings and virtuous actions have withered away. I 
have earned notoriety.‖ 

He discards his glory, respect, honour and prestige in the 
path of love. He goes beyond the forms of his religious 
tradition. He is deprived of the possibility of formal blessings 
and virtuosity of actions. He has got widespread notoriety. 
Isn‘t it the clearing of the way for vision and union with the 
beloved? 

 گھاٹے لکھ لکھ ںگھاٹیا ںاوکھیا

 

 
 
 

 گھاٹے ڈکھڑے والی یپ

س گپاٹے

ن

ی ہ 
س

 بن بھاٹے 

 
ُ
 ک

 یرپیا کر کر پیت

―There are narrow and countless mountainous 
passages and hazardous ways. There are cavities, 
mounds and countless uneven patches of land. There 
are sufferings of burning sand and losses. All these 
have to be borne by keeping love so dear.‖ 

The one who keeps love close to his heart has to bear 
pains, sufferings and adversities. He has to suffer loss of 
everything in order to win his beloved.  

 

ن

ہ ہی  ی

ن

ب
ا   
ِ

ن

 یاروز سوا یان

 یازلف اڑا یامُُا یدد

 یاجامفت ا یار پراپو

 

 

ھت
گ

 پیچ 

 

ھت
گ

 یرگا ید 

―The unsuitable love is on the increase each day.  The 
concern of others is valueless and meaningless. The 
eyes of my beloved have beguiled me and the locks of 
hair have entangled me by weaving countless knots.‖ 

He is ensnared by the intricacies of love. He considers his 
concern for his beloved as valueless and meaningless. The 
incompatibility of love keeps on growing.   
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 مارؿ کاتی ساڑِؿ چھاتی

ڑ 
چ  ِ
ہ 

م حیا جھاتی ید 

ھس
ک

 تی

 ہے بھاتی روگ سوز ہے ساتھی

 یرپل موت تیا پل

―Passion is my companion and malaise is my intimate 
that are burning my chest and are striking me with a 
knife.  A glance (moment) of disunion squeezes my 
life. I am all the times preparing for death.‖ 

He finds himself in the throes of death while his embodied 
self suffers the disunion of his beloved.   

 ےیدجد یدجد یددرد فر

 ےید مزمُونجھ ےیدشد شوؼ

 ےبخت عنید ےبعید عید

 یربابرہوں سر  بار

―Farid! My pain is novel and original. The days of 
happiness are far away and the misfortunes are hostile 
to me. My fondness has heightened and the anguish is 
on the increase. The burden of love has fallen on my 
head.‖ 

The pain of love, in being fresh and original (spiritual), is 
qualitatively different from all forms of psychic pains. He 
finds happiness so remote since terrible misfortunes have 
befallen him. The fondness of love heightens with 
corresponding increase of anguish. He finds love so 
overbearing. Love is not a mechanical affair. It is creative act, 
which finds no parallel in any other human activity. Doesn‘t 
he like to perpetually taste the pain of love, which gives him a 
sense of belongingness? 
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Kafi-217 

ہ ہت  ڈ

ن

ب
 ودھاوے روگزر گھر ور  عشق ستاوے راتیں 

―Love vexes me day and night.  My wealth and 
household increase my malaise.‖ 

He is constantly vexed by love. His wealth and household 
increase his malaise by obstructing the contemplation of his 
beloved. 

 ےیرجھر بر د ںیخاتھل ر

کد ے سہرے سِر
ھ ِ
چ 

 سُولاں 

 ےہر بھٹ بھٹ ناؽ بسیر

 ہجر دا بار سہاوے گل

―My dwellings are in desolations, deserts and forests. 
We are living amidst the high dunes. My head is 
honoured by the chaplets of afflictions. The necklace 
of disunion in my neck seems so pleasant.‖ 

He spends his life in uneven circumstances.  He remains 
afflicted by the state of disunion.  Aren‘t the chaplet of 
afflictions and necklace of disunion his distinguishing marks 
demonstrating possibility of union with his beloved?  

 

 
ُ
 راوؽ گیا جوگی دؽ ل

 وقت کہاں ہتھ لمل ہر

 پل دے پلں کھاڈسے پور 

ھاا نیڑ

 

ب
ُ
م

 نہ لاوے کوئی ا

―My beloved Yogi has captivated my heart. I am 
continuously undergoing countless fits of sufferings. I 
always say by rubbing my hands that no one should 
contract unfortunate love.‖ 

Her heart is captivated by her beloved. She suffers 
transcendence of her beloved to such an extent that she 
counsels others not to contract such an ill-fated love.  
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 دھاراں ںروہ کوجھے کالیا

 ماراں ںیاقہر کلور د سر

 پوں چوبھن ببوؽ ہزاراں

َ وڈ
 
 تن تاوے ی   کھ ہ

―There are hideous mountains and terrains in my way. 
Hundreds of thorns are pierced in my feet. The cruel 
severities strike my head. Sufferings always keep me 
fiery.‖ 

He faces pains, severities and sufferings in the arduous 
path of love. His embodied self remains fiery. 

کھدے
ُ
 دؽ دود غماندے د

 ہاڑے سوُکھدےڈگذر  گئے

ے ہر  جی
ھ
ل

 

ی

ھد ے پیاو

ک
ُ
ج 

 

اوے یجندڑ موئی  
ِ

ن

 سوز ن

―The smokes of sorrow are emitting from my heart. 
My self is always bearing tribulations. The days of 
peace have gone away. Now, my spiritless being is 
remaining true to the passion of love.‖ 

His heart burns with sorrows. His self bears tribulations. 
The era of peace has gone away from his life. His spiritless 
life is being faithful to the passion of love. Isn‘t it the glory of 
love that he remains true to love even in being so spiritless? 

 ا

 

 

ُ 

لڑا پ
ّ
 ہے درد او

 گھٹے نہ 
 
 اگاکج

 
 

ُ ن

 

 ٹے ن

 ا پیم پیش ںکیو

 

ڑ
ھ

 

کُب

 اے 

ووں
ھ

 

ب
َ
ہ 

 مرہم زخم پھٹاوے 

―Pain is intricate and overturned. Why such a 
disfigured one has fallen to my lot?  This neck 
breaking does not decrease. The balm instead of 
healing the wound makes it sorer.‖ 

The pain of love is intricate and has its own peculiar logic. 
He is scared by its origin and intricate growth. The wound of 
love cannot be healed by ordinary balm for it makes the 
wound sorer, instead. The vision and union with the beloved 
is the only balm which heals the wounds of love.  
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اخس 
َ
 جن ر

 

 

ن

 ہیںجا ںیاس

   ساتھی تھئے
چ

ن

سب

 صباحیں ھ

اندر بوز بلائیں
َ
 رِچھ ن 

 عمر دِہاوے اوکھی مٹھی

―There are fiery creatures, giants, bears, species of 
monkeys and demons in the desolate places.  I am the 
hapless one who is passing her life with great 
difficulty.‖ 

He faces psychic forces in the desolation of his self. They 
create negative ideas and feelings in him. He passes his life 
with great difficulty 

 گپاٹے یدفر آئے پیش

س چکاٹے لکھ

ن

ی ہ 
س

 روڑاں 

 انگ ترٹن تے سرپھاٹے

 کرلاوے بے وس تھی تتی

―Farid! I have encountered uneven patches of land 
leading to the breaking of my bones and injuries on 
my head. The countless noises of wild animals and 
numerous shrieks are audible. The inept is desperately 
crying in helplessness.‖ 

He faces intricacies of love, which ravish his embodied 
self. The dark forces of his psyche are let loose on him. He 
desperately cries in helplessness. Isn‘t such crying in 
helplessness a sure sign of nearing union with his beloved?  
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Kafi-218 

 ہے یادا وہم بھلا سب غیر ہے یالگاانگ  رانجھن

―Ranjhan has marked me as his slave. He has freed 
me from the illusion of otherness.‖ 

The beloved confers the identity of love on him that 
makes him oblivious of otherness.  

 نور الٰہی امیر رانجھن

  سر

گ

ن

ی
کل

 پائی یلولاک 

 مظہر ذات صفات کماہی

 ہے یاچتر جھلا طہٰ

―My Ranjhan is the Light of God. He truly manifests 
the Attributes of Divinity. He is crowned with the 
raison d‘etre of the whole creation. The laurel of ‗ta‘ 
waves over his head.‖ 

His beloved is the Light of God. It is through the 
Muhammadan light that the Reality manifests the Attributes 
of Divinity.  He is crowned with the raison d‘etre of the 
whole creation. His creation is the metaphysical, 
cosmological, traditional and symbolical meaning and 
purpose behind the origin of the cosmos. He is the Perfect 
Man whom humanity emulates for realising the cosmic 
purpose of human existence. The laurel of ‗ta‘, signifying 
qualities of the Universal Man, waves over his head. 

 یاآ ھےیزو میڈے رانجھن

 یاولا ولدا نہیں یاآ

 یاشور مچا یںبھیڑ یںکھیڑ

 ا بے

 

ِ
 
 ہے یاشک بخت ت

―Ranjhan entered the inmost chambers of my being. 
The despicable ‗Kheras‘ created a lot of fuss. But 
once he came, he did not turn back (remained 
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steadfast with me). Undoubtedly, my destiny has 
favoured me.‖ 

The beloved has unveiled himself in the inmost chambers 
of her being. Her psychic forces, in the forms of despicable 
adversaries, have created great upheaval. It is her good 
fortune that the psychic forces have not succeeded in 
thwarting her spiritual vision and union.   

ؽ پائی میں ماہی
َ
 جھاتی و

 و ہر

ی

 

ل

 
ھ
 ہے ساتھی جاہر  ے

 لا پا کر جھاتی
ُ  

 چھاتی ب

وں
ُ
وں وچِ سَما ل
ُ
 ہے یال

―My beloved shot a glance at me. Thereafter, he 
embraced me. He is with me at all places and at all 
times. He is dwelling in each and every pore of my 
being.‖ 

The beloved took initiative and blessed her with his vision. 
He embraced her. He is with her everywhere and at every 
time. He dwells in her bones and flesh. Her proximity with 
her beloved is not bound to spatio-temporal order. It is non-
spatial and non-temporal. The beloved does not come to 
dwell as if from the outside. He is the root of her being.  He 
unveils within the infinite depths of her being or 
consciousness. She ceases to be or has consciousness of her 
ontological nothingness. The beloved is all-embracing. 

ھماں پیا ںیاد رانجھنحسن 
ُ
 ںد

  ِ
 

  چھندا بو ہ
ھ
 د
ّ
  ااںی 

ھ
 د
ّ
 ااںی 

 

ن

ن

ھ
ی ک

 ںسیا ںسینگیا ںیاآ ڈ

 ہے یارنگ لا کیا یکھوڈ

―The beauty of Ranjhan created a great stir. My same 
age friends have come to see him. The shawl of Heer 
has been torn to bits. Witness these ecstasies of love.‖ 

The beauty of the beloved has dazzled everyone. Her 
friends have come to witness her beloved. The ecstasy of the 
lover (Heer) in the state of love has dropped all her 
coverings. Appearance has given way to the Reality. 
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 واںجاتوں بَل بَل  فخر پیا

 غم کھاواں ںہو کر کیو ید اس

 
ج 
  
ی

د ے

ن

 لاواں ںلدھیا ناؽ میں ی

  سب
 
 ھاا ریاکج

ج ُ
س

 ہے یا

―I sacrifice myself for the sake of Fakhr. I have 
accomplished my nuptial rites with him. Why should 
I be in the state of sorrowfulness, when I belong to 
him? My friend has made me realise everything.‖ 

He sacrifices everything for the sake of his spiritual 
master. He has taken oath of allegiance at his hands. He has 
completely offered himself to him so there is no question of 
being sorrowful about any thing. His friend has made him 
understand all the subtleties of the path of love.  

 مستورے نہیں یدفر ریا

 سب نور حضورے بھی ظلمت

 ظہورے اس دا عین جاہر 

 ہے یاآ بیا فقط اسم

―Farid! My friend is not hidden.  He is openly 
manifest at each and every place (Omnipresent). 
Darkness too is the pervasive presence of Light. It 
has just been named differently.‖ 

The friend is not hidden. He is manifest everywhere. The 
so-called darkness is essentially the immanent light. It has 
been named differently in the world of contrasts or 
polarisations. If darkness were not the pervasive presence of 
light, then we could not even perceive darkness, says a friend 
of God. The doctrinal formulation of the Omnipresence of 
God as light does raise certain reservations in the minds of 
the theoreticians but once this doctrinal truth is 
metaphysically realised, it imparts absolute certitude. He 
realises his beloved and thereby openly witnesses him 
everywhere. 
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Kafi-219 

 کارؿ اتِھ آئے میں تخت ہزاروں ماہی رانجھن

―My beloved Ranjhan of Hazara should come here 
for my sake.‖ 

She wishes her transcendent beloved to become immanent 
for her sake. 

  سوہی

س

 

 
ب

 ھ
چ
ووں 

چ 
 
سہ

کد  تے سانوؽ 
سِ

 لائے گلکوں  ی

―My beloved should readily embrace the one desirous 
of him on the colourful nuptial bed.‖ 

She desires that her beloved realises the bright possibility 
of union with her.  

 ھو سے ریاکھا کھا  ڈکھڑے
َ
  ڈکھڑے ل

ھ

 

ٹ

 
ُ
ب 

ا  م  ئےسَ 

―I have found my friend after ongoing different 
sufferings. My sufferings have borne fruit.‖ 

She has found her friend after undergoing sufferings. She 
realises that it is through the medium of sufferings that she 
can have vision and union with him. The sufferings are not 
meaningless but are highly meaningful. The knocking of 
sufferings is instrumental in opening the door of the beloved. 

ک جہیں یںا
ِ
ک ہ 
ِ
 ے گھوؽ گھمائے توں سئے سئےڈکھ  ہ 

 

 سک

―Hundreds of comforts are to be sacrificed for such 
individual sufferings.‖ 

A life full of comforts is to be sacrificed for the sake of 
uniting with her beloved in spite of sufferings now and then.  
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ی

ن

 چ
ٹ

 
 
ی

ہ ہ ولائے میں یںسگھڑ گ سہاگیںبھا ن

ن

 وؽ مب

―My nuptial fortunes and happiness have turned their 
face towards me.‖ 

She is happy and fortunate in finding her beloved. 

وکڑ 
َ

ن

 کالے روہ سدھائے ڈکھڑےراتوں رات ن

―My sufferings fled towards the black mountains 
during night.‖ 

Her sufferings due to separation and disunion have 
stealthily fled far away. 

 سو وؽ پائے والیں لنبومانگھاں سر چڑھ  ھاںسیند

―The parting line of hair on my head is so distinct. 
My hair has got hundreds of curls.‖ 

The unruly hair has been well knitted. The curls of hair are 
so distinct. 

 پائے پا ٹھمکائے گاہنےنے ناز نواز دے گا

―I have worn and displayed the colourful threads 
around my wrist (symbolising marital bond) and the 
ornaments of priding and elegance.‖ 

She experiences pride and elegance in wearing her nuptial 
ornaments. The company of her beloved is so inspiring.  

اہا تھی ِ

ن

ڑ  فراؼ پ
چ  ِ
ہ 

س لوڑھائے ہک 

ن

ی ہ 
س

 چائے 

―Disunion and separation are crying with low spirits.‖ 

The union with the beloved has banished disunion and 
separation. 

سُکاائے یکھےڈ یدِلڑ پا کجلا لا سُرخی
م
 تے 

―Apply a collyrium and rouge so that my heart sees 
and smiles.‖ 
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Beautifying makes the heart smile. It becomes happy in 
witnessing the blessings of love.   

 جھوک نوں آؿ سہائے نےتاں پچھے شاؾ سلومُد

―My charming beloved after a long time has made my 
dwellings lively.‖ 

She had to wait for a long time before her charming 
beloved unveiled himself.  

 ماڑ وسائے مولےٰ سو سو حمد تے لکھ شُکرانے

―I will highly praise God and offer infinite gratitude 
to Him for making Marwar green.‖ 

She highly praises God and offers Him Infinite Gratitude 
for turning her deadness into liveliness. Self-realisation is 
affected by the Grace of God. 

 ے آؿ ملہائےڈسا بدرہ ؿسانو ہناسانوؽ سو

―My lovely beloved has spent the months of Savan 
and Bhadoon, while dwelling with me.‖ 

She is happy that her beloved has remained in immanence 
with her during the rainy season. She recounts the blessings 
of her beloved in granting her vision and union.  

ا ںسینگیا ںیاودھا ؿیوڈ
ّ
سدے ہمسائے ںس 

َ
ؽ و
َ
 ر

―My same age friends and companions are 
congratulating me.‖ 

Her friends, companions and neighbours congratulate her 
in enjoying the nuptial blessings of love. 

 ے

 

ڑ
 ھ
ج
گ

 ھاائے ینفخر الد راز فقر دے سارے 
ج ُ
س

 

―Fakhruddin made me realise all the deeper mysteries 
of the way of ontological nothingness.‖ 

The spiritual master made his disciple understand the 
subtleties of the Sufi way. He has made him realise the deeper 
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mysteries of ontological nothingness. Isn‘t the face of the 
beloved reflected in the mirror of nothingness?  

 کر فرمائے سب شرحیں رتق فتق یحاؽ مقاؾ د

―He made me fully understand the states and stations 
of the soul and the ensuing contractions and 
expansions.‖ 

He made him understand the states and stations of the 
soul with their closures and openings on the path of gnosis in 
order to save him from the pitfalls of illusion.  

 وہِائے وس وسیب ںیارلڑے دار ںباشیا ںیاریا

―My friendly associations, sittings and relationships 
with my neighbours have all ended.‖ 

The concentration on the Real makes one oblivious of the 
unreal. It leads to the end of all attachments. 

 ُ
 
 

ندڑڑے مکلائے بئے بِرہوندے پندھڑے یدفر پ
َ
 د

―Farid! I bade goodbye to all other activities ever 
since I took the way of love.‖ 

The way of love leaves no room for any thing else. He 
detaches himself from the domain of action. He essentially 
contemplates his beloved.  
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Kafi-220 

 ار  یںروند

ن

ُ
 د ریا توسےڈعمر گ

ن

ُ
 

 سے پیو کل نہ یپ

―I have spent my life in crying. I got no access to my 
friend Punnal.‖ 

She spends her life in crying for her transcendent beloved. 

 یچوٹ اندر د یدِلڑ لائی

لد
ُ
 یتھل بر د تتی یتر یر

  یوسِر

س

 

 
ب

 ھ
چ
 یگھر د نگیلیر 

 سے تھیو موت نصیب اُوڑک

―My heart has hurt me from within. I have forgotten 
the colourful setting of my home. I am wretchedly 
wandering in the desert on burning sand. Ultimately, I 
have suffered death.‖ 

Her heart is wounded by love. It leads to forgetfulness of 
her homely comforts. She wretchedly wanders in wilderness-
unto-death. 

 شہر دا وؽ کیچ پیا پیچ

 پہرہ سخت پہر دا یاآ

 ونگر داڈروہ  امشکل پینڈ

لدے
ُ
 سے گیودے مَر بھر پِھر ر

―Well, Ketch city entangled me. I have to go across 
difficult routes and traverse the intricate mountainous 
terrains. The period of difficult times has come. I will 
die in a state of wretchedness.‖ 

She has got entangled in transcendence.  She has to 
struggle a lot to affect union with her beloved. She is 
apprehensive of dying wretchedly in the trying circumstances. 

 
ِ
ؽ مِ
َ
 ے ڈکھڑےر

 

ڑ
ھ
ی ک

 آئے 

 ے گانے گہنے

 

 سہرے سُ

 ے گئےنبھ  ںخوشیا ںیااجڑ

 

 سک

 

 

 

ن

لیو ےس
ُ
 سےغم دے سانگ ر
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―Sufferings in togetherness have fallen to my lot. My 
happiness has been deserted and the state of peace 
has gone away. The colourful threads around my 
wrist (symbolising marital bond), ornaments and 
chaplets have lost their freshness. I had to wander 
along with damned sorrows.‖ 

She faces numerous sufferings. She loses peace and 
happiness. All those things signifying nuptial happiness for 
her turn into damned sufferings. 

 ونگر کالےڈ ںگھاٹیا ںاوکھیا

 واہ وچالے سنجکھا کھا  کھڈ

 ے 

 
 
 

 لےپجا پیر یں&پ

  ڈوہاگبے واہ  تھی
ھک
 
چ

  
ت
 سے وو

―There are arduous passes in the black mountains. 
The burning sand dunes have made boils on my feet. 
I have borne sufferings in the desolate places. I have 
shouldered my misfortunes in spite of being without 
any support.‖ 

She recounts the misfortunes and sufferings she has faced 
in the arduous path of love without any internal or external 
support.  

کھساں دؾ دؾ ناؽ سنبھالے
َ
 ر

 نہ بھالے یدفر ریابھالے 

 سااں 
سہ

 کروپ کشالے روگ

 جازورے جند  جیں

 

لیُ
  ؿ 
ت
 سے وو

―I will honour my commitment at each and every 
moment. I will bear malaises, difficulties and 
adversities. Farid! My friend, who has forcefully 
captivated my being, may take care of me or not.‖ 

He reiterates his unconditional commitment to remain 
sincere in love in spite of experiencing malaises, difficulties 
and adversities of the way. Love is an absolute commitment.  
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Kafi-221 

ائی یںروند  
ِ

ن

 خبر نہ کائی ید ریا عمر ن

―I spent my life in crying but I did not find any trace 
of my friend.‖ 

She spends her life but does not find a trace of her 
transcendent beloved. 

 ماہی یادلوں وسار یمونجاسنگار  گ سہاگبھا

―I forgot my nuptial fortunes and beautification. My 
friend has erased me from his heart.‖ 

Her nuptial fortunes and beautification are meaningful in 
reference to her beloved. She becomes oblivious of them in 
the wake of her beloved erasing her from his heart.  

اہیں یاوؽ آگیا  دور َ

ن

 مَرساں کھا کر پھائی ن

―He went far away and did not come back to me. I 
will die by tightening noose around my neck.‖ 

Her grappling with the transcendence of her beloved 
becomes so overbearing that she wishes to die.   

 لائی چوانتی چننگ ینار غضب د کئی عشق نہیں

―It is not love but a devastating fire that has burnt me 
with a spark and burning wood.‖ 

It is not simply love but a raging fire that burns her to 
ashes.  

 مار مُُائی یںدرد یمجوبن سارا روپ گنوا
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―I lost my youth and its bloom. Pains have severely 
ravished me.‖ 

Pain severely ravishes her. She laments that she has lost 
her animating youth for the sake of her beloved but has not 
succeeded in affecting union with him. 

ل دے شوقوں ینفخر الد
ھ

 

مب

 سوائی دؾ دؾ پیڑ 

―My pain of loving sweet Fakhruddin is perpetually 
on the increase.‖ 

The love of the spiritual master with its ensuing pain is on 
the increase. The moments of separation from him are so 
painful. 

  اپھیر یمنہ پا یدفر ریا
ُ
گب 

 ئیجامفت ا مگل 

―Farid! My friend has not revisited me. I am rotten 
for nothing.‖ 

He awaits the immanence of his beloved. He considers 
himself rotting for nothing. Isn‘t this ‗nothing‘ harbinger of 
everything? 
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Kafi-222 

 وے ریا آ مل تو سینگا ٹوبھا تار وے یوٹھڑ روہی

―The desert has come to life after the rainfall and the 
ponds are full of water. My youthful friend! Do meet 
me.‖ 

The desert coming to life with the rainfall, 
notwithstanding it symbolises ushering of the happy times of 
vision and union with his beloved. The inward ambience 
craves for meeting with his friend.  

 ے باغ بہار وے

 

ڑ
ھل

 

ٹ

 گلز تھئے 

ُ

 ار وےچودھار گُ

―The sand dunes have turned into orchards and 
gardens. There is spring everywhere.‖ 

The barrenness of his self is ending and he has started 
flowering from within. It is the era of widespread spring. 

نکتھے 
 
کی

ن

ی  
ج

ھت کاار وے ندےکتھے مٹیا دے چھنکار وے 

ُ
گ

 

―There is the musical sound of tinkling of bells 
around the necks of the herd at a place and on the 
other there is the sound produced by churning of 
milk in the vessels.‖ 

The musical sounds are audible, which makes the 
atmosphere melodious. 

ہ ہت  ڈ

ن

ب
  

م

 رات 
 
ی

ھ
گ

ن

ی
  ملہار وے 

ھ
ی ک

کاار وے ااندےی  وچ 

ن

 ت
ہ
ُ
چ 

 

―The sky is day and night overcast with rainy clouds. 
The chirping of the birds is also audible.‖ 

It is ambience of heavenly blessings. The language of the 
birds symbolise spiritual openings. 
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ھدکار وے
ُ
ے  کتھے گاج دے د

ھ

 

کبِ

 

ن

ن

م
ھِ
ک

سکاار وے دے 
ل

 

―There are flashes of lightning at times and at times 
there is thundering of clouds.‖ 

He is transposed from the terrestrial sphere to the celestial 
one by virtue of sound and light 

د ے ہار سنگار وے

ن

 ی
ھہ
َ

 

ٹ

ج لہ دھار وے سُرخی پئے 
ک
 تے 

―My makeup, rouge and the line of a collyrium are 
looking so lovely.‖ 

His inward happiness makes beautification look so lovely. 

ار وے گآئے سُکھ سہا
َ
 آر تے پار وے یوگئے ڈکھ  دے و

―The days of peace and happiness have come. My 
sufferings have fled away.‖ 

The dawn of peace and happiness makes sufferings wither 
away. Doesn‘t light make darkness vanish? 

  گللا  ر وےباوسن گھر  ںسینگیا

ُ
س

 دلدار وے

ن

نِ
ہ 
م

 

―My same age friends dwell happily in their abodes. 
They are lying with their beloveds in the postures of 
embracing.‖ 

The lovers and the beloveds are dwelling happily in their 
abodes. They are enjoying the fruits of union. 

ک میں
ِ
لی ہ 

ُ
ا ر

ّ
 کھ سوؽ ناؽ وپار وےڈ ار وےزاو

―I am the one who is wandering in a wretched state. I 
have traded with sufferings and afflictions.‖ 

She wanders in a state of wretchedness for not affecting 
union with her beloved. She suffers afflictions at the hands of 
love. 

 وں رووؿ کار وے خوار وے یدتوں بن فر

 

ڑ
چ 

ن

ہ ب

ت 
َ
 ر

ارو وار وے ںیسانہ تاں مَر وِ  وؽ جلد موڑ مہار وے
َ
 و
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―Farid is disgraced without you.  His activity is to 
drop the tears of blood from his eyes. Now, instantly 
turn the reins towards me. Otherwise, I will die within 
a week.‖ 

He is wretched in pains without his beloved. He beseeches 
his transcendent beloved to assume immanence otherwise he 
will soon die in separation and disunion. 
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Kafi-223 

  ںکیو کھس نیتی یںجیو ےڈ دؽ پھیر یڈسا

ک

 چا قابو 
ی 

 

 

ب

 

ی

 ی

―My friend! Return my heart to me in its original 
state. Why have you overpowered it?‖ 

She beseeches her friend to return her heart in its pre-love 
state. She questions the overpowering of her heart by her 
beloved. 

  ینو وہ ورائیںڈ

ن

  یںال 

ن

ن

ھ
ی ک

 یںپیند ھییزتر سیتی ڈ

 ڈ

 
 

 
 

 ے دڑ کے رت پ

 ―You censure and give me maledictions without any 
rhyme or reason. The moment you see me, there is a 
frown on your forehead. I become scared to the last 
ounce of my blood.‖ 

She does not decipher any reason for her beloved‘s 
transcendence. The forms of transcendence scare her to the 
marrows of her bones. 

 
َ
  ماہی یں ہاولہنانہ  یرو

ھ
کَ

 واہی س کر زورے دؽ بے

 ں کھاڈسانگ 

س

 دے 
ی 

 

 

ب

 

ی

 ی

 ―Which type of revenge you took from me that you 
forcefully captivated my poor heart and sewed it with 
sufferings?‖ 

She considers it a form of revenge that her beloved used 
his might to capture her helpless heart and sewed it with 
sufferings. 
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 یپکڑ یںدرد یتکڑ یدِلڑ یہو ہو پھکّڑ یلگڑ نےتو

 

 
 

 

ن

 توڑ پچا جو پ

 ―My heart, in spite of being subject to infamy and ill-
repute, remains stout and bears these pains and 
remains steadfast till an end in consonance with its 
primary commitment.‖ 

Her heart remains stout and bears the pains of infamy and 
ill-repute at the hands of adversaries. It reiterates its primary 
commitment of remaining steadfast in love.  

 ؿ مناسب تھک تھک ناہیں

 

 ڈجے سر  مُ
 
 

 ہے پک بیشک ی

  یباز یبرہوں د

 
ج

 
ی 

 

 

ب

 

ی

 ی

 ―It is not desirable to retrace the steps as a reaction 
against the tiredness of the way. It is doubtlessly 
certain that if you sacrifice your head you will win the 
game of love.‖ 

She resolves to manifest sincerity in love by remaining in 
the tracks of her beloved. She considers it undesirable to 
betray love on account of getting tired by traversing the path 
of love. She is absolutely certain without an iota of doubt that 
the one who sacrifices his head (life) for the sake of his 
beloved is bound to win the game of love. 

ورؽ  دا ملن یدوقت فر یاآ
ُ
 

 دا سجن ریا نیجاب

    ید   ں غما  ینر

 
 

  

 پ

 ―Farid! The times of having union with my charming 
beloved have dawned. The Night of sorrows has 
ended.‖ 

The times of union with his charming beloved draw well-
nigh. The acts of exercising patience in adversity bear their 
fruits. The difficult times of separation and disunion come to 
an end. Doesn‘t hope of union keeps him firmly saddled in 
the tracks of love? 
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Kafi-224 

 جھر لاوے ںیابوندڑ ؿساو

―Savan is making the drops of rainfall.‖ 

The rainy season notwithstanding, it symbolises the era of 
the unveiling of her beloved. 

 وےگ جگاپھوک پھوک تن آ ڑے پپیہا کوک کوک پاپی

―The crested cuckoo is cooing and sinning by 
awakening the fire of love within my being.‖ 

The cooing of cuckoo (calling her beloved) is likened to 
sinning, for it makes the fire of love burn her from within.   

 کھ لاوےڈنوں  یردؽ دوکھیا لےبومہروا  کونجکوئل 

―The cuckoo, heron and peacock are calling. 
Suffering is making the suffering heart fiery.‖ 

The language of the birds is the language of love. The 
cuckoo, heron and peacock (sentiments of love) call their 
beloveds. It makes her suffering heart suffer more by being 
fiery. She misses her beloved so intensely. 

 ر سے جھگڑت جھگڑت چین نین

 

 تڑب 

 

 بہاوے ینتڑب 

―My eyes are in constant warfare with the state of 
peace. My whole night is spent in increasing 
restlessness.‖ 

Her eyes struggle to keep awake awaiting their beloved at 
the cost of her peace of mind. The whole night passes in 
increasing restlessness. 
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 راوےڈگھٹن  یتوں بن کار جتلر ڑادھڑکت جیا ںچھتیا

―My chest is vibrating and my heart is shaky. The 
black clouds are frightening without you.‖ 

Her embodied self is adversely affected in the state of 
separation and disunion. She dreads the black clouds in the 
absence of her beloved. She is gripped by existential dread at 
the very possibility of union with her beloved. 

 ھنگ رس راند رچاوےڈانگ  روؾ جھوؾ رت برکھا سوہے

―The dancing clouds have made the weather pleasant. 
They are playing the game of pleasantness.‖ 

The ambience of love is conducive to the pleasant game of 
love. 

  پیا یکہو ر دےں کھاڈ یندؿ ر گئے بیت

س

 کو 

 
ب

 ھ
چ
 سہاوے 

―The times of suffering have ended. Go and invite 
your beloved to dwell in the nuptial bed.‖ 

The times of suffering due to separation and disunion 
have ended. She invites her beloved to realise union. 

 

ی 

 

ی 

م

ُ

 

ب

 انگ انگ برہن مُرجھاوے نہ پالی یدفر پیت 

―Farid! My beloved did not remain true to love.  The 
unresponsiveness has deadened each and every part 
of my being.‖ 

His embodied self becomes ravished and deadened in the 
absence of loving responses from his beloved. 
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Kafi-225 

 اتِھ محض نہ دخل عدؾ دا ہے سب سراسرار قدؾ دا ہے

―All secrets and mystery are of the eternal essence. 
Here, there is no question of nothingness as such.‖ 

The Essence itself or the Beginningless Essence encloses 
the entire mystery. It manifests itself in the form of Divinity 
or Divine Presences. There is no essential reality of 
nothingness. It is another name of the unrealised Possibilities 
of the Essence. The plenitude of Being itself leaves no 
possibility or room for the existence of nothingness, 
otherwise it tantamount to accepting the reality of otherness. 
The very concept of nothingness is not absolute. It is 
polarisation of being and nothingness. The attempt to 
consider nothingness as absolute commits the fallacy of 
turning it into a self- subsisting reality (ilah), which has been 
connotatively negated by the Islamic Shahadah (there is no 
reality except the Reality). 

   یدِلڑ

 

ڑ
ھ
گ
ُ
س

 سُ اؿ سیانی

 جانیذات حمد دا  مظہر

 ھ 
چ

ن

مب
س

ِ انیآکھے ہر دؾ 
 
 ٹ

 ہے روپ صنم دا نےتو

―My heart is pure, knowledgeable and wise.  It 
constantly wants me to know as a friend that all is the 
manifestation of the essence though it may be in the 
form of an idol.‖ 

Metaphysically speaking, there is only the Principle and its 
Manifestation. It is also understood as the Absolute and the 
Infinite; the Essence and the Divinity; the Universal 
Possibility or the Metaphysical Whole. The Intellect, Spirit or 
‗Heart‘ in purity, knowledge and wisdom counsels the lover 
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to realise that the whole cosmos is the manifestation of the 
Essence. There is nothing outside it. The Reality manifests 
itself in all forms. There cannot be any idol unless the Reality 
shines through it. To place an idol confronting the Reality 
(God) is worst form of blasphemy. It is placing divinity 
beside Allah, which is the unpardonable sin of polytheism. 
No form has reality in itself. It is theophany or tajjali of the 
Reality (God). 

 جو ہے نفس مقدس طاہر

 کل دا مظہر کل دا ظاہر

 دا ہے ماہر سفلی یلوم

 عرب عجم دا ہے والی

―The sacred and pure self with its heights and depths 
manifests totality in fullness. He is the custodian of 
Arabia and Persia.‖ 

The metaphysical dimensions of prophecy bring to light 
the essential aspects of the prophet of Islam, which are 
opaque to ordinary understanding. The prophetic self, by 
virtue of its sacredness, purity and mastery of heights and 
depths, manifests the cosmos in its entirety.  The cosmos 
manifests in totality in his medium. He is the custodian of the 
corners of the world. He is the perfect mirror through which 
the Reality contemplates itself in fullness, perfection and in 
wholesomeness.  

ا  ؽجس نوں ذوؼ خیا  
 
 مُ

 جشن جماؽ مہیا گلشن

 اس نوں قاؽ تے حاؽ مہیا

 باغ ارؾ دا ہے وارث

―The one, who has been bestowed with taste and 
imagination, has been blessed with spiritual discourse 
and experience. He has been endowed with the 
majestic beauty of a garden. He is the inheritor of the 
garden of paradise.‖ 

The one who is blessed with the faculty of imagination, 
experiences the ‗Imaginal Worlds‘ and has the art of 
communicating the imaginal realities. The gift of imagination 
makes him orchard of majestic beauty. His imagination is 
constitutive of its objects. He achieves identity of his imaginal 
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forms and content and becomes the custodian of the 
paradisal garden. How could one understand the deeper 
realities of life without coming into grips with the levels of 
imagination within the self and the world? 

  تے نادانی یعنیلا بیو

 اخلاص تے سبع مثانی دؽ

 نیجادؽ دلدار تے دؽ دؽ

 دؾ قدؾ دا ہے مبدا

―All else is useless and imperfect.  The heart is the 
beloved and the heart is the friend. The sincere heart 
is the gateway to seven openings. It is the raison 
d‘etre of the universe.‖ 

All faculties or forms of knowledge in comparison to the 
‗Heart‘ (the intuitive aspect of the mind) are useless and 
imperfect. The ‗Heart‘ is one‘s beloved and friend. The 
sincere ‗heart‘ purified of otherness is the gateway to 
numerous spiritual openings. It is the raison d‘etre of the 
cosmos. It is through the mirror of the heart that the Reality 
contemplates itself. It is the cosmic purpose of human 
existence. 

  اشوکت شاؿ پسار یکھوڈ

 ادا سار دور محیط مرکز

 ارمحور گردش سبع سیا

 دؽ آدؾ دا ہے نقطہ

―Witness the widespread splendour and grandeur, the 
axis of seven revolving around planets and the all-
encompassing centre: the point of Adam‘s heart.‖ 

The point of Adam‘s heart, with its widespread splendour 
and grandeur, is axis of seven revolving planets and the all-
encompassing centre of the cosmos. Man has to realise the 
infinite treasure he carries in the infinite depths of his ‗heart‘. 

 صاػ صفا بے کینہ سینہ

 خالص پاک نگینہ یدِلڑ

ور حقیقی
ُ

ن

 دا آئینہ ن

 حرؾ دا ہے بیت نقشہ
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―A clear and pure self without any malice is the 
mirror of the supernal light.  A pure heart is a sacred 
jewel figuring the House of God.‖ 

The human self, clear and pure of sinfulness, otherness 
and maliciousness mirrors the supernal light. The sincere 
heart is a crystal jewel, which reflects the dwelling of God. 
Isn‘t a heart purified of otherness the real abode of the 
beloved? 

 غلاؾ فخر دا  یدخاص فر

ھ

 

ت ب
 آسرا علم و ہنر دا پیا 

 باندا بردا اس دے دردا 

 دوست دے دؾ دا ہے تکیہ

―Farid is a special bondsman of Fakhr. He is the 
servant and slave of his house.  The trust in 
knowledge and art is valueless. My only trust is in my 
friend.‖ 

To know a metaphysical doctrine is one thing but to 
realise it is another. The gnostic realises the doctrinal truth in 
the infinite depths of his being or consciousness. All the great 
metaphysical and religious traditions of the world, in their 
unique ways, assign a pivotal role to the spiritual master in the 
understanding and realisation of doctrinal truths. The 
reverence of the spiritual master consists in considering one 
self as his bondsman, servant and slave. He manifests his 
nothingness in front of his spiritual mentor. He loses trust in 
his own knowledge and considers his art of no value and 
consequence. His only trust is in his friend. He turns himself 
into a pure receptacle in the hands of his spiritual master, 
who is his friend. The friendship with one‘s ‗murshid‘ falls to 
the lot of the lucky ones. The disciples may be many but the 
friends are a very few. The friends are bestowed knowledge 
of the inmost esoteric mysteries and become recipient of 
certain spiritual blessings, which are not blessed to ordinary 
disciples. The whole treasures of mankind are not worth a 
straw in comparison to friendship with one‘s spiritual master. 
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Kafi-226 

 

 جانینہ  غیر جھوں بیوباحق  سنجانیسب صورت وچ ذات 

―Discern the essence in all forms. Do not consider 
any other reality except the Reality.‖ 

One has to discern the Essence manifest in all forms. The 
Reality is Omnipresent. There is no otherness. There is no 
reality except the Reality.  

 نیاے کل کُوڑ کہابن گئی  ںشیطا آدؾ نہ کوئی نہ کوئی

―There is neither any Adam nor any Satan. It has 
become a totally fabricated story (bereft of 
symbolism).‖ 

The Possibilities inhering in the Essence are realised in the 
forms of Names and Attributes. The degrees of the Reality or 
the Divine Presences account for the manifestation of the 
Principle in different forms. The first part of the Islamic 
Shahadah, ‗there is no reality except the Reality‘ negates all 
other forms of reality. The second part of the Shahadah, 
‗Muhammad is the manifestation of the Reality‘ makes 
everything as theophany (tajjali) of the Absolute or the 
Reality. The Shahadah implies that no thing has self-
subsistent reality (ilah) except the Reality and all things are 
manifestation of the Reality. Manifestation, by definition, is 
devoid of self-subsistence. It has no being in itself. It derives 
its ‗reality‘ from the Reality. The human has no reality in 
itself. It has no independence or autonomy. It is absolutely 
dependent on the Divine. There is essentially neither Adam 
nor Satan. The mind falters in fabricating the ‗autonomous‘ 
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existence of both Adam and Satan. It is in the process of 
manifestation that Adam and Satan come to limelight. It is 
the Divine Freedom manifest in Adam that envisages the 
possibility of Satan. The Divine works through these 
mediums. The birth of freedom for the creation of good 
necessarily gives rise to the possibility of evil symbolised in 
the form of the Satan. The dark ignorance and false pride of 
the Satan in not prostrating before Adam consists in his 
failure to perceive the presence of the Divine in the human. 
His persistent error has been to create an unbridgeable gulf 
between the Divine and the human. He had knowledge of 
Allah‘s transcendence but he had no inkling of His 
immanence. It is precisely this reason that He failed to 
perceive the Reality clothed in the form of Adam. The Divine 
command to prostrate to Adam was essentially a command to 
prostrate to the Divine in the human form. Religiosity accepts 
the transcendence of God but errs in denying His 
immanence. Oneness of Being (wahdat al-wujud) rightfully 
worships God in transcendence and serves Him in 
immanence. It accepts the transcendence and immanence of 
God in simultaneity.  

 نیہا یتدؽ نا کر غیر لےجھ خدا دے محض خیابا

―It is just your imagination to see anything except 
God. Do not make your heart intimate with otherness 
(God is everywhere).‖ 

It is a mere illusion to see anything except God. One must 
refrain one‘s heart from intimating with otherness. Isn‘t the 
constant concentration on the Real that makes one realise the 
Omnipresence of God? 

 نیپاسے تا بئےرکھ سِ نہ  مطلب وحدت ہے ہر چالوں

―Oneness is manifest on all sides. Do not be desirous 
of the other sides (for they are not).‖ 

The metaphysical principle of unity in diversity is universal 
and thereby applicable in all realms and at all levels. One has 
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to concentrate on unity without being desirous of multiplicity. 
Man  has to attach with the Real and not with the ephemeral.  

 نیمُوؽ نہ بھا اثِنینیت دؽ دانا نوں یلا د ؿنوجا

―My wise heart has not appreciated duality ever since 
my primordial birth.‖ 

It is sense-perception aided by reason, which creates the 
illusion of duality. Religiosity fails to correct the cardinal 
error. However, his heart is wise in not accepting duality since 
the primordial day. Heart-knowledge creates identity of 
knowing and being. 

ا  ہناسو  َ
 
 و ہئی نہکوجھا صرػ ب

 

ڑ
ک
ِ
ہ 

ؽ سمجھ  
َ
ج اانیو

ن

ب
ُ
س

 

―The distinction between beauty and ugliness arises in 
the process of manifestation. Posit your 
understanding on Oneness.‖ 

One has to concentrate on the doctrine of Oneness. The 
polarisation between beauty and ugliness like all polarisations 
is provisional and not permanent. Beauty in itself does not 
have its opposite. But ‗once it is reflected in the manifested 
order, it appears in a particular form and this particularism 
necessitates the possibility of a given opposite.‘ It is in the 
process of manifestation that the beauty appears in the form 
of a given beauty, which implies the possibility of a given 
ugliness. ‗It can be---in a relative sense—can be produced 
only in a world of contrast.‘ Metaphysically speaking, ugliness 
is a mere privation and it has no being in itself. However, ‗it 
has the positive function of highlighting its counterpart a 
contrario.‘ It is by passing through certain cosmic cycles that 
it returns to its original source in beauty itself. 

  ریا یروز ازؽ د

ن

ُ
 

 نیپرا ے پیتگل ساڈ پئی ی دپ

―The traditional love of our friend Punnal has fallen 
to our lot ever since the primordial day.‖ 
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Love itself polarises in the forms of the lover and the 
beloved. It is ontological love, which captivates him since the 
primordial day. 

و یدفر ریا
 ِ
  سےمِ

ج 
  
ی
د 

ن

 نیعمر وہا یسار ہنیسو یںی

―Farid! My friend met me during my life time.  My 
whole life remained beauteous.‖ 

The union with the beloved in one‘s life time is such a 
heavenly blessing that he finds his whole life spent 
beauteously. The ugliness of pains, sufferings and adversities, 
he experiences during the separation and disunion with his 
beloved are not only forgotten but integrated in the beauty of 
his life. His thought transforms ugliness into beauty. The 
pure objectivity of things notwithstanding, the consciousness 
determines the meaning of things. It is free to interpret the 
past in reference to present and future projects. Love of 
freedom leads to freedom of love. 
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Kafi-227 

سد ا  یڈدِؽ اسا )ماہی ڈھولا(سب صورت وچ وسدا 
ھ
ک

 )ہیما ڈھولا(

―He dwells in each form, my beloved friend. He 
captivates our heart, my beloved friend.‖ 

The beloved friend dwells in every form. He wins hearts in 
friendly ways. 

ِ   ےیراس دے د رنگ بے رنگی
 

 ےتے کھیڑ آپے رانجھا ہ

 )ماہی ڈھولا(سدا ڈنہ  لُک چُھپ بھید

 ―He dwells in different colourful forms. He is 
himself Ranjha, Heer and Kheras. The Invisible 
(transcendent) does not unravel his mystery, my 
beloved friend.‖ 

The transcendent colourless Reality manifests in colourful 
forms. Its immanence is so colourful. He assumes the forms 
of the lover, the beloved and the adversaries of love. He hides 
himself within His manifestation without unravelling the 
mystery of his hiddenness to the ordinary eye or human 
reason. He is hidden in the eye and thereby cannot be seen by 
the eye. People try to find him behind the form of things 
whereas he himself is the form. The doctrine of his dwelling 
in all forms is experienced in the act of realisation. The 
metaphysical truth remains elusive to ordinary and religious 
understanding. There can be flashes or pointers to truth, 
which a person may catch if he is blessed with good fortunes. 
If the Reality is considered as law itself, then there cannot be 
anything bereft of the law. Rather, it is by virtue of law that 
things come to manifest their relative existence (ontological 
nothingness). No pure or impure thing is exempted from the 
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operation of law. Rather, it is the working of the law that 
makes such distinctions and differentiations possible. Now, 
the law is not affected by the purity or impurity of things, 
which can be understood as the transcendence of the law. By 
stretching the analogy further, we can say that the law is both 
transcendent and immanent in simultaneity. The law is hidden 
but its working is so openly manifest. The identification of 
God with the law itself, among other things, helps in 
imparting some idea of the Reality manifesting in all forms.   

ڑ  تے آپے میلا
چ  ِ
ہ 

  آپے 
 َ

 

 تے آپ ہے لیلا آپ ہے ق

 )ماہی ڈھولا(آپ آواز جرسدا 

 ―He is himself disunion and he is himself union. He 
is himself Qays and he is himself Layla. He is himself 
the tinkling of a bell tied around the camel‘s neck, my 
beloved friend.‖ 

The beloved friend is not only manifest in all things but 
characterises the states of all things as well. He takes the 
human form of feelings of union and disunion. He is both 
the lover and the beloved. He is himself tinkling of bell tied 
around the camel‘s neck of his beloved heralding her 
presence. He is manifest in all things by assuming the forms 
of His Names and Attributes, which warrant perfect and 
imperfect, beautiful and ugly, good and evil actions otherwise 
some of His Names and Attributes will become inoperative. 
How could He manifest in His Attributes of forgiveness, for 
example, if there were no sins of the sinner to be forgiven? 
Thus, Names and Attributes are the characteristics of the law 
operative in all things. 

 صافی آپ موحد صوفی آپ ہے مطرب مجلس کافی

َسد ا 
ہ 
 )ماہی ڈھولا(منکر ہو کر 

 ―He is himself the musician and he is himself the 
singer of kafi amongst the audience. He is himself 
Unitarian and pure Sufi. He himself negates 
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(transcends these forms) and then laughs (for he 
cannot be captured in any form), my beloved friend.‖ 

He is the musician and the kafi singer (divine poetry sung 
on musical instruments) amongst the audience in 
simultaneity. He is himself Unitarian and himself in the form 
of Sufi, who is pure of otherness. He himself negates, that is, 
becomes transcendent and then laughs for he cannot be 
captured in any of these immanent forms. Who is the other 
who could hear the last laughter at the subtleties of his 
manifestations?  

 آ کر ہر ہر آؿ اساں وؽ سانوؽ بروچل ریاراوؽ 

س وؽ نسدا 

ھَ
ک

س 

ھَ
ک

 )ماہی ڈھولا(دؽِ 

 ―My lovely and charming friend Barochal perpetually 
manifests himself to us in different forms. He flees 
after grabbing our hearts every now and then, my 
beloved friend.‖ 

His lovely and charming friend perpetually assumes 
immanent forms. He grabs his heart and becomes 
transcendent every now and then. Isn‘t love a game of 
transcendence and immanence? 

وں موہیا تھی عربی یاظاہر ہو بطن بطوؿ توں
ُ

ن

 کر ملک ن

 )ماہی ڈھولا(رسدا  رسم رسّالتد

 ―He manifested from the most invisible realm. He 
manifested himself in the form of an Arab (Arabian 
prophet) and captivated the dominion. He has 
perfectly conducted the tradition of prophecy (in the 
form of Muhammad as messenger), my beloved 
friend.‖ 

The Essence, the most Invisible Realm, manifested itself 
in the form of Ahmad or the principle of differentiation 
within the differentiated Reality.  He assumed the form of 
Muhammad and won the hearts of mankind. My beloved 
friend perfectly conducted the tradition of prophecy, in the 
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form of Muhammad, as the Messenger of God. He perfectly 
manifested Himself in the perfect medium of Muhammad. 

 آہیں دؽ نوں تانگھاں لکھ لکھ چاہیں

ن

ن

کل

ن

ن

 سوجھن نہ واہیں 

 

 

ڑ
چ 

ن

ہ ب

 )ماہی ڈھولا(برسدا  وں مینہ

 ―My heart has longings and countless likings for you. 
I am heaving sighs without finding any outlet. The 
tears are flowing from my eyes, my beloved friend.‖ 

He communicates with his beloved friend about the 
longings and countless likings of his heart, his heaving sighs 
in grappling with the problem of transcendence and his 
crying for vision and union with his beloved. The intimate 
communication with the beloved essentially helps him in 
understanding the dynamics of love. 

  نہ وسِرؾ شالا یدفر ریا

ہَ س
ل

 آپ سنبھالا یاُوڑک 

 )ماہی ڈھولا(دا  کسبے  وسبے  میں

 ―Farid! I pray that I never become oblivious of my 
friend. Ultimately, my friend will take care of me. I 
am just helpless and without any support, my beloved 
friend.‖ 

He prays never to become oblivious of his friend even in 
the most testing times. He has hope in the responsiveness of 
his beloved. He is helpless and without any support. His only 
help and support rests with his beloved. It is an element of 
hope, which keeps the flame of love burning in ‗the dark 
night of the soul.‘ 
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Kafi-228 

ل متوارے ؿجیو شالا ساتھ وسِن ںئے وے میاھاسد سجن
ھ

 

مب

چُت  
م

 

―My friends who have gone may dwell in 
togetherness.  I pray that the friendly, sweet and the 
enchanted ones may live forever.‖ 

The path of love is so intricate, difficult and hazardous 
that all those who successfully traverse it deserve heartiest 
congratulations. She sends good wishes to her friends who 
have realised union. She prays for the immortality of the 
friendly, sweet and loving souls.  

لد سنج
ُ
ؽ یبر ر

َ
ل د و

ھ
ُ
ٹ 

ؽ 
َ
 سم نہ چانگے چارےڈ یو

―I am wretchedly wandering in wilderness and 
forgetting the turnings of the way. I can‘t see pastures 
and the routes of the herds.‖ 

She wanders wretchedly in wilderness and forgets the 
turnings of the way. She does not discern any indications of 
her transcendent beloved. 

ڑ  یگلد یجلد
ھ

 

ہ ب

 رےہوت پیا گئے ' یملد  ی

―My beloved Punnal has deserted me. I am burning, 
rotting and rubbing my hands in vain.‖ 

She considers transcendence as act of desertion by her 
beloved. She suffers in considering that all her efforts of 
realising union with her beloved have not fructified.  

ھد  یکھدڈ

ج ک

وکھد یمار ی
ُ
 رےنگاککڑاند ا تھی یل
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―I am suffering, bearing tribulations and caught in the 
gusts of hot wind. I am the crushed stone turned into 
molten fire.‖ 

The painful times of separation and disunion burn her to 
ashes.  

   دعائیں ںمنگا
چ

ن

سب

 آوؾ وصل دے وارے صباحیں ھ

―I am praying day and night for the moments of 
union.‖ 

She realises that it is only by the Grace of God that she 
can transcend the servant-Lord axis and thereby unite with 
her beloved. Her ontological prayer reveals the dynamics of 
union. 

 

 

 پارے پارے یدِلڑ راہیگیا  تھی واہیبے سَ

―The traveller (my beloved) has left me without 
support. My heart has been crushed to pieces.‖ 

The transcendence of her beloved leaves her without any 
immanent support. Her heart is ravished by the times of 
separation and disunion. 

 
 
چ

 

ن

 ی
ھہ
  ید 

ن

 
 پووؾ توارے یںکنڑ نوکاں یجھوکاں س

―I sheepishly enter my dwellings and bear the sneers 
of people just to overhear any news about my 
beloved.‖ 

She is very conscious of the contradiction that exists 
between her and the society. But even at the cost of being 
awkward, she still prefers the company of these sneering 
people just to overhear any news of her beloved. 

  ریا

ن

ُ
 

 کارے یروز ازؽ د یپل د سِ پل یدپ

―The constant desire of my friend Punnal is with me 
ever since the primordial day.‖ 
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The ontology of love finds its roots since the primordial 
day. It is not a momentary romance but her permanent love 
with her beloved.  

 تارےڈکھ  ڑےبوسکھ  چالی الٹی ں بھنوالیبرہو

―The whirlpools of love are paradoxical. Peace sinks 
(the boat of love) whereas sufferings make it afloat.‖ 

She brings out the paradoxical nature of the whirlpools of 
love. The boat of love sinks in calm or stagnant waters 
whereas the tides of suffering keep it afloat. The alchemy of 
sufferings removes the dross, which helps the lover realise 
union with the beloved. If the dross were not removed by 
virtue of suffering, then the lover would simply drown by 
dint of the weight of his self. Doesn‘t suffering protect love?   

وں لکھ چنگارے یانوں روز سَوا یدسوز فر
ُ
وں ل
ُ
 ل

―Farid‘s passion is on the increase day by day. There 
are countless sparks in each and every pore of my 
being.‖ 

Love is not static but essentially dynamic. It is not a 
rational exercise involving cold logic. It is a burning, which 
burns the inmost chambers of one‘s being.  The passion of 
love constantly increases with the passage of time. He 
experiences the sparking of fire of love in his bones and flesh, 
which is a positive sign of realising union with his beloved.  
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Kafi-229 

 وے ہن ہنہوں ڈ کیچ کرہوں قطار سسی

―O‘ Sassi! Saddle the camels and hasten towards 
Ketch.  The cry of the leaving caravan is so audible 
(at the imaginative level).‖ 

Love prompts her to make preparations for grappling with 
the transcendence of her beloved. 

  جبل تھل بار گجھا

ن

ُ
 

 وے بن تنناؽ پ

―Go across the waters, mountains, deserts and forests 
and be united with Punnal.‖ 

She has to face the hazards of transcendence in order to 
unite with her beloved. 

 وے اؿ بنمفت کیتو ریا بروچل یہے و وے میڈےوہ گناہ نہ ڈپلڑے 

―I am neither liable to censure nor am I sinful. My 
Barochal friend! You have developed animosity with 
me for nothing.‖ 

She is at a loss to understand the animosity (form of 
transcendence) of her beloved without her faltering or being 
in fault.   

ک کلہڑ
ِ
  پیت بئی یہ 

 

ڑ

کللّ
 روواں زار و زار  وے ی

 

ڑ
گل

 وے ؿ وؿے و

―I am all alone and further unintelligible love has 
fallen to my lot. I cry profusely by embracing each 
and every tree.‖ 

She experiences loneliness that is intensified by the 
unintelligible love fallen to her lot. She wretchedly cries in 
wilderness. 
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 وے کن کن ید رات اندھار غبار جھڑ مینہ وے یتے ٹانگ ابھار یبار نیں

―The stream is full and the bank is on the upper side 
(beyond my reach). It is a dark and cloudy night with 
rain.‖ 

The transcendence of the beloved is so intricate that she 
finds it beyond her reach to capture it. 

ل مسا ےکیڈ
ج 
ک

 وے گھن گھن ید گہنےہار سنگار  ےکیڈ سے وے گ گیو

―Where are my collyrium and twig (of the walnut 
tree) as tooth powder and lipstick (for its darkening 
effects)? And where are my makeup and the sound of 
my ornaments?‖ 

She becomes oblivious of her beautification in separation 
and disunion from her beloved.  

   یںچست نہ تھیو یدلِڑ

 

ڑ
 ھل
ٹ

  موئیں اریدد مطلب ہئی وے ی
ج 
  
ی
د  

ن

 وے  تنتن یںی

―My heart! Be active and do not show any weakness. 
The meaning (of all this effort) is to remain steadfast 
in witnessing, while living or dying.‖ 

She counsels her stout heart not to show weakness in the 
arduous path of love but remain concentrated on achieving 
beatific vision of the beloved in the terrestrial world or the 
celestial one. 

ن رہبر شوؼ شفیق
 
ج ی

ن

سب

 وے کھن کھنوں ڈ یںموڑ مہار پر یجلد وے دا 

―Love is the kind guide of the ravished one.  Hasten 
to turn the reins and keep on going towards my 
beloved.‖ 

The fondness of love provides her guidance to quickly 
turn her face towards the beloved and continue her search of 
transcendence. The search of transcendence ultimately 
fructifies in immanence. She has to continue his journey of 
love till end. 
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 وے من من رتی بار رتی یبار بیشک جھا کوجھا وےبوہے  یدں فربِرہو

―Farid! Love is a disagreeable burden. Undoubtedly, it 
is a heavy burden whereby every ‗rati‘ (a small 
measure) equals the weight of a maund (big 
measure).‖ 

He finds the onerous burden of love very overbearing.  It 
has no parallel with ordinary measures. Love assigns 
heaviness to even lightness. He wishes to end his life in 
separation and disunion from his beloved. 
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Kafi-230 

 والے رانجھنوطن نہ وسِرؾ  لےپجاسک ساڑے دؽ تانگ 

―The desire of my beloved is burning me and the 
longing of my heart is grilling me.  I am not oblivious 
of my beloved‘s city.‖ 

The desire and longing of his beloved ravishes his heart. 
He does not remain oblivious of his beloved‘s dwellings.   

 الےڈتے ہاں  منجھائےساہ  ہجر فراؼ دا کوجھا قصہ

―The tale of disunion and separation is hideous. It 
makes me lose my breath and tears my chest apart.‖ 

The hideous tale of separation and disunion of his beloved 
makes him fall in a deplorable state.  

 چھالے یںونگر کالے پیرڈ راہ اولڑے لکھ لکھ ولڑے

―The ways are intricate with countless turnings. I got 
boils on my feet, while walking through the black 
mountains.‖ 

The path of love is paved with intricate ways and countless 
turnings. He suffers a lot in facing difficulties of the way. 

 ہوش حواس سنبھالے یںکینو یڑلڈ ڈکھڑیں یڑجڈ یدلڑ

―My heart is incapacitated and burdened with 
sufferings. How could it sustain the sense and 
sensibility?‖ 

His heart is incapacitated and affected by the onerous 
burdens of sufferings and thereby loses its poise.  

 
ج 
  
ی
د 

ن

اں دے ٹالے ید سجنک جھو ںیکھاڈ یںی
َ

ن

 قادر بار غ
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―I wish to dwell with my beloved during my life time. 
I beseech the Almighty to remove the burden of 
sorrows from me.‖ 

He beseeches the Almighty to remove the sorrows of 
separation and disunion by granting him vision and union 
with his beloved.  

 ی ااوؽ  تاں میںعشق سوغا
 چ
 ھب
ٹ

 کشالے روگ یشےدرد اند ں

―Love has sent me the gifts of pains, anxieties, 
malaise and adversities.‖ 

Love has sent the gifts of pains, anxieties, malaise and 
adversities to him. Aren‘t these gifts as mediums of attaining 
realisation of love?  

 چالے یبیفر کوڑے پیچ ہے عادت اصلوں ید ہنیںہے سو

―False pretensions and deceitful moves are the 
essential habitual modes of the beautiful ones.‖ 

He thinks that it is the habit of the beautiful ones to make 
false pretensions and deceitful moves. He reflects on these 
lines in the act of grappling with the transcendence of his 
beloved. 

ووں بھالے خواہ نہ بھالے نہ اتُرؾ دِؽ توں یدفر ریا
غع
ل

 

―Farid! My heart cannot be oblivious of my friend, 
whether he casts the glance of love at me or not.‖ 

He categorically wishes that his heart may never become 
oblivious of his friend, irrespective of his positive or negative 
response. Love has no conditionality. It is essentially 
unconditional. It is not hypothetical. It is a form of 
categorical imperative. He has to remain sincere to love for 
the sake of love. The behaviour of the beloved, in a certain 
sense, becomes irrelevant for him since he is committed to 
love itself. The spiritual value of love consists in remaining 
true to love, in principle, without setting eyes on its results.  
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Kafi-231 

ہ عشق د یسار یںساڑ سک سُولیں
َ
ا واڑ یو

ّ
 یاو

―Desire is characterized by all burnings. I laud the 
fraternity of love.‖ 

He uses sarcasm to laud the world of love. The desire for 
vision and union with the beloved painfully burns his 
embodied self. 

 کولے یدؽ جل بل کیر

 سو سو شعلے سینہ ہک

 سوز سمولے ڈکھ رگ رگ

 برہوں تے دوزخ ہاڑ

ن
ِ
 

 یہ

―The perpetual burning has reduced my heart to 
ashes. The suffering is storing passion in my each and 
every vein. I have one chest with hundreds of 
sparking. Love has become so hellish.‖ 

His heart by virtue of perpetual burning is reduced to 
ashes without any trace of otherness. Suffering permeates his 
embodied self. The fire of love becomes so hellish. The fire 
of hell is not an end in itself. It is means toward wiping out 
the sins of duality or otherness so that the Reality is able to 
contemplate itself in the mirror of the sinner‘s heart. It is 
removing the rust from the heart or polishing the mirror of 
the heart (Sufi terminology). The concept of eternal 
damnation finds no place in the tradition of Islam. Likewise, 
the fire of love as an alchemy of suffering awakens 
consciousness in the lover regarding his ontological 
nothingness. The attainment of this consciousness 
corresponds to the end of his suffering. He, in a certain sense, 
is himself responsible for his suffering. The metaphysical law 
of things has been devised by the Almighty Wise. The 
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necessity of the law creates freedom. There can be no 
freedom bereft of law. The lover realises in fullness the 
wisdom of the law at the moment of his vision and union 
with the beloved. 

ہ ہت  ڈ جیں

ن

ب
اتیا میں اکھیں 

َ
 ںل

  کیا

 

  
 ج

ن

ن

ک

 

ی
 ھ
ٹ

 ںپھاتھیا ںھیا

اتھیا اںکل آس امید
َ
 ںل

 یتاڑ یمار ہر کوئی بیا

―My all hopes and expectations have withered away 
since I experienced love. How the fluttering of a 
captivated one is of any avail?  All people are making 
fun of me.‖ 

Love is such a heavenly blessing that his hopes and 
expectations of the world wither away. He becomes detached 
from all worldly attachments. He realises that the fluttering of 
a captivated bird is of no avail. The divine grip of love cannot 
be loosened by human efforts. It is only the beloved, which 
can offer some respite. But the beloved is so gracious as not 
to offer any respite during the ripening of love. Any respite 
offered at this stage is so disastrous for the lover. The 
inmates of hell fire will beseech God for some respite, which 
will be rightfully not granted by the Merciful God. Any 
temporary respite, internal or external, from the intensity of 
heat or period of burning will bring to naught the alchemical 
process of purifying the heart. It could not be started again. 
The lover is at odd with society. Ordinary people do not 
understand his higher consciousness and they exhibit their 
own ignorance and pettiness in making fun of him. Aren‘t 
they befooling themselves by mocking the wisdom of love? 

 یکار کیا کراں تتی میں

 یکٹار پیٹ کاتی گل

 یپٹھے پھٹ کار ہن زخم

 یتبر کوہاڑ برچھی سر

―I am the inept one and what effort should I make? 
My sore and deep wounds are in a terrible state. The 
knife is on my throat and the dagger has pierced my 
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belly. And there is a spear, lance and axe on my 
head.‖ 

She realises the futility of her effort in the face of the 
tremendous might of love. She does not become passive but 
remains receptive. She exercises patience in adversity. 
Religiosity cannot understand the passion of love, which 
shakes the lover‘s fabric of being. It contents itself in being 
purely dogmatic, ritualistic and moralistic. It has no road map 
for affecting a spiritual contact with God (Allah), his prophet 
(nabi) and his friends (awliya) including spiritual master 
(murshid). It can only offer them courtesy (adab) bereft of 
spiritual reverence. Resultantly, it remains oblivious of the 
spiritual perspectives, which make the Reality (God) manifest, 
pulsate and act through these mediums, which do not exist 
beside Allah for it tantamount to placing divinity beside Him. 
They are the manifestation of Allah in their being and having 
to the respective degree of their receptacles. Allah 
contemplates in the mirrors of their hearts. He feels, speaks 
and acts through them. The awakening of spiritual 
consciousness makes this metaphysical reality and truth 
become openly manifest. 

 وس رس کولے اولے تھیا

 پئے جو لہندے بھولے اتھ

 ؽ نہ دؽ دے پھولےپھو ہن

 یپاڑ ہتھ ڈو اںسیو گٹھ

―My beloved happily dwells with me so near and 
hidden. Do not ask me to delve on the states of my 
relationships. Here, the old contradictions are not 
resolved but I enter into graver contradictions.‖ 

He experiences the transcendence and immanence of his 
beloved in simultaneity. He finds his beloved happily dwelling 
with him. The transcendence and immanence of his beloved 
is not spatial. It is a veil, constitutive of brilliance of light. He 
becomes inept in expressing the paradoxical nature of his 
relationship. He finds greater paradoxes in attempting to 
express the Inexpressible. 
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 ںوٹیا ںولیاڈ مونجھیںمل 

 ںپاڑوں پٹیا ںخوشیا غم

  ںیافرحت شاد گئی

 

ی
َ
 ااںی  ہ 

 یاُکھاڑ بیخ یسکھ د دوکھ

―The anguishes have gathered and are in a war like 
states with me. My serenity and happiness have 
vanished. The sorrows have uprooted my joys. 
Peacefulness has been incapacitated by sufferings.‖ 

He battles with clusters of anguishes. He loses serenity and 
happiness. Sorrows uproot his joys. Sufferings incapacitate 
the states of his peacefulness. Isn‘t it a paltry sum for 
transforming the psychic into the spiritual? 

 بہانے آئے لوکاں ہتھ

 کانے ںمارؿ کاٹھیا کئی

ن ؾیوڈ کئی
 
ی

ن

 ی
مہ

 طعنے 

 یہاڑڈظلم  بیا بیا ہے

―People got many pretexts.  Some is rebuking and 
taunting me and some are uttering offensive remarks 
against me.  The cruelties are on the increase each 
day.‖ 

His vocation is to divest himself of his individual and 
social self in order to attain consciousness of his ontological 
nothingness. His task is eased by people who find pretexts of 
rebuking, taunting and offending him. The cruelties at the 
hands of the outsiders remain on the increase. Doesn‘t love 
destroy the self-image of the lover, which he has formed in 
conjunction with his own self and the world? 

 دھائیں ںیاد یدفر ریا سن

 آکھے سانوؽ سائیں وؽ

 کر ناز و شوخ نگاہیں

 یراڑا کوؿ پھپھاڑ ہے

―Farid! Listen to the imploring of your friend.  Well, 
my charming beloved in a state of priding with 
sprightly eyes asks: Who is this uncouth who is 
creating such a fuss?‖ 

His imploring fully reaches her charming beloved who is 
so happy to hear these calls of distress signifying his 
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steadfastness on the path of love. The Omniscient beloved, in 
a prideful style, questions the identity of the uncouth lover 
creating such a fuss. The differentiation between the human 
and the divine love, among other things, pertains to the 
Omniscience of the divine beloved. The modern man has lost 
the capacity and strength of communication. It is one of the 
patterns of modern alienation that a person is not 
understood. The other always remains for him an outsider. 
Alienation is the bitter fruit of otherness. If there is no 
otherness, then there is no alienation. Divine love leaves no 
room for otherness. The very act of his imploring implies that 
his state is fully known to his beloved who is Omniscient, 
Omnipresent and Omnipotent.  
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Kafi-232 

ل دھوؾ مچائی ںسیا ہار سنگار سبھی کر لیو سکھی
م
ل

 ر

―My friends are embellishing themselves. My friends 
are enjoying in togetherness.‖ 

The polarisation of union and disunion is with a cosmic 
purpose. Being is realises through nothingness. The 
sweetness of immanence can only be tasted in fullness once 
the lover has faced the bitterness of transcendence. A person 
dying of thirst knows the worth of a few drops of water. The 
testing times of separation and disunion, which the lover 
faces, makes him really enjoy the times of vision and union. 
The ushering of the times of union makes her companions 
embellish themselves. Her friends are enjoying in 
togetherness. 

 بجلی گرجت بدرہ

 

سکت
ل

 سہائی ٹھیک ؿرت سانو 

―There are flashes of lightning and thundering of 
clouds. The rainy season has made the weather fine.‖ 

There flashes of lightning and thundering of clouds 
symbolising the advent of her beloved. The heavenly 
blessings have made the weather of love so fine. 

 ئیسنارس کوئل کوک  کرؿ بلارے اغن پپیہے

―The call of crested cuckoos is audible. The 
nightingale is singing in a sweet voice.‖ 

The finer sentiments are awakening within her being. 

 
ہ 
مل

  ملک 
ی
 وسا ر 

ُ 
 پھل خنکی مولیٰ ی

ُ

 چائی سَ  گُ

―My lord has made the area of Malheer blossom. 
There is freshness on flowers and fruits.‖ 
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Her inner self starts blossoming, by the Grace of the Lord. 
The fresh sentiments of love are flowering and fructifying.   

 آئی ید گ سہاگمُد بھا مبارک ؿیوڈ ںمل مل سیا

―My friends in togetherness are congratulating me on 
the dawning times of nuptial fortunes.‖ 

The dawning of the nuptial times is such a precious gift 
that her friends are congratulating her on this festive 
occasion. 

 ئیجھوک وسا یرب اجُڑ ملیا رانجھنمدتاں پچھے 

―I have met Ranjhan after a very long time. My 
Sustainer has enlivened my deserted dwellings.‖ 

She has met her beloved after such a long time (the 
transcendent beloved has become immanent). She is grateful 
to the Sustainer for enlivening her deserted dwellings with the 
holy presence of her beloved. 

 ئیبجاپرؾ  سدھ بنسی دوارے دلدے ؿآکر کا

―Krishan has visited the inmost chamber of my heart. 
He has perfectly played the flute of love.‖ 

The beloved has perfectly played the flute of love by 
unveiling himself in the inmost chamber of her heart.   

 پائی گلپئے  جکل لا مُونجھینہ کر دؽ  یدفر سمجھ

―Farid! Understand and do not anguish your heart. 
My entire honour is in the hands of my beloved.‖ 

He counsels his heart to be free from anguishes. It has not 
to bother about any thing since nothing is in his hands. His 
entire honour is in the hands of his beloved. His realisation 
that all is in the hands of his beloved is not a psychological 
fact purporting to give psychological satisfaction or false 
consolation but is a metaphysical truth. The Infinite 
Attributes of the beloved cannot be exhausted by finiteness. 
Romance is just psychic but love is essentially spiritual. 
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Kafi-233 

 سُکھ 

ن

ن
 
مہ
س

 ہا 
ِ
  ریا یمس

ن

ی

 نہ 

ی 

م

 

ب

 سنگ وے 

―My peaceful sleep has gone. My beloved did not take 
me along with him.‖ 

People enjoy peaceful sleep in being oblivious of their 
ontological nothingness. Isn‘t he yet asleep in not realising 
that he cannot be with his beloved; it is his beloved who is 
with him? The one, who falls in love, wakes up.  

 

س

 

 
ب

 ھ
چ
  سٹیم رنگیلی 

 س
ن

 
ی 

 

ل

 دھانہہ کرؾ انگ انگ وے ی

―I have thrown away my colourful nuptial bed. There 
is imploring of each and every part of my being.‖ 

Her colourful nuptial bed has no meaning without her 
beloved. Her bones and flesh achingly implore for vision and 
union with her beloved. 

 آہیں

ن

ن

کل

ن

ن

   
چ

ن

سب

  ڈکھڑیں صباحیں ھ

 

کی

 
 

ب

 تنگ وے م

―I heave sighs of distress day and night. My sufferings 
have made me tense.‖ 

She constantly heaves sighs of distress at being separated 
and disunited from her beloved. She has no freedom from 
her vexing sufferings.  

 وہ قادر دا رنگ وے سدھائے وؽ نہ آئے سجن

―My beloved went away and did not turn back. I laud 
the ways of the Almighty.‖ 

The beloved became transcendent and did not appear in 
immanence. He lauds the intricate ways of the Almighty. 
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Doesn‘t the human, at times, fail to understand the Divine? 
How could the human be the measure of Divinity? 

 

ن

ی

 کوؽ نہ 

ی 

م

 

ب

  

ن

لیم روہی ےڈھوؽ دل 
ُ
 کرنگ وے ر

―The beloved of my heart did not take me along with 
him. I have wretchedly wandered in the desert 
reduced in the form of a skeleton.‖ 

She again laments that her beloved did not take her along 
with him. It is search of transcendence that makes her wander 
in the wilderness of the self till she is reduced to a wretched 
skeleton. She is surely stepping towards attaining the 
consciousness of her ontological nothingness. Isn‘t she lucky 
in being emaciated, which ultimately strengthens the spirit 
within her?  

 

ل

 

ی

 
 

ب

 ناموس تے ننگ وے گیا تے بدبختی نہ سختی م

―My hard times and misfortunes did not end. I lost 
my honour and prestige.‖ 

Her hard times and misfortunes on the path of love did 
not end. She lost her honour and prestige as well. Love makes 
social honour and prestige dwindle into insignificance. She 
earns infamy and notoriety, instead. She is perpetually pushed 
to the wall in order to realise that her entire honour and 
prestige is in reference to her beloved. She has no 
independence or autonomy in the affairs of her life. The 
sooner she realises, the better it is for her union. 

 ے

 

ڑ
کلل
لڑے سوؽ 

َ
 تن من چور چرنگ وے درد او

―My pains are intricate and my afflictions are 
unintelligible. My body and soul have been targeted 
for victimization.‖ 

Intricate pains and unintelligible afflictions fall to her lot. 
Her embodied self becomes the target dot of sufferings.  

لد
ُ
 جنگ وے یلگڑ یدلڑ ولوچ نہ ریاتھل وچِ  یر
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―I am wretchedly wandering in the deserts but my 
beloved does not take care of me. There is warfare 
within my heart.‖ 

She wretchedly wanders in wilderness at the transcendence 
of her beloved. There is warfare within her heart to disband 
love or continue under adverse circumstances. Reason and 
Intellect are constantly on war path with each other. The 
spiritual literature of mankind reveals that ultimately the 
Intellect (Heart or Spirit) wins the game of love. 

  چھکا موئیں یدعشق فر
ج 
  
ی
د 

ن

 ے سرموؽ نہ سنگ وےڈ یںی

―Farid! Remain true to love with grace in good or bad 
times.  Do not hesitate at all but sacrifice your head 
(for the sake of love).‖ 

He counsels his heart to be graceful in love irrespective of 
good or bad times.  He has no hesitation is sacrificing his 
being and having for the sake of love. Isn‘t romance merely 
hypothetical and love so categorical? 
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Kafi-234 

اندا ہےؿ سگوسو  متاں سانوؽ اسانوؽ آندا ہے ؿ سُ 

―The rites of auguries seem pleasant to me. May be 
my beloved is coming to meet me.‖ 

He is pleased at the rites of auguries of his beloved‘s 
unveiling in the inmost chamber of his heart. 

 لےچبوکرے  یفاؽ وصاؽ د

ووں
چ 
 
سہ

 ؾ چولےنوانگ نہ ما 

 لےبولوے تے کانگا  لالی

 

س

 

 
ب

 ھ
چ
ے گھر بھاندا ہے 
َس
ہ 

 

―The omen is giving good news of my meeting with 
my friend. The starling is singing sweetly and the 
raven is crowing. My inner happiness knows no 
bounds. My nuptial bed is flowering and my dwellings 
seem pleasant to me.‖ 

The omen of his meeting with his beloved creates inward 
and outward happiness. 

 ی آزارسوز اندوہ تھئے

 منجھاری مونجھوہاگ نوں ڈ ہجر

 ینالہ زار ےیندسوؽ کر

 الم غم کھاندا ہے درد

―The passion and grief themselves are in a state of 
distress. The afflictions are making lamentations. 
Disunion and misfortunes are in anguishes.  The 
pains and torment are in a sorry state of affairs.‖ 

The negative thoughts and feelings dwindle into 
insignificance. The dawn of light makes darkness vanish like a 
phantom. 
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 یہے شاد یدنو آس امید

 ہر دؾ وادھو وادھی راحت

 یمبارک باد سعید عید

 ا سکھ

 

 ماندا ہےڈکھ  سک

―My hope and expectations have got the message of 
union with happy greetings. My fulfilments are on the 
increase at each moment. My peaceful state is on the 
increase and sufferings have become weary.‖ 

The era of joy ushers in leading to the end of sufferings 
undergone by him in the state of separation and disunity from 
his beloved. 

ہ گپھو نےلا
َ
ہ و
َ
ھلارے و

ُ
ٹ 

 

 کی

 
ن

 
ہ ج

َ
ہ و
َ
 گھنڈ توارے و

ہ یکنڈڑ
َ
ہ و
َ
 کرڑ سنگارے و

 ماؽ نہ ماندا ہے جھوکاں

―The desert plants, thorny shrubs and bushes, the 
sound of bells around the necks of the herd and the 
songs of the shepherds seem so laudable. The 
dwellings cannot house the herds (there are plenty of 
herds in these dwellings).‖ 

The spiritual joy leads to inner expansion. The self spreads 
in leaps and bounds. The whole world seems to dance on the 
tune of love. 

 دا و ڈوہاگ یدفر گیا
ی 

 

ل

 اا ھ

  آپے

ک

 دِلبر 

ی 

م

ُ

 

ب

 میلا 

 لبیلاگھر ا صحن سوہیلا

 تڑپھاندا ہے بن جی جیں

―Farid! The times of misfortune have ended. My 
courtyard is marvelling and my house is lively. My 
beloved has himself come to meet me without whom 
I was restless.‖ 

The times of misfortune end for him. His inner self 
becomes so vibrant. The beloved unveils himself by giving 
peace to his restlessness. The initiative of responsiveness 
entirely rests in the hands of the beloved. Doesn‘t the lover 
weep on this very account? 
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Kafi-235 

 اقرب  ہناسو

ن

ن

سداڈسا یڑ سداڈن
َ
س رس و

َ
ہ 

 یڑ ے ناؽ نہ 

―The beautiful discloses that he is nearer to me than 
my neck-vein but he is not intimate and friendly with 
us (the mystery of immanence and transcendence).‖ 

The beautiful is nearer to us than our neck-vein but he 
remains transcendent in not being intimate and friendly with 
us. The concept of nearness is not spatial and it breaks down 
when it comes to explaining the nearness of the beloved to 
the lover. The Reality is nearer to man than he is to himself 
yet it is so far away (non-spatial sense). The metaphysical 
reality of nearness is a form of identity but it still remains a 
mystery. The mystery is resolved in the act of metaphysical 
realisation. The lover realises his own ontological nothingness 
in the face of the Being itself. Isn‘t He more nearer to man 
than the mirror is to its reflected image? The lover questions 
the nearness of his beloved. He finds it so difficult to be near 
nearness. He realises that it is not possible to be near Him. 
The Prophet is reported to have said: God is, and no thing is 
with Him. If no thing is with Him, then the question of 
lover‘s nearness with the beloved does not arise. 
Metaphysically speaking, God is as near man as His Essence 
is with His Attributes. 

ھ گا ید کھڈ ںکینو
ل

 واںسنا

 رات نبھاواں گن گن تارے

  یکلہڑ

س

 

 
ب

 ھ
چ
 تڑپھاواں ستی 

 یڑ دا وسبے اوکھا  جی ہے

―To whom should I communicate my tale of 
suffering? I am suffering alone, while lying restless on 
the nuptial bed. I pass the night in vain. My heart is 
constricted and I am helpless.‖ 
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She suffers transcendence. She finds no one to understand 
her suffering. 

  ریا

ن

ُ
 

 تانگے یدِلڑ ڈوںپ

 مہانگے ملن اپینڈ مشکل

 اوکھے لانگھے راہ اڑانگے

 
 

ن

َ

 یڑ دا پووؾِ آواز جرس ک

―My heart longs for my friend Punnal. The paths are 
intricate and the way is hazardous. The route to him 
is so difficult and demanding although the tinkling of 
a bell around the camel‘s neck is audible.‖ 

She longs for her beloved. She feels the presence of her 
transcendent beloved but the paths leading to Him are 
intricate, hazardous, difficult and demanding. It is so testing 
for her to feel the presence of her beloved but at the same 
time failing to have a direct contact with Him. Isn‘t it, as if by 
Providence, so hard for her to realise that unveiling is 
absolutely and totally in the hands of her beloved?  

 سداڈنہ  کولے وسدا بھیت

 دا بیکس یہیںکے حاؽ ا یکھڈ

 ا یدِلڑ
َ

ن

ؽ ن
َ
ؽ و
َ
سد ا و
ھَ
ک

 

سد ا کر
ہ 
ہ ہ دوروں 

 

ٹ
ہ ہ 

 

ٹ
 یڑ 

―He dwells near but does not disclose the secret. He 
grabs the heart and remains on the run. He roars with 
laughter from a distance after seeing the state of the 
helpless (transcendence and immanence).‖ 

He dwells near but shrouds it in mystery. He wins the 
heart in immanence and then becomes transcendent. He 
laughs in transcendence at her state. 

 دا ؿو عجائبنازک ڈھنگ 

 دا سجن ریا کراں کیا ؿما

 سانوؽ ڈھولے من موہندا

 یاو دِلبر ہے ہر کس داڑ

―These are delicate ways and strange forms of my 
charming and bewitching beloved.  How could I be 
possessive of my beloved friend alone? He is the 
beloved of every one.‖ 

He experiences delicate ways and strange forms of his 
charming and bewitching beloved. He ceases to be possessive 
of his beloved friend since he is the beloved of every one. 
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Psychic love is possessive in nature. It desperately desires to 
possess the object of its love as a thing. It considers the 
beloved as the other devoid of freedom. It gives rise to 
symbiotic attachments. The whole romantic literature of 
mankind remains tied to the world of the psyche. It is only 
when it transcends the psychic world that it becomes 
spiritual. And it is such a rare happening. Spiritual love is 
non-possessive. It does not desire to possess the object of its 
love as a thing. It considers the beloved as person exercising 
real freedom. This is one of the reasons that it does not instil 
jealousy in the lover. He is spiritually contented in knowing 
that his beloved is loved by all. 

ا یدفر راے بیکا  
ِ

ن

 یان

 یاصحبت آ یپئے د فخر

 یاما ں بےبہولوہے وانگ 

 یڑ پارس دا یہہمسا تھیا

―The useless Farid did not catch the eye of others. He 
was like scrap having a little price.  He entered the 
splendid fold of Fakhr. It was the philosopher‘s 
stone, which turned him into gold (the spiritual 
company of the master acted as an alchemy that 
turned base metal into gold).‖ 

The great metaphysical and religious traditions of the 
world assign a pivotal role to the spiritual master in the quest 
of the Real. The disciple friend thinks that he was useless to 
catch the eye of the other. He was like a worthless scrap. It 
was his initiation at the hands of his spiritual master that 
transformed his psyche into spirituality. God manifests in the 
higher degree in the medium of the spiritual mentor. Love 
and reverence of the guru is essentially love and reverence of 
God. God leads the one to pir and, in turn, he leads him to 
God. God bestows knowledge of things (ilm) and knowledge 
of events (khabr) on the spiritual master, who guides his 
disciples accordingly. It is necessitated by the logic of the 
spiritual situation that he as a disciple submits sincerely, 
wholeheartedly and in wholesomeness to his murshid in order 
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to be blessed with metaphysical realisation, which is affected 
by the Grace of God. 
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Kafi-236 

 یسک آوے چڑھد یتانگھ آوے ودھد یسرد نہیں میڈیباجھوں  ریا ہنےسو

―I cannot pass my life without my lovely friend. My 
longing for him is increasing and my desire for him is 
mounting.‖ 

He finds it impossible to pass his life without his lovely 
friend. His longing perpetually increases and the desire of his 
beloved remains mounting. Love is not a static affair. The 
dynamics of love is such that his longing and desire for vision 
and union with his friend is greater than ever.   

ا

 

 
 زارو زارے ںمیکو ے%ہجر  ک

 تارو تارےڈکھ   وادھو وادھےمُونجھ

 دؽ پارے پارے سر دھارو دھارے

 ینہہ کر دھاد بیٹھی ماہی رب میلے

―Your disunion has distressed (exhausted) me. My 
heart is crushed into pieces and my mind is highly 
incapacitated. Anguish is on the increase and 
sufferings are beyond my bearing. I am imploring that 
the Sustainer grants me union with my beloved.‖ 

She is distressed by the disunion of her beloved. Her heart 
and mind are adversely affected. Her anguishes increase and 
the suffering become so overbearing. She implores her 
Sustainer to grace her with union with her beloved. Her 
entreating for Divine intervention brings to light the purity 
and spirituality of love. It implies the Grace of the Sustainer 
for the initiative and sustenance of love. 

 اپاوے پھیر یںکڈ ماہی ریا ہناسو

 ایرد یالا ڈکھاں یدؽ درداں مار

 اپچھے حاؽ او میر اشالا پا کے پھیر

 یں سولاں سڑد ینہاڈ یبھرد آہیں راتیں

―My lovely friend may come to meet me some day. I 
pray that he comes back and asks me about my 
condition. My heart is abject with the abode of 
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sufferings.  I heave sighs at night and burningly bear 
afflictions in the morning.‖ 

She is caught in the web of afflictions and sufferings. She 
wishes her friend to visit her, and ask her about her madness 
in love. Love attempts to integrate the human and the Divine 
perspectives.  

 یرتیا کیچ کیتی ےپنوں خاؿ میر

 یکار کیجئے کیا یچلد نہیں کئی

اں کر د میں

 
ن

 یریا ایندو یتروڑ یمِ

 باند

 

  یبرد یسَ
ھ

 

ٹ

  
ی

 یبرد یباند سااں

―My Punnal Khan is making preparations to move 
towards Ketch. I keep beseeching but he is going by 
ending friendship. I am powerless without knowing 
what to do. Now, I will leave my own maid servants 
and bonds women and shall become myself the 
maidservant of the deserts.‖ 

She reads the signs of her beloved assuming the form of 
transcendence. She beseeches him not to become 
transcendent, meaning thereby not to end friendship. She 
becomes powerless without knowing what course of action 
would be befitting in these circumstances. She resolves to 
leave her supports and wander in wilderness of 
transcendence. 

 کرساں دیافر ایدرو رو فر

  جا

ھ

 

ٹ

 

ی 

م

س

لد یا میلا 
ُ
 مَرساں یر

 ساہ نہ بھرساںبیا  غم باجھ اسدے

 یدؽ چوٹ اندر د کھائیڈلا کہیں

―Farid! I will beseech while crying. I will not take any 
breath except in sorrow for him. I will meet him or 
die in a wretched state.  He has made me see within 
me his inflicted wound.‖ 

He has been inflicted with inner wound by his beloved. 
He is entreating his friend with tearful eyes to heal his wound. 
He will breathe sorrowfulness without any breath of peace. 
He will affect union with him or die in a wretched state. His 
absolute, permanent and wholesome commitment keeps him 
steadfast on the path of love in spite of testing times. 
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Kafi-237 

 

س

 

 
ب

 ھ
چ
کد  بیلیسہاوؾ  

س
 یلینہہ چوڑبا ی

―My arm wearing set of bangles is longing for my 
friend to come and honour the nuptial bed.‖ 

Her colourful sentiments of love long for her friend to 
affect union. Doesn‘t the inward and outward beauty attract 
one‘s beloved?  

ھِلد ا ریا

ک

لڑا اوکھڑے دؽ دا نہ ملد ا عالم 
ّ
 حاؽ او

 یلیبر صحن حو سنج
 ―The whole world is laughing at my separation from 
my beloved.  The condition of my complex heart is 
intricate. My mansion and courtyard are so desolate.‖ 

Her agony increases when the world laughs at her in being 
separated from her beloved. Her heart is filled with 
complexities and intricacies. The transcendent plenitude of 
her beloved makes her feel so empty.  

ورے خوشیا

ن

َ
 
 مل دوست بسنت سہاوؿ رؽ پاوؿ ںبلبل ت

 لبیلیرت ا آئی
 ―The nightingale and moths are manifesting 
happiness. My friends are celebrating Bas‘ant. It is 
such a lively season.‖ 

The sentiments of love are sprouting with happiness. The 
lovers are harvesting their love. The dawn of the lively season 
is making everyone happy. 

  ریوتر ریوز ینگیں بیتے لےسیا کھڑکے سی
ک
  
ی
ے

 

ت
 

 وہیلیڈمحض  ہک میں
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 ―The cold days and the winter season have passed 
away. My same age friends have worn jewellery and 
apparel. I am the only one in a state of sombreness.‖ 

The times of separation and disunion have whisked away. 
Her companions are ornamenting themselves. She 
experiences sombreness in being deprived of realising union. 

 ا یدیں پر پیت

 

ِ
 دیں ڈکھاسو سو سانگ  سینے یدں سِ م

 میلی تھئی یدھڑ ھسیند

 ―The love of my friends and desire of my 
companions is just like the spears of sufferings 
devouring my chest. My dressed hair has become 
unfastened and the line separating the hair on my 
head has become untidy.‖ 

The love of her friends and the desire of her companions 
devour her embodied self. She becomes oblivious of her 
appearance and becomes lost in search of transcendence.  

ی ااں جاگا برساتیں کجلے بادؽ مینہ

ن

می
ھِ
ک

 راتیں ںکالیا ں

لد
ُ
 روہ اکیلی یر

 ―I am all alone wandering in wilderness and darkness 
of nights amidst black clouds, rain, thundering and 
lightning.‖ 

She experiences a deeper loneliness amidst the signs of 
ushering of her beloved. It is only union with her beloved 
that can satiate her being. 

 ہار سنگار کما نےناز نواز دے وقت وہا

ُ

ل گُ
ھ
ُ
ٹ 

 نے

ھ رابیل

 

ت ب
 چنبیلی 

 ―The times of priding and elegance have fleeted. My 
blooming flowers, necklace and makeup have faded 
away. I don‘t care a fig for the jasmine and its 
species.‖ 
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The times of her pride and elegance have become realities 
of the past. The colours of her life have faded away. She 
remains unconcerned with outward beauty. Her thirst for 
inward beauty remains insatiable. 

 سہرے گہنےنے گااجڑے  ھےیزو یمنہ آ یدفر ریا

 کچیلی میل یپِھر د

 ―Farid! My friend has not stepped in my courtyard. 
The colourful threads around my wrist (symbolising 
marital bond) ornaments, and chaplets have been 
ravished. I am just roaming untidily.‖ 

The beloved has not unveiled himself in the infinite 
depths of his being or consciousness. Things signifying 
nuptial union have lost their lustre (meaning). He wanders 
without caring about his untidy appearance. What is the 
significance of appearance bereft of reality?  
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Kafi-238 

 دوگر وےجا جوگی لبیلاشہ رانجھا ا

―My majestic Shah Ranjha is an enchanted Yogi.‖ 

The majestic beloved bewitches her in the form of a Yogi.  

  ئیسناجوڑ  راوؽ بنسی

ِ گ

 وسِر 
ُ
ب 

  ور وےگھر م

―My beloved played on the flute and fully enchanted 
me. I have become oblivious of all my dwellings.‖ 

The beloved played on the flute of love. She became so 
enchanted that she became forgetful of her being and having. 

  ریا

 

 ھی
ج

ن

ٹ

  ر
ت
 ہنر وے کر کر پیچ واہی مرلی ے

―My friend Ranjhan played on the flute with great 
expertise and mystery.‖ 

Her beloved played intricately on the flute of love with 
great mastery. 

  بجا انہد بین
ہ 

 من مو

ی 

لد س
ُ
 ٹے جھر وےبُو یر

―My beloved has captivated my heart by playing on 
the divine flute. I am wretchedly wandering in forests 
and desolate places.‖ 

Her friend captivated her heart by playing on the divine 
flute. 

ہندے حسن نگر وے جھپ مالہاں گلے بندکنے کنے 
َ
 ر

―He came from the city of beauty and had earrings 
and a string of beads around his neck.‖ 
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He manifested from the Beauty itself in the form of her 
beloved with earrings and string of beads around his neck.  

ِ   یاآ رانجھنتخت ہزاروں 
 

 وے گھر وے تتی ہ

―Ranjhan came from Takht Hazara in the house of 
the inept Heer.‖ 

The transcendent beloved assumed immanence to make 
love possible with the inept Heer (lover). 

  جوگن
ھِ

 

ٹ

  
ی

 رلساں شہر بحر دے ںخاک رمیسا سااں

―I will become a Yogi and apply dust on my body. I 
will lead a wretched existence in land and sea.‖ 

She will become an ascetic by soiling her body. She will 
wander wretchedly on land and sea. 

 کر وے یسانوؽ کار ے%لڑ  لگیچھوڑ  ما پیو

―I have left my parents and have become completely 
subjected to you. My beloved! Do steer me across 
these difficult times.‖ 

She has foregone her parents and has become wholly 
attached to him. She beseeches her beloved to finish her hard 
times of separation and disunion by granting her his vision 
and union. 

ھ ز باجھ نہ کائی ےیندجھ پربا

 

ب

َ
ت 

ھ زر وے ریو

 

ب

َ
ت 

 

―I have no support except that of my beloved. I cast 
away my jewellery and I don‘t care a fig for my 
wealth.‖ 

She has no friend except her beloved. She has cast away 
her having purely for his sake. 

  اتنا ظلم مناسب ناہیں
 
 ر وےڈرب کولوں کج

―Such a magnitude of cruelty is not fair. Do have 
some fear of the Sustainer.‖ 
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It is not fair on his part to be so cruel to her. He 
transcends, no doubt, her human dimension of cruelty but 
how should she leave her human dimension at this stage of 
love. She beseeches him to take into consideration his 
Attribute of being Sustainer of the heavens and the earth. 

 عشق خبر وے یتڑڈ جوگیانی میں جوگیرانجھا 

―Ranjha is my Yogi and I am his Jogiani (completely 
subjected to him). This message has been 
communicated by Love.‖ 

Love itself has polarised in the forms of the lover and the 
beloved. She is inspired to be her lover. 

کد  نہ وسِرؾ ہرگس یدفر ریا
سِ

 مَر وے ںیساوِ  ی

―Farid!  I will never be oblivious of my friend. I will 
die in an insatiable state of desiring him.‖ 

He commits never to be forgetful of his friend even for a 
moment.  His insatiable state of desiring him will not end till 
his death. 
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Kafi-239 

  ہیں لبیلاشہ رانجھا ا

ن

 وے ٹھگ ادل 

―My majestic Shah Ranjha is the swindler of hearts.‖ 

The majestic beloved is the swindler of hearts.  

نطعنے  ے%
 
ی

ن

ی
ھ

 

سبِ

ن 
 
ی

ن

 ی
مہ

 وے جگسارا  ؾیوڈ 

―The entire world taunts, rebukes and satires me just 
because of you.‖ 

The entire world has gone against her just for the reason 
that she loves him. 

 
 
َ

 وے تگ ید تتی ہیر واںجاوؽ  جھوک نہ آواں ک

―Where should I go instead of your dwellings? You 
are the support of the inept Heer.‖ 

Where should she dwell without him? He is the only 
support of the inept Heer (lover). 

ھگ مگ ےکیڈ سے گیوّہار سنگار  ےکیڈ
 
چ

 وے گئی 

―Where my makeup has gone?  And where is my 
ceremonial apparel?‖ 

Her embellishments and fine apparel have become 
meaningless for her without him. 

 

 

 
ِ

ن

  ےپ

 

 ِ
 
  اج

 

 
 

ن

ھانہہ کرؾِ  یمجوڑ ن
َ
 وے رگ رگد

―Love has stringently tightened my self. My each and 
every vein is imploring.‖ 
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Love has constricted her being. Her veins in the state of 
suffering are imploring her beloved to end the night of 
transcendence and dawn the morn of immanence. 

 وے گکھ آوؿ کر وڈ دے سوؽ اولڑے موؽ مٹھی

―I am the hapless ones with intricate afflictions. The 
sufferings are storming my being.‖ 

She is the hapless one encountering intricate afflictions. 
The sufferings have thronged her being. 

وکھد جُڑ کر لائی برہوں لنبی
ُ
 وے گا یلوں لوں د

―Love has ignited a great fire. Here, each and every 
pore of my being is aflame.‖ 

Love has ignited a great fire in her being. Her bones and 
flesh are aflame. 

ی د  یںروند
ھ
کَ

د  تنآ یں

ن

 ی
ٹ ہ

 وے لگا ربیما تھئی یں

―I sit in to spin my wheel, while crying and raising 
hue and cry. I have also become sick.‖ 

She sits to spin the yarn of love while crying and raising 
hue and cry. 

  یدفر ریا

ک

 نہ 

ی 

م

ُ

 

ب

 وے لگ ےکیند اںجیو یکار 

―Farid! My friend did not take care of me. How can I 
live without his support?‖ 

His friend did not alleviate his sufferings. How could he 
live on the support of the other when there is no otherness? 
The plenitude of the beloved‘s being leaves no possibility or 
room of otherness. It is He who manifests Himself in the 
mediums (immanence) and outside the mediums 
(transcendence). Nothing is over and above Him. If He 
chooses to bless him then the whole world cannot thwart His 
blessings (because the whole cosmos is ontologically nothing) 
and if He chooses straitening him then no one except Him 
can do away with it (because there is no one beside Him). 
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Kafi-240 

 گہنےنے گاپا سہرے  نےما صبح صادؼ خاں صاحبی

―I wish you royal status Suba Sadiq Khan with 
chaplets, colourful threads around your wrist 
(symbolising marital bond) and ornaments.‖ 

The administration of Bahawalpur State was in the hands 
of the agent of the British crown. Sadiq Muhammad Khan 
was the fourth Nawab in the royal lineage. He was the most 
illustrious disciple of Khawaja Ghulam Farid. It was prior to 
1879, when he was in the prime of his youth, that Khawaja 
Ghulam Farid prayed for his ascension to the seat of power 
with all pomp and show. 

 

س

ووں پھلوں 
چ 
 
سہ

 

 
ب

 ھ
چ
ا توں   سُ 

ساتوں پنےا
َ
 ملک کوں آپ و

 بخت تے تخت کوں جوڑ چھکاتوں

 انگر

 

َ
 
 نےتھا ییسپ

―You readily choose to grace your seat and with 
fortune establish yourself in full power. You make 
your dominion prosper with your own hands and 
uproot the seats of colonial oppression.‖ 

Khawaja Ghulam Farid, being born and nurtured in the 
Saraiki tradition, has made everlasting contributions in 
enriching Saraiki language, art and culture. He experienced 
life in wholesomeness. An in–depth study of his works 
reflects his deep understanding not only of the transcendent 
but also of the anthropological, social, economic, political, 
psycho and cultural conditions of his times. He inculcated 
values of freedom, justice and equality in his oppressed 
people and gave the message of struggle against the British 
colonial oppressors.  It was before the year 1879 that he 
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addressed Suba Sadiq Khan, his disciple belonging to the 
Nawab (royal) family of Bahawalpur, and sensitised him to 
make his people prosperous with his indigenous efforts 
(negating even prosperity at the hands of foreign domination) 
and to uproot the citadels of oppression (apney mulk koon 
aap wasa toon put angrezi thaney). This single historical verse 
proved historic not only in developing the political 
consciousness of the Saraiki people at that nascent stage but 
of other people as well. Its local political reference 
notwithstanding, it purported to give a universal message of 
political freedom, which remained shining forth in the 
freedom movement and eventually led to the creation of 
Pakistan in 1947. It was a principled message of political 
freedom against political bondage. It was a call of cultural 
freedom from all forms of cultural oppressions.  It is not only 
what is said but when and by whom that takes precedence in 
a tradition. The saint‘s word of mouth flashed like light and 
broke the magical spell of darkness. It struck like lightning at 
the roots of colonialism. It is still so deeply inspiring in the 
era of neo-colonialism.  

 ردےڈپے  ا%اقباؽ  سُن

 نواب تھئے آبردے میر

 راجے دہشت کھا کر مَردے

 نےبے زر مفت وکا

―The sovereigns fear in hearing your might and are 
spiritless in a state of dread. The chiefs and princes 
have subjected themselves to you without getting any 
riches or anything in return.‖ 

He inspires him by saying that the sovereigns fear his 
might and become dreadfully spiritless.  The chiefs and 
princes subject to him unconditionally.  

د ے ںتیکو فقیر پیر

ن

 ی
چ ہ
 سَ  

د  یگرد کچہر گردا

ن

 ی
ٹ ہ

 ے

 ملازؾ رہندے ارصوبید

 نےسیا افَلاطوؿ
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―The saints and holy men are fond of you.  The army 
officers are your employees. The wise men of the 
status of Plato are present in your court around you.‖ 

The saints and holy men have great fondness for him. The 
men of state authority are his employees. The wise men of 
the status of Plato are readily available to him for advice on 
the conduct of the state. 

 چ قصّےو جگدے  ے% فیض

 

ن

ی

 
 
ی

ڑ 
گ

ن

ی
ّےبڈے تکڑ 

سِ
ل

 ھڑے 

 حِِّ  گئےزالاں مرد 

ن

ن
ِ
ھ
گ

 

 ھڑے 

ن 

ُ

ن

 نےیاؽ ابای

―The world is narrating the tales of your benevolence. 
All people including women and men, young boys 
and stout men, old people and weak ones and small 
children and those with less understanding got their 
due shares.‖ 

His benevolence is spread far and wide. All sections of the 
society including the poor, feeble and weak get their due 
shares. 

 جند جوانی خوب ہنڈائیں

 ثانی سفیو راپیا ریا

 نیجادؽ  ہر دؾ کوؽ وسیں

 نےمن بھا ے% ناز

―I wish that you pass your life in animated fullness. 
The beloved of my heart! You may ever dwell with 
me. My beautiful friend of Yousaf countenances! 
Your prides has enchanted my heart.‖ 

He wishes him a long life with prosperity. He desires that 
the beloved of his heart dwells with him may forever. He 
likens his beautiful friend to the prophet Yousaf since his 
gracefulness has enchanted his heart.  

 دعائیں ہمیشہ یدکرے فر

 سائیں ہناے سوڈسا ے%

 تائیں جگچر  یںسانوؽ جیو

  ےلگڑ

ن

ہ ہی  ی

ن

ب
 نےپرا 

―Farid constantly prays:  ―My beloved, you may live 
forever‖. My lovely friend! Your and mine 
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relationship of love has been ever since times 
immemorial.‖ 

He constantly prays for the long life of his beloved friend. 
He refers to the primordial love that exists between him and 
his disciple. The love of the disciple for his murshid reaches a 
stage when the murshid starts loving him. The mystery of 
love notwithstanding, the disciple has to earn the love of his 
murshid with reverence. Once the murshid falls in love with 
his disciple it tantamount to God falling in love with him. 
The wishes, desires and prayers of the murshid are granted by 
the Almighty in His Infinite Wisdom, Beneficence and 
Graciousness. The spiritual relationship between the murshid 
and murid reaches its climax when the murid considers God 
in the form of his murshid. Nothing less is acceptable in the 
spiritual way. 
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Kafi-241 

 پیڑ یعشق انوکھڑ

 وہِاوؾِ نیر نین

 سو سو سوؽ اندر دے 

 الڑے زخم جگر دے

―Love is a novel pain with countless inward 
afflictions. The eyes are flowing with tears and there 
are fresh wounds of the self.‖ 

The pain of love is qualitatively different from all other 
pains. The ambiguity of love pain is that the lover wants to 
get rid of it but at the same time develops a taste for it.  He 
faces innumerable passionate afflictions. The eyes remain 
tearful for the lack of vision of the beloved. The wounds of 
the self remain ever fresh.  

 ایزسخت او ابِرہوں بکھیڑ

 یرو ما پیو مارِؾ

  قبیلہ یشخو
 ھ
چ

  لاوؾِ 
ی
 ا

 

 ر

 لوک شہر دے دشمن

―The incongruities of love are very peculiar. My kith 
and kin are having brawls with me. My parents and 
brothers thrash me. The people of my city have 
turned into my enemies.‖ 

The peculiar incongruities of love, among other things, are 
the turning of his primary and secondary ties as nooses 
around his neck. 

لڑ
َ
  یتانگ او

 

ڑ
کلل
 یسانگ 

 من دے وچ تیر تن

  یجندڑ

 

ڑ
ج ل

  یدِلڑ ی

 

ڑ
گل

 ی

 ہنر دے ریا مارے

―My longing is intricate and the spear of love too is 
so unintelligible.  My life is burnt and my heart is 
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rotten. My friend has swiftly shot the arrow in my 
body and soul.‖ 

His longing is intricate. It remains constantly on the 
increase. Its search for transcendence makes it detached from 
everything around. The mystery of ontological love is not 
intelligible. It is initiated by the beloved who swiftly shoots 
the arrow of love in his embodied self and then leaves him on 
his own.  

 ییررمزاں و یغمزے سحر

 

م
ل

 

ظ

 
 
ی

 زلف زنجیر ن

ا
ّ
 یلٹیر یددو دجا ںاکھ 

 قہر دے پیچ پیچی

―The enticements of my beloved are captivating and 
its expressions are my adversaries. The eyes are 
magical and the vision is capturing. The captivating 
long hair is a chain with ravishing furls.‖ 

The beauty of the beloved with its seductiveness entices 
him to the arena of sufferings. He realises when ‗the shades 
of night have already fallen.‘ There is no turning back. He 
cannot retrace his steps. The road is not there. 

 د پیت

ن

ُ
 

 ید پل سِ پل یپ

 لاوؿِ تڑ بھیڑ کھڈ

ل  یتر یمارو تھل د
ج 
ٹ 

 ید

 سردے سو کردے جو

―My love of Punnal is a constant desire of him. The 
sand of the deadly desert is fateful.  The flocking 
sufferings impose themselves on me to the utmost 
extent.‖ 

The love of her beloved makes her constantly desire the 
object of her love. The feelings of the deadly desert of her 
self are fateful. The hordes of sufferings take no pity on her. 
They do what they are capable of doing or they do what the 
beloved has commanded them to do (roughly analogous to 
the inmates of the fire of hell). Symbolically speaking, the 
keepers of the hell are bereft of pity for the inmates of hell. 
They are completely subject to the command of their Lord. 
The process of alchemy is such that any pity showered, by 
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any one, to the inmates of hell would be so spiritually 
disastrous. It is deeper love, which makes the process of 
alchemy reach its fruition in ‗deliverance and union‘ without 
any intervention. 

 کھالیڈ ڈین توؽ نہالی

وں
ُ
وں لکھ ل
ُ
  لکھ چیرل

 چالی ؾوسر یصبر آراؾ د

 تبر دے تیغ یکار

―My nuptial quilt and mattress haunt me. The ways of 
patience and peace have been forgotten. The severe 
hits of the axe have made hundred thousand deep 
cuts in each and every pore of my being.‖ 

The signs of nuptial union haunt him. He becomes 
incapacitated even to exercise patience in order to achieve 
some peace in life. He is completely ravished from within. 

 نہ پا یدفر ریا
ُ 
 اپھیر ی

 یرسر سیس گیم سڑ

 ایردرداں دؽ وچ د یالا

 داغ قبر دے ںنیش

―Farid! My friend has not come back to meet me. The 
pains have settled in my heart. My head, body and 
soul have been burnt. I will take these marks to my 
grave.‖ 

His transcendent beloved has not assumed immanence. 
His heart has become abode of sorrows. His embodied self 
has been burnt. He will carry these marks of sufferings till his 
death. 
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Kafi-242 

لڑ
َ
 لوکاں خبر نہ کائی وو پیڑ یعشق او

―Love is an intricate pain.  People are not aware of 
it.‖ 

People are not aware of the intricate pain of love. Pain is 
not conceptual, it is purely existential. One has to experience 
pain in order to realise it.  Ordinary pain indicates that 
something is wrong. The pain of love indicates that 
something is so right. 

 ڈزلف 
گ

ن

ی
  
ی
د 

ن

 موؽ نہ سنگی یںی

 وو نگاہ دے تیر ناز

مااں سرہوں بہادر 

 

ج س

 جنگی

 

 

ِ

ن

 کرؿ لڑائی پ

―My tresses give me snake bite without any hesitation. 
The eyes are essentially courageous and warlike. The 
arrows of prideful eyes are ready to make strife at 
each moment.‖ 

The bewitching beauty of the beloved ignites love in her 
heart. The intensity of love corresponds to the degree of 
beauty. It is not a mathematical equation but it does represent 
the Pythagorean qualitative understanding of numbers.  

 نہ لاوئے کوئی اشالا نیڑ

ؾ
َ
ؾ دِؽ دِلگیر د
َ
 وو د

 سوز سوائے یشےدرد اند

 آئی تے سختی سر

―I pray that no one may fall in love. It leads to 
increasing pains, anxieties and passions. My heart is 
constantly in state of grief. Hard times have befallen 
me.‖ 
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She expresses the hardships of love. Her prayer that no 
one may fall in love, in fact, is a deeper call to love but with 
the consciousness that the lover has to exercise patience in 
adversity in order to have vision and union with her beloved. 

ک بیو
ِ
 ہیجاپھٹ بیا  اہیہ 

  تک
ہ 
مل

  تک راہ 
ی
 وو ر 

 پھائی ید گل منجھاری مُونجھ

 مو یںروند
ُ 
 ئیجاا ی

―I am shelterless, stricken and wounded. The 
anguishes have tightened the noose round my neck. I 
will die in vain by watching the path of Malheer.‖ 

She is stricken and wounded by the arrow of love shot by 
the beloved. She has nowhere to go. The anguishes of 
separation and disunion from her beloved have straitened 
her. She is sure to die in vain in her search of transcendence.  

  سنج

 

 ے س

 
 

ِ
 
ہ ہی  بر ج

ن

ب
 یلےمَر 

 وو یرتھئے و ڈکھڑے کھڈ

  ربگھیابد  بشیر

ی 

 

گ

 

ھ

 
ی
ے
ل
 

 سکڑے بھائی غم

―There are tigers, ferocious lions, black snakes, 
wolves and wild animals in these desolate and 
deserted places. My sufferings have become my 
brothers and I have established real fraternal ties with 
my sorrows.‖ 

She faces negativities in the wilderness of herself. She has 
become susceptible to sufferings and sorrows. Aren‘t 
sufferings and sorrows fraternal in ultimately affecting union 
with her beloved? 

ن وین
 
ی

ن

 ی
 ھی
ٹ

ن 
 
ی

ن

 ی
سی

 الَاوؾِ 

 وو بے تقصیر مارؾ

اوؾِ ییرو ؿیروِ  َ

 

 سخت س

 کسائی ردبید اے

―My close relatives and sisters give me bad wishes. 
My brothers are inimical to me and they highly vex 
me. They are pitiless butchers, who ravish me without 
any fault of mine.‖ 
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She feels herself like a sacrificial animal butchered 
ruthlessly and brutally at the hands of her kith and kin, who 
act as cruel butchers without any of her fault. Isn‘t the sweet 
punishment of love inflicted on the one who is right? Hasn‘t 
rightness itself in ontological love been considered as a ‗fault‘? 
It is not the hunter but the hunted that is at ‗fault‘ in the 
sanctuary of love. Doesn‘t her pitiable condition demonstrate 
that the alchemy of suffering is so wondrous? 

 تڑؾ سَاہیڈمُوؽ نہ  سولیں

 

ک

 

ی 

م

ُ

 

ب

 وو یراے تقد 

ہائی یںینوقادر ا
َ
 قلم و

 ناؽ جدائی ہنےسو

―My afflictions did not let me have even some 
breathing space. The Almighty has written this with 
pen on the tablet of my destiny that I will remain 
separated from my beloved.‖ 

She has no breathing space against pouring afflictions. The 
Almighty (God) has destined separation from her beloved. 
Isn‘t it the law of things that the lover faces separation, which 
ripens his love to fruition? 

ھد  یڑجند

ج ک

  ی

 

  
 دکھدا اج

 وو بھیڑ یو الم د رنج

 و
ی 

 

ل

ھد ا یاوقت نبھا ھاا

سک

 

 سمائی پیم آفت

―My life is in tribulations and my self is emitting 
smoke (burns). I did not get even a few days of peace. 
Grief and torments have flocked together. It is a 
cosmic catastrophe.‖ 

She considers her love as catastrophic characterised by 
tribulations, burnings, grief and torments. Her self (shattered) 
in pieces has no peace.   

 یمار یدں نشتر ہا مژگیں

 ے چیر زخم

 

ڑ

کُللّ
 وو 

   لائی پلکیں
 
 یکار ک

 چوٹ چلائی یںیندو

―The eyebrows of my beloved captivate me. The 
eyelids have shot such fierce arrows that my 
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unintelligible sores cannot be healed. It is the injury 
that my beloved infested me with, while going away.‖ 

The beloved bewitches her by the spell of his beauty. The 
sore wounds of love are so unintelligible. Only a wounded 
lover can qualify love. The beloved infests her with the 
wound of transcendence. Unlike ordinary healing, the 
wounds of love can only be healed by the one who inflicts it. 
It is vision and union, which heals the sore wounds. 

 د

 

وں سَ
ُ
وں ل
ُ
  ہڈ یل

َ 
 اگلدچ

  رگ رگ

 

ر

 

ھُی

چ 

 وو ھسیڑ ی

 ابلد سینہ یجلد یدِلڑ

 ائی ے%

 

ُ
 

 بِرہوں ج

―My each and every pore of being is on fire and my 
flesh and bones are rotting. My heart is burning and 
my chest is constricted. My beloved! Your love has 
made my blood gush forth from my each and every 
vein.‖ 

Her very being is set on fire by her beloved.  Her bones 
and flesh are reduced to ashes. There are no remedial 
measures against the fire of love. The wind of separation 
increasingly enkindles it. Isn‘t it the only way to make her 
conscious of her ontological nothingness? 

 سےگیوصبر قرار آراؾ 

 وو بے تدبیر کانی

 بار ملامت مفت چتوسے

 کھلائیڈلا  نیجا

―I have lost my patience, peace and rest. I have taken 
reproaches on my self just for nothing. My beloved 
shot the arrow of love without realising its 
consequences for me.‖ 

She loses her patience, peace and rest. She innocently 
takes upon herself the reproaches of others. The beloved did 
not realise the disastrous consequences she would face in the 
course of love.   
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ُکلا یدفر ریا
م
 یانہ کھڑ 

 وو یرجڑ تعز تڑسڈ

ؽ گھر نہ آگیا  کیچ
َ
 یاو

 

ِ
ک

 

ی 

س

ُ

 

ی

 خوب بھلائی 

―Farid! My friend did not stop for a while to bid me 
goodbye. He went to Ketch but did not return to my 
home. He has so chastised me. What a great goodness 
he has done to me.‖ 

He persistently grapples with the problem of 
transcendence. The beloved assumed transcendence and did 
not assume immanence within the infinite depths of his being 
or consciousness. It is considered as a form of chastisement 
inflicted upon him. He questions the very goodness of 
transcendence in reference to his deplorable state?  
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Kafi-243 

  عشق چلائے تیر

ا ریا  
ِ
 بے پِیر مِ

 ھے ظلم قہر دےڈاڈ

وں سو سو دردے
ُ
وں ل
ُ
 ل

―Love shoots arrows of severest cruelty. I have found 
an unruly friend. There are immeasurable pains in 
each and every pore of my being.‖ 

He faces the arrows of love of severest cruelty as a dot 
target. The beloved has no consideration in infesting him 
with countless pains permeating his being. 

 یجھوک امن د یڑجاعشق ا

 گیرجاتس ڈ سوز

 ینظر نہ آنوِؾ جوہ جتن د

 

 

 ِ
 
 دے اج

 

 سُولاں سَ

―Love has destroyed my peaceful dwellings. I can‘t 
find a way to reach my destination. I have been 
invested with the wealth of passion. My self is 
burning with afflictions.‖ 

Love destroys the peace of everydayness of existence. He 
does not find out a way entrapped in the tunnel of love. He is 
enwrapped with heightened passions. His self burns with 
afflictions. 

  ڈکھاندیتوؽ 

س

 

 
ب

 ھ
چ
 ینہ بھاند 

 وچ ہے پیڑ رگ رگ

 یدرد پواند یسوؽ سِراند

 اندر دے روگ ےسدڈ

―My nuptial quilt is knitted with sufferings and the 
nuptial bed is not appealing. The affliction is on the 
side of my head and pain is on the side of my feet. 
There is pain in my each and every vein. I can witness 
my inward malaise.‖ 
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He faces nuptial sufferings. His embodied self becomes 
highly afflicted. Pains settle in his veins. He witnesses his 
inner malaise in separation and disunion from his beloved.  

 پَرائی پیڑ ییندڈنہ  ہنر

  لوڑہیم کیجو

 

 
ِ

 ھس

 روز سوائی ید اؽسِ مہینو

 ک   دے ڑؾبو

ن
ُ
 ک

―The pain of my beloved is becoming unbearable. 
The longing of my beloved is increasing every day. 
What, if this deadly whirlpool of love drowns me?‖ 

What she understands as the unbearable pain of the other 
is essentially the pain of not seeing or meeting her beloved. 
Isn‘t it to make her realise that the beloved is not the other 
but her own Self? The longing of her beloved is constantly on 
the increase. The deadly whirlpool of love is bound to drown 
her.  

 سُکھ 

ن

ن

ھ
م
س

 یادا وقت وہِا 

 تدبیرگئی  گذر

 یابار بِرہوں دا سر تے آ

 وقت ہنر دے گئے نبھ

―The times of sound sleep are gone away. The burden 
of love has fallen on my head. The phase of an effort 
is over. The times of doing something perfectly with 
one‘s own hand have fleeted away.‖ 

The times of ignorance have passed away. He has to bear 
the onerous burden of love. The mode of his effort and 
reliance on his resources comes to an end. The modes of the 
terrestrial world are qualitatively different from the modes of 
the celestial world. Even in the terrestrial world the effort is 
made by the Grace of God and the results entirely rest in His 
hands. There is no cause-effect relationship in love. He 
realises that ultimately his effort or resources cannot win the 
beloved on his side. It is pure blessing of the beloved to 
respond to his calls. How great to realise that effort does not 
count since nothing is in his hands, nay even hands don‘t 
belong to him!  
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 فر

ن

ن

 ھ
ب
َ

ن

ت

 وہیلےڈکھ ڈ اے ید

    ہوواں
ِ

 

 شکر س

 

سہ

اؽ 
َ
الا ناؽ وصِ

َ

 

 س
ی
ے
ل
 

ہ ہت  ڈ گسرؿ

ن

ب
 سفر دے 

―Farid! These days of sombre sufferings may come to 
an end. I pray that I become one and attain unity with 
my beloved. My days of journeying may fructify.‖ 

He wishes the end of his sombre sufferings. He prays for 
the Grace of the Lord in affecting union with his beloved and 
thereby fructifying his journey of love.  
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Kafi-244 

 غمزے کردے جنگ

 تفنگ تیر ےنیز

 ے موؽ نہ اڑدےلڑد

 ناز نظر دے یقہر

―The enticing are warring and never retreat. The 
prideful vision is fighting with spears, arrows and 
muskets.‖ 

The mighty and vibrant beauty initiates love in his heart. 
How could love of such a magnitude be initiated otherwise? 
Religiosity has no answer. The ordinary religious life is 
content with faith in God and acting in consonance with His 
will. It has no roadmap of love. He encounters beauty at the 
very first instance and then burns with love for his beloved. 
He has found God and then seeks to find Him. It is 
paradoxical but it simply means that unless one has 
envisioned his beloved, the question of affecting union with 
Him does not arise.  

 
 

 

ِ
 

گ ابرو بچھوے زلف ہے ب

ن

َی
سِ

ن

ن
 مارِؿ ڈنگ 

 چکدے زخم جگر دے

 ―The lock of hair is a black snake and the eyebrow is 
a scorpion. They are biting freely leading to the 
bleeding of wounds in my being.‖ 

The manifestation of Beauty itself in brilliance blinds the 
eye of love. Love becomes blind due to the recurrence of 
majestic beauty. It ravishes his being. Love implies beauty. 

 تن نازؽ دؽ سنگ ہے طرز انوکھی یسانوؽ د

 ذرہ مہر نہ کر دے
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 ―The style of my charming beloved is so novel. His 
body is delicate but his heart is stony. He does not 
shower even an iota of pity.‖ 

The style of the charming beloved is so queer. His 
appearance is delicate but the reality behind appearance is so 
stony. He does not shower even an iota of pity on him. Isn‘t 
it that if the reality of the beloved would have been identical 
with his appearance then the lover would have never 
succeeded in affecting vision and union with him? 

 رنگ سَاوا پیلا بھیجیبِرہوں اسانوؽ خلعت 

 سوسو سوؽ اندر دے

 ―Love has sent us a robe of honour coloured in 
green and yellow. There are hundreds of afflictions 
wrapped in it.‖ 

Love infests him with a robe of honour coloured with 
pains, sufferings and countless afflictions wrapped in it. How 
fortunate is the person whom love infests with such a robe of 
honour! 

 ناموس تے ننگ گیا شرؾ بھرؾ توں یمونجاعشق 

 گذرے وقت صبر دے

 ―Love has made us lose our prestige and honour.  
My grace and respect have been finished. The times 
of forbearance have passed away.‖ 

Love divests him of prestige and honour. It ends his grace 
and respect. It does not let even a trace of otherness remain. 
He finds it impossible to exercise patience in the adversity of 
love. 

  یدِلڑ وہیلاڈکھ ڈ دا یدحاؽ فر

ک

 

ی 

س

ُ

 

ی

 تنگ 

 
ج 
  نہ 
ی

د ے

ن

 نہ مَردے ی
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 ―Farid is in a state of sombre sufferings. His heart 
has vexed him so much that he is neither living nor 
dying.‖ 

He remains in the state of sombre sufferings. His vexing 
heart does not make him live or die. Doesn‘t the state 
between living and dying make him experience the zenith of 
suffering in which he can neither live without his beloved nor 
die without Him? 
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Kafi-245 

وندا ہے
َ
 ا ہےدا اَوند ریاقاصد  کوئی کاں کوکو کرکر ل

―The raven is crowing loudly. Some messenger of my 
friend is coming.‖ 

His love life is not static. It is essentially dynamic. The 
high tides and low tides arise within the sea of love. The 
times of high tides or union are catching both for the eye and 
the ear. The ushering changes are in consonance with the law 
of things. The outward changes symbolise changes in the 
inward. The crowing of raven culturally symbolises a positive 
responsiveness of the beloved.  

ت سانو
ُ
ہ ہت  ڈ ید ؿر

ن

ب
 یملہار 

ھتِ  خو نیلا ئیبو
ک

ھلار
ُ
ٹ 

 یب 

 مِن باد شمالی

ن ِ

 یرجا ک

 کنڈا سَ  بھوندا ہے کرڑ

―It is the rainy season and the day is overcast with 
thick clouds. The north wind is blowing and there is 
drizzling. The desert plants are flowering. The thorns 
are looking so pleasant.‖ 

The rainy season with the day overcast with thick clouds; 
the blowing of the north wind and drizzling and the flowering 
of the desert plants symbolise the workings of his inner self 
attuned to the beloved. The pleasantness of the thorns is 
symbolic of the fact that the things, which were so irritating 
in the period of separation, lose their sting and seem pleasant. 
Doesn‘t the inward essentially bring change in the outward? 

 سدھائی سیاتے  آس آئی

 چائی جھوکاں خنکی ںیاجڑا

 جھڑ بادؽ آ جھرمر لائی

 لُک پوندا ہے ڈر ڈر غم
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―Hope has dawned with the end of despair. The 
raining clouds have started to rain. The deserted 
dwellings have become fresh (inhabited). Sorrow is 
fearfully trying to hide itself.‖ 

One of the signs of happy times is that the night of 
despair ends with the dawn of hope. Nuptial blessings start to 
pour. The deadness of his self is transformed into liveliness. 
There remains no room for sorrow. 

 دے و برسات خوشی مینہ

ی

 

ل

 
ھ
  ے

  آپے
ک
 دلبر 
ی
ے

 

ت
 میلے 

 یلےچھانگ سو وچھیڑ ؿچھیڑ

 پھوندا ہے بِن جی جیں

 

َ

 

 ن

―This rainy season is the time of happiness. The 
shepherds take their herds for grazing in the early 
morning. My beloved has himself come to unite with 
me. My heart was restless without him.‖ 

The pouring of nuptial blessings is the period of 
happiness. His sentiments feed on the freshness of love. His 
transcendent beloved takes initiative in assuming immanence 
for his sake so that his restless heart finds peace.   

  ر

 

 ہرڈتھل تے  ںیخای

 یکسرکشالے گسرے  کھڈ

 

ُ

 سدے احمر اصفرڈکل گُ

 وچ دھوندا ہے رگ رگسُکھ 

―There are sand dunes, sandy tracts, deserts and the 
areas between dunes spread with red and yellow 
flowers. The sufferings and adversities have all 
disappeared. Peace refreshes itself in my each and 
every vein.‖ 

The wilderness of his self gives way to the sprouting of 
beautiful flowers symbolising happiness. The light of vision 
and union vanish the darkness of sufferings and adversities. 
The veins of suffering become the veins of peace.  

 یاوہاگ دا وقت وہِاڈکھ ڈ

 یاپوں پا نگنا یدفر ریا

 دا و گ سہاگبھا
ی 

 

ل

 یاآ ھاا

 سنگار سہوندا ہے ہار
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―The days of sufferings and misfortunes have gone 
away. The times of good fortunes and union have 
dawned. Farid! My friend has stepped in my 
courtyard. My makeup seems so pleasant to me.‖ 

The mystery of time is one of the greatest mysteries 
encountered by man. There are numerous dimensions of time 
and eternity. One of the greatest blessings of time is that it 
does not stop or stand still. It builds civilizations and razes 
them to the ground when they are metamorphosed into 
‗sensate cultures‘. It moves in majestic silence without 
creating any hue and cry. People live in time and die in time 
but time never dies but lives on. It goes its way in different 
patterns in order to reach its source. No moment of life and 
thereby no situation of life is static. Dynamism pervades all 
situations. Patience in adversity by remembering God and 
acting in consonance with His will is the traditional lesson 
forgotten by the modern man. He is so desperate that he 
wants dawn at midnight. He has intensified the pace of life. 
He has no space for time. Time has also no space for him. 
Despair errs in considering time as static. Hope understands 
the dynamic reality of time. Modern alienation is essentially 
alienation from time. The traditional man understands the 
reality of time. He creatively struggles within the parameters 
of time without losing his poise. There is easiness after 
difficulty says the Qur‘an. It is a moment of great happiness 
for him to see the passing away of the difficult times of 
sufferings and misfortunes. The times of good fortunes and 
nuptial union begin to dawn. How could time remain static in 
the face of dynamism? The beloved steps in his courtyard 
(unveils within the lover‘s heart). He finds the taste of his 
embellishments so relishing. God is Time, says the tradition. 
How great! 
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لیوگئی  گسر
َ
 ے سانگ ر

ن

 سےگذراؿ غ

 پلڑے پیو 
 
 سےڈٹھڑاجمل جہاں نا کج

 ―My life has been spent in togetherness with 
sorrows. I have experienced the world but it has 
offered me nothing of significance.‖ 

He spends his life in the midst of sorrows. He finds 
nothing of significance in the world. The world with all its 
attractions and lures is worthless. The only thing valuable is 
vision and union with his beloved.  

ُکلا ریا یںیندو
م
 یانہ کھڑ 

 دا ججماؿ یجندڑ

 یانہ آ ؾپیغا کوئی ںکیچو

و گیڑدا  گل
 
ِ

 

 سےت

―My friend did not bid me a farewell, while parting 
from me. I have not received any message from 
Ketch. The subjection of my life to love has become 
a noose around my neck.‖ 

She is shocked by the suddenness of her beloved‘s 
transcendence. She does not receive any message from the 
transcendent abode. Love ties the noose around her neck. 

  ماہی نہ
ہِ 
م

ن نا رنگ 
 
ی

 ید

 اؿیرو تھیا بیلا

ہ ہت  ڈ سم تہیںڈڑ جاجھوک ا

ن

ب
 ید 

لیو تھی
ُ
 سےبے آس ر

―My dwellings are deserted since the day my beloved 
left. The voices of the herd are no more audible. The 
green pastures have become desolate. I am in a 
wretched state without any hope.‖ 
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Her dwellings become deserted with the transcendence of 
her beloved. She hears no inner voices. The green pastures of 
her life are deadened in separation and disunion from her 
beloved. She wretchedly wanders in state of hopelessness. 

 وچِھوڑا پیمُ یںلہند یںلانو

 ؿبا سرخی یمہند

 وھوڑا یمُآ یںکھارے چڑھد

 سےرنگ وٹیو نِیلا

―I got separation and set back, while performing my 
nuptial rites. Henna, rouge and frankincense (the red 
colours of happiness) changed into blue (the colour 
of sorrow and sadness in contradistinction to the red 
colour).‖ 

She was united with her beloved (immanence) when 
suddenly she experienced separation from her beloved 
(transcendence). The colours of immanence and happiness 
changed into the colours of transcendence and sorrows.  

 گاہنےماتم  پےسیا ینو

 دا ساماؿ، سولاں

 نےگ دے توؽ وہِاڈکھ ڈوہا

 سےاج ڈھیوڈاَزلوں 

―My jewellery consists of wailing, chest beating and 
mourning. The quilt and pillows are my sufferings 
and misfortunes. This is my dowry of afflictions that I 
have received ever since the primordial day.‖ 

She gets violently shaken from within while facing her 
beloved‘s transcendence. She undergoes sufferings and 
misfortunes. It is her dowry of afflictions that she has 
received in affecting nuptial love since primordial times. 

نڈ چھوٹی
َ
 آ یپاعمر ر

ُ 
 ی

 اے ارَماؿ وجھاڈ

 قسمت کھوٹ کما کھوٹی
ُ 
 ی

  یںیندوِ 
مکل
و نا 

 

 و
ت

 ے

―I have become a widow in such a tender age. My bad 
luck (destiny) brought misfortunes. And further my 
beloved did not fulfil my wish of bidding me a 
goodbye.‖ 
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She considers herself as the widower of love at such a 
tender age. It is her bad luck, which has brought misfortunes 
for her. She had an earnest desire that her beloved should 
have at least bidden her good-bye while going away. It is a 
strange feeling which recurs in her mind. It is a form of 
projecting human to the divine. She, in fact, is not mentally 
prepared for parting with her beloved. She wants to know the 
road map of love. She wishes a strong foothold on the path 
of love. But she is face to face with the suddenness of her 
beloved‘s transcendence, instead.  It is so difficult for her to 
face this bolt from the blue. 

 ِ
ج 
  
ی
د 

ن

  تئیں یںی
 ھ

ب

ن

ت

  اے درد 
ی

 سااں

 

 

ِ
 
ِ  پ

ھ

 

ٹ

 

 

ِ
 
عقااؿ اای  پ َ

ن

ج
 

 ںداغ قبر وچِ نیش یںمَرد

 سےیورو خلق رو و رو

―I will bear my pain till I live in this world. I will take 
these marks to my grave. I have mourned so much 
that my heartbeat has affected my mind. I have cried 
and made other people cry.‖ 

She resolves to bear the pain of love till she lives. Her 
mourning at the widowhood of her love has affected her 
mental faculties. She has cried and made other people cry at 
her awful condition. 

 بن ہک پل موؽ نہ وسِّے جیں

ہ
َ
 دا شاؿ یرتقد و

 آئے قصّے نےکر باقی

 سےگیو تھی ہا کیا کیا

―I was never in peace even for a moment without my 
beloved. Now, only the tales (of my friendship with 
my beloved) are left. I laud the glory of destiny. How 
(good) times have changed (the state of union has 
become the state of separation).‖ 

She recounts the times when she was always with her 
beloved. She did not have even a moment of peace without 
him. Now, it has all become history. She lauds the glory of 
destiny, which has changed the times of union into the times 
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of disunion. Doesn‘t her concept of destiny symbolise 
circumstances beyond her control? 

 کوں سجن یدفر دیاکر کر 

 ؿجگر وچ کا ؿجا

ک و گللا 
ِ
ک ہ 
ِ
 کوں ؿروواں ہ 

 سےیوجوڑ مر نیجا

―Farid! I cry by folding my arms around every tree by 
constantly remembering my beloved. My beloved has 
perfectly shot the arrow in my self.‖ 

He cries in helplessness by constantly remembering his 
beloved, who perfectly shot the arrow of love piercing his 
embodied self.   
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 نےنور وجود عیا )یںشالا جیو(نظر  کرؿ نظارے تیز

―I pray for the people to live long, who witness the 
manifest light of Being with their sharp vision.‖ 

He prays for the ones whose heart-perception witnesses 
the manifest light of Being. 

 ورد لسانے یرِند راز انااحق  سر سبحانی

―The ecstatic utterances, unravelling the mystery of 
‗Glory to Me‘ and the secret of ‗I am the Truth‘ are 
on my tongue.‖ 

He reaches the spiritual stage of ontological nothingness 
whereby the ecstatic utterances of Mansur Hallaj and Bayazid 
Bistami are on his tongue. It is essentially the Reality, which 
takes over his medium and speaks through him. 

  کشف معانی ورد مبانی

ن

 شانے ااہل دل 

―The discovery of hidden meanings in the ordinary 
recitals is the glory of the people who have heart-
knowledge.‖ 

The ones who have heart-knowledge discover the 
apparent and hidden meanings contained in the recitals. It is 
at the highest level that the subject and the object of recital 
become identical. It is the Reality, which recites on the 
human tongue. 

 سب صورت سبحانے نیجانہ  غیر سنجانیسمجھ 
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―Do have a deeper understanding and never consider 
it as the other because the Reality (Transcendent) is 
manifest in all forms of immanence.‖ 

The Reality is manifest in all forms. There is nothing other 
than the Reality since there is no otherness. 

 نےبیا  ؿعیا  ریا اوؽ آخر ظاہر باطن

―The First, the Last, the Outward and the Inward are 
the open-manifestations of my friend.‖ 

The Reality is openly evident in the forms of the Origin, 
the End, the Manifest and the Unmanifest. The four 
dimensions of the Reality are not only non-spatial and non-
temporal but are spatial and temporal as well. Religiosity 
commits a cardinal error in constricting and isolating these 
four fundamental dimensions of the Reality. One of the 
dimensions of the Reality or God is the Manifest (Zahir), 
which is rightly understood as the Omnipresence of God. But 
religiosity due to imaginary fear of pantheism (bye- product 
of modern philosophy) denies the metaphysical reality and 
truth of ‗Seeing God Everywhere‘. It fails to realise that the 
dimension of the Manifest (immanence) does not deny the 
transcendence of the Reality or God. ―Is God One at specific 
places and times or One at all places and all times,‖ questions 
Baba Husayn Shah, a notable mystic. The answer is that God 
is One at all places and at all times. And if it is so, then man 
has no place beside the plenitude of the Absolute Being. The 
desperate attempt of religiosity to assign him a place beside 
God is placing divinity beside Him, which is the very 
negation of the principle of tawhid or unity. Speaking 
ontologically, Man is simply nothing. The doctrinal truth of 
the four dimensions of the Reality is witnesses in the act of 
metaphysical realisation.   

 منصور

 
ِ

  یکت

ط

 تے 
ت 
وور
ع

 سرمد صنعانے ی

 

 کت

―He is Mansuri and Taifuri at times and at times is 
Sarmad and Sanaan.‖ 
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The Reality, at times, manifests in the forms of Mansur 
Hallaj and Bayazid Bistami and at times in the forms of 
Sarmad and Sanaan (the murshid of Fariduddin Attar). It is 
through the principle of Oneness that one can understand the 
Reality and doctrines of the Sufi-saints.  

 نےیماا ینا دڈسا شاہد مستی حسن پرستی

―The adoration of beauty and ecstatic witnessing is 
our religious tradition.‖ 

The lover‘s religious tradition is to adore Beauty and 
ecstatically witness it in all beautiful forms. It is not an 
ordinary seeing. It is contemplating Beauty itself in all forms 
of beauty. The first part of the Islamic Shahadah: There is no 
beauty except the Beauty and the second part of the 
Shahadah: Muhammad is the manifestation of the Beauty 
make one understand the source and manifestation of the 
Beauty. 

 نےآپ دا دھیا پنےا ییدفر یترِ  یرہ توحید

―The way of unity and the Faridi tradition is 
watchfulness of one‘s inner self.‖ 

The way of unity and the Faridi tradition consist in the 
traditional dictum: Know thyself. The modern man has 
become exceedingly outward. He is enmeshed in the world of 
multiplicity and diversity. He has severed the identity between 
knowing and being. He has lost his inwardness. He has to 
look within the infinite depths of his being or consciousness 
in order to realise the metaphysical truth of the principle of 
Unity or Oneness. The Faridi tradition essentially is the 
metaphysical tradition of Oneness of Being (wahdat al-
wujud). 
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 سے آئے ہو تم کس دھرتی

 تمہارا یسنگر ہے د پرؾ

 رے  کے باسی یکس نگر

 رے کہاں اوداسی پھرتے

―Which is the place of your origin? Where are your 
dwellings oh? Your habitation is in the city of love. 
Why are you wandering forlorn, oh?‖ 

The concept of Man in the great metaphysical and 
religious traditions of the world is grounded in pure and 
traditional metaphysics. It gives due place to the inward and 
the outward aspects of human personality. The modern 
concept of Man has divested him of his inwardness and 
robbed him of his spiritual treasures. Modern psychology and 
psychotherapy, for example, have weaved hundreds of 
theories of personality but they have not been able to fathom 
the infinite depths of his being or consciousness.  The 
modern man bereft of transcendence is condemned to 
consider his human finitude as final. He faces the crises of 
identity not only in the psychic realm but essentially in the 
realm of spirituality. The tradition makes him remember his 
‗Forgotten Truth‘. It makes him bear in mind his ‗origin‘ and 
‗centre.‘ He primordially belongs to the city of love. He has 
become oblivious of the cosmic purpose of his existence and 
has chosen finite purposes, instead. He has become alienated 
from his self, which has made him alienated from the world. 
He has lost the ultimate meaning of life. The metaphysical 
and the traditional world, under the spell of modernism and 
postmodernism, tend to become oblivious of the 
metaphysical and traditional principles of knowledge and 
being. Modern times are the times of solar and lunar eclipses.  
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 بھوگی گیجوہوتے ہو  ںکیو

 نکربھبھوت رما کے کیو انگ

 رے گیطرح برا روگی

 رے سیبدؿ سنیا رکھتے

―Why do you become ascetic or beggar, sick and 
dressed in Hindu ascetic‘s attire, oh? Why do you soil 
your body like that of Hindu abstinent, oh?‖ 

The votaries of the metaphysical and religious traditions 
have fallen short of the metaphysical and religious truths 
enshrined in their own respective traditions. The truths of 
pure metaphysics pertaining to Hindu metaphysics have 
degenerated into mere rituals devoid of spirituality. The entire 
exercise is geared to outwardness at the expense of 
inwardness. 

 یکھوآپ سنبھاؽ کے د پناا

 گسہر رویا نہ کیجو فکر

 کی کر کے نظر حقیقت

 رے نہ آسی یا آسی

―Realise your self by virtue of casting a real glance 
(within). My friends do not worry at all about his 
coming or not, oh.‖ 

One has to develop a doctrinal understanding of his being 
and plunge in the infinite depths of his consciousness. It is up 
to his beloved to unveil himself or not. His relationship with 
his beloved has to be unconditional. It is one of the most 
illuminating guidance in the path of love. The lover does 
expect positive results of his efforts.  But they do not accrue 
according to his hopes and expectations. He may have a 
feeling of perpetual emptiness, instead. It is here that he may 
get discouraged and as a reaction engross himself in worldly 
activities, which ultimately make him more empty. He may 
finally abandon the path of love. The safest course in love is 
to remain concentrating on the Real for the sake of it beyond 
results. Apparently, the regular response of the beloved seems 
to inspire the lover in remaining fastened in the tracks of his 
beloved but in reality it does not happen. The period of 
transcendence becomes so unbearable. The lover who 
remains steadfast in love without concerning about the vision 
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and union of his beloved is surely to reach his destination. 
But it is so difficult to sustain love during the long periods of 
transcendence. Doesn‘t one require courage to love? 

 گیتم ہو سا گیتم ہو سا

 ذات صفات کو سمجھو پنیا

 رے گیذرہ نہ وا گیوا

 رے کرو شناسی پنیا

―You are the real and you are the truth. You are 
neither fake nor there is an iota of a counterfeit in 
you, oh. Do understand the reality of your essence 
and attributes. Realise yourself from within, oh.‖ 

Man is real because he is the manifestation of the Reality. 
He is truth because he is the manifestation of the Truth. How 
could he be fake or counterfeit? His essence and attributes 
are the manifestations of His Essence and Attributes. His task 
is to realise his ontological nothingness in order to let the 
Being itself contemplate in his mirror of nothingness. 

 سنیوسوچ کے  ییدفر بات

 جگ کے مالک تم ہو ںدونو

 لا کر دؽ کے کانوں کو

 رے بھولے اللہ راسی

―Listen to the Faridi discourse with reflection and 
attentiveness of heart. You are sovereign in both the 
worlds. Why have you forgotten to put your trust in 
Allah, oh?‖ 

Faridi discourse has to be realised with spiritual 
understanding. Man is the apex of both the worlds. He is the 
mirror in which the Reality or God contemplates Himself. 
And this act of contemplation will continue in the next world 
as well. One should not forget to put his trust in Allah. He 
will not throw you ‗as a thing of no use‘.  
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 غیر
ُ
  واندے کنوں جی کُ

ّ
ھ

 

ب
ُ
م

 راندے انوکھی یتر ی

―My heart is absolutely emptied from otherness. It is 
a sweet tradition and a novel way of love.‖ 

It is such a sweet tradition and way of love that his heart is 
emptied of otherness. Love and gnosis gift him with spiritual 
treasures. 

 کر خو

 

و قبیلہ یشسَ
 ِ

 

 ناں دے ڑے%بردے  سے ت

―I have left my kith and kin. I have become a slave of 
your name.‖ 

He leaves his ephemeral relationships and purely 
concentrates on the Real.   

رماندے نہ وتھیو سنجانوسَ  صورت وچ ڈھوؽ 
َ
 د

―Witness your beloved in all forms. Do not be 
dejected.‖ 

The Reality as the beloved is manifest in all forms. One 
should not be dejected in perceiving Him even in ugly forms. 
He is transcendent and immanent in simultaneity. The 
ugliness of a medium does not affect Him. To delimit His 
manifestation violates the metaphysical concept of  unity. 

 دوست دلاندے ہنےسو ےیرد یںیدجھوکاں د سینے

―The beloved of my heart dwells in the infinite 
depths of my being.‖ 

The beloved of his heart dwells in the inmost chambers of 
his being. 
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ے من بھاندے ریا پل وچ کوؽ بغل وچ ہر پل
ھ

 

مبِ

 

―My sweet and enchanting beloved resides within me 
at each and every moment.‖ 

His sweet and enchanting beloved is constantly with him. 
His presence with him is the metaphysical proof of His 
Omnipresence. 

ا
ّ
 سماندے سجنسارے  دے وچ قطر نہ ماوے ںاکھ 

―My beloved fully dwells in my eyes, where even a 
straw cannot reside.‖ 

His eye cannot bear even a straw but his beloved dwells in 
it in His fullness. Isn‘t the spiritual all-pervasive and 
immeasurable?  He sees through his eye. How wonderful! 

الا 
َ

 

 دےں گھر مترا ںیکھوڈ کر حضرت روہی ونجس

―I pray to God that I may instantly go to the reverend 
desert and see the dwellings of my friends.‖ 

He prays for visiting the dwellings of his friends within the 
reverend desert of his self. Isn‘t it a prayer for the realisation 
of all the possibilities of one‘s higher self? 

 کر ورِد فر

 

 ندےگاپرؾ دے  گیت ہمیشہ یدسَ

―Farid always sings the songs of love beyond the 
rituals.‖ 

He transcends rituals and sings the songs of love, instead. 
A person deeply immersed in love is free from the discipline 
of rituals. 
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 لا ڈکھڑی کہیں
ُ 
 یسار یمعمر گسار یںروند یریا ی

―I have contracted such a love of suffering that my 
whole life has been spent in crying.‖ 

She spends her entire life in crying as a consequence of 
contracting love full of sufferings. 

 ےیزہوت بلوچ او ہنےسو

  نہ
ہ 

ن

سب
  سدھ سلاؾ 

ی
 ے

 

 ر

 ڈ
ک
  اڈھے 
ی
ے

 

ت
  

ھ

ک

ن

ی

  سخت 
ی

 ے

 

 ر

 یسولاں مار ںیساو ےکیڈ

―My awkward Baloch beloved has oppressively 
resorted to absolute separation. He informs me 
neither of his states of affairs nor sends me any 
felicitations or messages. What should I do since I am 
ravished with afflictions?‖ 

She discerns awkwardness of her beloved in resorting to 
oppressive and lengthy transcendence. There is absolute no 
response from the transcendent. She finds no way out in 
being ravished with afflictions. 

 ماہی رانجھنراوؽ  یہوا

ؽ
َ
 کردا بے پرواہی و

ِ  یکھس دِلڑ
ھ

 

ٹ

  
ی
د ا

ن

 راہی ی

ہ
َ
 یظلم تے بے نروار و

―Look towards the cruelty and injustice of my 
beloved Ranjhan. He captivates my heart and walks 
away without caring at all.‖ 

She points to the cruelty and injustice of her beloved 
friend who captivated her heart in immanence and then 
became transcendent without tendering her.  
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  اؽمہینو

ک

 نہاؽ نہ 

ی 

م

 

ب

 

  ڈکھاں داؾ جا بھر
ِ
ی 

 

ی 

م

ُ

 

ب

 

'  

 

ّڑ
ھِ
کَل

  ی

ن

ی

 ناؽ نہ 

ی 

م

 

ب

 

 یشہر خوار آئی پیش

―My beloved did not make me happy. He left me 
forlorn and did not take me with him. I took the cup 
of suffering and faced notoriety.‖ 

She would have been happy if her beloved had affected 
permanent union with her.  He transcended leaving her in the 
lurch. She was condemned to drink the cup of suffering. She 
faced notoriety, at the hands of her primary and secondary 
relationships, for contracting love with the transcendent. 

 ابرہوں بکھیڑ یاسر آ

 اآوؾ وھیڑ ؿکھاو بیا

ہ ہت  ڈ

ن

ب
  رات ہمیشہ 

 ھ
چ

  
ی
 ا

 

 ر

 یاصلوں محض وسار ھولےڈ

―The incongruities of love have fallen on my head (to 
my lot). There are constant brawls being faced by me, 
day and night. The courtyard of my house haunts me. 
My beloved has completely forsaken me.‖ 

She encounters incongruities of love. She faces constant 
brawls. She lives with her haunted self with the feeling that 
her beloved has completely forsaken her. 

 لوہندا ؿکار نیجا جی

اں دا سوہندا گل
َ

ن

 ہار غ

 کوہندا

 

ِ

ن

 غم درد الم پ

 منجھاری مُونجھسر سہرے 

―My self is intensely longing for my sweet heart. 
Sorrows and torment slaughter me. The garland of 
sorrows is in my neck and the chaplet of anguishes is 
on my head.‖ 

Her inner self intensely longs for her beloved. She feels 
slaughtered by sorrows and torments. Her embodied self is 
ravished by sorrows and anguishes. 

 آؿ وساوے جھوکاں ماہی

 وؽ سوکاں ؿسبز تھیو میڈیاں

 ٹوکاں لیںکرؿ سیا ںکیو

 یلکھ لکھ وار یوار ںونجا
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―My beloved may come and inhabit my dwellings. 
Why should the Sial women sneer at me? My 
dwellings may become evergreen. I may sacrifice 
myself countless times (for the sake of my beloved).‖ 

She beseeches her beloved to unveil himself in the inmost 
chamber of her heart. She does not want to give any 
opportunity to her adversaries to sneer at her. She wants the 
deadness of her self to be transformed into liveliness. She 
resolves to sacrifice her being and having for the sake of her 
beloved. 

 ہزار کشالے روگسے 

 تھل مارو پربت کالے

 گھالے یجندڑ ؿکار ے%

  تتی لاچار

ن
ُ

 

 یہار ہ

―I am bearing hundreds of malaises and thousands of 
adversities in the deadly desert and black hills for you. 
I am helpless and inept. I have lost (and you have 
won).‖ 

She has borne countless malaises and adversities for the 
sake of her beloved. She is so helpless and inept that she 
finds herself lost in the deadly and tedious wilderness of her 
self. Doesn‘t a streak of light break the spell of darkness? 

 یدؽ برد یدلبر د جیں

ا جُڑ
َ
 ل
ُ  

 یچوٹ اندر د ب

 ینہ سرد یدجھ فربا تہیں

ہ
َ
 ا کار و

 

ڑ
کلل
 یزخم 

―I have become the slave of my beloved. Farid!  I 
cannot pass my life without him. He perfectly shot 
and made a terrible unintelligible wound in my 
being.‖ 

He has become the slave of his beloved. He cannot pass 
his life without him. It was his beloved who perfectly stirred 
terrible and unintelligible love within his being. The 
inseparability of beauty and love characterises the whole 
spiritual journey. Aren‘t the beloved sun and the lover moon 
in the game of ontological love? 
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Kafi-251 

  بنی نہ ی%جو  تھیا کیا

ھ

 

ٹ

 

ی 

 

س

 گنیاوہا جو رب  ی

―If your wishes have not been realised, then do not 
worry. It is so because it has been destined by the 
Sustainer.‖ 

Man wishes and desires so many things in life. He has an 
ever growing wish-list with him. But it is not possible that he 
gets what he wishes or desires. The oppressive structure of 
the society or the inner and outer limitations of his self may 
deprive him even of his genuine needs. It is the way he 
chooses to give meaning to his predicament that ultimately 
designs the pattern of his behaviour. He may choose to act or 
react. His action or reaction may be in the air or grounded in 
reality. The one who considers human finitude as final 
(modern) may have an altogether different perspective from 
the one who has faith in the Infinite (traditional). The 
traditional man has to realise that if he has not got what he 
wanted---at multidimensional levels--- it is because of the 
implicit or explicit will of the Sustainer (God). His implicit 
will is reflected in the scheme of things. He has given 
freedom to man. It is by virtue of freedom that good and evil 
are realised as possibilities. God does not create evil directly. 
It indirectly arises due to the freedom inherent in the human. 
If the human were deprived of freedom, then there would 
not have been any possibility of good. And the possibility of 
good posits the possibility of evil. Man has to be good and 
shun evil. God, in His Infinite Wisdom, has measured all 
things (destiny or ‗the inner reach of a thing‘) and has full 
control over them (Al-Qadir, Al-Qadeer). His implicit will 
containing all His Attributes is imbibed in the law of things. 
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The law of things are not lifeless. They are lively by His 
Presence. The person, who acts respectfully, invokes His 
Attribute of Al-Muiz but the person who acts disrespectfully 
invokes His Attribute of Al-Muzil. Thus, it is for man as to 
which Attributes of God He chooses to invoke. God‘s 
responsiveness to man, by virtue of His law of things, does 
not end with His implicit will. His explicit will, over and 
above His implicit will, directly intervenes in the cosmic 
affairs. He is directly concerned with the affairs of every 
individual. He is not an outsider or a spectator but participant 
in the life of every one. He is not unjust to any one. The 
underlying principle of His behaviour is Mercy. He is 
Omnipresent, Omnipotent and Omniscient. He knows what 
a particular or general thing is beneficial or harmful for a 
certain person at all levels. Many things, which are good and 
apparently beneficial to a particular person, may be in reality 
harmful for him. The Sustainer knows but that particular 
person does not know. Thus, man is advised to leave his 
affairs in the hands of the Sustainer--- consciously and 
willingly--- in pure receptivity.  

ا اڑا دولت کوں چوچی
َ
 ل

ا  تھی آزاد

ن

 صفاً صَ

 ٹکو نہ کھاڈٹھگ باز دا 

 نیا دی ئیسنجاچن گھن 

―Commit your insatiable quest of wealth to flames 
and never be deceived by this swindler. Become 
absolutely free. Do away with all those things that 
bring misfortunes.‖ 

Wealth is blessing of God but it becomes a curse when it 
is earned and spent against the will of God. Man is advised to 
commit his insatiable hunger of wealth (‗infinite gold hunger‘) 
to flames. It is to divest oneself from the craving of wealth. It 
deceptively robs man of his inwardness. Wealth as an end in 
itself destroys the spiritual quest of man. The Qur‘an 
mentions Qarun (a fabulously rich man in the times of the 
Prophet Musa) whose hoarded wealth was of no avail to him 
and he was buried with it as a chastisement from the heavens. 
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The psychic ties of wealth imprison the person in a golden 
cage by captivating his freedom. The quest of wealth and 
amassing it for its own sake is counter productive. It is not 
man who possesses wealth but it is ultimately wealth, which 
possesses him. A possessed man becomes essentially 
alienated from his own self. Man should free himself from 
the misfortunes of wealth.  

 آشنا دا نہ تھی دنیا

 دا دغا ؿنہ موذ یںکھانو

 ہے اے مکارہ بے وفا

 گھنی ںتیکو کنیہے پنج 

―Do not commit yourself with worldliness. It is 
cunning and faithless. Do not be seduced by its 
dubiousness. Remain contended with your small 
share.‖ 

One should not develop his ties with worldliness. It 
cunningly deceives one in thinking that his possessions will 
always remain with him. It is faithless in changing hands. A 
person has to be aware of its power of seduction. He has to 
remain contented with his legitimate share in the world. 

ھگ مگ یوج دھج د
 
چ

 تروڑ وے 

ھ پتھر دڈ ہے
ل

 بھور دے ی

 یورے تے لمل چھوڑ دڈ

 کنی ید ےہیڑ ؿکا تیں

―Break away from the seduction of honour and fame. 
Leave aside costly apparel. Consider a piece of 
diamond nothing more than a stone.‖ 

Save yourself from the allurements of honour and fame. 
They inflate your ego at the expense of your real personality.  
They lead you to compromise with Truth. They veil you from 
your beloved. Never strive to achieve them.  If God bestows 
honour and fame on you, then be humble and thank Him for 
His blessings. Leave your desire of costly apparel. You can 
only wear it by robbing so many people of their dresses, 
which could hardly cover even their bare bodies. Never 
forget the traditional wisdom that simplicity is beauty. Do not 
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value a diamond more than a stone, nay a crushed stone. All 
these things act as obstacles in the way of spiritual realisation. 

 کار دے کہیں مُلّاں نہیں

 

ن

ن

 ھ
ج
م
س

 اسرار دے تے بھیت 

 دے ریا ننجانہ  ےشیو

 نیتھئے د نےکنڈ دے بھر ونج

―The clerics are just for nothing. They do not 
understand the ways of the friend. They do not 
understand the intricacies of mysteries. They fall on 
their backs (they can‘t rise to the occasion and fail to 
disclose the intricacies of reality and truth).‖ 

One cannot get any benefit from the clerics. They are 
inimical to the sentiment of love. They deny the possibility of 
experiencing God. They do not understand the ways of the 
beloved. They cannot unfold the mysteries of esoterism.  
They cannot face the truth. They turn their backs on it. 

 نہ ہا یںو آنوڈراہ  یںا

ووں
 ھ
ِج
ٹ 

ُ  یکھیںڈتے نہ  
ہ ہ ولام

ن

ب
 

 ڈقدؾ  جے آئیں
ت 
 وو
ہ

ن

ب
ہ ہت  ڈ 

ن

ب
 ودھا 

 تنی سر تئیں یںکر حیلہ

―You should not have entered the way in the first 
instance. Now, when you have stepped in, do not 
turn your face backwards. Keep striving till you have 
consciousness.‖ 

One should not have entered the realm of love and gnosis 
for there are intricacies, pains and sufferings of the way 
beyond his imagination. He should have contented with 
paradise and not vouchsafed for the paradise of Essence. 
However, once he has entered it, he should never envisage 
the possibility of leaving it. He must keep striving to realise 
‗deliverance and union‘ till end. 

و ِ

ن

 رتیترس باروچل  ہین

لد سستی یشود
ُ
 وتی یر

 وچ تتی یںپہاڑ روہیں

 

ن

ی

 

ی 

 
ہ 

ن

ب

 
 
ی

 جنیہک  یاکلھڑ ن

―My beloved Brochal! You have not even an iota of 
pity. The inept and poor Sassi due to her being in 
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love is wandering alone and wretched in the 
mountainous terrains.‖ 

She beseeches her transcendent beloved to have pity on 
her and assume the form of immanence. The love of the 
inept Sassi is making her wander in the wilderness of her self. 

 دؽ قہر د
ِ
 مبتلا یہ 

 آ یے وڈاتے من  ' من

 ہے او غضب دا بے وفا

 بنیآپت دے وچ کھڑ بڑ 

―There is terrifying love (of Sassi), on the one hand, 
and on the other hand is the presence of (Punnal), 
who is absolutely faithless. There is a great 
contradiction between the creditor and the debtor.‖ 

The contradiction between the terrifying love of the lover 
and the cold response of the beloved reaches such heights 
that the lover considers himself as a debtor facing the 
cruelties of the creditor. Isn‘t all love on credit? 

ھ وےگا ید وفابے  سن
ل

 

 نہ لہم سنبھاؽ وے اصلوں

ھد 
 
ُج
ٹ 

 نہ ہرگس حاؽ وے ا

 تنی ید نہ چولی ےیوڈ

―Listen to the tale of the faithless one. He never 
enquires about me. He does not favourably share 
with me. He is not ready to give me even a thread (to 
tie the collar of shirt).‖ 

He depicts the absolute transcendence of his beloved and 
its impact on his life. 

 تے شاد وؽ یدخوش فر تھی

ؽ ؾتھیو اَجھو
َ
 جھوک آباد و

 دؽ  دیاکوں نہ کر  ڈکھڑیں

  نیں یہاا

ہ س

ک  ینہ و
ِ
 منیہ 

―Farid! Be glad and happy and do not remember your 
sufferings. Your world will flourish soon (will unite 
with your beloved). The stream does not flow at one 
bank (it flows at the other bank also).‖ 

He is sustained by hope even during the unresponsiveness 
of his beloved.  
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Kafi-252 

  ڈکھڑا کیا

ن

ہ ہی  ی

ن

ب
 سے جھ پلے نہ پیوباکھ ڈ سے لیو 

―Why I have contracted love impregnated with 
sufferings? Nothing fell to my lot except sufferings.‖ 

She questions her love replete with sufferings. 

  یہے نار غضب د عشق نہیں

 د سُولاں

 

 یںبھرد آہیں یںسَ

 

ک

 تن من 

ی 

س

ُ

 

ی

 کولے 

  یسار
 ھ
بِ

ن

ت

  عمر 
ت
 سے وو

―It is not simple love but a horrible fire that has 
turned my body and soul into ashes. I have spent my 
whole life in burning afflictions by heaving cold 
sighs.‖ 

The fire of love ravishes her embodied self. 

 ساتھی نہ غمخوار نا کوئی

 ہور نہ کوئیڈکھ  ںجیہا عشق

 حاؽ ونڈاوے نہ کوئی

 سےتھیو ییرو پیو ما

―I have no comforter or companion. There is no one 
to share with me. There is no suffering greater than 
love. My parents have become inimical to me.‖ 

She feels ostracised from her social self. 

 نےجا ہر کوئی قبیلہ یشخو

 ٹوکاں ںیاکرد ںسرتیا ںسینگیا

 جھوکاں ںیاد ریامنزؽ 

 سےبھرؾ لوڑھیو سارا

―My kith and kin and everyone know that my 
destination is in the dwellings of my friend. My same 
age friends sneer at me. I have lost all my honour.‖ 

People know about her object of love. But still her friends 
sneer at her. She has lost her honour. 

 کانے ایندلوگ مر کوچے شہر بزاراں ںگلیا
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 ھڑے

ن 
ن

 سےونجیوشعور  شرؾ طعنے ؿیوڈڑے ڈو ی

―People pass offensive remarks against me in the city, 
streets, lanes and markets. The younger and the older 
ones taunt me. I have lost my awareness and 
intelligence.‖ 

She has to face offensive remarks and taunts everywhere. 
She loses her ordinary sense of the self.  

ھ نہیںگا
ل

  یکل د جاَ  

 

 

ن

 یس

  بے
ک
 نشاؿ سجن دے 
ی
ے

 

ت
 

 

 

ڑ
ھ

 

مب

  یروز ازؽ د ی

 سےیونشاؿ گنو ناؾ

―It is not a recent occurrence of damnation. I am 
miserable ever since the primordial day. I have lost 
my identity for the sake of my nameless beloved.‖ 

Her damnation is traced back to the miseries since the 
primordial day. She loses her identity for the sake of her 
nameless beloved. Isn‘t it one of the greatest achievements in 
the path of love? 

 وچ پانواں گلہار نجوںں دا 

 کائینہ  یترِ  بئیسوا  پیت

 واںونجارو رو حاؽ  بیٹھی

 سے سر مفت گدھیو ےڈ

―I wear the garland of tears. I have worsened my state 
by crying. I have nothing to do except remaining in 
the state of love. I have sacrificed my being for the 
sake of love in return for nothing.‖ 

She suffers terribly without gaining union and vision of 
her beloved. 

 درد وچھوڑا منجھاری مُونجھ

ا  یدخر یدفر ریا

 

 
 نہ ک

 وڑاڈدے  باب تتی لکھیا

 سےیورو خلق رو رو

―I am the inept one who has been destined for 
greater anguish, pain and separation. Farid! My friend 
did not own me. I made the whole world weep by 
crying.‖ 
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He faces anguish, pain and separation in consonance with 
the pre-eternal covenant (alast). He cries and makes the world 
cry with him for he has not been owned by his beloved. 
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Kafi-253 

 دا نا موت آوے ریانہ  اوےروؽ راوؽ وچ روہ ر گیا
ِ
 مِ

―My beloved has left me wretched in the hard 
mountainous passages. I neither unite with my friend 
nor does death overtake me.‖ 

The beloved‘s transcendence makes her wander 
wretchedly in wilderness. She terribly suffers the ambiguity of 
neither living in union nor dying in disunion.   

  تنآ

ن

 

 

 ستاوؿ ںسینگیا یںک

  کئی

 

ِ

 نوک لاوؿ کئی ںیاکر د ک

 وؿسنا ںلیابو ںیایندں مَرجگتا

 

 

  
 صدمے اٹھاوے ہمیشہ اج

―My same age friends vex me, while spinning the 
wheel. Some of them make me a laughing stock, 
while others pass insulting remarks against me. Some 
make me woeful, while some resort to gambols. My 
self always bears these shocks.‖ 

She faces shocks of ridicules, puns and insults at the hands 
of her friends while spinning the yarn of love. 

 الاوے ینہ بھاواں اَمڑ بھنیں

 نہ پاوے اپھیر ایزاو نیجا

  پ   

ہ 

 سور

ب 

 ے
ج
 کھاوےڈ ہر کوئی 

  ہک

س

 

 
ب

 ھ
چ
 توؽ تاوےبیا  ساڑے 

―I am not pleasing to my sisters and my mother 
scolds me. All my house inmates and my in laws 
make me suffers. My peculiar beloved does not come 
to meet me. My nuptial bed burns me and my quilt 
sets me aflame.‖ 

She suffers at the hands of her mother, sisters, inmates of 
her house and in-laws for contracting such a queer love. She 
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further suffers the transcendence of her beloved. The nuptial 
emptiness of her self haunts her in the absence of her 
beloved.  

ّ  ڈکھڑے

َس
س

 ڈنوں  ی
ت 
 وو
ہ

ن

ب
ہ ہت  ڈ 

ن

ب
 سوائے 

 ستائے سولیں مونجھیں منجھائے

ہ ہت  ڈ جیں

ن

ب
 گھر ڈو سدھائے بروچل 

 وچِھڑے مِِاوے اہیںکڈ قادر

―Sassi faced increasing sufferings ever since my 
beloved left for his dwellings. Anguishes have made 
me suffer and the afflictions have vexed me. I pray 
that the Almighty unites the separated ones.‖ 

She faces great sufferings since her beloved assumed 
transcendence. She suffers in anguish. She is vexed with 
afflictions. She prays to the Almighty to unite the separated 
ones.  

 

 

ڑ
ھ

 

ب
ُ
م

 بیلیسانوؽ نہ  اکیلی ی

 ی ڈوہیلی یلیحو نظرے

 

 

ن

 س

ل نہ کر د
 ھ

لب

 سہیلی سُرتی یا

و
ُ
 سہاوے والی یتھلاں د مار

―I am miserably alone without my beloved or any 
companion. My youthful companions and friends do 
not welcome me. My mansion seems damned and 
sombre. The sand of the deadly desert seems pleasant 
to me.‖ 

She faces miserable loneliness in the absence of her 
beloved. She has not even a companion to share her plight. 
Her friends and companions welcome her no more. They are 
offended by her independent stance of love as against their 
advice to leave her beloved and settle for a peaceful domestic 
life. Her self seems damned and sombre without her friend. 
The sandy deadly desert of the self seems so pleasant to her, 
in spite of its being negatively related to her beloved for it 
gives her a sense of belongingness. 

 ینہ وار یتڑڈ ایدقسمت فر

 یمار یدؽ درداند ونجے ےکیڈ

 

ک

ؽ 
َ
 و

ن

ُ
 

 اصلوں پ

ی 

م

ُ

 

ب

 ینہ کار 

 نوں راووے جگ رو نبھائی رو
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―Farid! Fortune did not let me take my turn (I was 
unlucky). My Punnal essentially never shared with me. 
Where should this abject one go? My life has been 
spent in crying and making others cry.‖ 

He is conscious about his being unfortunate in the matters 
of love. The crux of the matter is that his beloved did not 
nurture love with him. He as an abject lover has nowhere to 
go. He has nothing to do except suffer his pathetic love and 
make others sympathise with him.  Could mere sympathising 
help in solving his problems?    
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Kafi-254 

ھاائی یتپر یترِ  کیا

سِک

 ہے ائیسدا حُسن خدڈسَ   ہے 

―What a tradition love has made me realise. The 
Divine beauty is manifest everywhere.‖ 

The realisation of the metaphysical tradition of love has 
worked wonders. The divine Beauty is openly manifest. The 
great metaphysical and religious traditions of the world are 
born of experience. They understand the experience of their 
founders in metaphysical and religious senses. They explain 
the nature of the experience in respective terminologies. The 
votaries of a respective tradition not only understand the 
terminology of their own tradition but they may also become 
familiar with the terminologies of other traditions as well. The 
family resemblance of terminology helps in attaining 
transcendent unity of multiple traditions. The tradition 
essentially is fully equipped with doctrines and the 
corresponding means of their realisation.  It is due to the 
onslaught of modernism that the traditional world has 
imbibed certain bad habits of philosophy. It has not only 
metamorphosed metaphysical truths into philosophical 
categories but has also become oblivious of the means of 
realisation. All the metaphysical and religious traditions of the 
world, more or less, are infested with the virus of modernism 
excepting a few noble exceptions here and there. The 
tradition of Islam has suffered the same fate in the hands of 
different schools of thought including the Clerics and the 
Rationalists, who are the products of modernism in their 
respective ways. They have, among other things, denied the 
spiritual dimension of Islam. They do not envisage the 
possibility of experiencing God. The radicals amongst them 
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even deny the prophet of Islam having experience of God. 
They understand the act of revelation (wahy) in a very 
restricted and constricted sense. The Sufis have made one of 
the greatest contributions to Islam and World Spirituality by 
restoring the doctrinal understanding of religion and by 
demonstrating the possibility of doctrinal realisation. The 
driving force of love is not only behind the creation of the 
cosmos but it is equally involved in its sustenance. It is the 
intensity of the loving eye, which unveils the Omnipresence 
of Beauty. Doesn‘t love lead to gnosis? Aren‘t love and gnosis 
identical? 

ل د ریا یسدڈ
ھ

 

مبِ

 صورت ی

 و ہر

ی

 

ل

 
ھ
 ہے شگن مہورت ے

 تصو
ُ
 مورت یرکُ

ُ
 اتے کُ

 ہے نہ کائیخبر  ید غیر

―I see the sweet form of my friend in its complete 
picture and full face. It is a good omen to see the 
form of my friend every time. There is no trace of 
otherness (or non divine).‖ 

The figure, picture and form of his sweet friend are visible 
in total plenitude. He considers it such a good omen to 
constantly witness the face of his friend. He finds no trace of 
otherness. 

 دے سجن ریاے رناز نہو

 دے ؿہر آؿ انوکھڑے و ہر

 عشوے غمزے من موہن دے

 ہے ئییةز ینتوہ ز

―The prides and coquetries, amorous glances and 
enticements of my beloved friend are strangely 
manifest at each and every moment. I laud this 
adornment and propriety.‖ 

The constant beautiful and vibrant expressions of his 
beloved are so creative. He lauds the grand prettification of 
his friend. 

 ے ٹخرے نوکاں ٹوکاںنخر

 وؽ جھوکاں ںسوکاں سبز تھیا

  یدِلڑ
 ھ
ٹ

  جوڑ چو
ی
د 

ن

 چوکاں ںیای

 ہے چائی خنکی خوبی
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―The blandishments, disdainful air, gambols and 
playfulness of my beautiful beloved perfectly stir my 
heart. The dried up plants have again turned green. 
Well, the temporary dwellings have again come to 
life.‖ 

The vibrant beauty of his beautiful beloved is instrumental 
in fully nurturing love in his heart. His deadened self 
transforms in liveliness.  

وؽ د نازک چالی
َ

ن

 ینور ن

ل د دھار
ج 
ک

 یدھاڑ اجلد ی

مزاں بانکی
َ
 یطرز جدؽ د ر

 ہے بھا بھڑکائی سرخی

―The tender moves of the embodied light are intricate 
signs of strife. The line of a collyrium is so fateful.  
Redness intensifies the flame of love.‖ 

The tender, vibrant and colourful beauty of the beloved 
strives to conquer him. He has no defence against the 
onslaught of beauty. 

 وہاگ تے درد جُدائیڈکھ ڈ

و یدفر عشق
 
ِ

 

 بھائی سےت

ل وِ 
مِ
ل

َ
 ائیلڈساتھ  ےیندر

 ہے روز سوائی عشرت

―The sufferings and misfortunes along with pain and 
separation have all together gone away. Farid! Love 
has developed fraternal ties with me leading to the 
increasing delights each day.‖ 

The sufferings, misfortunes and the pains of separation 
jointly go away. Love becomes so friendly that his delights 
know no bounds.  
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 ہے یااسُوز سو یہہہر روز ا ہے یاعشق اَڑاہ مچا کیا

―What a stir love has created? The passion is on the 
increase each day.‖ 

Psychic love is a storm in tea cup. But the spiritual love 
once stirred in the heart of the lover stirs the entire sea of 
love with mounting waves touching the sky.  

 ہے یاک جلاسرتن من پھو

 ہے منجھایامار  یدلڑ یبھیڑ

 ہے یامٹھا جوبن مفت گنوا

 ہے یادؾ وچ درد سوا دؾ

―It burned my body and soul into ashes. My hapless 
youth has gone for nothing. My despicable heart has 
ravished me with anguish. My pain is perpetually on 
the increase.‖ 

Love burns his embodied self to ashes. His hapless youth 
is spent in struggling for the vision and union of his beloved. 
His despicable heart ravishes him with anguish. The pain of 
love remains on the increase. 

 

س

 سٹ 

 
ب

 ھ
چ
  اکیلی 

َ

ن

 ہوت ن

ھلا گل
ُ
ٹ 

 سےڈدا نانگ ں ہار 

ّے عیش غم پاکر جھولی
س
ھ
کَ

 

 ہے یالاڈکھ  قسمت سَ   کھیڈ

―My beloved ran away by deserting the nuptial bed. 
He gave me sorrows and snatched away my joys. The 
garland in my neck gives me a snake bite. My 
misfortune has brought me these sufferings.‖ 

The beloved becomes transcendent instantaneously from 
his posture of immanence. It is just like the switching off 
light. He made her sorrowful by depriving her of the nuptial 
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joys of union. Her embellishments seem so deadly without 
her beloved. She suffers because of her misfortunes in being 
separated from her beloved.  

ڑ  د ہناسو
چ  ِ
ہ 

 گیامار  یسانگ 

 گیازار نزار خوار  کر

 گیاوسار  ریا یریکبا

 ہے یابے وس بار سہا تتی

―My lovely friend speared me with separation and 
forgot me so soon. He left me distressed and 
disgraced. I am the inept and the helpless bearing this 
burden.‖ 

She is pierced by the spear of separation. The unexpected 
transcendence was as a bolt from the blue. She is distressed 
by the state of separation and disunion. She is disgraced by 
her near and dear ones at the loss of her beloved. She as an 
inept and helpless lover bears the burden of love. 

 ِ ق د یدِلڑ یہاا

 

سِ
ع

  ی

 

ڑ
ھ

 

کُب

 ہے ی

  یشوؼ د یتڑڈ ما

 
 
ُ

 ہے یگ

اں موٹُھڑ
َ

ن

  ڈکھاںتے  یغ

 
 

 ہے یل

 ہے یاونجاصبر آراؾ  جیں

―My heart is the victim of love. The sorrows made 
me miserable and the sufferings stringently got hold 
of me. My mother gave me the first feed of fondness 
leading to the loss of my patience and peace.‖ 

Her heart becomes victimised by love. She becomes 
miserable by sorrows and sufferings. Her mother gave her the 
first doze of love at her birth (ontological love since the 
primordial day). It has lead to the loss of her patience and 
peace. 

 ہے ؿوونجاحاؽ  ؿدِؽ لانو

او ؿغم کھاو  
ِ

ن

 ہے ؿدرد ن

اوڈکھ  تے ڈیوؿسُکھ 
َ
 ہے ؿن 

 

 

 
ِ

ن

 ہے یاجابے شک کوڑ ا اپ

―To fall in love is to make one‘s condition deplorable. 
It is to barter peace for suffering. It is to bear sorrows 
and pains. Love is undoubtedly, false and valueless.‖ 
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Love makes him so deplorable. He barters peace for 
suffering. He bears sorrows and pains. He becomes desperate 
in calling names to love. He doubtlessly calls it false and 
valueless. It is false because it creates the abiding impression 
of union but gives disunion, instead. It is valueless because 
the world attaches no value it. The worldly people even 
consider love as a disvalue.  

 گیاقرار  یدجھ فرہنے باسو

واز سنگار  سَ  
َ

ن

از ن َ

ن

 گیان

 بار گیاگھر گیا  کم کار

ا بار ڈوہاگ سر  ہے یاسُ 

―Farid! I am discontented without my friend. All my 
worldly commitments have fallen in oblivion. My 
entire pride, elegance and beautification have been 
reduced to nothing. I have taken the burden of 
misfortunes on my head.‖ 

He loses his peace of mind without his friend. His 
commitments of life fall in oblivion. His pride, elegance and 
beauty count for nothing. He bears the onerous burden of 
misfortunes.   
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گی
  
ت
 عمر دے پچھلی رودھے ڈتونی وچ کن ک   دے یلوڑھ کلھڑ ووں

―My beloved! You left me alone in to face the storms 
and whirlpools in old age (the final phase of my life).‖ 

She has been left by her beloved alone to face the storms 
and whirlpools of love at her old age. Love is not cognizant 
of any age.  

  ے% اںاصلوں نہ جیو اںباجھ جیو تیں
 ّ
 اںیودے ساہمے پور اکھ

ھ  اںتھیو توں بِن نہ ،یلامارو، مَر

 

ت ب
ہ ہت  ڈ

ن

ب
ڑ  دے اوکھے گسر دے 
ِچ 
ہ 

 

―You may live forever but I can‘t live without you. I 
wish to be buried in your presence. I do not want to 
exist without you, my ravisher. I don‘t bother about 
these difficult days of separation.‖ 

She affirms the Attribute of the Living (Al-Hayy) to her 
beloved. But she cannot live without him. She wants to be 
buried in his presence. She can‘t exist without her ravisher. 
She wants union with him on her own right, notwithstanding 
the difficulties she faces in spending these days of separation.  

 ے تے دھوڑے

 

ڑ
ھکّ
  ماراں مَروڑاں دِ

 ھ
ٹ

 
 
ب

  
چ
 وچِھوڑے ے%سوغاتاں  ااںی  

 ڈ ڈکھڑے
ت 
 وو 
ہ

ن

ب
ہ ہت  ڈ 

ن

ب
  ےتے ڈوڑ ھےیڈڈ 

ج 
  ہے ہے نہ 
ی

د ے

ن

  ی

 

 ِ
 
 نہ مردے اج

―The gifts of your separation are blessed with blows, 
punches, pushes and kicks. The sufferings are 
intensifying and are on the increase each day. Alas! 
My self neither lives nor dies.‖ 
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The gifts of separation shake the very fabric of her being. 
It constantly increases her sufferings. She stands strung 
between life and death.   

  رویا ی   وقت و گئے
 ھل
ٹ

  
ی

 ے

 

  ڈوکھی ڈکھڑے ر
ک
  تے 
ی
ے

 

ت
 ےوہِیر 

  ؾشالہ ڈہاڑے تھیو
ھل

 

ٹ

  
ی

  ر ے

ن

 ی
چ
س

 پاڑے گساروں 
 
ی

 دے گھر دے ن

―The good times have gone away, my friend. I have 
been assaulted by sufferings. I pray that these days (of 
separation) lessen, so that I spend my days in 
nearness with my beloved.‖ 

She addresses her friend and shares with him the fleeting 
away of her good times. She prays for the lessening of the 
period of separation so that she could spend her life in 
company of her beloved.   

  گھولی

 

 

 

  لیگو یت

 

 

 

  یت

ن

ی
س

 ڈے کن 

ی 

  س
 

 

 میڈی پیڑڈکھ  س

 ہے ٹکڑے ہاندے جگر دے روٹی یرت اسیڈ اساڈا تھئی پانی

―I am sold in your name and I am your maidservant. 
Listen with attentiveness to the tale of my sufferings 
and pains. My water is my blood and my food is parts 
of my being.‖ 

She is sold in the name of her beloved. She is completely 
subject to his will. She wants her beloved to register the 
intensity of suffering she is undergoing during his 
transcendence. 

ا دِ 
َ
 ڑ یمونُڈھ ل

ن

ِ
 
 یروہڑ ییندسوز یبدھڑ یینددرد یڈوہڑ یندڈکھڑی یج

ؽ کل نہ لدھڑ ید ہک توں تتی
َ
 بئے سوؽ صدمے چوتھے پہر دے یو

―My life is in sufferings since the primordial day. It is 
tied by pains and ravished by passions. You did not 
care for the inept one. You gave me afflictions and 
shocks in the last years of my life.‖ 

The sufferings of ontological love are pre-eternal. The 
passion of love is so painful and ravishing. The beloved did 
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not care for the inept one. She has been infested with 
afflictions of love and shocks of transcendence in the last 
years of her life, when her waning strength could not bear 
them. 

  ںخوشیا ؾُ رہ گیو
ھ
 

ن 

َ

 
 وسِرے ہ
ی
 ے
ت
  

َ
ہانھ ک
َ
ہانھ د
َ
 ھیے ےیندد

 

ُ
 آئے ن 

نڈ ڈتڑے ائیبئے بینو
َ
 قہر دے یآئے بار سر تے بار ی   ر

―My happiness has remained unfulfilled and my 
youthfulness has ebbed away. Old age has come with 
a big bang. My destituteness has widowed me. Heavy 
and severe burden has fallen on my head.‖ 

She has lost the prime of her youth without nuptial 
happiness. The signs of old age are so visibly marked. Her 
destituteness has made her widow of love. She has to bear the 
onerous burden of love. Hasn‘t every lover to carry his own 
cross? 

  براگی جوگی

ھ

 

ٹ

 
ی 
ڑ 
ک
َ  ڈکھاندی کفنی ںیساڈھونڈ 

س
ہ 
 ااںی  پا گل سُو

 ِ   ایدفر یںینوا
 

بِ

ن

ت

 عُمراں 
ھ
  
ی

ِ  جے تئیں سااں
ھ

 

ٹ

  نا 
ی

 داخل قبر دے سااں

―I will search you by being yogi and ascetic. I will 
adorn myself with the coffin of sufferings. Farid! I 
will spend my life like this till I enter my grave.‖ 

He tries so many ways to pierce through the 
transcendence of her beloved but in vain. He resolves to be 
yogi and ascetic in search of transcendence. He will adorn 
himself with the coffin of sufferings till he dies. The search of 
transcendence or the search of the beloved is the basic 
vocation of the lover. He faces initial transcendence as struck 
by sudden lightning. Then, he uses different ways to search 
transcendence. He often becomes desperate in his search. It 
is when the beloved finally unveils himself that he 
understands the rationale of transcendence. 
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ڑ
ھ

 

مب

  ڈکھڑیں یدِلڑ ی

 

ڑ
ھ

 

کُب

از ادَا د ی َ

ن

  یہے ن

 
 

ُ
 یل

―My miserable heart is butchered by sufferings. It has 
been looted by the prideful style (of my beloved).‖ 

Her heart is butchered by sufferings. The prideful beauty 
of her beloved ravishes her heart. 

 

ن
ِ
 

 زخم جگر دے آلے ہ

 سینے

 

 لےباپُوؿ اُ  سََ

 نالے ںدؽ پرزے اکھیا

  جند

 

ُ

 

  میں ہار ہ

 

ڑ
ھ

 

ب
ُ
م

 ی

―The injuries of my being have freshened. My heart 
has been cut to pieces and there is flow of tears from 
my eyes. My chest is becoming heavier. I am the 
miserable one who has lost in exhaustion.‖ 

Her embodied self is shaken by the tremendous force of 
love. Love hurts afresh. She is miserably exhausted by bearing 
the onslaughts of love at the hands of her beautiful beloved. 

 ےیزتتے درد اندوہ او

 

ن
ُ

 

 ےیزحضرت عشق نو ہ

 ےیرکاں دجھو یلائے دِلڑ

  نیپرا پیڑ تیڈ

 

 

ُ 

 یپ

―The inept pain and grief are settled in my heart. 
Now, the majestic love is so new that it has restored 
my old overturned pain.‖ 

Her loving heart becomes abode of pain and grief. The 
freshness of love restores her intricate pains of love. 

 

ن

ر ے ی

 

ھَی

چ 

ہ ہی  سر 

ن

ب
و 
 َ
 سےل

 سےلٹیو ریاھولے ڈ دؽ

 سےیوسب شرؾ شعور گنو

ٹھڑ یمارؾ اَمڑ سسّ
ُ
 یر

―I was a child when I fell in love. I lost all my 
awareness and intelligence. My beloved friend has 
captured my heart. My mother- in- law thrashes me 
and my mother has cooled towards me.‖ 
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She recounts her tenderness when she contracted love. 
The force of love made her lose her normal ways of thinking 
and understanding. Her beloved friend has ravished her heart. 
The aggressiveness of her mother-in-law and the indifferent 
behaviour of her mother take a heavy toll on her. 

 روںیاعار و مل ماہی

 چاروں گاںاڈراوؽ  رؽ

 فارغ کل کم کاروں تھی

ٹھڑ کل روہی جاَ  ہے
ُ
 یو

―My beloved! Do meet me without being ashamed of 
public opinion. I am absolutely free from all works. 
My Raval (friend), come and join me in shepherding 
the herd. These days there is rain in the desert.‖ 

She gathers many reasons for her beloved‘s transcendence 
and explores many possibilities of his return to immanence. 
Work will strengthen their togetherness. They will join 
together in realising love in times of heavenly blessings. 

 ںیساچر کھیر وکھیر تھی

 بوپلکاں ناؽ  پاہ
ھ
  ڑ
ی

 سااں

 
 ّ
 سااڑ گاناؽ ا اَکھ

ی

ن

 ی
ت

 ں

 یروں سنگت با گھر

 

ر

 

 ھی
ٹ

 

―I will shepherd your herd along with you. I will 
manage all this with the winks of my eye (perfectly 
and easily). I will prepare the dung of the herd and 
clean the place with my eyelids. I have broken ties 
with my family.‖ 

She commits with the shepherd of her heart to shepherd 
the herd (sentiments of love) whole heartedly and in 
wholesomeness since she has become absolutely free from 
her family concerns. It is clearing ground for his beloved to 
unveil himself in the purity of herself. 

 ِ
ھ

 

ٹ

 ںیلیابَر صحن حو سنج ااںی  

 ںیلیانہہ چوڑبا ںلبیلیاا

 ںوسِر سہیلیا ںسینگیا گیاں

  بھین ما

 
 

 یکنوں دؽ ترن

―The mansions and courtyards have become deserted. 
My same age friends are no more with me. My 
welcoming friends who were laden with set of bangles 
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in their arms have gone away. My heart has become 
free of any love of my mother and sister.‖ 

Her heart becomes so deserted. It becomes free from the 
love of her companions, friends, mother and sister. Doesn‘t 
the beloved unveil himself only in the heart, which is free 
from otherness? 

  گیا

 

 
 

 یاجاا یدفر ج

 یاسخت ستا سُولیں سر

 یانہ آ ریاگھر سَانوؽ 

  تھئی

 
 

ُ
 یدشمن قسمت ک

―Farid! The spring has just gone for nothing. My 
beloved friend did not come home. I have been 
highly vexed by the burden of afflictions on my head.  
My misfortune is my greatest enemy.‖ 

He did not have vision of his beloved nor united with him 
in spite of the fact that the times were so ripe for such 
happenings. Transcendence did not assume immanence. The 
unveiling of the beloved is beyond any measurement.  He 
becomes highly vexed by the overbearing burden of 
afflictions. His misfortune is his greatest enemy. If he were 
fortunate, then he would have certainly affected union during 
these times. 
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ِ

ن

ے پور پرائے ؿوونجاحاؽ  ؿلاو اپ

 

معت

 

―To fall in love is to ravish one self. It is taking others 
problems as ones own.‖ 

The one who wishes to contract love must be mentally 
prepared to get his self ravished by the acts of love. It is to 
see through the window and take problems of others as one 
own. It is to reach out from one‘s ‗narrow circuits of 
individuality‘. 

ن
 
ی

ن

 ی
مہ

ن یکھاند 
 
ی

ن

ی
ھ

 

سب

  

ن

 
 چا برمائے یدلڑ یس

―I bear rebukes and satires. My heart has seduced 
me.‖ 

Her heart is seduced by love. She has to bear rebukes and 
satires of her family, friends and adversaries for contracting 
love. 

ا  ںسینگیا یتکرؿ شکا
ّ
  ںس 

 

ڑ
گل

 ے حق ہمسائے

―My youthful companions are protesting against me. 
My neighbours are complaining about me.‖ 

Her youthful companions protest against her transcendent 
love, which bestows such terrible sufferings on her (one of 
their companions). The neighbours complain about her 
whimpering day and night, which disturbs their peace. 

 ے ما پیو ےیندپچار کر ریاعار و

 

 ئےجا سَ

―My relatives, brothers and sisters make me feel 
ashamed and raise objections against me.‖ 
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Her relatives, brothers and sisters feel ashamed in the 
public eye for her contracting love. They raise objections 
against her for contracting such a love, which has made her 
oblivious of everything worthwhile in the world. 

  یروِ 

 

 
 

ن

  یامڑ ےن
 ھ
چ

  
ی

 ے

 

 بابل نت دڑکائے ر

―My brother shakes me rudely and my mother picks 
up a brawl with me. My father terrifies me all the 
times.‖ 

The rudeness of her brother, the brawls of her mother, 
and the angriness of her father persist in trying to make her 
desist from love. 

 ننا
ّ َ
 روز بروز سوائے ےں کرؾ بکھیڑناسَ

―My mother in law and my sisters in law are 
increasingly creating incongruities.‖ 

The increasing incongruities of her mother-in-law and her 
sister-in-law are there to make her return to her marital bond 
at the expense of her primordial love. 

 الائے ینو دائی ںیاردڈمحض نہ  ںیابرد ںیاباند

―My maidservants and bonds women do not fear me. 
My governess tunes maledictions on me.‖ 

Her maidservants and bondswomen do not fear her 
because they know that she does not enjoy any respectable 
place in her house; rather everyone criticises her for such a 
queer love. The governess tunes maledictions on her because 
she knows that she cannot do anything harmful in return. 

 مامے چاچے تائے ےیندڈاصلوں سدھڑا مونہہ نہ 

―My maternal and paternal uncles are not ready to 
talk to me.‖ 

Her maternal and paternal uncles stop talking to her 
because she makes her parents suffer due to her strange love. 
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 ولائے گنہ وا ریا یکانگا قاصد پٹھ پٹھ ہ

―I have become tired of sending so many letters. My 
friend has not turned back his reins.‖ 

She has tried to search her transcendent beloved in vain 
but her friend has not assumed immanence. 

از نواز نما َ

ن

 ئےجاہار سنگار ا شودے نےن

―My prides and elegance are so modest and 
ineffective. My embellishments have been of no use.‖ 

Her pride, elegance and embellishments have been in vain 
in attracting the beloved on her side. Her beautification has 
counted for nothing. 

 
ہ 
مل

  مارو موڑ 
ی
 آپے آ بلوائے ملہاراں ر 

―I wish my ravishing beloved leaves the rainy season 
of Malheer and take the initiative of talking to me on 
his own.‖ 

She wishes that her transcendent beloved assumes 
immanence in the times of heavenly blessings and 
communicates to her with love. 

ؽ
َ
 ٹوبھے تے تڑ تا ر

ِ
 ے آؿ وسائےڈسا ےڈمِ

―He may join me in making desert ponds, passages 
and habitations lively.‖ 

She wishes that her beloved joins her in realising love. 

 ائے گےجاقسمت 

 

ِ
 
 وست مِِائےقادر د بخت ت

―I wish that I am lucky and the fortunes smiles on 
me. The Almighty makes me unite me with my 
friend.‖ 

She earnestly desires to be lucky enough for the fortune to 
smile on her by fructifying her efforts. She prays that the 
Almighty affects her union with her friend.   
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ووں لیٹے
چ 
 
سہ

وؽ نہالیں 
ُ

 

  سُوہی ن

س

 

 
ب

 ھ
چ
ائے   سُ 

―He may fondly lie with a nuptial quilt and mattress 
and grace the colourful nuptial bed.‖ 

She wishes to accomplish nuptial rites with her beloved. 

 ملہائے گ سہاگبھا تے بدبختی سختی گمبھا

―The hard times and misfortunes may end. My good 
fortunes and happiness of union may become 
identical.‖ 

Se desires that hard times and misfortunes of separation 
and disunion come to an end. She may be fortunate enough 
to unite with her beloved. Her fortune and happiness may 
become identical. 

ائے یسار کرے ڈ ینہہ سِراندباسانوؽ   
ِ

ن

 رات ن

―My charming beloved may spend the whole night 
with me in the state of intimacy.‖ 

She desires her beloved to intimately spend whole night 
with her. 

 رائے رانجھن نا رکھ ید ہندور ر ید ونجنچھوڑ 

―My Ranjhan! Do not think of leaving me or being 
far away from me.‖ 

She beseeches her beloved to never assume any form of 
transcendence. 

اوؽ 
َ
ائے ڈکھڑے دلدے گیجوتوں بِن ر

 
ِ
 کوؿ م

―My beloved Yogi! Who will end my heart‘s 
sufferings without you?‖ 

She communicates with her beloved about the sufferings 
of her heart, which are due to his separation and disunion. 
There can be no one to remove these sufferings since it is 
only he who can affect union with her.  
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نڈائےحا کوئی نہ ساتھی نا کوئی سنگتی کوئی نہ
َ
 ؽ و

―I have no friend or companion. There is no one to 
share my being.‖ 

She expresses her state of solitariness. She has no friend or 
companion. There is no one to share her sufferings. 

  پنےا ڈکھڑےسچ ہے کوؿ پرائے 

 

ڑ
گل

 ے پائے

―It is true that who bothers to bear the sufferings of 
others.‖ 

It is a maxim of truth that no one is ready to consider the 
sufferings of others as one‘s own. 

وراں کیا جانےتن  سوئی یلگڑجس تن  ُ

 

 پروائے ہ

―Only a person who suffers knows about his 
suffering. The others have no concern.‖ 

It is the one who suffers knows about it. Others do not 
bother about the sufferer. They do not show any concern 
about his deplorable state.  

  پنےا
ھ

 

ٹ

  بارے آپ ا
ی

 نت فرمائے یدلڑ سااں

―My heart says repeatedly that it will bear its own 
burdens.‖ 

Heart-knowledge points out to the individuality of every 
person. Every lover has to carry the cross of love on his shoulders. 

 سدھائے کیچ پیچی سٹ نند رائی واہیبے کر 

―He has deceitfully gone to Ketch by making me 
lonely and sleepy.‖ 

She imputes deceit to her beloved who assumed 
transcendence casting her in the world of sleep.   

 ی

 

 

ن

  دے س

 

 

ن

 دے آئے تتی پیش کیا کیا ی   س

―I am the inept one who has faced many a type of 
damnation.‖ 
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She faces many types of inner and outer damnations 
during the period of her beloved‘s transcendence.   

ولیں یںمیند سرخیں
ِ

 

 ے رنگ  تلک ت

 

ڑ
ِھکّ
ٹ 

 کھائےڈ

―My rouge, henna, brow colour- mark and mole have 
faded out.‖ 

The colours of her life start fading out. The happiness of 
her union fades away into the sorrowfulness of her disunion. 

 ئےونجاسارے صاػ  وے نگ خوشیسئے سئے ساڈکھ  ہک

―The one suffering of love has made me loose 
countless opportunities of happiness.‖ 

The single suffering of love has made her lose many 
occasions of happiness. Her happiness is tied to her beloved. 
She cannot be happy without him.   

  یچُنر چولی

 

ر

ن

 ھِی
ٹ

  یسوزوں 

 
ن

ُ
 
 ہائے یآس نہ پ

―My clothing has been burnt by the flame of passion 
but my hopes have not been fulfilled.‖ 

The passionate flame of love has burnt her. But her hope 
of realising union with her beloved has remained unrealised. 

ووں موؽ فر
ق

 

س
ع

 مونہہ نہ لائے نیںتو نہ پھرساں ید

―Farid1 I will not be retracing my steps of love at all 
even if my beloved is not ready to respond to me till 
the end.‖ 

He firmly resolves not to betray his love at any cost 
irrespective of the beloved‘s unresponsiveness to his call of 
love. His unconditional commitment to love is the only 
driving force, which keeps him traversing the path of love 
without retracing his steps. It is never an either/or for him. 
Isn‘t it the wisdom of love to continue struggling without 
eyeing on results? It is the ‗wisdom of the ages‘ that effort is 
by His Grace (tawfiq) but the results are purely in His hands. 
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Kafi-259 

ے نہیں ںنینا
ک

 

ی
 

ہ

 رہندے 
―My eyes do not restrain themselves (from the 
yearnings of witnessing the beloved) in spite of my 
best efforts.‖ 

Her eyes bear no restrain in witnessing their beloved. The 
inner urge of love is expressed through eyes.  

 لا کر ناز دے لٹکے ساں اڑدے لڑدے ںنینا نین

―The eyes of the lover and the beloved are pridefully 
at warfare with each other.‖ 

They are pridefully at warfare with the eyes of the beloved. 
It is the contact of eyes, which deepens love to its infinite 
depths. 

 

 

ڑ
گل

 لگڑ شہر بزاراں کوچیں یں

ن

ہ ہی  ے ی

ن

ب
 دے چٹکے 

―Love is being tasted in lanes, streets, cities and 
markets.‖ 

The force of love is widespread in its manifestations. 

انو ناز نہورے نوکاں نخرے
َ
 کٹکےجُڑ جُڑ  ؿل

―Love strikes by virtue of priding, coquetries, gambol 
and blandishments.‖ 

The bewitchments of beauty strike love in the hearts of 
lovers. The vibrant beauty takes its toll on love.  

ن
 
ی

ن

ی
ھ

 

سب

ن 
 
ی

ن

 ی
مہ

 ے لوکاں  طعنے تبرے 

 
 

 گ

 

 پ 

―People have created animosity (against the lovers) by 
resorting to rebuke, complaints, taunts and curses.‖ 

People are adamant to love, which is exhibited in their 
rebukes, complaints, taunts and curses against the lovers. The 
spirituality of love is beyond ordinary understanding. People 
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adjudge spiritual love on psychic standards. They impose the 
limitations of their own mental constitution in understanding 
the realities of higher realms. Their inability to understand 
love makes them react against the reality of love. The lovers 
are targeted by the blind hearts of people bereft of love.   

 سااں ٹوکاں وِ 
ہ
َ
س

 سٹ کے قبیلے یشخو جھوکاں ںیسا

―I will accept this blame and go to the dwellings of 
my beloved by leaving behind my kith and kin.‖ 

She who becomes apologetic or defensive in the face of 
public opinion fails in the path of love. She reiterates love for 
her beloved. She traverses the path of love by severing her 
family and social ties.  

  ںیسااڑ گبناں پُھوک ا ریا
م
چ

 پٹکے لاںی  ہار 

―I will break my necklace and neck ornaments and 
throw them in the fire in the absence of my beloved.‖ 

The presence (immanence) of her beloved is the only 
meaningful thing in her life. She has no need of ornaments 
during the transcendence of her beloved. She commits them 
to flame. She has no inner urge to wear them because they are 
only worn for the sake of the beloved. 

 ے نین ڈکھڑے

ن

 
ہندے سَ

َ
  نہ ر

ھ

 

ٹ

س 
َ
 بے و

ی 
ڑ 
ک
 اٹَکے 

―My eyes have fallen in love. They do not disengage 
themselves in spite of bearing all sufferings.‖ 

Her eyes which have tasted love always remain true to love 
in trying and testing times.  

 

 

 
ِ

ن

 کوڑے کھٹکے نہ بھاوے یدجھ فربا ےپ

 

ھت

َ
گ

ھ 

 

ت ب
 

―Farid! There is nothing that suits me except love. 
Discard false apprehensions.‖ 

Nothing suits him except love. He discards all 
apprehensions against love as false. How could the 
philosophies of hatred understand the wisdom of love? 
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 نرالے نیر نین

 یرسوؽ سر ساڑؿ

 ے نور نظر دے

 

ڑ
ھ
ک
ِ

ن

ی

 

 سوز سقر دے گیسا

―The eyes are flowing novel tears that are splitting the 
light of my vision. They intensely burn the body like 
the intense and scorching fire of hell.‖ 

Her eyes are flowing with the tears of love, which are so 
unique. The splitting of the light of her vision symbolises the 
separation of her beloved.  The fire of love like the fire of hell 
burns her embodied self. Doesn‘t it burn to purify her of 
otherness?  

 ے برہوں کٹار

 
 

ُ
 ے یک

 

ڑ
ھ

 

کُب

 

مک و چوچک
ج ک

 یر

 ناز نہورے نخرے موُٹھڑے

 وؽ وؽ گھر دے ییرو

―The deplorable lover is butchered by the miserable 
pride, coquetries and blandishments. My father and 
brother are boiling with anger. All my near and dear 
ones have become my adversaries.‖ 

The ravishing beauty of the beloved makes her state 
miserable and deplorable. Her father and brother boil with 
anger in seeing her. Her near and dear ones become her 
adversaries. They fail to understand the heights of her love. 
They react to her condition in the state of love.  

 

س

 

 
ب

 ھ
چ
 یسارگئی  سڑ ید گسہا 

 تک مارِؿ تیر تک

 یہاڑڈوہاگ ڈکھ ڈ وڑےڈ

 زور زبر دے یہرز

―My nuptial bed has been entirely burnt. It has led to 
the increase of my sufferings and misfortunes. The 
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poisonous arrows are being severely shot with 
perfection.‖ 

She experiences despair at the transcendence of her 
beloved. It increases her sufferings and misfortunes which act 
as poisonous arrows severely piercing her entire being. 

 

 

ڑ
ل

ن

ی
ُ
ت 

 پل دے پل دےے پور 

 پیڑ نیپرا پیت

ھد  یجندڑ

ک
ُ
ج 

  ی

 

 ِ
 
 جلدے اج

 درد اندر دے ییرو

―I am getting perpetual fits due to the absence of my 
beloved. My life is bearing tribulations and my self is 
burning. The primordial pain is my love and the 
inward pain is my adversary.‖ 

She undergoes perpetual fits during the transcendence of 
her beloved. Her self burns and her life become full of 
tribulations. Love is a primordial pain. The pain of love felt 
inwardly becomes one‘s adversary because it makes her so 
restless. 

 کر 

 

 ہناسو ںیوسدھا سجنسَ

 دے چیر چڑھ چک چڑھ

 
ہ 
مل

  ملک 
ی
 ہنامن مو ملیو ر 

 جرح جگر دے یرجا

―My lovely friend! You just discarded me and went 
towards the area of Malheer. My wounds are a sore, 
which are hurting my self.‖ 

Her beloved friend cast her away and assumed 
transcendence. The sore wounds of her self hurt her so 
much.  

 ینوں سِ سانوؽ د سنجیسانگ 

  ہوٹی ہار

ن
ُ

 

 ہیر ہ

 مُونجھ

ھ

 

ب
ُ
م

ل د ی 
ھ

 

ب
ُ
م

 یَ نوں مونہہ 

 ہوش ہنر دے گئے ہوس

―The spear of a desire of my beloved is piercing the 
damned one. The hapless one has anguish of her 
sweet beloved. Heer has now lost the game of love. 
All my sense and sensibility has withered away.‖ 
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She is being pierced by the spear of desire. She is in 
anguish at the transcendence of her sweet beloved. She has 
lost the game of love. She has become devoid of sense and 
sensibility.   

 

ن

ہ ہی  ی

ن

ب
 نالہ زَار 

 

ِ

ن

 ینواں پ

 یرر ید روگ رگ رگ

 یریا ید یدفکر فراؼ فر

 دے نجرروح  یںروند

―There are novel ways of lamentations in love. Farid! 
I am in friendship with the (worrying) thought of 
separation. There is a malaise in my each and every 
vein. My spirit becomes spiritless by such crying.‖ 

Love incurs novel ways of lamenting the state of disunion 
with his beloved. He is constantly engrossed in the reality of 
separation. He finds malaise penetrating and settling in all his 
veins. He feels His spirit becoming spiritless in the act of 
crying. 
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Kafi-261 

ا یوسو و
ّ
 گھن گھوراں لا کے ںاکھ 

―My eyes, while assuming the form of dark colouring 
clouds are weeping profusely.‖ 

Her eyes weep profusely at the separation and disunion of 
her beloved. The tears manifest her suffering. They don‘t go 
waste. They purify her heart of otherness. They strengthen 
her bond with her friend. 

 تھئے بادؽ طوفاؿ بلا کے یانہ آ ریا یاآ ؿسانو

―The rainy season has approached but my friend has 
not come. The sky is overcast with clouds of a 
dreadful storm.‖ 

Her friend remains transcendent in spite of the signs of 
immanence. The looming dreadful storm is in the air.  

ؽ نہ آئے گئےکہہ  ؿآنو
َ
 چوٹ چلا کے دؽ نوں مفتی و

―He promised but did not come. He has hurt my 
heart for nothing.‖ 

The beloved promised to unveil himself but has not yet 
blessed her with his vision and union. 

 کے بجاپھوک  بنسی سندھن  گیجودؽ برمائے راوؽ 

―My beloved Yogi has seduced my heart by playing 
the flute of love.‖ 

The beloved enchanted her by playing on the flute of love. 

 کے بجاپھوک  بنسی سندھن  گیجودؽ برمائے راوؽ 
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―Your cruelty of such magnitude is not justified ever 
since you contracted friendship with me on your 
own.‖ 

She beseeches her friend not to be so cruel with her since 
he himself initiated friendship with her. It again refers to the 
inseparability of beauty and love. It is Divine initiative, which 
nurtures love in the heart of the lover.  

لا کے یسپردگیا  مارو روہ جبل وچ مارو تھل وچ
ُ
 ر

―My beloved left me wretched in mountains, terrains 
and deadly deserts.‖ 

The beloved became transcendent making her wander 
wretchedly in the wilderness of her self. 

 
ہ 
مل

  مارو ملک 
ی
 جھوک وسا کے یںوجانہ  لڈ دا مالک ر 

―My beloved! You are the custodian of Malheer. Do 
not desert me after dwelling with me.‖ 

She entreats her ravishing transcendent beloved not to 
assume transcendence after remaining in immanence. 

  گنجو
ھ

 

ٹ

  
ی

 انگ بھبوت رما کے ںیساو ںیساملک ڈھونڈ سااں

―I will cover my self with dust and become a Yogi in 
a search of my beloved far and wide.‖ 

She makes up her mind to become a Jogan (Yogi) with 
dusty appearance in search of her transcendent beloved.  

 ساڑ نہ کوئل کوک سنا کے الڑے زخم نہ چوؽ پپیہا

―O‘ Crested cuckoo! Do not touch my fresh wounds. 
O‘ Cuckoo! Do not burn me with your cooing.‖ 

The cooing of the cuckoo calling her mate makes her 
suffer so much in longing of her friend. 

  ںکروٹیا

 

ُ

 
 ہ

 

ُ

 
 سوؽ سہا کے ڈکھڑے سبیو یندجالے ہ
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―I become tired by sleeplessness. I become destitute 
by bearing sufferings and afflictions.‖ 

She keeps awake awaiting her beloved. She becomes tired 
by sleeplessness. She turns destitute by bearing sufferings and 
afflictions. 

 سہا کے نگنپاپ مٹاؤ ا نہ آوے تم بچھڑت موہے چین

―I have no peace after your separation from me. Do 
visit my courtyard and erase my sins.‖ 

She loses her peace in separation from her beloved. She 
beseeches her beloved to unite with her for erasing the sins of 
duality. The polarisation between the lover and the beloved 
remains a yawning chasm. It becomes more profound in the 
states of separation and disunion. Her identity, in a certain 
sense, tends to assume independence and autonomy, which is 
equated with the sins of duality. It is at the stage of 
metaphysical realisation that she rightfully loses her identity. 
It leads to the attainment of ‗the Supreme Identity‘. The 
beloved does not meet the one in sinfulness.  ‗He will not 
come to meet you, unless you are not there‘, says the one 
who knows. 

 بجلی

 

سکت
ل
 رِؾ جھم بارش زور گھٹا کے گرجت بدرہ 

―The sky is overcast with thick clouds. There are 
flashes of lightning and thundering of clouds with 
continuous rainfall.‖ 

The signs of the beloved‘s transformation from 
transcendence to immanence are visible and audible. It 
increases her anxiety. 

 بار اٹھا کے یسےمشکل ا ہے جینا یدجھ فرباساجن 

―Farid! It is so difficult to live by bearing the burden 
of my friend‘s separation.‖ 

He finds it so difficult to bear the burden of separation 
from his friend. 
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Kafi-262 

 دے دلیں یبوسدا دوست قر ںیکساوصل ہجر 

―Union and separation are essentially the same. My 
friend dwells within my heart.‖ 

The identity of union and separation, in a certain sense, is 
identical since the friend dwells near Man‘s neck-vein. The 
Omnipresence of the beloved leaves no room for separation 
both in the spatial and the non-spatial sense. The 
metaphysical concept of nearness and identity is essentially 
the same.  

 جھوکاں ںیاد ریا سفلی یلوم

 جاؿ پچھاؿدؽ  اے

  خبر نہیں
مل
ک

 لوکاں ااںی  انہاں 

   ےیرد جا ہر
ہِ
م

  چاک 
ی

د ے

ن

 ی

―My friend is stationed in the terrestrial and celestial 
worlds. These naive people are not aware of it. The 
omnipresence of my shepherd of the herd is 
witnessed by my heart with absolute certainty.‖ 

The naïve people with their low levels of knowledge do 
not understand that the dwellings of the beloved comprise 
the terrestrial and the celestial worlds (the manifest and the 
Unmanifest).  His heart witnesses the Omnipresence of the 
beloved in absolute certitude. Heart-knowledge or realised 
knowledge is imparted in absolute certainty. Love and gnosis 
become identical. 

 حزؿ میں وہاگ تے بیتڈکھ ڈ

ج ااسمجھ  عاشق

ن

ب
ُ
س

 ؿ

 تے ملک امن میں گسُکھ سہا

   ریا مظہر میں سبھ
ہ
چ 

  
ی

د ے

ن

 ی

―O‘ Lover! Do understand and have knowledge that 
all is the manifestation of the sought out beloved in 
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sufferings, misfortunes, abode of angst, city of peace 
and happiness.‖ 

He has to understand that the friend he seeks is manifest 
in sufferings, misfortunes, angst, peace and happiness. 
Spiritual phenomenology of consciousness reveals the 
‗intentionality‘ of consciousness that relates consciousness to 
its object. The object of love is the beloved. It is in 
relatedness to the beloved that he undergoes different states 
of consciousness. Aren‘t union and separation identical? 

 نامن نوں بھا ببانہچاک 

 ؿیماا ینوت د کیا

 ناتن من اس دے راہ وکا

 دے شرؾ بھرؾ سب ملک تہیں

―The shepherd who has been appointed to look after 
the herd of my father has become my beloved. I have 
sold my soul and body to him. What to talk of my 
faith and tradition?  He is the custodian of all my 
honour and prestige.‖ 

She falls in love with her beloved in immanent form. She 
barters her embodied self for the sake of her friend. He has 
full rights on her inward and outward, which absolutely 
belong to him. 

ا  یدعشق فر

 

 
 تصرّػ ک

جااؿ سَ  
ب 
ُ
س
 صورت 

 لا
ُ  

 جُڑ کر پرؾ پلیتا ب

   ڈناؽ  ںاکھیا ظاہر

ن

 
 ےس

―Farid! Love has fully captivated me. It perfectly 
burnt the wick of my love. He is manifest in all 
forms. I witness him with my eyes.‖ 

He is fully captivated by love. He perfectly nurtures love in 
his heart. The transcendent is openly manifest in all forms of 
immanence. He is witnessed by the eyes in the form of the 
‗transparency of the phenomena.‘ It is brilliance of light, 
which darkens his vision. Light has to be mixed with darkness 
in order to be seen. The Reality assumes forms of immanence 
in order to be witnessed. 
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ؽ وس وسا اوہے ٹوؽ وے
َ
 ا ڈکر لا و

 

ڑ
ھ

 

مب

 وےبوؽ  

―My beloved!  Do come and enliven my dwellings. 
Shower your love on me and talk to me sweetly.‖ 

He implores his transcendent beloved to enliven his 
inward dwellings, shower love on him and communicate with 
him in sweetness. 

 ؽ ڈھوؽ وےہر وقت سانو

 کھوؽ وے یڑگھنڈ سونہیں ؿا

 ڑے کوؽ وےڈہو اسا پیا

 وےبوؽ  سنگ سنگ میں ؿا

―My charming beloved! You are with me at all times. 
Remove the veil of otherness between us and 
communicate with me without any reservations.‖ 

He experiences his charming beloved to be always with 
him. But in spite of his presence there is a veil between them. 
He asks him to remove the veil of otherness (veil of 
transcendence) between them and directly communicate with 
him. Isn‘t it the mystery of love that at times one does not 
understand whether it is veil of transcendence or veil of 
immanence?  

ِ ٹوؽ وےاُتھو

 

 ں ناز دے ی

 

 

ڑ
ھ

 

ب
ُ
م

 ؿ سڑوؽ وےجا یاتِھاں 

 لکھ لکھ الَوؽ مخوؽ وے

 کچکوؽ وے ید ڈکھڑیں تھئی

―There are increasingly enchanting expressions of 
priding, fun and puns (of my beloved) but here my 
miserable life is wretched. It has become a bowl of 
sufferings.‖ 
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The vibrant beauty is full of enchanting expressions but 
his miserable life is experiencing wretchedness. It has become 
so susceptible to sufferings. 

 ؽ وےگولدھڑؾ  ڈکھڑیں کیا

 جڑ توؽ وے ہے کیا یامار

 تھئے چُور زرہ تے خوؽ وے

 غلوؽ وے ابرو غلیل

―Have the sufferings found me to strike in spite of 
my defences? It has shot me with such swiftness that 
I have utterly become defenceless.‖ 

He is struck by sufferings to an extent that all his psychic 
defence mechanisms fall to the ground. The strike is so swift 
that he becomes defenceless. How could he put any defence 
against the onslaughts of beauty?  

 پئے ہوش دے وچ بھوؽ وے

  تھیا

ج 

 جسم 

ب 

 
 
ج

 ٹھوؽ وے ی

 اندر سو پوؽ وے ےیرزَ 

 گھر روؽ وے کئی ڈتڑے دؽ

―My consciousness has become blurred. My being has 
been ripped apart. My body has been reduced to the 
size of a little finger. Love wretched many a home.‖ 

His consciousness becomes blurred. The fabric of his 
being tears apart. His body shrinks by facing the sufferings of 
love. The passion of love, residing in his heart, has wretched 
many a homes. 

 وؽ وےڈدا  یدجے اے فر

ہ ہت  ڈ کئی

ن

ب
 نہ پُھولا پھوؽ وے 

 ؽ وےجو یہاٹور تے ا یہاا

  یںشہر اَجھو
َ
 و

ن
ِ
 

 دوؽ وے ج

―Farid! If these are your ways and you persist in 
actualizing them, then you need to wait not long but 
you will soon find the beat of drums in the city about 
it.‖ 

He becomes oblivious of his appearance and surroundings 
while achieving heights of love and gnosis. He remains talk of 
the town. It is the sign of ordinary people to remain 
engrossed in the pettiness of life and negatively talk about 
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people. Ridiculing the lover becomes their favourite pastime. 
They do not ascend to the heights of truth but descend to the 
pits of illusions of everydayness of existence. Doesn‘t love 
save him from the meaninglessness of live by making him 
meaningfully concentrate on his beloved?   
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Kafi-264 

 یباز یسب راز رموز د یزمجاوہ حضرت عشق 

―I laud the majestic and shadow love. It is the whole 
game of symbolism.‖ 

The lover lauds the celestial game of love symbolically 
played in terrestrial forms. 

 نیںجا سبھو شاہد اصلی

 ھ  ہے
چ

ن

مب
س

 سنجانیوحدت 

احد پرؾ کہا
َ
 نیہے و

 یپردے کثرت سَاز وچ

―Consider all things as manifestation of the Real. 
Unity is the story (expression) of love. Seek 
knowledge and understanding of unity in diversity.‖ 

One has to develop doctrinal understanding in considering 
everything as the manifestation of the Real. The 
manifestation is not absolutely real but it is also not 
absolutely devoid of the real. Things are attached to the Real. 
The story of love is the story of unity. One has to understand 
the principle of unity manifest in diversity. It is the One, who 
is manifest in manyness. Isn‘t it ‗the dust of multiplicity,‘ 
which makes the eye oblivious of unity? Could the question 
of multiplicity arise if there were no unity?  

 کر رفع ملاؽ کدورت

 ِ
ھ

 

ٹ

 ظاہر وچ ہر مورت اای  

 ھ 
چ

ن

مب
س

 بے صورت سجنٹک 

 یزحجاچھپ اولے نور 

―Cleanse yourself (the mirror of your heart) from 
anxiety and animosity of forms (dust of multiplicity) 
and fully understand that your beloved is (essentially) 
formless. He has become immanent in each form, 
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while maintaining His transcendence by virtue of the 
Muhammadan Light.‖ 

Man has to cleanse the mirror of his heart from anxiety 
and animosity of otherness. He has to fully understand that 
the beloved is formless but manifest in every form (in 
simultaneity of his transcendence and immanence). The 
Essential Light remains hidden and invisible, while 
manifesting itself in the Light of Muhammad, which is 
instrumental in the creation or manifestation of the cosmos.   

 چالی یحسن اَزؽ د سُن

 

 
ِ

 خالق خلق دا والی کت

 سب ناز نہورے والی

 

 

 یزنیا یتعابد ر کت

―Reflect on the moves of the primordial beauty. They 
are prideful with coquetries. He manifests as the 
Creator, the custodian of the whole universe at times 
and at times He assumes the posture of humility and 
exhibits himself in the form of a devotee.‖ 

The prideful moves of the primordial beauty characterised 
by coquetries have to be doctrinally understood. He 
manifests, at times, as the Creator and custodian of his entire 
creation. But, at times, He manifests Himself in the forms of 
devotee and in the tradition of humility.  Religiosity fails to 
understand the manifestation of the Creator and Lord of the 
universe in the forms of devotee and the tradition of humility. 
It seems so scandalous to it. It has no means to understand 
that His manifestation in any medium-higher or lower- is the 
direct consequence of His being the Absolute, Infinite, 
Universal Possibility and the metaphysical Whole. There is no 
room for anything, spatially or non-spatially- to exist with 
Him. The very idea of anything beside Him tends to create 
divinity (ilah), which is worst form of blasphemy and 
polytheism. The truth is that the cosmos is the ever recurring 
theophany (tajjali) of the Reality. There is nothing else. He is 
manifest in all things, in their all dimensions, and at all times 
in simultaneity. The attempt of religiosity to reduce God to 
His absolute transcendence delimits Him. It is the perspective 
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of immanence, which complements the perspective of 
transcendence and succeeds in presenting God in His 
Wholeness.  

الے

 

ُ
 عاشق درد ک

 
ِ

 کت

 کھالےڈہار سنگار  تھی

 حُسن ملاحت چالے

 
ِ

 کت

 یناز نواز تخوش سیر

―He manifests in the form of a lover in pain and 
adversity at times and at times He manifests in 
charming beauty. He exhibits in a makeup, nobility 
and prideful elegance.‖ 

He manifests, at times, in the form of the lover suffering 
pains and adversities. He manifests, at times, in the form of 
the beloved with charming beauty. He manifests in 
embellishments, nobility and prideful elegance. All things are 
modes of His manifestation including ideas, feelings, words 
or acts. Everything is subject to His law. If we identify Him 
with His law, then it becomes easier for us to understand His 
manifestation in every medium irrespective of the higher or 
lower category of the medium.  

 مطرب تے میخا

 
ِ

 نےکت

 

 
ِ

 صوؾ صلوٰت اذانے کت

 رِند

 
ِ

 نےیگارسم  یکت

 

 
ِ

 ینماز  نیکہدزا کت

―He manifests, at times, in the form of musician and 
tavern. He manifests, at times, in the form of the 
inebriate and in the tradition of drunkenness. He 
manifests, at times, in rituals and, at times, as a 
devout and pious worshipper.‖ 

It is by virtue of His immanence that He manifests in 
different forms or mediums but He simultaneously maintains 
His transcendence. It is precisely the reason that no medium-
pure or impure-can affect Him. It is appreciation of this 
metaphysical truth that clears many a doubts of religiosity 
regarding the doctrine of Oneness of Being (wahdat al-
wujud).   
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 یقیزند یتہے غیر

 جہد جہاد حقیقی کر

 یقیپا ورِثہ رکھ صد

 یغاز مرد معلیٰ بن

―Otherness is sacrilegious. Discover the treasure of 
truthfulness.  Make a true and meaningful effort to 
become a perfect and universal man.‖ 

Otherness is sacrilegious. It is the vocation of Man to 
remain sincere to the tradition of Truth considering the 
Reality as the Absolute, Infinite, Universal Possibility and the 
Metaphysical Whole that leaves no room of otherness. There 
is the Principle and its Manifestation. There is Oneness, 
which is all-dimensional and all-pervasive. There are no two 
irreducible principles. There is the principle of unity.  It is 
unity, which manifests in diversity. Diversity has no self-
subsistent, independent or autonomous reality. It is the One, 
which reflects in the many. He has to make meaningful 
efforts and realise the doctrinal truth in the infinite depths of 
his being or consciousness. It will make him perfect and 
Universal Man.   

  فقِہ اصوؽ مسائل
َ

 

 ب

ھ علمی

 

ب

َ
ت 

 بحث دلائل 

 نحو

 

 فعل تے فاعل یسَ

 ینبازجافقر فقط  ہے

―Discard jurisprudence, its principles, issues and 
problems. Leave aside syntax and accidence. Discard 
knowledge, mode of argumentations and proof. The 
consciousness of one‘s ontological nothingness is to 
sacrifice ones life for the sake of love (union).‖ 

The mediate knowledge with all its methods and modes 
has to be discarded in order to attain immediate knowledge 
by virtue of intellectual intuition. Love and gnosis fall to the 
lot of the one who has readiness to sacrifice his life for the 
sake of his beloved.  

 ییداے سلک سلوک فر

 ییدجد یذذوؼ لذ پر

 رِ 
ِ
 یجب توحید یتہ 

ور دراز '
ُ
  د

 

رِ
می 
ل

 ی
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―Adopt this Faridian way. It is a strange tradition of 
oneness. It is full of taste and fresh (creative) 
relishing. Leave all the distant ways and modes.‖ 

One has to adopt the way of Faridi tradition. 
Contemplative tawhid or the tradition of Oneness is unique. 
It is inspiring, tasteful and creative.  A person has to leave all 
the indirect ways and modes of knowledge and being. He has 
to realise doctrinal truth of Oneness in the inmost chambers 
of his heart. 
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Kafi-265 

ہ دِلبر د
َ
ہ و
َ
ا  یریا یو

َ
 یکرؾ نہ کار یریال

―I laud the friendship of my heartiest friend that after 
contracting friendship he did not cast a glance of love 
at me.‖ 

He lauds (sarcastically) the friendship of his heartiest 
friend who contracted friendship with him and then assumed 
transcendence. 

م بر تھی
ُ
ھ
ک

وکھڑا ر
ُ
ھد ا حاؽ حقیقت نہ یّتر

 
ج
ٹ 

 

 سُند نہ
َ
 یسار ؿیدِا و

 ―He is very indifferent and keeps a distance from me. 
He does not enquire about my welfare. He does not 
listen to the tale of my love.‖ 

He equates the transcendence of his beloved as acts of 
indifference towards him. He does not enquire about his 
welfare nor listens to his tale of sufferings on the path of 
love. He desperately desires his beloved to assume 
immanence so that they could communicate with each other. 

  میں

 

ڑ
ھ

 

ب
ُ
م

  ڈکھڑیں ی

 

ڑ
ھ

 

کُب

  یںد غم یںسے تِیر ی

 
 

 یچوُن

 

 
 

ُ
 یسُولاں مار یدؽ ل

 ―I am miserable and butchered by sufferings. I am 
subjected to countless arrows of sorrows. My heart is 
looted and has become the victim of afflictions.‖ 

She expresses misery at the hands of sufferings, sorrows 
and afflictions she encounters in separation and disunion 
from her beloved. 
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 ا  نہ

 

ڑ
ھ

 

مب

اا صاػ  ؿسانو گیا مکھناڈٹھڑؾ 

ن

ی
ھ
سلک

 

  گئی

 

 
 

 یبہار موسم ج
 ―I have not seen my sweet and tender friend. The 
rainy season has just passed away and the spring 
season has ended.‖ 

She was deprived of his vision in spite of great nuptial 
times. She could not realise times of union with her 
transcendent beloved. She constantly grapples with the 
mystery of transcendence. She becomes so dejected in not 
seeing him even in such good times.  

 سب پربھت پندھ تھلاندے دےں نہ ہوت نہ کھوب اٹھا

ؽ رو رو ہار
ُ
ؽ ر
ُ
 یدِؽ ر

 ―There is neither my beloved nor any signs of the 
camel hoofs. There are all hills and vast spaciousness 
of the desert. I have exhausted myself by crying 
wretchedly.‖ 

She finds no signs of her beloved in the wilderness of 
herself. She exhausts herself by crying wretchedly in 
desolations. 

 گالاںتن  بیٹھی یسپرد لاںجا یںکیو یسندھر میں

ہ ہت  ڈ تھئے روہی

ن

ب
 یملہار 

 ―Why should I go and dwell in Sindh and rotten my 
self as an alien, when there are rains in the desert and 
the weather is so fine?‖ 

Her quest is to find her beloved in the inmost chamber of 
her heart in order to realise the possibility of union. She does 
not want to search him in the external world (outward) and 
become rotten and alien for nothing. Her search in the 
outward does not lead to fruition.  

سد ا بھیت
ھَ
ک

َسد ا تھی سداڈنہ  دِؽ 
ہ 
 اوپرا دوروں 

 یلا ہو ہو شہر خوار
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 ―My beloved grabs my heart and does not disclose 
the mystery. He acts as a stranger and distantly 
watches with a laugh the situation of my infamy and 
notoriety.‖ 

The beloved grabs her heart but does not disclose the 
mystery of his transcendence. He becomes transcendent but 
remains aware of the infamy and notoriety fallen to her lot. 
He laughs at her inability to understand the mystery of 
transcendence.  

ک 
ِ
ا ایزاو یدفر ریاہ   ِ

 
ا ب

ن

ِ

ن

 ب
ّ َ
  ؿسَ

 ھ
چ

  دا 
ی
 ا

 

 ر

 منجھاری مُونجھپلڑے  پئی

 ―Farid! My friend is peculiar and also my mother-in-
law and my sister-in-law have brawls with me. 
Anguishes are fallen to my lot.‖ 

He falls in constant states of anguishes in trying to discern 
meaning behind the peculiar moves of his beloved and in 
facing the brawls of his adversaries who also take a heavy toll 
on him. He faces the vicissitudes of his inner self and the 
animosities of his social self. 
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Kafi-266 

 

ن

 
ک دؾ ہجر نہ س

ِ
 ہے یماند ؿدؽ دلبر کار ہے یہ 

―My heart is weary without my beloved. It cannot 
bear disunion even for a moment.‖ 

There are times when her heart becomes weary without 
her beloved. She finds it impossible to bear her disunion even 
for a moment. 

 توؽ وچِھاواں یسوز گداز د

اں دا  ہار
َ

ن

ا گلغ
َ
 اںنووچ ن 

  ید ڈکھ ڈوہاگ

س

 

 
ب

 ھ
چ
 سہاواں 

 ہے ینہہ سراندبا ید درد

―I lay the bedding of sensitive passions. I set my 
nuptial bed of sufferings and misfortunes. I wear the 
garland of sorrows around my neck. I keep the hand 
of pain under my head.‖ 

She remains in the grip of sensitive passions of love. She 
undergoes sufferings, misfortunes, sorrows and pains in the 
transcendence of her beloved. 

و ماہی
 ِ
 سےبے پرواہ مِ

و حاؽ
 
ِ

 

 سےکنوں بے حاؽ ت

و  ِ
 
 سےپلڑے سوز فراؼ ن

 ڑ

ن

ِ
 
ا یج

َ

ن

 ہے یدں جھوک غ

―I got my carefree beloved. Passion and separation 
have fallen to my lot. My condition has worsened. My 
life has become an abode of sorrows.‖ 

She considers her beloved carefree who does not respond 
to her passionate sufferings of separation. Her condition 
worsens and she remains constantly in the state of 
sorrowfulness.   
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ہ ہت  ڈ

ن

ب
انواں سڑد   
ِ

ن

 یںجلد یںن

لد گئی  عمر یسار
َ
ھ م

 

ب
َ
ہ 

 یں

 جلدیں گلدیںنواں ونجارات 

 ہے ینہ آندہے موت  ہے

―I spend my day in burning and scorching. I spend 
my night in flaming and rotting. I have been at a loss 
throughout my life. Alas, death does not overtake 
me.‖ 

She constantly faces the burns of love, which rotten her 
self. Her whole life has been spent in lamenting at the 
transcendence of her beloved. She has even been spared by 
death to face the sufferings of love. 

 یرتیا کیچ کیتی ہنےسو

 یکرؿ نہ کار ںسرتیا ںسینگیا

 یبار برہوں سر بار یاآ

 ہے یکُرلاند وس پئی بے

―My beloved is prepared to go to Ketch. The burden 
of love is on my head. My youthful companions and 
friends are unable to solve my problem. I am 
groaning in helplessness.‖ 

The transcendence of her beloved in the offing puts 
onerous burden of separation on her. Her friends and 
companions cannot stop this occurrence. She groans in the 
state of helplessness. The uniqueness of love does not 
sanction any inner or outer help. She is both inwardly and 
outwardly helpless in arresting the transcendence of her 
beloved. What, if she succeeds. Wouldn‘t it be a premature 
end of the game of love? Isn‘t the transcendence of the 
beloved necessary for ripening love into fruition? 

 گا ںیاد ریا ںیساکر دیا
ہ 
ل

 
 
ی

 ن

نتو
 
ی

ن

 ی
مہ

 لیںسیا ؾیوڈ نیں 

 چالیں ںہنیارمزاں مو ںہنیاسو

 ہے یندجانہ  یدفر تانگ

―I will remember the discourse of my beloved filled 
with lovely symbolism and enchanting intricacies. 
Farid! My longing for the beloved does not diminish 
even when the Sial women rebuke me.‖ 
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He ever remembers the discourse of his friend. The 
heavenly discourse is couched in lovely symbols and 
enchanting intricacies. He keeps longing for his beloved. The 
rebukes of the outsiders cannot diminish his desire for his 
friend. Doesn‘t rebuking help in intensifying the fire of love 
already enkindled in his heart? 
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Kafi-267 

 یبے تے موؽ نہ بھاوؾِ ڑ تتی یڑبرمانوؾ  ںہکو الف مینو

―Only one alphabet Alif (Allah) has captivated me. I 
am the inept one whom no other alphabets (realities) 
are acceptable.‖ 

The alphabet Alif (A) symbolising Allah (Oneness) 
captivates the lover. It is doctrinal understanding and 
realisation of the principle of unity, which is enough for him. 
His drowning in love makes him oblivious of diversity as 
such. He fully concentrates on the Real. All else is otherness.  

 نیں ںیتاوحدت پرؾ پر ہنیسو

 نیں ںیتاکثرت کوجھاں ر کوجھی

 نیں ںگیتا عشقیگھاتاں  ذوقی

 یکھاوؾِ ڑ تغیر وںغیر دؽ

―The beauty of unity is characterized by depths of 
love. There are enchanting tunes and songs of love. 
Multiplicity is ugly and its ways are hideous. My heart 
with priding shuns otherness.‖ 

The beauty of unity is so lovable. It is punctuated by 
enchanting tunes and songs of love. Unity is manifest in 
multiplicity. The ugly multiplicity with its hideous ways is the 
result of denying the principle of unity manifest in diversity. 
It is considering multiplicity or diversity as independent and 
autonomous. It tends to severe it from its roots. His heart 
takes pride in shunning otherness (not denotatively but in a 
connotative sense since otherness is not there).  

 سےڈہر چالوں ناز نواز 

 سےڈکل عالم عالم ساز 

 سےڈ سَ  حُسن اَزؽ دا راز

وو نور نظر وچ آوؾِ ڑ
ک
ِ
ہ 

 ی
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―There is the pride and elegance in its each move. It 
is the mystery of primordial love. I see the whole 
world instrumental in manifesting the essential 
Light.‖ 

The moves of Beauty are filled with pride and elegance. 
There is an intimate linkage between beauty and love. It is the 
mystery of the primordial love, which has caused the cosmos 
and sustains it. The whole world is constitutive of the 
essential Light and seems instrumental in spreading it in the 
cosmos. 

 سےڈمحض محاؽ  تغیر

ے ہر
ھ
ل

 

ی

 سےڈوصل وصِاؽ  و

 سےڈچو طرفوں حُسن جماؽ 

ہ ہت  ڈ

ن

ب
  

ن

ُ
 

 یلاوؾِ ڑ گلرات پ

―I see no possibility of otherness. I see divine beauty 
everywhere. I find union at each and every moment. 
Punnal is embracing me day and night.‖ 

He realises the doctrinal truth of Oneness. He sees the 
impossibility of otherness. He perceives unity in diversity at 
all times. There are loving embraces day and night. 

  یکر د ںکیو

ُ
م

 ہار سنگار 

ھ

 

ب

 ی

  ریاں سانوؽ جانا جے

ھ

 

ب
ُ
م

 ی

  سرخی ںکیو

ُ
م

ج لہ دھار 
ک

 

ھ

 

ب

 ی

ؽ
َ
  و

ہ 
مل

  ملک 
ی
 یوؾِ ڑھاسد ر 

―Why I would have done a makeup being so hapless 
and why I would have applied rouge and drawn the 
line of a collyrium in the hapless state if I had known 
that my beloved would leave for Malheer?‖ 

She as a hapless lover questions her embellishments in the 
wake of her beloved‘s transcendence. She would not have 
been happy if she knew that her beloved would assume 
transcendence. She faltered in considering the permanence of 
her beloved‘s immanence. 

ِ  یدشد یدتتا درد جد
ھ

 

ٹ

 اا ی  

ے
ک
ِ
ہ 
ِ  یدخر یدفر یدد 

ھ

 

ٹ

 اا ی  

ِ  یدہر روز اے سوز مز
ھ

 

ٹ

 اای  

 یگھر ور تاوؾِ ڑ ڈھولن بن
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―My inept pain has multiplied and my passion is 
intensifying each day. Farid! I have sold myself at the 
behest of one gaze of my beloved. My dwellings are 
making me fiery without my beloved.‖ 

His pain multiplies and his passion intensifies every day. 
He recounts the act of selling himself at one gaze of his 
beloved. His dwellings have become fiery in the absence of 
his beloved.  
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Kafi-268 

ک ہے
ِ
ک ہے ہ 

ِ
ک ہے ہ 

ِ
ک د ہ 

ِ
 دؾ دؾ سِ ہے یہ 

―It is the unified oneness. The desiring of the One is 
at each and every moment.‖ 

The One is the Absolute and the Infinite. There is 
constant desiring of the One from within the One since there 
is nothing outside the Metaphysical Whole.   

ک دے ہر ہر 
ِ
ھکِ ہے اُچ ہے کیا کیا ےیروچ د جاہ 

 
چ

 

―The One dwells at each and every place whether it is 
high or low.‖ 

There is the Omnipresence of the One irrespective of 
heights and depths. 

ک ہے باطن
ِ
ک ہے ظاہر ہ 

ِ
 سَ   بیا ہ 

 
 ہالِک ہے کج

―The One is manifest. The One is unmanifest.  All 
else is perishable.‖ 

The One is the Manifest. It is the same One, which is the 
Unmanifest. The Manifest or the Outward and the 
Unmanifest or the Inward are there in their absolute fullness 
without any trace of otherness. All else is being perpetually 
annihilated. But there is nothing outside the Infinite. Thus, it 
is the process of re-creation that is taking place at every 
moment within the Infinite.  

ھکِ ہے یو دؽ دڈہوں  نگنتے لوہے وا مقناطیس
 
چ

 

―My heart is attracted (to my beloved), the same way 
as iron is attracted to a magnet.‖ 
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The force of love travels in the veins of the cosmos. His 
heart is magnetically attracted to his beloved. 

 

 

  
ک کوں  ھاج
ِ
 او کافر مشرکِ ہے جانےکر  ڈوہ 

―A person who considers the One as two veils the 
truth and places divinity beside Allah.‖ 

A person who delimits the One by negating its 
metaphysical wholeness provides space for otherness and 
thereby creates duality of irreducible principles. He veils truth 
and places divinity beside Allah.  

 پر رہ تے چل چک ہے یکیھا سخت نزڈاڈمطلب 

―The meaning (of oneness) seems so absolutely 
understandable but to traverse this muddy and 
marshy way is so difficult.‖ 

The meaning of Oneness is self-evident but to doctrinally 
understand and realise it is so difficult. One has to traverse 
the path of love and gnosis in order to understand and realise 
it. 

 مالک ہے فخر پیا ے سر سرواہ دا ساراڈسا

―My beloved Fakhr is the complete custodian of my 
being and its commitments.‖ 

He places his whole being and having in the hands of his 
spiritual master for attaining the highest metaphysical stage of 
‗the supreme identity‘. 

گد درد دا بار اٹھا نہ 
س

 نک تِرک ہے یدؽ شود ی

―My heart is poor and delicate. It cannot bear the 
burden of pains.‖ 

His heart is so fragile that it cannot bear the onerous 
burden of the pain of love. 

 د میڈی یدِلڑ یروز ازؽ د

 

َ
اہ ح
َ
 سالِک ہے یر
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―My heart ever since the primordial day is subject to 
the way of Truth.‖ 

The primordial tradition demonstrates the innateness of 
truth in the heart (Intellect) 

  پورا کیا خدائی ؽجند دے ناؽ خیا
ِ
 ہے گیا ی 

―The imagination of the Divinity has completely 
become identical with my life (being).‖ 

He reaches a stage where he completely concentrates on 
the Real. It leads to the identity of knowledge and being.  

  سنجانن یدفر ریا
ک
  
ی
ے

 

ت
ِ ہے 

 

ک ی
ِ
ہ ہ 

ن

ج
سُ

ن

ن

 اے 

―Farid! This formula (prescription of oneness) is 
absolute in order to have an essential understanding 
of my friend.‖ 

The concentration on the Real is his patent prescription 
on the road to gnosis. 
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Kafi-269 

 فرؼ نہ کوئی رِہیا ہوئی رانجھن میں ہن

―Now, I have become Ranjhan.  The polarization has 
been withdrawn (by the Self).‖ 

She traverses the arduous path of love. She attains 
ontological consciousness of her nothingness. She becomes 
transformed in the form of her beloved. The polarisation 
between the lover and the beloved ceases to exist. But the 
question remains that once the lover ceases to be, the beloved 
also ceases to be. The cessation of the lover and the beloved 
is in simultaneity. The lover either becomes identified with 
love itself or the Reality (Self) withdraws this polarisation. 
Doesn‘t the gnostic come to subsist in the Divine 
Consciousness as a realised possibility?  

 سوئیبن گئی آخر  ئیلگا پیت یسنگ دِلڑ جیں

―My heart ultimately became the same (united) with 
whom it cultivated love.‖ 

Her heart becomes united with her beloved. The subject 
and the object become identified. 

  ِ
 

  ونج چوچک بیٹی سلیٹی ہ

ِ

 ئیوکھڑ جاکِ

―Heer, the daughter of Choochak, reached such 
(sublime) heights.‖ 

Heer, the daughter of Choochak, reaches such sublime 
heights by virtue of remaining sincere, resolute and steadfast 
in love. 

  اہیر وںہیر

ھ

 

ٹ

ن
 
 سی
ی

 توئیڈراہ  سر ہیں جیکر 
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―If you sacrifice yourself for the sake of love, then 
you will also be transformed from Heer to a diamond 
(will become priceless by the process of alchemy).‖ 

The one who adopts the love tradition of Heer in 
sacrificing everything for the sake of love will become 
invaluable.  

الے

 

ُ
 دِؽ جوئی اُوڑک تھئی پہلے کھا کر درد ک

―I had to bear pains and adversities in the early 
phases but at last my efforts fructified to my heart‘s 
content.‖ 

She has to face pains and adversities in the path of love. 
But ultimately the beloved becomes responsive and affects 
union with her. 

 جتنا بار چتوئی ںیوشابس اصلوں محض نہ ہار

―It is commendable that you did not lose your heart 
in spite of bearing such pressures.‖ 

She commends the one who does not lose her heart in 
spite of bearing onerous burdens of love. 

 موئی گےتوں ا ؿمَر سلِک محبت دے وچ جو کوئی

―The one who dies before dying in the tradition of 
love (succeeds).‖ 

The tradition of love makes the one succeed in love who 
dies before dying. She is the one who has completely 
subjected herself to the will of her beloved. 

 

س

 

 
ب

 ھ
چ
ا  اگ سُ   شاؾ سندر سنگ سوئی خوش تھی یسسُ 

―The person attains happiness by being in the nuptial 
bed with his beloved.‖ 

She who attains consciousness of her ontological 
consciousness in the face of her beloved succeeds in affecting 
nuptial union with her beloved. 
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 دھوئی ید دوئی میل نے انا دے جیں ؽناؽ خیا

―They cleanse themselves of the dust of multiplicity 
by virtue of ―I am the Truth‖.‖ 

She cleanses herself of the dust of multiplicity by realising 
that her I amness is an objective illusion. It is the Divine I 
amness, which is manifest in the human one. It is the Reality, 
which says ‗I am the Truth‘, through human tongue. 

ک میں
ِ
 نہ اوئی نہ توئی گئیرہ  سارے جگ وچ ہ 

―I remained solely in the world without otherness.‖ 

She becomes conscious of her ontological nothingness. 
Her sense of separateness ceases to be. All polarisations are 
withdrawn. She sees the working of the Divine fully within 
her. 

 ِ
ھ

 

ٹ

 اے راز لدھوئی جیں ہمیشہ یدؔمنصور فر اای  

―Farid! He always remained a victor who found this 
secret (realised his self in fullness).‖ 

The one who found the secret of realising his self in 
fullness achieved permanent victory. He purified the mirror 
of his heart (mirror of his ontological nothingness) from 
otherness and provided the Reality to contemplate itself. 
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Kafi-270 

 عرب شر

 

َ  ھائی یفہ 
ِ
 آئی یب دپنجابو سندھ  س

―I am nearing Sindh and Punjab after departing the 
holy land of Arabia.‖ 

He is returning from the holy land of Arabia symbolising 
his return to the outward from the inward. 

ا
ّ
ووؿِ ںبِن عرب اے اکھ 

ُ
 ر

   کر
ِ

ن

 ا دھووؿِ ےپ

 

ڑ
ھ
ک
ُ
م

 

 رو ہار نجوںں دے پووؿِ

 چوٹ چکھائی یںدِؽ درد

―My eyes are weeping and stringing the garlands of 
tears that are washing my face (countenance). My 
heart has made me taste the pain of departing 
Arabia.‖ 

He suffers in returning from the celestial world to the 
terrestrial one. It is heart, which makes him taste the pain of 
love characterised by separations and disunions.  

 منزؽ حدے اے پہلی

 شدے مدے یبحر د کل

 شہر مُبارک جدے بئی

ُ  ییندعدؿ و جا
م

 کلائی

―Heddah was the first point of destination after 
Makkah. The next is the blessed city of Jeddah.  The 
sea is in high and low tides. We are leaving behind 
Adan and bidding it a good bye.‖ 

He is bidding good bye to the spiritual stations he 
encountered in the way of his spiritual journey. 

 رتیاطواػ ز کر سعی

ووں ذوؼ بشارت گھن
ق

 

س
ع

 

ووں عفو اشارت
غع
ل

 لہہ 

 

ن

ی
ط

 وؽ و
 
ی

 ولائی گوا ن
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―I have made an effort (walking between ‗safa‘ and 
‗marwa‘) and accomplished circumbulation and 
witnessing. I got the subtle signs of my salvation. I 
have turned the reins towards my country after 
tasting the Divine messages of love.‖ 

He makes spiritual efforts and receives spiritual blessings. 
He returns to his ordinary self after tasting the responsiveness 
of his beloved. 

 واںپا گاہنےنے گا ںکیو

ج لہ دھار  ںکیو
ک

 واںبنا

 لاواں ںیامیند ںسرخیا ںکیو

  ہے

ھ

 

ٹ

 
ُ
ب 

 جدائی نصیب م

―Why should I wear colourful threads around my 
wrist (symbolising marital bond) and ornaments? 
Why should I apply rouge and henna?  Why should I 
draw the line of a collyrium? It has fallen to my lot to 
depart.‖ 

He is not inspired to embellish himself since he is 
departing from his beloved. He is sad at facing the situations 
of separation and disunity. 

 نےسہرے ہار کما گل

 نےما جوش جوانی گئے

 نےکل ناز نوا وہا

 ائیڈوچ فخر و ھجد گئی

―All my chaplets and garlands have lost their 
freshness. All my pride and elegance have been 
reduced to naught. My animating youthfulness has 
disappeared. My distinction and self-conceitedness 
have gone away.‖ 

The days of separation and disunion fade the colours of 
his life. He finds himself reduced to nothingness. 

 جھوں سانوؽ گھروچباتوں 

 تھل مارو 

 

 

ن

 وچ بر ےس

 ہاں بے شک سخت سفر وچ

 روز سوائی ہم سختی

―My charming beloved! House of God! I am 
undoubtedly undertaking hazardous journey in 
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inwardness without you. I am (symbolically) in deadly 
deserts, forests and desolate places with increasing 
hardships each day.‖ 

He traverses the hazardous and difficult path of love to 
search his beloved in the inmost chambers of his heart. His 
hardships of love increase during the transcendence of his 
beloved.   

   یدآس فر کئی

 
ن

ُ
 
 ینہ پ

  یسوز فراؼ د سر

 
ن

 
 یج

  یدِلڑ جلیا جی

 

ر

ن

ھی
ُ
ٹ 

 ی

 پائی دردوں چولی گل

―Farid! None of my hopes could be realised. My self 
is burning and my heart is being grilled. I have the 
covering of passion and separation on my head and 
the shirt of pains on my body.‖ 

His hope of vision and union with his beloved remain 
unrealised. His embodied self is burned and grilled by the fire 
of love. His passion of love has to bear separation of his 
beloved. He suffers pains of love for the sake of his beloved.   
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Kafi-271 

 ے دے رلڑے ریاآنوؿ  دیا

 

ڑ

کُللّ
 پووؿِ کروپ 

 

ِ

ن

 پ

―I am remembering the days of togetherness with my 
friend. I am facing unintelligible difficulties at each 
and every moment.‖ 

She recounts the moments spent with her beloved in 
togetherness. She constantly faces intricacies of separation 
and disunion with her beloved. 

 کھارے یچندر یچڑھد ںکیو

 ہجر دے وارے ینڈجا جے

 بارے ریوز یکرد ںکیو

 سخت سوَلڑے ےنیڑ آئے

―If I had known that union would be so short lived 
and I would have to bear disunion so soon then, why 
would I have accomplished the nuptial rites and worn 
heavy jewellery?‖ 

She would not have agreed to accomplish nuptial rites and 
ornament herself if she knew that the immanence of her 
beloved was so short-lived and she will have to bear his 
transcendence so soon. 

ھاا ،ریاکھ ڈ

ک
ُ
س

 ؿیردے وں 

 ؿپیر کالا نیلے مونہہ

 ؿیرد لائے سُولاں سینے

 ے وہ

 

ڑ
 ھل
ٹ

 دے 

ن

ُ
 

 ہوت پ

―The sufferings are my friend and peace is my 
adversary. Countless afflictions have encompassed my 
being. I have lost my honour and respect. I laud the 
blessings of my beloved Punnal.‖ 

She lives amidst the company of her sufferings. She finds 
peace beyond her reach. She is encompassed by countless 
afflictions. She loses her honour and respect. She lauds 
(sarcastically) these blessings of her friend.  
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 عمر نبھاواں ڈکھڑی ںکیو

اواںگو ونج  رستاؿ سُ 

 

ن
ُ

 

ساواں ہ
َ
 موت دا ملک و

ھ جیو

 

ب

َ
ت 

 ے ؿ

 

 

 کوڑ ت

―Why I should bear a life of sufferings? I would go 
and dwell in the city of death. I will inhabit the 
graveyard. I don‘t care a fig for the false consolations 
of life.‖ 

She thinks of dying than bearing the life of sufferings.  
She does not care about her life or the false consolations of 
her beloved. The yawning chasm between human timings 
and the divine ones widen in the states of separation and 
disunion. She becomes desperate in her search of 
transcendence. Doesn‘t the Divine timings finally prevail 
and she realises that the Divine hand of time was in her 
ultimate interest? 

 ہجر دے ولڑے پیچ گل

  یہہا

ن

ہ ہی  ی

ن

ب
 ے ؿلانو 

 

ڑ
 ھل
ٹ

 دے 

َلڑے الڑے
ّ
 دؽ زخم او

  پئے میں

 

ڑ
ھ

 

ب
ُ
م

 پلڑے دے ی

―The entanglements of disunion have fallen to my lot. 
My heart is stricken with intricate and fresh wounds. 
They are the blessings of contracting love that have 
fallen to the share of the miserable one.‖ 

She experiences disunion of her beloved. She is struck by 
intricate and fresh wounds of love. She calls these as blessings 
(sarcastically) of contracting love, which have fallen to her 
miserable lot. 

 سب زور ہوس وس لا
ُ 
 ی

 درد اندر سر پا غم
ُ 
 ی

 نہ آ یدفر ریاپر 
ُ 
 ی

 آپے  کر

 

ڑ
گل

 ے 

گلَ
 

 

 ےڑ

―Farid! I have made my efforts and tried my utmost 
but my friend has not come to meet me. Sorrows and 
pains have been all embracing and they have come to 
reside within me.‖ 
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He makes all out efforts in search of transcendence but all 
in vain. He remains engulfed in sorrows and pains of love. 
There is no relationship of causal necessity between effort 
and its result. His efforts do count but they cannot force the 
transcendent beloved to assume immanence. The keys of 
efforts cannot open the door of transcendence. The opening 
has to come from the Heavens.   
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Kafi-272 

 سانوں مار نہ طعنے اڑا حاؽ وےکُر ریا

―My friend! My condition is deplorable. Do not taunt 
me.‖ 

He as a deplorable lover asks his friend not to taunt him 
since the transcendence of his beloved is not in his hands. 
His condition worsens at taunting by his friend. 

 نےیگاسانگے دوست  سانگ سنجوک رلائے قسمت

―It is my destiny that I have united with my friend 
who is unique.‖ 

Destiny has made him encounter such a unique friend.  

 نےیگاسدے دور ڈتانتاں  واںبناسونہہ  جاںں جا

―The more my familiarity increases with him, the 
more he seems far away (transcendence).‖ 

The more he familiarises with his beloved the more his 
beloved seems transcendent. Isn‘t it the mystery of 
transcendence that his intensity of love increases the 
transcendence of his beloved? 

ننہ  ؿکا ؿآنو
 
ی

ن

ی
گ

ن

ی
م

 کچڑے کرؿ بہانے یدِلڑ 

―He makes petty excuses but in fact his heart does 
not yearn to meet me.‖ 

He thinks that his beloved does not yearn to meet him and 
thereby remains transcendent. All else are lame excuses.  

 موت کوں آنے مولیٰ نہ بھلی یتپر یدں دابے در
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―Love of the heartless is of no benefit.  I pray for 
death.‖ 

He finds no benefit of vision and union at the hands of his 
heartless beloved. He prays for death. Life is elsewhere. 

 نہ آوؾ خانے جی واںسناروواں رو رو لوک 

―I cry and narrate my tale to the folk.  My heart is not 
at its place (is not in the state of peace).‖ 

He narrates his tale of suffering to the people around him, 
while in state of agony. His communication with the outsiders 
is of no consequence to him. 

 انےیوآکھے د کوئی یآکھے من مچل کوڑ ئیکو

―Some people think that I am false-hearted and 
deceitful, while others think that I am frantic in love.‖ 

People as outsiders have no access to his inwardness. They 
impute false motives to him. Some people call him frantic in 
love. 

 رانےصباح گس سنج لےجا دی سنجیناؽ  سولیں

―I spent my days and night in afflictions.‖ 

He spends his time bearing inner and outer afflictions. 

ہ ہڈ ڈوںجند  ماہی یںنہ لانو یرد یںآنو

ن

 مہمانے ت ب

―My beloved! Do come soon and don‘t be late since 
my life is going to end soon.‖ 

He entreats his transcendent beloved to assume 
immanence without any delay since the span of his life is 
going to end soon. 

 حسن دا شانے کیا کیا عشوے غمزے ناز نہورے

―Witness the multiple glories of beauty in amorous 
glances, enticements, pride and coquetries.‖ 

The majesty of Beauty is manifest in its bewitchments.  
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 دا سامانے ؿمار یسار ید یدجو ہے شاؿ فر

―Farid! All this glory is to ravish my being.‖ 

The glories of bewitching beauty are there to ravish his 
being. The bewitchments of beauty stir love in his heart. They 
intensify his love and nurture an insatiable quest for his 
beautiful beloved. They embark him on the hazardous 
journey of love. 
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